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ABSTRACT 
An estimate >11 million people are infected by Trypanosoma cruzi in Latin America. 
Chagas disease control programmes have been successful in the Southern Cone countries, 
and similar initiatives are underway in the Andean countries. In Ecuador prevalence is 
estimated as -130000 people, with 2.5-3.8 million at risk; annual associated costs may 
reach >20 million US dollars. We studied ecological, genetic, and evolutionary aspects of 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, an important disease vector in western Ecuador and northwestern 
Peru. Sylvatic and synanthropic populations are sympatric in central Ecuador; only 
domestic-peridomestic colonies occur in the temperate Andean valleys of southern Ecuador 
and northern Peru. Both morphological-chromatic features and ecological-behavioural 
preferences seem to define a cline [sylvatic-large (north) - synanthropic-small (south)]. 
The ecology of domestic and sylvatic populations was studied using logistic regression. 
Phytelephas aequatorialis palms are the primary natural ecotope of R ecuadoriensis; 
sylvatic bugs tend to favour male palms with large amounts of decomposing organic 
material and located in cropland/pasture fields. Poor households with mud walls, tiled roofs 
and large numbers of chickens were more likely to be infested. Isometry-free morphometric 
analysis consistently achieved >90% correct discrimination of sylvatic vs. synanthropic 
populations, supporting the use of metric variables in surveillance of reinfestations; size- 
free analyses revealed substantial divergence of Peruvian bugs from La Libertad. 
Mitochondrial DNA sequence polymorphisms (cytochrome b gene, 663 basepairs) were 
analysed; -4% sequence divergence scored between Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations 
suggested they are independent phylogroups. Haplotype diversity and relationships indicate 
central coastal Ecuador as the centre of dispersal of this species, with isolated domestic 
populations in dry Andean valleys. The phylogeny of this species was explored using 
morphometric and molecular approaches. The monophyly of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' 
(pallescens, colombiensis and ecuadoriensis) was confirmed, with the parapatric pallescens 
and colombiensis being very closely related; R. pictipes is the closest relative to this lineage 
among Amazonian species, with the robustus group forming a distinct, major Glade. 
Control of R ecuadoriensis can contemplate local eradication in dry Andean valleys 
(southern Ecuador and northern Peru); special attention should be paid to peridomestic 
populations, including improvement of poultry management (burning-replacing nests every 
15-30 days). Long-term interruption of disease transmission would benefit from educational 
interventions increasing awareness about Chagas disease and from housing improvements 
targeting mud walls and timber-and-tile roofs. In central-northern western Ecuador 
peridomestic palm trees may be the origin of reinfestations; environmental management 
(removing dead fronds and fibres from peridomestic palms), and continuous community- 
based surveillance are recommended. A comprehensive control programme over 15 years 
would probably result in interruption of disease transmission, and could bring savings of 
about 20 US$ per each dollar invested. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Chagas disease 
Chagas disease (American trypanosomiasis) was discovered in 1907 by the Brazilian 
physician Carlos Chagas (Chagas 1909, Prata 1999). A century later it is recognised as a 
major public health problem in virtually all Latin American countries (figure 1). In the 
early 90s, the World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated 18 million people were 
infected by Trypanosoma cruzi, the causative agent of the disease, with -90 million 
people living under transmission risk conditions in the region. Mortality related to the 
disease reached 45000-50000 people each year, and the World Bank ranked Chagas 
disease as the most important parasitic disease in Latin America in terms of its impact 
on national economies and public health systems (producing a burden more than four 
times greater than all the rest of parasitic diseases plus leprosy considered together) 
(WHO 1991,1997, World Bank 1993, Schofield & Dias 1996, Miles 1998, Dias & 
Schofield 1999, Moncayo 1999). However, co-ordinated control interventions 
throughout the Southern Cone countries have resulted in the elimination of disease 
transmission by Triatoma infestans, the most widespread domestic vector, in vast areas 
of Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, and Bolivia; incidence among children 
and young adults has been reduced by an average of 72% in the area (WHO 1996,1997, 
1998,2000, WHO/CTD 2002). Recent estimates indicate that about 11-12 million 
people are currently infected (Schmunis 1999a). 
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1.1.1. THE PARASITE 
Ttypanosoma (Schizotrypanum) cruzi Chagas, 1909 (Kinetoplastida: 
Trypanosomatidae) is a flagellate blood protozoan transmitted mainly by contamination 
with the infected faeces of the insect vectors - haematophagous hemipterans belonging to 
the family Reduviidae, subfamily Triatominae (WHO 1991, Miles 1998). 
1.1.1.1. Life cycle 
The complex He cycle of T. cruzi involves four basic morphological forms: 
i. Epimastigotes: replicative forms in the midgut of triatomine vectors; 
H. Metacyclic trypomastigotes: non-dividing forms in the vector hindgut; these are the 
infective forms present in insect faeces; 
iii. Bloodstream trypomastigotes: extracellular, non-replicative forms present in the 
peripheral blood of mammalian hosts; and 
iv. Amastigotes: intracellular replicative forms inside cells of various mammalian host 
tissues (forming the so-called pseudocysts when there are large numbers of parasites). 
Bloodstream trypomastigotes constitute a pleomorphic population of `broad' and 
`slender' parasites; intermediate forms have been identified between and within the basic 
stages: sphaeromastigotes (between epi- and amastigote stages), intracellular intermediate 
forms (between amastigotes and slender trypomastigotes released from pseudocysts into 
the bloodstream), or the mid- and late-log growth phase epimastigotes. The relationships 
between these different forms and their biological significance are not clear in all cases 
(Souza 1999, Kollien & Schaub 2000, Tyler & Engman 2001). 
The cycle of this vector-borne zoonosis usually requires two hosts: an insect capable of 
allowing metacyclogenesis, and a mammal - humans or wild or domestic animals. Over 
200 species/subspecies of mammals and 100 triatomine species have been found to be 
susceptible to infection by T. cruzi; dogs, opossums, some rodents, and armadillos are the 
principal reservoirs in human-related environments. Bats are frequently infected by various 
trypanosomes, including Schizotrypanum; edentates and primates are also wild reservoirs 
of these parasites (WHO 1991, Tanowitz et al. 1992, Kirchhoff 1993, Sherlock et al. 1997, 
Miles 1998). Didelphis marsupialis (the common opossum) is not only a reservoir host but 
may also act as a vector of the parasite. Deane et al. (1984) found that T cruzi can 
complete its life cycle in the lumen of the anal scent glands of these marsupials, from 
where metacyclic forms may directly infect other opossums; it has been proposed that this 
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could represent the ancestral route of transmission of the parasites (Schofield 2000a), but 
other authors consider that T. cruzi may have originated from insect kinetoplastids (Gaunt 
& Mules 2000). Birds, although refractory to T cruzi, are important as hosts of triatomine 
bugs; some species and populations of triatomines exploit bird nest microhabitats, both in 
the wild and in peridomestic environments (Carcavallo et al. 1998a, b). 
1.1.1.2. Trypanosoma cruzi: natural populations and diversity 
Natural populations of T. cruzi show significant genetic and phenetic diversity. Various 
strains differ in their virulence, susceptibility to specific treatment, morphology, or 
antigenic structure. Techniques used for the characterisation of such diversity include 
analysis of multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) profiles and other biochemical or 
immunological properties; total DNA or kinetoplast DNA minicircle amplification and 
hybridisation; riboprinting; randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD); and 
amplification/sequencing of selected genome fragments (see Momen 1999, Murta & 
Romanha 1999). 
Some authors see a complex multiclonal origin as the most suitable explanation to this 
diversity (Tibayrenc et al. 1986, Tibayrenc & Ayala 1988), whilst others suggest that 
genetic exchange may contribute to the heterogeneity of sylvatic T. cruzi populations 
(Carrasco et al. 1996, Stothard et al. 1999, Machado & Ayala 2001, Miles et al. 2002). T 
cruzi populations were divided into three main groups on the grounds of MLEE profiles 
(zymodemes Z1, Z2 and Z3) (Miles et al. 1977,1978,1980,1981a, Barrett et al. 1980). 
Extensive isozymic characterisation led to the subdivision of these strains into a high 
number (up to 43) of individual zymodemes (Tibayrenc & Ayala 1988). Later on, 
molecular markers allowed for the distinction of two major evolutionary clades, defined as 
phylogenetic lineages 1 and 2 (Souto et al. 1996, Nunes et al. 1997, Fernandes et al. 1998, 
Oliveira et al. 1998, Stothard et al. 1998a, Zingales et al. 1998,1999), and led to the 
definition of a coherent subspecific classification of T cruzi populations into two major 
groups (T. cruzi I and II), with the latter encompassing Z2 and four further subgroups with 
consistent correspondences with the classical MLEE taxonomy (Ha=Z3, Ilb=Z2, 
IIc=Z3/Z1 ASAT, IId=Bolivian Z2, and He=Paraguayan Z2) (Brisse et al. 2000, Miles et 
al. 2002). It is therefore recommended that T. cruzi strains should be grouped into two 
major lineages, T. cruzi I (Z1 or lineage 2) and T. cruzi II (Z2 or lineage 1) (anonymous 
1999, Miles et al. 2002). Recently, Miles et al. (2002) put forward a comprehensive 
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proposal regarding parasite-host-vector-habitat associations (see also Gaunt & Miles 
2000). It opens the possibility of establishing the epidemiological significance of the 
genetic diversity of T. cruzi, linking genotypes with different degrees of virulence, clinical 
outcomes, response to treatment, or biological behaviour of parasite strains within various 
hosts (Miles 1981a, Montanrat et al. 1996). According to this proposal, T. cruzi I (which 
predominates in enzootic cycles in the Amazon basin and in domestic transmission cycles 
north of the Amazon) would be primarily associated with marsupial hosts (Didelphis spp. ) 
and Rhodnius vectors; the association perhaps evolved (involving also T. (Herpetosoma) 
rangeli; cf. Stevens et al. 1999) in the abundant palm tree habitats of the Amazon basin, 
and may be as old as 90 million years (Miles et al. 2002, Gaunt & Miles 2002). T. cruzi II 
is the principal agent of human Chagas disease throughout the most heavily endemic areas 
of southern South America, where T. infestans acts as the main vector; Miles et al. (2002) 
proposed that this parasite lineage evolved with edentates (armadillos) in terrestrial 
ecotopes, shared also by rodents and several Triatomini. The parasites would have reached 
rodents secondarily, and possibly spread to human habitats when T. infestans (associated in 
the wild with rodents in rocky habitats) became domestic (Miles et al. 2002). 
1.1.2. TRANSMISSION 
Chagas disease can be considered as the result of complex ecological interactions 
between parasites, insect vectors, animal reservoir hosts, and human populations living 
under risk conditions. Human disease transmission seems favoured by various factors, 
both biological and social (Briceno-Leon 1990, WHO 1991, Miles 1998, Salvatella et 
al. 1998, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999). 
1.1.2.1. Vector-borne transmission 
Humans are considered as accidental hosts of T. cruzi. When an infected bug feeds on a 
person, metacyclic trypomastigotes may be deposited on the host body surface via vector 
excreta and reach the bloodstream through skin breaks or abrasions or through the 
mucosae - mainly the conjunctiva. This route of transmission accounts for about 80% of 
new human Chagas disease cases (WHO 1991, Tanowitz et al. 1992, Kirchhoff 1993, 
Schofield 1994, Miles 1998). 
Over 100 species of Triatominae (out of the over 130 now recognised; see Section 1.2. ) 
have been reported as naturally or experimentally infected by T. cruzi. Of these, only about 
12 (those widely adapted to human environments) maintain domestic transmission cycles 
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and are considered of epidemiological importance; they all belong to the genera Triatoma 
[T infestans, T. dimidiata, T brasiliensis, T. maculata, T. sordida, T barberi], Rhodnius 
[R prolixus, R pallescens, R ecuadoriensis], and Panstrongylus [P. megistus, P. herreri, 
P. rufotuberculatus] (Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1998a, 1999a, Sherlock et al. 1997, ECLAT 
2002). In addition to their ability to colonise houses, other factors are involved in vectorial 
efficiency: feeding habits (anthropophyly, time lapse between feeding and defaecation, 
amount of blood ingested); infectivity and metacyclogenesis (amount of parasites in vector 
excreta and life cycle stage in which those parasites are excreted); longevity of insects; the 
relative distribution of populations of parasites, vectors, and mammal reservoir hosts; 
susceptibility of the latter to the infection, and levels and duration of parasitaemia (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Gürtler et al. 1988, WHO 1991, Schofield 1994, Carcavallo et al. 
1998b, Salvatella et al. 1998, Silveira 1999, Cohen & Gürtler 2001). 
Enzootic transmission cycles occur in a great variety of ecotopes, where the parasite 
circulates among sylvatic triatomines and their mammalian hosts; only rarely become 
humans involved in these cycles, either when forest workers are attacked by triatomines (in 
the Brazilian Amazon R brethesi may attack fibre gatherers working on Leopoldinia 
piassaba palms) or when adult bugs invade human habitats -a process perhaps favoured 
by artificial light sources. This latter mechanism is thought to be involved in most of 
disease transmission in the Amazon basin; adult bugs may transmit the infection either 
directly by feeding on the sleeping inhabitants or indirectly by contamination of presses 
used to prepare f uit juice (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Coura et al. 1999,2002, Moreno 
& Carcavallo 1999, Silveira 1999, Teixeira et al. 2001). Some bug species show a 
tendency, but only a limited capacity, to establish breeding colonies in human habitats; 
these are sometimes referred to as candidate domestic vectors (see Section 1.2. ). In areas 
where the same vector species transmit T. cruzi in both enzootic and domestic 
environments, transmission cycles are said to be continuous or overlapping. 
In some areas, the prevailing vector species in the domestic and sylvatic cycles are 
different; this is typically the case when synanthropic bugs spread out of their natural range 
associated with migrant people, and results in separate transmission cycles. Determining 
whether sylvatic and domestic cycles are overlapping or separate in a given geographical 
area has a profound bearing in the design of adequate strategies for disease control and 
surveillance; in the former case, the possibility of reinfestation of insecticide-treated 
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dwellings from sylvatic foci requires long-term entomological vigilance schemes, whereas 
in the latter eradication of synanthropic bug populations may be achieved through vertical 
spraying campaigns (Dujardin et al. 1991, Schofield 1994, Diotaiuti et al. 1995, Noireau et 
al. 1995, Dias & Diotaiuti 1998, Miles et al. 2002). 
Several factors involved in household colonisation by triatomine bugs of various 
species have been identified; they often relate to low socio-economic status and poverty 
(Minter 1978, Mott et al. 1978, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Zeledön & Vargas 1984, 
Bricefio-Leon 1990, Barrett 1991, WHO 1991, Gürtler et al. 1992, Starr et al. 1992, 
Andrade et al. 1995a, Salvatella et al. 1998, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, Oliveira-Lima et 
al. 2000, Cohen & Gürtler 2001; see also Chapter 5. ): 
i. Substandard housing: building materials, physical conditions of the dwellings, and 
management of the domestic environment. Mud walls (adobe, timber-and-clay, etc. - 
mainly if non-plastered), thatched or palm leaf roofs, earthen floors, storage of 
firewood and crops, or lack of proper domestic hygiene may favour infestation; 
H. In the peridomestic area, bugs may colonise chicken coops, dovecotes, corrals, 
pigsties, storerooms (for crops or firewood, where rodents frequently thrive), and even 
surrounding vegetation (e. g., bromeliads, hollow trees, or palm trees); 
iii. The presence of domestic or synanthropic-opportunistic animals, involved in the 
parasite cycle (mammal reservoirs) and/or in the ecology of the vectors (mainly as 
blood sources), may also promote infestation; 
iv. Environmental changes produced by man seem to play a role as well; sylvatic 
triatomines may invade human environments as a response to habitat destruction and 
reduction of natural host populations often associated with colonisation of forest areas 
where enzootic cycles occur; 
v. Finally, the lack of knowledge about the disease and its modes of transmission 
among the population at risk can lead to tolerance towards infestation; this is often 
associated with the higher priority given by deprived householders to other, more 
immediate problems - including subsistence or acute diseases. 
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1.1.2.2. Blood transfusion 
The second main transmission route is blood transfusion from infected donors (-16% of 
new Chagas disease cases). This is of greater importance in urban areas where triatomine 
vectors are absent (or only occasionally present) but to where many people migrate from 
endemic rural areas, being potential carriers of T cruzi. Blood bank donation control 
through serological screening is therefore a necessary complement of any vector control 
programme (Dias & Brener 1984, Tones de Quinteros et al. 1990, WHO 1991, Moraes- 
Souza et al. 1994, Miles 1998, Moraes-Souza 1999, Schmunis 1999b). 
1.1.2.3. Other routes of transmission 
Other routes of T cruzi transmission include (i) congenital transmission, most likely to 
occur in the last weeks of pregnancy or during delivery (about 2% of disease cases); (ii) 
organ transplant from infected donors (immunosuppressive therapy may result in severe 
acute disease forms); (iii) oral transmission, suspected in family outbreaks of acute disease 
reported from Brazil (likely related to the ingestion of infected fruit juices) and perhaps a 
risk for some hunting indigenous peoples of the Amazon (via ingestion of barely cooked 
game meat); oral transmission is probably also important among some T. cruzi reservoirs 
that may eat infected insects (triatomines or, in some cases, cimicid bugs); (iv) laboratory 
accidents; or, (v) in exceptional cases, perhaps breast feeding and sexual transmission 
(WHO 1991, Schofield 1994, Aguilar & Yepez 1996, Miles 1998, Sherlock 1999, Valente 
et al. 1999, Coura et al. 2002). As mentioned above, transmission from D. marsupialis can 
take place without the intervention of insect vectors through direct contamination by 
infected anal gland secretions. A recent paper points out the possibility that other 
arthropods, in this case sucking lice (Anoplura: Pediculidae) may also transmit the parasite 
among primates in some unusual circumstances (Arganaraz et al. 2001). 
1.1.3. CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS 
A significant percentage of Chagas disease cases is asymptomatic and can only be 
detected by serological tests. Many others present only mild and nonspecific symptoms. 
Consequently, the proportion of cases that is diagnosed correctly (and in time to treat 
satisfactorily) in many areas of rural Latin America is probably very small. However, 
some general patterns may be outlined for each one of the phases and forms of the 
disease (for further information and details see Dias 1989, Espinosa et al. 1991, WHO 
1991, Kirchhoff 1993, Miles 1998, Chapadeiro 1999, Correa-Oliveira et al. 1999, Dias 
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& Schofield 1999, Lopes 1999, Macedo 1999, Manzullo & Chuit 1999, lanni et al. 
2001, Umezawa et al. 2001). 
1.1.3.1. Incubation: from 7-10 days (vectorial transmission) to 7-4U clays 
(transfusional transmission). Laboratory accidents may produce high initial 
parasitaemias and a reduced incubation period. 
1.1.3.2. Acute phase: a proportion of these patients remain asymptomatic, but 
some symptoms and signs are usually present. It is more frequent in the first 20 years of 
life, with a higher incidence of severe cases in children under 5. Warning symptoms and 
signs include: (i) Romana's sign: painless, unilateral, periophtalmic/palpebral oedema 
with satellite lymphadenopathy (produced by penetration of parasites through the 
conjunctiva). This lesion is the only pathognomonic sign of acute Chagas disease, but it 
is not frequent; it persists for 15-20 days. (ii) The cutaneous chagoma (an inflamed skin 
lesion at the site of parasite entry, with satellite lymphadenopathy): 20-25% of 
diagnosed acute cases; lasts 15-20 days. (iii) Fever (90-100% of cases): prolonged, 
irregular, does not respond to conventional treatment. (iv) Oedema (50-60% of cases): 
usually mild, extending from face to thorax; sometimes generalised (mainly in 
children). (v) Hepatosplenomegaly (30-50% of cases): usually mild; high frequency in 
congenital disease; splenomegaly (and lymphadenopathy) most frequent in transfusion- 
related transmission. (vi) Occasionally, generalised lymphadenopathy, rash, vomiting, 
diarrhoea, and anorexia. Other syndromes may also be diagnosed: acute diffuse 
myocarditis is frequently present but subclinical (rarely severe, but more dangerous for 
children under 5; ECG: sinus tachycardia, increased P-R interval, T-wave changes and 
low QRS voltage); acute meningoencephalitis is infrequent (except in immunodeficient 
patients and in congenital disease) and very serious, carrying a very poor prognosis. 
Acute patients usually recover in 30-60 days, evolving towards the chronic 
indeterminate form (90% of cases). Less frequently (3%) they develop active 
myocarditis. Lethality reaches 2-7% (10-15% in some regions), mainly in children 
under 5 and immunodeficient patients. 
1.1.3.3. Indeterminate chronic form: persistently positive serological tests in 
the absence of signs and symptoms (normal ECG and thorax/digestive X-Ray). About 
50-60% of these cases remain stable, -40% evolve symptomatic chronic forms (heart or 
digestive), and an undefined percentage of patients die suddenly. 
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1.1.3.4. Chronic chagasic cardiopathy is most frequent in male patients 
between 30-50 years. Chronic cardiac forms are characterised by the association of 
three syndromes (in different degrees): (i) Arrhythmic syndrome (most frequent): 
palpitations, bradycardia, syncope, Stokes-Adams (caused by a decreased brain blood 
flow); (ii) Chronic cardiac insufficiency syndrome (CCI): generally slow and 
progressive; causes mainly chest pain, dyspnoea, oedema of legs and hepatomegaly; and 
(iii) Thrombo-embolic syndrome is frequent (cardiac wall thrombi with embolism); 
cerebro-vascular accidents are common, and pulmonary and/or lower limb embolism 
also occur. Complementary tests reveal the following patterns: (a) Conventional ECG: 
ventricular tachycardia (frequently with ventricular extrasystoles [VE], which increases 
the risk of sudden death), right bundle branch block (RBBB, with T QRS), atrium- 
ventricular block (AVB, with T P-R interval and bradycardia), and alterations of re- 
polarisation (RT, with primary T wave changes). (b) Holter ECG: detection of transient, 
asymptomatic arrhythmias (especially ventricular extrasystoles, associated with an 
increased risk of sudden death). (c) Conventional X-Ray: increased cardiac volume. (d) 
Ecosonography: postero-inferior ventricular walls hypo- or akinetic, apical aneurysm, 
general ventricular enlargement with global reduced motility (this is common in other 
forms of myocardiopathy, and can cause alterations in cardiac valve function). 
The following clinical classification of chronic chagasic cardiopathy was developed 
by WHO based on conventional clinical information and diagnostic test results. 
Table 1. Chronic chagasic cardiopathy: WHO classification of clinical stages 
STAGE Serology Clinical traits X -Ray ECG RSD 
I+ 
II + +/- -4+ Mild alterations (RBBB, VE, RT) + (enlargement possible) 
III ++ Cardiomegaly + 
Intermediate alterations (RBBB, AV + hemiblock, hypokinetic areas) 
IV + ++ CO Cardiomegaly ++ 
Severe alterations (severe arrhythmias, + large inactive areas, aneurysms) 
CCI, RBBB, VE, RT, AV: see text; RSD: Risk of Sudden Death 
The evolution of chronic chagasic heart patients can involve sudden death (usually 
by paroxystic tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation; in some cases related to mass 
pulmonary or brain embolisms); chronic cardiac insufficiency with asystolia; risk of 
death is associated with VE (higher risk), RBBB, RT and AVB (lower risk). 
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1.1.3.5. Digestive forms: megaoesophagus and megacolon are the principal 
digestive forms of chronic Chagas disease; rarely, other hollow organs can also be 
affected (digestive or urinary apparatus). 
i. Megaoesophagus: most frequent in central and southeastern Brazil, mainly among 
males 20 to 40 years old; it is associated with cardiopathy in -50% of cases. Clinical 
manifestations include: (a) Progressive dysphagia (100% of cases): patients need to 
drink in order to swallow solid food; (b) Regurgitation and risk of aspiration of 
oesophageal contents; and (c) Hypertrophy of parotid salivary glands ('feline face'). 
X-Ray examination with barium solution shows an increased oesophageal diameter, 
retention of contents (>lmin), spasms, and a hypertonic distal third; assessment by 
dynamic X-Ray can be used in patient follow-up (revealing changes in the time 
required for oesophageal evacuation). These patients may develop malnutrition, 
potassium depletion, aspiration and lung disease, cancer, and oesophageal rupture. 
Table 2. Chagasic oesophagopathy: WHO classification of clinical stages 
STAGE Serology Clinical traits X-Ray 
I+ Occasional dysphagia (solid food) Normal or t time of emptying 
II + Constant dysphagia, pain, 
T diameter, retention, hypertonic 
orthostatic regurgitation inferior third (spasms) 
+ 
Mild-moderate dysphagia, ff diameter, retention, hypotonic 
regurgitation (spasms disappear) 
IV + Dysphagia mild or absent, 
regurgitation 
TTT diameter, retention ++, atonic 
H. Megacolon typically occurs in areas where megaoesophagus is also present; no 
gender differences have been reported, and it is most frequent in adults between 40 
and 50 years. It produces progressive constipation (from days to weeks and even 
months) and accumulation of intestinal gas (frequent and early, causes abdominal 
distension), and may result in the formation of a faecaloma. X-Ray reveals the 
presence of gas; the use of radiological contrasts may increase the risk of perforation. 
The clinical evolution may include extremely severe conditions, including torsion, 
obstruction, toxic megacolon, perforation, and peritonitis. 
The strong and persistent immune response to T. cruzi infection is considered to play 
an important role in the pathogenesis of both acute and chronic Chagas disease. 
However, the complex mechanisms involved are still poorly understood (Andrade 1999, 
Correa-Oliveira et al. 1999, Leon & Engman 2001). 
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1.1.4. DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY 
In the acute phase, direct identification of bloodstream trypomastigotes by optic 
microscopy is possible. The performance of this method can be improved by using 
appropriate concentration techniques (e. g., capillary tube centrifugation). Morphological 
characterisation by staining of blood samples (Giemsa) is especially recommended in areas 
where T cruzi and T rangeli are sympatric. 
Xenodiagnosis is performed by allowing laboratory-reared insects to feed on suspect 
patients; after four weeks, insect faeces are examined in search of epimastigotes and 
metacyclic trypomastigotes. Only 20% to 50% of chronic patients have a positive 
xenodiagnosis; false-positives due to T. rangeli or Blastocrithidia triatomae may occur. 
Culture of blood samples on LIT (Liver Infusion-Tryptose) or BHI (Brain-Heart 
Infusion) media and inoculation of laboratory animals (irradiated mice) are also of 
limited utility in chronic patients. The use of PCR-based techniques for Chagas disease 
diagnosis and parasite detection/characterisation in patients, vectors and reservoirs has 
also been described (e. g. Avila et al. 1991, Breniere et al. 1992,1995, Guevara et al. 
1996,1997, Chiari 1999, Herwaldt et al. 2000, Britto et al. 2001). 
Serological assays are widely used to detect anti-T cruzi antibodies in endemic areas; 
they are the cornerstone of prevalence studies and therefore of crucial importance in 
control programmes. Techniques used are complement fixation reaction, indirect immuno- 
fluorescence, indirect and direct haemmaglutination or ELISA (Camargo 1999, Luquetti 
1999, Umezawa & Silveira 1999). It is recommended that at least two different tests be 
performed in order to confirm the results (WHO 1991). Cross-reactions with antibodies 
against Leishmania and T. rangeli antigens may occur. 
Specific treatment is only available for the acute phase of the disease. Nifurtimox (a 
nitrofuran) and Benznidazole (a nitroimidazole) are effective against bloodstream stages of 
the parasite. Some benefits may be expected in patients with indeterminate disease, but the 
indication has not yet been accurately established. Moreover, both drugs are toxic and 
cause severe side-effects. Other compounds are being tested against T cruzi: Allopurinol 
failed to prove effective in a multicentric trial, and antifungal molecules as Ketoconazole 
or Itraconazole are showing moderate activity (Urbina 1999). Other triazole derivates, non- 
metabolisable pyrophosphate analogues, antiviral drugs, and others are also being tested in 
laboratory trials, but pharmaceutical corporations seem to show little interest in the 
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development of new treatments (Coura & de Castro 2002). The growing recognition that 
parasite persistence in the tissues of infected patients may play a central role in the 
pathogenesis of chronic Chagas disease (as opposed to the view that autoimmunity is the 
primary cause of chronic lesions) (Tarleton & Zang 1999, Tarleton 2001) has fostered 
debate about the indication of specific chemotherapy in chronic (indeterminate or 
symptomatic) patients (Urbina 1999). It is currently recommended that all seropositives 
under 12 years of age (and in general all those with less than 10 years of infection) should 
receive specific treatment. Although results from clinical trials are controversial, patients in 
the late chronic phase (over 10 years since infection) could also benefit from specific 
chemotherapy, mainly if they are in the indeterminate form or their lesions are not severe 
(Coura & de Castro 2002). 
Benznidazole (RO-7-1051,100mg pills) is the recommended specific treatment, and 
should be delivered as follows. Adults (except pregnant women): 5-7 mg/kg/day, 60 
days. Children under 12 (both acute or just seropositive, including congenital 
transmission): 5-10 mg/kg/day, 60 days. Suspected accidental laboratory infection or 
infected blood transfusion: 7-10 mg/kg/day, 10 days. 
Side effects are dose-dependent and include: malaise, dermatitis, anorexia and 
weight loss, abdominal pain, headache, loss of concentration, and peripheral 
polyneuropathies at the end of the treatment. Some cases of agranulocytosis and/or 
anaemia have been recorded, requiring interruption of treatment. Tolerance decreases 
with age, and side effects are less frequent in children. 
Cardiopathy and digestive disease are treated symptomatically. Heart disease: 
general measures (repose, low-sodium diet), anti-arrhythmic drugs (amiodarone), anti- 
coagulants when there is embolism, and cardiac insufficiency treatment (except in stage 
N, when there is no response) including cardiotonics, diuretics, vasodilators, etc. When 
there are complete RBBB or VE, a pacemaker must be implanted. 
Treatment of oesophagopathy includes isosorbitol dinitrate, pneumatic dilation of the 
inferior oesophageal sphincter, and surgery in severe cases. 
Megacolon is treated by reducing constipation (diet, mild laxatives, manual 
extraction of faecaloma), and several surgical techniques (see Meneghelli 1999, Silva 
1999). 
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1.2. Triatominae (Hemiptera: Reduviidael 
1.2.1. BIOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS AND EVOLUTION 
1.2.1.1. Biosystematics 
-Systematics. The subfamily Triatominae Jeannel, 1919 groups all the obligate 
haematophagous reduviids. They belong to the order Hemiptera, suborder Heteroptera 
(true bugs), and share some fundamental characteristics; one of them (haematophagy) is 
used for the definition of the subfamily (in contrast with virtually all the rest of the 
Reduviidae, which are predatory bugs). The Triatominae are classified into five tribes, 
among which the most important (epidemiologically and in terms of number of species) 
are the Triatomini Jeannel, 1919 and the Rhodniini Pinto, 1926. All the Triatonia 
Laporte, 1832, Panstrongylus Berg, 1879, and Rhodnius Stil, 1859 species (i. e., all the 
epidemiologically significant triatomines) belong to these two tribes. Others (the 
Cavernicolini Usinger, 1944, Bolboderini Usinger, 1944, and Alberproseniini Martinez 
and Carcavallo, 1977) have never been incriminated in disease transmission (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1988,1994,1996,2000b, Barrett 1991, Schofield & 
Dolling 1993, Salvatella et al. 1998, Carcavallo et al. 1999b, 2000, Silveira 1999). 
Seventeen genera and over 130 species of Triatominae have hitherto been recognised, 
although the validity of some species needs confirmation. Examples of taxonomic 
debate range from distinction of taxa within species complexes to the definition of 
genera and even tribes. The recent elevation of Linshcosteus to tribal status (the 
Linshcosteini), claims regarding the validity of Meccus Stäl, 1859 (comprising species 
assigned to the T. phyllosoma complex), the controversial specific status of genetically 
distinct R. robuslus-like populations in the Amazon-Orinoco basins, or the revalidation 
of R amazonicus (previously synonymised with R pictipes) are a few among those 
examples (Carcavallo et al. 2000, Monteiro et al. 2001, Berenger & Pluot-Sigwalt 
2002). More generally, the wealth of information on the biology of these blood-sucking 
bugs (with early allusions in documents dated in 1590) has not resulted in a reliable 
cladistic system that could help clarify the systematics of the subfamily or their 
historical biogeography (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). As discussed below, even the 
single/multiple evolutionary origins of the haematophagous habit, and therefore the 
mono- or polyphyletic character of the subfamily, are still unresolved. 
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Table 3. The Triatominae: tribes, genera and approximate number of species 
Tribe Genus Number of species 
Alberproseniini Alberprosenia 2 
Bolboderini Belminus 4 
Bolbodera 1 
Parabelminus 2 
Microtriatoma 2 
Cavernicolini Cavernicola 2 
Torrealbaia I 
Linshcosteini Linshcosteus 6 
Triatomini Dipetalogaster I 
Eratyrus 2 
Hermanlentia I 
Meccus b -` 
Mepraia I 
Panstrongylus 13 d 
Paratriatoma I 
Triatoma 77 
Rhodniini Psammolestes 3 
Rhodnius 16 
a-Generally considered as belonging in the Triatomini; b-Some authors query its validity; 
c-The -7 species of Meccus were here included in Triatoma; d-Panstrongylus turpiali, 
synonymised with P. china, by Lent (1997), is not included, although biogeographical 
considerations suggest it could be a valid taxon; e-Including Meccus spp. 
The definition of the subfamily (plainly put as "Hematophagous Reduviidae" by Lent 
and Wygodzinsky [1979]; p. 175) emphasises a single trait as the most significant in the 
biology of the Triatominae, i. e. their obligate blood-feeding habit. It is not surprising 
therefore that modifications of their mouthparts and several other physiological 
adaptations to haematophagy are used as key taxonomic characters to distinguish them 
from other hemipterans (of which over 82000 species are known). The proboscis of the 
Triatominae has three segments, is straight and adpressed to the gula when in rest, and 
its distal extremity usually reaches the prosternum, where the stridulatory sulcus is 
located (Linshcosteus and Cavernicola are exceptions in that they lack stridulatory 
sulcus, present in most reduviids). Phytophagous bugs typically have a long and thin, 
four-segment proboscis, whereas the rostrum of predaceous Reduviidae is robust, 
heavily sclerotised, generally curved, and divided into three segments. In Triatominae, a 
membranous articulation allows the distal article of the rostrum to flex upwards when 
the insect is feeding (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1994, Carcavallo et al. 
1999b, 2000). 
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Haematophagous bug (Triatominae) 
Straight and relatively narrow rostrum (grey- 
coloured in the figure), divided into three 
segments. A membrane (arrow) allows the distal 
rostral segment to flex upwards while feeding 
(small figure) 
Predatory bug (Reduviinae) 
Curved and stout rostrum (grey in the 
figure), divided into three segments 
Phytophagous bug (Coreidae) 
Straight, narrow, and very long rostrum, 
divided into four segments 
Figure 2. Mouthparts of haematophagous, predatory, and phytophagous hemipterans 
Further characters used to separate the Triatominae from other reduviids are the 
lateral insertion of antennae, the absence of a well-developed interocular sulcus, and the 
absence of dorsal abdominal scent glands. However, the overall anatomical features of 
triatomines are notoriously similar to those of other reduviids (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Schofield 2000a, b). 
"Ecology.. Haematophagy is also central to many behavioural and ecological traits 
of the Triatominae, including of course their medical importance. Many species have 
adapted to live in particular microhabitats (both terrestrial and arboreal) where the 
availability of food (in terms of quantity and temporal stability) and protection from 
climate extremes seem to be the main favouring factors. The most important of these 
habitats include palm trees (the primary ecotope of virtually all Rhodnius species), 
hollow trees (a favoured ecotope for many Triatomini), rocky outcrops and stone piles 
(where several species of Triatoma may be found), bird nests and similar structures used 
by some arboreal mammals, bat caves, mammal subterranean burrows (e. g. armadillos), 
dead trees and the spaces under loose bark, and both epiphytic and terrestrial 
bromeliads. Human dwellings and peridomestic structures can also be colonised by 
several triatomine species; in such cases people, domestic animals, and opportunistic 
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mammals such as rodents and opossums provide the bugs with an abundant and very 
stable food source (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, Schofield 1994,1996, 
Carcavallo et al 1998a, b, Salvatella et al. 1998, Gaunt & Miles 2000). 
The vast majority of triatomine species are Neotropical, but several groups extend far 
beyond the tropics in the Americas, from the United States (roughly 40°N, T. protracta) 
to southern Argentina (about 46°S, T. infestans). Some Triatoma species occur in Asia, 
and are thought to have derived from the tropicopolitan T rubrofasciata, a species 
associated with rodents that apparently dispersed to tropical harbours around the world 
as it adapted to live in rat-infested ships. The genus Linshcosteus is of uncertain origin 
and can only be found in India, apparently associated with reptiles and wild canids. 
Excluding T. rubrofasciata, the Triatominae are absent from both the Palaearctic and 
the Ethiopian regions (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1999c, 
Patterson et al. 2001, Galväo et al. 2002). 
" . 
Jfe_ Cycle. Triatomines are hemimetabolous insects with five nymphal instars; to 
proceed from one stage to the next the bugs require at least one bloodmeal. Females 
usually lay several hundred eggs during their lifespan; numbers vary among species and 
depend on environmental factors such as food availability or climatic conditions. Egg 
laying begins about 15-30 days after copulation and may last for several months. 
Species that occupy terrestrial ecotopes generally lay loose eggs, whereas arboreal 
triatomines tend to fasten their eggs to the substrate; Psammolestes arthuri females are 
unique in that their eggs are laid in masses (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991). 
Embryonic development lasts between 10 and 30 days in most species, varying 
widely with temperature. First instar nymphs usually take their first bloodmeal 2-3 days 
after hatching. The complete life cycle of many species is typically of about one year, 
but it may be significantly faster under favourable environmental conditions. For 
instance, egg-to-adult development time in domestic populations of T. infestans varies 
from 6 months in constantly warm areas of central Brazil to 12 months in Argentina, 
where development and oviposition rates were significantly reduced during the cold 
winters (Schofield 1980, Gorla & Schofield 1989, Barrett 1991, Carcavallo 1999). 
"RQp_Vj Qn dynamics. Triatomines are k-strategists; they usually exploit very 
stable habitats by developing finely balanced relationships with their hosts in the 
context of strong intersibling competition. Intrinsic population growth rates (Ro) are 
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typically very low, and tend to I when the population is at equilibrium. 
Several 
environmental factors may regulate the density of populations, 
but the availability of 
food seems to be the most relevant (Schofield 1980,1994,1997, 
Gorla & Schofield 
1989, Schofield et al. 1999). In general, Ro is >1 (i. e., the population is growing) when a 
particular habitat is occupied by a number of bugs below the carrying capacity of that 
habitat (in recently established colonies, when additional blood sources become 
available, or after heavy mortality - e. g. related to control interventions). Schofield et al. 
(1986a) found that defensive host responses increase with the number of bugs 
attempting to feed on that host, limiting the duration of bloodmeals. Therefore, the 
nutritional status of each individual bug deteriorates in denser colonies. Consequences 
include a longer development period (with reduced rate of recruitment of adults and 
increased probabilities of predation before reaching the reproductive stage), a decreased 
production of eggs per female, an increased mortality rate per stage, and an increased 
probability of adult bugs starting dispersive flights (Barrett 1991, Schofield 1997, 
Schofield et al. 1999). Thus, population growth rate declines (Ro=1 in stable 
populations, and Ro<1 when worse conditions place the population on its way to 
extinction) and density decreases to restore the balance between bug numbers and 
available food. Population dynamics provide an indication of the potential of different 
species to build up large colonies under certain environmental conditions, and about the 
capacity of population recovery after insecticide spraying. 
Other relevant aspects involved in T. cruzi transmission, such as the time lapse 
between feeding and defaecation, may also be related to the density of bugs in a given 
environment (Kirk & Schofield 1987). The number of bloodmeals (and the amount of 
blood) required to complete development, the feeding time (from host skin piercing to 
repletion), the aggressivity of the bugs (time lapse between presentation of host and 
beginning of bloodmeal), etc., are also of interest and may vary with population density. 
"DiSPersal. Dispersive flight is one of the means by which density is regulated in 
natural populations. In some cases, it will lead to the invasion and possibly to the 
colonisation of human environments; many species enter human dwellings by flying 
from their natural habitats, and this appears to be a major route of disease transmission 
in the Amazon (Schofield & Matthews 1985, Naiff et al. 1998, Sherlock 1999, Coura et 
al. 1999,2002). Triatomines are however relatively poor flyers, although this may vary 
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widely among species. Initiation of dispersive flights seems related to a poor nutritional 
status of the bugs; distance covered is usually in the range of 100 to 200m, but may be 
larger in many cases (Lehane & Schofield 1981, Schofield & Matthews 1985, Barrett 
1991, Schofield et al. 1991a, b, Lehane et al. 1992, Noireau & Dujardin 2001). Passive 
dispersal with the host is important in some triatomines. Eggs and small nymphs of 
ornithophilic species (e. g. T. sordida, Rhodnius, Psammolestes) have been detected in 
the plumage of several birds, and synanthropic populations of T. infestans, R prolixus, 
T. rubrofasciata, or T. dimidiata have followed their migrating human hosts over 
enormous distances (and by almost every possible transport means) to colonise 
territories far beyond their natural ranges (Barrett 1991, Schofield 1994). 
1.2.1.2. Evolution 
Whether haematophagy is a true autapomorphic character defining a natural Glade 
(the Triatominae) or whether it arose more than once during the evolution of the 
reduviids remains a matter of controversy. In the most authoritative monograph on the 
systematics of the subfamily, the authors argue in favour of monophyly, affirming that 
"the obviously apomorphic traits of the triatomines, viz., the obligatory 
hematophagous condition and the upwardly flexible third rostral segment (... ) are to 
our knowledge not found in any other reduviid. These characters are autapomorphic 
and thus of no value for determining relationships with other groups of Reduviidae, 
but they do establish the Triatominae as a monophyletic group" (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky [1979]; p. 177). 
A competing view proposes that the subfamily is an artificial assemblage of different 
reduviid lineages that evolved haematophagy independently (Schofield 1988,1994, 
1996,2000a, b). Circumstantial evidence to support this hypothesis comes from different 
sources, particularly from studies highlighting the differences between Triatomini and 
Rhodniini in terms of biochemical properties of salivary proteins (Pereira et al. 1996a, 
Ribeiro et al. 1998, Soares et al. 1998, Pereira 1999) and cuticular hydrocarbons (Juarez 
1996, Juarez et al. 1999,2000), egg exochorium architecture (Barata 1996,1998), 
anatomical features of the male genitalia (Jurberg 1996) and antennal sensilla (Catalä & 
Schofield 1994, Catalä 1996,1997,1999), isoenzyme profiles (Dujardin et al. 1999a), 
DNA sequence polymorphisms (Stothard et al. 1998b, Lyman et al. 1999, Bargues et al. 
2000, Marcilla et al. 2001, Gaunt & Miles 2002) and RAPD banding patterns (Garcia et 
al. 1998), and from observations on blood-sucking behaviour (often facultative) and 
cleptohaematophagy in other hemipterans, including Lygaeidae (Cleradini), Reduviidae 
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(Emesinae, Harpactorinae, Peiratinae, Reduviinae, Apiomerinae), and Anthocoridaeo 
(e. g. Lyctocoris spp. ) (Schuh & Slater 1995, Schofield 1996,2000a, Torres et al. 2000). 
Preliminary observations suggesting a possible monophyletic origin of triatomine 
salivary anti-thrombin proteins, introduced by Gaunt and Miles (2000) as providing 
"compelling evidence that the evolution of haematophagous behaviour evolved from a 
single ancestor" (Gaunt & Miles [2000]; p. 564), have not been confirmed; rather, anti- 
thrombins of the same family have been discovered in some unrelated predatory 
reduviids, showing that the trait is not derived in blood-sucking bugs. 
The issue is however likely to remain controversial until suitable outgroups are 
identified among the Reduviidae that may split the monophyly of the Triatominae (e. g., 
a sister group to the Rhodniini with respect to the Triatomini) in phylogenetic analyses 
ideally combining nuclear and cytoplasmic DNA sequence data; Schofield and Dujardin 
(1999) mentioned the suggestion by TV Barrett (cited as a personal communication) 
that the Rhodniini could derive from "an ancestral form similar to extant Stenopodinae". 
There seems to be agreement in that haematophagy is a derivation of the predatory 
habits of the reduviid ancestor(s) of triatomines, but there is also debate about the 
evolutionary age of such an event (or events) (Gaunt & Miles 2000, Schofield 2000a, 
Stevens 2000). Some triatomine species (e. g., Eratyrus mucronatus, T rubrovaria, T. 
rubrofasciata, T circummaculata, and many Bolboderini) have been reported to feed on 
other insects and on spiders, suggesting haematophagy evolved recently. Morphological 
and habitat similarities between blood- and insect-feeding reduviids, the occasionally 
severe anaphylactic reactions of vertebrates to the bites of some triatomines (as for 
many predaceous reduviids), the use of cathepsins to digest bloodmeals, and the fact 
that intestinal symbiotic bacteria (required for the synthesis of vitamins that are scarce 
in vertebrate blood such as folates) are free in the gut lumen of triatomines (but 
enclosed in specialised organs or within intestinal cells in all other obligate blood- 
sucking insects), have all also been interpreted as showing imperfect adaptation of 
triatomines to blood-feeding, thus supporting the view of a recent evolution of 
haematophagy. An intermediate step of facultative haematophagy, perhaps aided by the 
nest-dwelling habits of many triatomines (in vertebrate nests and burrows detrivorous 
insects abound, attracting predatory bugs that will occasionally bite the vertebrates 
0Cimicidae and Polyctenidae, probably offshoots of the Anthocoridae, are obligate blood-suckers 
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themselves), would have given rise to an obligate blood-sucking behaviour in most of 
the currently extant triatomines. On the other hand, the fine specialisations of several 
triatomines to exploit particular ecological niches (including hosts), together with the 
fact that marsupials and edentates were present (i. e. available as suitable hosts for 
blood-sucking arthropods) in South America at least 65 million years ago, have been 
interpreted as suggesting that haematophagy could be an ancient trait in Triatominae 
(Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1988,1994,1996,2000a, b, Carcavallo et al. 
1999b, 2000, Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Gaunt & Miles 2000). 
1.2.1.3. Synanthropic behaviour and epidemiological risk 
In epidemiological terms it is however the current trends in triatomine behaviour that 
is genuinely relevant. When a particular triatomine species colonises human 
environments, it is likely that a domestic cycle of T cruzi transmission will start. Some 
species have successfully adapted to human-related habitats; they eventually became 
major disease vectors - and the principal objectives of control interventions (Lent 
& 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1994, Salvatella et al. 1998, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, 
Silveira 1999). Among these species, the most significant is T. infestans. Its distribution 
includes most of southern South America, but international control activities (the 
Southern Cone Initiative) have contributed to the elimination of the species from large 
areas where it was artificially introduced by people in the recent past (Moncayo 1999, 
Schofield & Dias 1998, WHO/CTD 2002). R prolixus is the main vector in northern 
South America and most of Central America. Other epidemiologically significant 
species are T. dimidiata, T. brasiliensis, and P. megistus. These are customarily 
considered as the primary vectors of human Chagas disease; they often maintain 
separate domestic transmission cycles in areas where sylvatic ecological niches are 
exploited by different species. Some species have adapted to human habitats in more 
restricted geographic areas, where they have become important disease vectors usually 
retaining sylvatic habits (resulting in overlapping transmission cycles); examples of 
these secondary vectors include R ecuadoriensis, T. maculata, T. sordida, R. 
pallescens, R. neglectus, R nasulus, P. rufotuberculatus, P. herreri, T. barberi, and 
some species of the T. phyllosoma complex. Finally, some species are sporadically 
reported to be invading-colonising households; they are considered as potentially 
dangerous, candidate domestic vectors. The following tables summarise the distribution 
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and epidemiologically relevant ecological features of triatomine species found to occur 
in human habitats. The records were organised in two main groups: Triatominae 
frequently found in human habitats [table 4] and sylvatic triatomine species 
occasionally found in human-related habitats [table 5], several subdivisions were 
defined within each of these major groups, ranging from the very strongly synanthropic 
primary vectors to those species only occasionally found invading human dwellings. 
The main bibliographic reviews on triatomine bug ecology were consulted, and several 
original sources (not repeated when present in the reference lists of those reviews) were 
also revised (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Carcavallo & Martinez 1985, Barrett 1991, 
Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1998a, 1999c, Gonsalves et at. 1998, Salvatella et at. 1998, 
Angulo et al. 1999, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Silveira 
1999, Jaramillo et al. 2000, Molina et al. 2000, Ramsey et al. 2000, Reyes-Lugo & 
Rodriguez-Acosta 2000, Vallejo et al. 2000, Abad-Franch et al. 2001 a, b, 2002, ECLAT 
2002, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002, Wolff& Castillo 2002). 
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Table 4. Distribution and degree of synanthropism of Triatominae frequently found in human habitats 
Major disease vectors 
R prolixus' Central America-Southern Mexico`' 
°, Venezuela`, Colombia`, Brazil, 
Suriname, Guyana, French Guiana`, Trinidad 
T. dimidiatc2 Mexico`, Central America`, Colombia`, Ecuador", Peru" 
T. infestans2 Bolivia`, Brazil°, ', Argentina`' ", Uruguay`' `, Paraguay`, ', Chile", Peruf" 
Species frequently colonising human environments 
P. megistus2' "s°`"` l Brazil`, Argentina`, Uruguay, Paraguay", Bolivia" 
P. herreri ® Peru`, Ecuador" 
R. ecuadoriensis' Ecuador`, Peru` 
R. pallescens' Panama`, Colombia`, Belizes, Costa Ricas 
T. barbed Mexico` 
T. brasiliensis2 Brazil` 
T. guasayana Argentina`, Bolivia, Paraguayd 
T. maculata2 Colombia`, Venezuela", Brazil, Guyana, French Guiana", Suriname", 
Aruba", Bonaire", Curacao" 
T. mazzottii Mexico` 
T. pallidipennis Mexico` 
T. phyllosoma Mexico" 
T. pseudomaculata Brazil" 
T. rubrofasciata` area Tropicopolitan - harbourse ''' 
T. sordida2 Brazil`, Argentina", Bolivia`, Paraguay`', Uruguays 
Species showing synanthropic trends in some areas 
D. maxima Mexico" 
P. rufotuberculatus Bolivia`, Ecuador', Peru`, Brazil", Argentina", Venezuela", Colombia`, " Central America-Southern Mexico 
R. nasutus' Brazil' 
R. neglectus' 
R. stali1 
T. carrioni 
T. gerstaecken' 
T. lecticularia`* 
T. lenti 
T. longipennis 
Brazir 
Bolivia, Brazils 
Ecuador`, Peru' 
USA, Mexico 
USA, Mexico 
Brazil' 
Mexico` 
T. nitida°`O181y °" Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, Mexico 
T. rubida°- USA, Mexico 
T. vitticeps Brazil° 
T= Triatoma; R= Rhodnius; P= Panstrongylus; D= Dipetalogaster, a-Found in human habitats (no further data); 
b-Adult specimens invading human habitats; c-Domestic or peridomestic colonies; d-No specific data; e-Artificially 
introduced; * indicates that only peridomestic colonies have been specifically reported; ]-Primarily associated with 
palm trees; 2-Occasionally reported from palm trees; ®Panstrongylus herreri and P. lignarius may be synonymous 
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Table 5. Sylvatic triatomine species occasionally found in human-related habitats in the Americas 
Breeding colonies reported from human environments 
Mi. trinidadensi Brazil, Venezuela, Trinidad, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia` 
B. peruvianus Peru° 
E. cuspidatus' Colombia°, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, Guatemala, Panama 
E. mucronatus2 Bolivia`, wide geographical range East of the Andes (Guatemala to Bolivia-Brazil) 
M. gajardoi Chile° 
M. spinolai Chile` 
P. chinai Ecuador`, Peru` 
P. diasi Bolivia", Brazil" °"asion *Y °* 
P. geniculatus? Brazil`*, most Central and South American countriesb, "u'" 
P. guenthen'b'° '°'2IIYC Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay 
P. howardi Ecuadorb, oc 1O1 uy c 
P. lutzi Brazil 
R colombiensis' Colombiab' nymphs found in a few dwellings 
R. domesticus2 Brazil°* 
R pictipes' Amazon basin"' (Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, 
Suriname, Guyana, French Guiana, Trinidad), Belizes 
T. arthurneivai Brazil°" °`cag`°"'ny °' 
T. eratyrusiformis 
T. bolivari 
T. guazu, " 
T. hegneri 
T. melanosoma? 
T. patagonica 
T. picturata 
T. platensis 
T. protractab' "u" 
T. rubrovaria` 
T. sanguisuga 
Argentina`. 
Mexico"* 
Paraguay, Brazil 
Mexico (islands: Cozumel, Quintana Roo)`* 
Argentina` 
Argentinaf'`º'6y ', OwAs "any b 
Mexico 
Argentina`, Boliviad, Paraguays, Uruguays 
USA, Mexico 
Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay 
USAb, occasionally e 
T. venosa Colombia`, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Panama 
T. williami Brazil° 
T= Triatoma; R= Rhodnius; P= Panstrongylus; M= Mepraia; B= Belminus; Mi = Microtriatoma, a-Found in human 
habitats (no fu ther data); b-Adult specimens invading human habitats; c-Domestic or peridomestic colonies; d-No specific 
data; *indicates that only peridomestic colonies have been specifically reported; : -Probably the main Chagas disease vectors in 
the Amazon basin; 1-Primarily associated with palm trees; 2-Occasionally reported from palm trees; uTriatoma melanosoma is 
probably a melanic form of T. infestans 
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Table 5 (continued). Sylvatic triatomines occasionally found in human habitats in the Americas 
Adult specimens invading human habitats 
P. humeralis Panama, Colombia 
P. lignarius2 Brazil, Guyana, Suriname, Venezuela, Ecuador 
P. lutzi Brazil°"c1° b 
P. tupynambai° Brazil, Uruguay 
Ps. coreodes2' b Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, Brazil 
R. brethesi' Amazon1(Brazil, Venezuela) 
R. neivai'" b Venezuela, Colombia 
R robustus' Amazon basinb"f $ (Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, French Guiana) 
T. bassolsae Mexico° 
T. bolivari Mexico* 
T. breyeri Argentina" 
T. carcavalloi Brazil" 
T. circummaculata°* Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay 
T. costalimai Brazil" 
T. deanei Brazil" 
T. delpontei" Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay 
T. dispar" Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Ecuador 
T. flavida Cuba" 
T. jurbergi" Brazil 
T. nigromaculata Venezuelab 
T. matogrossensis Brazil" 
T. melanocephala Brazil" 
T. obscura Jamaica" 
T. ryckmani" Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua 
T= Triatoma; R= Rhodnius; P= Panstrongylus; Ps = Psammolestes; a-Found in human habitats (no further data); b-Adult 
specimens invading human habitats; f-Wild bugs attack humans working on palm trees; *indicates that only peridomestic bugs 
have been specifically reported; : -Probably the main Chagas disease vectors in the Amazon basin; 1-Primarily associated with 
palm trees; 2-Occasionally reported from palm trees; ®Panstrongylus herrer, and lignarius may be synonymous 
1.2.2. TRIATOMINAE: METHODS OF STUDY 
1.2.2.1. Systematics and evolution 
"External_ mocP-hological_ and chromatic characters. The taxonomy of 
triatomines is based on comparative analyses of morphological and chromatic 
characters; species concepts other than an exclusively phenetic one have seldom been 
explored (Usinger et al. 1966, Barrett 1996). Two major reviews (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1999a) summarise the knowledge on the morphological 
taxonomy of triatomines. In spite of extensive and detailed phenetic investigations, 
some species and populations still have controversial taxonomic status; external 
anatomical characters do not allow for clear distinction in all cases, and several taxa 
display a substantial degree of phenetic plasticity that may act either in the direction of 
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convergence or divergence, obscuring systematic considerations based on anatomical 
features (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Dujardin et al. 1999b). Furthermore, the 
designation of ancestral (plesiomorphic) and derived (apomorphic) characters seems 
notoriously problematic in reduviids, preventing the use of Hennigian cladistics for the 
inference of phylogenetic relationships (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). Male genitalia 
anatomy has also been the subject of meticulous taxonomic studies; a comprehensive 
assessment of results obtained through the last 2-3 decades allowed for the exploration 
of phylogenetic relationships among different tribes (Lent & Jurberg 1985,1987, Lent 
& Wygodzinsky 1979, Jurberg 1996, Jurberg et al. 1997, Pires et al. 1998). Other 
morphological techniques, such as the study of cuticular structures by scanning electron 
microscopy (e. g. Carcavallo et at. 1994,1997b), the patterns of antennal sensilla (Catalä 
& Schofield 1994, Catalä 1996,1997,1999, Gracco & Catalä 2000), or eggshell 
structure (Barata 1996,1998) have also been investigated. 
Immature insects are wingless and lack ocelli; they are haematophagous and go 
through five developmental (nymphal) stages before moulting to adult (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Galindez Giron et al. 1998). All information related to 
morphological-chromatic characters in this work refers to adult insects; however, many 
of the molecular taxonomic tools discussed here are particularly helpful for the 
discrimination of nymphs, which are much more difficult to identify on morphological 
grounds than adult specimens. 
-MorphometriCS. In traditional morphometrics a series of standard measurements 
of the head capsule and hemelytra (sometimes also the thorax) of the bugs are taken and 
submitted to statistical analysis; various uni- and multivariate approaches are used for 
different purposes, but the general premise is that the patterns of variability and of 
similarity/difference revealed by metric analysis are a reflection of underlying genetic 
relationships. Several metric characters (linear measurements and ratios) are included in 
the classical descriptions of species, and recently further morphometric techniques have 
been developed to accurately separate species and even close geographic populations. 
Various types of multivariate discriminant analysis, particularly canonical variate 
analysis, are the methods of choice. These high-resolution techniques allow for the use 
of metric variables in the investigation of the structuring of conspecific bug populations. 
Applications include the surveillance of re-infestation of treated dwellings after control 
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interventions or the study of phenetic changes linked to the adaptation of bug 
populations to certain habitats (human domiciles, laboratories... ). Traditional 
morphometric analyses may also be used to explore phylogenetic relationships among 
closely related entities (Dujardin & Casini 1996, Dujardin et al. 1997a, b, 1998a, 
b, 
1999a-d, Galindez Girön & Torres 1999, Soares et al. 1999, Patterson et al. 2001). More 
recently geometric techniques based on Cartesian coordinates and superimposition 
methods have been developed, but their application to the study of triatomine bugs is 
only incipient (Jaramillo 2000, Matias et al. 2001, Patterson 2002). 
-Genetic approaches 
i. Cytogenetics. Triatomines have holocentric chromosomes (i. e., lacking a discrete 
centromere), usually with a diploid complement of 2n=22 (20 autosomes plus XY in 
males and XX in females). Variations in the sex mechanism in Triatoma seem to follow 
a geographic pattern, with males of North and Central American species usually 
presenting X1X2Y, only found in T. tibiamaculata among the South American species 
so far surveyed (which typically present XY). Special cytogenetic techniques, such as 
C-banding and detailed analysis of heterochromatic regions, or the study of the meiotic 
behaviour of male chromosomes, have been used to complement morphological 
characterisation of Triatominae. Applications of these methods range from identification 
of similar species and detection of intraspecific variability to the investigation of 
evolutionary relationships at different levels of divergence (Panzera et al. 1992,1995, 
1997,1998,1999, Perez et al. 1992, Panzera 1996). 
ii. Allozyme electrophoresis. The analysis of the electrophoretic properties of 
allozymes [enzymes with identical function but distinct electrophoretic migration 
patterns (i. e., isoenzymes) encoded by different alleles of the same gene] has been 
extensively applied to the study of Triatominae. This approach has for decades 
represented the first choice to examine the molecular systematics and evolutionary 
relationships of many different organisms, including insects (Tibayrenc 1979, Thorpe & 
Sole-Cava 1994, Loxdale & Lushai 1998). It allows for the measurement of the degree 
of genetic variability within a species or population (as the proportion of heterozygotic 
loci), and interpopulation comparisons can be made regarding the relative frequencies at 
which polymorphic loci are scored; genetic distances and rates of gene flow (i. e. 
migration) between geographic populations can thus be calculated, and the structuring 
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of a metapopulation described in terms of demes or panmictic units 
(Thorpe & Sole- 
Cava 1994, Frias & Dujardin 1996, Loxdale & Lushai 1998). The genetic interpretation 
of isoenzyme electrophoretic patterns should however incorporate 
data from crossing 
experiments, which is not the case in many published studies; this may 
lead to 
overestimation of genetic distances and variability (Frias & Dujardin 1996). 
In taxonomy, the main application of isoenzyme electrophoresis is probably the 
distinction of cryptic species (and the confirmation of the specific status of dubious 
populations); provided that enough individuals and loci are surveyed, genetic distances 
are usually higher between populations of closely related (but distinct) species than 
between conspecific populations, and reproductive isolation of sympatric populations 
may be inferred from allele frequencies and absence of putative hybrids (Tibayrenc 
1979, Thorpe & Sole-Cava 1994). Cut-off values of genetic identity (Nei 1972) for 
species distinction have been proposed as 10.85 (Nei's genetic distance D--0.16) based 
on comparisons among numerous different taxa, from mammals to plants (Thorpe & 
Sole-Cava 1994); in medically important insects (anophelines, sandflies and 
triatomines) D values above 0.1 are considered to indicate specific rank (Noireau et al. 
1998). It has been noted however that for sympatric populations differences in gene 
frequencies are to be regarded as significant even if I values are high (Thorpe & Sole- 
Cava 1994). The finding of diagnostic loci allows for the assignation of isolated 
individuals to the populations they were drawn from; a locus is considered to be 
diagnostic when such a classification can be done with an error probability <0.05 (<0.01 
in some cases) (Tibayrenc 1979). 
Most triatomine species can be confidently distinguished by external morphological- 
chromatic characters; some groups are however more problematic, with a few of them 
being essentially isomorphic. The fact that descriptions of species based on a few type 
specimens can be vague and do not encompass intraspecific variation adds to the 
uncertainty in some cases. Some epidemiologically important taxa present such 
complications, and various researchers have turned to molecular systematics in an 
attempt to clarify their taxonomy. Examples are found both in the genus Rhodnius 
(mainly involving species of the prolixus group) and among Triatoma (sordida- 
guasayana patagonica garciabesi, brasiliensis-petrochii, or species belonging to the 
oliveirai and phyllosoma complexes). 
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In the case of R prolixus (a major disease vector) and the closely related R. robustus 
(sylvatic and of comparatively minor medical importance), no fixed interspecific 
differences were found in several allozyme studies; the pairs prolixus-robustus and 
nasutus-neglectus could however be distinguished (Dujardin et al. 1991, Harry et al. 
1992a, b, Harry 1993, Solano et al. 1996, Monteiro et al. 2002). Even when populations 
known to represent genetically distinct units (after mitochondrial DNA analysis) were 
compared, allozyme analysis revealed no differences between prolixus and robustus, 
and a single diagnostic locus was found between nasutus and neglectus; this was 
interpreted as a suggestion of recent divergence rather than conspecificity (Monteiro et 
al. 2001,2002). Sylvatic populations of R prolixus reported from the Magdalena valley 
(Tolima, Colombia) in 1995 were compared with domestic conspecifics found in 
sympatry using allozymes. Results were surprising in that they showed absence of gene 
flow between the two populations; several diagnostic loci and large genetic distances 
were scored (Lopez & Moreno 1995). Subsequent studies confirmed the differences, 
suggesting that the sylvatic `Tolima forms' were in fact a different, unnamed species 
related to the pallescens-ecuadoriensis group (Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 
1999a). In 1999 the new species was described as R colombiensis (Moreno et al. 1999). 
T. sordida, its former synonym T garciabesi, T. guasayana, and T. patagonica are 
very similar morphologically but display distinct synanthropic trends; their overlapping 
ranges and high intraspecific anatomical variability make taxonomic determination 
complicated (Gorla et al. 1993). Allozyme studies confirmed sordida, guasayana and 
patagonica as valid taxa, and led to the revalidation of T garciabesi and the discovery 
of two cryptic species within T. sordida (Garcia et al. 1995a, Panzera et al. 1997, 
Noireau et al. 1998, Monteiro et al. 2001). The specific identity of T. petrochii was 
likewise confirmed using isoenzymes in a comparison with T. brasiliensis (Monteiro et 
al. 1998). Flores et al. (2001) found genetic distances not significantly different from 
zero between T. longipennis, T. pallidipennis and T. picturata, suggesting that species 
within the phyllosoma complex have diverged only recently (Flores et al. 2001), a view 
broadly supported by nuclear rDNA ITS-2 sequence data (Marcilla et al. 2001). 
Similarly, Noireau and colleagues failed to identify any isozymic differences between 
the closely related T. williami and T. guazu (members of the oliveirai complex from the 
Mato Grosso ecoregion), and questioned their validity (Noireau et al. 2002a). 
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The accurate taxonomic evaluation of field-collected specimens allows for detailed 
ecological investigations to be conducted; among the most interesting examples are the 
studies on Bolivian triatomines carried out by F Noireau and coworkers. After defining 
allozyme markers for the various species and populations (including T. guasayana, the 
two cryptic T. sordida, and a phenetically distinct sylvatic population of T. infestans), 
the ecotopes, behaviour, and associated epidemiological risk of those taxa were 
investigated in detail (Noireau et al. 1998,1999a, 2000a, b, Noireau & Dujardin 2001). 
Allozymes have also been used to explore intraspecific variation in triatomines 
(Dorea et al. 1982, Dujardin et al. 1987,1998a, c, Dujardin 1990, Harry et al. 1992b, 
Garcia et al. 1995b, Soares et al. 1999); results have shown that these markers are 
usually too conserved for taxonomic analysis of very closely related entities (Loxdale & 
Lushai 1998). When clear differences were scored the usual outcome was that more 
than one taxon was involved, either because of misidentification (such as in the case of 
R colombiensis) or cryptic speciation (as with T. sordida) (Noireau et al. 1998, Moreno 
et al. 1999). The characterisation of phenetically diverse populations of T. brasiliensis 
may represent an exception (in that fixed allozyme differences were found between 
conspecific populations) or may result in new taxa being described (Costa et al. 1997, 
Costa 1999); Borges et al. (2000a) found no allozyme differences between three 
geographic populations of T. brasiliensis brasiliensis. 
Relatively low levels of intraspecific variability represent a general feature in 
Triatominae. The proportion of variable loci (P--0.33 in Triatoma, 0.14 in Rhodnius and 
0.23 in Panstrongylus) and associated gene diversity (H=O. 1,0.03, and 0.07 in the three 
main genera, respectively) are well in the lower range of the values usually scored for 
many insect groups* (Schofield et al. 1995,1999, Frias & Dujardin 1996). Mean 
heterozygosity values similar to those commonly found in triatomines have however 
been reported for other hemimetabolous insects (Harry 1992). In general it seems that 
habitat stability may be correlated with low levels of genetic diversity in many insects 
(H'--0.06 for 117 species reviewed; Nevo 1978) and also in triatomines (Schofield et al. 
1995); high overall values of genetic diversity reported for the Insecta could be the 
result of the inclusion of large amounts of data from drosophilid fruitflies (with PP0.13- 
°Unlike DNA sequence data, allozyme results are difficult to compare between laboratories; factors 
affecting the results include methods for the extraction and preparation of samples, electrophoresis 
conditions (buffer systems, electrical conditions, gels), or histochemical staining procedures 
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0.71 and H--0.025-0.25) in the reviews (Harry 1992). From the standpoint of vector 
control-surveillance strategies, these low levels of genetic diversity in Triatominae have 
been regarded as an indication of the high vulnerability of many synanthropic 
populations to chemical control; these bug populations are in addition unlikely to 
develop insecticide resistance (Schofield et al. 1995, Guhl & Schofield 1996, Schofield 
& Dujardin 1997, Dujardin et al. 1998a, Monteiro et al. 2001). 
Allozyme data have also been used to explore the population genetics of several 
triatomines. These studies are based on the comparison of allele frequencies between 
defined geographic or ecological populations; estimates of gene flow and migration 
rates can be calculated, and the structuring of the populations in demes (i. e., panmictic 
units where gene frequencies accord with expectations from random mating as 
described by the Hardy-Weinberg [HW] equilibrium) can be described (Thorpe & Sole- 
Cava 1994, Frias & Dujardin 1996). T. infestans populations for instance were 
panmictic within Andean villages in Bolivia and Peru, but strongly structured (and 
conforming to a model of isolation by distance) when different localities were 
compared. Analysis of allelic frequencies also allowed for the definition of the probable 
area of origin of T. infestans (Dujardin et al. 1998c). Further studies indicated that 
structuring within localities was also present, suggesting that the basic population unit 
would be represented by individual households (Breniere et al. 1998). Using a similar 
approach, Noireau et al. (1999b) showed that the panmictic unit of Bolivian populations 
of T. sordida (allozymic group 1) was larger than reported for infestans, with departures 
from HW equilibrium detected only between populations located over -20km apart; this 
suggested a better dispersal capacity than previously thought for T. sordida (Noireau et 
al. 1999). 
The evolutionary interpretation of allozymic results relies on the relatively 
straightforward relationships between zymograms and genes; each protein is a primary 
product of a gene (usually a single locus), which determines the structure of the peptide 
molecule with little or no environmental influence. In addition, those genes are (except 
for some linked loci) independent, and provide homologous characters easy to identify 
(Thorpe & Sole-Cava 1994, Dujardin et al. 1999d). Phylogenetic relationships may be 
explored by comparing measures of genetic identity/distance derived from allele 
frequencies (e. g., Nei 1972); an important assumption of distance-based approaches is 
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mutation rate homogeneity across taxa. Cladistic analyses rely on the ability to 
identify 
plesiomorphic and apomorphic character states in the dataset by comparing the 
ingroup 
with a suitable sister taxon; only shared-derived (synapomorphic) characters are used 
for phylogenetic inference purposes (Avise 1994, Thorpe & Sole-Cava 1994). Based on 
these premises, the phylogenetic relationships of several triatomine groups have been 
explored using allozyme techniques. These comparisons usually involved comparisons 
of genetic distances among a few, closely related species (e. g. Garcia et al. 1995a, 
Pereira et al. 1996b, Solano et al. 1996, Panzera et al. 1997, Flores et al. 2001), but 
more complete investigations have been conducted with members of the tribe 
Rhodniini. Chavez et al. (1999) used genetic distances to construct an UPGMA 
dendrogram showing the relationships of nine species of Rhodnius. Three main clusters 
were identified: one basal Glade [pallescens (ecuadoriensis-colombiensis )] and two 
sister groups ([prolixus (nasutus-neglectus)] and [stall (pictipes-brethesi)]) (Chavez et 
al. 1999). Most of these relationships were confirmed by a cladistic analysis (using T. 
infestans as the outgroup), but stall and pictipes were sister taxa in their group ([brethesi 
(pictipes-stall)]), which appeared in a basalmost position in the cladogram; the position 
of Psammolestes coreodes within the tribe could not be satisfactorily resolved (Dujardin 
et al. 1999a). Recently FA Monteiro and collaborators addressed the phylogeny of the 
Rhodniini using 12 enzyme loci. Distance analysis produced an UPGMA dendrogram 
showing paraphyly of Rhodnius, with Psammolestes tertius as a sister group to the Glade 
[(prolixus-robustus) (nasutus-neglectus)] within the cluster {domesticus (Ps. tertius 
[(nasutus-neglectus) (prolixus-robustus)])). A second main Glade was comprised of 
{pictipes (brethesi [pallescens-ecuadoriensis])) (Monteiro et al. 2002). 
iii. Molecular biological methods. The analysis of DNA sequence polymorphisms 
has provided new insight on the taxonomy, population genetics, and evolutionary and 
phylogenetic relationships of many different taxa, including arthropods (Avise 1994, 
Simon et al. 1994, Friedrich & Tautz 1995, Collins & Paskewitz 1996, Crampton et al. 
1996, Esseghir et al. 1997, Loxdale & Lushai 1998, Page & Holmes 1998, Donnelly et 
al. 2002, Gaunt & Miles 2002). Only a few among the many DNA-based techniques 
currently available have been hitherto applied to triatomines (Beard & Lyman 1999, 
' Rhodnius colombiensis, undescribed at the time, was considered as a `sylvatic form of R. prolixus' from 
Colombia until its affinities were discovered; it was then renamed as the `Tolima form of ecuadoriensis' 
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Monteiro et al. 2001). These include randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 
(Carlier et al. 1996, Dujardin et al. 1998a, Garcia et al. 1998, Noireau et al. 2000b, 
Borges et al. 2000, Jaramillo et al. 2001), species-specific length variation of rDNA 
amplicons (Jaramillo et al. 2001), single strand conformational polymorphism analysis 
(Stothard et al. 1998b), sequencing of selected nuclear (Lyman et al. 1999, Bargues et 
al. 2000, Marcilla et al. 2000,2001,2002) and mitochondrial gene fragments (Garcia & 
Powell 1998, Garcia 1999, Stothard et al. 1998b, Monteiro et al. 1999a, b, 2000, Garcia 
et al. 2001, Gaunt & Miles 2002), and analysis of polymorphic microsatellite markers 
(Harry et al. 1998, Anderson et al. 2002). 
"RAPD. Amplification of polymorphic DNA with random primers has been used to 
investigate genetic variability in several arthropod taxa, including medically important 
insects (e. g. Ballinger-Crabtree et al. 1992, Kambhampati et al. 1992, Adamson et al. 
1993, Favia et al. 1994, Wilkerson et al. 1995). In triatomines, diversity among T. 
infestans and T sordida populations was assessed in an early study by Carlier et al. 
(1996). The banding patterns clearly separated both species, and revealed higher 
intraspecific variability than observed with allozymes; within T. infestans, sylvatic and 
domestic populations were also well separated (Carlier et al. 1996). In a taxonomic 
study mainly involving closely related species of Rhodnius, Garcia et al. (1998) found 
diagnostic profiles allowing for the separation of specimens belonging to the pairs R 
prolixus-robustus and R neglectus-nasutus. In an intraspecific study on Honduran and 
Colombian populations of R prolixus (between which no allozyme differences were 
scored), RAPD patterns were population-diagnostic and showed reduced variability 
among Central American specimens, indicating recent dispersal of a genetically limited 
subset from a South American population and suggesting that local eradication of the 
vector could be contemplated in the former region (Dujardin et al. 1998a). Noireau et al. 
(2000b) characterised different Bolivian populations of T. infestans using various 
methods: while allozymes could not detect any significant variations, RAPD profiles 
separated two main clusters (bugs from the Andean highlands and those from the 
Chaco); within each Glade, sylvatic and domestic populations could also be 
distinguished (Noireau et al. 2000b). Geographic populations belonging to the same 
phenetic sub-group of T. brasiliensis also showed distinct RAPD patterns (Borges et al. 
2000a, b). Although dead specimens of all stages can be used for RAPD analysis, and 
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resolution is much higher than that of isoenzyme electrophoresis in detecting 
intraspecific variability, the use of random primers prompts the possibility of flawed 
results due to sample contamination; specific conditions used for the preparation of 
samples and PCR may also affect the results, reducing reliability and reproducibility. 
Finally, RAPD markers are dominant in heterozygous individuals, precluding the 
interpretation of results in genetic (Mendelian) terms (Loxdale & Lushai 1998, Beard & 
Lyman 1999). 
"Microsatellites are series of short repetitive motifs [e. g., (GT) or (AT)] within 
nuclear DNA; they are highly polymorphic, neutral, and exhibit Mendelian inheritance 
and codominance (Jayne & Lagoda 1996). Although their function and mode of 
evolution are not totally understood, the mentioned features result in microsatellites 
being considered as very promising tools for population genetic analysis when other 
markers (particularly allozymes) do not show an adequate degree of polymorphism at 
the subspecific level. Two preliminary works have been published reporting the 
identification and characterisation of microsatellite loci in triatomines. Harry et al. 
(1998) studied sylvatic populations of R pallescens collected from Attalea palm trees in 
northern Colombia; six out of the 10 microsatellites evaluated were present in 
frequencies not different from those expected under HW equilibrium, suggesting 
panmixia among palm populations in the area; two to 20 alleles were observed per 
locus, and expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.32 to 0.94. Amplicons were also 
obtained using template DNA from R ecuadoriensis (6 primer pairs) and R prolixus 
(two primer pairs), but not for T. infestans (Harry et al. 1998). More recently, Anderson 
et al. (2002) identified and characterised eight microsatellite loci (6 to 27 alleles per 
locus) from populations of T. dimidiata from Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras; 
because of limited sample size no attempt was made to analyse results in terms of 
population genetics. 
-Sequencing of selected genomic fragments allows for the direct assessment of DNA 
polymorphisms, providing researchers with the ultimate information for phylogenetic 
inference and evaluation of kinship among organisms and populations (from conspecific 
groups to extremely divergent taxa) (Avise 1994, Page & Holmes 1998). A large 
amount of information on the genetic constitution of medically important groups of 
insects has been accumulating over the last decade; two recent reviews present brief 
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summaries of molecular studies on the vectors of malaria (Donnelly et al. 2002) and 
Chagas disease (Monteiro et al. 2001). The use of DNA sequence data for both intra- 
and interspecific studies in Triatominae is more thoroughly discussed in Sections 6.3. 
and 7.3.; only a brief overview of published works is presented here. 
The mitochondrial 16S ribosomal RNA gene was used to investigate the genetic 
variability and phylogenetic relationships of various triatomine species in an early study 
(Stothard et al. 1998b). A 400 basepair (bp) gene fragment was amplified by PCR and 
sequence variation assessed by single strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) and 
direct sequencing. SSCP separated well the three genera, and also revealed intrageneric 
differences; a greater SSCP variation was detected within Rhodnius (represented by 
laboratory colonies of prolixus, neglectus, nasutus, pictipes, and ecuadoriensis) than in 
Triatoma (infestans, protracta, platensis, delpontei, and nitida; Mepraia spinolai was 
treated as Triatoma [see Lent et al. 1994]). Not surprisingly, M spinolai (a different 
genus) and T. protracta (a North American species) were distinguished from infestans, 
platensis, and delpontei (three closely related species; see Pereira et al. 1996); the lack 
of differentiation between T. nitida (a Central American species with apparent affinities 
with T. neotomae; Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979) and the infestans group was on the 
contrary unexpected. Within Rhodnius, distinction among prolixus, nasutus and 
neglectus was problematic, but the group could be separated from the pair pictipes- 
ecuadoriensis. Phylogenetic relationships inferred from a 290bp alignment (8 species: 
R. prolixus, R. pictipes, R ecuadoriensis, T. infestans, T. platensis, T. delpontei, P. 
herreri, and P. megistus) revealed two main clades (one comprising the Rhodniini and 
the other one the Triatomini). The separation (Kimura 2-parameter distances) between 
pictipes-ecuadoriensis and prolixus (0.19-0.29) was larger than that between 
Panstrongylus and Triatoma (0.12-0.16). Distances between Rhodnius and Triatoma 
ranged from 0.22 to 0.35, and those between Rhodnius and Panstrongylus from 0.25 to 
0.43 (Stothard et al. 1998b). 
The phylogeny of eleven species of the T. infestans complex (T. infestans, T. 
guasayana, T. patagonica, T. sordida, T. platensis, T. delpontei, T. brasiliensis, T. 
rubrovaria, T. maculata, T. matogrossensis, and T. vitticeps) plus T. circummaculata, T. 
protracta, T. dimidiata, and T. mazzottii (not belonging to that complex), has been 
explored by analysing the sequences of the 12S and 16S ribosomal RNA and the 
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cytoclirome oxidase I (col) genes; R prolixus, P. megistus and M. spinolai were used as 
outgroups for different analyses (Garcia & Powell 1998, Garcia 1999, Garcia et al. 
2001). The phylogenies confirmed the close relatedness of T. infestans and T. platensis, 
and provided evidence suggesting mtDNA introgression between these interfertile 
species. T. circummaculata and T. rubrovaria appeared within the infestans complex; T. 
vitticeps was found to occupy a basalmost position to the South American Triatoma 
species, with P. megistus clustering (with low bootstrap support values) with North 
American species (T. dimidiata, T. mazzottii and T protracta). T sordida, unexpectedly 
close to T. matogrossensis, was very different from T. guasayana (Garcia et al. 2001). 
The mitochondrial large subunit rRNA (mtlsu rRNA, 383bp) and cytochrome b 
(cytb, 399bp) genes have been used by Lyman et al. (1999) and Monteiro et al. 
(1999a, b, 2001). Separation of closely related species, including the almost sibling R 
prolixus-robustus-neglectus or two species of the phyllosoma complex (T. dimidiata 
and pallidipennis) was achieved with both markers; phylogenetic trees (derived from 
distance matrices using neighbour joining) were broadly in agreement and supported by 
relatively high bootstrap values. Notable exceptions were the uncertain placements of P. 
megistus and Dipetalogaster maxima (Lyman et al. 1999). In general, the Rhodniini 
were clearly separated from the Triatomini. In both the separate analyses of the mtDNA 
datasets (Lyman et al. 1999) and a combined analysis totalling 782bp (Monteiro et al. 
2001), the Glade comprising Central and North American species of Triatoma 
(pallidipennis, dimidiata, sanguisuga, nitida, protracta, and including Dipetalogaster 
maxima) was separated from the South American species group (T. infestans, T. sordida 
and P. megistus as indicated by the combined dataset), suggesting independent 
evolutionary histories; this basic split within the Triatomini was supported by bootstrap 
values of -80% (mtlsu rRNA), -75% (cytb), and 61-81% (combined dataset) (Lyman et 
al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2001). Furthermore, the fact that both Dipetalogaster and 
Panstrongylus were nested within Triatoma was indicative of the paraphyletic nature of 
this genus; similarly, Psammolestes coreodes appeared clearly within Rhodnius. 
Monteiro et al. (1999b) evaluated the intra-specific variability of the cytb gene and 
studied the relationships between species belonging to the infestans complex (T. 
infestans, T. melanosoma, T. brasiliensis, T. sordida, T. garciabesi, and T. platensis). T. 
melanosoma could not be separated from T. infestans, and some phenetically defined 
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populations of T. brasiliensis presented a higher degree of divergence than that recorded 
for closely related species. MtDNA sequences allowed the differentiation between 
T. 
infestans geographic populations from Bolivia, Brazil, and Argentina. 
In a later survey, Monteiro et al. (2000) used mtDNA sequence diversity to assess 
relationships among several species of Rhodniini, including Rhodnius (brethesi, pictipes, 
pallescens, colombiensis, domesticus, nasutus, neglectus, neivai, and various populations 
of prolixus and robustus) and Psammolestes (tertius and coreodes). Both distance- and 
character state-based methods were used for phylogenetic reconstruction, using T 
infestans as the outgroup; results confirmed the paraphyly of Rhodnius, with Psammolestes 
appearing closer to the `prolixus Glade' than this was to the `pictipes Glade'. Maximum 
parsimony analysis of 1429bp (including fragments of the mtlsu rRNA, mt cytb, and the 
nuclear D2 variable region of the 28S rRNA gene) yielded two main clades: [(brethesi- 
pictipes) (ecuadoriensis pallescens)] (72% bootstrap support) and {Ps. tertius [neivai 
(domesticus (nasutus [(neglectus prolixus) (robustus prolirus)J})]} (95% support). In 
general, the results suggested that the taxonomically problematic R prolixus and R 
robustus constitute valid entities, with synanthropic populations of the former presenting 
significantly lower genetic diversity than sylvatic specimens classified as R robustus 
(Monteiro et al. 2000,2001). In a cytb (414bp), neighbour joining tree, the `prolixus Glade' 
{domesticus [nasutus (robustus {neglectus prolixus))] } (support 67%), the `pictipes Glade' 
{pictipes + brethesi [pallescens (colombiensis-ecuadoriensis)]) (51% bootstrap support), a 
`Psammolestes Glade' (tertius-coreodes) (82%), and R neivai formed a basal, four-branch 
polytomy (Monteiro et al. 2000). 
These findings established the usefulness of mtDNA analysis for the study of 
triatomine molecular systematics and phylogeny (both at supra- and subspecific levels). 
The fact that the complete sequence of the mitochondrial genome of T. dimidiata has 
been obtained (Dotson & Beard 2001), together with the extensive knowledge about the 
biological properties (structural, functional and evolutionary) of metazoan mtDNA (see 
Section 6.3. ), will facilitate the use of mtDNA in triatomine studies. 
Nuclear genomic targets have also been used in molecular taxonomic and 
evolutionary studies on Triatominae. Apart from the combined analysis of mt gene 
fragments with the D2 variable region of the 28S rRNA gene mentioned above, the 
second internal transcribed spacer (ITS-2) of the nuclear rDNA has recently been tested 
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as a molecular marker for populations, species, and phylogenetic relationships 
in 
various Triatominae. These comparisons mainly involved Mesoamerican Triatoma 
species belonging to the phyllosoma complex, some other South American Triatoma, 
and several species of Panstrongylus; various populations of T. infestans and a few 
Rhodniini have also been analysed (Marcilla et al. 2000,2001,2002). 
Phylogenetic analysis of ITS-2 sequence data revealed two major clades within the 
Triatomini; one was comprised of Central and North America species (including T. 
dimidiata, three species of the phyllosoma complex [T. phyllosoma, T. mazzottii, T. 
longipennis, T. picturata, and T. pallidipennis], T. barberi, and D. maxima) and a 
second one encompassing South American species (T. infestans, T sordida, T. 
brasiliensis, and P. megistus) (Marcilla et al. 2001). This analysis was later extended to 
include several other species of Panstrongylus (rufotuberculatus, geniculatus, chinai, 
lignarius, and herreri); the topology of the inferred trees varied slightly, with the main 
difference referring to the tendency of all Panstrongylus species to cluster together with 
the Mesoamerican Triatomini, rather than with the South American species, even if with 
relatively low bootstrap and puzzle values (Marcilla et al. 2002). These studies provided 
evidence suggesting that some taxonomic rearrangements might be necessary with 
regard to the phyllosoma complex species (e. g., picturata and longipennis had identical 
sequences, and the degree of variability within T dimidiata was larger than that 
recorded for the rest of phyllosoma species) and some Panstrongylus (notably, lignarius 
and herreri from various collection sites presented identical ITS-2 sequences). In 
addition, the unexpected clustering of P. rufotuberculatus as a sister taxon to the 
dimidiata phyllosoma Glade, with T. barberi D. maxima occupying the immediate 
external branch, was interpreted as a strong indication of the non-monophyly of the 
genus Panstrongylus (Marcilla et al. 2002). 
Further findings included the confirmation of the paraphyletic nature of the genus 
Rhodnius, with Psammolestes tertius clustering with R prolixus and R stall appearing 
in a basal position to that pair, and the 100% sequence identity between Ecuadorian and 
Honduran specimens of T. dimidiata, strongly suggesting that the former are recent 
derivatives of a Mesoamerican population probably introduced by people into western 
Ecuador in the recent past (Marcilla et al. 2001). Similar conclusions regarding human 
intervention in the passive dispersal of synanthropic bug populations were drawn from 
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the analysis of ITS-2 sequence variation among T. infestans geographic populations 
(Marcilla et al. 2000). Specimens collected from houses in seven localities of central 
Paraguay were found to have identical sequences, differing by only two transitional 
mutations and the elongation of one dinucleotide microsatellite from Bolivian bugs 
collected in the Andean highlands. Sequence homogeneity of Paraguayan populations 
suggested recent colonisation, probably originating from a synanthropic population 
dispersed by humans (Marcilla et al. 2000). 
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The 18S subunit of the nuclear rDNA is much more conserved than ITS-2 or mt 
protein-coding genes; in triatomines, the substitution rate seems to approach 1.8% 
sequence divergence per 100 million years, up to 55 times slower than ITS-2 (Bargues 
et al. 2000). These substitution rate estimates were used to calculate the time to common 
ancestry among various triatomine taxa; under the mentioned hypothesis of an 18S 
rDNA molecular clock, divergence between the ancestors of the Triatomini and 
Rhodniini would approach an estimate of -48.9-64.4 million years ago (mya) 
(Palaeocene-Eocene), when Africa and South America were already separated (Bargees 
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et al. 2000). All estimates of divergence between Meso- and South American species of 
Triatomini (T. infestans vs. phyllosoma complex species or D. maxima) fell between 
22.8 and 31.9 mya (18S) and between 19.5 to 34.1 mya (ITS-2), long before the Panama 
Isthmus linked North and South America in the middle Pliocene (-3 mya, although 
biogeographical evidence shows that some biotic interchange could have occurred from 
the late Miocene-early Pliocene, i. e. -6-7 mya); these results were interpreted as strong 
evidence suggesting independent evolutionary origins of both groups, whose common 
ancestors would have diverged during the Oligocene-Miocene (Bargues et al. 2000; see 
also Cox & Moore 2000). 
In a recent work, Gaunt and Miles (2002) used mt col sequence and amino acid data 
to define a mitochondrial molecular clock hypothesis for various insect orders, 
including Hemiptera. Their results, strengthened by the observed congruence with the 
fossil record, with biogeographical evidence, and with independent estimates of 
divergence between lepidopterans, suggest that the evolutionary split of the ancestors of 
extant Triatomini (represented by 7 South American species of Triatoma, two 
Panstrongylus, and Eratyrus mucronatus) and Rhodniini (R prolixus, R pictipes and R 
neivai) took place -99.8-93.5 mya, roughly coinciding with the break-up of Gondwana 
during the Cretaceous (Gaunt & Miles 2002). 
_Qtb r appi Qachis 
Some alternative biochemical approaches have been applied to the study of 
triatomines. Electrophoresis of some salivary anti-haemostatic proteins of the Rhodniini 
or gas chromatography of cuticular hydrocarbons are techniques that can be used to 
solve some taxonomical problems, and may be also of help in defining phylogenetic 
relationships among Triatominae (Juarez 1996, Pereira 1999, Juarez et al. 1999,2000). 
Intercrossing experiments have provided valuable information about the systematics 
of several groups of triatomines (e. g. Usinger et al. 1966, Barrett 1996); the fact that the 
biological species concept does not prevail in the currently accepted taxonomic 
arrangement has however reduced the impact of such contributions. The almost purely 
typological approach favoured by H Lent and P Wygodzinsky in their monograph (Lent 
& Wygodzinsky 1979) represents still the mainstream view of triatomine systematics, 
and was indeed adopted by RU Carcavallo and coworkers in their recent revisions 
(Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1999a, 2000). Thus, subspecies defined on the grounds of 
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intercrossing experiments (for instance among the T. phyllosoma, T. protracta, or 
Paratriatoma hirsuta groups) have been either elevated to specific rank or treated as 
variants within a species; in most of these cases it was argued that the information 
available from cross-mating experiments was inadequate. One exception was the 
recognition of T. peninsularis and T. sinaloensis, two sibling species that showed 
complete reproductive isolation in experimental (mutual and with T. protracta) crosses 
(Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1996). New genetic data from allozymes (Flores et 
al. 2002), 18S rDNA (Bargues et al. 2000) and rDNA ITS-2 sequences (Marcilla et al. 
2001) are providing evidence that several of the species of the phyllosoma complex 
should be better regarded as subspecies, as indicated by interfertility patterns (Mazzotti 
& Osorio 1942, Usinger 1944, Usinger et al. 1966). The results of extensive 
experimental crosses between colonies classified as either R prolixus or R robustus 
reported in 1996 by TV Barrett showed complex interfertility patterns between putative 
`prolixus' and material classified as `robustus' on morphological grounds (Barrett 
1996). The author noted that the original description of R robustus by Larrousse was 
hardly diagnostic and based on two females from different areas of the Amazon; the 
information on any character derived from new material, such as in the case of male 
genitalia, relies therefore on a dubious identification (Barrett 1996). These problems 
have deep epidemiological implications in areas where the existence of sylvatic 
populations of R prolixus are suspected, and are beginning to be addressed using 
molecular techniques; overall, the results seem to suggest that several genetically 
distinct populations occur over the Amazon-Orinoco basins, and that a major problem 
with the results so far obtained is the accurate identification of the material used in the 
comparisons (Monteiro et al. 2001 and unpublished data). 
Some specialists believe that reconsideration of the species concept is needed in 
triatomine systematics, particularly because it is becoming increasingly possible to 
incorporate phylogenetic information into the description of the biological discontinuity 
within the current subfamily (CJ Schofield, pers. comm. ). Such evolutionary 
considerations were explicitly disregarded by Lent and Wygodzinsky (1979) on the 
grounds of the impossibility of working out a cladistic system with the morphological 
information available at the time; the only attempt these authors made (a cladogram of 
13 species of Panstrongylus based on 21 characters) assumed monophyly of the genus 
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and showed patterns of relationships later disproved by rDNA ITS-2 sequence data - 
but some others, such as the tight kinship between lignarius and herreri, were 
confirmed (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Marcilla et at. 2002). 
A more realistic (i. e., `natural') systematic approach than the typological- 
nominalistic one currently favoured would most likely help improve our understanding 
of the biology and evolutionary trends of these medically important insects. Such a 
system would need not rely on purely, mutually exclusive typological, biological, or 
phylogenetic species concepts. The first one has provided the basic framework for the 
current systematic perception (which has been extremely useful for the definition, 
implementation and assessment of vector control interventions), but its limitations are 
becoming increasingly apparent - as reflected in the proliferation of new species 
described on the grounds of minor anatomical traits while genetically distinct taxa are 
overlooked because of their convergent phenotypes. The definition of biological species 
in Triatominae would still require extensive experimental work on interbreeding 
patterns; special attention must be drawn to the correct design of such experiments 
(including sound biogeographical and ecological considerations) to obtain meaningful 
results. Phylogenetic approaches are contributing to the (objective) definition of 
divergent triatomine lineages sharing a common pattern of ancestry, but the profound 
bearing of interfertility at the microevolutionary scale (best defined as reticulate 
genealogical or `tokogenetic' relationships, and the domain of population genetics) 
should not be neglected; as Avise and Wollenberg observed, "the supposed sharp 
distinction between biological and phylogenetic species concepts is illusory. Historical 
descent and reproductive ties are related aspects of phylogeny and jointly illuminate 
biotic discontinuity" (Avise & Wollenberg 1997; abstract; see also Ayala & Fitch 
1997). Avise and Johns (1999) have proposed the use of estimated divergence times to 
develop a standardised classification for all extant organisms. Their proposal does not 
include "species-level taxonomic assignments, where biological criteria including 
reproductive isolation should be applied" (Avise & Johns 1999, p. 7361). 
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1.2.2.2. Ecology 
"Biogeography.. ° The study of the spatial distribution of vector populations is 
crucial for the assessment of their relative epidemiological importance and for the 
development of control strategies. In this context, special attention is directed towards 
the definition of the natural ranges of species frequently reported as invading 
households from sylvatic ecotopes (Dujardin et al. 1991, WHO 1991, Schofield et al. 
1995,1996, Carcavallo et al. 1998a, Salvatella et al. 1998, Coura et al. 1999,2002, 
Schofield & Ponce 1999, Silveira 1999). Biogeography studies the relationships 
between organisms and the geographic/climatic areas they occupy. When field data are 
incomplete (which is often the case for most triatomine species), this may help predict 
the actual distribution range of the vectors and their potential ability to disperse to 
suitable but as yet uncolonised areas (Cox & Moore 2000). Whenever clear associations 
between particular triatomine species and their habitats can be defined, such as in the 
case of several Rhodnius species and palm trees, the biogeography of those habitats may 
provide useful information about the range of the associated vector populations. 
Biogeographical information may also help understand the evolutionary trends of a 
group of organisms. Thus, current theories about the evolution of members of the 
Rhodniini derived from the study of biogeographic traits of phenotypically defined 
species; this allowed for hypotheses to be put forward that could be tested by allozyme 
electrophoresis, comparative analysis of sensilla patterns, morphometrics, RAPD, and 
partial sequencing of selected genomic targets (Schofield & Dujardin 1999). 
"$y_IyatUC .. 
JQP I. tions. As a preliminary consideration, we might observe that 
`sylvatic' and `domestic' are anthropocentric concepts that hardly portray the complex 
reality of nature. `Domestic' species of triatomines breed in a great variety of sylvatic 
ecotopes, and many `sylvatic' triatomines show a patent (albeit geographically limited) 
capacity of colonising domestic habitats; other sylvatic species (such as some of the 
Amazonian Rhodnius and many Panstrongylus) are proving capable of exploiting food 
resources provided by humans, even without actually establishing breeding colonies in 
artificial habitats (e. g., Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Zeledön 1981, Barrett 1991, 
Schofield 1994, Noireau et al. 1994,1995,1997,2000b, Carcavallo et al. 1998a, b, 
Dujardin et al. 1998b, Naiff et al. 1998, Pinho et al. 1998, Salvatella et al. 1998, Valente 
'See also Chapter 3 
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et al. 1998, Angulo et al. 1999, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, Salomon et at. 1999, 
Silveira 1999, Reyes-Lugo & Rodriguez-Acosta 2000, Vallejo et al. 2000). 
Studying sylvatic bug populations is logistically difficult, expensive, and time- 
consuming. Several techniques have been used for the detection and study of the natural 
ecotopes of different triatomines, including habitat inspection and dissection, tracking of 
mammals to their nests and burrows, and various types of baited traps (e. g. Miles 1976, 
Tonn et al. 1976, Miles et al. 1981b, 1983, Carcavallo 1985, Pizarro & Romana 1998, 
Noireau et at. 1999c, 2000a, 2002, Abad-Franch et al. 2000). These basic methods, 
combined with a large number of circumstantial observations on the occurrence of 
various species in different environments and on host associations (including bloodmeal 
analysis; e. g. Zeledön et al. 1973, Carcavallo et at. 1998b, Costa et al. 1998, Canals et 
at. 2001), and with the results of light trapping and casual captures of adventitious bugs 
(e. g. Naiff et al. 1998, Zeledön et al. 2001a), have provided with abundant, yet 
fragmentary information about the general ecological features of different species of 
Triatominae. Several reviews have been published that summarise such information 
(Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, Carcavallo et at. 1998a, b). 
The Amazon basin provides an interesting example of the potential importance of 
sylvatic triatomines in Chagas disease transmission; it is furthermore pertinent to the 
present work in that several palm tree-living Rhodnius species are involved. The region 
has classically been considered as a non-endemic area, despite well-known enzootic 
cycles of T. cruzi involving mainly Rhodnius species (but also Panstrongylus, Eratyrus, 
Cavernicola, and others) (Miles et at. 1981b, 1983, Barrett 1991, Coura et al. 1999, 
2002, Valente et al. 1999, Teixeira et al. 2001). Recent surveys have shown increasing 
rates of human T. cruzi infection in the region, giving rise to the thought that Chagas 
disease may become endemic in some areas of Amazonia (Chico et al. 1997, Coura 
1990, Coura et al. 1994,1999,2002, Valente et al. 1999, Teixeira et al. 2001). Human- 
related ecological alterations (colonisation and new economic activities, deforestation, 
changes in traditional lifestyles etc. ) are regarded as responsible for this new 
epidemiological pattern (see Coura 1990, Coura et al. 1994,1999,2002, Valente et al. 
1999; for a general overview of the effects of deforestation on vector-borne diseases, 
see Walsh et al. 1993 and Molyneux 1997). These ecological changes visibly involve 
uncontrolled deforestation, frequently by means of slash-and-burn (see Cochrane et al. 
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1999, Laurance et al. 2002, Nepstad et al. 2002); it has been proposed that forest 
clearance could result in a reduced availability of blood and natural shelters for sylvatic 
triatomines. Simultaneously, permanent human settlements offer stable and abundant 
food sources to the bugs. A pattern of selective deforestation is often observed in which 
some palm trees are kept in strongly altered environments (Whitlaw & Chaniotis 1978, 
Miles et al. 1983, Barrett 1991). These palms may become the only suitable shelters for 
opportunistic rodents and marsupials, and also for triatomine bugs pre-adapted to palm 
trees (e. g., R pictipes, R. robustus). Bug colonies can grow using opossum and rodents 
as hosts in palms located near human dwellings; when the system nears its carrying 
capacity, starved adult bugs will start dispersive flights more frequently, and some will 
end up in houses (a process perhaps favoured by the removal of physical obstacles 
caused by deforestation, and by the use of artificial light) and attempt to feed on the 
inhabitants. These sylvatic bugs ultimately become the most important vectors of 
Chagas disease in such areas (including the view that contamination of fruit presses by 
adventitious bugs flying from palms is a peculiar form of vector-borne transmission) 
(Miles et al. 1983, Barrett 1991, Sherlock 1999, Dias et al. 2001, Coura et al. 2002). 
There have been isolated reports of true domestic colonies of Amazonian triatomines. P. 
geniculatus, known to fly frequently into houses but thought to be unable to colonise 
human habitats, has successfully adapted to peridomestic pigsties in the Brazilian 
Amazon - feeding both on humans and pigs (Valente et al. 1998,1999, Valente 1999). 
The absence of domestic bug colonies, together with operational difficulties (small 
communities and farms scattered in vast jungle areas) and relatively low morbidity and 
mortality rates, means that traditional control approaches (household treatment with 
residual insecticides) are unlikely to be cost-effective in the Amazon. The development 
of alternative strategies critically depends on a better understanding of the ecology of 
disease transmission by non-domiciliated vectors. This in turn requires detailed studies 
of vector ecology at the population level, including the relationships between defined 
triatomine taxa and the risk of disease transmission in different ecological settings (Dias 
et al. 2001). Alternative control procedures (early case detection, selective focal 
spraying, physical barriers, intervention of sylvatic ecotopes near human settlements, 
integrated habitat management, etc. ) will be required, but the definition of specific 
strategies still requires extensive operational research. 
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15,. Chagas disease is primarily transmitted by 
domestic/peridomestic populations of triatomine bugs. The study of their biological, 
ecological and behavioural characteristics has contributed substantially to Chagas 
disease control throughout the Southern Cone countries (see WHO 1991,1996,1997, 
1998,2000, Dias & Schofield 1999, Moncayo 1999, Silveira 1999, Silveira & Vinhaes 
1999, WHO/CTD 2002). The identification of ecological factors favouring colonisation 
of human habitats by triatomines has been addressed by many studies (e. g. Minter 1978, 
Mott et al. 1978, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Zeledön & Vargas 1984, Briceno-Leon 
1990, Starr et al. 1992, WHO 1991, Gürtler et al. 1992, Andrade et al. 1995a, Salvatella et 
al. 1998, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, Oliveira-Lima et al. 2000, Cohen & Gürtler 2001, 
Espinoza-Gomez et al. 2002), but the full comprehension of the driving mechanisms of 
that process is still far from being achieved. Some species are commonly found in 
human-related environments (while others are rare), but virtually all triatomines (with 
the possible exception of those strongly associated with particular hosts/microhabitats, 
like Cavernicola pilosa, T. delpontei, or Psammolestes spp. ) have the potential of 
invading artificial ecotopes (e. g., Dujardin et al. 1991, Noireau et al. 1994,1995, 
Carcavallo et al. 1998a, Salvatella et al. 1998, Valente et al. 1998,1999, Borges et al. 
1999, Costa 1999, Silveira 1999, Soares et al. 1999, Valente 1999, Ramsey et al. 2000, 
Abad-Franch et al. 2001b, Wolff & Castillo 2002; see also tables 4 and 5). Synanthropic 
triatomine behaviour has been interpreted as a response of bug populations to ecological 
changes linked to human economic activities (see Carcavallo et al. 1998a, Salvatella et 
al. 1998, Curto de Casas et al. 1999, Moreno & Carcavallo 1999, Schofield et al. 1999). 
Once permanent breeding colonies are established in human environments (Barrett 
1991, Schofield et al. 1999), the bugs may eventually spread to neighbouring homes and 
be passively carried by humans to different geographical areas (Schofield 1994, 
Dujardin et al. 1998a, c, Carcavallo et al. 1999c). 
Schofield et al. (1999) have proposed the view that domestication "can be envisaged 
as an extension of the evolutionary route from predator to nest-dwelling bloodsucker" 
(p. 376). As observed by Barrett (1991), there is however "little evidence that colonies 
in houses are genetically different from wild populations of the same species" (Barrett 
1991; p. 144). Most of the differences so far recorded may indeed be attributed to 
demographic processes that cannot be regarded as truly adaptive or evolutionary; thus, 
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the apparently reduced genetic variability of synanthropic bug colonies might reflect 
that only a limited subset of the original (sylvatic) gene pool is represented in domestic 
populations (Schofield et al. 1999), and changes in body size and sexual dimorphism 
may be readily associated to increases in survivorship and population density due to 
improved food availability, decreased predation, and enhanced microclimate stability in 
synanthropic environments (Dujardin et al. 1999c). Other changes, such as the 
correlation between the density of antennal sensilla and the number of habitats in which 
various species occur in nature, do not necessarily reflect synanthropism; they may 
conceivably be related to a long-term (evolutionary) process of adaptation to highly 
stable, nest-like habitats (Schofield et al. 1999), but these need not be man-made. The 
same authors acknowledged that, at least in some cases, `synanthropism' probably is no 
more than a largely stochastic process - and also that a review of the information at 
hand "raises more questions than answers" (Schofield et al. 1999; p. 377). 
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1.3. Chagas disease in Ecuador 
The public health dimension of Chagas disease seems to have been underestimated to 
a great extent in Ecuador. In this Section several sources of epidemiological 
information, including unpublished records and data from ongoing studies, are 
reviewed. Original epidemiological estimates relevant to the design of control schemes 
are derived from the critical revision and joint analysis of those data. 
1.3.1. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
Some pre-Columbian ceramics from the province of Manabi suggest that Romana's 
sign was already known in those areas before the arrival of the Europeans (Leon 1949). 
During the Spanish conquest, some Pizarro soldiers suffered from a disease they 
described as `eye sickness' acquired at the Portoviejo valley (Manabi) around 1530. 
According to Alvarez (1984), the descriptions resemble the characteristic lesions of 
Romana's sign, and the author suggests that they might be attributed to Chagas disease. 
Stäl and Whymper reported the presence of the principal vector, Triatoma dimidiata, 
Ecuador in the XIX century; the species was first described by Latreille in 1811, based 
on specimens collected by Humboldt and Bonpland in Ecuador (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Aguilar et al. 1999). In 1917, Tamayo established the association between the 
insect bite and a clinical picture including local inflammation, oedema and fever, but it 
was not until 1930 that Arteaga confirmed the existence of American Trypanosomiasis 
in the zone of the Coastal Railroad (Guayaquil-Salinas). The following investigations 
certified that Chagas disease was endemic in urban Guayaquil, with T. dimidiata 
colonies breeding within the cane-and-wood houses. The Santa Ana and El Carmen 
hills, two deprived areas of the city, were the most strongly affected, and they seem to 
remain so nowadays (Arteaga 1930, Aguilar et al. 1999). 
During the 40s and 50s new disease foci were reported from the provinces of 
Guayas, Manabi, Los Rios, and in temperate areas of the Andean provinces of Loja, 
Azuay and Bolivar. It is today accepted that the main endemic areas are located in the 
provinces of Guayas, Manabi and El Oro, but new foci reported from the Amazon 
region and currently under investigation strongly suggest that the northern Ecuadorian 
Amazon is to be considered an endemic area as well. The lack of systematic studies in 
other provinces makes it complicated to assert that the disease is not endemic in areas 
(e. g., in the provinces of Los Rios, Esmeraldas, Pastaza, Loja, Imbabura, Pichincha, 
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Azuay, etc. ) where ecological and socio-economic traits are broadly comparable to 
those of well-known chagasic zones (Aguilar et al. 1999). 
1.3.2. EPIDEMIOLOGY 
WHO estimates indicate that some 30000 people (i. e., 0.25% of the population) are 
infected by T. cruzi in Ecuador (WHO 1991, Schofield 1994, Schofield & Dias 1996). 
This prevalence rate is noticeably smaller than accepted estimates for neighbouring 
countries with broadly comparable ecological and socio-economic characteristics: 
0.25% in Ecuador, versus about 3.5% in Colombia and 3% in Peru (Schofield & Dias 
1996, Guhl 1997, Guhl & Vallejo 1999). 
Apparently, this estimate was calculated based primarily on prevalence rates reported 
for donations to blood banks in Quito, located in a non-endemic, triatomine-free area at 
-2800m above sea level. Although rural immigrants from endemic zones surely arrive 
in Quito, migration involving potentially infected people has been mainly directed to the 
coastal city of Guayaquil, the largest urban, industrial, and commercial centre of the 
country, where prevalence rates are higher (see Aguilar & Yepez 1996, Aguilar et al. 
1999, and below). This might be the origin of a relevant underestimation, and is 
probably one of the reasons why Chagas disease control has not been treated as a 
priority in the Ecuadorian public health agenda. In an attempt to investigate and clarify 
the situation, we reviewed the results of serological surveys carried out in the country, 
from the early investigations in the 1950s to those currently ongoing (table 6). These 
include studies in known endemic areas, various blood banks, and exploratory surveys 
in some zones considered as non-endemic. Although different techniques were used to 
detect anti-T. cruzi antibodies and diverse methods applied for the design of the studies, 
the general picture that emerged contrasts with the official figures, placing Ecuador in a 
situation comparable to that of other countries of the region. The fact however that a 
significant part of the Ecuadorian population live in Andean highlands where no 
domestic triatomines occur (with perhaps a few exceptions such as T. carrioni in some 
areas), and the absence of extremely efficient, synanthropic vector species (say, T. 
infestans, present in southern Peru, or R prolixus, the main vector in northern 
Colombia), probably contribute to a lower general (country-wide) prevalence rate. 
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Table 6. Studies on seroprevalence of Chagas disease in Ecuador (modified from Aguilar et al. 1999) 
Author, year, technique Province Locality Positives Observations 
Montalvän 1952 El Oro Zaruma 29% 696 samples examined 
Complement Fixation (CF) El Oro Machala 13.3% 
Guayas Gral. Vemaza 31% 
Guayas Salitre 11.8% 
Manabi Portoviejo 3.8% 
Manabi Chone 5 8% 
INH (1949-1957) Coastal region Various 13.9% 3333 samples examined 
(reported by Rodriguez 1959) (all provinces) >80% ® bom in Coastal region 
CF >100A G bom in Lola 
Espinoza 1955 El Oro Various 8.25% Schoolchildren in rural areas and 
CF Guayas Various 3.5% in urban Guayaquil 
Guayas Guayaquil (urban) 1.87% 
Loja Various 2 02% 
Los Rios Various 1.47"/0 
Rodriguez 1959 Guayas Various 8.8% (4 04% SC) Guayas 320 samples; El Oro" 66 
CF El Oro Various 22.7% (7.62% SC) samples 
Manabi Portovlejo 4% 
Manabi Bahia de Caräquez 3% 
Loja Various 29/o (SC) 
Esmeraldas Various 4% 
Los Rios Various 1470/6 (SC) 
INH (1962-1967) Coastal region Various 2.96% 2160 samples (suspect patients) 
(reported by Gömez 1968) (all provinces) Various 0.83% 3600 sera (random sampling) 
CF 
Andrade A et al. (unpubl. ) Marsabi Ptcoazä 17% 521 samples 
CF 
Minion et al. 1985 Guayas Pedro Carbo 4.3% (2.2% SC) 233 samples (446 SC) 
Indirect Haemagglutination (IRA) El Oro Zaruma 15.5% (3.9% SC) 433 samples (305 SC) 
SNEM-TDR 1986 El Oro Portovelo 17.1% Guayaquil (urban)- 2078 samples 
(reported by Reyes 1992; further data: El Oro Pihas 14.6% El Guavo: 43 samples 
Mmistry ofPublic Health, unpubl. ) El Oro Zaruma 10.1% Pasaje* 41 samples 
Indirect Immunofluorescence (IFI) El Oro El Guavo 2.3% 
El Oro Pasaje 7.3% 
Guavas Guayaquil (urban) 261/6 
Racmes et al. 1994 El Oro Portovelo, Pias and 4 to 6 1.4% Results by age groups 
IFI + ELISA Zaruma 6 to 8 1.13% 1514 samples examined 
8 to 10 1.52% 1.85% ® for IgG 
lO to 12 2.2% 0.07% ® for IgM 
12 to 14 1.88% 
14 to 15 0.92% 
Gudenan et al. 1994 (unpubl. ) El Oro Maroabeli 720/6 No further data available 
ELISA/Recombinant antigen El Oro Pena 6% 
El Oro Balsas 11.4% 
Gnialva et al. 1995 Pichincha Quito 9.25% Quito Red Cross blood bank (335 
ELISA + Western Blot samples, 1992-93) 
Chico et al. 1997 Napo/Orellana' Various 6.03% 18 Quechua communities (1011 
ELISA/Recombinant antigen samples) 
Gnjalva et al. 1997 Pichincha Quito 0.03% Blood banks (62121 samples 
ELISA Various Various 0.23% total, 1994-96); mainly Andean 
region (also Manabi, Esmeraldas) 
Romero et a1.1998 Guayas Guayaquil 5.9% Regional Hospital blood bank 
MicroELISA (2961 samples, 1996-97); ®&om 
Guayas, Manabi and El Oro 
Guevara et al. 1999 Guayas Guayaquil 1.1% Blood banks (1423 [Guayaquil] 
ELISA El Oro Machala 6.9% and 203 [Machala] samples) 
Cordova et al. 1999 El Oro Pulas 11.1% 262 samples; all positives 
1HA + microELISA (3 antigens) confirmed with 4 tests 
Racines & Gnjalva 1999 Manabi Palän (203 samples) 0.98% Preliminary results; some of 
INH/TDR/Ohio Universtity (unpubl. ) Manabi Portoviejo (628 s. ) 1.91% them need to be confirmed (see 
MicroELISA Guayas Balzar (178 s. ) 0 56% text also) 
Guayas Guayaquil (2604 a. ) 1.8% 
Guayas Pedro Carbo (94 s. ) 1.06% 
Sucumbios Lago Agno (493 s) 2.23% Amazon Region*** 
Sucumbios Putumayot* (1232 s. ) 1.3% 6365 samples; 0.8% 9 
Sucumbios Shushufmdi (263 s. ) 0% Coastal Region 
Napo/Orellana+ Aguarico (1796 s) 0390/6 3718 samples; 1.7% 
Napo/Orellana Coca (105 a. ) 0% Andean Region (Sierra) 
Napo/Orellana El Chaco (311 s. ) 0.32% 905 samples; 0.33% 
Napo/Orellana J. Sachas (167 s) 06% 
Napo/Orellana Loreto (186 s. ) 1.61% Total 
Napo/Orellana Orellana (495 s. ) 1.61% 10988 samples 
Napo/Orellana Quijos (40 s) 0% 1.06% 
Napo/Orellana Tens (1050 s. ) 0.2% 
Pastaza Various (227 s. ) 0.44% 
Cotopaxi La Mane (501 s. ) 0.4% 
Cotopaxi Bangui (404 s. ) 0.2% 
*Napo/Orellana were separated in two provinces in 1998; **indigenous communities along the San Miguel-Putumayo river, ***confrmatory 
tests and wider sampling increased overall prevalence rate to 2.9% in the Amazon region (MJ Cnijalva et al. unpublished); INH=National 
Institute of Hygiene; SNEM=National Vector Control Service; ®=aeropositives; SC=school children; data in bold type correspond to areas 
studied in this project 
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An examination of recent surveys (field- and blood bank-based, most of them 
unpublished) helped us estimate the current epidemiological status of Chagas disease in 
the country. In an ongoing nation-wide study (National Institute of Hygiene, Ecuador, 
and Ohio University, USA), 10988 blood samples were analysed in 1999, including 
localities from the coastal, Andean, and Amazon regions. An overall figure of 1.06% of 
these samples was found to be positive by means of microELISA (Aguilar et al. 1999). 
Confirmatory tests subsequently carried out in -7000 samples from the Amazon Region 
revealed an overall prevalence of 2.9% (MJ Grijalva, pers. comm. ), with the majority of 
seropositives being native to the region and an epidemiological profile suggesting 
established endemicity and active transmission (figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Prevalence of anti-Trypanosoma cruzi antibodies in the Ecuadorian Amazon region. The 
dashed line indicates overall mean prevalence (-3%). Data from MJ Grijalva (Ohio University, 
USA) and LE Escalante (National Institute of Hygiene, Ecuador) (with permission) 
Guevara et al. (1999) reported prevalence rates of 1.1 % in the Red Cross blood bank 
of Guayaquil and 6.9% in the Machala blood bank. In 2000, results from over 70000 
blood samples (>90% of donations) analysed at the blood bank of Quito yielded an 
overall 0.1% seropositivity (HM Aguilar, pers. comm. ). Taking into account only the 
available studies on blood banks from the main cities of Ecuador after 1995, the global 
prevalence rates are 0.1% in Quito (non-endemic area with low immigration from 
endemic zones) and 4.4% in Guayaquil (both endemic and recipient of immigration 
from rural endemic areas, and the largest urban centre of the country); results from 
smaller banks, including Machala, yield a global figure of 0.35% positives. Results of 
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field surveys conducted from 1990 to the present show a general prevalence rate of 
around 2.8% (>14200 samples and -400 positives). 
We consequently estimated that at least about 1% of the total Ecuadorian population 
(-. 125000-135000 people) may be infected by T cruzi; no less than 2.2 to 3.5 million 
people (perhaps up to 5-6 million) live under risk conditions in areas where vector- 
borne transmission has been documented or is highly likely. This indicates that some 
300 Ecuadorians probably die each year of Chagas disease; although official mortality 
records (available from 1979 to 1996, except for 1991-1992) do not reflect such a 
figure, 20% to 25% of deaths in rural Ecuador were classified as `deaths with poorly 
defined diagnosis' (Ministry of Public Health, mortality records 1979-1996). According 
to our estimates, about 3000 people may be expected to become infected annually in 
Ecuador if serious control measures are not implemented (incidence corrected from 
Schofield 1994). Most concerning, the rapid deterioration of the socio-political and 
economic situation in the country could result in more people living in worse dwellings, 
and is also limiting the activities of the National Vector Control Service (SNEM). In 
1998 for instance, the national public health expenditure represented less than 2% of the 
Gross Domestic Product (SIISE 2002). 
From 1978, it is mandatory in Ecuador to notify Chagas disease cases to the Ministry 
of Public Health. Although these statistics unquestionably miss the majority of cases, 
some trends may be deduced from the records at the National Direction of 
Epidemiology. Chagas disease cases were reported from 16 provinces from 1990 to 
2000; over 8.5 million people inhabit those provinces. Only four Andean provinces 
(Carchi, Cotopaxi, Tungurahua, and Chimborazo) did not report cases (table 7). 
Table 7. Provinces of Ecuador with records of Chagas disease cases between 1990 and 2000 
Coastal Region Sierra (Andean Region) Amazon Region 
Esmeraldas Imbabura Sucumbios 
Manabi Bolivar Napo 
Guayas Cafar Orellana 
Los Rios Azuay Pastaza 
El Oro Loja Morona-Santiago 
Pichincha Zamora-Chinchipe 
Reported incidence from 1978 to 1999 shows a slight positive slope. Two high 
peaks recorded in 1984 and 1994 (figure 6) seem related to clinical-epidemiological 
surveys carried out by SNEM-TDR and Mimori and coworkers in the early 80s, and by 
various groups in the early 90s (see table 6 above). 
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Figure 6. Reported incidence of Chagas disease in Ecuador (cases/ 100000). 1978-1999 
Data from the National Direction of Epidemiology, Ministry of Public Health of Ecuador 
lt is compulsory to test all blood donations for anti-7: cruzi antibodies in Ecuador, 
but the application of the directive still requires diagnostic kits, equipment and reagents, 
training of personnel, quality control schemes, and also a suitable information policy 
addressed to customers and those in charge of blood bank management (see for instance 
Grijalva et al. 1997, Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2002). 
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Figure 7. Map of Ecuador 
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1.3.3. VECTORS 
Vector-borne transmission is responsible for about 80% of new Chagas disease 
cases; in the absence of suitable treatments or vaccines, preventive action crucially 
depends on the control of synanthropic triatomine populations. In Ecuador, where a 
comprehensive control programme is as yet to be implemented (see below), the need for 
updated entomological information was identified as a critical issue. Particularly, no 
relevant information was available about R ecuadoriensis, considered the second main 
disease vector in the country, and suitable control strategies were accordingly lacking. 
The extraordinary biodiversity of Ecuador is also reflected in the subfamily 
Triatominae. We found reports indicating the presence of 18 species (over 13% of all 
those known in the world) in the relatively small Ecuadorian territory. These included 
old and doubtful reports of T. infestans and R prolixus, and it also became later 
apparent that several records were probably due to misidentification of preserved 
specimens and/or labelling errors. There is general agreement in that T. dimidiata is the 
principal domestic vector in the country, but the situation with other species remains 
unclear. R. ecuadoriensis, T. carrioni, P. rufotuberculatus, and P. chinai have all been 
incriminated in disease transmission in the coastal/Andean foci, and R pictipes, R. 
robustus and P. geniculatus are thought to be of importance in the Amazon region. The 
following table includes all triatomine species recorded in Ecuador (Aguilar et al. 1999, 
Abad-Franch et al. 2001 ab); a more detailed account of our findings and main 
conclusions is presented in Chapter 3. 
Table 8. Triatomine species reported from Ecuador 
Tribe Genus 
Cavemicolini Cavemicola 
Rhodniini Rhodnius 
Triatomini Triatoma 
Panstrongylus 
Eratyrus 
Species 
Cavernicola pilosa 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Rhodnius pictipes 
Rhodnius robustus 
Rhodnius prolixus* 
Triatoma dimidiata 
Triatoma carrioni 
Triatoma venosa 
Triatoma dispar 
Triatoma infestans* 
Panstrongylus chinai 
Panstrongylus rufotuberculatus 
Panstrongylus geniculatus 
Panstrongylus herreri 
Panstrongylus howardi 
Panstronglus lignarius* 
Eratyrus mucronatus 
Eratvrus cuspidatus 
'Dubious records 
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Vector control efforts. In the 1950s and 1960s, the National Institute of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine (1 H) was officially in charge of Chagas disease vector control in 
Ecuador. A pilot campaign was carried out in 1963 in the cities of Guayaquil (province 
of Guayas) and Portoviejo (province of Manabi); although control interventions 
extended to other endemic areas, they were soon discontinued and coverage was 
incomplete. 
In 1973, the malaria control service ('Servicio Nacional para la Erradicaciön de la 
Malaria y Control de Vectores', SNEM) was appointed by the Ministry of Public Health 
to carry out Chagas disease control activities. In 1978 a vertical spraying campaign 
(using the organophosphate malathion) was undertaken by the SNEM in Guayaquil and 
various localities of the Portoviejo river valley in Manabi. This was the last large-scale 
intervention specifically designed with the aim of reducing Chagas disease transmission 
in Ecuador; during the last 25 years, chemical control of domestic triatomine 
populations has depended upon the effects of mosquito control activities carried out by 
the SNEM (using mainly malathion, and also synthetic pyrethroids in some areas) 
(Aguilar et al. 1999,2001, Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2002). Occasionally, the workers of 
the SNEM locally spray triatomine-infested houses and peridomiciles in response to 
requirements made by the community (often coinciding with epidemiological surveys 
related to research projects), but these interventions are not carried out within the 
framework of a national control programme; they as a result generally lack specific 
resources and continuity, and are almost never documented, hampering any attempts of 
evaluation. 
From 1999 however, the Ministry of Public Health undertook a wide re-assessment 
of the epidemiological and control status of all vector-borne and tropical diseases in the 
country. As a result, Chagas disease control was officially put back in the list of priority 
public health issues, and a group of experts was commissioned to elaborate the technical 
guidelines for a national control programme. Various research groups were at the same 
time working on different clinical-parasitological, sero-epidemiological, and vectorial 
aspects of Chagas disease in Ecuador*. Two manuals were published by the Ministry of 
SAG Guevara and coworkers (Vozandes Hospital, Quito); MJ Grijalva, J Racines (deceased), L Escalante, and 
colleagues (National Institute of Hygiene, Catholic University of Quito, and Ohio University, USA); and HM Aguilar 
and coworkers (Instituto `Juan Cesar Garcia', Quito, and Ministry of Public Health); this project was developed in 
close collaboration with Dr HM Aguilar, and the rest of colleagues cited here generously provided help, assistance, 
and expert advice in numerous occasions 
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Public Health in 2001 with the conclusions and recommendations of the working groups 
on Chagas disease control (Abad-Franch et al. 2001a, Aguilar et al. 2001). However, 
financial constraints and political instability (e. g., four different Ministers of Public 
Health have headed the Ministry since 1998) have obstructed the implementation of 
such recommendations. 
1.3.4. CLINICAL ASPECTS 
Historical data show that, from the early 20s, it was not uncommon that clinical 
pictures compatible with Romana's sign were diagnosed at hospitals in Guayaquil. 
Varas (1942) indicated that this form of periorbital oedema was extremely frequent in 
the city. Subsequent studies continued to show this trait (cf. Espinoza 1955, Rodriguez 
1961 1963, Gomez 1968, Rassi 1979, Alvarez 1984). S Galindo registered 560 acute 
cases from the records of the National Institute of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; the 
majority of these patients were from the provinces of Guayas, Manabi, El Oro, and Los 
Rios, all in the coastal region (cf. Aguilar et at. 1999). Acute cases have also been 
recorded from the northern Amazon region; these usually corresponded to children 
presenting fever, generalised oedema, hepatosplenomegaly and signs of myocarditis 
(Amunarriz 1991, Amunarriz et al. 1991, Aguilar et al. 1999). 
Chagasic cardiopathy has been identified as the predominant chronic form. Galindo 
(1958,1959) found chagasic aetiology in 20% of 150 patients with heart disease in 
Guayaquil; 20.7% of chagasic patients were under 40 years old and presented severe 
cardiopathy, and over 50% of them died in the following 15 months. Gomez (1968) 
found electrocardiographic signs compatible with chagasic cardiopathy in 1.4% of 
randomly selected, apparently healthy people. Kawabata et al. (1987) reported that 40% 
of 154 seropositives from El Oro presented electrocardiographic abnormalities (vs. 8% 
of seronegatives), but the age profile of the patients (with ECG alterations in 64% of 
those over 60 years old) suggested relatively low rates of premature mortality; 22% of 
seropositives over 40 years old presented complete right bundle branch block. These 
authors found evidence suggesting lower prevalence of ECG abnormalities among 
seropositives from coastal localities of the province of Guayas than among patients from 
Andean communities of El Oro (Kawabata et al. 1987). 
We have conservatively estimated that -14000 patients (20% of the -70000 
seropositives over 30 years old) suffer different degrees of chronic cardiopathy in 
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Ecuador (Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000). Digestive disease is also present in the 
country, with both megaoesophagus and severe cases of megacolon described in 
patients from different provinces (Guevara et al. 1997). It has been estimated that 
digestive forms may represent about 3% of all chronic chagasic patients, and AG 
Guevara (pers. comm. ) suggested that megacolon may be more frequent than heart 
disease among chronic patients from El Oro (Aguilar et al. 1999, Abad-Franch & 
Aguilar 2000). However, most Chagas disease cases probably go undiagnosed by the 
weak primary health care network of rural Ecuador; even those cases with severe 
pathology may simply result in yet more `deaths with poorly defined diagnosis' 
registered in official mortality records. 
1.3.5. BURDEN 
According to our prevalence estimates, some 120000-150000 people may carry T. 
cruzi infection in Ecuador, implying that 300 deaths and 3000 new cases would occur 
each year in the absence of systematic control interventions (modified from Hayes & 
Schofield 1990 and Schofield 1994). In Brazil, WHO estimations indicate that the 
120000 deaths attributable to Chagas disease during 1989-1990 generated an economic 
loss of about 650 million US dollars (5400 US$ per death) in terms of disability- 
adjusted life years before the age of retirement (set at 62 years old) (WHO 1997). Thus, 
the 300 deaths/year in Ecuador (probably a conservative estimate) would generate 
equivalent annual losses of over 1.2 million US$ (4000 US$/death). Furthermore, the 
same WHO report indicates that 5000 US$ are spent annually in the medical care of 
each patient with serious heart or digestive chronic disease, including pacemakers and 
surgical procedures (WHO 1997). It can be assumed (again very conservatively) that 
-14000 chagasic heart patients (20% of the -70000 seropositives over 30 years old) live 
in Ecuador. According to local clinical patterns, approximately 10% of these patients 
would require specialised treatment; adjusting the cost to 3000 US$/patient/year, the 
overall investment required for the proper clinical management of these chronic heart 
patients would reach 4.5 million US$/year. Finally, Schofield (2000c) presented general 
estimates of costs associated with both acute and chronic chagasic patients (including 
medical expenses and productivity losses). According to these estimates, the -3000 new 
(acute) cases expected each year in Ecuador would have associated costs approaching 
1.2 US$ million/year (--400 US$/case); the costs associated with the (at least) 20000 
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chronic patients (-700 US$/case/year) would reach about 14 million US$/year (Abad- 
Franch & Aguilar 2000). 
The overall economic burden of Chagas disease in Ecuador (calculated on the basis 
of conservative prevalence and morbi-mortality estimates) may therefore be of over 20 
million US dollars each year. This is, for instance, approximately two-fold that 
associated with malaria in the country; malaria control is at the top of the official 
priority list among vector-borne diseases, followed by dengue. Only very recently the 
Ministry of Public Health included Chagas disease control in that list - as the third 
official priority (Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000). 
The cost of a comprehensive, long-term national programme for the control of 
Chagas disease transmission in Ecuador would not exceed 15 to 18 million dollars to be 
invested in a 15-year period; estimated savings would therefore reach some 20 US$ per 
US dollar invested in the programme, an estimate similar to that of 25 US$ advanced by 
WHO (Moncayo 1999). Taking into account the possibility of co-ordinated control 
activities covering Chagas disease and malaria (feasible in many coastal areas of the 
country), additional savings nearing 3 to 5 million US$/year could be anticipated 
(Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000). 
In 1997 a common, international initiative for the control of Chagas disease 
throughout the Andean countries (Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador and northern Peru) 
was launched under the auspices of the WHO (UNDP/World Bank/WHO TDR 1997). 
The present project was developed, in co-ordination with the Ministry of Public Health 
of Ecuador, in the context of that initiative, and resulted in contributions to the 
development of the technical guidelines for a national control programme (Aguilar et al. 
2001) and an additional, specific document on the control of vector-borne Chagas 
disease (Abad-Franch et al. 2001a). The principal results of the original research carried 
out in relation to that initiative constitute the main body of this thesis. 
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1.4. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: general introduction 
1.4.1. SYSTEMATICS 
R ecuadoriensis was first described in 1958 (Lent & Leon 1958). Type specimens 
were collected in synanthropic habitats in the Catamayo river valley, near the Peruvian 
border (La Toma, province ofLoja, -3°59'S, 79°21'W), and are deposited at the Fiocruz 
reference collections in Rio de Janeiro. R ecuadoriensis is one of the 17 recognised 
species within the tribe Rhodniini. It is considered to belong to a group of closely related 
species including R pallescens and R colombiensis. These three species occur west of the 
Andes, while the rest of the genus is widespread on the eastern side of the cordillera - with 
the notable exception of domestic populations of R prolixus. The Amazonian Glade 
including R pictipes, R brethesi and R stall (probably also R paraensis) is usually 
considered as a sister group to pallescens-colombiensis-ecuadoriensis (Dujardin et al. 
1999a, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000). 
Males of R ecuadoriensis are typically about 13mm long; females, as in all 
triatomines, are larger on average (about 14.5mm). Adult bugs are light brown- 
yellowish with a pattern of irregular dark markings dispersed on the body surface. The 
scutellum has 2+2 well-defined anterior carinae that merge into a single median carina 
on the posterior process. The median process of the male pygophore is triangular and 
has a rounded apex (Lent & Leon 1958, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). These 
morphological characters, mainly the colour and mottled pattern and the distinct carinae 
of the scutellum, place R ecuadoriensis close to R pallescens (and, to a lesser extent, R. 
pictipes). The close relationships with R colombiensis (similar to pallescens but without 
the irregularly mottled pattern), not straightforward from anatomical characters, was 
demonstrated by isoenzyme studies (Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a). 
1.4.2. EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
R ecuadoriensis is an important local vector of Chagas disease in coastal areas and 
western Andean valleys of central-southern Ecuador and northern Peru (Aguilar et al. 
1999, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). However, studies specifically 
addressing the epidemiological significance of the species are lacking. Results of limited 
serological surveys carried out in areas were R ecuadoriensis and T. dimidiata (the main 
vector in the country) are the only (or largely prevailing) domiciliary species can be 
compared as an approximation to their relative epidemiological importance. T. dimidiata is 
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the only domestic vector in Guayaquil and other localities of the same province (Guayas), 
and in urban/semiurban areas of Manabi (Portoviejo, Manta, Chone), whereas R. 
ecuadoriensis prevails in the southern inter-Andean valleys of El Oro and Loja. Results 
from various studies (see table 6) are summarised in the following figure (Montalvdn 1952, 
Espinoza 1955, Rodriguez 1959, Mimori et al. 1985, Reyes 1992, Aguilar et al. 1999). 
While comparing results from different studies with broadly varying designs and methods 
is problematical, the trends of differences within surveys may help understand the vectorial 
role of each species. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of reported scroprevalence in different localities of Ecuador. Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis is the main domestic vector in El Oro and Loja. while Trialoma dimidiata 
prevails in Guavas and Manabi (and probably also in Los Rios). See also table 6. CF=complement 
fixation; IIIA=indirect hacmagglutination, Ill =indirect inununol]uorescence, ELISA=cnz ine-linked inununosorbent assay; Mil I=Ministry of Public I Icalth 
More recently, Garzön et al. (2002) reported 16.4% seroprevalence in El Oro (372 
samples), 1.2% in Guayas (421 samples), and 0.4% in Manabi (680 samples) 
(microELiSA with total parasite lysates and two synthetic peptides plus 
haemmaglutination). Other studies (ELISA with either crude epimastigote lysates or 
recombinant proteins used as antigens) did not include samples from both areas, making 
comparisons difficult. However, the trends suggested by the above results seem to be 
confirmed, with average prevalences of approximately 8% in El Oro and 1% in Guayas 
and urban Manabi (cf. Aguilar et al. 1999); in 1996, AG Guevara estimated overall 
prevalence rates of 13.8% in El Oro and 2.6% in Guayas (AG Guevara, unpublished 
report). Finally, a study on seroprevalence among children (4-15 years old, IIF plus 
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ELISA) in El Oro recently demonstrated active transmission, with -P2% of over 1500 
samples positive (Racines et al. 1994), and Cordova et al. (1999) reported 11% 
seropositives (out of 262 samples) from the area of Pinas, El Oro (see also table 6). 
Preliminary results of serological tests from two of the communities under study in 
the present project (El Lucero, Loja and Lourdes, El Oro) also show relatively high 
prevalence rates. The study was conducted in parallel to the entomological survey 
reported here and was under the co-ordination of the National Institute of Hygiene 
(INH, Ministry of Public Health). After informed consent, blood-spot samples were 
obtained onto filter paper, coded and stored until use. Below we present results of 
ELISA tests as reported to the officials responsible for the serological survey. As far as 
we are aware, confirmatory tests were not carried out. Thirty samples out of the 380 
examined (7.9%) tested positive for anti-T. cruzi antibodies. None of the seropositives 
were immigrants. The following table summarises the results by age groups. 
Table 9. Prevalence of anti-Trypanosoma cruzi antibodies in two localities of Ecuador (El Oro and Loja) 
Age 
groups n 
El Oro 
positive % n 
Loja 
positive % n 
Total 
positive % 
1 to 15 33 0 0 127 10 7.9 160 10 6.3 
16 to 30 15 0 0 45 3 6.7 60 3 5 
31 to 45 18 0 0 33 4 12.1 51 4 7.8 
46 to 60 11 3 27.3 34 4 11.8 45 7 15.6 
61 to 75 14 3 21.4 28 2 7.1 42 5 11.9 
Over 75 1 1 100* 8 0 0 9 1 11.1 
Missing 
.. ...... 
3.. 0 10 x 0 13 0 0 
Total 95 ........... 7 ....... i. 4 7.4 ..... .. 285 ........ . 23 ........... 8.1 380 ........... 30 ...... 7.9 
*The only person over 75 years old in the sample was seropositive; this result was obviously due to chance 
Positive tests were significantly more frequent among those reporting antecedents of 
bug bites (18 out of 123,14.6% seropositivity) that among those not remembering 
having been bitten (8 out of 203,3.9%) (Fisher's exact test p=0.0011; likelihood ratio 
test X2=11.5,1 df, p=0.0007; unadjusted odds ratio=4.18,95% confidence interval 1.8- 
10.5; n=326). There was also a strong relationship between seropositivity and the 
presence of another seropositive in the same dwelling. The rates of seropositivity were 
18.2% and 5.7% in houses with and without a seropositive person other than the one 
being investigated, respectively (Fisher's exact test p=0.0019; likelihood ratio test 
X2=9.45,1 df, p=0.002; unadjusted odds ratio=3.65,95% confidence interval 1.6-7.96; 
n=380). 
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These results support the view that R ecuadoriensis must be considered as the 
second main vector of Chagas disease in Ecuador. T. dimidiata is ranked first because 
its strongly synanthropic populations have a broader distribution that includes densely 
populated urban areas (Guayaquil, -2 million people; Manta, -180000 people; or 
Portoviejo, -170000 people). However, it has been shown that T dimidiata 
is not 
particularly efficient as a vector; in Honduras, a comparative study revealed prevalence 
rates of 15% (communities with only T. dimidiata; infestation=53%; 1234 samples) and 
40% (communities with only R prolixus; infestation=35%; 1337 samples) (Ponce 
1996). Similar results were reported from Guatemala; 39% of 373 people tested 
seropositive in a community where R prolixus was the main vector, vs. 9% out of 428 
in another village where T. dimidiata prevailed (Paz-Bailey et al. 2002). 
Natural T. cruzi infection rates are higher in T. dimidiata (>30% in Guayas-Manabi) 
than in R ecuadoriensis: Loja 3.6% to 4%; Manabi 5% to 17.3%; El Oro 55.7% 
(Aguilar & Yepez 1996; AG Guevara, unpublished report). Lazo (1985) reviewed 
parasitological studies up to the mid 80s; 29.6% of 25436 T. dimidiata, and 3% of 5255 
R ecuadoriensis examined were reported as infected by T. cruzi-like trypanosomes. 
1.4.3. ECOLOGY AND HABITATS 
R ecuadoriensis has adapted to human habitats in rural areas of the central-southern 
coastal region of Ecuador (mainly in Manabi and El Oro), the inter-Andean temperate 
valleys of the province of Loja, and in northern Peru (Defranc 1982, Aguilar et al. 1999, 
Carcavallo et al. 1999a, Abad-Franch et al. 2001a, b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). These 
synanthropic populations are related to domestic birds (mainly chickens and pigeons) 
and, in some cases, to guinea pigs, but only fragmentary studies are available. Some 
authors consider that the synanthropic behaviour of R. ecuadoriensis may be regarded 
as relatively recent, and that the species probably retain its sylvatic habits (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982, Schofield 1994). 
As with other aspects of the ecology of R ecuadoriensis, little is known about the 
sylvatic habitats of this species. Like for all Rhodnius species, the primary natural 
habitat of R ecuadoriensis is presumably arboreal. A few observations indicate that 
sylvatic populations occur in palm trees of the species Phytelephas aequatorialis Spruce 
(Romarm et al. 1994, Aviles et al. 1995a), and one record exists suggesting colonisation 
of the cultivated palm Elaeis guineensis (Carcavallo & Martinez 1985); the role of cacti 
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and hollow trees (Barrett 1991) is unclear. Ph. aequatorialis is endemic to western 
Ecuador, its biogeographic limits are related to excessive rainfall in the north (pluvial 
forests of the Chocö ecoregion in Colombia), excessive aridity in the south (northern 
Peru), and -1500m altitude on the Andean foothills. The stipes of these palms reach 
-10m in height in old (usually over a century) specimens. Separate sexes are 
discernible 
in adult palms (i. e., they are dioecious). Local residents make use of various products of 
these palms for different purposes. Leaves are used for thatching houses and corrals, 
and unripe fruits are edible (mainly used as livestock fodder). The most valuable 
product is the hardy endosperm of the seeds, known as vegetable ivory (the `tagua'). 
There is a growing local industry related to tagua carving manufacture, and tagua nut 
disks are exported as raw material to manufacture buttons (Southgate 1997). Tagua 
exports were worth -14 million US dollars in 1997. The economic importance of these 
palms for the locals implies that they are frequently maintained in peridomestic 
environments, mainly in the provinces of Manabi and Esmeraldas (Aviles et al. 1995a, 
Southgate 1997, Borchsenius et al. 1998). 
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Figure 9. Tagua nut products export fron Ecuador (1985-1997), in million US dollars 
[Sources: www. ecuador. org/trdinv2. htm and wvw , 
bp. fin. ec/ext/grupo/docs/ecuadorexporta/ing/vegetabi. htm] 
Not all palm tree habitats are however equally suitable for triatomines. Some of the 
characteristics of individual palms may result in favourable conditions for bugs - 
suitable microclimate, presence of hosts, specific architectural features (Whitlaw & 
Chaniotis 1978, Romana et al. 1999). For a given palm species, the quantity of epiphytic 
plants, the amount of decomposing organic matter present around stems and on crowns, 
time-dependent features such as stipe height (representing palm age), or other ecological 
aspects such as the degree of human intervention on the environment in which palms are 
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located, could be related to a higher likelihood of palm infestation (Barrett 1991). These 
aspects were included in our field studies on R. ecuadoriensis. 
The principal ecological features of R ecuadoriensis remain poorly defined. 
Questions yet to be answered relate to the general biogeographic traits of the species 
(including the distribution of populations with different degrees of synanthropism), 
what factors may favour colonisation of human environments by these bugs, what is the 
potential epidemiological risk represented by sylvatic populations (and their main 
natural ecotopes), or what are the compositions and relationships of different 
populations over the geographical range of the species. In operational terms, the design 
of strategies for long-term control of Chagas disease transmission in western Ecuador 
and northern Peru will depend on the answers to these questions. This project was 
designed with the aim of clarifying the most relevant of these aspects by combining 
ecological and epidemiological approaches with new tools provided by molecular 
biology and morphometrics for the study of genetic and phenetic diversity. 
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2. AIMS 
The general aim of all research activities within this project was to contribute to the 
design of suitable strategies for the control of vector-borne Chagas disease in Ecuador. 
We aimed at investigating the main ecological and genetic features of the most 
important disease vectors, with emphasis on the autochthonous species, Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis Lent & Leon, 1958. Specifically, our objectives included: 
1. To define the main ecological features of sylvatic and domestic populations of R. 
ecuadoriensis in western Ecuador. 
2. To characterise the phenetic and genetic diversity of R. ecuadoriensis populations 
using digital morphometrics and mitochondrial DNA sequence data. 
2.1. To investigate the structuring and relationships of different R. 
ecuadoriensis populations. 
2.2. To explore the potential of molecular and phenetic markers for the 
distinction of epidemiologically diverse populations in the context of vector 
control and surveillance interventions. 
3. To clarify the phylogenetic relationships of R. ecuadoriensis with R pallescens 
and R colombiensis, extending the analyses to other Rhodnius species. 
4. To study selected aspects of the biology, ecology and genetics of other 
Ecuadorian triatomines. 
5. To derive recommendations for sustainable vector control strategies in Ecuador 
and Peru. 
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3. BIOGEOGRAPHY AND GENERAL ECOLOGY OF RHODNIUS 
ECUADORIENSIS AND OTHER ECUADORIAN TRIATOMINES 
3.1. General introduction 
Biogeography is the study of organisms in space and time; this discipline seeks to 
understand the diversity of life forms, their current patterns of distribution and how they 
varied with time. These questions are addressed in the context of the intricate interplay 
between (present and past) geography, climate patterns, physical-chemical features of 
soils and water bodies, and different organisms (interacting in turn with each other and 
with their environments in communities and ecosystems - and thus changing under the 
logic of evolution). This knowledge is then integrated into general rules to build up a 
broader framework of understanding that may be used to accurately describe the system 
and to develop predictions about how its different parts might behave in the future under 
varying conditions (Cox & Moore 2000). 
Ecologists and biogeographers have developed a classification of geographic areas 
with comparable basic characteristics - which allow for comparable communities of 
organisms to occur there. These areas, termed life zones, were demarcated on the basis 
of climate patterns (average maximum and minimum temperatures, annual rainfall, and 
potential evapotranspiration) and altitudinal ranges, which in turn define the type of 
vegetation that can naturally grow on each zone (Holdridge 1967). Generally speaking, 
each of these zones also bears typical animal communities; consequently, this system of 
habitat classification allows for the description of organismal distribution patterns. 
Many ecological studies have been based on this system of life zone classification, 
including several on Triatominae (e. g., Curto de Casas et al. 1999). 
More recently, new techniques based on remote-sensing (RS) data derived from 
satellite images and geographic information systems (GIS) have been used for vector 
population and habitat mapping. This allows for the use of a large number of 
environmental variables to define descriptive/predictive models regarding distribution 
trends even when field data are incomplete (Kitron 2000, Bergquist 2001, Kuhn et al. 
2002, Peterson et al. 2002, D Gorla pers. comm. ). 
Understanding of triatomine biogeography (current or historical) is still fragmentary. 
The majority of records correspond to domestic bug populations of the few species of 
utmost epidemiological significance. Many of these populations dispersed only recently, 
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associated with migrant humans and often carried to areas out of the natural range of the 
species. Data on the original sylvatic populations are comparatively scarce, and 
completely lacking for many species. The attempts to reconstruct the historical 
biogeography of triatomines have been hampered by the lack of a reliable cladistic 
system for classification based on morphological characters. However, molecular 
techniques provide suitable means for an improved understanding of the evolutionary 
relationships between the various taxa. 
On a broad scale some biogeographical trends can however be outlined; they are 
relevant both in epidemiological terms and for phylogenetic interpretation. Firstly, the 
distribution of the subfamily is almost exclusively Neotropical-Nearctic. A few species 
occur in the Old World, including only two main groups: the tropicopolitan T. 
rubrofasciata and its close Asian relatives (seven species endemic to south China, 
Malaya, Indonesia, New Guinea, and northeast Australia), and the Indian genus 
Linshcosteus. It has been proposed that the species of the first group are recent 
derivatives from T. rubrofasciata specimens carried by man along sea trade routes 
linking the Americas with Asian harbours from the 16th century; Linshcosteus is on the 
contrary believed to have evolved independently in the Indian subcontinent (Schofield 
1988, Gorla et al. 1997, Patterson et al. 2001, Galväo et al. 2002), and the tribe 
Linshcosteini was recently proposed (Carcavallo et al. 2000). These hypotheses need to 
be tested by means of molecular phylogenetic approaches (Patterson 2002); preliminary 
analyses of 16S rDNA sequence data show a close kinship between T. rubrofasciata and 
Linshcosteus sp. and favour the idea of a New World origin of all triatomines (Hyp9a et 
al. 2002). 
The rest of the Triatominae occur in the Americas. Members of the tribe Triatomini 
are found in South-, Central-, North America, and in the Caribbean region, and include 
seven genera (Triatoma, Panstrongylus, Dipetalogaster, Eratyrus, Mepraia, 
Hermanlentia, and Paratriatoma; the genus Meccus would include the Mesoamerican 
species of the phyllosoma complex, but its validity needs to be confirmed) (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Carcavallo et al. 2000). Evidence suggesting independent origins of 
the South- and Mesoamerican clades (the latter probably being a paraphyletic 
assemblage including Panstrongylus alongside Dipetalogaster, some Triatoma, the 
phyllosoma-Meccus, and perhaps Paratriatoma) has been obtained from morphometric 
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(Dujardin et al. 2000, Patterson et al. 2001) and genetic analyses (Bargues et al. 2000, 
Garcia et al. 2001, Marcilla et al. 2001,2002). Linking both regions from the Middle 
Pliocene is the isthmus of Panama, which re-closed definitively some two million years 
ago after a temporary interruption when sea levels rose in the Late Pliocene (see Cox & 
Moore 2000). 
The Cavernicolini is composed of three species (Cavernicola pilosa, C. lenti and 
Torrealbaia martinezi) that occur mainly in the Amazon basin; C. pilosa has also been 
recorded from the Magdalena valley (Colombia) and Panama (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979). Members of the Bolboderini also occur mainly in South America, but Bolbodera 
scabrosa is only known from Cuba, Belminus costaricensis from Costa Rica and 
Mexico, and B. herreri from Panama; Microtriatoma trinidadensis has been recorded 
from Panama to Bolivia (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). The Alberproseniini are only 
known to occur in Venezuela (Alberprosenia goyovargasi) and northeastern Brazil (A. 
malheiroi) (Carcavallo et al. 1999c). 
The majority of species occur in South America, including the tribe Rhodniini. This 
is considered a monophyletic lineage comprising two genera and 19 species (the validity 
of a few being doubted by some specialists); they all share their preference for arboreal 
habitats, and the genus Rhodnius seems to be primarily adapted to palm trees, where the 
bugs feed mainly on mammals and birds - but also on reptiles and amphibians 
(Carcavallo et al. 1998a, b). Psammolestes species are associated with bird nests 
(Furnariidae and Psittacidae) and occur east of the Andes in open forests of Venezuela 
(Ps. arthuri), Brazil (Ps. tertius), Argentina, Bolivia, and Paraguay (Ps. coreodes). 
Most Rhodnius species are found on the eastern side of the Andes. From north to 
south, these include R prolixus (a major disease vector; domestic populations were 
probably introduced into north-western Colombia and Central America, but sylvatic 
forms are only known from palms in seasonally dry forests of the Venezuelan Llanos), 
R neivai (adapted to dry environments in Venezuela and also reported from Colombia), 
R. dalessandroi (a rare Colombian species), R brethesi (associated with Leopoldinia 
piassaba palms), R robustus (populations of which, apparently subdivided into distinct 
geographic clades, are widely distributed over the Orinoco-Amazon system), R 
paraensis (described from a few specimens from northeastern Brazilian Amazonia; a 
new finding in French Guiana was reported recently [Berenger & Pluot-Sigwalt 2002]), 
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R pictipes (widespread in the Amazon), R stall (southwestern Amazonia-Mato Grosso 
in Bolivia and Brazil), R. nasutus (north-eastern Brazil), R domesticus (Atlantic humid 
forests of Brazil), and R neglectus (drier forests of central-southeastern Brazil). 
Recently a species allegedly similar to R dalessandroi (but also resembling neglectus) 
was described from material collected in north-eastern Amazonian Brazil (Valente et at. 
2001), and the validity of R amazonicus (originally described by Almeida et al. [1973]) 
has been claimed by Berenger and Pluot-Sigwalt (2002). 
Rhodnius species are considered by some researchers to form two distinct clades 
separated by the Andes. East of the cordillera, the k pictipes group comprises the 
virtually identical R. stall plus R brethesi, k paraensis, possibly R. dalessandroi, and 
now R amazonicus. The rest of eastern Rhodnius species (the robustus group) are 
sometimes subdivided into two further groups - corresponding to regions north and 
south of the Amazon. The first is comprised of a putative `northern form' of R. 
robustus, R prolixus, and possibly neivai, and the second includes a `southern form' of 
robustus, nasutus, neglectus, and domesticus (Schofield & Dujardin 1999). 
A second major cluster of closely related Rhodnius species occurs west of the Andes, 
and is generally deemed to have closer relationships with the R pictipes group than with 
any of the robustus lineages. It includes R. ecuadoriensis together with R pallescens 
and the recently described R. colombiensis (Moreno et al. 1999). These two latter species 
are found in northwestern Colombia, where they are sylvatic - associated with Attalea 
butyracea palm trees. R pallescens may invade/colonise households in some areas, and 
is also found in Panama (where it is considered the primary vector of Chagas disease) 
and Costa Rica; a recent finding indicates its presence in southeast Nicaragua, where 
adult specimens were captured in houses (CJ Schofield, pers. comm. ). R colombiensis 
is only known from the central Magdalena valley in Colombia, and has only rarely been 
found in human environments (Molina et al. 2000, Vallejo et al. 2000). Phenetic 
similarities between R. ecuadoriensis and R pallescens had been pointed out since the 
description of the former (Lent & Leon 1958, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979), and results 
from isoenzyme and molecular studies largely support their close relatedness (see 
Section 7.3. ). With regard to R. colombiensis, several studies have suggested that it may 
in fact be closer to ecuadoriensis than to the morphologically similar (and parapatric) R 
pallescens (Dujardin et al. 1999a, Chavez et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000). 
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3.2. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
3.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The design of sound vector control strategies depends upon accurate knowledge on 
the current distribution and ecological preferences of insect populations involved 
(actually or potentially) in disease transmission. As field data are usually limited, we 
used a life zone-based approach to reconstruct the general biogeography of all known 
Ecuadorian triatomines. In the case of R ecuadoriensis, a preliminary attempt to 
describe the potential distribution of the species using RS-GIS was also made in 
collaboration with David Gorla (CRILAR, Argentina) and Diarmid Campbell-Lendrum 
(LSHTM). The life zone biogeography of the species in Peru was analysed in 
collaboration with Cesar A Cuba Cuba and his team. The association of sylvatic 
populations of R ecuadoriensis with Ph. aequatorialis palm trees led us to include data 
on palm distribution and deforestation in biogeographical reconstruction and ecological 
analyses. Results were also interpreted in the context of interspecific relationships of R. 
ecuadoriensis with members of the same genus and with other Ecuadorian triatomines. 
3.2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For this part of the study, we reviewed all available published reports, unpublished 
records from the Vector Control Service (SNEM) and from Ecuadorian colleagues, and 
all triatomines deposited at the PUCE-QCAZ Invertebrates Museum (Catholic 
University of Ecuador, Quito), the Laboratörio Nacional e Internacional de Referencia 
em Taxonomia de Tratomineos (Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), and the Natural 
History Museum (London, UK). Our own fieldwork records were included in the 
analysis. For geographic information we used the guide by Miranda (1995), the `Indice 
Toponimico' of the Army Geographic Institute (IGM 1978-82,1982-96), and 
cartographic material provided by the IGM. Life zones were established following the 
ecological map of Ecuador proposed by Canadas (1983) and the maps in Dodson & 
Gentry (1991), based on the life zones described by Holdridge (1967). Distribution 
maps were prepared by marking places of capture; infested life zones and life zones 
representing the potential distribution of each species (with no records but with 
ecological traits identical to areas where captures had been documented) were filled 
with different colours and numbered. The analysis included geographic location, life 
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zones, altitude, temperature, and annual rains recorded in each area. Only life zones 
under 2200m altitude were included in the analyses. 
Additionally, the geographic coordinates of 52 Ecuadorian localities were R. 
ecuadoriensis had been collected were retrieved in the `Indice Toponimico' (IGM 1978- 
82,1982-96) and at the website www. calle. com/world. These approximate data were 
used as input for GIS mapping using four biophysical variables (air temperature [AT], 
land surface temperature [LST], medium infrared radiation [MIR], and vegetation index 
[NDVI]) recorded by meteorological satellites (NOAA series, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration) using AVHRR sensors (Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer). The analysis was derived from a Fourier temporal analysis of monthly 
images from the period 1982-2000 including 14 statistical descriptors derived from each 
of the variables specified above (average, minimum, maximum, variability, amplitude 
and phase of AT, LST, MIR, and NDVI). Spatial resolution was 8x8km; images were 
obtained from the server ftp: //daac. gsfc. nasa. gov/avhrr/global_8km/. The Idrisi V 2.0 
software package was used for GIS analysis. Dr F Skov (Aarhus University, Denmark) 
kindly provided us with a GIS-based probability map showing the potential distribution 
of Ph. aequatorialis palms in western Ecuador. 
For Peruvian populations, published records and the following sources of data were 
reviewed: the entomological collection, National Institute of Health, Lima, Peru; the 
reference collections at Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and records from the Ministry of 
Health, Lima, Peru - including unpublished reports by the Division of Epidemiology. 
Biogeographical information was obtained from Brack (1987) and Mostacero et al. 
(1996). Life zone classification was carried out after Curto de Casas et al. (1999). 
3.2.3. RESULTS 
3.2.3.1. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Ecuador 
Records were found indicating the presence of R. ecuadoriensis in 82 localities of 
eight provinces of Ecuador; all records but a dubious one (an adult bug labelled as 
collected in the Amazon) correspond to southern latitudes. A few of these records (in 
Guayas, Tungurahua and Orellana) need to be confirmed (see below). A complete list of 
localities is provided in the Appendix. The presence of the species has been 
satisfactorily documented in the provinces of Pichincha, Manabi (where most of the 
records are from), Los Rios (with a single record), El Oro, and Loja. The known 
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distribution of R ecuadoriensis in western Ecuador comprises at least seven different 
life zones. Wide ranges of altitude (0-1800m in the life zones included in our study) and 
annual rainfall (from 125mm in the tropical desert scrub of coastal Manabi to 4000mm 
in the wet and moist forests of Pichincha/northern Manabi and Los Rios) were recorded. 
The range of average minimum and maximum temperatures across life zones was 18°C 
(minimum, premontane forest areas) to 26°C (maximum, and zones). 
All reliable records correspond to the western side of the Andes (in central-northern 
Ecuador) and to southern inter-Andean valleys related to Pacific slope river systems. 
Sylvatic populations were only recorded from western Ecuador (territory below 900m 
altitude between the Andes and the Pacific coastline and comprised of plains extending 
westwards from the foothills of the Andes and a low range of coastal hills with 
maximum elevations of about 800m) (Dodson & Gentry 1991). The climate gets 
gradually more humid as one moves towards the Andes, as the zones nearest to the coast 
are affected by the cold Peruvian (Humboldt) current. Even in these dry areas night fogs 
provide substantial atmospheric humidity to the slopes and crests of coastal hills. 
Table 10. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Ecuador 
Life zones AvT Alt Rain Provinces Other species 
1 Tropical desert scrub 24-26 0-250 125-250 Manabi T. dimidiata 
2 Thick tropical bush 24-26 0-300 250-500 Manabi T. dimidiata 
P. geniculatus 
P. ho irdi 
........... 3 Very dry tropical forest 24-26 0-300 500-1000 ....................... "--........ Marsabi .......................... --"-- T. dimidiata 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. chinai 
P. howardi 
......... 4 Dry premontane forest .... . ..... 18-24 ... --- --...... 500-1800 ------ -------"----- 500-1000 "--------------------"--"----"-----...... ----------- Manabi .... ---"---"--.............. ----... -----". T. dimidiata 
Loja T. carrioni 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. chinai 
... ......... .... .................................. 
E. cuspidatus 
.... ..... ... ....... --""- ---.......... 5 Humid premontane forest 18-24 300-1800 f6664666 El Oro T. carrioni 
T. venosa 
P. chinai 
"--"--"" ... 6 Moist tropical forest .................... 24-25 ...... 0-300 .. 2000000 ..... -"--"-""---.......................... -"---" Pichincha/Manabi limit --""--""---................................ T. dimidiata 
Los Rios T. dispar 
P. geniculatus 
E:. cuspidatus 
.......... 7 Wet premontane forest 18-24 300-1800 2000-4000 Pichincha T. carrioni 
T. dispar 
T. venosa 
P. geniculatus 
P. rufotuberculatus 
AvT=mean minimal and maximal temperatures (in °C); Alt=altitude (in m); Rain=average annual rainfall (in mm); T. =Tnatoma; 
P. =Panstrongylus; E. Eratyrus; numbers in bold type correspond to life zones in the map below (figure 10) 
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0° 
Figure 10. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Ecuador. Red areas correspond to life zones 
where the presence of this species has been documented (green marks indicate localities; our 1positivei 
Fieldwork sites are yellow); blue areas correspond to areas with the same ecological characteristics but 
from where no records of the species exist. Numbers correspond to life zones in table 10 (above). The 
red dots represent dubious records in Guayaquil and the Santa Elena peninsula. this latter life zone 
(tropical desert) is light blue, denoting that the presence of R. ecuadoriensis is eery unlikely there 
The relationship between the distribution of R. ecuadoriensis and that of the primary 
sylvatic ecotope of the species (Ph. aeyualoriali. s) was also explored by plotting the 
localities from where the bugs had been reported on a map representing the maximum 
potential distribution of the palm trees. This habitat map was kindly produced by Dr F 
Skov (Aarhus University, Denmark) using 15 georeferenced observations of the 
occurrence of Ph. aequalorialis" and data on altitude, temperature, rainfall, and soil type. 
An almost perfect match can be observed between both distributions, with the only 
exceptions of the dubious record of R. ecuadoriensis from Santa Elena (Guayas, tropical 
desert) and the collections of domestic bugs at high altitudes in the inter-Andean valleys 
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=Andes (3000-6310m) 
of Loja. Even in the tropical desert scrub life zone (Manabi), the record of R. 
ecuadoriensis seems to have been made from a village (Las Canitas) located in a small 
area where the general conditions required for the growth of Ph. aequatorialis palms do 
exist (arrow in figure 11). However, the effects of extensive deforestation in western 
Ecuador may have had a significant impact on the distribution of palms and associated 
bugs. These trends are explored in figure 12, where the distribution of R. ecuadoriensis 
is presented on the maps of deforestation in western Ecuador proposed by Dodson & 
Gentry (1991). 
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Figure 1 I. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis jorange. red. light blue. green. and dark 
blue marks=sites of capture in Manabi. Pichincha. Los Rios. El Oro. and Loja (respect ivel\ )) 
and I'hvtelephas aequatorialis in Ecuador Iblack marks=georeferenced sites where the palms 
have been observedl. The grey area represents the (maximnumn) potential distribution of the 
palms. Red circles mark fieldwork areas in El Oro and Loja. The arrow indicates the locality 
of Las Cariitas. Manabi (sec text). Pink dots represent dubious records of R. ecuadoriensis 
(Guayaquil and Santa Elena). A. aequatorialis data and map were kindly provided by Dr F 
Skov (Aarhus University. Denmark) 
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Figure 12. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis Ired marks=sites of captures and deforestation in 
western Ecuador (below 900m altitude). Map 1: estimated original forest cover: arrows indicate 
possible routes of dispersion of R. ecuadoriensis: Map 2: approximate forest cover in 1958: the blue 
area highlights the earl} effects of deforestation and their possible bearing on fragmentation of R. 
ecuadoriensis populations, Map 3: forest cover in 1988; blue dots mark georeferenced sites where 
Phvtelephas aequatorialis palms occur. Maps after Dodson & Gentry (1991) 
The populations of Ph. aequatorialis in our fieldwork site in Pichincha (red point in 
figure 11) seem to occupy the altitudinal limit of the species, perhaps marking also the 
limit of their associated bug populations. The localities of the inter-Andean valleys of 
Loja and El Oro where fieldwork was carried out (red circles in figure 11) are within the 
potential range of Ph. aequalorialis; however, no natural populations of palm trees were 
observed there. This is especially true for the valleys of the Chira-Catamayo system 
(Loja), where palms appear to be completely absent. Palm trees were seen in areas 
relatively close to our fieldwork site in El Oro (Lourdes), particularly along the road 
from Machala, but not in Lourdes itself or in neighbouring areas. Deforestation had 
obviously been intense and extensive in both our fieldwork areas in Loja and El Oro 
(both located above the altitude limit of the maps in figure 12). 
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Figure 13. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Ecuador and Peru. Potential distribution (red 
area) map derived from 52 georeferenced capture sites in Ecuador (dark blue points) and biophysical 
data obtained from AVHRR-NOAA remote-sensing databases (see materials and methods). Green 
dots in Peru correspond to seven capture sites (data from F Vargas and CA Cuba Cuba) not included 
in the analysis, they were overlaid a posteriori on the map as a test for the predictions of the model. 
In collaboration with D Gorla, CRILAR, Argentina 
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Figure 13 presents preliminary results of GIS-based analysis of the potential 
distribution range of R. ecuadoriensis. A temporal series analysis of land surface and air 
temperature and vegetation data (NDVI index, comprising information on temperature, 
availability of water, and soil characteristics) over 18 years showed a potential range 
widely surpassing the current known distribution of the species. It extends to the north 
into the wet forests of the Chocö (reaching areas where R. pallescens occurs), and to the 
south over the and coast and Andean valleys of Peru. Here, the potential range of the 
species includes the upper stretches of Amazon system valleys, a prediction confirmed 
by at least two records. The presence of the species in and life zones corresponds to 
synanthropic populations. High altitudes in the Andes (see figure 14) and Amazonian 
environmental profiles (evergreen broadleaf forest in figure 15) appear to represent 
effective biogeographical barriers to the dispersal of the species. 
-9999 = 2247 - 2559 
n0- 146 2560 - 2852 
0147-317 2853-3107 
0318-523 3108-3310 
0 524 - 765 3311 -3526 U 766 - 1046 L-1 3527 - 3791 
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1346 - 1650 4072 - 4399 
1651 - 1940 4400 - 4893 
1941 - 2246 4894 - 6251 
Altitude (m above sea level) 
Figure 14. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
in Ecuador Ircd marks-sites of capturcl: altitude 
range. Note the presence of one record fron over 
2500m (Gualal. Loja. domestic populations) Iwith 
help from D Campbell-Lendnun. LSHTMI 
Barren or sparse vegetation (cloud forest on Andes foothills) 
Cropland/grassland mosaic 
Cropland/woodland mosaic 
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Water bodies 
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Vegetation types 
Figure 1 5. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensi. s 
in Ecuador: vegetation types Iwrith help from D 
Campbell-Lcndrum. LSHTMI 
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3.2.3.2. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Peru* 
In northern Peru, R ecuadoriensis has been reported from five Departments and 19 
provinces, comprising seven different life zones. 
Table 11. Distribution of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in northern Peru 
Departments Provinces Valleys 
Tumbes Tumbes, Zarumilla Tumbes, Zarumilla 
Piura Ayabaca, Huancabamba, Morropön, Piura Huancabamba, Huarmaca, Piura 
Lambayeque Ferrefiafe, Lambayeque Zafia 
Cajamarca Jaen, Cutervo, Chota, San Miguel, Celendin, Cascas, Santa Ana 
Cajamarca, Contumazä, San Benito 
La Libertad Trujillo, Otuzco, Cascas Moche, Cascas, Alto Chicama, Huancay 
Figure 16. Distribution of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis and other triatomines in northern Peru. 1=Belminus 
peruvianus; 2=Cavernicola pilosa; 3=Rhodnius ecuadoriensis; 4=R. robustus; 5=R. pictipes; 
6=Eratyrus cuspidatus; 7=E. mucronatus; 8=Hermanlentia matsunoi; 9=Panstrongylus chinai; 10=P. 
geniculatus; 11=P. herreri; 12=P. rufotuberculatus; 13=Triatoma carrion!; 14=T. dimidiata; 15=T. 
nigromaculata (dubious record). The circle indicates the area of origin of the Peruvian population of 
R. ecuadoriensis used for comparative purposes in this study (upper Chicama valley, La Libertad) 
[after Cuba Cuba et al. 20021 
*This part of the study was carried out in collaboration with Prof CA Cuba Cuba and his research team at 
the Universities of Trujillo, Peru and Brasilia, Brazil (see Cuba Cuba et al. 2002) 
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Table 12. Biogeography of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in northern Peru 
Life zones AvT Rain Alt Other species 
Tropical desert 29-30 0-125 0-125 T. dimidiata 
P. chinai 
Tropical desert scrub 28.5-29 125-250 125-250 T. dimidiata 
P. chinai 
................. .. . ............... 
':. S. eniculatus 
........................ ...................... .. . Premontane desert scrub 16.5-18 125-250 2000-2250 (none) 
Thick tropical bush 28-28.5 250-500 250-375 T. dimidiata 
P. chinai 
P. ru ?! yub rculatus 
Very dry tropical forest 27-28 500-1000 375-500 T. dimidiata 
E. mucronatus 
Dry tropical forest 26-27 1000-2000 500-625 T. dimidiata 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. geniculatus 
E. cuspidatus 
E. mucronatus 
Dry premontane forest 19.5-21 500-1000 1500-1750 T. carrioni 
P. rufotuberculatus 
E. mucronatus 
AvT = average minimal and maximal temperatures (in °C); Alt = altitude (in m); Rain = average 
annual rainfall (in mm); T. = Triatoma; P. = Panstrongylus; E. = Eratyrus 
In Peru, R. ecuadoriensis was always found in domestic-peridomestic environments 
in dry or very dry areas. R ecuadoriensis appears capable of exploiting habitats with 
wide ranges of temperature (16.5-30°C) and altitude (0-2250m, with isolated records 
from -. 2700m), and in areas with rainfall from virtually nil to 2000mm. The presence of 
R ecuadoriensis in northern Peru was first recorded in 1955 (Herrer et al. 1972), and 
referred to domestic bugs collected in Tumbes (an and coastal Department near the 
Ecuadorian border). Triatomine collections (over 3400 specimens in the period 1973- 
10981) from the same area included other known local species (mainly P. chinai and T. 
dimidiata); 3% of those specimens were R ecuadoriensis - the only Rhodnius species 
known from the area. A recent field record (F Vargas, unpublished data) indicates that 
synanthropic populations of the species also occur in Andean areas of the Department of 
San Martin - close to the border with La Libertad. 
3.2.4. DISCUSSION 
R. ecuadoriensis occurs west of the Andes, between the equator and approximately 
8°S (La Libertad, Peru). It has been reported from domestic habitats in virtually its 
whole range, but sylvatic populations seem geographically more restricted; they have 
only been found in central western Ecuador, with one isolated record from northern 
Peru (Abad-Franch et al. 2001b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). The pluvial forests of the 
Chocö ecoregion (mainly Colombian territory but extending into the Ecuadorian 
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province of Esmeraldas) seem to mark the northern limit to the species range; however, 
the presence of sylvatic populations in areas with Phytelephas palms cannot be ruled 
out. The general ecology of the Departments of La Libertad and Cajamarca (northern 
Peru) is very similar to that of other Peruvian Departments further south (Ancash, 
Lima). As suggested by a limited RS/GIS-based analysis, synanthropic bug populations 
could disperse to those areas. A few domestic populations of R ecuadoriensis seem to 
have overcome the Andean barrier in northern Peru, with records from high (semiarid) 
valleys of the Huancabamba and Huallaga systems (both tributary of the Amazon) 
(Herrer et al. 1972, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002, F Vargas, unpubl. ). Passive transport of 
synanthropic bugs by migrant people may be involved in this finding; it would seem 
unlikely that sylvatic populations occur east of the Andes. 
In Ecuador, the rural population of the areas where R ecuadoriensis has been 
collected (at the canton level) can be estimated at >500000 people (1990 official 
census); the total rural population of Manabi, El Oro and Loja (from where >90% of the 
records have been made) exceeds 1.2 million people (provisional data, 2001 census). 
Although the range of the species potentially includes about one third of Ecuador 
(-80000km2 out of the total 273000km), the whole biogeographical range of R 
ecuadoriensis may in fact be `represented' in small coastal areas where low hills create 
an altitudinal gradient (from about 100 to over 600m) in which vegetation coverage 
gradually changes from tropical desert scrub-thick tropical bush-dry tropical forest (at 
the base and low altitudes) to dry premontane forest (on the slopes above 250-300m) to 
humid-moist-wet premontane forest (on the summit of the hills) (Dodson & Gentry 
1991). Such areas are frequent in coastal Manabi, coinciding with the zone from where 
R. ecuadoriensis has been recorded at highest frequency - and the only one where both 
sylvatic and domestic populations of the species have been found in sympatry. 
R ecuadoriensis seems to occur only in dry life zones in Peru; the known natural 
ecotopes of the species (palm trees) are absent from such and environments, raising 
doubts about the possibility that sylvatic populations exist there. The only finding of the 
species in an uninhabited area of Peru refers to a single nymph (stage V) collected from 
a hollow tree in an Andean valley of the Maranon system; the site (Hacienda Choloque) 
corresponds to the upper stretches (still a dry environment) of an eastern slope valley 
(the Huancabamba) (Herrer et al. 1972). 
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3.2.4.1. Relationships with other Rhodnius species 
R. ecuadoriensis appears to be geographically isolated from its closest relatives 
within the genus Rhodnius. It is separated by the Andes from R. pictipes and R. robustus 
- both abundant in the Ecuadorian and Peruvian Amazonian territories. The pair 
pallescens-colomhiensis and R. ecuadoriensis are also clearly allopatric, their respective 
known distributions (northwest Colombia and western Ecuador/northwest Peru) are 
separated by a large stretch of land including the Colombian Pacific coast (the Chocö 
ecoregion) and by the Central Massif of the Andes in southwest Colombia (figure 17). 
The closest known populations of colombiensis and eciiadoriensis were recorded in 
areas that are about 700-800km away and separated by mountain ranges consistently 
over 2000m above sea level. Even larger distances separate R. ecuadoriensis from the 
pallescens populations of northwest Colombia, but in this case the intermediate area is 
mainly comprised of lowland rainforest in the Darien-Chocö-Esmeraldas ecoregion 
(indicated in figure 17). 
Ii urc 17.1tiogcographv of Khoxhiius ecuadoriensis and related species. Approximate distribution areas were overlaid 
on an altitude map. The small map on the right shows a climate classification (Koppen system: A=llumid: B=1)rv: 
C='Fcml)Crate). Note how the distribution of R. ecuadoriensis in Ecuador seems to follow the humid (pink) areas, but it 
extends to drier areas in northern Menu. The dark orange area in NW Peru largely corresponds to the Sechura desert 
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3.2.4.2. Endemic nature of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Apart from the questions about the possibility that intermediate populations occur in 
the Chocö (symbolised by a question mark in the figure above), the biogeographical 
traits of R ecuadoriensis suggest that this species is an endemism of the Ecuadorian 
coastal region. This view is supported by the fact that western Ecuador is considered as 
one of the areas with highest levels of endemism in the world. An estimated 20% of the 
flora of western Ecuador is for instance considered endemic, including the palms that 
constitute the natural habitat of R ecuadoriensis or about 70 out of the 250 orchid 
species known to the area (Dodson & Gentry 1991, Borchsenius et al. 1998). Additional 
micro-endemisms have been found in botanic studies carried out at a finer scale within 
the region, many of them related to altitudinal gradients of humidity (and therefore of 
vegetation cover) on the hills of the coastal range. 
These botanical observations suggest that natural habitat fragmentation in restricted 
life zones can promote speciation and increase biodiversity at the local level. In this 
context, R ecuadoriensis is probably to be regarded as an endemic species that evolved 
to exploit a locally available habitat (Ph. aequatorialis) in the plots of relatively humid 
forests in western Ecuador. The map in figure 10 does not attain the resolution required 
to show these small humid areas present within the thick tropical bush and very dry 
tropical forest life zones (numbers 2 and 3 in figure 10 and table 10) that predominate in 
coastal Manabi. 
3.2.4.3. Relationships with Phytelephas palms and other ecotopes 
Ph. aequatorialis can be assumed to represent the primary ecotope of sylvatic 
populations of R ecuadoriensis. However, adult bugs (including an inseminated female 
that laid viable eggs) have been collected in houses of otherwise non-infested 
communities in very dry areas of Manabi relatively distant from the nearest plot of 
humid forest with palms (-4-5 km). This suggests that the flight ability of these bugs 
`According to the expert botanist, Dr Finn Borchsenius (pers. comm. ), the relationships of the western 
Ecuadorian moist forest flora suggest a close affinity with Central American ecosystems - rather than 
with the neighbouring Chocö. This is also the case for numerous palm species belonging to diverse 
genera, including Phytelephas, Astrocaryum, Bactris, Aiphanes, and perhaps Synecanthus. Reflecting on 
these "puzzling" biogeographic findings, Dr Borchsenius thinks, "accepting that the `Chocb gap' is not an 
artifact (which seems likely), maybe there have been periodic connections between seasonal forests of 
western Ecuador and those of the Magdalena-Cauca valleys due to climatic fluctuations" (pers. comm. ). 
However, long-term political unrest and fighting in the Department of Cauca have hampered ecological 
studies in the area for decades, a trend that seems unlikely to change any time soon 
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allows them to extend their range from humid to drier areas - where they may establish 
new colonies if basic conditions are met, such as is often the case in human habitats. 
The records of the species in dry forests in Manabi and Loja always refer to 
synanthropic populations. Although the potential range of Ph. aequatorialis extends 
into the low parts of the Andean valleys of Loja, these palms appear to be absent from 
the area (where dry forest prevails). Palms were also absent from our fieldwork site in 
El Oro. Recent deforestation might have had a heavy impact on the populations of these 
palms in this province, where they can still be found in some small forest remnants (see 
figures 11 and 12). A rapid survey in one of these remnants yielded negative results, but 
further sampling might reveal sylvatic R. ecuadoriensis populations there. Finally, 
natural populations of palm trees are absent from northwestern Peru. Here, K 
ecuadoriensis was recorded from and the life zones (including tropical desert areas with 
virtually no rainfall) with a wide range of temperatures and altitude. 
Together, these findings suggest that synanthropic bug populations have adapted to 
rather hostile (arid) conditions by exploiting the favourable microhabitats offered by 
human dwellings. Alternatively, the presence of the species in very dry life zones could 
indicate that sylvatic populations survive in and climates by exploiting highly protected 
natural ecotopes (e. g., hollow trees). Such sylvatic-sylvatic transition (from palms in 
humid forests to hollow trees in and areas) raises however some questions as to why a 
Rhodnius species (which probably evolved in humid forests with palm trees) should 
expand its range into tropical deserts, and how it survived competition from species 
already adapted to such environments (P. chinai and T. carrioni in southern Ecuador 
and northern Peru). Only R. neivai among the Rhodniini seems to have completed a 
comparable transition, occurring in semiarid and and environments of Venezuela and 
Colombia associated with both palms and dead logs; R. nasutus, typical of the and open 
forest of northeastern Brazil, is mainly found in palms and also in bird nests (Barrett 
1991). Observations by Herrer et al. (1972) suggested not only that northern Peruvian 
populations of R. ecuadoriensis are well adapted to and conditions, but also that their 
range might in fact be limited by excess humidity in, for instance, low areas of the 
Maranon valley. Surveys designed to inspect putative sylvatic ecotopes in arid-semiarid 
areas of southern Ecuador and northern Peru (specifically hollow trees, possibly using 
live-baited adhesive traps) would help clarify this question. 
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3.3. Ecology and biogeography of other triatomines in Ecuador 
The main biogeographical features of other species of Triatominae recorded from 
Ecuador were also investigated during the course of this project. Five species, out of the 
15 reported to occur in the country, have been implicated in the transmission of T. cruzi 
to people in different areas of Ecuador (T. dimidiata and R ecuadoriensis in the coastal 
and western Andean foci and R. pictipes, R. robustus and P. geniculatus in the 
Amazon), but some others may also play a role in more restricted zones (P. 
rufotuberculatus, P. howardi, T. carrioni, P. chinai, and P. herreri). Other species 
recorded (Eratyrus mucronatus, E. cuspidatus, Cavernicola pilosa, T. venosa, and T. 
dispar) seem to be entirely sylvatic and therefore have little or no epidemiological 
relevance (Aguilar et al. 1999, Abad-Franch et al. 2001 ab). Published reports, 
unpublished data (from our fieldwork activities and from Ecuadorian colleagues), and 
material deposited at various entomological collections (Catholic University, Quito, 
Ecuador; Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and the Natural History Museum, London, 
UK) were reviewed and incorporated into the analyses. The main results are 
summarised in tables 13-14 and in biogeographical maps presented in figures 18 to 24. 
P. lignarius and herreri are considered here as a single species (Marcilla et al. 2002). 
Seventeen out of 21 provinces of Ecuador have produced records of triatomines 
(excluding doubtful reports from two more provinces), corresponding to 11 life zones 
(Andean life zones above 2200m altitude not included); only T. carrioni has been 
reported from areas above 2200m. Annual rains in areas where triatomines occur ranged 
from 62.5-125mm/year in the coastal tropical desert and 2000-4000mm/year in the wet 
and moist forests (table 13). The range of average temperatures in these areas was from 
12-18°C in low montane forest areas to 24-26°C in coastal dry tropical forests (table 13). 
Several species occur at sea level, and one record indicates the presence of T. carrioni at 
2650m altitude. The maximum number of species recorded in a single life zone 
corresponded to the Amazon rainforest (8 species, excluding unconfirmed records of T. 
dimidiata and R. ecuadoriensis). These two latter species have the widest distribution 
ranges; T. dimidiata has been reported from 7 life zones, and R ecuadoriensis from 5 (7 
and 6 provinces, respectively). No records of triatomines from the Galapagos Islands 
were found. 
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Table 13. Life zone biogeography of Ecuadorian Triatominae 
We Zones T (°C) Alt (m) Rain (mm) Specie5° 
Tropical desert 24 0- 300 62.5 -125 Triatoma dimidiata (W) 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis (W) 
Thick tropical bush 24 - 26 0- 300 250 - 500 T. dimidiata (W) 
Panstrongylus geniculatus (W) 
P. howardi (W) 
Very dry tropical forest 24 - 26 0- 300 500 -1000 T. dimidiata (W) 
R ecuadoriensis (W) 
P. rufotuberculatus (W) 
P. chinai (W) 
P. howardi (W) 
Dry premontane forest 18 - 24 300 500 - 1000 T. dimidiata (W) 
T. carrioni (W) 
R ecuadoriensis (W) 
P. rufotuberculatus (W) 
P. chinai (W) 
Eratyrus cuspidatus (W) 
D ry low möntaneforest 12 -18 2000 - 2900 500 -1000 T. dimidiataW 
T. carrion (Andes-W) 
P. chinai (W) 
Dry tropical forest 24 - 25 0- 300 1000 -2000 T. dimidiata (W) 
P. geniculatus (W) 
P. rufotuberculatus (W) 
Humid premontane forest 18 - 24 300 -1800 1000 - 2000 
................................................... T. carrioni (Andes-W) 
T. venosa (E-W) 
R ecuadoriensis (W) 
P. chinai (W) 
Humid low montane forest 12 -18 2000 - 2900 1000 - 2000 
....... ----------------- T. carom (Andes-W) 
Moist tropical forest 24 - 25 0-300 W 2000 -4000 T. dimidiata (W) 
0-600 E T. dispar (W) 
R. ecuadoriensis (W) 
R pictipes (E) 
R. robustus (E) 
P. geniculatus (W-E) 
P. herreri/lignarius (E) 
P. rufotuberculatus (W) 
E. cuspidatus (W) 
E. mucronatus (E) 
Cavernicola pilosa (E) 
Wet premontane forest 18 - 24 300-1800 W 2000 - 4000 
.................. T. camoni (Andes-E) 
600-1800 E T. dispar (W) 
T. venosa (E) 
R. ecuadoriensis (W) 
P. geniculatus (E-W) 
P. rufotuberculatus (W) 
Wet low montane forest 18-24 1000 -1800 2000 -4000 R. robustus (E) 
T= Temperature range; Alt = altitude; Rain = Annual rainfall; W= Western slope of the Andes (Pacific side); E= Eastern slope 
of the Andes (Amazon side). ° Dubious records excluded; b This record corresponds to one specimen labelled as collected in the 
city of Loja, and has to be regarded with caution as no further nor previous reports from there have been made 
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Figure 18. Biogeography of 7riatoina dimidiata. A: Distribution: B: Life zone biogcographý in 
Ecuador (life zones: 1-Tropical desert. 2-Thick tropical bush: 3-Very dry tropical forest; 4-Dry 
premontanc forest; 5-Dry low montane forest; 6-Dry tropical forest; 9-Moist tropical forest). The 
presence of the species in urban areas is emphasised: T. dinmidiata has been reported from the 
capital towns of all coastal (and one Andean) provinces in Ecuador (in parentheses) 
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Figure 22. Biogeography of Panstrongylus chinai in Ecuador (life zones: 3-Very dry tropical 
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Figure 23. Panstrongylus howardi: female specimen collected in a house in Jipijapa (Manabi) 
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3.3.1. TRIATOMA DIMIDIATA IN ECUADOR: ORIGIN AND CONTROL 
In this general ecological evaluation we paid special attention to the principal disease 
vector in the country, T. dimidiata. Joint consideration of biogeographic and ecological 
data led to the hypothesis of an artificial introduction of the species to Ecuador and 
Peru. 
In Ecuador, T. dimidiata has been reported from all coastal and one Andean (Loja) 
provinces (Abad-Franch et al. 2001 ab), and maintains a large urban focus of disease 
transmission in Guayaquil (Aguilar et al. 1999). It occurs in low, dry areas of the coast', 
including the tropical desert of Santa Elena and several urban areas. The presence of 
sylvatic populations has never been documented in Ecuador. R Zeledön cited the 
finding (in 1932) of adult specimens under the bark of a dead tree, and informed that 
adult specimens reportedly invaded dwellings in areas of new human settlements when 
electric light began to be installed (Zeledön 1981). These indirect records contrast with 
the fact that no further such observations have been produced over the last half-century. 
P. howardi is similar to T. dimidiata in both colour pattern and size (see figures 18,23 
and 24); in Manabi, it is often misidentified as T. dimidiata by Vector Control Service 
personnel. This complicates the assessment of unpublished reports and personal 
communications about adult T. dimidiata specimens found either in sylvatic habitats 
(dead logs are favoured ecotopes for many Panstrongylus species) or flying into houses 
(allegedly from sylvatic habitats) in the province. T. dimidiata has been found in large 
terrestrial bromeliads grown as fences around households in Manabi (Defranc 1982), 
and in periurban rubbish dumps of Portoviejo (capital of Manabi). Opossums and 
rodents are common in such fences and dumps, likely providing a stable and sufficient 
food source to the bugs. These should not, in our opinion, be regarded as true sylvatic 
ecotopes but just as peridomestic ones. 
As a rule, introduced bug populations occupy only human-related ecotopes; the 
adaptation to highly stable human habitats is deemed irreversible, and only native 
species are expected to breed in truly sylvatic ecotopes within any given geographic 
area (Schofield et al. 1999). Systematic field research is required to verify (or reject) the 
Some exceptions have been recorded: one adult specimen apparently collected in Loja (-2000 m 
altitude), two claimed captures in the Amazon, one record from the province of Bolivar (western Andean 
foothills), and one record from the humid lowlands of the province of Pichincha. All these specimens 
were collected in domestic-peridomestic environments 
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absence of sylvatic populations of T. dimidiata in the country, but available evidence 
and field observations indicate that they probably do not exist. 
Some further data and observations would seem to support our idea of an artificial 
introduction of the species in Ecuador. 
3.3.1.1. Biogeography 
The distribution of T. dimidiata is largely discontinuous (figure 18) (Zeledön 1981, 
D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985, Carcavallo et al. 1999c), with its range clearly 
interrupted in the Chocö (Colombian Pacific coast). In northern Ecuador (province of 
Esmeraldas) the species was recorded only twice (in urban areas) (Rodriguez 1959, 
Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). The extension of the species to 
central-southern Colombia follows the Magdalena valley (Zeledön 1981, D'Alessandro 
& Barreto 1985, Carcavallo et al. 1999c). The tendency of T. dimidiata to occupy and 
or semi-arid regions (rather than humid forests) in the South American Pacific coast 
suggests that the species may be absent from the Chocö. The Andean cordillera, which 
closes the Magdalena Valley in the south, and the humid forests of Nariro and Cauca 
(Colombia), and Esmeraldas (Ecuador) could have acted as biogeographic barriers that 
limited the dispersal of T. dimidiata to the south. The lack of systematic entomological 
surveys in the cited areas could also be a reason for this apparent discontinuity. 
3.3.1.2. Historical data 
The presence of important pre-Inca civilisations in what is now Ecuador is well 
documented (e. g., Meggers & Evans 1963). These populations occupied central- 
southern areas of the coastal region - in Manabi, Guayas and Los Rios, with extensions 
towards the southern province of El Oro. This distribution is remarkably coincident with 
the current range of T. dimidiata in the country. Sea commerce with Mesomerican 
populations was a major economic activity; archaeological evidence suggests that these 
links were already established 1500-1200 years B. C. (Meggers 1963), with some 
authors dating the first contacts at -5000 years B. C. (Ayala Mora 1993). These data 
suggest that domestic individuals of T dimidiata might have been introduced to the 
Ecuadorian coastal region, perhaps in the pre-Columbian period (see also Alvarez 
1984), then passively extended to their current range in Ecuador and Peru. 
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3.3.1.3. Phylogenetic relationships 
It is generally accepted that T. dimidiata belongs to the phyllosoma complex, a group 
of closely related Mesoamerican-Caribbean species of Triatoma (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Barrett 1991, CJ Schofield pers. comm. )]; this implies that dimidiata has 
Mesoamerican ancestry, and that its presence in South America can be regarded as a 
biogeographic anomaly. Contrary to this view, Carcavallo et al. (1999b, 2000) presented 
the hypothesis (based on `plesiomorphic morphological conditions' [Carcavallo et al. 
1999b; p. 939]) that dimidiata belongs to a different species complex of South 
American (Venezuela-Colombia) origin that extended southwest (Colombia-Ecuador- 
Peru), southeast (Colombia-Venezuela-Guyana), and northwards (Colombia-Central 
America-Mexico). Genetic evidence from both autosomal and mitochondrial loci 
(discussed below) clearly refutes this latter hypothesis, showing a close association of 
dimidiata with Mesoamerican species of the phyllosoma complex. 
3.3.1.4. Clinal variation 
Passive dispersal of domestic bugs associated with human activities may be expected 
to result in substantial similarity between populations occupying the `origin' and 
`destination' geographic areas. Thus, according to our hypothesis, Ecuadorian insects 
might be expected to resemble their Mesoamerican relatives rather than their Colombian 
conspecifics. Contrarily, a model of active dispersal through different ecological regions 
(as proposed by Carcavallo et al. [1999b, 2000]) gives rise to a cline in which any given 
population tends to resemble more the neighbouring ones than those located in distant 
areas. Lent and Wygodzinsky (1979) studied the ratio between the length of the head 
and its width across the eyes in 160 T. dimidiata from the entire range of the species, 
and found that it decreased (relatively longer head and smaller eyes) southwards from 
Mexico to Colombia. Ecuadorian and Peruvian specimens had however short heads and 
relatively large eyes, thus resembling their Mesoamerican relatives rather than those 
from neighbouring Colombia. 
3.3.1.5. Morphometrics 
We performed, in collaboration with S Solis-Mena and JS Patterson (LSHTM) a 
morphometric study including 100 specimens of T. dimidiata from Mexico, Guatemala, 
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, and Ecuador. 
Results from both isometry- and allometry-free analyses of head capsule measurements 
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revealed a clear separation of Ecuadorian and Colombian populations. UPGMA 
dendrograms confirmed these trends and revealed a clinal tendency involving Central 
American and Colombian populations - but with Mexican and Ecuadorian populations 
appearing in independent branches. 
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Figure 25. Morphometrics of Trialoma dimidiata populations: factorial maps and UPGMA 
dcndrograms derived from Mahalanobis distances. Canonical variate analyses (upper: 
isometry-free: lower: allometrv-free) show a clear separation of Ecuadorian and Colombian 
populations. The numbers of specimens in each group and the measurements used (in 
brackets) are indicated in the upper graph; details on methods used for measurement and 
analysis are described in detail in Section 6.2.2. 
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3.3.1.6. Molecular biology 
Molecular phylogenetic analyses performed in collaboration with the Department of 
Parasitology of the University of Valencia, Spain (Dr A Marcilla, Dr MD Bargues and 
Prof. S Mas-Coma) and other groups confirmed the affiliation of T. dimidiata to the 
phyllosoma complex (see also Hypsa et al. 2002), and strongly suggested that 
Ecuadorian populations share a very recent common ancestor with those from Honduras 
(Marcilla et al. 2001). A 581-basepair fragment of the second internal transcribed spacer 
(ITS-2) of the nuclear ribosomal DNA was sequenced and phylogenetic relationships 
inferred using parsimony, distance-based, and maximum likelihood methods. The 
sequences of two Ecuadorian T. dimidiata specimens (one from a laboratory colony 
originated with bugs from Guayaquil and another one collected in Pedro Carbo, 
Guayas) were identical to each other and to that of a third specimen collected in 
southern Honduras; they differed by only three nucleotide positions from the sequence 
of a Nicaraguan specimen. This was interpreted as strongly suggesting a recent, 
artificial introduction of dimidiata from Central America into Ecuador (Marcilla et al. 
2001); Colombian specimens were not analysed in this study. 
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Figure 26. Phylogenetic relationships of Triatoma dimidiata. Maximum parsimony analysis of a 
581bp fragment of the ITS-2 of the nuclear rDNA. Numbers above lines indicate branch lengths 
(tree steps), those below lines are bootstrap support values (from 1000 replicates), and numbers in 
circles indicate Bremer support values for the nodes. Note the well-supported monophyly of the 
phyllosoma + dimidiata Glade, and the sequence identity between Ecuadorian and Honduran 
material [from Marcilla et al. 2001] 
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Further evidence was obtained from the analysis of mtDNA sequence data; based on 
a fragment of the mt ND4 gene, K Harris and coworkers demonstrated a very close 
relationship between Ecuadorian and Honduran specimens, and confirmed the 
similarities between these populations and those from Guatemala (CB Beard, pers. 
comm. ). Similarly, preliminary results by S Solis-Mena and coworkers show that 
sequences (473bp of the nit ND5 gene) obtained from seven Ecuadorian specimens 
(field-collected in Guayas and Manabi) are identical. They differ by only one point 
mutation (a silent T/C transition, 0.2% sequence divergence) from those of Honduran 
specimens (from two localities) and from the sequences of three bugs collected in El 
Salvador - identical to the Honduran population. On the other hand, seven substitutions 
(-4.5% sequence divergence) were identified that separated Ecuadorian specimens from 
field-collected Colombian material (Solis-Mena et al., unpublished results). All these 
results show an unambiguously very close relationship between Ecuadorian and 
northern Central American populations of T. dimidiata, and are better explained by an 
artificial introduction of the species into Ecuador, firmly supporting our hypothesis. 
Being T. dimidiata the main vector of Chagas disease in Ecuador, these findings may 
prove crucial for the design of suitable control strategies in the country. In Central 
America-southern Mexico, re-infestation of dwellings from sylvatic foci hampers 
control schemes; entomological vigilance is a key factor for the success of such control 
activities (e. g., Acevedo et al. 2000, Schofield 2000c). Control (but not eradication) of 
domestic bug populations is the objective of preventive programmes in areas where the 
species is also present in sylvatic environments. Artificially introduced, domestic 
triatomines are pre-adapted to human-related habitats; this favours disease transmission, 
but the absence of sylvatic foci limits the possibility of re-infestations. Control schemes 
may contemplate local eradication of such populations. Results presented here indicate 
that the strategy for the control of T. dimidiata in Ecuador and Peru should contemplate 
its eradication from domestic and peridomestic environments. An entomological 
surveillance system should subsequently be established with the aim of detecting any re- 
infestation from surviving bugs and the invasion of human-related environments by 
secondary, native triatomine species. The possibility that new introductions of T. 
dimidiata from Mesoamerica occur through sea trade probably persists, and will have to 
be considered in harbour cities of Ecuador and Peru. 
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3.3.2. OTHER TRIATOMINE SPECIES 
3.3 . 2.1. Tria toms carrioni 
This endemic species has adapted to human habitats in Andean valleys of southern 
Ecuador and northern Peru; it occupies a wide range of life zones (dry and humid, 1000- 
2650m altitude) and has been reported to feed on humans and horses (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979). An adult specimen was captured by light trapping in the northern 
province of Pichincha (see figure 19). A nymph apparently belonging to this species 
was collected from an epiphytic bromeliad in the canopy of primary cloud forest in a 
neighbouring area. In the southern Andean provinces of Loja and Azuay, the species has 
been found in human-related habitats both in rural and urban areas (Leon 1949, 
Espinoza 1955, Defranc 1982). Some capture places (marked with + in the map in 
figure 19) are located in Andean life zones over 2200m; these findings correspond to 
human environments, but this does not preclude its presence in sylvatic habitats as well. 
Control of this species should contemplate the possibility of re-infestations from 
sylvatic foci; selective spraying of infested households should be complemented by a 
strong component of longitudinal surveillance. 
3.3.2.2. Rhodnius pictipes and Rhodnius robustus 
These sylvatic species are common in the Ecuadorian Amazon (where seropositivity 
ranges from 0.78% to 6.03%; cf. Aguilar et al. 1999 and Section 1.3. ). Both species are 
only known to occur on the eastern side of the Andes (except for a single record of R. 
pictipes from Belize), and are considered as candidate vectors of human disease (Miles 
et al. 1981b). We have studied their presence in palm trees of the Ecuadorian Amazon 
region; 48.4% out of 64 palms surveyed using live-baited traps (see Section 4.2.3. ) were 
positive, including five genera (Attalea, Astrocaryum, Oenocarpus, Phytelephas, and 
Elaeis) (Palomeque et al. 2000, Noireau et al. 2002b). Over 600 bugs were collected 
from those 31 infested palms. These observations suggest low levels of habitat 
specialisation in these species; only Mauritia flexuosa and the cultivated Cocos nucifera 
were negative. However, Mauritia palms seem to be a favoured ecotope for R. neglectus 
in central Brazil, and have also been found to harbour R. prolixus in Venezuela (cf. 
Pizarro & Romana 1998), and R pallescens and R prolixus have both been collected 
from coconut palms (Carcavallo et al. 1998a, Romana et al. 1999, Jaramillo et al. 2000). 
Another interesting finding is that both R pictipes and R. robustus seem to have 
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successfully adapted to the artificially introduced African oil palm (Elaeis guineensis). 
This palm is extensively cultivated in the Ecuadorian Amazon, and very frequently 
found in peridomestic environments of the area. We found some 15 individuals of 
different nymphal stages (both species) in one out of two palms sampled by live bait 
trapping in Sucumbios. Finally, while R robustus prevailed in Attalea palms, R pictipes 
was much more abundant in Phytelephas lenuicaulis (but small numbers of the non- 
prevailing species were captured from all infested palms). Ph. tenuicaulis, small palms 
with clonal stems, were heavily infested when located in pasture fields; we suspect that 
the very aggressive R pictipes may feed on cattle resting beneath the palms, which are 
maintained in deforested areas to provide shadow to the livestock. In Oenocarpus, 
Elaefs, and Astrocaryum no remarkable differences in the relative abundance of each 
species were observed. Miles et al. (1981b) reported that R pictipes prevails in 
Acrocomia sclerocarpa palm trees in the state of Parä, Brazil, and also colonises 
Maximiliana regia. R. robustus was found sharing these ecotopes, but in much smaller 
numbers. In Attalea palms, R robustus hide in the angles between palm leaves and the 
trunk, while R pictipes prefer the abundant rotting fibres and dead leaves that remain 
among the clonal trunks of Ph. tenuicaulis palms. In both cases, the colour of the insects 
melted with that of the substrates (dark brownish in robustus and their deep shelters in 
Attalea, and straw yellowish in pictipes and the dead fronds and fibres of Phytelephas). 
The high apparent densities of the some of the colonies (overall crowding 
index=12.5±18.7) in palms located in secondary forest may be related to the frequent 
accounts of bugs found in domiciles in Amazonian Ecuador, because adult bugs are 
more likely to start a dispersive flight when starved. In fact, we manually captured many 
starved insects as they attacked us while working on or around the palms; some R 
pictipes approached us by flying from heavily infested Ph. tenuicaulis palms. The 
possible epidemiological implications were supported by the results of a serological 
survey showing an overall prevalence rate of about 3% in the region (MJ Grijalva et al., 
unpublished; see Section 1.3.2. ); natural infection with T. cruzi-like parasites of 35 R 
pictipes analysed was -3 1% (AG Guevara, pers. comm. ). 
Some of the putative R. robustus we captured were very dark and relatively small 
(figure 20). Their taxonomic status is being investigated, but external anatomical 
features broadly match the description of R robustus by Lent & Wygodzinsky (1979). 
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In our revision of museum specimens, we found several insects labelled as R 
robustus collected in areas of the Pacific slope of the Cordillera in Ecuador (Loja and 
Los Rios provinces) during 1970-71 and deposited at the Herman Lent Collection 
(Fiocruz). This finding is most likely related to erroneous capture sites indicated on 
labels. 
3.3.2.3. Panstrongylus rufotuberculatus 
P. rufotuberculatus is truly domestic in some areas of southern Ecuador, where 
complete breeding colonies have been found inside dwellings (Barrett 1991, Aviles et 
al. 1995b, Abad-Franch et al. 2001a, b); in 1985, R Lazo considered this species as the 
second main vector of Chagas disease in Ecuador (Lazo 1985). Synanthropic behaviour 
has been previously reported in P. rufotuberculatus from Bolivia (Noireau et al. 1995, 
Dujardin et al. 1998), Peru (Lizaraso 1955, Calderon et al. 1985), and Colombia (Wolff 
& Castillo 2002). Adult bugs may also invade houses attracted to electric light (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Salomon et al. 1999). The epidemiological significance of this 
species deserves further research in southern and central Ecuador. Recently, a fatal case 
of acute Chagas disease was reported from Santo Domingo de los Colorados (Province 
of Pichincha); an entomological investigation in the house of the patient revealed the 
presence of a small breeding colony of P. rufotuberculatus (with nymphs collected from 
beds), strongly suggesting transmission mediated by this species (Palomeque et al., 
unpublished). The possibility that this species colonises houses after domiciliated 
species are eliminated by control interventions has to be taken into account by control 
managers. P. rufotuberculatus occurs mainly in low, dry areas, but may also be found in 
zones of very humid premontane forest in northern Ecuador, where it is mainly sylvatic 
but may invade and occasionally colonise houses. 
3.3.2.4. Panstrongylus geniculatus 
P. geniculatus is broadly distributed throughout the continent (with records from 
Mexico to Argentina), and occurs on both slopes of the Andes. Specimens from the 
Ecuadorian Amazon and coastal regions display conspicuous, apparently constant 
chromatic differences. Bugs from the eastern side of the Andes have a lighter overall 
colour, and smaller dark markings on the pronotum; those collected on the Pacific side 
are darker and have larger dark markings, resulting in a more complex colour pattern on 
the pronotum. P. geniculatus has been mentioned as a potential vector in the 
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transmission foci described in the Ecuadorian Amazon (Chico et al. 1997, Aguilar et al. 
1999). It seems to be readily attracted to electric light (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979), and 
will also approach oil candles in the Ecuadorian Amazon (FS Palomeque, pers. comm. ). 
Peridomestic colonies have been reported from the Brazilian Amazon (Valente et al. 
1998, Valente 1999), and house infestation has been recorded in Venezuela (Reyes- 
Lugo & Rodriguez-Acosta 2000) and Colombia (Angulo et al. 1999); reports of true 
domiciliation in Ecuador (Amunarriz 1991, Chico et al. 1997) need confirmation. The 
species is to be considered as a potential secondary vector in its distribution areas. 
3.3.2.5. Panstrongylus howardi 
This little-known species, endemic to a dry area of Manabi, is rather commonly 
found entering human dwellings - usually adult specimens, except for one report of a 
breeding colony in a peridomicile (Defranc 1982). Its sylvatic habitats and hosts remain 
unknown. The possibility that P. howardi transmits T. cruzi to people by colonising or 
invading human-related structures points out the necessity for entomological studies of 
this species. After examining material collected in domiciles of Manabi, including as yet 
undescribed female specimens (figures 23-24), we concluded that the species is 
probably very closely related to P. chinal, as already suggested by Lent and 
Wygodzinsky (1979). Both occur in not very distant geographic areas (although they 
seem to be allopatric) and favour dry environments; moreover, detailed examination of 
chromatic patterns revealed that they share the basic design pattern, including the 
reddish markings on the pronotum. The fact that most chinai are strongly melanic 
(almost completely black in many cases) makes this correspondence hard to perceive, 
but we hypothesise that both species share a recent common ancestry; P. chinai may 
even represent simply a dark morph of howardi. 
3.3.2.6. Panstrongylus china! 
P. chinai probably also plays a role in the sylvatic cycles of T. cruzi transmission in 
some areas of southern Ecuador and northern Peru, but only few data are available (cf. 
Barrett 1991, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b, Cuba Cuba et at. 2002). It has been found to 
breed in chicken coops and, occasionally, in human dwellings; in both cases, wooden 
structures seem to provide suitable habitats for this species, but stone walls of goat 
enclosures have also been found infested (Barrett 1991, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). Adult 
specimens may fly into houses illuminated by artificial light (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
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1979, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). The species may also behave as a secondary vector; it has 
been cited as the main domestic triatomine in the Department of Piura in northern Peru 
(Barrett 1991). Entomological surveillance is therefore a key for the success of control 
activities in the dry areas where this species occurs. 
3.3.2.7. Panstrongylus herreri 
This species was only known from Peru until we reported its presence in Ecuador 
(Aguilar et al. 1999, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). It is domestic in areas of northern Peru 
related to the upper Maranon river system, where it is the main vector of Chagas disease 
(Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Calderon et al. 1985, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). Regarding 
its occurrence in Ecuador, we first identified a male specimen collected in a light trap in 
a zone of primary Amazonian forest; later on, a female individual was captured in a 
dwelling of an indigenous village in the province of Napo, confirming our previous 
record. We also examined a P. lignarius female (captured in primary rainforest) that had 
some mixed characters of P. lignarius and herreri (figure 24). These closely related 
species showed reproductive compatibility under laboratory conditions (Barrett 1988), 
but no hybrids have been reported from nature (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). Recent 
results from rDNA ITS-2 sequence analysis have shown that material identified as 
either P. herreri or P. lignarius and collected in different parts of the Amazon drainage 
basin (lignarius from Brazil, herreri from Peru, and Ecuadorian material corresponding 
to the herreri-like male and the female with mixed traits described above) have identical 
sequences, strongly suggesting that the minor chromatic differences (lignarius presents 
a basal light annulus on the tibiae, which are uniformly dark in herreri) represent mere 
geographic variants (Marcilla et al. 2002; see also Section 1.2.2. ). These results were 
interpreted as an indication that herreri should be synonymised with lignarius. The 
differences in geographic distributions and ecological preferences would perhaps be 
better represented by assigning subspecific status to the current species, with P. 1. 
lignarius occupying sylvatic ecotopes in a large area of the central-eastern Amazon 
basin and P. 1. herreri occurring in a more restricted area including the eastern slopes of 
the Andes in Ecuador-Peru and some inter-Andean valleys related to the Mararön 
system, where it has adapted to human habitats (Marcilla et al. 2002). The third species 
of the lignarius complex, P. humeralis, is phenetically distinct and is only known from 
Panama and Colombia (one record by Moreno & Jaramillo [1996]). The only previous 
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record of P. lignarius in Ecuador (in the Andean highlands city of Cuenca, province of 
Azuay, and therefore completely out of the natural range of the species) (Rodriguez 
1959) is probably due to an erroneous capture site indicated on the label. 
3.3.2.8. Other species 
Other triatomine species (Triatoma dispar, Triatoma venosa, Eratyrus mucronatus, 
Eratyrus cuspidatus, and Cavernicola pilosa) seem to have little or no epidemiological 
significance in Ecuador; figures 19-20 and tables 13-14 show the main trends. Three of 
them (T. venosa, E. cuspidatus, and E. mucronatus) have however been reported to 
show some degree of synanthropism in different countries (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, 
D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985, Barrett 1991, Noireau et al. 1995), but seem to be mainly 
sylvatic in Ecuador. 
3.4. Concluding remarks 
The Ministry of Public Health is currently planning the strategy for the control of 
vector-borne Chagas disease in Ecuador. It will be based on updated information about 
the distribution and synanthropic behaviour of different triatomine species. The 
presence of a wide variety of them (-P12% of all recognised species, and -18% of South 
American species), in their majority present in wild environments, will be one of the 
main difficulties. Only one of these species, T. dimidiata, may be suspected of having 
been artificially introduced and therefore susceptible to eradication. The possibility that 
some southern domestic populations of R. ecuadoriensis are isolated from sylvatic foci 
seems plausible, opening the possibility of local elimination. Autochthonous species 
may however behave as secondary vectors, occupying empty niches when domestic 
triatomines are eliminated by insecticide spraying. A strong component of longitudinal 
surveillance with community involvement is recommended in such situations, 
complementing the use of residual pyrethroids (Dias 1991, Dias & Schofield 1999, 
Acevedo et al. 2000, Schofield 2000c). 
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4. SYLVATIC ECOLOGY OF RHODNIUS ECUADORIENSIS 
4.1. Introduction 
4.1.1. RHODNIUS AND PALM TREES 
The Rhodniini are essentially arboreal triatomines. Psammolestes species are tightly 
associated with bird nests, and virtually all Rhodnius species breed in palm trees 
(Arecaceae). The few known exceptions are represented by (i) populations (of otherwise 
palm tree-living species) that colonise human environments, bird nests or (more rarely) 
mammal burrows; (ii) the apparent preference for epiphytic bromeliads of R. domesticus 
and some R pictipes; (iii) a rare species, R paraensis, found in tree holes inhabited by 
spiny rats; (iv) populations of R neivai found in dead logs; and (v) occasional findings 
of R ecuadoriensis in hollow trees (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, 
Carcavallo et al. 1998a, Abad-Franch et al. 2002). Palm tree-living Rhodnius species 
show varying patterns of habitat association, from apparently strict specialists infesting 
single palm species (e. g. R brethesi-Leopoldinia piassaba) to generalist species known 
from several palm genera (e. g. R pictipes, found in at least five genera of palms). The 
following table summarises the known palm tree habitats of different Rhodnius species. 
Table 15. Rhodnius and palm trees 
Species Palm tree habitats' Remarks 
R. brethesi Leopoldinia piassaba Apparently specialised 
R colombiensis Attalea (=Maximiliana) butyracea (=macrocarpa, Apparently specialised 
maracaibensis, marolepis, humboldtiana) 
R. dalessandroi Oenocarpus (=Jessenia) polycarpa Taxonomic status doubtful 
P. domesticus Attalea sp. Preferentially in bromeliads and 
mammal nests 
R ecuadoriensis Phytelephas aequatorialis, Elaeis guineensis One record in E. guineensis 
R. nasutus Copernicia cerifera (=prunifera) Arid life zones; also bird nests 
R neglectus Orbignya maritima, Or. oleifera, Or. martian, Generalist; also bird nests 
Acrocomia macrocarpa, Ac. sclerocarpa (=aculeata), 
Mauritia vinifera, M., Jlexuosa, A. phalerata, A. speciosa, 
Arecastrum romanzoffianum, Syagrus oleracea 
R. neivai Copernicia tectorum, Attalea spp. Arid environments 
R pallescens A. butyracea, Cocos nucifera, Elaeis oleifera, 0. bataua, Generalist 
Co. tectorum 
R. pictipes A. butyracea, A. maripa (-M. regia), A. speciosa, 0. Generalist; also bromeliads; wide 
bataua, 0. polycarpa, Astrocaryum urostachys, E. range across the Amazon 
guineensis, Phytelephas tenuicaulis, Ac. sclerocarpa, 
Mauritia sp., Copernicia australis, Orbignya speciosa R. prolixus A. butyracea, elegans, Co. tectorum, Mauritia f exuosa, Generalist; also in trees, bird nests, 
M. minor, Or. phalerata, Or. speciosa, Acrocomia bromeliads, and mammal shelters. 
sclerocarpa, Sabal mauritiiformis, C. nucifera, 0. Sylvatic in the Orinoco basin 
bataua, O. polycarpa, L. piassaba 
R robustus A. butymcea, A. maripa, A. speciosa, 0. bataua, As. Perhaps encompassing several 
urostachys, E. guineensis, Ph. tenuicaulis, Al. carana, Ac. cryptic taxa; also in bromeliads 
sclerocarpa, Or. speciosa and vertebrate nests At least 13 palm genera; the widespread use of synonyms in palm taxonomy complicates the assessment at the species level 
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The remarkable association between Rhodnius and palm trees is probably the result 
of an old ecological relationship. Together with adaptive features of Rhodnius likely 
related to their arboreal lifestyle (e. g. cryptic colouration, presence of climbing organs 
[spongy fossulae] on the tarsi, or the ability to fasten their eggs to the substrate), habitat 
associations have prompted hypotheses about the possibility that adaptation to the palm 
tree habitat was a key factor in the evolutionary origin of the Rhodniini. Based on 
mitochondrial cox] nucleotide and amino acid sequence data, Gaunt and Miles (2002) 
dated the split between Rhodniini (represented by R. prolixus, R pictipes and R neivai) 
and Triatomini (represented by seven South American species of Triatoma, Eratyrus 
mucronatus, and two Panstrongylus species) at 99.8-93.5 million years ago, and 
highlighted the fact that those estimates are relatively close to the age of the first known 
palm megafossils (84.5-71.3mya). The authors interpret these findings as `opening up 
the possibility of either Rhodnius-palm co-evolution or the Rhodniini-Triatomini split 
resulting from adaptation of one genera to a specific habitat' (Gaunt & Miles 2002, p. 
758). Co-evolution is to be considered as highly unlikely, because it implicitly requires 
that the organisms involved must exert some sort of reciprocal influence (such as in the 
case of sap-feeding hemipterans that act as vectors of palm pathogens), and it is difficult 
to envision what effect Rhodnius populations might have on the evolution of the palms 
they occupy. The second possibility seems more realistic in that it only implies that a 
lineage of hemipterans evolved in association with palms to yield the current tribe 
Rhodniini (perhaps even branching out in parallel in some instances), whereas other 
lineages preferentially exploited terrestrial ecotopes (but no co-evolution of Triatoma- 
saxicolous habitats can obviously be proposed). The results of molecular dating lend 
therefore circumstantial support to the idea of a close, old association between 
Rhodniini and palms, already well established from ecological studies (see reviews by 
Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, Pizarro & Romana 1998, Carcavallo et al. 
1998a). A significant corollary is that the biogeographical range of most Rhodnius 
species coincides with that of the palm trees they occupy. In addition, it may be inferred 
that ancestral forms of Rhodnius probably inhabited humid forests (as do many of their 
extant descendant taxa, principally in the Amazon-Orinoco). The occupation of and life 
zones is probably secondary for both palms (a typically tropical-subtropical family that 
probably first evolved during the warm late Cretaceous in the northern Gondwana floral 
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province; see Cox & Moore 2001) and Rhodnius, whereas it could well be the opposite 
for many Triatoma species groups, primarily associated with terrestrial ecotopes in dry 
regions and strikingly scarce in humid forest ecosystems (Barrett 1991). 
Finally, it can also be noted that palm-living Rhodnius species do not necessarily 
develop sharp host associations; palm trees provide a suitable shelter to a great variety 
of small- and medium-sized vertebrates (birds, rodents, bats, carnivores, marsupials, 
reptiles, amphibians... ), and blood-sucking bugs may thus exploit diverse food sources 
upon availability. Unlike some triatomines that have evolved fairly close associations 
with their hosts (e. g. Cavernicola pilosa with bats, Panstrongylus geniculatus with 
armadillos, species of the T. protracta complex with Neotoma woodrats, or 
Psammolestes with furnariid birds within the Rhodniini), many Rhodnius are rather 
generalist in their host preferences, and will feed on a variety of warm-blooded 
vertebrates and even on reptiles and amphibians (Carcavallo et al. 1998b). An 
association of Amazonian Rhodnius species with didelphid opossums, proposed after 
the observation that T. cruzi I predominates in both groups throughout the region (Gaunt 
& Miles 2000), probably reflects the relative abundance of these opportunistic 
marsupials in (or near) human settlements (i. e., where field studies are usually 
conducted) rather than a real predilection of the bugs for opossum blood; didelphids 
(probably ancient T. cruzi hosts) may in addition tend to use palms as refuges in 
modified forests (where palms tend to overgrow), suggesting that indications of a strong 
Rhodnius-Didelphis link may in fact be circumstantial, reflecting recent trends in human 
demography (with heavy immigration towards the Amazon) and their associated 
environmental alterations (see Nepstad et al. 2002). 
4.1.2. PHYTELEPHAS AEQUATORIALIS: AN ECOTOPE FOR RHODNIUS 
ECUADORIENSIS 
Because of the patent relationship between palms and Rhodnius, and because of the 
known biogeography of R ecuadoriensis, our attempt to clarify the main ecological 
features of sylvatic populations of this species emphasised the study of palm tree 
ecotopes in western Ecuador. The fact that R ecuadoriensis had previously been 
reported from the economically important (and therefore abundant near human 
settlements) Ph. aequatorialis (Romana et al. 1994, Schofield 1994, Aviles et al. 1995a) 
led us to concentrate on that palm species, endemic to the western side of the Andes in 
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Ecuador (Henderson et al. 1995, Borchsenius et al. 1998). A single record from the 
African oil palm, Elaeis guineensis (extensively cultivated in several coastal and 
Amazonian Ecuadorian provinces, and often kept in peridomiciles as an ornamental 
species) was considered unlikely to indicate widespread adaptation of the bugs to those 
palms. The systematic use of pesticides in monoculture plantations probably prevents 
stable infestation of palms there. In their report of infested E. guineensis in the province 
of Los Rios, Carcavallo and Martinez (1985) specify that, despite intensive searches, no 
nymphs were recovered from palms; eggs and adults were found among palm fronds 
where opossum beds were placed. The authors remark also that adult bugs commonly 
fly into houses in the area (Pichilingue, near the town of Quevedo), but they failed to 
find signs of colonisation in human environments (Carcavallo & Martinez 1985). 
We aimed at detecting palm infestation to verify that Ph. aequatorialis are favoured 
ecotopes for sylvatic R ecuadoriensis, but also explored possible associations between 
botanical traits and the presence/absence of bug colonies so that a general profile of 
`high-risk palm ecotopes' could be outlined and environmental management-based 
strategies proposed for the control of peridomestic, palm-tree living vector populations. 
We tested a novel fieldwork method, live-baited adhesive traps (Noireau traps), used it 
for the first time to study Rhodnius populations inhabiting palm trees, and collected the 
specimens needed for phenotypic and molecular population studies. 
4.2. Materials and methods 
4.2.1. STUDY AREAS 
We studied the presence of sylvatic populations of R. ecuadoriensis in Ph. 
aequatorialis palm trees of six localities of four ecological-geographic areas in western 
Ecuador (the region between 900m altitude on the Andes and the Pacific coast). 
4.2.1.1. Andean foothills 
The first study area, near the locality of Alluriquin (province of Pichincha), is 
located on the western slope of the Andes (-900m above sea level; approx. 79°00'W, 
00°20'S), in an area comprised of wet premontane forest (Cafadas 1983). Ph. 
aequatorialis is abundant in the zone; other palm genera present in the area are Iriartea, 
Attalea, Oenocarpus, and Bactris. Here, we initially studied 11 Ph. aequatorialis palm 
trees by direct searches for bugs in their crowns. Later on, we investigated 56 Ph. 
aequatorialis palms using Noireau traps (see below); 88 traps were placed overnight on 
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the palms. We also undertook a manual capture of bugs in the organic matter and 
epiphytes present around the trunk of one palm tree. Part of these materials were cut 
down and examined on a white canvas (4 people searching during 3 hours). Finally, we 
dissected another palm by cutting it down and systematically inspecting it on a larger 
white canvas (4 people, 3 hours). These two palms were already known to be positive 
(triatomines were captured previously in live-bait traps). 
4.2.1.2. Central lowlands 
The lowlands of central coastal Ecuador (provinces of Pichincha and Manabi) are 
heavily deforested (see Dodson & Gentry 1991 and figures 12 and 37). Only dispersed 
palms remain on pasture/cultivated fields - excluding monoculture plantations of 
African oil palms. In Pichincha, we selected a rural area near Santo Domingo de los 
Colorados (Comuna Chigüilpe, approx. 79°13'W, 0°19'S and 640m altitude); here, 
indigenous people (the Tsachilas) preserve a part of the original flora. However, only 4 
palm trees (3 Ph. aequatorialis and one Bactris sp. ) were surveyed because of the 
difficulty of finding them in this area. Several Attalea colenda (also endemic to western 
Ecuador) and Iriartea deltoidea (apparently the most abundant palm in this area), and a 
few Oenocarpus sp. palm trees were observed, but traps could not be placed on their 
crowns as their stems were more than 15m high. In this area, we used 6 trap-nights on 
those 4 palms. 
Travelling westwards by the road Santo Domingo-Chone, the effects of deforestation 
are still very important. The predominant palm in these lowland pasture fields is A. 
colenda (replacing Iriartea), with stems usually over 15m in height (figure 37). We 
identified a remnant of old secondary forest in northeast Manabi (Sitio La Roncadora, 
canton El Carmen, close to the limit with Pichincha), and studied 16 palm trees in that 
forest and its fringes (approx. 79°32'W, 0°12'S and 400m altitude). Fifteen Ph. 
aequatorialis and one A. colenda were surveyed here with 43 trap-nights. 
4.2.1.3. Coast 
We applied the same methods in two localities of the canton Portoviejo, province of 
Manabi (one of them with previous records of domestic-peridomestic colonies of R. 
ecuadoriensis, and the other one without - but never studied before). Both localities are 
located in narrow valleys surrounded by low mountains not far from the coastline; these 
geological characteristics help determine the distinctive climatic traits of these areas, 
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with localised rainfall and dense mist allowing the growth of humid forests on the 
slopes and tips of the hills - and generating a somewhat humid local climate in the 
valleys. This permits the growth of Ph. aequatorialis palm trees, restricted to these 
mountainous zones in the coastal areas of Manabi - where the general climatic pattern is 
that of a dry tropical forest. 
In Pachinche Adentro (approx. 80°20' W 1'07'S and 100m altitude) we studied 18 
Ph. aequatorialis palms using 44 trap-nights. In Chirijos (approx. 80015'W, 1°02'S and 
100m), 18 Ph. aequatorialis were surveyed with 47 trap-nights. All these palms were 
located in agriculture fields near human dwellings. In Chirijos, many of the palms are 
taken care of by the inhabitants, who use their seeds and fronds for commercial 
purposes (seeds are sold for handicraft manufacture, and dry leaves are used for 
thatching). This sort of management is less frequent in Pachinche Adentro, where some 
of the locals merely collect seeds (and, occasionally, leaves) from semi-sylvatic Ph. 
aequatorialis that grow within their properties. 
4.2.1.4. EI Oro 
Finally, ten Ph. aequatorialis palms were surveyed in the province of El Oro, where 
small humid forest remnants with palm trees have survived intense deforestation. We 
conducted a rapid survey in the surroundings of the locality of Balsas (approx. 3°47'S, 
79°49' W, 600m altitude). Due to time and logistical constraints, only ten palms could be 
studied there: none of them were infested, and further data are not available for analysis. 
Figure 27. Ecology of sylvatic Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis populations: fieldwork areas 
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4.2.2. PALM TREES 
A total number of 110 Ph. aequatorialis, one Attalea colenda, and one Bactris sp. 
were studied (excluding 10 palms from Balsas, El Oro). No systematic, random 
sampling of palm trees in defined areas was performed; palms were selected on the 
basis of palm species (preferentially Ph. aequatorialis), location in accessible sites, and 
approximate agreement of the sample with the general aspect and variation of palm 
trees in each area. Preferential selection of some types of palms might have occurred, 
but results shown below, combined with field observations, suggest that surveyed palms 
were broadly comparable to the general populations of the species in each area. We 
recorded several botanical traits of the Ph. aequatorialis palm trees sampled, including 
locality, geographic-ecological area (Andean foothills, central lowlands, and coastal 
area; see figure 27), palm species, sex of palms (being Ph. aequatorialis dioecious), 
height of stipe, amount of epiphytic plants and of decomposing organic material (a 
semi-quantitative approach was used for these two latter parameters: a score between 0 
and 4 with a 0.5 scale was given to each palm), and type of environment where each 
palm was located (primary forest, secondary forest, cropland-pasture, or urban- 
semiurban area). A combination of log-transformed scores of organic matter and 
epiphytes ('organic score') was devised for joint analysis of those variables: 
`Organic score' = [log(O. 5 + score epiphytes) + (2 x log[O. 5 + score organic matter])] /2 
The following figures present schematic examples of the method used to assign 
different values of epiphyte and organic matter scores to individual palms. 
Figure 28. Score of epiphytic plants growing on palm trees. Only living plants (both true 
epiphytes and creeping plants) were taken into account for this score. Intermediate values 
(0'/Z, +/2, ++V/Z, and +++'/2) are not represented in the figure but were also used in the study 
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4.2.3. LIVE-BAIT TRAPS 
We modified the trapping method (live-baited adhesive traps) devised by Noireau et 
al. (1999a). Modified Noireau traps consisted of a plastic jar (15 x 7cm approximately) 
in which a white mouse was contained together with a small quantity of wood shavings 
and food (aiming to protect the animal from low night temperatures and starvation). 
Small drainage holes were made in the lower side of the containers, which were then 
closed with 1 mm-aperture wire mesh and wrapped around with double-coated adhesive 
tape (figure 30). 
Traps were set in the afternoon (among epiphytes growing on the palm crown or 
around the stem, or directly in the angle between palm fronds and stem) and checked the 
following morning (after -15h). Two traps were usually set in each palm; when the 
collection of a higher number of specimens was necessary (for population 
morphometric and molecular studies), a battery of four to five traps were set in single 
palms already known to be positive. 
In one of the fieldwork sites (Pichincha), two additional methods (direct searches for 
bugs on palm crowns and palm dissection) were used in a small subset of palms for 
comparison with live-bait trap performance. 
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Figure 29. Score of decomposing organic matter on palm trees. Only dead organic material 
(dead leaves, fibres, dead epiphytes, and other vegetable debris) was taken into account for 
this score. Note that minimum values were always >0. Intermediate values (+'/2, ++'/2, and 
+++'/2), not represented in the figure, were also used in the study 
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Figure 30. Live-bailed traps for lriatoniincs (Noircau traps). schcmalic design and mode of use 
4.2.4. STATISTICS 
I 
Statistical approaches (descriptive and univariate) were similar to those used for the 
study of synanthropic bug populations, and are specified in detail in Chapter 5. 
`Infestation' in this Section obviously refers to the presence of K. ecuadorieirsis bugs in 
palm trees. Abbreviations used below are: KW: Kruskal-Wallis test; WT: Wilcoxon 
test, I: I statistic from Student's ! test; df: degrees of freedom; p: significance 
probability, FF 1': Fisher's exact test; SD: standard deviation; uOR: unadjusted odds 
ratio (OR: odds ratio); Cl. confidence interval. 
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4.3. Results 
4.3.1. GENERAL RESULTS 
Infestation by R ecuadoriensis was investigated in 110 Ph. aequatorialis palms in 
three geographic-ecological areas in western Ecuador (Andean foothills, central 
lowlands, and coastal area). Sex was determined in 87 palms: 53 (61%) were males and 
34 (39%) females. Sex was not determined in 23 palms (21%); most of these were 
subadults. Eighteen (16.4%) palms were in secondary forest, whereas 92 (83.6%) grew 
in cropland or pasture fields. Organic matter (OM) scores ranged from 0.5 to 4 (mean 
1.8±0.8, median=l. 5, quartiles 1-2), and those for epiphytic plants (EP) from 0 to 4 
(mean 1.2±0.9, median=l, quartiles 0.5-1.5). 
EP scores were non-significantly higher in 9 palms than in (5, whereas a' palms had 
significantly larger amounts of OM (t=-3.1,85 df, p=0.0026) and were slightly taller 
than 9. The `organic score' (EP and OM) was similar in both sexes, with somewhat 
higher scores in a`. Foothill palms had more EP than coastal ones (KW test X2=82.8,2 
df, p<0.0001), with lowland specimens in an intermediate position - with no significant 
differences with either foothills or coast (Tukey-Kramer test). Palms from the three 
areas had comparable OM scores. The `organic score' was significantly higher in the 
foothills than in the coast (Welch Anova F ratio=4.7, d-2, p=0.014), with lowland 
palms having intermediate scores (Tukey-Kramer test); a Bartlett test showed variances 
were unequal among groups. Palms located on cropland/pasture had more OM (WT 
X2=6.3, I df, p=0.01) and EP (WT X2=10.2,1 df, p=0.0014) than those in secondary 
forest areas. Similarly, the `organic score' was significantly higher in cropland/pasture 
palms (t=-3.5,108 df, p=0.0006). 
The height of the palm stipes ranged from 0.5m to 10m (mean 4.5±1.9, median=4.5, 
quartiles 3-6). Coastal palms had significantly taller stipes than those in the foothills and 
lowlands, which were comparable (Tukey-Kramer test). Heteroscedasticity led to the 
use of Welch Anova for the comparisons of means (F ratio= 19.5,2 df, p<O. 0001). 
Twenty-five out of 110 (22.7%) Ph. aequatorialis palm trees were infested by R 
ecuadoriensis. The following table summarises the results obtained in three geographic- 
ecological areas [Andean foothills (Alluriquin), central lowlands (Chigüilpe + La 
Roncadora), and coastal Manabi (Pachinche Adentro + Chirijos)]. Most bugs were 
captured in live-bait traps, with a few collected manually from palm tree crowns. 
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Table 16. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Phytelephas aequatorialis palm trees in western Ecuador: 
entomological indices and characteristics of 110 palms surveyed 
Variable General Foothills Lowlands Coastal Manabi 
Palms sampled (infested) 110(25) 
. . . . ... 
56(14) 
. .. .. . . . 
18(l) 
. .... . . . . 
36(10) 
.................................... . .......... Infestation index (% of palms with bugs) ...................... . . . . 22.7% 
. . . 
. ... . . ................... " .. 25% 
. 
. ............ . . . . . 5.3% 
. . . 
. 27.8% 
................................. . . ............ Bugs captured ........................ . ... 174 . ................................... 143 ................ . .... 1 . . . 30 
Density (bugspalms sampled) 1.6 2.6 0.05 0.83 
Crowding(bugs/infested palms) [SD, range] .................. 7 [S. S, 1-221 ..................................... 10.214.9,1-221 ........................... 1 ......................... 3 [2.6,1-9] 
....................... . . Colonisation index (palms withnymphs) [n] 92% [23] 93% [13] 100% [1j .... . . 90% [9] 
Trap-nights used [average per palm sampled] 
..................................... Trap-nights positive [%] 
22212) 
.............. .............. 45 [20.3] 
8811.6] 
................................. 29(33] 
43 [2.4] 
.................. ........... . 1(2] 
91 [2.5] 
...................................... 15 [16.5] 
Palm stem height (average±SD, in m) 4.5±1.9 3.6±1.6 4.4±2.4 5.7±1.6 
Palm sex ratio (M: F) 1: 0.6 1: 0.6 1: 0.5 1: 0.8 
. .. . .......................................................... ........ Organic matter (score mean±SD) 
....................................................... 
............................... 1.9±0.9 ................................. 1 8±0.9 ................................ 1.8±0.7 
............. 
.................................. . . 1.7±0.6 
........................................ Epiphytic plants (score mean±SD) 
.... .......................................................................... 
1.2±0.9 
............................... 
1.6±1 
................................. 
1±0.5 
............................... 
0.7±0.3 
........... .............................. `Organic score' (mean±SD) 0.9±0.5 1.1±0.6 110.4 0.8±0.3 
Percentages of palms in cropland/forest 83.6/16.4 82/18 56/44 100/0 
SD = standard deviation; M= male; F= female 
4.3.2. BOTANICAL VARIABLES AND INFESTATION 
4.3.2.1. Sex 
Male palms were more frequently infested (34%, 18 out of 53) than females (17.7%, 
6/34); this difference not statistically significant (FET p=0.14), and was larger in the 
coast (Pachinche Adentro + Chirijos) (40% a' vs. 12.5% Y infested) than in the foothills 
(Alluriquin: 42.9% a' vs. 33.3% ? ). Only one of 23 (4%) palm trees whose sex was not 
determined was infested. Considering sexes separately, stem height was not correlated 
with higher likelihood of infestation. Infested a` had larger amounts of OM than those 
non-infested (t=3,51 df, p=0.004); the same was observed for the `organic score' 
(t=2.5,51 df, p=0.014), but not for the EP score (slightly higher in infested palms). In 
Y, marginally non-significant differences between infested and non-infested palms were 
recorded for EP and OM (with higher scores in infested palms); the `organic score' was 
significantly larger in infested trees (t=2.3,32 df, p=0.03). Palms whose sex was not 
recorded were less likely to be infested than those with known sex; they also had 
significantly smaller stipes and comparable amounts of OM and EP. 
4.3.2.2. Stem height 
Stems were taller in infested (mean=5.3±1.7m) than in non-infested (4.3±1.9m) 
palms (t=2.46,107 df, p=0.016). Palms were divided into two discrete groups according 
to stem height: stems under 3m high (n=22), and stems >_3m (n=87). Infestation was 
more frequent in larger palms, but no significant relationship was found between stipe 
height and infestation in neither 9 nor 6 palms when considered separately, possibly 
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because sex was not determined in many juvenile trees. Palms with stems >_3m were 
more likely to be infested (FET p=0.04), only one palm () <3m (out of 22,4.6%) was 
found to be positive, vs. 23 out of 87 larger palms (26.4%). 
4.3.2.3. Decomposing organic matter 
The most significant differences between infested and non-infested palms were those 
recorded in OM scores (1=3.13,108 df, p=0.002 [a transformation of OM scores, 
namely x, = log(0.5+x, ), was used for these analyses]). 
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Logistic regression illustrated this strong correlation [likelihood ratio test A2=10.02 
(1 df, p=0.0016), untransformed OM score: uOR=24.5, lower 95% Cl limit >3]. 
Differences were highly significant between two groups of palms: those with a small 
(scores from 0 to 2, n=86) vs. those with a large (2.5 to 4, n=24) amount of OM, 54.2% 
of "dirty" palms vs. 14% of "clean" ones (FET p<0.0001) were infested. The difference 
was larger in (76.9% vs. 20%, FET p=0.0004, n=53) than in .' (60% vs. 10.3%, FET 
p=0.03, n=34). Palms in the group with higher OM scores (both . and had 
significantly more epiphytes (1=-4.5,108 df, p<0.000 I) than `cleaner' trees. 
4.3.2.4. Epiphytes 
EP scores were not correlated with the likelihood of infestation. Considering two 
discrete groups [small (scores 0 to 1.5, n=84) and large amount of EP (2 to 4, n=26)], 
significant differences (FET p=0.035) in infestation were recorded: 17.9% of palms 
with low FP scores, vs. 38.5% of those with more EP, were infested. In palms, 
infestation was more frequent among trees with higher EP scores (50% vs. 10.7%, FET 
p=0.05), but this was not verified in :? ' (50% vs. 29.3%, FET p=0.3). 
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4.3.2.5. 'Organic score' 
The `organic score', summarising data on both OM and EP scores in individual 
palms, was significantly higher among infested palms (t=2.9,108 df, p=0.005). Similar 
results were obtained for both and palms, with a stronger association in 
2.5-, 
1.5 Infested 
öO 
U1 
m Noo n-infested 05 
0}- 
-0. s Infested Non-infested Students t (, x =0 05) 
Figure 32. 'Organic score': dil"lcrcnces between infested and non-inlested Ph_vtelephas aequalorialis. 
Quantile boxplots (red) indicate medians, 10%, 25%, 75%, and 90% quantiles, short blue lines indicate 
means, standard errors and standard deviations; individual values are represented by black dots: the overall 
average observed value is represented by the grey dotted line 
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4.3.2.6. Environment 
All infested palms were located on land designated as cropland/pasture - and none of 
them in secondary forests. The amounts of OM (t=-2.6,108 df, p=0.01) and EP (t=-3.2, 
108 df, p=0.002), and therefore the `organic score' (t=-3.5,108 df, p=0.0006), were 
significantly larger in palms located on cropland/pasture. Palms were taller in these 
human-altered environments than in forest, with marginally non-significant differences 
(t=-1.9,107 df, p=0.063). Sample size differences (92 vs. 18) were however important. 
Stem height (1=2.14,89 df, p=0.035), the amount of decomposing organic matter (t=2.6, 
90 df, p=0.01), and the `organic score' (t=2.2,90 df, p=0.032) were correlated to 
infestation in cropland/pasture palms. 
4.3.3. RESULTS BY LOCALITY 
Three groups were established (according to geographic-ecological traits) in order to 
analyse and compare results by locality: (1) Andean foothills (Alluriquin); (2) Central 
lowlands (Chigüilpe + La Roncadora); and (3) Coast (Pachinche Adentro + Chirijos). 
Differences in infestation were not statistically significant, although only one positive 
palm was detected in the central lowlands (see table 16, above). Details about each 
individual palm (by locality) can be found in the tables of the Appendix. 
4.3.3.1. Andean foothills: Alluriquin, Pichincha 
Direct searches in 11 palm crowns yielded negative results. By live-bait trapping, 
25% of palms (14/56) were found to be infested; nymphs were captured in 13 palms 
(colonisation 93%). Out of 88 trap-nights utilised, 29 (33%) were found to be positive 
(with triatomine bugs adhered to the tape) when checked the following morning 
(4.9±3.4 bugs/positive trap-night; maximum=14 bugs in a single trap-night). We 
captured a total of 143 bugs. The mean number of bugs/positive palm (crowding) was 
10.2±5 (from 3 to 22; median=9); density (bugs captured/palms examined) was 2.6±5.1. 
Of the total number, 140 bugs (98%) were nymphs of different stages (adults/nymphs 
index=0.02). Seven nymphs were captured in two positive palms by manual searches, 
with just one 5t' instar nymph captured by complete dissection of one of these palms. 
No other triatomine species was found. 
In Alluriquin, infested palms were significantly taller than those non-infested (1=2.6, 
53 df, p=0.01) and had larger amounts of OM (t=2.4,54 df, p=0.02) and EP (t=2.6,54 
df, p=0.01); the `organic score' was consequently higher in infested palms (t=2.8,54 df, 
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p=0.008). Significant differences (FET p=0.0014) were also recorded when palms were 
divided into two groups (small/large amounts of OM: <2/>2 in the OM score). Five out 
of 40 palms (12.5%) were infested in the former group, vs. nine out of 16 (56.3%) in the 
latter. The same was observed when two similar groups were defined in relation to the 
amount of EP (FET p=0.027); four infested palms (out of 32,12.5%) were detected in 
the group with scores up to 1.5, vs. 10 out of 24 (41.7%) in the complementary group 
(scores from 2 to 4). Stems were significantly taller in the group with a large amount of 
organic material (1-3.5,53 df, p=0.001). There was in general a positive correlation 
between stem height and the amount of epiphytes and organic matter (and the `organic 
score'), but linear regression showed low R2 values (0.096,0.1, and 0.12, respectively). 
No significant difference in the likelihood of infestation was recorded between male and 
female palms here, both sexes were comparable in height and had similar amounts of 
organic material and epiphytes. No infested palms were found in secondary forest (but 
only 10 palms were sampled in such an environment). 
Figure 34. /'hvtelephus aequair, ru, lr. c in the humid Andean foothills of Pichincha_ Ecuador. 
Left: palms located in land designated as cropland/pasture. Right: secondan forest with palms 
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4.3.3.2. Lowlands: Chi üilpe, S. Domingo de los Colorados, Pichincha 
No triatomines were captured in this area. All traps were negative, including those 
located in a Ph. aequatorialis palm occupied by a Didelphis marsupialis. 
4.3.3.3. Lowlands: La Roncadora, Manabi 
Just one nymph (stage II) was captured in the only trap found to be positive (2.3% of 
traps positive; 0.023 bugs/trap-night used, and 1 bug/positive trap-night). This trap was 
set in a Ph. aequatorialis palm located in a pasture field close to the fringe of old 
secondary forest; infestation index was 6.7% (one out of 15 Ph. aequatorialis). All the 
rest of palms (included those located in the forest, its fringes, and on pasture or 
agricultural fields) yielded negative results. Density was therefore 0.07 bugs/palm 
sampled, crowding one bug/positive palm, and colonisation index 100%. The fact that 
just one positive palm was detected prevents the possibility of further significant 
analysis. In this area, staff of the Vector Control Service had captured two adult R 
ecuadoriensis inside houses, perhaps indicating a synanthropic trend that could not be 
observed in Alluriquin. 
4.3.3.4. Coast: Pachinche Adentro, Manabi 
Five out of 18 (27.8%) Ph. aequatorialis palms sampled in Pachinche Adentro 
(Manabi) were infested. Eleven bugs were captured from those palms (44 trap-nights, 8 
positive [18%]). Density was 0.6 bugs/palm examined, crowding 2.2 bugs/positive 
palm, and colonisation index 100%. These were seemingly small colonies (2.2 
bugs/infested palm), but invasion and colonisation of human environments (mainly 
peridomestic chicken coops and dovecotes) by these bugs had been reported in the 
locality. Only male palms (5 out of 12,41.7%) were infested in Pachinche Adentro, 
with no bugs found in six female palms surveyed. All infested palms had stems over 3m 
tall; all palms in this locality had EP scores under 1.5. On the other hand, the only two 
palms with OM scores over 2 were infested, as were 3 out of 16 (18.8%) with lower 
scores; the trend was confirmed (on log[0.5+x]) by univariate logistic regression, with 
effect likelihood ratio test X2=4.25 (1 df, p=0.039). All palms were in areas described as 
cropland/pasture. The rest of variables resulted in comparable indices of infestation. The 
sample of palms was however too small to draw conclusions from these results alone; a 
complementary study was conducted in a similar locality (Chirijos) of the same area. 
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4.3.3.5. Coast: Chirijos, Manabi 
Five out of 18 Ph. aequatorialis were found to harbour R ecuadoriensis (27.8%); 
one dead adult was found in a palm tree where traps yielded negative results. Overall 
density was 1.1 bugs/palm sampled, crowding 3.8 bugs per positive palm, and 
colonisation index 80%. From a total number of 47 trap-nights used, 15% were found to 
have triatomines adhered to the tape; 18 bugs were captured in these traps, excluding 
the dead adult found in one palm (0.4/trap-night utilised, and 2.6/positive trap-night). 
Here, locals often expressed that Rhodnius bugs enter houses and may bite people 
during the night; we learned from personnel of the Vector Control Service that a child 
from this community died of acute Chagas disease (with clinical and parasitological 
diagnosis) in 1999, and that other suspect cases had been reported in the past. Here, 
infestation was also more frequent in male palms (3 out of 8,37.5%) than in females (2 
out of 10,20%); all infested palms had stems over 3m (but only one smaller palm was 
studied). All the palms surveyed in Chirijos had epiphyte scores up to 1.5; one out of 2 
palms with organic matter scores over 2 was infested, as were 4 out of 16 (25%) with 
lower scores. 
4.3.3.6. Coast: combined results 
Statistical analyses were conducted considering the latter two coastal localities 
(Pachinche Adentro and Chirijos) together. Association of palm sex with higher 
likelihood of infestation was marginally non-significant (likelihood ratio test X2=3.56,1 
df, p=0.06); two in 16 females (12.5%) and 8 in 20 male palms (40%) were infested. 
Male palms presented significantly higher amounts of decomposing organic material 
than females (Welch Anova F ratio=10.2,1 df, p=0.004), whereas females had more 
epiphytes on average (WT X2=8.97,1 df, p=0.0027). Here, all palms were located in 
land designated as cropland/pasture and had epiphyte scores under 2. Infestation was 
more frequent in the group with OM scores >2 (75% [3 out of 4] vs. 21.9% [7 of 32]). 
4.4. Discussion 
We investigated 110 Ph. aequatorialis palms in western Ecuador (from the Andean 
foothills of Pichincha to the coastal valleys of Manabi) and found about 23% infested 
by R ecuadoriensis. The comparison of this result with those from other surveys is 
limited by the fact that methods used for the selection of palms are not specified in most 
of the published reports; high infestation rates likely reflect preferential sampling of 
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palms suspected to harbour triatomines. Our selection criteria were also largely 
subjective; palms surveyed were located in accessible sites and were considered to 
approximately represent the general variation of palm tree populations in each area. The 
reasonably normal frequency distribution of palm stem heights (from 60cm to 10m) in 
our sample argues in favour of fair sampling (not biased towards larger trees, perhaps 
more likely to be infested). 
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Figure 35. Stem height in Ift) 
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studied in western Ecuador: frequcnc 
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The approximate amount of epiphytic plants (mean=l. 2, median=l) showed a 
moderately skewed frequency distribution, while that of decomposing organic matter 
(mean=1,8, median=1.5) approached normality; this largely reflects the patterns 
observed during the survey (i. e., that the palms usually had relatively small amounts of 
epiphytes, whereas the quantities of organic matter seemed more evenly distributed), 
suggesting no systematic bias towards `dirty' palms that could be suspected of 
harbouring bug colonies. Pak, e (count) 
50 
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Figure 36. Approximate amounts of epiphytes (left) and decomposing organic matter (right) 
on 110 Phwrlrpha ' aequatorralis palm trees in western Ecuador: frequency distributions. 
Bars indicate standard euers; the curved lines arc normal fits 
'T'here was a predominance of male palms in or sample, with 53 cr vs. 34 (and 23 
palms for which sex was not determined). The fact that most of the palms studied were 
in cultivated (84%) rather than in forested (16%) areas reflects not only better 
accessibility but also the relative abundance of the palms in each type of environment 
and the epidemiological focus of the study (preferentially covering inhabited areas, 
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frequently deforested in varying degrees). Our study areas represented most of the 
altitudinal (0-1500m) and climatic (annual rainfall up to 4000mm) range of 
Ph. 
aequatorialis, but our sampling concentrated in central coastal Ecuador, omitting palm 
populations in the northern province of Esmeraldas and only including a few from the 
southern forest remnants in El Oro-Loja. 
Previous studies in coastal Ecuador did not report infestation indices of Ph. 
aequalorialis, but merely the fact that R. ecuadoriensis colonies breed on these palms 
near rural dwellings (Romana et al. 1994, Schofield 1994, Aviles et al. 1995a). 
Recently two palm tree surveys performed using Noireau traps in distinct ecological 
areas of Brazil (the dry Caatinga, where Copernicia prunifera harbours R. nasutus 
populations, and the Amazon basin, where R. pictipes and R. robustus inhabit Attalea 
spp. ) were reported showing infestation indices of 10% (Caatinga, 59 palms sampled) 
and 23% (Amazonia, 53 palms surveyed) (Noireau et al. 2002b). Results obtained by 
our group in the Ecuadorian Amazon, and reported in the same paper, show 
significantly higher infestation rates, with mixed R. pictipes-R robustus colonies 
detected in almost half of 64 palms (including Attalea, Oenocarpus, Astrocarywm, and 
an Amazonian species of Phytelephas) (Noireau et at. 2002b). 
Many authors have used traditional dissection techniques to investigate palm tree- 
living Rhodi:: us populations. In the Department of Antioquia (northwest Colombia), R. 
jxzllescenss was found in 16% of 79 Oenocarpus bataua palms. Higher rates (82-91%) 
were reported for Attalea butyracea palms in Sucre, with occasional findings in coconut 
palms (Cocos irucifera); Elaeis oleifera had infestation rates of 82% in Colombian 
territory near Panama (Jaramillo et al. 2000). Romafta et al. (1999) dissected 51 palms 
in northwestern Colombia and found R. pallescens in 63% of them; positive palms 
included A. butyracea (25 of 26 infested, 555 bugs collected), C. nucifera, E. oleifera, 
and Copernicia tectonum. In an earlier survey in the Panama Canal Zone, Whitlaw and 
Chaniotis (1978) found 100% of 92 A. butyracea palms infested by mixed colonies of 
R. palkescetts and T. dimidiata; 1114 bugs were collected (101 in one palm), of which 
94.3% were R. pallescens. R. colombiensis is known from a restricted area within the 
Magdalena valley (Department of Tolima, Colombia); Moreno and Jaramillo (1996) 
mention that 13% of A. butyracea palms surveyed there were found to be infested. 
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We collected an average of 7 bugs per positive palm (1.6 bugs/palm surveyed) using 
live-baited adhesive traps (a few of those bugs were collected manually while setting 
and recovering the traps); in a review of 25 published works, Pizarro and Romana 
(1998) report that habitat dissection yielded an average of 7.6 Rhodhrius per palm 
studied. This difference most likely reflects the distinct methods utilised for both 
selection and investigation of palm trees. Systematic dissection of palms with suspected 
infestation will almost necessarily yield larger bug collections than virtually random 
Noireau trapping. Whitlaw and Chaniotis partially dissected 101 randomly selected 
palms in Panama and collected an average of 11 bugs/palm; because of the high 
infestation index (91%), crowding (12 bugs/infested palm) was similar to overall 
density (Whitlaw & Chaniotis 1978). Using Noireau traps, densities of 0.2 R nnasutus 
per surveyed C. pnunifera have been reported from the and Brazilian Caatinga 
(crowding=l. 8), and 0.6 Rhodidus spp. (pictipes and robustus) were captured per palm 
studied (Attalea spp. ) in Amazonian Brazil (crowding=2.5) (Noireau et al. 2002b). 
These results would suggest that sylvatic R ecuadorienuis populations inhabiting Ph. 
aequatorialis reach higher densities than those other Rhodnius species do in their palm 
habitats, but better trap performance (e. g., because of differences in the quality of the 
adhesive tape used, climatic factors, aggressiveness of the bugs, etc. ) could represent an 
alternativc/complcmcntary explanation. In this sense, we also investigated 64 palms of 
different genera in northeast (Amazonian) Ecuador, using the same traps as in the 
ecuadoriensis study, and collected (in combination with manual captures) an average of 
over 6 bugs/palm sampled (Noireau et al. 2002b). During this survey we found heavy 
infestations in some palms located in severely deforested areas (R pictipes in Ph. 
tenuicaulis and R. robustus in A. but)racea), and the bugs displayed a strikingly 
aggressive behaviour, readily attacking us while we were setting the traps in open 
daylight and even probing the ladder we used to climb the palms, heated by the heavy 
sun, with their proboscides extended. These observations may, together with variations 
in trap performance, partially explain the differences with the mentioned report from the 
ecologically comparable Brazilian Amazon. On the other hand, -1.4 trap/nights were 
used on average in each palm in this latter area (and just one in the Caatinga study), vs. 
-1.7 trap/nights per palm tree in northeast Ecuador, and -2 trap/nights per Ph. 
aequatorialis surveyed in western Ecuador. 
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4.4.1. BOTANICAL VARIABLES AND INFESTATION 
4.4.1.1. General results 
Thirty-four percent of male Ph. aequalorialis were infested in our sample, vs. only 
18% of females. Male and female palms were different in some respects. Higher 
organic matter (OM) scores in males (WT X2=9.02, I df, p=0.003) may be due to the 
fact that dead fronds and organic debris are often removed from female palms in areas 
were palm fruits and seeds are gathered. Locals usually pay less attention to male palm 
trees, which are considered of no use - except for leaves and natural pollination of 
females. This may explain the fact that sex-related differences in OM scores were larger 
in coastal areas (below). Also, the large male inflorescences and their husks contributed 
to higher OM scores - while female infrutescences are periodically removed in some 
areas. The overall pattern, including the fact that female palms tended to have more 
epiphytes than males did, suggested that sex-related differences in the likelihood of 
infestation could be related to the presence of larger amounts of decomposing OM in 
males, a straight link between male palm physiology and an increased suitability for bug 
colonisation seems unlikely. However, in some palms with large inflorescences, flower 
thermogenesis may influence microclimatic conditions to the advantage of various 
species of pollinating insects, perhaps attracting also more predators. 
Increased infestation rates in taller palm trees (t=2.46,107 df, p=0.016) likely reflect 
the fact that stipe height is age-related, and older palm trees have been available for the 
bugs (and for their vertebrate hosts) to establish colonies there for longer. Also, older 
palms tend to accumulate larger amounts of organic matter (but the relationship was 
weak in our sample, with linear regression R2O. 04), possibly providing a more suitable 
microhabitat for the bugs. 
I sigh decomposing organic matter (OM) scores were apparently the most important 
single factor favouring palm infestation in our sample. OM comprised mainly dead 
leaves, husks, inflorescences-infrutesccnecs, and fibres from the palm itself, but 
vegetable debris of other origins (largely dead epiphytic and creeping plants) was also 
taken into account for the assignation of the approximate scores used for analysis. These 
materials are present in different parts of the palm, including stems and crowns. In Ph. 
aequatorfalis, the petioles of dead leaves usually fracture at 30-50cm from the base; 
broken fronds remain hanging around the trunk for some time, and leave a series of old 
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leaf bases when they finally fall down. Organic debris accumulates in the angles 
between these frond bases and the trunk, and in the axillae between leaves on the palm 
crown. In our experience, most OM accumulates at the transition between the trunk and 
the crown (where decaying fronds are still hanging and old leaf bases remain around the 
stem); most of the traps were set in that section of the palm. 
Results from univariate logistic regression analysis suggested a very strong 
correlation between OM scores and the likelihood of palm infestation, with odds ratios 
over 24 and 29 and lower 99% confidence interval limits above 1.7 and 1.8 for crude 
and log-transformed scores, respectively. This was confirmed by comparing two 
discrete groups of palms defined after their OM scores. `Dirty' Ph. aequalorialis palm 
trees (scores >2) had a significantly higher likelihood of being infested by K 
ecuadorienuis than `clean' ones (FET p<0.0001; relative risks [RR]=3.9). These results 
possibly reflect that the presence of vegetable debris helps create an adequate 
microenvironment (including buffered microclimate and abundant hiding places) for the 
bugs and, perhaps, also for their vertebrate hosts. Other authors had previously 
suggested that the presence of organic debris at the bases of palm fronds helps maintain 
relatively constant temperature and relative humidity values, even in areas where 
seasonal climate variation is important; vertebrate nests can often be found in those 
parts of the trees. These observations, together with considerations on the architectural 
complexity of some palm habitats, led to the suggestion that specific, and even 
individual, variation among palms might result in differential suitability for bug 
colonisation (Pizarro & Roma, 1a 1998, Luz et al. 1999, Romana et al. 1999, Jaramillo et 
al. 2000). 
Although we also found 14% of `clean' palms to be infested, our results largely 
support these conclusions, while suggesting that other factors might also be involved. 
For instance, the combination of male sex and a large amount of organic debris resulted 
in a high probability of the palm being infested; 80% of `dirty' males were infested, 
while 80% of `clean' males were not (FET p=0.002, RR=3.9). Under this arrangement, 
60% of female palms with more than 2 in the organic matter score were infested, vs. 
`flu relative risk is the ratio of the proportion of 'cases' to the total number of observation in two 
groups. In this case. the proportion of 'dirty' palms that *, w, cre infested (13/24) divided by the proportion of 
'clean' palms that were infested (12/86): 0.54/0.14=3.88. The odds ratio is the ratio of the probabilities of 
the 'event' (infestation) occurring and not: (13/11)/(12/74)=7.3 (sec Bland & Altman 2000) 
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just 10% of those with OM scores up to 2 (FET p 0.03, RR=5.8). Scores of epiphytic 
plants (EP) were weakly, positively correlated with the amount of decomposing organic 
matter (linear fit R2=, 0 . 
27), probably because organic debris remains trapped among the 
creeping roots, branches and stems of these plants, whose growth is in turn favoured by 
the presence of decomposing organic matter, also, dead epiphytes contributed to higher 
OM scores. Overall, EP scores were not associated with increased likelihood of 
infestation. We devised a combination of log-transformed EP and OM scores for further 
comparison; the weight assigned to EP was half that of OM, reflecting the observation 
that while decomposing organic debris likely represents the main factor favouring the 
bugs, the presence of epiphytes may also have a bearing, especially in female palms 
(among which significantly higher infestation rates were recorded when EP scores were 
>2). This `organic score' was also significantly higher among infested palms (t=2.9,108 
df, p=0.005). 
Regarding the immediate environment of the palms, the fact that only 18 (16% of 
the total sample) were surveyed in forest areas indicates that further sampling could 
help discover infestation there. Forest bug colonies may be much smaller than those 
infesting palms located in human-altered environments, as it has been suggested for 
other Ilhodlllus species in the Ecuadorian Amazon (R. pictipes and R. robustes; 
Palomeque et al. 2000), the Magdalena valley (R. colombiensis; Vallejo et al. 2000), 
and northwestern Colombia (R. pallescens; Jaramillo et al. 2000). In this case, the 
failure to detect these colonies would be related to the sensitivity threshold of live- 
baited traps, but this aspect remains to be studied. Selective dissection of palms where 
Noireau traps captured different numbers of bugs would help clarify this aspect, and 
would provide a basis for estimating bug population densities after results from 
trapping. 
4.4.1.2. Geographic-ecological heterogeneity 
Infestation was more frequent in the Andean foothills near Alluriquin than in the 
two areas of the central lowlands (25% in Alluriquin vs. 5.3% in Chigüilpe-La 
Roncadora), and similar to that recorded from the coastal localities (28%). We found 
that one in four Pit. aequatorialis palms harboured R. ecuadoriensis colonies in that 
area of the foothills. The number of bugs captured (143, vs. I in the lowlands and 30 in 
the coast; density-2.5 vs. 0.05 and 0.83, respectively) was the most striking difference. 
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It probably reflects the fact that sylvatic populations of R ecuadoriensis form larger 
palm tree-living colonies in the Andean foothills. A worse nutritional status (likely to 
occur in dense colonies) and a more aggressive behaviour of these bugs could be 
complementary or alternative explanations, as both could result in more bugs trying to 
attack the mice used as bait. A worse performance of traps in drier environments (where 
more dust and dry vegetable particles adhered to the tape) might also be involved. None 
of the several local villagers interviewed during our field trips knew the bugs, and we 
were repeatedly told that never these insects had been seen neither inside houses nor 
attacking people - even if infested palms were abundant near houses. Only once we 
were able to study a male specimen that was captured flying at night in a petrol station 
near Alluriquin. These bugs seem therefore to be strictly sylvatic in the area. 
In the coastal area of Manabi our results suggest that it is not infrequent that 
peridomestic A. aequalorialis palms located in the narrow humid valleys (and possibly 
also those in forest remnants on the slopes of hills) of the province harbour small 
breeding colonies of R ecuadorietisis. These bugs have demonstrated their ability to 
invade and colonise human environments (Defranc 1982, Carcavallo & Martinez 1985, 
Schofield 1994) in areas where disease transmission has been documented, and are 
therefore of epidemiological importance. We studied two localities with similar 
characteristics, distant some 15km from one another, and obtained comparable results. 
The likelihood of palm infestation was not affected by stem height or by the amounts of 
organic matter or epiphytic plants. Males were more likely to be infested; this is 
possibly related to the fact that they had significantly more decomposing organic 
material than females. In this area of the coast, tagua seeds are actively marketed for 
handicraft manufacture and for export. This means that female palms are usually taken 
care of by the locals, who remove dead leaves and other vegetable debris from the 
palms that produce infrutescences and seeds - but not from male palms. This results in 
male palms being more likely to accumulate organic matter, and this possibly favours 
infestation, as discussed above. When not managed in this way, the differences in the 
amount of organic matter and epiphytes recorded between male and female palms are 
not significant - as observed in Alluriquin. The different climatic patterns of foothills 
and coast could be also influencing the growth of epiphytes (in the coast all palms had 
EP scores below 2) and thus the accumulation of vegetable debris. 
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The low infestation rate found in the central lowlands (with no bugs detected in 
Chigüilpe, and just one specimen captured in La Roncadora) might reflect the effects of 
extensive deforestation on the populations of both Ph. aequatorialis palms and their 
associated R. ecuadoriensis. The first locality is located near Santo Domingo de los 
Colorados, the fourth largest town of Ecuador (-250000 inhabitants) and the area with 
the fastest growing population in the country, mainly because of high immigration rates 
(see Barros et al. 2001). These demographic trends are tightly linked to environmental 
alterations in the area, vast stretches of forest have been transformed into pasture and 
plantations (African oil palm, pineapple), mainly in the less mountainous zones - with a 
largest proportion of woodland respected on the Andean foothills east of the city (i. e., 
the area where Alluriquin is located). 
Only four palms were sampled in this area, in part because they were so scarce that 
we had to travel extensively to find a few of them in an indigenous community where 
part of the original vegetation had been preserved. This obviously precludes drawing 
any significant conclusion, but our perception was that extensive (and intense) 
deforestation might have had a severe impact on sylvatic R. ecuadorienrsis populations 
near Santo Domingo, perhaps limiting them to small patches of modified forest where 
Ph. aequatoria/is still grow. The absence of reports of R. ecuuadoriensis in the area 
(where other triatomines have been captured regularly by workers of the Vector Control 
Service) might be envisaged as indirect evidence in support of this idea. We identified a 
patch of well-preserved, old secondary forest (-30ha) near the limit between the 
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figure I 7. Deforestation in the central lowlands of western Ecuador. On IN a few 
palms (in this case. lttalea colen(la) remain in the pasture fields after forest clearing 
provinces of Pichincha and Manabi (Sitio La Roncadora, -35km west of Chigüilpe) and 
studied 15 Ph. aeyuatorialis and one Aitalea colef, da there. A single nymph (stage II) of 
R. ecuadoriensis was captured in a male palm located in a pasture field near the fringe 
of the forest. This finding suggests that R. ecrtadoriensis may have survived 
deforestation in preserved areas where natural populations of Ph. aequatorialis still 
exist, one might speculate that these populations (of bugs and palms) could be 
fragmented, with small pockets perhaps isolated from each other, but no conclusions 
can as yet be proposed. The finding of two adult specimens of R. ecuadorlensls inside 
human dwellings in a nearby locality confirms that the species occurs in the central 
lowlands of western Ecuador, and indicates that at least in some localities the bugs 
display synanthropic behaviour and may interact with people. Interestingly, the overall 
morphology and chromatic pattern of these two bugs were distinct, one was similar to 
the foothill forms captured in Alluriquin, whereas the other one resembled the 
specimens collected in coastal Manabi. 
Overall, our results suggest that two main clusters of sylvatic, palm tree-living R. 
ecuac/oriensis populations occur in central-western Ecuador, one in the relatively well- 
preserved Andean humid forests and the other one in coastal areas of Manabi where Ph. 
aequaloria/Is are abundant. Furthermore, our findings are compatible with the existence 
of smaller bug populations in the intermediate zone (the central lowlands), where 
deforestation and habitat destruction-fragmentation has been extensive. The following 
table and figure summarise and compare the findings in the three geographic-ecological 
areas defined in this study. 
Table 17 and Figure 38. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis and 
Phvtelephas aequatorialis in western Ecuador: entomological indices 
Foothills Lowlands Coast 
Foothills Lowlands Coast 
Infestation 25'%, 5.3% 27.8%0 
Density 2.6 0.05 0.8 
Crowding 10.2 1 3 
Colonisation 93% 100% 90% 
Palms surveyed 56 18 36 
Bugs captured 143 1 30 
25 
25 
20 
15 
10.2 
10 xl\ 
5 
0 
27.8 
tion (%) 
2.6 Crowding 3 
._ Density 0.8 0.05 
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4.4.2. LIVE-BAITED ADHESIVE TRAPS (NOIREAU TRAPS) 
The collection of sylvatic triatomines is a notoriously time-consuming, expensive, 
and logistically difficult undertaking. Results are usually scarce, even when suspect 
natural ecotopes are systematically dissected (Miles et al. 1981b, Pizarro & Romania 
1998). In addition, habitat dissection is destructive and there is usually no means for 
carrying out longitudinal studies that could yield valuable information on, for instance, 
the responses of bug populations to seasonal variations in climatic conditions, to 
changes in host species and/or numbers, or to control interventions in sylvatic ecotopes 
located near human dwellings (Noireau et al. 2002b). Finally, legal and ethical 
restrictions make it often impossible to dissect arboreal habitats in protected forests 
where the biology of sylvatic bug populations could be studied under truly natural 
conditions. Light trapping is also of limited value, because only starved adults of a few 
species fly readily to light traps and because the method provides no information on the 
natural ecotopes of the bugs (e. g., Whitlaw & Chaniotis 1978, Noireau et al. 2000a). 
Several authors have reported the use of animal-baited traps for triatomines (Rabinovich 
et al. 1976, Tonn et al. 1976, Carcavallo 1985), all as yet with poor results. 
The use of small, live-baited adhesive traps for the capture of sylvatic triatomines 
was first reported by Noireau and coworkers in 1999; the system consists of small 
plastic pots (9 x 6cm) containing a live mouse (the bait) and covered with strong, 
double-sided adhesive tape (usually of the type used to fasten carpets). In the original 
work, the traps were suspended into hardwood tree holes of the Bolivian Chaco using a 
string, and were left there for periods between 8 and 15h before they were checked for 
triatomines (Noireau et al. 1999c). This simple trapping approach is based on the 
premise that starved triatomines will approach the bottle in an attempt to feed on the 
mouse (which they cannot reach), and at least some of them will remain stuck to the 
tape until the trap is recovered. 
In collaboration with F Noireau we applied this trapping system to palm trees and 
their associated Rhodnius populations for the first time (Abad-Franch et al. 2000). We 
concentrated on the study of Ph. aequatorialis and R ecuadoriensis in western Ecuador, 
but also extended our field activities to the Ecuadorian Amazon -a survey still ongoing 
from which some preliminary results (Palomeque et al. 2000, Noireau et al. 2002b) will 
also be presented in this discussion. 
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4.4.2.1. Results in Ecuador 
We used 222 trap-nights in 110 Ph. aequatorialis in various geographic-ecological 
areas of western Ecuador (an average of 2 trap-nights per palm surveyed). Forty-five of 
those traps (20.3%) were found to have triatomines adhered to the tape when retrieved 
after -15h. More widely in Ecuador, 333 trap-nights were used in palms of nine 
different genera (Phytelephas, Attalea, Astrocaryum, Elaeis, Oenocarpus, Mauritia, 
Bactris, Iriartea, and Cocos) on both sides of the Andes; 93 (27.9%) of those traps 
captured triatomines, and >600 bugs were collected during the surveys by combining 
traps and manual captures on palm tree crowns. With the Noireau traps, we were able to 
detect infestation in 32.6% out of 172 palms surveyed in Ecuador (and in all the genera 
above except Mauritia, Bactris, Iriartea, and Cocos). Additionally, it was possible to 
recover sufficient live specimens (adults and nymphs) to establish laboratory colonies 
(of R ecuadoriensis, R pictipes and R robustus) and to enlarge reference collections 
for further studies and comparisons. 
Live-bait trapping provided a quick and inexpensive system to readily detect infested 
palm trees. Live-baited adhesive traps allowed for the detection of seemingly small 
triatomine colonies in peridomestic palms, suggesting that the method could also be of 
value for disease transmission control purposes; infested palms could be detected and 
then monitored for reinfestation (or bug population recovery) after focal palm treatment 
with insecticide compounds. This would be particularly beneficial in areas where palm 
tree-living bug populations seem responsible for most of disease transmission and 
hamper long-term interruption of disease transmission. Potentially, the method could be 
of value in the vast Amazonian ecoregion and its fringes (Miles et al. 1981b, 1983, 
Barrett 1991, Coura et al. 1999,2002, Noireau 1999, Teixeira et al. 2001), the 
Venezuelan Llanos and other parts of the Orinoco basin (Barrett 1991), the seasonally 
dry forests of northwestern Colombia (Pizarro & Romana 1998, Romana et al. 1999, 
Jaramillo et al. 2000) and several parts of southern Central America (Whitlaw & 
Chaniotis 1978), the Cerrado and Caatinga in Brazil (Barrett 1991, Dujardin et al. 1991, 
Diotaiuti 1999, Costa 1999, Soares et al. 1999), and in the central-northern coastal 
region of Ecuador (Abad-Franch et al. 2001). In all these zones different species of 
Rhodnius (brethesi, pictipes, robustus, stall, prolixus, pallescens, neglectus, nasutus, 
and ecuadoriensis) inhabit palm trees and pose a substantial health threat to the 
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inhabitants. Other potentially dangerous triatomines (e. g., T sordida, T maculata, or 
some populations of T. dimidiata) have also been recorded from palms (tables 4 and 5). 
Other authors have reported the use of similar adhesive traps in different geographic 
areas and ecological conditions - and also involving distinct triatomine species. Our 
general results were comparable to those obtained by Noireau and coworkers in the 
Bolivian Chaco (where T. infestans, T. sordida and T. guasayana populations occur in 
hollow trees) in terms of percentage of positive traps: 27.5% (present study) vs. 27% 
and 22% (Noireau et al. 1999c and 2000a, respectively). Data from Noireau et al. (2002) 
show that 20% out of 72 traps captured Rhodnius (pictipes and robustus) in the 
Brazilian Amazon (up to 9 bugs/positive trap); in the Caatinga, 10% of 59 traps 
captured R nasulus in Copernicia prunifera palms. Other habitats (hardwood trees, 
rockpiles, crags) have been studied with this approach, and various triatomine species 
have been captured (T. sordida, T. guasayana, and T. infestans in the Bolivian Chaco; 
Panstrongylus megistus in subtropical forests of Bolivia; T. brasiliensis and T. 
pseudomaculata in the Brazilian Caatinga; T. klugi in crags of the Serra Geral, Brazil; 
and bugs of the T. phyllosoma complex in Mexico) (Espinoza-Gomez et al. 2002, 
Noireau et al. 2002b). The use of mouse-baited traps in human environments has been 
less successful; this was attributed to the usually better nutritional status of synanthropic 
(vs, sylvatic) populations (Noireau et al. 2002b). It could be added that while the `bait 
effect' of a small Swiss mouse may be significant in a palm tree where bugs must rely 
on (at best) one or two medium-sized, usually mobile vertebrates (opossums, birds... ) 
for feeding, it is probably negligible in enclosed environments where a variety of 
mammals (humans, dogs, cats, rodents, sometimes goats, pigs, etc... ) and birds 
(chickens, turkeys, pigeons, ducks... ) are available to the bugs throughout the year. 
Limited data from Colima, Mexico show however that mouse-baited adhesive traps can 
capture triatomines indoors (Espinoza-Gomez et al. 2002). 
4.4.2.2. Cost-effectiveness 
Our general bug capture results in Ecuador (3.6 bugs captured per palm surveyed and 
-12 bugs per positive palm [live-bait trapping plus direct searches in palm crowns]) 
question the necessity of indiscriminately cutting down and dissecting palms for these 
ecological studies, and demonstrate the efficacy of this approach. Based on data 
reviewed by Pizarro and Romana (1998) (1390 palms cut down and 10564 Rhodnius 
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captured; i. e., 7.6 bugs/palm), the approximate cost-effectiveness of these two 
approaches (in terms of bug collection) can be compared as follows. 
i. The complete dissection of one palm takes at least half a working day (for a team of 
four and using chainsaws); the cost can be estimated at no less than 80 US$/palm 
(salaries plus other expenses as calculated from our fieldwork activities, and without 
taking into account the cost of purchase and operation of chainsaws); 
ii. The cost of our survey (172 palms overall) was -3500 US$ (all fieldwork expenses 
included); the cost per palm was therefore -20 US$; 
iii. Palm dissection yielded -7.5 bugs/palm surveyed (-10.7 US$/bug were required 
on average), and -3.5 bugs were captured per palm surveyed in our study (-5.7 
US$/bug). 
Thus, not only was the ecological impact of research conducted with live bait traps 
negligible, but also the cost-effectiveness of this method in capturing bugs was roughly 
double that of the classical fell-and-dissection approach (5.7 US$/bug vs. 10.7 
US$/bug). Although cutting down palms would probably have yielded significantly 
more bugs (perhaps about twice as many), our survey would have cost over 13700 US$ 
if based on that procedure, almost four-fold the 3500 US$ actually spent. Almost 700 
palms could have been theoretically surveyed in Ecuador with 13700 US$ using 
Noireau traps. 
4.4.2.3. Trap performance in western Ecuador 
The performance of the traps was inferior (in terms of percentage of positive traps 
and number of bugs captured) in coastal Manabi (91 trap-nights used, 16.5% positive, 
30 bugs collected) than in the Andean foothills near Alluriquin (88 traps-nights, 33% 
positive, 143 bugs captured). This difference was recorded despite the fact that more 
traps were set on average in each palm in Manabi (2.5 trap-nights/palm) than in the 
foothills (1.6 trap-nights/palm). The most likely explanation is therefore a lower density 
of bug colonies in the coastal localities, but other circumstances (less aggressive 
behaviour or better nutritional status of these populations) could also be involved. As 
mentioned above, a worse trap performance in the drier environment of Manabi could 
be related to dust and dry vegetable debris adhering to the tape; when this happened, 
some bugs and other insects were able to walk upon the adhesive surface without 
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getting trapped. Wet conditions (particularly rain) were however also observed to 
reduce the strength of the adhesive. 
In the Amazon basin, our results (111 trap-nights used, 43% of them positive) are 
notably better than those obtained in western Ecuador and those reported by Noireau et 
al. (1999c, 2000a, 2002). Here, we found strikingly dense bug colonies in palms 
located 
in deforested areas; for instance, over 400 specimens were captured from palms in 
approximately two weeks of fieldwork in the outskirts of the town of Lago Agrio 
(Palomeque et al. 2000). 
4.4.2.4. Final considerations (and limitations of the system) 
This report presents the largest series of palms studied so far by means of live bait 
traps, and lends strong support to the suitability of this fieldwork tool for the study of 
sylvatic Rhodnius populations in palm trees. We have demonstrated the usefulness of 
live-bait traps in uncovering the presence of peridomestic, palm tree-living triatomine 
colonies. Adhesive traps detected small populations of bugs in palms of coastal 
Ecuador, suggesting that a similar approach could be used for the detection and 
monitoring of likewise small triatomine populations in peridomestic palm trees - and 
possibly in other ecotopes such as hollow trees (Noireau et al. 1999c, 2000a, 2002). 
Apart from obvious limitations in sample size and incomplete coverage of the 
geographic range of Ph. aequatorialis, the use of ladders to climb palms prevented the 
study of very large palm trees (such as A. colenda, often with stipes more than 20m 
tall). Also, the lack of reference data on the possible infestation of palms found to be 
negative, or about the actual density and age structure of bug colonies in positive palms, 
limits the interpretation of our results; comparisons of live-bait trapping with palm 
dissection and bug population census could allow for a more complete analysis. 
4.5. Conclusions and recommendations 
Further studies on wider samples and other geographic-ecological regions are still 
necessary to improve our understanding of the ecology of sylvatic Rhodnius populations 
inhabiting palm trees in different parts of Latin America. The results reported here 
allowed us to outline some general trends in relation to Ph. aequatorialis palms and 
their associated R. ecuadoriensis populations in western Ecuador. Also, we added 
evidence in support of the usefulness of live-baited adhesive traps as a fieldwork tool; 
taking cost-effectiveness estimations and the advantages (ecological and scientific) of 
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preserving the studied palms into account, we may conclude that Noireau traps should 
represent the first choice for research addressing the ecology of palm tree-living 
triatomines. 
"H g . risk ecQtopes. The definition of high-risk ecotopes (for instance, favoured 
habitats where sylvatic bug populations of species displaying synanthropic behaviour 
and frequently infected by T. cruzi may reach high densities) is of importance where 
contact between humans and sylvatic triatomines is likely to occur; in most cases, the 
risk increases when the suspect ecotope is located near a human settlement. As 
mentioned above, this seems to be the case in wide geographic areas (inhabited by 
several million people) across South America, where palm tree-living Rhodnius 
populations represent a serious public health concern. It has been noted that in some 
woodland areas (e. g. the southern fringe of the Amazon in Brazil, the northern 
Ecuadorian Amazon, or the canal zone in Panama) human activities, including 
deforestation, can increase the number of suitable ecotopes for palm tree-living 
triatomines near human habitations (Whitlaw & Chaniotis 1978, Barrett 1991, 
Palomeque et al. 2000). A pattern of selective deforestation in which palm trees are 
maintained in peridomestic environments is frequent in many parts of Latin America; in 
addition, some palms act as pioneer species of reforestation after slash-and-burn 
interventions. These palms (often peridomestic or periurban) are suitable shelters for 
opportunistic marsupials and rodents (Didelphis marsupialis, Rattus spp. ) that 
proliferate in human-modified ecosystems. Rhodnius bugs, which are pre-adapted to 
palm trees and will feed on various vertebrates, may take advantage of this situation, 
forming large colonies in some palms. In the Ecuadorian Amazon for instance, 
peridomestic Ph. tenuicaulis palms are often heavily infested by R. pictipes, but when 
located in primary forest they harbour only small colonies (if infested at all); the same 
seems to occur with R robustus and A. butyracea in the area (Palomeque et al. 2000), 
and similar trends have been noted for other Rhodnius species (Jaramillo et al. 2000, 
Vallejo et al. 2000). A reduced availability of food per bug when the system nears its 
carrying capacity results in adult starved specimens frequently flying into houses - 
probably the main source of epidemiological risk in the Amazon basin ecoregion 
(Teixeira et al. 2001, Coura et al. 2002). 
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In spite of these observations, the limited attempts to describe the links between 
palms, bugs, and epidemiological risk so far carried out have to our knowledge 
concentrated on a single botanical variable - palm species. A few authors 
had 
previously suggested that some of the characteristics of palm trees could 
favour 
infestation (see Barrett 1991, Romana et al. 1999), but the associations largely remain to 
be studied. 
" Uigh =risk Phyteleý? has_aeqýratoriali$ halms in western_Ecuadpr. 
The 
combined analysis of the results obtained during our survey on sylvatic populations of 
R ecuadoriensis helped depict a general `outline' of infested Ph. aequatorialis palm 
trees. This approximation may be envisaged as a rough description of a high-risk palm 
ecotope. Infested Ph. aequatorialis were generally adult palms (i. e., specimens in which 
sex was discernible) with stems over 3m in height. Importantly, many of them could be 
classified as `dirty' (with organic matter scores >2 over a maximum of 4), a trait more 
frequently found among male palms and the single most important factor favouring 
infestation. Infested palms also had relatively large amounts of epiphytic plants growing 
around their stipes and on their crowns (scores over 2, especially in the case of female 
palms). They were usually located in cropland or pasture fields rather than in forested 
areas - and consequently often near human dwellings. Although R ecuadoriensis seems 
only able to form relatively small colonies on these palms, the epidemiological risk 
posed by the ability of these bugs to invade and colonise human habitats cannot be 
neglected. 
In the Andean foothills of Alluriquin (Pichincha), the relative risk represented by 
infested palms seems to be less important than in the coast, as suggested by the fact that 
foothill bugs do not appear to display any synanthropic behaviour, even if the colonies 
reach higher apparent densities. In the coast, where Chagas disease can be transmitted 
by peridomestic, palm tree-living R ecuadoriensis (which can in addition colonise 
artificial structures), the picture of the infested palm is less clear. Male palm trees 
located in altered environments were nonetheless more likely to harbour triatomine 
colonies in the area, possibly because they tended to have higher OM scores. 
Importantly, this latter fact seems related to the traditional management of female (seed- 
producing) palms in the area, suggesting that `unmanaged' specimens are more likely to 
be infested. This notion may have considerable implications for disease control strategy 
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design, because it would imply that environmental management interventions aimed at 
reducing the amount of organic matter on palms could have a significant 
impact on 
peridomestic vector populations. 
"Interactions 
-Palms-311d bu_qs. Several findings suggest 
that, at least in some areas, human activities could be affecting the dynamics of sylvatic 
populations of R. ecuadoriensis inhabiting Ph. aequatorialis palm trees. 
Firstly, the fact that these palms are preserved in deforested areas for the economic 
value of their products results in the presence of suitable bug habitats (i. e., 
dense palm 
stands) in human-related environments, often near houses. On the other 
hand, 
deforestation in western Ecuador might have influenced the current geographic range of 
R. ecuadoriensis. Deforestation has been intense and extensive in the province of 
Pichincha, but massive environmental degradation did not take place on the mountain 
slopes. Sylvatic populations of R. ecuadoriensis might have disappeared from very 
heavily deforested areas like those surrounding Santo Domingo de los Colorados, where 
we failed to detect any bugs. The finding of one single nymph in La Roncadora 
(northeast Manabi) and of adult bugs inside human dwellings in a nearby locality make 
us believe that a few, small sylvatic colonies of the species might have survived 
in 
preserved forest patches with palm trees. 
Finally, and perhaps more importantly, the fact that female palms are less likely to be 
infested in areas where they are managed by the locals (who remove organic debris and 
dead leaves, but do not use pesticides on palms) suggests that human intervention on 
individual palms could also be influencing infestation rates. 
"C9Qt Ql _aliJ QSiS. 
Sylvatic populations of R ecuadoriensis represent a 
potential risk for humans living in the same areas. These bugs occupy mainly palm 
trees, among which Ph. aequatoriatis is probably the most favoured ecotope. Products 
obtained from these palms are an important part of the economy of some communities 
in the Ecuadorian coastal region (especially in Manabi and Esmeraldas), and palms are 
therefore often maintained near human dwellings. From these palms, adult bugs may 
reach dwellings and peridomestic structures (mainly chicken and pigeon houses); this 
process may lead to the stable colonisation of human environments by these triatomines, 
increasing the risk of T. cruzi transmission to the inhabitants. The situation in rural 
villages in El Oro and Loja, where domestic-peridomestic colonies of R ecuadoriensis 
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are common, demonstrates that the species can adapt to human habitats; prevalence 
rates of T. cruzi infection are higher in these areas that in any other part of Ecuador. 
Control strategies will have to contemplate different settings. In areas where the 
species is confined to human dwellings, local eradication by insecticide spraying could 
perhaps be contemplated, whereas the possibility of reinfestation from palm trees must 
be taken into account in other zones - mainly the coastal provinces of Manabi and 
Esmeraldas, and also some areas of Pichincha, Los Rios, and Guayas. The presence of 
sylvatic R. ecuadoriensis in forest remnants with tagua palms in some small areas of El 
Oro and Loja should be investigated, even if no previous records suggest these bugs 
occur there. 
An approach we might call `integrated habitat management' could be proposed for 
disease transmission control in areas where sylvatic R. ecuadoriensis populations have 
been detected in human settlements. It would integrate classical interventions in 
dwellings-peridomiciles (exclusion via insecticides) with domestic bird and palm tree 
management in the context of a joint, community-based control-surveillance system. 
The suggested approach would involve the following aspects: 
i. Risk areas where Ph. aequatorialis stands grow near human dwellings could be 
traced down by following the trade routes of tagua seeds to the cultivation areas; remote 
sensing-GIS approaches could also be used to reconstruct the distribution of the palms 
(but they must be validated with field data on deforestation). Sero-entomological 
surveys would help describe transmission profiles, circumstances, and risk factors. 
Live-baited traps could be used to detect infestation in peridomestic palm trees; 
ii. Spraying with residual pyrethroids should be carried out whenever an infested 
dwelling is discovered; surveys (and spraying if necessary) must include peridomestic 
chicken coops and dovecotes. Promoting better management of domestic birds would 
help maintain peridomiciles bug-free; periodically cleaning chicken coops in depth and 
burning and replacing nests in a 15 to 30-day period basis could be proposed; 
iii. Palm tree management could complement control activities. Simple interventions 
could be endorsed in areas of tagua harvesting aiming to reduce palm infestation rates - 
at least in peridomiciles. For instance, removal of dead fronds and other organic debris 
(especially from male palms with stems >3m) could reduce palm infestation. In some 
cases large palm trees could be removed from a radius of -200m from houses. Health 
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risks associated with tagua cultivation should be advertised to the locals and to the 
various organisations that foster this activity to improve awareness and to incorporate 
health safety concepts into tagua-related programmes (e. g. Southgate 1997); 
iv. Community-based entomological surveillance is crucial whenever the risk of 
reinfestation of dwellings by triatomines in control areas is foreseeable (Dias 2000). 
Appropriate surveillance systems should be organised and maintained in areas where 
control of R ecuadoriensis is undertaken and Ph. aequatorialis palms are present near 
human environments. The surveillance network should involve: (1) report of infestation 
by locals to designated personnel, (2) rapid assessment by control agents (including 
palm trees if deemed necessary), (3) design and implementation of control measures (as 
above), and (4) educational interventions (aiming either at establishing or reinforcing 
the collaborative network). Local health workers should also be prepared to detect, 
manage and report suspect disease cases (mainly acute forms), as the possibility of 
vector-borne transmission persists even if no bug colonies are detected during the 
surveys in or around houses. 
"Fu ti Qr resýýrch 
i. The apparent ability of live-baited traps to detect seemingly small sylvatic colonies 
of R. ecuadoriensis suggests that they might be used to survey and monitor the presence 
of such colonies in peridomestic palms. The use of alternative baits easier to handle 
(such as yeast or chemical attractants) could be explored. Some palms studied by means 
of live bait trapping could be subsequently cut down and dissected in order to work out 
the relationships between trapping results and the actual presence/absence, density, and 
composition (sex ratio, age structure, presence of other triatomines) of the colonies. 
ii. Remote-sensing/GIS systems could be used to detect putative risk areas where 
tagua palms are abundant and close to human settlements. The combination of botanical 
data with current deforestation data could help define the actual range of this and other 
species of palm trees known as favoured habitats for Rhodnius bugs. 
iii. The study of potential alternative habitats could be of interest in western Ecuador. 
The presence of another abundant endemic palm (A. colenda) in the area, and the fact 
that Atialea palms harbour various Rhodnius species (including colombiensis, 
pallescens, pictipes), make this species a good candidate for further studies. Carcavallo 
& Martinez (1985) reported the finding of R. ecuadoriensis in E. guineensis in the 
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province of Los Rios. It would also be of interest to determine whether sylvatic 
populations of the species exist in southern Ecuador and in Peru; control interventions 
aiming to eradicate domestic-peridomestic populations from those areas could be 
organised if such populations were absent. 
iv. The putative vertebrate hosts of natural populations of R ecuadoriensis have not 
been studied. During our work on tagua palms, we observed various mammals (bats, 
opossums, small rodents, one spiny rat and one coati), birds (including medium-sized 
owls and others), and reptiles (mainly small lizards) taking shelter on palm crowns. The 
relationships between these and other vertebrates and the bugs could be investigated by 
means of bloodmeal identification. 
v. Assessment of natural infection and characterisation of parasites circulating in 
bugs and mammals would help improve our knowledge on the sylvatic cycle of T. cruzi 
(and perhaps other trypanosomes) in Ecuador. 
vi. The study of microclimatic conditions in palm trees would also be of interest. It 
has been suggested that relative humidity (RH) and temperature preferences of some 
bug species could play a key role in the process of invasion/colonisation of human 
habitats (CR Lazzari, pers. comm. ). Thus, the adaptation of Amazonian R piclipes and 
R. robustus to constant, extremely high RH in palm tree crowns (recorded averages over 
95%, and minimum values -80%) could be contributing to the observed fact that these 
bugs never colonise, although frequently invade, human dwellings - where average and 
minimum RH values are generally lower (FS Palomeque et al., unpublished data). 
vii. The impact of alternative/complementary control approaches proposed here (the 
`integrated habitat management') on bug behaviour and population dynamics, and on 
disease transmission, should be carefully assessed in the context of pilot interventions 
(including a thorough cost-effectiveness evaluation). 
viii. Finally, the relationships between sylvatic and domestic R ecuadoriensis 
populations were investigated in this project. Important phenetic, ecological, and 
behavioural differences were identified. Molecular and morphometric approaches were 
used to explore the relationships of R ecuadoriensis populations. The phylogeny of the 
species in the context of the group R pallescens -R colombiensis -R ecuadoriensis 
was also investigated. 
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S. DOMESTIC ECOLOGY OF RHODNIUS ECUADORIENSIS 
5.1. Introduction 
Domestic populations of Triatominae are the principal single source of human T 
cruzi infection (Schofield 1994, Dias & Schofield 1999). The notion that these vectors 
may tend to favour households presenting some specific features was already present in 
the works by Carlos Chagas. Panstrongylus megistus (then identified as Conorrhinus 
megistus) was the main synanthropic species in Lassance (Minas Gerais, Brazil), where 
Chagas was working around 1907; he observed that the bugs thrived in the cracks and 
crevices of the mud-walled huts where the impoverished local population lived, and 
accordingly reached the conclusion that improvement of living standards would 
represent a major move towards the control of disease transmission (Chagas 1909,1911, 
Dias & Schofield 1999, Lent 1999, Prata 1999). Later on, extensive investigations 
carried out at the `Centro de Estudos e Profilaxia da Molestia de Chagas' (a field 
research station of the Instituto Oswaldo Cruz in Minas Gerais) established the 
technological and operational foundation upon which current vector control 
programmes are built: the use of chemical insecticides in combination with community 
participation aided by comprehensive health education schemes - and with housing 
improvement playing an important role in lowering reinfestation rates and halting 
disease transmission in the long term (Briceffio-Leon 1990,1996, Ault 1994, Schofield 
1994, Dias 1998a, 1999, Dias & Schofield 1999, Morel 1999, Rojas de Arias et al. 
1999, Rojas de Arias 2001). 
The Triatominae are however a very diverse assemblage of insects. Being largely a 
group of nest-dwelling, opportunistic blood-feeders, it is not surprising that many of the 
ecological differences among genera (and also between species groups, between 
species, and even between populations of single species) are related to their fine 
adaptations to particular microhabitats (Barrett 1991, Gaunt & Miles 2000, Schofield 
2000b). The spatial distribution of some species may even tend to be discrete within 
human environments; for instance, in some parts of Brazil or Bolivia T. sordida prevails 
in the peridomicile while T. infestans is mainly found indoors (Barrett 1991, Schofield 
1994, Noireau et al. 1999a, Pires et al. 1999). Considering peri- and intradomiciliary 
areas separately, T. brasiliensis is found more often in stone-walled animal pens and 
among piles of firewood or tiles than in fences or storerooms in northeast Brazil; 
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synanthropic populations of several Rhodnius species (e. g. nasutus, neglectus) 
preferentially infest peridomestic chicken coops, and R. prolixus is notorious for its 
ability to build up dense colonies in thatch roofs in Venezuela; T. dimidiata is in 
contrast rarely found above Im from the floor in Costa Rica, although tile roofs were 
identified as a risk factor for infestation; finally, whilst in northwest Argentina T. 
infestans populations favour brushwood or grass-and-earth roofs, they are more 
commonly found in mud walls in Brazil (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, 
Starr et al. 1991, Gürtler et al. 1992, Schofield 1994, Salvatella et al. 1998, Oliveira- 
Lima et al. 2000). 
As for other aspects of triatomine biology, most of the studies on the domestic 
ecology of the bugs refer to the primary disease vectors, and mainly to T. infestans (e. g. 
Cohen & Gürtler 2001; see below). It is well established that synanthropic Rhodnius 
species tend to infest houses with palm leaf or thatch roofs and chicken coops or 
dovecotes in the peridomicile, probably reflecting their association with arboreal 
habitats (mainly palms) and avian hosts in the wild; it has been proposed that eggs of R. 
prolixus (fastened to the substrate as in all Rhodniini) may be transported into houses 
when palm fronds are used to build roofs. Many species of Triatomini occupy terrestrial 
ecotopes in nature, and this too seems reflected in the preference for houses with mud 
walls and earthen floors of some populations of Triatoma (e. g., infestans, dimidiata) 
and Panstrongylus (e. g., megistus, rufotuberculatus) (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, 
Barrett 1991, Gaunt & Miles 2000). 
Although some general patterns do apply to many of the principal vectors, H Lent 
and P Wygodzinsky observed that, when judged as a whole, synanthropic triatomines 
may be found "in all kinds of materials and structures" (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979; p. 
133), highlighting the need for specific studies if meaningful information (i. e., from 
which control measures can be derived) is to be obtained. 
There is a conspicuous lack of studies on the domestic ecology of R ecuadoriensis; 
this is in part a consequence (and perhaps in part a cause) of the relatively widespread 
perception that this species does not play a major role in disease transmission - in spite 
of epidemiological evidence on the contrary, applying at least to some geographic areas 
(see Section 1.4.2. ). 
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5.2. Materials and methods 
5.2.1. ENTOMOLOGICAL SURVEYS 
A pre-selection of candidate study localities was performed after reviewing the 
relevant information extant on vector distribution and epidemiology of Chagas disease 
in Ecuador. Qualifying factors included existence of reports of domestic-peridomestic 
populations of R. ecuadoriensis, absence of evidence suggesting T dimidiala was the 
main local vector, and feasibility of fieldwork. Preliminary visits to pre-selected 
localities allowed confirmation of their suitability, established collaborative links with 
local health authorities, and were used to make logistical arrangements. 
Entomological surveys were carried out in three localities: El Lucero (canton 
Calvas, province of Loja), Lourdes (canton Portovelo, province of El Oro), and 
Pachinche Adentro (canton Portoviejo, province of Manabi). Demographic and 
Figure 39. Domestic ecology of 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: fieldwork 
areas in western Ecuador 
A representative sample of dwellings was randomly selected (using locality diagrams 
and house numbering established by the National Vector Control Service) for expected 
infestation rates below 2% (a=0.01 for confidence limits; calculations were made in 
Epilnfo 6.0). In each house, one dweller helped fill a detailed questionnaire, including 
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sociological data were available from local health authorities. 
KAP (Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices) about the disease and its vectors. 
Triatomines were collected by hand, using forceps, gloves, torches, and labelled plastic 
flasks with filter paper. Dead specimens, exuviae, and eggs were also collected in some 
cases. Intradomiciliary inspection involved a two-people team (one worker of the 
National Vector Control Service plus one researcher) working in each dwelling for at 
least 30min; whenever triatomines or their traces (eggs, exuviae, dead bugs or faecal 
smears) were found, a thorough inspection was performed (two to four hours). 
Inspections began in the main bedroom, following clockwise; all surfaces and possible 
hiding places were inspected as thoroughly as possible (walls, roofs, floor; beds and 
other furniture; pictures and other objects hanging on walls; clothes; stored crops, 
building materials and firewood; and, if present indoors, the places where domestic 
animals were kept). No flushing-out or knock-down compounds were used. 
A similar procedure was applied to the peridomiciliary area. All types of 
peridomestic structures were surveyed, including pens, corrals, domestic bird nests and 
coops, stored firewood, agriculture and/or building materials (stones, timber, tiles, 
adobe bricks... ), hollow trees, palm trees, etc. The standardised entomological indices 
(WHO 1991) were calculated. 
Table 18. WHO standardised entomological indices 
Index Description 
Infestation Households ® /houses examined x 100 
Density Triatomines captured / households examined 
Crowding Triatomines captured / households 
Colonisation Houses with nymphs / households ®x 100 
®= infested (presence of bugs of any developmental stage in houses or peridomiciles) 
As mentioned above, a serological survey was carried out in Lourdes (El Oro) and 
Lucero (Loja) by Ecuadorian colleagues. After informed consent, capillary blood 
samples were obtained by fingerprick onto filter paper from inhabitants of the studied 
domiciles. ELISA tests using crude and recombinant antigens were performed on blood 
eluates following described procedures (see Grijalva et al. 1995, Guevara et al. 1999). 
The feeding profiles of domestic/peridomestic R ecuadoriensis from a highly 
infested dwelling in Loja were analysed by immunoprecipitation (Siqueira 1970); tests 
were carried out in a collaborating laboratory (Department of Entomology, Fiocruz, Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil). Samples were obtained by pressing on the abdomen of recently 
collected, engorged specimens; drops of intestinal content were placed on filter paper, 
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labelled, and sent to the laboratory. Filter papers placed in the containers used for field 
collection, stained by insect faeces, were also analysed; these results, not individual- 
specific, were however indicative of the feeding preferences of the studied colonies 
(bugs from each collection site were placed in a separate container). A battery of 17 
antisera [bird 1: 10000, human 1: 15000, dog 1: 15000, cat 1: 12000, goat 1: 14000, horse 
1: 16000, pig 1: 10000, opossum 1: 15000, rodent 1: 17000, tamandua 1: 12000, capybara 
1: 14000, coati 1: 13000, armadillo 1: 15000, ox 1: 15000, sheep 1: 8000, toad 1: 16000, 
and lizard 1: 16000] was used. 
5.2.2. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
Data analysis included descriptive statistics, univariate exploratory analyses, and 
multivariate logistic regression testing for the effects of covariates found to be related to 
the dependent variable (various forms of infestation, see below) in univariate analyses. 
The variables and statistical tests used in this study are defined below. 
Current infestation: presence of R ecuadoriensis bugs in artificial structures 
(domestic and/or peridomestic). The fact that only palm-tree living colonies of R 
ecuadoriensis were detected in Manabi (with an additional adult bug captured within a 
house) led to the decision to limit the analysis of relationships between household 
variables and the likelihood of infestation to the communities of El Lucero (Loja; 84 
DUs' studied) and Lourdes (El Oro; 36 DUs studied). Results obtained from Ph. 
aequatorialis palm trees in Pachinche Adentro (Manabi) are included in the analysis 
of the sylvatic ecology of R. ecuadoriensis presented in Chapter 4. Intradomiciliary 
and peridomestic current infestation were considered separately for some of the 
analyses. 
Colonisation: presence of breeding colonies of R ecuadoriensis (nymphs, eggs 
and/or exuviae) in domestic and/or peridomestic structures. The presence of 
adventitious adult bugs invading a domicile was considered to be most likely 
independent of any of the characteristics of households studied here - it could in any 
case be related to the infestation of neighbouring homes (or, in some parts of Ecuador, 
palm trees). Colonised dwellings corresponded exactly to those where peridomestic 
infestation was detected. 
'DU = Domiciliary Unit (throughout the text hereafter); it comprises the house and the peridomestic area. `Household' is sometimes used instead of DU, whereas `dwelling' and 'house' refer exclusively to the buildings where people live 
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Reported infestation: report of the presence of R. ecuadoriensis bugs in the DU 
under study (i. e., the present family domicile), as recorded from dwellers during the 
interview. No distinction was made between the presence of breeding colonies and 
adult bugs invading the domicile. Reported infestation by the dwellers was in our 
sample strongly correlated to current infestation (see below); results from previous 
field studies suggest that longitudinal detection of infestation by householders 
outperforms active searches for bugs by investigators, which apparently yield false- 
negative results in many cases, even when pyrethrum compounds are used as flushing- 
out agents to dislodge the bugs from their hiding places (e. g. Garcia-Zapata et al. 
1992,1993, Bryan et al. 1994, Andrade et al. 1995a, Gürtler et al. 1995, Cuba Cuba et 
al. 2002). In our study areas, high levels of knowledge about R. ecuadoriensis were 
recorded (see below), supporting the view that most of the dwellers reporting 
infestation were likely to give true-positive answers. Modelling this variable can 
therefore be considered as a realistic approximation to the ecology of synanthropic 
populations of R. ecuadoriensis. 
Reported recent infestation: a sub-group of the previous variable where positive 
DUs are those where dwellers reported having seen R. ecuadoriensis in the year 
before fieldwork. 
Statistical approaches. Univariate statistics (Chi-square [X2 hereafter], t-test, Fisher's 
exact test [FET hereafter], and non-parametric tests when the distribution assumptions 
of normality and equality of variances were dubious [Wilcoxon test for two-level 
responses (WT), and Kruskal-Wallis test for multi-level responses (KW)]) were first 
used to explore relationships. Unadjusted odds ratios (uOR) and corresponding 95% CI 
were calculated from univariate logistic regression. However, performing repeated 
univariate comparisons could lead to erroneous estimates of significance probabilities 
(at a=0.05, an average of 5% p values will be <0.05 just by chance); in addition, 
univariate analyses do not allow for an assessment of the simultaneous effects of a range 
of covariates on the response variable. A multivariate logistic regression modelling 
approach was therefore used in which maximal models containing a binomial response 
variable (current infestation, reported infestation) and a set of potential explanatory 
'The null hypothesis of homoscedasticity was tested using the Bartlett test in dubious cases; Welch 
Anova was used for comparisons whenever this hypothesis tested false 
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covariates (entomological, socio-economic, related to house quality and building 
materials, and related to domestic animals) were fit and then simplified using a step- 
wise process of deletion of non-significant terms as assessed from likelihood ratio tests 
(implying analysis of statistical significance in variations of deviance caused by each 
deletion by testing the null hypothesis that the parameter estimate for the term is zero 
[Ho: 4=0]) (see Crawley 1993, Kleinbaum et al. 1998, SAS Institute 2000). The general 
expression of the logistic model describes the expected value of the outcome under 
study (i. e., E(1')) in terms of the following formula: 
E(Y)=1/1+exp[-(flo+QjXj+)62X2+... + )] 
The accuracy of each model was summarised as the area under the receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve derived from the model (see Altman & Bland 1994, SAS 
Institute 2000). The model-predicted status (i. e., colonised/not, reportedly infested/not, 
etc. ) of each DU was compared with the actual one by means of contingency analyses 
and FET. The covariates included in each maximal model corresponded to those 
showing highly significant relationships with the dependent variable in the univariate 
exploratory analyses. Following the general principle of parsimony, only minimal 
adequate models were kept. Predictions from these models were explored by simulation 
using different combinations of covariate values in the logit form of the model, namely 
logit[pr(Y = 1)] = ßo+ Q, (Xl) + ßi (X2) + ... + .4 
(Xi) =1og[odds(Y = 1)] =1og[pr(Y = 1) /1- pr(Y = 1)] 
where ßo is the intercept and ß,. the coefficients of the different covariates in the model. 
For dichotomous explanatory variables, X can take values of 1 (when the condition is 
present) and 0 (when the condition is absent). The probabilities associated with each 
particular case are therefore 
pr(Y = 1) =I/1+ exp (Iogit[pr(Y = 1)]); and pr(Y = 0) =1- pr(Y = 1) 
Two- and three-dimensional plots were produced in Excel spreadsheets using these 
formulae, including different combinations of covariate values, to visualise the 
relationships between the covariates and their relative effects on the probabilities of the 
outcome. 
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5.3. Results 
5.3.1. BASIC STATISTICS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOCALITIES 
One hundred and eighty-eight houses were investigated in three communities of the 
provinces of Manabi (Pachinche Adentro [1°07'S 80°21'W, -100m altitude], canton 
Portoviejo, 68 houses), El Oro (Lourdes, canton Portovelo [3°43'S 79°37'W, -980m 
altitude], 36 houses), and Loja (El Lucero [4°24'S 79°28'W, -1200m altitude], canton 
Calvas, 84 houses). These were small rural communities located in areas where the 
presence of R ecuadoriensis had been previously recorded (Defranc 1982, Racines et 
al. 1994, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). According to demographic data obtained from 
local health officials, -1100 people lived in Pachinche Adentro (-175 households). 
Lourdes was a smaller village, with approximately 550 people (-140 households). The 
population of El Lucero was of -800 inhabitants ('-200 dwellings). In each locality, a 
representative sample of domiciliary units [DUs] was selected by systematic random 
sampling (confidence limits >95%) using house numbers and village diagrams by the 
Vector Control Service. Descriptive statistics include data from all three fieldwork 
localities and were derived using JMP® 4.0 (SAS Institute 2000). 
In our sample, an average of 4.8±2.7 people (median=5, from 1 to 14) lived in each 
DU (significantly higher in Manabi [6.07±2.78] than in El Oro [3.92±2, up to 8] and 
Loja [4.08±2.45, up to 13]). The majority of families were originally from their areas of 
residence (100% in Manabi, 75% in El Oro, and 80% in Loja); immigrants came from 
the Amazon (one family in Loja) and Guayas (one family in Loja), with five families 
from Loja living in Lourdes (El Oro). Data on time of residence in their present 
localities were obtained from 168 families. They had been living in their communities 
for an average of 34.26±22.1 years (from 1 to 92, median=31.5). Families in Pachinche 
Adentro (Manabi) had lived there for a significantly (Kruskal-Wallis [KW] X2=22.1,2 
df, p<0.0001) longer period (45.1±20.5 years, 3 to 75) than those in El Oro (23.03±20,1 
to 75) and Loja (31.8±21.1,1 to 92). 
Years Families 
I to 9 21 12.5 
10 to 19 32 19.1 
20 to 39 50 29.8 
40 to 59 32 19.1 
60 or over 33 19.6 
Total 168 100 
Table 19. Entomological survey in western 
Ecuador: time of residence (in years) of 168 
families at their present communities 
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5.3.1.1. Current infestation and infection 
R ecuadoriensis bugs were collected inside or around 15 out of the 188 houses 
surveyed (overall infestation index 8%). No other species of Triatominae were found. 
Infestation was lower (5.9%) in Manabi (one adult male collected in a house, and 
peridomestic palm tree colonies in three further DUs) than in El Oro (13.9%) or Loja 
(7.1%); no statistically significant difference was recorded between infestation rates 
(univariate logistic regression for infestation by locality yielded a whole model test 
X2=1.96,2 df, p=0.38). Bugs were captured inside 7 these 15 infested households 
(46.7%); two of them (13.3% of infested dwellings) had only intradomiciliary bugs - in 
both cases adult bugs invading the house, not breeding colonies. Peridomestic colonies 
were detected in 13 households (86.7% of infested DUs); these were found in chicken 
coops in El Oro and Loja (77%) and in peridomestic Ph. aequatorialis palm trees in 
Manabi (23%). Mixed peri- and intradomiciliary infestation was recorded in five 
dwellings (41.7% of infested households). Six hundred and ninety-one R. ecuadoriensis 
bugs were collected (excluding those from a palm tree located in an uninhabited 
smallholding in Manabi). The following table summarises these results. 
Table 20. Domestic/peridomestic infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
in three communities of western Ecuador: entomological indices 
Entomological indices General Manabi El Oro Lola 
DUs surveyed/infested (%) 188/15 (8) 68/4 (5.9) 36/5 (13.9) 84/6 (7.1) 
DUs infested (breeding colonies) 15 (13) 4 (3*) 5 (4)** 6 (6) 
Number of bugs captured 691 10 212 469 
Density 3.67 0.15 5.89 5.58 
Crowding 40.07 2.5 42.4 78.17 
Colonisation index 86.7% 75% 80% 100% 
*Breeding colonies were detected in peridomestic palm trees near these three houses; **adult bugs found invading 
one house, without evidence of colonisation 
Results of serological tests for anti-T, cruzi antibodies were available from 
inhabitants of 116 houses in Lourdes and El Lucero (see Section 1.4.2. ). Infected people 
lived in 22 of these houses (19%). The percentages were 15.2% in El Oro (5 out of 33 
houses with data) and 20.5% in Loja (17 out of 83 households); the difference was not 
statistically significant. 
5.3.1.2. Socio-economic data 
The families were asked about their approximate monthly income; from 144 answers 
recorded, 65 families (44.1%) declared earning up to 50 US dollars a month, with 79 
families (54.9%) earning 50 US$ or over. Overall mean was 54.25±67.6 (median=50 
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[quartiles 20-70, range 0-750]). Values in US dollars were calculated at the exchange 
rate at the time of fieldwork (when the Sucre was still the official Ecuadorian currency). 
The highest mean income was recorded in El Oro (72.2±29.7, median=70, n=23) and 
the lowest in Loja (37.5±33.3, median=32, n=60), with Manabi in an intermediate 
position (63.9±94.8, median=50, n=61) (KW X2=22.86,2 df, p<0.0001). 
Analyses were repeated after excluding one outlier (reported monthly income 750 
US$). Data were transformed (fix) to improve normality, but Bartlett test detected 
heteroscedasticity, preventing the use of parametric tests. Welch Anova confirmed the 
results (F ratio=11.57,2 df, p<0.0001), and a Tukey-Kramer test showed that the mean 
income of families from Loja was significantly lower. After the exclusion of the 
mentioned outlier, a comparison of mean incomes (fix) of families (n=143) living in 
infested vs. non-infested dwellings was performed; variances were equal across groups. 
Mean income was significantly lower in households with infestation (current [t=-2.4, 
141 df, p=0.016]; peridomestic [t=-2.7,141 df, p=0.007]; reported in present home [t=- 
2.6,141 df, p=0.01]; and reported in present or past home [t=-2.2,141 df, p=0.03]). 
The percentages of families earning over 50 US$ (82.6% in El Oro, 60% in Manabi, 
and just 38.3% in Loja) were also significantly different: likelihood ratio test [LR] 
X2=15.4,2 df, p=0.0005. Unadjusted odds ratios (for percentages of families in the 
`under 50US$' group) were: Manabi=1 (reference), El Oro=0.1 (95% CI 0.02-0.49), and 
Loja=7.1 (95% CI 2.6-21.6). The following table summarises the findings. 
Table 21. Entomological survey: monthly income of families in three communities of western Ecuador 
Monthly family income (US$) Families % 
O to 20 39 27.1 
20 to 40 23 16 
40 to 60 42 29.2 
60 to 80 22 15.3 
80 to 100 10 6.9 
100 to 150 6 4.2 
Over 150 
................................................ ............. ""-z.............. ..... ----1.4- Total 144 100 
The father and mother of each family were asked about their level of formal 
education (as the school years they had completed). We obtained 155 answers from 
fathers and 174 from mothers. Males from Manabi reported a significantly lower 
average of schooling than those from El Oro and Loja, as did women from Manabi in 
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relation to those from El Oro. Linear regression showed that levels of studies of mothers 
and fathers were positively correlated [studies ?=2.3+0.5x(studies 6); R2=0.37]. 
Table 22. Entomological survey: formal education of family fathers (cý ) 
and mothers (Y )in three communities of western Ecuador 
School years 
completed n 
d, 
% n % 
No school (0) 35 22.6 32 18.4 
Under primary (1-5) 55 35.5 64 36.8 
Primary (6) 51 32.9 64 36.8 
Over p? na? y.. ý ')... 14 9 14 8.1 
Total 155 100 174 100 
5.3.1.3. Vectors 
We showed to the dwellers a collection of preserved triatomine specimens and 
colour, actual-size pictures of bugs of different species; percentages of people who 
recognised R. ecuadoriensis specimens and other species are presented below. 
Table 23 and Figure 40. Entomological survey: people recognising Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
specimens in three communities of western Ecuador 
Recognise General Manabi El Oro Loja 
R ecuadoriensis? n% n % n % n% 
Yes 105 55.9 16 23.5 15 41.7 74 88.1 
No 83 44.1 52 76.5 21 58.3 10 11.9 
Total 188 100 68 100 36 100 84 100 
Likelihood ratio test A' 73.6,2 df, p<0.0001; pairwise Fisher's exact test (FET) p: Manabi/El 
Oro=0.07; l. oja/EI Oro<0.0001; Loja/Manabi<0.000I 
GENERAL MANABI EL ORO LOJA 
Yes 
Ii>I No 
The percentage of people recognising other species was significantly higher in 
Manabi, where T. dimidiata was the only species seen (apart from R. ecuadoriensis), 
than in Loja. 
Table 24. Entomological survey: people recognising vector species 
other than Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in three communities of western Ecuador 
Recognise General Manabi El Oro Loja 
other vectors? n% n% n% n % 
Yes 69 38.5 37 54.4 12 33.3 20 26.7 
No 
.- -------- - 
110 61.5 
--- - -- --------------------- 
31 45.6 24 66.7 55 73.3 
: Total - .. 179 100 ............................. 68 100 ..................... - ---- 36 100 --------- 75 -------------------- 100 
Likelihood ratio test X-12.1,2 df, p=0.002; pairwise FET p: Manabi/El Oro=0.06; Loja/El 
Oro 0.5; l. oja/Manabi-0.001 
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Figure 41. Entomological survey: percentages of affirmative answers 
indicating Rhodnius ecuadoriensis and other vector species 
T. dimidiata was recognised by 85% of those giving affirmative answers; T. carrioni, 
P. rufotuberculatus, and `Triatoma' (without a clear species distinction) were all 
recorded in about 4% of answers. Finally, P. chinai was indicated in 2% of answers. 
Different patterns of answers were obtained in the three localities studied, as shown in 
the following figure. 
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Figure 42. Entomological survey: percentages of answers 
indicating vector species other than Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
T. hmidiata 
E'Triatoma' 
® P. rufotuberculatus 
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8 T. carrion 
Regarding R. ecuadoriensis, dwellers were asked if they had seen these bugs in 
domestic or peridomestic environments (of either their present or past residences). 
Affirmative answers were recorded more frequently in Loja (65.5%) than in El Oro 
(36.1%) or Manabi (17.7%) (LR X2=37.7,2 df, p<0.0001). Fifty-nine people said they 
had seen the bugs in their present house (73.8% of all affirmative answers and 31.4% of 
the total), the percentage was higher in Loja (45.2%) than in El Oro (33.3%) or Manabi 
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(13.2%) (LR X2=19.25,2 df, p<0.0001; pairwise Fisher's exact test (FET) p: 
Loja/Manabi<0.0001, Loja/El Oro=0.3; El Oro/Manabi=0.02). 
Table 25. Entomological survey: reported household infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
R ecuadoriensis: Present or past house Present house* 
reported infestation n % n% 
Yes 80 42.5 59 31.4 
No 108 57.5 129 68.6 
Total 188 100 188 100 
*This was the variable used (as `reported infestation') for further analyses on infestation in Loja 
and El Oro (below) 
Responses were categorised to explore whether the presence of bugs was detected 
recently or over a year before the interview. Recent infestation was reported with the 
following frequencies: 8.8% of dwellers in Manabi, 25% in El Oro, and 14.3% in Loja; 
these differences were not statistically significant (LR X2=4.5,2 df, p=0.1; pairwise 
FET significance probabilities were above 0.05 in all comparisons). 
Tables 26 and 27. Entomological survey: time since infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis was last 
detected; general answers and results divided into two categories (< or > one year before fieldwork) 
How long ago? n % 
<6 months 20 10.6 
One year 7 3.7 
>1 year 53 28.2 
Never 108 57.5 
Total 188 100 
Recent reported infestation n% 
Yes (<1 year) 27 14.4 
No (>I 
_y 
164 85.6 
-------------- ----- ------- Total 188 100 
>1 year 
1 year 
<6 months 
Figure 43. Entomological survey: time since reported infestation (present or past home) by Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis; column width proportional to the number of answers from each locality; the general 
percentages by categories are represented in the column on the right 
We recorded 83 valid answers indicating the places where R. ecuadoriensis bugs 
were seen. Intradomiciliary environments were mentioned in 55 of these answers 
(66.3% of the total), and peridomestic habitats in 17 (20.5%). Precise places included 
beds or bedrooms (mentioned in 24.1% of the answers), chicken coops (14.5%) or 
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house walls (16.9%). Mud walls were expressly cited in 12 answers (14.5%), whereas 
only four times was it mentioned that bugs are attracted to electric light (4.8%). Non- 
domestic environments were referred to in 13 occasions (15.7%). 
5.3.1.4. History of household insecticide treatment 
Inhabitants participating in the study were asked about the history of insecticide 
treatment of their dwellings (regardless of the technique, type of insecticide used, time 
since last treatment or whether the insecticide was applied by the vector control service 
or by the householder). Affirmative answers were obtained for 155 (83.8%) households 
(100% in Manabi, 84.2% in Loja, and 51.4% in El Oro; pairwise FET p<0.001 in all 
cases). 
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Figure 44. Entomological survey: history of household 
insecticide treatment (as reported by dwellers), by locality 
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Information on the time since the last application of insecticide was obtained from 
153 of the families whose house had been sprayed. The average time was 9.95±18.2 
months (from I to 96, median=2 [quartiles 1-12]) for the three communities; 1.28±1.36 
(1 to 12, median= 1 [quartiles 1-1]) in Manabi; 16.62±31.37 (1 to 96, median=4.5 
[quartiles 1-12]) in El Oro; and 16.82±19.65 (1 to 96, median=12 [quartiles 12-12]) in 
Loja. Time since last treatment was significantly lower in Manabi (assessed by Tukey- 
Kramer test and confirmed by Welch Anova: F ratio=22.9,2 df, p<0.0001). This 
variable was categorised into two groups (last spraying under or over 6 months) in order 
to calculate the percentage of recently treated houses. 
Table 28. Entomological survey: percentage of houses recently treated with insecticides. General results 
Time since treatment Houses % 
<6 months 84 54.9 
>6 months 69 45.1 
Total 153 100 
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Houses in Loja (13% in the <6 months category) had been less recently treated than 
those in El Oro (50%); a significantly higher percentage (98.5%) of houses had been 
recently sprayed in Manabi (by the malaria control service, using deltamethrin in that 
area of the country) (LR X2=124.6,2 df, p<0.0001). Householders were also asked 
about the type of insecticide used in their homes; the most frequent from 100 valid 
answers were malathion (45%), deltamethrin (31%) (both used by the malaria control 
service in different areas of the country), and DDT (4%). Other responses included 
various commercial brands of both domestic and agricultural insecticides, diesel 
(sprayed on timber walls and floors in many parts of Ecuador for insect control) or, in 
one occasion, burning the aromatic wood of a local tree ('palo santo'). 
5.3.1.5. Households 
Several features of each investigated dwelling were recorded during the surveys. 
First, the general condition of the house was classified into three categories ('good', 
`poor' and `very poor'). Results are summarised in the following table. 
Table 29. Entomological survey: general condition of dwellings. Overall results 
Condition of dwelling n % 
Good 57 31 
Poor 95 51.6 
Very poor 32 17.4 
Total 184 100 
These results were further classified into two categories, `good' and `poor' (this latter 
including the two last groups of the former table, i. e. 69%), for analysis. Houses were 
significantly poorer (LR X2=22.6,2 df, p<0.0001) in El Oro, where only one dwelling 
(2.8%) was found to be in good general condition, while 26 were classified as `poor' 
and 9 as `very poor' (97.2%). In Manabi, 35.3% of houses were in good general 
condition, with 64.7% being poor. In Loja, these percentages were 40% and 60%, 
respectively. 
Data on time since house construction were available from 159 families. The overall 
mean was 13.13±10.2 years (ranging from I to 60, median=11 [quartiles 5-19]). 
Dwellings in Manabi were built an average of 10.25±8.3 years ago (from 1 to 40, 
median=8 [quartiles 4-15]); this mean value was significantly lower (Welch Anova F 
ratio=5.4,2 df, p=0.0065) than in El Oro (15.76±14.3, from 1 to 60, median=11 
[quartiles 5.25-20]) or Loja (14.84±8.49, from I to 47, median=15 [quartiles 10.5-20]). 
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The sample was divided into two categories ('new' houses built up to 10 years ago, and 
`old' houses built 10 years ago or over): 39.7% were classified as new and 60.3% were 
old. Under this arrangement, the houses in Loja were found to be significantly older 
than those in Manabi, with the dwellings of El Oro occupying an intermediate position 
(LR X2=13.85,2 df, p=0.001; pairwise FET: Manabi/Loja=0.0004; Manabi/El 
Oro=0.14; Loja/El Oro=0.15). 
From 186 houses with valid data on wall building materials, 76 (40.9%) had walls 
made mainly of bricks (fired bricks or concrete blocks); 48 dwellings (25.8%) had mud 
walls (adobe blocks or bahareque -a mud-and-stick composite); 59 dwellings (31.7%) 
were mainly made of wood planks; and other materials were recorded from 3 dwellings 
(1.6%). Wall main building materials varied among localities, with timber prevailing in 
Manabi (77.6% of houses), bricks in El Oro (66.7%), and bricks (50.6%) and mud 
(49.4%) in Loja. These main materials were found in different combinations in some 
houses. A summary of results is presented in the following table. 
Table 30. Entomological survey: wall building materials. General results 
Material Houses % 
Bricks 54 29 
Adobe 33 17.7 
Bahareque 9 4.8 
Wood planks 48 25.8 
Others 3 1.6 
Bricks-adobe 5 2.7 
Bricks-bahareque 2 1.1 
Bricks-wood planks 7 3.8 
Bricks-others 7 3.8 
Adobe bahareque 1 0.5 
Adobe-others 1 0.5 
Bahareque-wood planks 1 0.5 
Bahareque-palm leaves 1 0.5 
Bahareque-others 1 0.5 
Wood planks-cane 2 1.1 
Wood planks-others 8 4.3 
Brick-wood-cane 1 0.5 
Bahareque-cane-others 1 0.5 
Wood-cane-others 1 0.5 
Total 186 100 
Walls made mainly of mud were thus present in 48 houses (25.8%), with a 
significantly higher proportion in Loja than in El Oro or Manabi. In some dwellings 
walls were only partially made with mud. The percentage of houses having mud in at 
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least some part of the walls was also significantly higher in Loja. In general, we found 
72.3% of houses to have unplastered walls; this feature was less frequent in Loja. 
Unplastered mud walls were recorded from 33 houses (17.7%); this percentage was 
significantly higher in Loja than in Manabi or El Oro. Results are summarised in the 
following table. 
Table 3 t. Entomological survey: wall building materials 
Walls 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
n%n%n%n 
Mainly mud 48 25.8 5 7.5 2 5.6 41 49.4 
Others 138 74.2 62 92.5 34 94.4 42 50.6 
Statistics Likelihood ratio test X2=46.3 5,2 df p<0.0001 (n=186) 
Partly mud 55 29.6 5 7.5 3 8.3 47 56.6 
Others 131 70.4 62 92.5 33 91.7 36 43.4 
Statistics Likelihood ratio test X2=56.05,2 df, p<0.0001 (n=186) 
Unplastered 123 72.3 62 94 30 85.7 31 44.9 
Plastered 47 27.7 465 14.3 38 55.1 
Statistics 
------------------- --- ----- -" ....... "-" -- "--- ------ ...... ............ Likelihood ratio testA =46.6,2 df p<O. 0001 (n=170) 
... ...... .. 
Unplastered mud 33 17.7 5 7.5 1 2.8 27 32.5 
Others 153 82.3 62 92.5 35 97.2 56 67.5 
. .... . ------ ............................. . Statistics .................. 
...................... ............................................................................ Likelihood ratio test X'=24.5,2 df, p<0.0001 (n=186) 
...... ... .. 
Wood planks 59 31.7 52 77.6 7 19.4 0 0 
Others 127 68.3 15 22.4 29 80.6 83 100 
................................ Statistics .................. ......................... ""-----------..... -----.................. -----------................... ---. Likelihood ratio test X2= 125.7,2 df, p<0.0001(n=186) ..... ........... 
Tile roofs were the most frequently found (46.7% of 170 houses with data), followed 
by those made of planks of corrugated fibre cement, metal, or concrete (30%), and palm 
tree leaves (8.3%); other materials were recorded in 15% of dwellings. Eighty-five 
houses (47.2%) had roofs made at least partially with tiles (none of them in Manabi, 
where 62.7% of roofs were made of concrete, fibre cement or metal, with 21% made of 
palm leaves). Tile roofs were the most frequently found in Loja (80.8%) and El Oro 
(60%; 62.8% had at least a part made of tiles). The percentage of houses with (totally or 
partially) tiled roofs was marginally higher in Loja than in El Oro (FET p=0.06). Palm 
leaves were only used for roof thatching in Manabi, with the exception of one dwelling 
in Loja (with no information on the species of palm used). 
Wood planks were used to make the floors of 47.1% of dwellings (85.3% of houses 
in Manabi, 66.7% of dwellings in El Oro, and only 7.2% of those in Loja); 25% of 
houses had earthen floors (43.4% of houses in Loja, 22.2% in El Oro, and 4.4% in 
Manabi); concrete floors (27.3% of the total) were more frequent in Loja (49.4%) than 
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in El Oro (11.1%) or Manabi (8.8%). Only one house (0.5% of 187 DUs with valid 
data) had a tiled floor (in Manabi). 
The majority of households surveyed had two bedrooms (40.8%); 38.04% had just 
one bedroom, 15.8% had three, 4.9% four, and 0.5% (one house) had six bedrooms. 
Houses were in average larger in Manabi (2.18±1.02 bedrooms) than in Loja 
(1.69±0.82), with houses in EI Oro in an intermediate position (1.83±0.71). Crowded 
conditions were considered to exist if three or more people slept in the same bedroom. 
This happened in 60.8% of our sample of dwellings, corresponding to 71.6% of families 
in Manabi, 63.9% in El Oro, and 50.6% in Loja. A significant difference was only 
recorded between Loja and Manabi (where crowding was more frequent, FET p=0.012). 
5.3.1.6. Domestic animals 
The presence of domestic animals (mammals and birds) in both intra- and 
peridomiciliary environments was thoroughly investigated during our surveys. Out of 
188 families, 184 had at least one domestic animal (98%), with just four (2%) having no 
animals at all. No significant differences were recorded among localities. 
Regarding birds, 90.9% of families had at least one (mainly chickens) in or around 
the house (about 10-12 birds/DU in average). Both in Manabi and in El Oro over 97% 
of families had birds; birds were present in 83% of DUs in Loja (LR X2=11.4,2 df, 
p=0.003). The average number of birds per DU was significantly lower in Loja (KW 
X2=16.2,2 df, p=0.0003; Anova [on 1Ix] F ratio=7.6,2 df, p=0.0007). 
Table 32. Entomological survey: presence and abundance 
of domestic/peridomestic birds in domiciliary units 
Birds 
Presence* Mean StDev Median Quartiles Range 
Yes No ababababab 
Manabf 66 (97.1) 2 (2.9) 13.6 14 9.8 9.6 10.5 11.5 6-20 6-20 0-50 1-50 
El Oro 35 (97.2) 1(2.8) 14.9 15.3 11.3 11.2 11 12 5-20.75 5-21 0-50 2-50 
Loja 
. 
69 (8.... 14 (16: 9) 9.4 11: 4 10.7 
.. 
10.8 6 8 2-13 4-15 0-50 1-50 
Total 170 (90.9) 17 (9.1) 12 13.2 ...... 10.7 ......... 10.5 ... .... 10 -....... 10 .............. ...... 4-18 ........... 5-20 .... ---- 0-50 --- 1-50 
"n (%). Numbers in bold indicate significantly less birds/DU in Loja (KW X2=16.2,2 df, x. 0003); a--data from all DUs; 
b=data from DUs with birds (mode= l0 for both groups) 
Domestic mammals (mainly dogs, and also cats, pigs, guinea pigs, cattle, sheep, etc. ) 
were present in/around 168 DUs (89.4% of 188), in an average quantity of 5.4±6.2 
(median=3 [quartiles 2-7], ranging from 0 to 35). The results by locality were as follows 
(with no significant difference recorded). Manabi: 94% of DUs had mammals 
(mean=4.4±3.6, median=3 [quartiles 2-6.75], from 0 to 16); El Oro: mammals in 86% 
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of dwellings (mean=5.2f7.2, median=3 [1-6.75], 0 to 35); and Loja: 87% of 
DUs had 
mammals (mean=6.3±7.2, median=4 [2-9], 0 to 32). 
Table 33. Entomological survey: presence and abundance of dogs in domiciliary units 
Dogs 
Presence* 
Yes No 
Mean 
ab 
StDev 
ab 
Median 
ab 
Quartiles 
ab 
Range 
ab 
Manabi 39(60) 26(40) 1.1 1.8 1.2 1.01 11 0-2 1-2 0-5 1-5 
El Oro 27(75) 9(25) 1.3 1.8 1.4 1.3 11 0.25-2 1-2 0-6 1-6 
Lola 47 (56) 37 (44) 1 =1 .. 
1.9. 
-. 
1.3..... 1.1 
--- 
12 
-------------------- 
0-2 
---------------- 
1-2 
---------- 
0-6 
----------- 
1-6 
---------- 
Total - 113 (62.1) 72 (38.9) 1.1 1.8 1.2 1.1 11 0-2 1-2 0-6 1-6 
*n (%). a--data from all DUs; b=data from DUs with dogs (mode was 1 for all groups) 
Almost half (46%) of the families (data from 183 DUs) kept animals inside 
domiciles; the presence of these intradomiciliary animals was found in 34% of houses 
in Manabi, 36% in El Oro, and 60% in Loja (a significantly higher percentage: LR 
X2=11.6,2 df, p=0.003). The presence of domestic birds inside dwellings was recorded 
in 9.7% of 186 households with valid data (6% in Manabi, 11%in El Oro, and 12% in 
Loja). These were mainly chickens (present inside 8% of dwellings), ranging from a 
single hen in four houses to 29 birds kept in a particular domicile in Loja. A 
few 
families kept pigeons (one house), ducks (one house) and other birds (kept as pets, two 
houses). 
Mammals were also present inside a high percentage of households (43.6%), with 
proportions varying among localities: 32.4% in Manabi, 36% in El Oro, and 56% in 
Loja (a significantly higher percentage; LR X2=9.6,2 df, p=0.008). Dogs were kept 
indoors in 15% of 185 households with valid data (one dog in 60.7% of them, and two 
dogs in 39.3%). All domiciles with intradomiciliary dogs were in El Oro (with 14% of 
houses keeping dogs inside) and Loja (27.4%). Cats were more frequently found 
indoors: 26.5% of 185 families providing valid answers were found to keep cats (one to 
five) inside the dwelling (29.2% of families in Manabi, 19.4% in El Oro, and 27.4% in 
Loja). Guinea pigs (an average of 10.16±7.5, ranging from two to 30 in positive DUs) 
were present inside 10.7% of dwellings surveyed (data from 185 families). All these 
houses were in Loja (16.7% of families kept guinea pigs indoors here; 8.07±6.1, from 2 
to 20) and El Oro (14%; 16±8.6, from 8 to 30). 
The presence of domestic animals in peridomiciles was also a frequent feature. 
Valid data were obtained from 188 households; 173 of these families (92%) kept at least 
one domestic bird or mammal around the house. These included 100% of DUs in 
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Manabi, 94.4% in El Oro, and 84.5% in Loja. Peridomestic birds were observed in 
85.6% of DUs, including 97.1% in Manabi, 91.7% in El Oro, and 74% in Loja 
(significantly lower: LR X2= 19.4,2 df, p<O. 0001). One hundred and fifty-seven families 
(84% of 187 DUs with data) kept chickens around their domiciles, in numbers ranging 
from one to 50 birds (mean=12.86±10.07; median=10 [quartiles 5-20]). Keeping 
peridomestic chickens was significantly less frequent in Loja (71% of households) than 
in Manabi (97%) or El Oro (89%) (LR X2=21.7,2 df, p<0.0001). Families from Loja 
also had fewer chicken (average in positive DUs 11.3±10.7, from 1 to 50, median=8 
[quartiles 5-15], n=59) than those from Manabi (13.2±9,1 to 50, median=10.5 [quartiles 
6-20], n=66) or El Oro (15.1±11,4 to 50, median=12 [quartiles 5.25-22.25], n=32). 
Other peridomestic birds included pigeons (7% of houses, 5.4±3.6, from 1 to 14; 
Manabi: 13.2% of houses; El Oro: 8.3%; and Loja 1.3%), ducks (one house in EI Oro), 
and turkeys (four houses in Loja); other birds were kept in five houses (two in Loja and 
three in EI Oro). 
Peridomestic mammals were observed in 74% of dwellings. The percentages by 
localities were 91.2% in Manabi (significantly higher, LR X2=18.7,2 df, p<0.0001), 
66.7% in El Oro, and 63% in Loja. Peridomestic dogs were present in 47.3% of 
households, with a significantly lower (LR X2=16.9,2 df, p=0.0002) percentage 
recorded from Loja (31%; bold type in table 34) in comparison with Manabi (59%) or 
El Oro (64%). Owners of peridomestic dogs (n=89) had between one and six of those 
animals; a higher average (2.15±1.3, median=2; bold type in table 34) was recorded in 
Loja, but the differences with Manabi and El Oro were not statistically significant. 
Table 34. Entomological survey: presence and abundance of peridomestic dogs in domiciliary units 
Peridomestic dogs 
Presence* Mean StDev Median Quartiles Range 
Yes No ababababab 
Manabi 40 (58.8) 28 (41.2) 1.04 1.8 1.16 11 1 0-2 1-2 0-5 1-5 
El Oro 23 (63.9) 13 (36.1) 1.17 1.8 1.4 1.4 1 1 0-1.75 1-2 0-6 1-6 
Loja 
.............................. 
26(31) 
................................. 
58(69) 
.................... 
0.7 2.15 
.................. ... 
1.2 
.. 
1.3 0 2 0-1 1-3 0-6 1-6 
Total 89 (47.3) 99 (52.7) .. . 0.9 1.9 .......... 1.25 .................... 1.2 0 .......................... 1 0-1 ............... 1-1.25 .......... 0-6 .......... 1-6 
'n (%). a=data from all DUs; b=data from DUs with peridomestic dogs 
Cats were present in the peridomestic areas of 22% of households, in numbers 
ranging between 1 and 4 (mean=1.8±1.03, median=1 [quartiles 1-3]). The percentages 
of families with peridomestic cats in the studied localities were comparable: 25% in 
Manabi (1.8±1.03, median=l), 30.6% in El Oro (1.64±1.03, median=l), and 20.3% in 
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Loja (2±1.06, median=2). Pigs were kept in the peridomiciles by 75 families (40% of 
houses). The percentage was significantly smaller (LR X2=31.3,2 df, p<0.0001) in El 
Oro (5.6%) than in Loja (40.5%) or Manabi (57.4%). The average number of pigs in 
those houses was also smaller in El Oro (2 houses with one pig each) than in Manabi 
(2.41±2.56, median=2 [quartiles 1-3], from 1 to 15) or Loja (4.73±3.32, median=3.5 
[quartiles 2-8], 1 to 12); the general average was 3.43±3.13 (median=2 [quartiles 1-4]), 
ranging from 1 to 15. Guinea pigs were also present in some peridomiciles. Seven 
families (3.7%) had these animals around the house (average number 6.9±2.7, 
median=6 [5-8], from 4 to 12); peridomestic guinea pigs were kept by one family in 
Manabi (1.5%, five guinea pigs), two in El Oro (5.6%, 9±4.24, six in one house and 12 
in the other), and four in Loja (4.8%, 6.25±2.06, from 4 to 8). Finally, the presence of 
other domestic mammals in peridomiciles (including for instance sheep, donkeys, 
horses, goats, cows, rabbits, etc. ) was also investigated. They were present in 19.7% of 
houses (in an average number of 2.8±3.04, median=1 [quartiles 1-3], from 1 to 15), with 
percentages of 35.3% in Manabi (2.2±2.26, median=l, 1 to 9), 5.6% in El Oro (2±1.4, 
median=2,1 to 3), and 13.1% in Loja (4.3±4.2, median=3, from 1 to 15). 
5.3.1.7. Product storage 
The investigation of households also involved gathering data about storage of 
agricultural products, firewood, building materials, etc. in both intra- and peridomestic 
environments. Out of 156 family questionnaires with valid information, 58 (37.2%) 
indicated the families stored these products indoors (31.7% in kitchens, 26.7% in 
storerooms, 16.7% in bedrooms, and 25% in other rooms). This percentage was lower 
(LR X2=11.9,2 df, p=0.003) in Manabi (19.2%) than in El Oro (41.2%) or Loja 
(48.6%). A higher proportion of families stored products around their houses (70.5% of 
173 DUs with data), with a lower (LR X2=16.7,2 df, p=0.0002) percentage in Loja 
(53.5%) than in Manabi (81.8%) or El Oro (83.3%). Places for storage of these products 
included sheds or storerooms built on purpose in less that 20% of responses. 
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5.3.1.8. Knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) in relation to 
Chagas disease, its vectors, and putative conditions favouring 
triatomine infestation and disease transmission 
A brief questionnaire was designed for this part of the study. As with the questions 
discussed so far, not all answers were available in all cases, either because the person 
being interviewed refused to answer some of the questions, because she or he could not 
give a clear answer, or occasionally because the answer was not accurately recorded. 
The questionnaire was preferably answered by one adult in each of the 188 
households surveyed. Family mothers were generally preferred (70% of the people 
interviewed were women), as they are largely in charge of the management of domestic 
and peridomestic environments in rural Ecuador. Data regarding age, formal education, 
and occupation of those responding were obtained at the beginning of the interview. 
Average age was 47.5±17.5 years, ranging from 15 to 92 years (174 answers). Results 
were comparable in Manabi (average 47±16.3 years; 68 answers), El Oro (44±18.2; 31 
answers), and Loja (49.4±18.25; 75 answers). Regarding formal education, an average 
of 4.6±3.17 school years completed (from 0 to 13) was reported in 169 answers 
obtained. In Manabi, the reported average was significantly lower (KW X2=13.9,2 df, 
0.001): Manabi, 3.56±2.7 school years, from 0 to 12; El Oro 5.97±3.5,0 to 12; and Loja 
(5.01±3.18,0 to 13). From 171 answers on occupation, -56% of people interviewed 
were housewives, with agriculture/farming as the second main job. 
Table 35. Occupation reported by dwellers in KAP questionnaires 
Occupation n % 
Housework 96 56.1 
Agriculturelfanning 45 26.3 
None/jobless 19 11.1 
Others 11 6.4 
Total 171 100 
"Knowledge. First, we asked whether people being interviewed had ever heard 
about a condition called `Chagas disease'. Only 13.8% (26 out of 188 answers) gave an 
affirmative response. The percentages were 19.1% in Manabi (13 out of 68), 25% in El 
Oro (9 out of 36), and just 4.8% in Loja (4 out of 84, a significantly lower percentage: 
LR X2=12.1,2 df, p=0.0024). 
Secondly, we asked about disease transmission. The percentages of positive answers 
were also low: 8.3% in the entire group, 14.9% in Manabi, 8.3% in El Oro, and 1.5% in 
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Loja (where 66 valid answers were obtained). This latter percentage was significantly 
smaller than that of Manabi (LR X2=9.1,2 df, p=0.01; FET LojalManabi: p=0.009); 
significant p values were not obtained in other comparisons. 
Questions about triatomine vectors began by finding out whether the person being 
interviewed knew the bugs (both adult bugs and nymphal instars). Interviewers were 
allowed to `help' with additional information - on the contrary, when the question was 
to find out whether people recognised the bugs (above) specimens and pictures were 
simply shown to the head of family. Results regarding knowledge of vectors (adults and 
nymphs) are summarised in the following tables and figures. 
Table 36. KAP study: knowledge of adult triatomines 
Adult vectors 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
n%n%n%n% 
Yes 
No 
136 
51 
72.7 
27.3 
46 
22 
67.7 
32.3 
16 
20 
44.4 
55.6 
74 
9 
89.2 
10.8 
Total 187 100 68 100 36 100 83 100 
FET p values: 0.002 (L, oja/Manabi), 0.02 (El Oro/Manabi) and <0.0001 (Loja/El Oro). LR 
X2=27.1,2 df, p<0.0001 
Table 37. KAP study: knowledge of immature triatomines 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
Immature vectors 
n% n% n% n % 
Yes 79 42.7 13 19.7 6 16.7 60 72.3 
No 
............................................ 
106 57.3 
................................... 
53 80.3 
... 
30 83.3 23 27.7 
Total 185 100 ........................... 66 100 ........................... 36 100 ......... 83 .................... 100 
Knowledge of nymphs was significantly better in Loja than in Manabi and El Oro 
(LR X2=56.6,2 df, p<0.0001), which were comparable. In all three localities, as well as 
in the general sample (FET p<0.0001), a significantly higher percentage of people 
knowing adult triatomine bugs did also know the nymphs. 
Next we asked if these bugs may cause any nuisance to people, without mentioning 
disease at this point so that we could possibly get a more general idea bout what people 
think of and know about the bugs. Differences between localities in percentages of 
affirmative responses were statistically significant (LR X2=21.2, p<0.0001): they were 
more frequent in Loja and only accounted for 26.5% of answers in EI Oro, with Manabi 
in an intermediate position (pairwise FET: Loja/El Oro p<0.0001; Manabi/El Oro 
p=0.006; Loja/Manabi p=0.053). 
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Table 38. KAP study: "Do triatomines cause any nuisance? " 
Do vectors cause General 
Manabi El Oro Loja 
any nuisance? n % n % n % n% 
Yes 102 57.6 37 56.1 9 26.5 56 72.7 
No 75 42.4 29 43.9 25 73.5 21 27.3 
Total 177 100 66 100 34 100 77 100 
After this, we specifically asked about the possibility of becoming infected or getting 
any disease from bug bites. A high percentage of affirmative responses was obtained 
(74.7%); the percentage was significantly smaller (LR X=7.55,2 df, p=0.02) in Loja 
than in Manabi or El Oro (FET: Loja/Manabi p=0.04; Loja/El Oro p=0.03); results were 
comparable in these two latter localities (FET p=0.6). Examples of conditions thought 
to be caused by bug bites included skin problems (most frequent, including itch, ulcers, 
infection, inflammation, etc), anaemia, fever, and heart disease (percentages not 
recorded). 
Table 39. KAP study: "Can bug bites transmit any disease? " 
Can bug bites General Manabi El Oro Loja 
transmit diseases? n % n % n % n% 
Yes 136 74.7 54 80.6 30 85.7 52 65 
No 46 25.3 13 19.4 5 14.3 28 35 
Total 182 100 67 100 35 100 80 100 
Finally, the knowledge about vectors was further investigated by exploring what 
people knew about the habits of the bugs. Some additional questions were asked when 
necessary to confirm correct answers and reduce false-positive results. With regard to 
the ecotopes and hiding places of triatomines, answers considered correct included wall 
crevices, mud walls, palm trees, beds, spaces behind objects on walls (including 
wallpaper) or furniture, chicken coops, guinea pig pens, etc. The percentage of correct 
answers was significantly higher in Loja (LR X2=14.9,2 df, p=0.0006; pairwise FET: 
Loja/Manabi p=0.0004; Loja/El Oro p=0.013), with comparable results obtained in El 
Oro and Manabi (FET p=0.7). 
Table 40. KAP study: "Do you know where the bugs live? " 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
Where the bugs live? 
n% n% n % n% 
Correct 116 64.1 34 50.7 20 55.6 62 79.5 
Wrong 
........................ . . 
65 35.9 
. . ............... 
33 49.3 16 44.4 16 20.5 
............... ... ...... Total .. . . ............... 181 100 .............................. 67 100 ............. 36 I.............. 100 ............................. 78 100 
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Regarding triatornine feeding habits, only responses stating bugs eat blood were 
considered to be correct. These were recorded more frequently in Loja, and represented 
<30% in Manabi. Differences were statistically significant. 
Table 41. KAP study: "Do you know what bugs feed on? " 
T..... a.. »...... f...,. 1:.... 6.. I.. t. 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
! 11(Il\r111111C Ila ulll Ilalrrll. ý 
Il eil Il °/ti Q ýý'ü Q% 
Correct 99 54.7 18 28.9 19 51.4 0 79.7 
Wrong 
.................... ...... .. _....... -- 
82 45.: 
...... ..... 
-19 73.1 17 'Iti -t, 
16 20.3 
Total 181 100 67 100 35 100 79 100 
Pairwise FF'1': IA)ja/Manabi p'_0.0001.1A)jaiFl Oro p 0.003: El (ho/Marsabi p 0.02. IN X2 43.2.2 dC p 0.0001 
A further comparison was performed taking into account four responses related to 
adults, nymphs, ecotopes and hiding places, and feeding habits of the bugs. Correct 
answers to different questions were assigned different weight in an attempt to reflect the 
accuracy of knowledge. Knowledge of adult bugs was assigned a value of 2; knowledge 
of nymphs was considered to reflect a considerably better level of information, so it was 
assigned a value of 3; a correct answer to the question of where bugs live was 
considered to have a lesser value (1) (other pest arthropods [cockroaches, bedbugs, 
chicken lice, mites, ticks] may share some ecotopes with triatomines); finally, a correct 
answer on blood-sucking was considered to reflect factual knowledge about bugs, and 
was assigned a value of 4. Wrong and missing (18 of 752 possible) answers were rated 
0. Mean `quality of knowledge' score was significantly (KW . 
Y2-57.5,2 df, p-'. 0.0001) 
higher in Loja (7.64±3.06, median=9), with Manabi (3.46±2.72, median=3) and El Oro 
(3.94}-3.43, median-4) having comparable results. The mean score value for whole 
sample was 5.4+3.61 (median=6). 
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Figure 45. KAP study: 'qualitvI of knowledge' on vectors. Scores combining answers to four 
questions (b} locality ); boxplots are quantilc plots (showing median and 1t)'%ß, 25%. 75%0 and 90% 
quantilcs): short lines in each column indicate mean, standard errors and standard deviations 
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-Attitudes. The attitudes of inhabitants towards the presence of triatomine bugs in 
both intradomiciliary and peridomestic environments were also explored. Thus, the 
person being interviewed was asked how she or he felt (or would feel) about suffering 
intra- and peridomiciliary infestation by triatomine bugs. Responses were categorised 
into four groups (indifferent, minor nuisance, major nuisance, and intolerable); under 
this arrangement, results showed what appears to be a significantly higher degree of 
tolerance for intradomiciliary bugs (LR X2=13.8,2 df, p=0.03) in Loja, with comparable 
percentages in Manabi and El Oro. Tolerance towards peridomestic infestation was 
more important; it was lower in Manabi than in Loja and El Oro (LR X2=35.7,2 df, 
p<0.0001). Correspondence analysis plots were produced to explore these differences in 
tolerance. 
Table 42. KAP study: attitudes towards intradomiciliary and peridomestic infestation 
Attitudes: General Manabi El Oro Loja 
intradomiciliary vectors n % n % n % n % 
Indifferent 15 8.2 4 5.9 1 2.8 10 12.8 
Minor nuisance 39 21.4 13 19.1 7 19.4 19 24.4 
Major nuisance 85 46.7 27 39.7 19 52.8 39 50 
Intolerable 
.......... ....... .................... ------ ...... ... 
43 
. _.................... 
23.6 
... ---........ .... 
24 
... ----- 
35.3 9 25 10 12.8 
Total 182 100 .... 68 ......... --. -.... 100 ... --------- 36 ---------------- 100 ---------- 78 --- ------------ 100 
Attitudes: General Manabi El Oro Loja 
peridomestic vectors n % n % n % n % 
Indifferent 58 32.2 16 23.5 13 36.1 29 38.2 
Minor nuisance 43 23.9 19 27.9 6 16.7 18 23.7 
Major nuisance 51 28.3 10 14.7 15 41.6 26 34.2 
Intolerable 
..................................... -----... ----------------- 
28 
-------"---------....... 
15.6 
............. 
23 33.8 2 15.6 3 3.9 
Total 180 ..... 100 .............. 68 ......... -- ..... 100 .......... .. 36 ................ 100 .......... 76 ..................... 100 
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Figure 46. KAP study: attitudes towards intradomiciliary (A) and 
peridomestic (B) infestation by triatomines: correspondence analysis 
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"Practices. We started by asking whether the householder took any action 
specifically against triatomines, including insecticide spraying or any other possible 
intervention. We recorded 188 valid responses, 101 of which were affirmative (53.7%). 
This percentage did not vary significantly in the different localities (55.9% in Manabi, 
50% in El Oro, and 53.6% in Loja). The following table summarises these results. 
Table 43. KAP study: practices. Antivectorial action by householders 
Action General Manabi El Oro Loja 
against vectors n% n% n%n% 
Yes 101 53.7 38 55.9 18 50 45 53.6 
No 87 46.3 30 44.1 18 50 39 46.4 
Total 188 100 68 100 36 100 84 100 
We then specifically asked about indoor insecticide spraying as an action taken 
against triatomine bugs in particular. Affirmative responses were obtained from 40 
dwellers (21.3%); statistically significant differences between localities were recorded 
(LR X2=7.03, p=0.03; FET: Loja/El Oro p=0.036, Loja/Manabi p=0.06, El Oro/Manabi 
p=0.06). Three people who affirmed they used insecticides lived in houses where data 
from the general interview indicated no history of insecticide spraying. 
Table 44. KAP study: practices. Insecticide spraying against triatomines (two categories) 
Insecticide General Manabi El Oro Loja 
against bugs n% n% n% n% 
Yes 40 21.3 11 16.2 4 11.1 25 29.8 
No 148 78.7 57 83.8 32 88.9 59 70.2 
Total 188 100 ............. 68 100 ............ .... 36 100 -"" ......... 84 100 
Table 45. KAP study: practices. Use of insecticides against triatomines 
Insecticide spraying 
General Manabi El Oro Loja 
n% n% n% n% 
Regularly 18 9.6 11 16.2 1 2.8 6 7.2 
Only if heavy infestation 22 11.7 00 3 8.3 19 22.6 
Never 
-"------------- -------------- --------------------- 
148 78.7 
---------------- --- 
57 83.8 32 88.9 59 70.2 
Total ---------- - 188 100 --------- " ----- --------------- 68 100 ------------- ---------- 36 100 ---- ------------ --- 84 100 
0.5 - 
ü 0.0 - 
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-10 -f- 
-10 0 
,00.5 l 'o 
c2 
Figure 47. KAP study: practices. 
Use of insecticides against 
triatomines: correspondence analysis 
a 
Only if heavy infestation 
XLOJA 
EL ORO 
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Other initiatives were taken against triatomines in the studied localities. Thus, 15.4% 
of people indicated that they also kill individual bugs if they happen to see them 
in or 
around the house (22.1 % in Manabi, 22.2% in El Oro and just 7.1 % in Loja -a 
significantly smaller percentage). Special house cleaning activities (explicitly linked to 
the idea of avoiding the risk of infestation) were mentioned in 10% of the interviews 
(16.2% in Manabi, 8.3% in El Oro, and 6% in Loja). Other actions (spreading boiling 
water on walls, painting, removing wallpaper, etc. ) were mentioned by 22% of the 
people being interviewed. Only 12.8% of those interviewed affirmed they use bednets. 
The percentage was higher in El Oro (22.2%), with 16.2% in Manabi and only 6% in 
Loja (a significantly smaller percentage compared to El Oro). 
The dwellers were asked whether they let their domestic animals spend the night 
indoors. Affirmative responses were obtained from 68 people (36.2%). The percentage 
was higher in Loja (44.1%) than in Manabi (29.4%) or El Oro (30.6%); the differences 
were not significant. Only in 4.3% of households were domestic animals allowed to 
sleep inside the bedrooms (El Oro: 5.6%; Loja: 4.9%; Manabi: 2.9%). Asked about why 
they keep their domestic animals indoors, the dwellers mentioned rodent control in 
36.4% of 66 valid answers. Habit was mentioned in a similar percentage of answers 
(34.8%), and was followed in frequency by the necessity of protecting the animals from 
predators and thieves (24.2%) and the use of dogs to guard the properties (7.6%). 
The habits of domestic hygiene were also included in the survey. We asked the 
dwellers how often they performed in-depth cleaning of their houses; additionally, we 
posed the same question regarding the places where domestic animals are kept 
(including chicken houses, corrals, pigsties etc. ). Responses obtained are summarised in 
the following tables. 
Table 46. KAP study: practices. Domestic hygiene: frequency of in-depth house cleaning 
Domestic hygiene: 
house cleaning 
General 
n% 
Manabi 
n% 
El Oro 
n% 
Loja 
n% 
Weekly 70 44.9 40 59.7 6 17.7 24 43.6 
Fortnightly 21 13.5 12 17.9 6 17.7 3 5.5 
Monthly 29 18.6 8 11.9 10 29.4 11 20 
Each two months 11 7.1 5 7.5 4 11.8 2 3.6 
Each three months 9 5.8 1 1.55 2 5.9 6 10.9 
Each six months 5 3.2 1 1.5 2 5.9 2 3.6 
Once ay 
.......................... 
11 
----- 
7.1 
--------------- 
0 
-------------- 
0 
--------........ 
4 
.............. 
11.8 
.................. 
7 
.............. 
12.7 
.................. Total 156 100 67 100 34 100 55 100 
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Table 47. KAP study: practices. Domestic hygiene: 
frequency of in-depth cleaning of domestic animal places 
Domestic hygiene: cleaning 
of animal places 
General 
n% 
Manabi 
n% 
El Oro 
n% n 
Loja 
% 
Each month 53 63.1 16 69.6 21 61.8 16 59.3 
Each two months 6 7.1 2 8.7 3 8.8 1 3.7 
Each three months 5 6 0 0 4 11.8 1 3.7 
Each six months 2 2.4 0 0 1 2.9 1 3.7 
Once a year 1 1.2 0 0 0 0 1 3.7 
Never 17 20.2 5 21.7 5 14.7 7 25; 9 
Total 84 100 23 100 34 100 27 100 
Finally, we included a series of questions about peridomestic palm trees. These could 
only be found in our study locality in Manabi, where Ph. aequalorialis are common 
near dwellings; thus, the analyses presented below refer only to Pachinche Adentro. 
First we asked about the reasons why palm trees are kept in the vicinity of houses. 
Eighteen answers were obtained, 60% of which referred to the use of palm leaves for 
roof thatching. Commerce of leaves and seeds was adduced by 10% of people 
responding, and one person (5%) said the palms were part of the fence surrounding his 
property. Finally, 15% of dwellers were not the owners of the plot, so the palms 
belonged to the landlord. Two households in El Oro had peridomestic coconut palms 
(Cocos nucifera) that were kept just because they were considered to be beautiful. In 
Manabi, 46 (67.7%) householders used palm tree leaves for some purpose. The uses 
given to the leaves are summarised in the following table. 
Table 48. KAP study: practices. Use of palni tree leaves in Manabi 
Use of palm leaves Answers % 
Roof thatching 40 87 
Roof and chicken coops 1 2.2 
Roof and corrals 3 6.5 
Roof and others 1 2.2 
Roof, coops, corral, firewood 1 2.2 
Total 46 100 
Tagua nuts were said to be used by 17.7% of people interviewed in Manabi. The 
majority of answers about the uses of these seeds referred to food (the unripe tagua 
fruits have edible parts) and commerce (mainly in the vegetable ivory handicraft 
market). Both uses were combined in 41.7% of answers, with 33.3% referring only to 
food, and the rest (25%) only to commerce. No other palm products (stipes, fibre, etc. ) 
were used by the householders participating in our study. 
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5.3.2. UNIVARIATE STATISTICS 
As stated above, only results from the study localities in Loja (El Lucero, 84 DUs 
surveyed) and El Oro (Lourdes, 36 DUs) are included in these analyses. Palm tree- 
living colonies of R ecuadoriensis detected in peridomiciles of Pachinche Adentro 
(Manabi) were certainly independent of any of the variables studied in this survey on 
the ecology of synanthropic bug populations. Data on infestation of Phytelephas palms 
of Pachinche Adentro were included in the study on the ecology of sylvatic populations. 
5.3.2.1. Infestation 
Only in one house (El Oro) with no peridomestic colonies were bugs found within 
the domicile; these were two adult bugs (with no evidence of a breeding colony), and 
the dwelling was located near other infested houses. On the other hand, 5 houses (50% 
of those infested) had only peridomestic colonies, and 5 more (50%) had both. Only one 
of the dwellers whose house presented infestation (in peridomestic chicken coops) 
reported not having seen the bugs in the past; thus, reported infestation (of the present 
domicile) was strongly correlated with current infestation (after FET and effect 
likelihood ratio test`) and peridomestic infestation; these latter figures were the same for 
DUs where bug breeding colonies were detected (i. e., all peridomestic colonies were 
breeding colonies, and no signs of true colonisation were detected in the household 
where only intradomiciliary bugs were found). All those living in dwellings with 
intradomiciliary bug colonies did report having seen the bugs (FET p=0.004). 
Table 49. Entomological survey: univariate analyses. 
Actual infestation by reported infestation (present home) by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Count Current 
Total Peridomestic Total Column % infestation infestation" % 
Row % Yes No % Yes No 
V 
10 40 
50 9 41 50 
.0 Yes 90.9 36.7 41 7 90 37.3 41.7 
0 20 80 18 82 
4+ 1 69 1 69 
No 1 63 9 3 70 10 62 7 70 . . 1.4 98.6 58'3 . 1.4 98.6 58.3 
Total 11 109 i 120 10 110 120 
% 9.2 90.8 100 8.33 91.67 100 
FET p/ LR X2 (p) 0.0007 / 13.01 (0.0003) 0.0016 / 11.2 (0.0008) 
rercemages of miestea and non-Intestea households whose owners reported having seen the bugs in their homes 
are in bold type; *same figures as for colonisation (dwellings where breeding bug colonies were detected) 
In univariate logistic regression, the effect likelihood ratio test is equivalent to the whole model test, in 
which variations in deviance (differences in -log-likelihood) caused by the deletion of all covariates (just 
one in univariate analyses) except the intercept are assessed (i. e., the full and reduced models are 
compared) 
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In other words, report of infestation by dwellers allowed for the correct classification 
of 65.8% of DUs as infested/non-infested, with 10 true-positives, 69 true-negatives, 40 
false-positives, and just one false-negative (i. e., ten out of 11 actually infested DUs 
[91%] were correctly classified). Report of recent (<1 year) infestation yielded 85.8% 
correctly classified DUs (FET p=0.0003), with 7 true-positives (reportedly and currently 
infested), 96 true-negatives, 13 false-positives (reported as infested but found negative 
after active searches) and four false-negatives (dwellers said not to have seen the bugs 
in these DUs in the year before fieldwork, but active searches yielded positive results). 
5.3.2.2. Socio-economic data 
The mean number of people living in currently infested and non-infested homes was 
comparable; the same was observed between houses with/without reported infestation. 
No significant correlation was found between current infestation and the origin of 
families or the number of years they had been living in their present communities. 
However, families in houses with reported infestation had in average been living longer 
(34.1±21 years, median=29 [quartiles 14.5-53.5], ranging from 5 to 72) than those in 
houses without reported infestation (26.1±20.9 years, median=20 [10-38.5], 1 to 92) in 
their present communities (t=2.3,114 df, p=0.023 [t-test performed on "x to improve 
normality]). 
The average monthly income of families living in currently infested households was 
20.75±22.5 US$ (median=14.5 [quartiles 3.875-37.5], from 0.5 to 60) (data from six 
families), whilst it was 49.2±35.86 US$ (median=50 [20-80], 0 to 150) in non-infested 
domiciles (n=77) [general mean=47.1±35.7, median=50 (quartiles 20-80)]. Differences 
between these values were marginally non-significant (Wilcoxon test [WT] X2=3.2,1 
df, p=0.075), but univariate logistic regression showed a stronger negative correlation: 
uOR=0.01 (95% CI 0.00002-0.82) and LR X2=4.26 (1 df, p=0.04) (figure 48 A). When 
comparing the incomes of families living in houses with (mean=37±31.8; median=30 
[quartiles 5-60], 0 to 100) and without (mean=53.5±37, median=50 [quartiles 20-80], 0 
to 150) reported infestation, WT similarly showed a weak negative correlation (X2=3.7, 
1 df, p=0.053). Univariate logistic regression yielded results (uOR=0.12 [95% CI 0.014- 
0.86]; LR test X2=4.45 [1 df, p=0.035]) suggesting that family income may in fact be 
negatively correlated with the likelihood of reporting infestation (figure 48 B). 
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Figure 48. Entomological survey: univariatc logistic regression. Probability of current (A) 
and reported (B) household infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in relation to the 
approximate (crude) monthly income of families (as reported by the head of each family)-. 
dotted grey lines represent the observed average probabilities; n=83 
No significant differences in the levels of formal education of fathers (data from 94 
men) and mothers (data from 108 women) in families living in currently infested or 
non-infested dwellings were detected. However, the likelihood of current DU infestation 
slightly decreased with increasing education levels of family mothers (but not fathers). 
Analysis of reported infestation also revealed a weak negative correlation - this time for 
both sexes. The education levels of both fathers and mothers were positively correlated 
with the monthly family income (F ratios 25.3 and 21.2, respectively [l df, p<0.0001 ]). 
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Figure 49. Entomological survey : univariate 
analvscs. Probability of reported infestation as a 
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People living in households found to be infested during our survey were more likely 
to recognise R. ecuadoriensis specimens (91% recognised the bugs) than those living in 
non-infested homes (72.5%), but the difference was not significant (FET p=0.3). No 
significant difference was recorded when comparing households whose owners 
recognised other vector species (FET p=0.7). 
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5.3.2.4. Insecticides 
There was no significant relationship between the likelihood of current infestation 
and the reported history of insecticide treatment (excluding Manabi, all dwellings [but 
one] had been treated by the owners, not the vector control service). Seventy-three 
percent of currently infested homes were said to have been treated in the past, as were 
74.5% of those non-infested. These percentages were 82% and 68.7% in houses 
with/without reported infestation (FET p=0.13). A significant association was found 
when two groups were defined according to the time elapsed since reported treatment 
(under or over 6 months); 62.5% of currently infested dwellings were said to have been 
sprayed in the preceding 6 months, versus only 15.6% of non-infested domiciles 
(uOR=9.03 95% Cl 1.96-49.02; n=85). All four houses with intradomiciliary infestation 
and data on recent insecticide treatment were said to have been treated by the owners in 
the six months before fieldwork, vs. 16% of those without indoors bugs (FET p=0.0012). 
Table 50. Entomological survey: univariate analyses. 
Infestation by recent insecticide spraying (as reported by dwellers) 
Count Reported Current 
Recent reported 
Column % infestation Total infestation Total infestation Total % % (<12 months) Row % Yes No Yes No Yes No 
wo 8 9 17 5 12 17 53 8 Yes 19.5 20.5 20 62.5 15.6 20 38.5 10.7 19.5 
p 47.1 52.9 29.4 70.6 62.5 37.5 
0.4 
v 
33 35 68 3 65 68 8 25 33 
9 
No 80.5 79.5 
80 37.5 84.4 80 61.5 89.3 80 5 0 48.5 51.5 4.4 95.6 24.2 75.8 . 
Total 41 44 85 8 77 85 13 28 41 
% 48.2 51.8 100 9.4 90.6 100 31.7 68.3 i 100 
FETp/LR (p) 0.91/0.12(0.9) 0.007/7.8(0.005) 0.08/4.1(0.04) 
The only two dwellings reportedly treated with deltamethrin were infested - one with 
an intradomiciliary colony detected, and the other with just adult bugs collected indoors. 
Of 43 houses reportedly treated with malathion, four (9.3%) were found to be infested: 
three were in Loja (two of them with bugs detected indoors and reportedly treated 2 and 
3 months before the survey, respectively, and another one with just peridomestic 
infestation and treated a year before fieldwork), and one in El Oro (peridomestic 
infestation, treated one month before the survey). The only house where diesel was used 
as an insecticide (in El Oro) was also found to have peridomestic infestation. No 
infested houses were found where the dwellers used other insecticides. 
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5.3.2.5. Households 
Current infestation was more frequent in houses in poor/very poor condition: 12% of 
these (10/83) were infested, vs. only 3% of houses in good condition (1/33); 91% of 
infested households were in poor/very poor condition, and just one currently infested 
DU was classified as good. These differences were not statistically significant. Similarly 
non-significant differences were recorded when analysing intradomiciliary and 
reportedly infested households, although the percentages of infested DUs were always 
higher in poorer households. 
Time since house construction (general mean=15.2±11 years, median=15 [quartiles 
8-20], ranging from 1 to 60) was also comparable in both infested and non-infested 
DUs, except when reported infestation was analysed: mean=18.1±12.3 for DUs with 
reported infestation (median=16 [11-20], 3 to 60) vs. 13±9.4 in DUs without 
(median=12.5 [3.25-19.75], 1 to 40); 1-test [on 4x] X2=2.5 (89 df, p=0.014). Analysis of 
houses with/without recent reported infestation (up to 1 year, n=39) revealed no 
differences in time since construction (t=0.1,37 df, p=0.9). 
The analysis of wall building materials showed no significant differences between 
currently infested/non-infested DUs. Five out of 66 houses (7.6%) with brick walls were 
infested, as were 5 out of 43 (11.6%) with walls made mainly of mud. Adult bugs were 
collected in one out of 7 (14.3%) dwellings with timber walls. On the other hand, 33% 
of dwellers living in brick-walled houses reported past infestation, as did 60.5% of those 
living in mud houses, 14% of dwellers in houses with wooden walls, and 33% of those 
whose houses were made of other materials. The presence of intradomiciliary bug 
colonies was detected in two brick houses (both in Loja; one of them had some parts of 
the walls made of mud and was in poor condition, whereas the other one was a good, 
brick-walled house) and in three mud houses (two in Loja and one in El Oro). These 
results led to the idea of analysing infestation in dwellings with walls made totally or 
partially with mud (42% of 119 DUs with valid data) vs. all other dwellings (58%). 
Six out of 50 (12%) houses with walls made totally or partially with mud were 
currently infested, vs. 5 of 69 (7.25%) in the complementary group (FET p=0.5). These 
percentages were 12% and 5.8% in houses with/without bug colonisation, and 8% and 
2.9% in dwellings with/without indoors infestation. Reported infestation was more 
frequent in houses with walls built total or partially with mud: 58% of them were 
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reportedly infested, vs. 30.4% of houses with walls made of other materials (FET 
p=0.0045; uOR=3.16,95% CI 1.5-6.8, n=119). 
Both plastered and unplastered houses had comparable probabilities (if slightly 
higher for houses with unplastered walls) of being currently infested. Only the 
percentage of houses whose owners reported recent (up to 1 year) infestation (valid data 
available from 46 DUs) was significantly higher in the group with unplastered walls 
(55% vs. 12%; FET p=0.0047, uOR=9.2,95% CI 2.1-65.7). Reported infestation was 
more frequent in houses with non-plastered mud walls (64.3% reportedly infested, vs. 
35.2% of houses with different walls) (FET p=0.0085; uOR=3.3,95% CI 1.4-8.3, 
n=1 19), but this type of walls was not associated with any other class of infestation 
(either current, intradomiciliary, with colonisation, or reported recent). 
All currently infested houses had tiled roofs; five of them presented intradomiciliary 
infestation. FET p values were 0.06 (current infestation), 0.065 (colonisation), and 0.3 
(intradomiciliary infestation). Dwellers reported infestation in 50.6% of houses with 
tiled roofs, vs. 14.3% in houses with other types of roofs (FET p=0.0008; uOR=6.14, 
95% CI 2.15-22.25, n=113). The correlation between mud walls and tiled roofs was 
very strong (FET p<0.0001). Dwellers living in houses with walls made (totally or in 
part) of mud and a tiled roof were more likely to report past infestation (FET p=0.002, 
uOR=3.4,95% CI 1.6-7.6, n=117), but differences in percentages were not significant 
for the rest of infestation categories. The combination of unplastered walls and roofs 
made mainly with tiles was also explored. Reported infestation was more frequent in 
this type of building (FET p=0.015, uOR=2.9,95% CI 1.3-6.6); the same was observed 
with reported recent (<1 year) infestation (FET p=0.002, uOR=7.2,95% CI 2.1-33.1). 
The type of floor did not increase significantly the likelihood of current infestation; 
even if it was consistently higher in houses with earthen floors (for current infestation, 
colonisation, indoors infestation, and reported infestation), some of those with floors 
made with concrete or timber were also infested. Indoors breeding colonies were only 
found in one house with a concrete floor and in four with earthen floors. 
Crowded living conditions (three or more people sharing a single bedroom), or the 
number of bedrooms in the house, did not affect the likelihood of infestation. 
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5.3.2.6. Domestic animals 
All families living in currently infested domiciles had domestic animals, but this 
feature was so frequent (-97% of families had at least one animal) that no significant 
differences were recorded; the same occurred when an analysis of infestation in relation 
to the presence of peridomiciliary domestic animals (87.5% of families had them) was 
attempted. Infestation was less frequent in houses where animals were kept indoors, but 
differences were not statistically significant. 
The total number of domestic animals (mammals plus birds) was found to be 
positively correlated to the likelihood of infestation. This relationship was statistically 
significant only for intradomiciliary (t=3.06,118 df, p=0.003) and reported infestation 
(t=2.8,118 df, p=0.005); it was slightly weaker when only the number of peridomestic 
animals was analysed (intradomiciliary infestation t=2.9,116 df, p=0.005; reported 
infestation t=2.9,116 df, p=0.004), and no correlation was found between the number of 
animals kept indoors and the various categories of infestation. The transformation 
xt=(0.5+x)113 resulted in an approximately normal frequency distribution, and was used 
for the t-tests (for indoor animals, crude data were analysed using non-parametric tests). 
Separate analyses were conducted for chickens and dogs kept indoors or in the 
peridomicile. The number of dogs in the household was higher in infested houses (for 
both intradomiciliary [WT X2=11.5,1 df, p=0.0007] and current infestation [WT 
X2=5.9, I df, p=0.015; uOR=36.8,95% CI 3.4-489.4]). A significant difference was also 
recorded between reportedly infested/non-infested domiciles (WT X2=5.7, I df, 
p=0.017; uOR=7.66,95% CI 1.3-51.8) (figure 50 A), and a marginally non-significant 
one between households with/without bug colonisation and with/without peridomestic 
infestation (WT X2=3.8,1 df, p=0.051; uOR=16.9,95% CI 1.4-207.7). 
Reportedly infested dwellings also had more chickens than those whose owners 
reported no infestation (t=2.7,116 df, p=0.0089) (figure 50 B). No significant 
differences were recorded for current infestation, colonisation, or peridomestic 
infestation, but the presence of intradomiciliary bugs was associated with a significantly 
larger number of chickens in the DU (t=2.4,116 df, p=0.017). 
'For t-tests, data were transformed [xt=(0.5+x)"4J to improve normality; the normal quantile plot showed a 
reasonably linear shape, and non-parametric tests (WT) were also carried out (results not shown) to 
confirm results from t-tests (for which homoscedasticity was checked using the Bartlett test) 
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Figure 50. Entomological survey: univariate logistic fits. Probability of reported household infestation by 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in relation to the number of dogs (A) and chickens (B) kept in DUs. In B, the 
upper line corresponds to reported infestation. and the lower line to intradomiciliary infestation, statistical 
details were: (i)reported infestation: effect likelihood ratio test _A" 
=9.3,1 df. p=0.002; uOR=16.2.95% Cl 
2.6-128.6: and (ii)intradomiciliary infestation effect likelihood ratio test X2=3.95, I df, p=0.047, 
uOR=20.3,95% Cl 1.05-357.3. Dotted grey lines indicate the observed average probabilities of dwellers 
reporting infestation (in B. the one on top corresponds to reported infestation) 
The mere presence of chickens in the DU (assessed using a presence/absence 
variable) was not related to higher likelihood of any of the types of infestation studied 
here (FET p=l for current infestation, colonisation, and peridomestic infestation, 0.6 for 
intradomiciliary infestation, and 0.3 for reported infestation). A similar lack of 
association was observed for the presence/absence of both peridomestic and 
intradomiciliary chickens. 
Numbers of peridomestic dogs were found to be positively correlated with the 
likelihood of current infestation, intradomiciliary infestation, and reported infestation. 
As suspected, the inspection of frequency distribution histograms and normal quantile 
plots indicated non-normality, preventing the use of parametric statistics. 
Table 51. Entomological survey: univariatc analyses. Infestation and pcridomcstic dogs in households 
Response variables 
Wilcoxon test 
,. z p 
Univariate logistic regression 
Etlect I, R test 
uOR CI 
p 
() 
Current infestation 12.1 0.0005 12.35 0.0004 60.3 (6.26-787.8) 
Colonisation** 9.1 0.0026 7.8 0.005 28.2 (2.8-319.2) 
Intradomiciliary infestation 15.7 <0.0001 16.6 <0.0001 385 (20-19666) 
Reported infestation 8.1 0.0043 7.7 0.0056 12.4 (2-97.6) 
Recent reported infestation 8.13 0.004 9.3 0.002 20.7 (3-170) 
W'1' Wilcoxon test: WA Welch Anova; 1, R l ikelihood rati o; uOR unadjusted odds ratio; Cl -95% confidence interval: ns not significant "tbr one degree of fr eedom; **equ ivalent to peridomestic infiestat ion 
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Figure 51. Entomological survey: univariate logistic fits. Probability of household infestation by 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in relation to the number of peridomestic dogs; .fp values 
(from effect 
likelihood ratio tests) are shown on each graph. The line with the "Recent" label corresponds to recent 
reported infestation. Dotted grey lines indicate the observed average probabilities (in the graph for 
reported infestation, the lower line corresponds to recent reported infestation). See also text and table 51 
The numbers of dogs and chickens showed a weak positive correlation (as assessed 
from linear regression: R2=0.07). 
The number of guinea pigs inside dwellings had no effect on the likelihood of 
infestation, the same was observed for the number of peridomestic pigs. The total 
number of cats per DU was associated with a non-significant decrease of the probability 
of infestation. 
Finally, an estimate of vertebrate biomass (B) was calculated for each household as 
B= 1ogj (number of human inhabitants)+(total domestic mammals)+1/2(total domestic birds)] 
(the number of birds was halved because of their smaller average size) and its 
relationships with the likelihood of infestation by R. ecuadoriensis were explored. 
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Table 52. Entomological sunves : univariate analyses. Infestation and 'biomass index' (B, see text) 
Response variables t 
t-test 
* P 
Univariate logistic regression 
Etlect LR test 
uOR C[ 
Az p** 
() 
Current infestation 0.95 0.3 0.96 0.32 5.5 (0.2-237.3) 
Intradomiciliarv infestation 2.7 0.008 9.01 0.0027 6758 (15.3-22628118) 
Peridomestic infestation*** 0.68 0.5 0.5 0.48 3.5 (0.12-161.4) 
Reported infestation 2.5 0.014 6.3 0.012 13.4 (1.7-127.7) 
Recent reported infestation 2.1 0.04 4.7 0.03 23.1 (1.3-575) 
LR likelihood ratio: uOR - unadjusted odds ratio: Cl = 95% confidence interval: *115 degrees of freedom: **one 
degree of freedom: 'equivalent to colonisation 
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Figure 52. Entomological survey: univariate logistic fits. Probability of household infestation 
(current and reported) by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in relation to an estimate of biomass (B, see text); 
dotted grey lines indicate the average observed probabilities 
5.3.2.7. Product storage 
Storage of products (mainly crops, firewood, and spare building materials) in the 
peridomicile increased the likelihood of current DU infestation, thus, 16% of dwellings 
with such products were infested, vs. none of the households without them (data from 
107 DUs, FET p=0.007). Similar results were obtained for colonisation/peridomestic 
infestation (FET p=0.013), but no significant association was found for either reported 
(FET p=0.099) or intradomiciliary infestation (FET p=0.08). 
A similar lack of association was found in the analysis of intradomiciliary product 
storage (n= 104) - except for an increased percentage of dwellers reporting having seen 
the bugs in their homes recently (<1 year) (FET p=0.01). 
5.3.2.8. Domestic hygiene 
No infestation was detected in dwellings whose owners said they clean the house on 
a weekly basis, vs. 13.6% in households cleaned less often (FET p=0.048); the same 
trend was observed for colonisation (FET p=0.09) and intradomiciliary infestation (FET 
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p=0.16). Dwellers living in houses cleaned with different frequencies were equally 
likely to report infestation (FET p=1) (data from 89 DUs). Houses where chicken coops, 
corrals, pigsties, dovecotes etc. were cleaned at least once a month were less likely to be 
infested (8% vs. 16.7% infested DUs; FET p=0.4 [n=60]) or colonised (5.4% vs. 16.7%, 
FET p=0.2). The percentage of reportedly infested houses was also lower in those 
houses (29.7% vs. 54.2%; FET p=0.067). The difference was similar when recent (<1 
year) reported infestation was analysed (36.4% vs. 77%, FET p=0.095, n=24). 
5.3.2.9. KAP and infestation 
The analyses performed to explore possible relationships between the responses to 
the KAP questionnaires and infestation by R. ecuadoriensis included all dwellings 
surveyed in Pachinche Adentro (Manabi), Lourdes (El Oro), and El Lucero (Loja). The 
main objectives of this part of the study were (i) to gather information that could be 
used in the design of educational interventions in the context of a control programme, 
and (ii) to explore the relationships between different degrees of cohabitation with 
triatomines and the KAP levels of the inhabitants of the three localities studied. 
"General data. The ages of people answering the KAP questionnaires (data from 
174 DUs, overall mean=47.5±17.5, median=45 [range: 15 to 92]) were comparable 
whether their domiciles were currently infested (44.3±16 years) or not (47.7±17.6). The 
same was observed when houses with/without reported infestation (50.17±15.9 and 
46.3±18.1 years, respectively) were compared. No differences were recorded within any 
of the three communities when analysed separately, except for a lower mean age of 
dwellers living in infested DUs in Manabi (31.2 vs. 50 years), infestation here 
corresponds however to peridomestic palm trees (3 DUs) and one adult bug captured 
within a house. Finally, ages were also comparable between localities. 
Formal education levels were also similar in infested and non-infested DUs, with 
similar percentages of people having no formal education, not having completed 
primary school, and having done so. However, no one having studied after primary 
school lived in a currently infested dwelling in our sample (n=169 domiciles). Again, 
the differences were even lower between reportedly infested/non-infested dwellings. 
Significant differences between communities were detected, with dwellers from Manabi 
having in average lower education levels. 
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-Knowledge. Of those living in currently infested DUs, 20% knew Chagas disease 
in our study group, vs. 13.3% of those living in non-infested houses (FET p=0.44, 
n= 188). The percentages were also similar when comparing households with intra-, 
peridomestic, and reported infestation (FET p 1.0,0.4 and 1.0, respectively). The same 
was found for knowledge about Chagas disease transmission, however, no one living in 
houses where intradomiciliary bugs were captured knew how the disease is transmitted. 
In general, the percentages of people knowing adult triatomines were comparable (with 
no statistically significant differences detected) in both infested and non-infested 
households, but they were somewhat higher among people living in infested houses 
(bold type in table 53). Differences were highly significant between the groups of 
households where past infestation had/had not been reported. 
Table 53. Entomological/KAP survey : univariate analyses. Infestation by knowledge of adult vectors 
Reported Current Intradomiciliar Peridomestic Count 
infes tation Total infest ation Total y infestation Total infest ation Total Column'%o % % % % 
Row % No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 
48 3 51 49 2 51 50 I 51 50 1 51 
No 38.1 4.9 27 3 29.5 13.3 27 3 27.8 14.3 ! 27 3 28.7 
7.7 ! 27 2 
94.1 5.9 . 96.1 3.92 . 98 2 . 99 2 . 
0. 7K 
58 lib 123 13 136 130 6 136 124 12 136 136 
Yes 61.9 95.1 72.7 71.5 86.7 72 7 72.2 85.7 72 7 71.3 92.3 72.7 57.5 42.5 90.4 9.6 . 95.6 4.4 . 91.2 8.8 
Total 126 61 187 172 15 187 180 7 187 174 13 187 
% 67.4 32.6 100 92 8 100 96.3 3.7 100 93 7 100 
l"l`f p <0.0001 0.36 0.68 0.12 
The proportion of people knowing triatomine nymphs was significantly higher 
among those living in currently infested domiciles, as shown in the following table and 
figure. FET p values indicated strong correlation between these variables, especially 
when we compared households with and without peridomiciliary infestation (p=0.0023) 
and with/without reported infestation (FET p=0.0008). 
Table 54. Entomological/KAP survey: univariate analyses. Infestation by knowledge of immature vectors 
Count Reported Current Intradomiciliary Peridomestic 
Colmll "/c, infestation Total infestation Total infestation Total infestation Total 
Row 
% 
No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 
92 24 
106 
103 3 
106 
105 1 
106 
104 2 
106 No 66.1 39.3 
57.3 60.6 20 57.3 59 14.3 57 3 60.5 15.4 57 3 77.. 1 22.6 97.2 2.9 99.1 0.9 . 93.1 1.9 . 
= 
42 37 79 67 12 79 73 6 79 ( 11 79 Yes 33.9 60.7 42.7 39.4 80 42.7 41 85.7 42 7 39.5 83.6 42 7 53.2 46.9 84.8 15.2 92.4 7.6 . 86.1 13.9 . 
Total 124 61 185 170 15 185 178 7 185 172 13 185 
67 33 100 91.9 8.1 1(N) 96.2 3.8 100 93 7 1(X) 
I'I: 'I p 0.0008 0004 7 0.043 0. (X)23 
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The percentages of people knowing the habitats and feeding habits of bugs were 
similar in currently infested and non-infested DUs. Positive answers were significantly 
more frequent among those living in houses whose owners reported having seen the 
bugs in the past (FET p<0.0001 for habitats and 0.0004 for feeding habits, n=181). 
Also, when the `quality of knowledge' score (taking into account four responses 
related to the vectors, see above) was compared, we found that people living in infested 
(both currently and reported) households were likely to have a significantly better 
knowledge about the bugs than those living in vector-free environments. For these 
analyses, non-parametric tests (WT) and univariate logistic regression were employed. 
Table 55. `Quality of knowledge': comparison of mean/median scores obtained by people living in 
households with/without reported infestation and in infested/non-infested dwellings 
Quality of Reported Current Intradomiciliary 
Peridomestic 
knowledge Mean (SD) Median Mean (Si)) Median Mean (SI)) Median Mean (SI)) Median 
I3ugs present 7.23 (3.04) 7 7.53 (3.36) 9 8.57 (3.36) 10 7.85 (3) 9 
Bugs absent 
. . ---------- ---------------- .. 
4.5 (3.5) 4.5 
..... -- ----------------------- 
5.24 (3.6) 6 
------- ----- ------------------- 
5.3 (3.57) 6 
- -- ---_ .................... _..... _... 
5.24 (3.6) 6 
.... --- --........ ------------- --------- ... WT X2 (p) II dfj 24.2 (, -0.0001) 5.24 (0.02) 5.75 (0.016) 5.76 (0.016) 
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Figure 53. 'Quality of knowledge': logistic fit comparing knowledge scores and reported (A) and 
current (B) household infestation by Rhodniux ecuadoriensis. In A. Y values of 0.56,0.29, and 0.11 
arc the probabilities of reporting infestation associated with scores of 10,5 and 0, respectively, 
according to the logistic fit; the dotted line represents the average probability of dwellers reporting 
infestation. Significance probability values (p) obtained from effect likelihood ratio tests are 
presented on top right angle of each graph (1"2 values were 24.5 for A and 5.99 for BI1 dt]) 
The percentages of people affirming that these bugs represent a nuisance did not 
differ significantly between currently infested and non-infested DUs, but affirmative 
answers were again significantly more frequent among people living (or who lived in 
the past) in households with reported infestation (75% vs. 48.7%, FET p<0.0001). In a 
separate analysis by locality, only in El Oro this difference remained significant, even if 
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affirmative answers were always more frequently recorded from reportedly infested 
DUs. No significant differences were detected when comparing the percentage of 
answers indicating that bug bites can transmit some diseases obtained in infested/non- 
infested households and in those with/without reported past infestation. On the contrary, 
answers stating that domestic animals can transmit diseases to people were more 
frequently obtained from people living in currently infested domiciles (FET p=0.04); 
the differences were however not statistically significant when houses with/without 
intradomiciliary, with/without peridomestic infestation, and with/without reported 
infestation were compared. 
-Attitudes. Tolerance towards the presence of intradomiciliary bug colonies was 
comparable across the different groups, notwithstanding small differences recorded - 
such as a higher tolerance in houses actually presenting indoors infestation. The 
following figure shows the trends. 
o indifferent o Minor nuisance m Major nuisance " Intolerable 
Figure 54. Entomological/KAP survey. Tolerance towards indoor Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
colonies. General: results in the whole sample; Infested: currently infested/non-infested houses; 
Intradomiciliary: houses with/without intradomiciliary colonies; Peridomestic: houses 
with/without peridomestic colonies; Reported: dwellers reporting/not reporting past infestation 
Similarly, no significant difference was recorded when analysing the tolerance 
towards peridomestic colonies of R. ecuadoriensis. However, contingency analysis 
showed that the number of people stating that the presence of these colonies is 
intolerable was less than half the expected value in houses where dwellers reported past 
infestation (4 vs. 9.5). 
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INFESTED INTRA- PERI- REPORTED 
DOMICILIARY DOMESTIC 
-Practices. The percentages of people taking some kind of action against the 
vectors were similar within the groups of currently infested/non-infested DUs, those 
with/without intradomiciliary bugs, and those with/without peridomestic colonies, yet 
they were always higher in houses with triatomines. The difference between percentages 
of people taking/not taking action against bugs was however statistically significant 
when comparing families living (or who lived in the past) in houses with/without 
reported infestation, with a higher proportion taking some sort of action in reportedly 
infested homes (FET p=0.003). The following figure presents a comparison of these 
percentages. 
100% 
75% NO 
ö 
co co d 
ö 
YES 
YES NO 
Reported infestation 
Figure 55. Mosaic plot: action against vectors (KAP answers) in households with and without reported 
infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis (present or past home); column width proportional to the number 
of answers for each category; general percentages and categories presented in the right column 
Similarly, no significant increase in the proportion of people using insecticides 
against vectors was detected. Percentages were somewhat lower in currently infested 
DUs (more evident in dwellings with peridomestic infestation), and slightly higher in 
households whose owners reported past infestation. The percentages of people stating 
that they kill single bugs as they detect them were higher in houses with current 
infestation (FET p=0.015), with peridomestic infestation (p=0.03), and in those whose 
owners reported past infestation (p=0.03); no significant difference was detected 
between houses with or without intradomiciliary colonies. We found no relationship 
between infestation and use of bednets; comparable percentages were also obtained for 
domestic hygiene, presence of domestic animals indoors, or frequency of cleaning the 
places where animals live. An exception was the fact that houses that were cleaned once 
a week or more often did not have intradomiciliary bug colonies (FET p=0.033); in 
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general, infestation rates were lower among these houses when compared to those 
cleaned less often (4.3% vs. 10.5%; FET p>0.2). Infestation was also less frequent in 
households where peridomestic chicken coops, corrals, dovecotes, pigsties, etc. were 
cleaned monthly or more often, but differences were not statistically significant (e. g. 
28.3% vs. 45.2% reportedly infested, FET p>O. 15). 
The use of palm leaves in Manabi did not affect the proportion of infested 
households - as expected, taking into account that three out of four infested households 
had only palm tree-living peridomestic colonies, and only one adult bugs was found in 
the fourth one. 
5.3.3. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING: JOINT ANALYSES 
A multivariate logistic regression modelling approach was used for the investigation 
of possible associations between DU infestation by R. ecuadoriensis and different 
variables related to dwellings, their inhabitants, and domestic animals. Only results from 
El Lucero (Loja) and Lourdes (El Oro) are included in the analyses below. 
5.3.3.1. Current infestation 
The maximal (initial) model included variables found to have significant 
relationships with the likelihood of current DU infestation in the univariate exploratory 
analyses (table 56). The significance probability value was lower for peridomestic dogs 
than for total number of dogs; the former variable was therefore included in the model. 
The stepwise process of deletion of non-significant terms led to the exclusion of (in this 
order) recent insecticide treatment, family income, housekeeping (weekly or less often), 
and product storage in peridomiciles. The minimal adequate model (MInf-1) was thus 
fitted (lack of fit testy X2=16.9,10 df, p=0.08) including two covariates: report of 
infestation by the dwellers and number of peridomestic dogs in the DU (tables 56 and 
57). A second model was fitted (MInf-2) including current infestation as the response 
variable and two covariates related to those used in MInf-1: reported recent infestation 
(in the year before fieldwork) and total number of dogs in the DU (lack of fit test 
X2=11.6,10 df, p=0.3). Data from 120 households were available. 
°While the `whole model' tests if the specified model is better than a reduced model (with only intercepts), the `lack of fit' tests if a saturated model (with a parameter for each unique combination of x 
values) is better than the specified model; non-significant p values indicate that there is no need to add 
more complex (e. g. interaction) terms (SAS Institute 2000) 
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Table 56. Multi%anate logistic regression. Covanates for DU infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Current infestation Univariate tests 
statistics Multivariate modellini 
1. R. 't (p) OR (CI) 1 CSt 5tdt1St1( 
Reported intestation (FF: T) 0.0007 13(o. 0003) 17.2 (3-322) 9.1 (0.0025)° 13.7 (2.3-268.5)" 
Dogs (peridomestic) WT. 1' 12 I 0.0005 12.4 (0.0004) 60 (6-788) 8.5 (0.0036)° 41 (3.4-664)a 
Reported (recent) (FET) 0.0003 14.04 (0.0002) 12.9 (3.4-55.4) 9.75 (0.0018)b 9.6 (2.4-43.1 )b 
Dogs (total) RTX1 5 86 0.015 8.55 (0.0035) 37 (3.4-489) 4.26 (0.039)b 16.2 (1.15-260)h 
Recent spray (last 6 m) (FET) 0007 78 (0.005) 9(249) excluded 
Income WI X2 3.2 0.075 4.3 (0.04) 0.01 (0.00002-0.8) excluded 
Housekeeping (>week) (FET) 0048 7 (0.008) um%table excluded 
Products(pendomºcile) (FET) 0007 10.7(0.001) unstable excluded 
a Data from model . 
1In/-I: h Data from model . 
tfIn12 (see text): LR likelihood ratio test; uOR = unadjusted odds ratio; Cl - 
95°o confidence interal. OR adjusted odds ratio: FF T Fishers exact test, H"1 Wilcoxon test, I df (fir all X2 tests) 
The parameter estimates of MIn f1 are shown in table 57. The whole model test 
showed a high significance (. k2=21.5,2 df, p<0.0001). The area under the receiver 
operating characteristic [ROC] curve derived from the model was 0.86, for a specificity 
of 82%, the model achieved 83% sensitivity in the prediction on DU infestation (arrows 
in figure 56). Although Mlnf-l correctly classified 90.8% of DUs as infested or not 
(FET p=0.04), nine out of 11 (81.8%) actually infested dwellings were classified as 
non-infested by the model (false-negatives). MI, f-1 predictions included two true- 
positives, 107 true-negatives, two false-positives, and nine false-negatives (degree of 
agreement' kappa=0.23, SE=0.15). 
Table 57. Logistic regression model (. tllnf-1) for DU infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Current infestation PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR V2 (p) OR (CI) 
Intercept -36ý 1() -) 27.4 (<0.0001) --- -- 
Reported infestation 13 (0.55) 5.6 (0.018) 9.13 (0.0025) 13.7 (2.3-268.5) 
Pendomestic dogs 0.62 (0.22) 7.9 (0. (05) 8.47 (0.0036) 41 (3.4-664) 
Whole model test p 0.0001; Lack of fit test p 0.08. PF parameter estimates. SE standard error; I. R effect 
likelihood ratio test; OR oddsratio. C1 95°0 confidence intcrral 
1.00 - 
0.80 
f040 
Figure 56. Receiver operating characteristic 
020 
Area under 
(ROC) cure derived from the logistic 
Roc curve =o es regression model . 
llinf-l for household 
0.00 infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
0.00 0.20 040 060 0.80 1.00 
I -specificity (false positive) 
Kappa values and degree of agreement (Landis & Koch 1977): 0-0.2=slight 0.21-0.4=fair: 0.41- 
(). 6=moderate: 0.61 1.8=substantial: 0.8-1=almost perfect to perfect 
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Statistical details of MInf-2 are presented in table 58. This model correctly classified 
91.7% of dwellings as infested or not (FET p=0.02), with 108 true-negatives, two true- 
positives, one false-positive, and again nine false negatives (i. e., it failed to 
detect 
81.8% of actually infested DUs). The area under the ROC curve derived from Mlnf-2 
was 0.8,82% and 87% sensitivities were associated with 73% and 64% specificities, 
respectively (kappa=0.26, SE=0.16). 
Table 58. Logistic regression model (Allnf-2) for DU infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Current infestation PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR , \2 (p) 
OR (CI) 
Intercept -2.67(0.6) 22.96 (<O. 0001) --- --- 
Reported (recent) 1.13 (0.36) 9.7 (0.0018) 9.75 (0.0018) 9.6 (2.443.1) 
Dogs (total) 0.46 (0.23) 4.2 (0.04) 4.26 (0.039) 16.2 (1.15-260) 
Whole model test p 0.0001, L ack of fit tc t p -0.3: PE parameter estimates: SE -standard error: LR effect likelihood 
ratio test: OR odds ratio: CI 95%confidence interval 
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Figure 57. Predictions derived from the logistic regression models Aflnfýl (A) and AlInf-2 (B): 
probabilities of DU infestation (I' axes) as a function of reported infestation and numbers of dogs. 
Red curves correspond to reportedly infested DUs. and blue lines to reportedly non-infested DUs; 
sec text for details on the models (covariates and associated statistics) 
These findings may be operational in entomological surveys; thus, vector control 
inspectors may use two simple covariates (what dwellers report about infestation and 
the numbers of dogs) to work out the probabilities of each DU being infested. After 
MJnnf-1, the probabilities are above 50% when about 4 dogs are kept in the peridomicile 
and the dweller reports having seen the bugs in the household (and with 6 dogs 
otherwise); MInf-2 yielded similar findings for dwellings whose owners report 
having/not having seen the bugs recently (in the year before the survey takes place). 
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5.3.3.2. Reported household infestation 
A larger set of possible covariates was available for the analysis of reported 
infestation. All those showing significant relationships (as assessed from results of 
univariate analyses) are presented in table 59. Reported infestation had the advantage of 
being much more frequent than the actual detection of bugs by our team during 
fieldwork (positive DUs accounted for 41.7% and 9.18%, respectively), allowing for 
richer analyses. The use of this variable is also supported by results of several field 
studies showing that detection of synanthropic bugs by householders is probably the 
most sensitive way to identify DU infestation (see above and discussion in Section 5.4. ). 
An obvious caveat is that some false-positives may be included in the analyses (but 
active searches will yield some false-negatives); also, some details can be lost, such as 
precisely when (important for assessment of relationships with current DU 
characteristics) or where the bugs were seen, and the precise nature of infestation 
(breeding colonies or adult bugs). Both reported and recent reported infestation (the 
fraction of reportedly infested households where bugs were seen in the year before 
fieldwork) were available for analysis. Several models including different combinations 
of covariates were explored for both response variables with a double aim: 
i. Determining `diagnostic' characteristics of dwellings that could be of use for 
field surveys related to control interventions. This entails an attempt to define `high- 
risk' households on the basis of simple traits easy to incorporate in routine activities 
of the vector control service. The models MRep-la and b were devised with this 
aim. 
ii. Ascertaining candidate targets for control interventions involving 
environmental management at the household level. This implies identifying key 
aspects of the ecology of synanthropic bug populations so that strategies to modify 
them (reducing the likelihood of infestation) may be put forward. Hence, candidate 
covariates were restricted to those amenable to intervention (not, for instance, the 
proportion of dwellers recognising the bugs, the family income, or the time each 
family had been living in their present community). MRep-2 was defined following 
this rationale. 
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Table 59. Candidate covariates for reported domiciliary unit infestation by Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis: univariate analyses and multivariate logistic regression modelling 
Univarlate statistics Multivariate modelling 
Reported infestation Univariate tests Logistic regression LR X2 (p) OR (CI) 
Test statistic p value LR X2 (p) uOR (CI) 
. 01 - 13 . 2) " (1 (0 . 048) 
" 3.3 3 . 91 
Tiles in roof (FET) 0.0008 12.65 (0.0004) 
6.14 (2.15-22.25) - .... . ""-" ". ".. " "" . ""--""-""" "" "... """"" " ". .. . ..... 6.4(0.01)** 4.4 (1.4-17.4)'" 
Mud walls'' (FET) 0.0045 9.1(0.0026) 
3.16 (1.5-0.8) 4.46 (0.035)** 2.67 (1.1-6.91)** 
(0 . 018) " 15.9 (1 . 6-246)" 5 63 
Number of chickens WTX'ý. 35 0.012 9.3 (0.0023) 16.2 (2.6-128.6) . 8.73 (0.003)"* 22.7 (2.7-294)** 
Income"" 
. 
WTX2=3.7 
.................... ..... 
0.05 
.. -- - 
4.45 (0.035) 
-------- ------------- --- .... 
0.12 (0.014-0.86) 
............. - ----- ---- ---- 
4.04 (0.045)" 0.11(0.01-0.95)* 
---- --..... --... ... ... ........................ Time of residence 1-2.3 0.02° ............. . 
5.3 (0.022) 
............................... 
6.4 (1.3-34.6) 
... .......... ................. .... 
excluded 
.... ................................... ------------------- .................. Age . ofhouse 
---------------- -- ......... r2. S .... 0.014 6.2 (0.013) 14.15 (1.7-148) excluded 
Dogs (peridomestic) WT X2=8.14 0.004 
.............. 
7.7 (0.0056) 
.... ...... ............ 
12.4 (2-97.6) 
................................ 
excluded 
............... . 
Dogs (total) 
................. 
WT -5.7 
...... --.......... ..... 
0.0017 
.......... ..... 
5.3 (0.022) 
.. ............... ............ 
7.66 (1.3-51.8) 
............................ 
not included 
....................................................... .. .................. co.... iii., index 1-2.5 0.014 (0.012) 6.3 13.4 (1.7-128) not included 
Recognise vectors (FET) <0.0001 31.7 (<0.0001) 36.75 (7.4-668) not included 
'Data from model MRep- la; **data fromMRep-lb (see text); ***excluded fromMRepl-a; ****not included inMRep-lb; LR = likelihood 
ratio test; uOR = unadjusted odds ratio; Cl = 
95% confidence interval; OR = adjusted odds ratio; FET = Fisher's exact test; WT = 
Wilcoxon test; a 116 dfi b=89 df- X115 df; rest 1 df 
A maximal model was fitted for reported infestation including the following 
covariates: time of residence of families in their present community, monthly family 
income, time elapsed since the house was built, houses with mud walls, houses with 
tiled roofs, number of chickens kept in the DU, and number of peridomestic dogs. 
Stepwise deletion of non-significant terms (using effect likelihood ratio tests) led to the 
exclusion of the following covariates (in this order): time of residence at the present 
community, mud walls, age of the house, and number of dogs. The resulting model 
(MRep-la) was considered to be the minimal adequate, and included data from 78 
domiciles. The whole model test X2 p was 0.0025 (X2=14.36,3 df), and the lack of fit 
test yielded a p=0.15 (X2=40.6,69 df). Parameter estimates and other statistical details 
are presented in table 60. The area under the ROC curve derived from model MRep-la 
was 0.74, with 77% sensitivity for a specificity of 67% (arrows in figure 58, below); 
67% sensitivity was associated with 77% specificity. 
Table 60. Logistic regression model for reported infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis (MRep-la) 
Reported infestation PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR X2 (p) OR (Cl 
Intercept -0.73 (0.5) 1.92 (0.165) 
Number of chickens 0.06 (0.025) 4.72 (0.03) 5.65 (0.018) 15.9 (1.6-246) 
Tiled roof 0.6 (0.3) 3.49 (0.06) 3.91 (0.048) 3.3 (1.01-13.2) 
Monthly income -0.015 (0.008) 3.71 (0.054) 4.04 (0.045) 0.11 (0.01-0.95) 
Whole model test p=0.0025; Lack of fit test P0.15; PE = parameter estimates; SE = standard error, LR = likelihood ratio test; 
OR = odds ratio; CI = 95% confidence interval 
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Considering the relatively small number of DUs for which family income was 
available (reflecting difficulties in obtaining this kind of information), a further model 
was fitted without including this covariate in the maximal initial model. In this case, 
both roofs with tiles and mud walls remained significantly correlated with the likelihood 
of infestation after likelihood ratio test-based deletion of covariates. The minimal 
adequate model (MRep-1 b) was derived from data from 110 DUs; whole model test X2 
was 25.33 (3 df, p<0.0001) and lack of fit test X2 54.76 (45 df, p=0.15). The area under 
the ROC curve was 076 (71% sensitivity for 67% specificity, arrows in figure 59). 
Statistical details are presented in the following table. 
Table 61. Logistic regression model for reported infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis (AIRep-lb) 
Reported infestation PE (SE) PE 2 (p) LR V (p) OR (CI) 
Intercept -1.33 (0.4) 10.8 (0.001) -- 
Nwn)x; r of chickeiis 0.062 (0.02) 6.97 (0.008) 8.73 (0.003) 22.7 (2.7-284) 
'filed roof 0.74 (0.3) 5.49 (0.019) 6.4 (0.01) 4.4 (1.4-17.4) 
Mud walls 0.49 (0.2) 4.31 (0.038) 4.46 (0.035) 2.67 (1.1-6.91) 
Whole model test p (1.0001 ; Lack of lit test p 0.15; PE parameter estimates; SE standard error; LR likelihood ratio test; 
OR odds ratio; Cl 95°ö confidence interval 
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The predictive ability of models MRep-la and MRep-lb was further checked by 
comparing the model-predicted likelihood of reported infestation and the actual report 
by the dwellers. MRep-la correctly classified 56 of 78 (71.8%) DUs (14 true-positives, 
42 true-negatives, 6 false-positives, and 16 false-negatives; FET p=0.0012; kappa=0.36, 
SE=0.01). For MRep-lb, contingency analysis showed a significant correlation (FET 
p=0.0037), with 64.6% (71 out of 110) of DUs correctly classified and 35.4% (39/110) 
erroneously classified. The model yielded 29 true-positives, 42 true-negatives, 22 false- 
positives and 17 false-negatives (kappa=0.28, SE=0.09). The predictions of both MRep- 
la and MRep-lb were displayed graphically to show the relationships between the 
likelihood of reported infestation and the covariates in each model. Three- (MRep-la, 
with one discrete and two continuous covariates) and a two-dimensional graphs (MRep- 
lb, with one continuous and two discrete covariates) were produced in Excel 
worksheets using the logit expressions of the models. 
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Figure 60. Predictions derived from the logistic regression model MRep-la: probabilities of 
reported domiciliary unit infestation (Y axes) in households with tiled roofs (A) and other type of 
roofs (B) as a function of the approximate monthly income (from zero to 500 US dollars) and the 
number of chickens kept in the household (from none to 50) 
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Figure 61. Predictions derived from the logistic regression model AIRep-l b: probability of 
reported DU infestation (} axis) for varying household conditions (A=house with We roof 
and mud walls. B=tile roof and no mud walls. C=mud walls but no tiled roof; and D=housc 
with no mud walls nor tiled roof) and decreasing numbers of chickens (from 50 to none). 
Dotted horizontal lines indicate 25%. 50%. and 75% probabilities of the dweller reporting 
infestation: these correspond to risk categories shown in table 63 below 
According to results of Mllep- I a, vector control field surveys could incorporate a 
system for ranking the risk of household infestation as a function of the type of roof 
(tiled vs. others), the reported family income, and the number of chickens kept in the 
DU. The following table presents a simplified proposal in this sense: four risk categories 
(low, medium, moderate, and high) and three income groups (up to 60US$/month [i. e., 
families below poverty line], between 60 and 150US$/month, and between 150 and 
250) were arbitrarily defined for illustration; the table gives the number of chickens 
associated with each risk segment and income group in households with different types 
of roofing. 
Table 62. Risk classification: probability of reported infestation according to roof type, approximate 
monthly income of the families, and number of chickens kept in the household (after AIRep-la) 
Incomes Tiled roof Other roof 
Risk up to 60 61 to 150 151 to 250 up to 60 61 to 150 151 to 250 
Low (0-25%) 0 to 17 0 to 49 0 to 9 0 to 33 >50*** 
Medium (25-50%) 0 to 18 18 to 22 50 or mors 10 to 29 >33 ** 
Moderate (50-75%) 19 to 38 23 to 42 ** 30 to 49 ** ** 
I ligh (>75`%) >38 >42 >49 ** ss 
'Inannc in I ISS. snot applicable, independently of the numb em of chickens; ***maximum number used for simulations 
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Similarly, the numbers of chickens associated with risk categories in different types 
of household (according to the model MRep-lb) are presented in the following table. 
Table 63. Risk classification: probability of reported infestation according to 
wall and roof type and number of chickens kept in the household (after MRep-lb) 
Type of DU 
Risk Tile roof 
Mud walls 
Other roof 
Other walls 
Tile roof Other roof 
Low (0-25%) * * * 0 to 3 
Medium (25-50%) 0 to 1 0 to 13 0 to 9 4 to 21 
Moderate (50-75%) 2 to 16 14 to 30 10 to 26 22 to 38 
High (>75%) >16 >30 >26 >38 
* not applicable, independently of the numbers of chickens 
In order to deal with the second of the aforementioned objectives, a model was fitted 
for reported infestation (MRep-2) only containing covariates amenable to intervention. 
This analysis was aimed at describing key ecological features of synanthropic bug 
populations, represented by various characteristics of each household. Past reported 
infestation was not considered as the most adequate response variable, since we were 
attempting to explore the relationships between the bugs and the current environmental 
conditions in each dwelling. This led to the decision of using recent reported infestation 
(dwellers reporting having seen the bugs in their households within the year before 
fieldwork) as the response variable for this model. 
The maximal model for recent reported infestation included a selection of covariates 
drawn from a large number of candidate variables (table 64). Many of these variables 
were sub-groups or aggregates of others, as in the case of the various sub-divisions of 
domestic animals; only non-redundant covariates were included in the models. The 
initial model contained four covariates: houses with unplastered walls and a roof made 
mainly with tiles ('house conditions' for short), total number of chickens in the 
household, total number of dogs, and storage of products (firewood, crops etc. ) inside 
the house. The analysis of variations in deviance caused by the deletion of each 
covariate led to the exclusion of product storage. 
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Table 64. Candidate co%ariates for recent reported domiciliary unit infestation by 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: univariate analyses and multivariate logistic regression modelling 
Univariate statistics Multivariate modelling* Recent reported Univariate tests Logistic regression infestation (<I year) Test statistic p value LR X (p) uOR (Cl) 
I'R'ýý (p) OR (CI) 
'House conditions' (FET) 0.002 10.8 (0.001) 7.2(2-33) 4.5 (0.034) 4.45 (1.12-22.7) 
Number of chickens WTA`-6.6 0.01 10.3 (0.0013) 28 (3.7-265) 4.3 (0.037) 11.5 (1.15-137) 
Dogs total WT X` =4.7 0.03 6.4 (0.012) 13.6 (18-113) 5.3 (0.02) 18.2 (1.6-233) 
Product storage indoors (FET) 0.01 7.25 (0.007) 4.2 (1.5-14) excluded 
Biomass r=2.1" 0.039 4.7 (0.03) 23 (1.3-575) not included 
Animals peridomicile WT X- 4.02 0.045 
......... 
5.4 (0.02) 
......... .......... 
13.4 (1.5-146) 
... 
not included 
Mammals peridomicile WT X2 1.9 0.17 4.9 (0.03) 
... _ ...... _. 19 (1.4-294) ......... not included 
Birds peridomicile WTX` 2.97 0.08 7.86 (0.005) 16.3 (2.35-126) not included 
Dogs peridomicile WTA- 8.1 0.0043 9-26 (0.0023) 20.7 (3-170) not included 
.. _ ................. _...... Chickens peridomicile 
......... . . _....... WT X-3 ................. .. 0.08 .... .... --...... 7.4 (0.0064) .. 16 (2.2-131.5) .... ..... ...... .......... _ not included 
Animal places cleaning (FET) 0.011 7.8 (0.0053) 6 (1.7-24.6) not included 
*Data from model d1Rep-2 (see text): LR - likelihood ratio test uOR unadjusted odds ratio: Cl 95°o confidence interval; OR 
adjusted odds ratio: FET Fisher's exact test: WT Wilcoxon test: a 115 df h 118 df: c 116 df: rest I df 
The resulting model (M1? ep-2) included data from one hundred domiciles. The 
overall significance of the analysis was assessed by a whole model test, the associated 
significance probability was p<0.0001 (X2=21.6,3 df), and the lack of fit test yielded a 
p=0.9 (X2=49.6,64 df). Parameter estimates are shown in table 65. ROC curve analysis 
shows 85% sensitivity associated with a specificity of 67% (arrows in figure 62), 78% 
sensitivity was associated with 73% specificity. 
Table 65. Logistic regression model for recent reported infestation (A IRep-2) 
Recent reported 
infestation 
PE (SE) z PE , A" (p) 
Z LR 
. 
A" (p) OR (CI) 
Intercept -3.36 (0.6) 27.5 (<O. 0001) --- 
I louse conditions 0.75 (0.4) 4.03 (0.045) 4.5 (0.034) 4.45 (1.12-22.7) 
Chickens 0.05 (0.02) 4.2 (0.04) 4.3 (0.037) 11.5 (1.15-137) 
Dogs 05(0.2) 5.4(0.02) 5.3(0.02) 18.2(1.6-233) 
Whole mrxlcl test p 0.00(1I :I ack of tit test p 0.9; PI: parameter estimates: SI"; standard error; I. R likelihood ratio test 
OR odds ratio: CI 950o confidence interval 
Figure 62. Receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve derived 
from the logistic regression model 
. \lRep-2 for recent reported DU infestation 
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The model MRep-2 correctly classified 88% (88/100) of dwellings, with 6 true- 
positives, 82 true-negatives, 3 false-positives, and 9 false-negatives (FET p=0.0003; 
kappa=0.44, SE=0.13). In relation to current infestation (as found during the survey), 
MRep-2 correctly classified 87 out of 100 DUs (87%) (3 true-positives, 84 true- 
negatives, 6 false-positives, and 7 false-negatives [FET p=0.045]). 
The predictions of MRep-2 for houses in different condition and with varying 
numbers of chickens and dogs are explored in the following figures. 
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Figure 63. Predictions derived from the logistic regression model . %tRep-2 
for probability of recent reported 1)U 
infestation (F axes) for varying household conditions (poor = unplastered walls and tiled roofs; good = plastered 
walls and other type of roof) and decreasing numbers of chickens (frone 50 to none; X axes) and dogs (from none 
to ten; each curve corresponds to the number of dogs indicated below the lines) 
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Figure 64. Predictions derived from AIRep-2: recent reported DU infestation (F 
axes) as a function of household conditions (A=poor, B=good, as defined 
above) and numbers of chickens (from none to 50) and dogs (from none to ten) 
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These predictions suggest that improvements on the roofing and plaster of dwellings 
might have a significant impact on the likelihood of those dwellings becoming infested. 
Houses with improved roofs and plastered walls can `support' about seven chickens and 
six dogs (the median and maximum observed values, respectively) without reaching the 
50% probability level. If, additionally, numbers of dogs are kept at up to three per 
household, the likelihood of recent reported infestation (valuable as indicator of actual 
infestation) does not reach 30% even in dwellings with as many as 35 chickens. Two 
dogs and seven chickens would be associated with a probability of about 11% (21% in 
DUs with unplastered walls and tiled roofs). 
5.3.4. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING: RESULTS BY LOCALITY 
Separate analyses were conducted on the datasets corresponding to each of the two 
study localities; reported infestation was the variable modelled in each case. 
5.3.4.1. EI Lucero, Loia 
Univariate exploratory analyses revealed that a relatively large number of 
independent variables were significantly correlated with the likelihood of reported 
infestation. Many of these were related to the numbers of domestic animals, but the 
mere presence of either intra- or peridomestic animals did not have a significant effect 
in the outcome under investigation. Similarly non-significant increases in the likelihood 
of infestation (as reported by dwellers) were recorded for larger families, those with 
lower monthly incomes and for DUs where fathers and mothers had completed less 
years of schooling. Houses in poor condition were slightly more likely to be infested 
(54% vs. 34.4% of good houses), as were newer dwellings (54%) compared to older 
ones (45.5%). Dwellings made total or partially with mud and those with earthen floors 
were more frequently reported as infested. Although this was not the case for tile-roofed 
houses, the combination of mud walls and tile roofs significantly increased the 
likelihood of infestation. Further statistical details are presented in table 66. 
Reportedly infested DUs had more animals on average than other households; this 
was confirmed for peridomestic animals, but not for those kept indoors. In more 
detailed analyses, the presence of peridomestic dogs had a significant effect on the 
likelihood of the dwellers reporting infestation (RR=2.01), but the total number of dogs 
did not. The presence of guinea pigs in the household was related to a significant 
increase in the likelihood of the dwellers reporting infestation (RR=2.05); such an 
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increase seemed to be independent of the number of guinea pigs kept in the DU. 
Overall, the average number of domestic mammals kept in reportedly infested 
households was higher than that in reportedly bug-free DUs, but univariate logistic 
regression showed the effect was marginally non-significant (LR X2=3.8,1 df, p=0.05, 
uOR=7.4,95% CI 0.995-75.2). 
On the contrary, while the presencelabsence of chickens (either in general or in 
peridomiciles) did not have any significant effect, high numbers of these birds kept in 
DUs significantly increased the likelihood of reported infestation. 
Other findings included the fact that storing crops or other agriculture products, 
firewood, or spare building materials in peridomiciles increased the frequency of reports 
indicating infestation; this was not the case for intradomiciliary product storage. Over 
63.5% of households where peridomestic coops, pens and corrals were said to be 
cleaned less often than once a month were reportedly infested, vs. 31.3% of those with 
better hygiene practices (FET p=0.13); similarly, residents from houses reportedly 
cleaned on a weekly basis were slightly less likely to relate having seen the bugs in their 
homes. The following table presents a summary of these findings. 
Table 66. Univariate analyses: reported infestation in El Lucero, Loja 
Reported infestation 
Univariate tests Univariate lo gistic regression 
Test statistic p value LR X 
_(p) 
uOR (CI) 
Mud in walls (FET) 0.026 6.05 (0.014) 3.1 (1.3-7.9) 
Unplastered mud walls (FET) 0.036 4.8 (0.029) 2.8 (1.1-7.5) 
Mud-and-tile house (FET) 0.013 7.1 (0.0076) 3.4 (1.4-8.9) 
Unplastered walls and tiled roof (FET) 0.0495 4.2 (0.04) 2.8 (1.05-8.01) 
Earthen floor (FET) 0.0498 4.06 (0.044) 2.5 (1.02-6.1) 
Biomass 
............. 
r2.5a 0.013 6.4 (0.01) 22.7 (1 96-363.5) 
Total number of animals WT X2=6.8 0.009 9.3 (0.002) : 48.5 (3.6-1151) 
Number of peridomestic animals 
...... ..... ... ....... . . 
WT X2=6.85 
................. 
0.009 
........ ...... 
10.6 (0.001) 
.................. -""- 
131.5 (5.8- 6415) 
birds Total number of WTX =6.7 0.01 10.5 (0.001) -- ----- ....... ---.... -- . 56.5 (4.3-14 . 23) 
Number of peridomestic birds WT X2=5.4 0.02 8.9 (0.003) 39 (3.2-916) 
Total number of chickens WTX2=6.9 0.009 10.5 (0.001) 63.3 (4.5-1713) 
Number of peridomestic chickens 
.................................. --............ ---"-----------------------. 
WT X2-=5.7 
..... -----------------------. 
0.017 
.. ------------------ 
9.1 (0.003) 
-------------" 
45 (3.4-1162) 
Total number of mammals WT X2=4.2 0.04 -------------.... ------ 3.8 (0.05) "-----............... ------.... ---------.... -- 7.4 (0.995-75.2) 
Dogs peridomicile (yes/no) (FET) 0.004 8.86 (0.003) 4.3 (1.63-12.1) 
Number of peridomestic dogs 
...................................................................... 
WTX2=8.4 
............................ 
0.004 
.. 
4.6(0.033) 11.7 (1.2-170) 
Guinea pigs (yes/no) (FET) 0.005 8.6 (0.003) 5.5 (1.7-21.1) 
Peridomestic product storage (yestno) (FET) 0.008 8.1 (0.0045) 4.1 (1.5-11.6) 
LR = likelihood ratio test; uOR = unadjusted odds ratio; CI = 95% confidence interval; OR = adjusted odds ratio; FET = Fisher's exact test; WT = Wilcoxon test; a=79 df, t-tests were used after appropriate data transformation to verify 
significance probabilities obtained with non-parametric tests. In bold type: the uOR 95% CI included 1 for the total 
number of mammals in the household 
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The minimal adequate model for El Lucero (MLoja) contained data from 79 DUs 
and three covariates: dwellings with mud walls and tiled roofs ('house conditions' in the 
table below), the total number of chickens in the household, and the presence/absence of 
guinea pigs. The step-wise process of effect deletion after assessment of likelihood ratio 
tests led to the exclusion of (in this order) DUs with earthen floors and the number of 
dogs kept in peridomiciles. Whole model test X2 was 20.7 (3 df, p=0.0001), and the lack 
of fit test X2 was 48 (38 df, p=0.13). The area under the ROC curve derived from MLoja 
was >0.79, with 77% sensitivity associated with 70% specificity and 82% sensitivity 
with 64% specificity. MLoja correctly classified (as reportedly infested/not infested) 50 
out of 79 DUs (63.3%); the pattern of reclassification included 33 true-positives, 17 
true-negatives, 3 false-negatives, and 26 false-positives (FET p=0.0017; kappa=0.3, 
SE=0.09). About 91.7% (33/36) of reportedly infested DUs were correctly reclassified 
by the model. Regarding currently infested DUs, MLoja predicted six true-positives 
(i. e., it classified as infested 100% of actually infested DUs), 20 true-negatives, and 53 
false-positives. Similarly, the model correctly reclassified 100% of DUs whose owners 
reported recent (<I year) infestation, with 10 true-positives, 20 true-negatives, and 49 
false-positives. All four dwellings with intradomiciliary bug colonies were classified as 
infested. The model and statistical details are presented in table 67. 
Table 67. Logistic regression model for reported infestation in Loja (MLoja) 
Reported infestation PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR X2 (p) OR (CI) 
Intercept -0.5 (0.4) 1.29 (0.26) - 
House conditions 0.58 (0.26) 4.82 (0.028) 5.04 (0.025) 3.2 (1.16-9.3) 
Guinea pigs (yes/no) 0.66 (0.34) 3.93 (0.047) 4.28 (0.039) 3.8 (1.07-15.7) 
Chickens 0.07 (0.03) 5.4 (0.02) 7.26 (0.007) 38.3 (2.5-1207) 
Whole model test p-0.000 1 ; Lack of fit test p O. 13; PE = parameter estimates; SE = standard error, LR = likelihood ratio test; OR = odds ratio; CI = 95% confidence interval 
Predictions of the model MLoja (the probabilities of the residents reporting 
infestation as a function of the number of chickens according to different house 
conditions and to the presence/absence of guinea pigs in the household) are presented in 
the following figure. 
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Figure 65. Predictions derived from 
the AlLoja logistic regression model: 
probabilities of reported DU 
infestation (Y axis) for varying 
household conditions and decreasing 
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In El Oro (36 dwellings) only a few variables were associated with increased 
likelihood of reported infestation. These were used for multivariate logistic modelling. 
The resulting model (MOro) contained data from only 34 DUs and two covariates (after 
deletion of tiled roofs): age of the house (expressed as a categorical variable: DUs built 
under and over 10 years ago; older houses were more likely to be reported as infested), 
and number of dogs. Whole model test X2 was 14.9 (2 df, p=0.0006), and lack of fit test 
X2 6.77 (6 df, p=0.34). The area under the ROC curve was 0.85, with sensitivities of 
69%, 80%, and 95% associated to specificities of 80%, 60%, and 42%, respectively. 
Moro correctly reclassified 70.6% of DUs (24 of 34): 5 true-positives and 19 true- 
negatives, with 3 false-positives and 7 false-negatives (i. e., it detected 41.7% of 
reportedly infested dwellings) (FET p=0.1; K=0.3, SE=0.17). Similarly, Moro 
performed poorly in detecting actual infestation, with 3 true-positive and two false- 
negative (i. e., it missed 40% of actually infested DUs); FET p was 0.07. The parameter 
estimates and other statistical details are presented in tables 68 and 69. 
Table 68. Reported infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in El Oro: 
univariate analyses and multivariate logistic regression modelling 
Univariate statistics Multivariate modelling* 
Reported infestation Univariate tests 
- 
Logistic ' 
- 
regression I, R X2 (p) OR (Cl) fest statistic p value 1, R X (p) uOR (Cl) 
Age of'housc (ncwiold) (I I°I) 0.01 8.03 (0.0046) 13.2 (2.03-263) 7.7 (0.0056) 25.4 (2.2-2100) 
Dogs WT. Y 4.55 0.033 7.03 (0.008) 1 19 (3.1-18901) 6.9 (0.0087) 155 (3.3-30258) 
Tiled roof' (1: 1: T) 0.01 8.7 (0.003) 14.3 (2.2-284) excluded 
Crowding 0.01 3.8 (0.05) 0.24 (0.05-1.01) not included 
*Data from model h1Uro: I. R likelihood ratio text: uOR unadjusted odds ratio: Cl 95% confidence interval: OR adjusted 
odds ratio: FFA' Fisher's exact test: W'I Wilcoxon test: 34 df for 1-test 
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Table 69. Logistic regression model for reported infestation in El Oro (MOro) 
Reported infestation PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR XZ (p) OR (CI) 
Intercept -2.67 (1.08) 6.16 (0.013) - - 
Age of house (old/new) 1.62 (0.8) 4.06 (0.04) 7.7 (0.0056) 25.4 (2.2-2100) 
Dogs 0.84 (0.37) 5.2 (0.02) 6.9 (0.0087) 155 (3.3-30258) 
Whole model test p=0.0006; Lack of fit test pß. 34; PE = parameter estimates; SE = standard error, LR = likelihood ratio test; 
OR = odds ratio; Cl = 95% confidence interval 
5.3.5. LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS: SEROPOSITIVITY 
As mentioned in Section 1.4.2., results from 380 serological tests carried out by 
Ecuadorian collaborators in Loja and El Oro were available for joint consideration. 
Despite methodological reservations (e. g., positive results were not confirmed with an 
additional test, and the storage of some samples until processing seemed inadequate), 
we conducted some basic statistical analyses on these serological results (as reported to 
us by the laboratories where tests were carried out). These results must be regarded as 
purely tentative, but they nonetheless provide some insight (basically lacking in the 
literature) on the eco-epidemiology of T. cruzi human infection in areas where R. 
ecuadoriensis is the only synanthropic triatomine. 
Logistic regression modelling was used to analyse the relative influence that different 
independent variables had on the likelihood of infection. A model was fitted including 
the covariates found to increase the risk of infection in univariate analyses: age, report 
of bug bites, and cohabitation (defined as the presence of another seropositive in the 
household where the case under consideration resided). No correlation with infestation 
or any other putative risk factor was detected. Likelihood ratio tests showed that 
removing age did not have a significant effect on the model; the minimal adequate 
model (MSer) was therefore fitted with the remaining two effects. The whole model test 
X2 was 19.99 (2 df, p<0.0001), and the lack of fit test X2 0.014 (1 df, p>0.9). Parameter 
estimates and other statistical details are presented in tables 70 and 71. 
Table 70. Covariates for seropositivity: univariate analyses and logistic regression modelling 
Univariate statistics Multivariate modelling* 
Seropositivity Univariate tests Logistic regression 2 
Test statistic p value LRX (p) uOR (CI)X 
(p) OR (CI) 
Report of bug bites (FET) 0.001 11.5 (0.0007) 4.2 (1.8-10.5) 10.5 (0.0012) 4.02 (1.7-10.2) 
Cohabitation (FET) 0.002 9.45 (0.002) 3.6 (1.6-7.9) 8.5 (0.0036) 3.97(1.6-9.5) 
Age ([x] '/3) t=2.3 0.024 4.9 (0.03) 5 (1.2-24) excluded 
Data from model MSer, LR=likelihood ratio test; uOR=unadjusted odds ratio; CI=95% confidence interval; OR=adjusted 
odds ratio; FET=Fisher's exact test; 1 df for all X2 tests; 365 ff for the t-test 
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Table 71. Logistic regression model (MSer) for seropositivity 
Seropositivity PE (SE) PE X2 (p) LR X2 (p) OR (Cl) 
Intercept -2.12 (0.2) 80.6 (<0.0001) 
Report of bug bites 0.7 (0.2) 9.6 (0.0019) 10.5 (0.0012) 4.02 (1.7-10.2) 
Cohabitation 0.7 (0.2) 9.3 (0.0022) 8.5 (0.0036) 3.97 (1.6-9.5) 
Whole model test p<0.0001; Lack of fit test p>0.09; PE=parameter estimates; SE=standard error, 
LR=effect likelihood 
ratio test OR=odds ratio; CI=95% confidence 
interval 
The area under the ROC curve derived from MSer was 0.73, with poor relationships 
between sensitivity and specificity (e. g., sensitivities of 57% and 80% were associated 
with specificities of 80% and 47%, respectively). However, the predictive ability of the 
model was only of secondary interest, because no diagnostic approximation to 
seropositivity based on modelling results was to be used. When model predictions were 
explored, MSer classified all cases as seronegatives. 
5.4. Discussion 
5.4.1. GENERAL RESULTS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
5.4.1.1. Overall entomological indices 
Comparing entomological indices as reported from triatomine field studies is not 
straightforward, despite the epithet of `standardised' often applied to those indices after 
the WHO Technical Report on Chagas disease control (WHO 1991). The difficulty may 
be due to differences in bug species biology and population dynamics; it is however the 
methodological differences that really make comparisons complicated, even among 
studies on a single species. Apart from the selection of study areas (e. g., in relation to 
known levels of endemicity or prevalence of certain vector species) and the 
representativity of the samples, the use of flushing-out (pyrethroids) or knock-down 
agents (y-BHC) to dislodge bugs may increase the sensitivity of manual searches, which 
in turn vary in effectiveness depending on factors such as the experience and motivation 
of the inspectors, the density of the bug population, the bug species involved, the 
structure of the houses, or the time spent examining each dwelling; longitudinal 
detection (e. g., with sensor boxes, paper sheets, or encouraging report of infestation by 
householders) performs even better. Infestation rates and apparent bug densities may 
thus vary widely, and discerning the effects of methodological variants may be 
problematic (Schofield 1978, Wood et al. 1993, Gürtler et al. 1993,1995, Silva et al. 
1999). For the general purposes of this discussion however, we have reviewed the 
results of some entomological surveys that may provide a suitable context for the 
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interpretation of our data; they were considered of interest mainly because some deal 
with the primary disease vectors and some refer to Ecuador and neighbouring countries 
(Colombia and Peru). 
"Di sQ e rs ion. Domestic-peridomestic infestation by R ecuadoriensis seems 
relatively frequent in western Ecuador-northern Peru, but area-wide surveys are lacking. 
In Ecuador, synanthropic colonies of R. ecuadoriensis were detected in 25.5% of 145 
localities in the province of Manabi, with 97% of bugs collected from peridomestic 
pigeon and chicken houses; in the same survey, T. dimidiata was found in 74.5% of 
villages (mainly indoors), and both species coexisted in 22% of localities (Defranc 
1982, Lazo 1985, Ministry of Public Health, unpublished data). In northwestern Peru, 
Cuba Cuba et al. (2002) reported infestation (mainly intradomiciliary) in 47.6% of 21 
localities surveyed in the Cascas district (Department of La Libertad). For comparison, 
in Venezuela (where R. prolirus is the main vector) reported dispersion indices were 
25.1% in 1997 and 22.5% in 1996 (Guhl 1999); in Bahia, Brazil, dispersion of T. 
infestans fell from 36.9% (1979) to 2.7% (1994) because of control activities, but in 
Ceara, where the native T. brasiliensis prevails, the index remained high (97.3% in 1979 
and 70.6% in 1993/94) in spite of control efforts (Silveira 1996). 
"Infestaon. We investigated 188 DUs in three communities, and found evidence 
of infestation in 15 of them (8%). This overall infestation index is substantially higher 
than the 0.7% reported for Manabi (canton Portoviejo; overall data from >12000 DUs 
surveyed in 20 localities) by Lazo (1982), but lower than the 14% (out of 259 DUs 
inspected) found in La Libertad, Peru, where preliminary results from longitudinal 
surveillance confirmed infestation rates of -35% (Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). Herrer et al. 
(1972) investigated 121 households in northern Peru and found live R. ecuadoriensis 
specimens in seven (5.8%) of them. Average infestation rates (mainly by R. prolixus) in 
Venezuela were 1.8% in 1996 (data from over 40000 DUs) and 2.7% in 1997 (>39000 
DUs inspected), with higher values recorded from some States: 10% in Guarico, 8% in 
Portuguesa (1997), or 13% in Lara (1996) (Guhl 1999); in Honduras, infestation by R 
prolixus was detected in 35% of 375 DUs in 7 localities (Ponce 1996). Starr et al. 
(1991) reported 16% of -500 DUs infested by T. dimidiata in Costa Rica, a value 
similar to the 12% found by Acevedo et al. (2000) in 49 DUs in Nicaragua. Low indices 
(1.5% to 3%) have been reported for T. dimidiata in Ecuador (Aguilar & Yepez 1996), 
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but bugs were found in over 40% of DUs in urban areas of Guayaquil (248 DUs 
inspected) and various localities of Manabi (>22700 DUs surveyed) (Defranc 1982, 
Lazo 1985); Ponce (1996) found 53% of 375 DUs infested in eight Honduran localities. 
T. infestans may infest over 90% of dwellings in some endemic areas of Argentina 
(Gürtler et al. 1992), over 42% in eastern Paraguay (Rojas de Arias et al. 1999), over 
70% in southern Bolivia (Guillen et al. 1997), and 100% in hyperendemic areas of 
Cochabamba in the same country (Pless et al. 1992); a wide investigation in central 
Brazil (State of Goias) found evidence of infestation by this species in 13% of 4232 
DUs (Andrade et al. 1995a). In Bahia, Brazil, T. infestans was found in 66% of 2175 
households in 1979, but control activities had reduced the rate to less than 1% (of 3620 
DUs inspected) by 1994 (Silveira 1996). Regarding T. brasiliensis, infestation dropped 
from 57% (1979; 2500 DUs) to 8.6% (1994; 4500 DUs) in Ceara, Brazil, after the 
implementation of control measures (Silveira 1996), and pre-spray rates of about 24% 
(363 DUs) were reported from northeast Brazil (Oliveira Filho et al. 2000). Finally, P. 
megistus was found in 18% (out of 163), 22% (of 174), and 25% (of 183) of households 
in three surveys carried out in the same locality (in 1982,1979, and 1974, respectively) 
in Bahia, Brazil (Piesman et al. 1985). Apart from the confirmation that R. 
ecuadoriensis may infest a significant proportion of dwellings (from 8% to 35%) in 
some areas within its relatively large geographic range (from central Ecuador to the 
Department of La Libertad in Peru), these infestation indices are well above the 5% 
proposed as a threshold value to indicate the need for extensive insecticide spraying of 
all houses in positive communities (Dias & Schofield 1999). The values are within the 
range of those reported from endemic areas where R. prolixus (e. g., 8% infestation in 
Portuguesa, Venezuela) and T. infestans (12.6% in Goias, Brazil) are primary vectors. 
Considering that human infection rates are about three times higher in areas of Ecuador 
where R ecuadoriensis prevails (7% to 10%) than in those where T. dimidiata is the 
main vector (2% to 4%) [a difference comparable to that between dimidiata and R 
prolixus in Central America (see Section 1.4.2. and Ponce 1996, Paz-Bailey et al. 
2002)], it seems obvious that the data fully endorse the need for a comprehensive 
control programme against R. ecuadoriensis. 
-Crowd ing_PRd_d9nsity_. Synanthropic colonies of R. ecuadoriensis appear to be 
small, with reported mean crowding (bugs/infested DU) of 19 (northern Peru; Herrer et 
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al. 1972) and eight [density=0.8 bugs/surveyed DU] (northern Peru; Cuba Cuba et al. 
2002). However, in surveys conducted during the early 80s in Manabi over 5800 R 
ecuadoriensis were collected from 79 DUs (mainly in peridomestic dovecotes and 
chicken coops; crowding=74, density=0.5) (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985). We collected 
691 specimens (excluding over 1000 eggs, most of them hatched) from peri- and 
intradomiciliary habitats of 15 households, yielding an average of 40 bugs/infested DU 
[density=3.7]. We thus confirmed that the potential of R ecuadoriensis to build large 
synanthropic colonies may be substantial; specifically, we found that this applies also to 
southern, heavily synanthropic populations of Loja and El Oro (with average crowding 
of 62 bugs per infested DU, and 68 bugs/DU [density 5.7] excluding one domicile 
where only adult specimens were found). Over 220 bugs of all stages were collected 
from a single chicken nest in a household in Loja, where a detailed search yielded 279 
live bugs (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). 
Table 72. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis colonies in a heavily infested dwelling (house MP, El Lucero, Loja) 
Eggs Nymphs (instars) 
Site of capture Not hatched Adults 
Total 
rnm rar "" Hatched 
alive dead 
I II III IV V 
Beds 221 10 8543224 20 bugs/239 eggs 
Chicken nest? nr nr nr 35 72 77 76 27 224 bugs 
Chicken nestsb nr nr nr 2424 13 10 35 bugs 
Total 221 10 8 42 80 82 13 21 41 279 bugs/239 eggs 
nr = not recorded; a: two adjacent chicken nests dissected on white cardboard; b: bugs from two chicken nests and the hollow tree 
where these nests were located 
Apart from large numbers of bugs collected in house demolition studies [e. g., >7900 
R prolixus in a single house in Venezuela (Rabinovich et al. 1979), and over 11400 
bugs of the same species in Colombia (Sandoval et al. 2000a)], crowding averages of 39 
[density 28.4] (T. infestans, Argentina; Gürtler et al. 1991), two [density 0.81 (T. 
infestans, Paraguay; Rojas de Arias et al. 1999), and 2.4 [density 1.4] (T. brasiliensis, 
Brazil; Silveira 1996) have been reported. Ramsey et al. (2000) found 10.1 T. dimidiata 
per infested DU in 13 localities of Oaxaca, Mexico. However, and as observed by 
Gürtler et al. (1992), the customary use of mean values as point estimates (and without 
parameters of dispersion) of bug density is probably unsound, because the frequency 
distribution of this kind of data is typically not normal; the practice is widespread 
mainly because a mean value was recommended by WHO in 1991; the "crowding 
index" was defined as the total number of bugs captured divided by the total number of 
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infested households [multiplied by 100, to further complicate things] (WHO 1991; see 
also Schofield 2001). 
- CQ QOi Sati o n.. Evidence of active breeding (eggs and nymphs) was found in all 
infested DUs except two, where only adult bugs were detected. These were most likely 
adventitious bugs flying into the houses from palms (Manabi) or neighbouring infested 
dwellings (El Oro); Carcavallo and Martinez mentioned the frequent finding of adult 
bugs of this species flying into houses "attracted to light" in central-western Ecuador, 
where eggs were found in palm trees (Carcavallo & Martinez 1985; pp. 156-157). 
5.4.1.2. General socio-economic features of the study localities 
-Family_ Composition. The median family in our study sites was composed of 5 
members (6 in Manabi and 4 in Loja or El Oro) living in a two-bedroom house; they 
had typically resided in their community for over 30 years and were not immigrants. 
They owned several chickens (about 10) and at least one dog. 
"I C_QW _ 
an(l_.. pQyetty_. Our study localities are small rural villages where the 
main economic activities are related to small-scale (often subsistence) agriculture and 
farming. Most of the residents are poor, with family monthly incomes not above the 
estimated average of 50-60 US$. Living standards were somewhat lower in Loja than in 
El Oro or Manabi, and this was confirmed by a significantly worse average income 
(about 35 US$/month) and an increased likelihood of earning less than 50 US$/month 
(OR 7). It was estimated that 56% of the total Ecuadorian population lived below 
poverty line+ in 1999 (46% in 1998); it is additionally well recognised that poverty is 
more widespread in rural areas (where poverty reached 77% in 1999, vs. 42% in urban 
areas), and that while the richest (largely urban) 10% of the population capitalises over 
45% of the income, only 1% is available to the poorest 10%. In the rural areas of Loja 
where we conducted fieldwork indigence affects an estimate 42% of the people, with 
95% of them living in poverty; the figures are slightly better in Manabi (20% and 80%, 
respectively) and the situation seems less dramatic in El Oro (9% and 53%, 
respectively) (Vos 2000, SIISE 2002). 
In a general assessment of all families from which income data were obtained 
(n=143), we found that those living in infested households were significantly poorer. As 
'Poverty line was estimated as 60 US$ (considered the threshold below which expenses related to the 
basic family needs cannot be met) for this calculation (cf. Vos 2000; p. 38) 
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mentioned above, the recognition of the relationship between poverty and Chagas 
disease is as old as the concept of the disease itself (Chagas 1909,1911). This has 
important social, political, and philosophical implications. Perhaps the most salient is 
the acknowledgement that "social and political development could be sufficient to 
control Chagas disease" (Dias & Schofield 1999; p. 103); in other words, the realisation 
that the public health disaster (which probably reached its overwhelming dimensions 
only after Chagas first warnings) can largely be attributed to political neglect and lack 
of social responsibility - tightly linked in turn to the scarce political weight of the 
affected populations (Schofield & Dias 1996, Dias & Schofield 1999, Morel 1999, 
Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000). Being largely a disease of those living in destitution, it 
has been noted that triatomine control may not be a top priority for the population at 
risk; they may tend to be more concerned with immediate survival issues, and the 
concept of a link between bugs and long-term health complications is often present only 
in the minds of the researchers (Barrett 1991, Briceno-Leon 1996, Dias 1998b). 
-Formal educatiion. Nearly half (43.5%) of 329 adults interviewed had completed 
their primary school education, but only 8.5% reported having studied further, and over 
20% had no formal education. Although literacy indices are good in Ecuador (with 
reported average rates above 90%), the estimates for our study areas are somewhat 
lower (78% in Manabi, 87% in El Oro, and 84% in Loja); additionally, functional 
illiteracy reaches 53%, 35%, and 33% in the three zones (SIISE 1999). We accordingly 
found lower levels of formal education in Manabi. 
5.4.1.3. Patterns of vector identification 
Generally speaking, bugs that are frequently found infesting DUs in a particular area 
will be more likely to be identified by the dwellers among a collection of specimens and 
pictures. Our own collection included the most important local vectors (T. dimidiata and 
R ecuadoriensis) and some secondary species that were known to occur in human 
habitats in the study areas (P. rufotuberculatus, P. chinai, and T. carrioni) (Abad- 
Franch et al. 2001b; see also Section 3.3. ). The overall percentage of dwellers able to 
recognise R ecuadoriensis (56%) was unevenly distributed: only 24% in Manabi, 42% 
in El Oro and a large 88% in Loja (LR p<0.0001). In the absence of any educational 
intervention that could have increased awareness in the southern localities, this could be 
attributed to a closer relationship between bugs and people in Loja (and to a lesser 
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extent in El Oro) than in Manabi; we therefore advanced the working hypothesis of a 
differential degree of synanthropism in the various populations of R. ecuadoriensis 
under investigation. Andrade and coworkers used a similar approach in central Brazil, 
and found that 90% of residents correctly identified T. infestans in a preparation with 8 
hemipterans; the proportion was significantly higher among those living in infested 
households (94% vs. 83% of those living in vector-free DUs; Andrade et al. 1995b). In a 
survey conducted in a heavily endemic area of Cochabamba, Bolivia, Pless et al. (1992) 
found that all of the dwellers interviewed in Tabacal (a small rural community where all 
houses were infested) were able to correctly identify T. infestans. 
We also detected interesting patterns of recognition of other triatomine species (179 
answers). Thus, 35 people could recognise both ecuadoriensis and other species: 10 in 
Manabi, 8 in El Oro, and 17 in Loja; 61 people identified only R. ecuadoriensis 
specimens: 6,7, and 48 in the three localities, respectively; 34 knew other species but 
not ecuadoriensis (27 of them in Manabi, 4 in El Oro and just 3 in Loja); and 49 people 
did not identify any species (25 in Manabi, 17 in El Oro and 7 in Loja). The following 
figure shows these trends. 
R. ecuada, ensis R. ecuadorrens s Only others None 
and others only 
Figure 66. Entomological survey: patterns of vector identification by householders 
It would seem therefore that R. ecuadoriensis is well recognised in Loja but not in 
Manabi. When analysing which particular species the dwellers recognised, it became 
apparent that T. dimidiala was the only species identified in Manabi, where in addition 
only 18% of householders had seen R. ecuadoriensis in or around their present or past 
domiciles. This corresponds well with the known occurrence of strongly synanthropic 
populations of T. dimidiata in the Portoviejo river basin, where the species was found in 
32% of over 14200 DUs of 19 localities (including Pachinche Adentro, where both 
dimidiata and ecuadoriensis were collected) in a survey carried out in the early 1980s 
(Lazo 1985; Ministry of Public Health, unpublished data). In El Oro, P. chinai was 
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identified by one person, P. rufotuberculatus by two people, six identified T. dimidiata 
and two more thought they recognised Triatoma bugs without clearly distinguishing 
which species; it has been reported that in some localities of El Oro P. rufotuberculatus 
breeds within domiciles, and P. chinai may also display some degree of synanthropism 
in the area and in northern Peru (Barrett 1991, Aviles et al. 1995b, Abad-Franch et al. 
2001a, b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). In Loja only five residents indicated a species other 
than ecuadoriensis: three indicated T dimidiata and two T. carrion; although only a 
single record of dimidiata exists from Loja (Abad-Franch et al. 2001a, b), it would not 
be surprising that some domestic specimens had passively spread to the temperate 
Andean valleys of the province carried by people. We however did not find evidence of 
the current presence of this species in any of our fieldwork localities. T carrion is an 
Andean triatomine whose existence in the valleys of Loja is well documented; it was 
considered (at least until about the 1960s) as an important domestic pest in southern 
Ecuador, where many records match the current distribution of synanthropic 
populations of R ecuadoriensis (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). 
The spatial and temporal coincidence between the apparent decline of T. carrion in 
human habitats and the multiplication of reports of ecuadoriensis makes it tempting to 
hypothesise a relationship: perhaps synanthropic populations of the latter species, better 
adapted to houses, outcompeted carrion, which would have retreated to its original 
sylvatic habitats. If this were the case, the possibility that it regains synanthropic habits 
after ecuadoriensis populations are controlled has to be taken into consideration (Abad- 
Franch et al. 2001 ab). 
Reports of past infestation by R. ecuadoriensis (present homes) were more frequent 
in Loja (45%) and El Oro (33%) than in Manabi (13%), further suggesting that the 
vectors display a higher degree of synanthropism in the south. Five people in Manabi 
said they had seen the bugs inside their homes (on walls, flying around a light bulb, and 
inside beds in two occasions), and three referred to peridomestic environments (a 
chicken nest, firewood stored under the raised house, and a tagua palm). Together with 
results discussed above, this would seem to suggest that the bugs are only sporadic 
visitors in houses in our fieldwork community in Manabi. On the contrary, a closer 
association with human environments would account for the results obtained in El Oro 
(where 3 answers referred to beds, 3 more to chicken nests, one to bugs flying to lights, 
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one to house walls, and one to a peridomestic storeroom) and above all in Loja (where 
14 answers mentioned beds or bedrooms, 23 walls or mud houses, 8 chicken coops, 2 
other peridomestic structures, and 2 referred to the bugs being attracted to electric light). 
All these results appear to indicate that a highly synanthropic bug population infests 
domiciles in Loja, living in close association with their human hosts and reaching high 
densities under favourable circumstances. In contrast, in Manabi the bugs are seldom 
found in houses; in fact, no colonies were detected in artificial habitats there: infestation 
of three (out of 4) DUs corresponded to peridomestic palm trees, and a single adult bug 
was collected in the remaining infested household. Note however that dense 
peridomestic colonies (in dovecotes and chicken coops) were documented in previous 
studies in Manabi (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985), and that during our field activities in 
other localities of the province we found evidence of recent colonisation in one 
peridomicile (hatched eggs and exuviae, but no live bugs, were found in the underside 
of the wood plank floor of a raised house); finally, one female collected in the bed of a 
further domicile laid eggs that produced viable nymphs while kept isolated in captivity, 
showing that it had the potential of founding a breeding colony. The situation could be 
regarded as intermediate in El Oro, where the bugs are found mainly in peridomiciles 
but may also breed inside houses. 
5.4.1.4. History of insecticide spraying 
Two main aspects were identified that required consideration: (1) the fact that 84% 
of households had been reportedly treated (over half of them in the 6 months before 
fieldwork) and (2) the fact that in spite of such a high coverage 8% of dwellings were 
still infested. The patterns of insecticide use were also dissimilar among localities. Only 
half of the dwellers reported having had their houses treated in El Oro, whereas the 
percentage was over 80% in Loja and reached 100% in Manabi - where the spraying 
was carried out by the National Vector Control Service (SNEM), using deltamethrin, in 
the month before our survey. In Loja and El Oro the insecticides were in all cases but 
one applied by the residents themselves. 
This may obviously be crucial for the interpretation of our results in Manabi: perhaps 
the unexpected zeal of the SNEM (suspectedly triggered by the fact that we were 
preparing our visit) had been so effective that no bugs were to be found in the locality. 
There are however some details worth considering. Firstly, infestation was detected in 
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28% of Phytelephas palms surveyed in the locality (see Section 4.3. ); second, one adult 
male was found inside a domicile within a month since spraying; and finally, no 
evidence was found suggesting that bug colonies could have existed before the 
campaign (one would expect finding hatched or dead eggs, exuviae, faecal smears, or 
dead bugs, and also that some of the dwellers would have come across moribund bugs 
dislodged by the effects of the insecticide). Thus, it would seem that the risk of 
reinfestations from peridomestic palm tree colonies may still persist, indicating the need 
for longitudinal surveillance; the absence of substantial (above 5%) infestation of 
houses or artificial peridomestic structures means that (efficient) insecticide spraying 
should be focal and triggered by the report (and eventual confirmation) of bugs by the 
dwellers. The possibility of introducing control measures aimed at peridomestic, palm 
tree-living bug populations is discussed in Section 4.5. 
In Loja and El Oro various types of insecticides (commercial malathion formulations 
in the majority of cases) were used by the dwellers; most DUs however had been treated 
>6 months before fieldwork or never treated (>85% of DUs overall). The relationship 
between infestation and use of insecticides in these localities is discussed below. 
5.4.1.5. Housing conditions 
In a general, qualitative assessment we found 70% of households to be in poor or 
very poor condition. A median value of 11 years since construction was scored (8 in 
Manabi, 11 in El Oro, and 15 in Loja); 60% of houses were over 10 years old. 
The type of construction varied among localities. As frequently observed in Ecuador, 
coastal houses tended to be wooden and raised -2m above ground (78% of DUs in 
Manabi), traditionally with roofs made of sun-dried tagua fronds ('cade' or `cady'; 21% 
of DUs in our sample in Manabi) that are progressively replaced with concrete, fibre- 
cement, metal sheets, etc. (63%). Over 85% of houses in Manabi had wooden floors. 
Mud-walled houses were most frequently found in Loja (>50% of them, including sun- 
dried adobe blocks and `bahareque', a simple mud-and-stick composite), where roofs 
are usually built by overlaying loose tiles on a primitive but complex framework of 
bamboo canes (the `cana guadüa', Guadua angusi folia) and/or timber (>80% of DUs), 
Note that many of the houses considered to be in good condition would have appeared poor by 
customary European standards. Generally speaking, brick-walled houses with concrete floors/roofs were 
classified as good, mainly if they were also in an acceptable state of hygiene. However, worse housing 
conditions were found in El Oro (just one dwelling classified as good) despite a higher proportion of brick houses (67%) 
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leaving a substantial gap (usually -20-30cm) between the top of the walls and the roof 
eaves. Houses in these Andean valleys typically have earthen floors (>43% in our study 
locality), but many residents have covered them with concrete (-50%). Most dwellings 
had brick walls in El Oro (67%), often with tile roofs (>60%) and wooden (67%) or 
earthen (22%) floors -a somewhat intermediate profile between coastal and Andean 
houses. Wall materials also had a bearing on the percentage of houses having plastered 
walls, wood plank walls are never plastered (hence 94% unplastered houses in Manabi), 
brick walls only rarely (86% unplastered in El Oro), and mud walls often (45% 
I igure 07. Rural houses in \Ncslcrn Fcuador 
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unplastered in Loja, where 33% of houses had unplastered mud walls). 
5.4.1.6. Domestic animals 
Synanthropic triatomines are, almost by definition, eclectic feeders. In the ecological 
transition from their original habitats to human environments they necessarily have to 
shift hosts. Domesticated animals may play a key role in infestation by providing the 
bugs with abundant and easily accessible food, usually throughout the year. While birds 
are only hosts (and may play a minor role as predators) of the bugs, mammals are also 
reservoirs of T. cruzi. It has been shown for instance that both poultry (indirectly by 
supporting large bug populations) and dogs (directly by being the main source of 
infective bloodmeals) play key roles in disease transmission by T. infestans within 
households in Argentina (Cohen & Gürtler 2001). 
In rural Ecuador most peasant family own some animals; poultry and dogs are the 
most common. In agreement with this observation, 184 of the 188 (98%) families in our 
study had at least one animal: 113 of them had dogs (59 families had one dog, 30 had 
two, 15 three, and 9 had four or more dogs), and 168 had birds (most frequently about 
ten chickens). The importance of birds in the domestic ecology of R. ecuadoriensis had 
been suggested by observations of dense breeding colonies in dovecotes of Manabi and 
chicken coops in El Oro, but the possible role of mammals has not been determined 
(apart from observations that the bugs were found a few times in guinea pig pens in 
Peru and possibly associated with opossums in palms and hollow trees) (Herrer et at. 
1972, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Carcavallo & Martinez 1985, Lazo 1985, Barrett 
1991). We studied for the first time the trophic relationships between R. ecuadoriensis 
and a variety of potential hosts in a heavily infested household in Lo a. The versatility 
of these bugs, already remarked by Herrer et al. (1972) after a series of field 
observations, was confirmed by the finding of four types of blood (bird, rodent, 
opossum, and human) in a limited sample of 8 individuals collected from beds and 
peridomestic chicken nests. The finding of opossum and bird blood in a female 
specimen captured inside a bed (both vertebrates were absent from the intradomiciliary 
environment) suggested that some bugs may circulate from the peridomicile into the 
house, potentially introducing parasite strains from opossums into the domestic cycle. 
Human blood was only detected in bugs collected from the beds (Abad-Franch et al. 
2002). However, no indication was found of dogs, pigs, sheep, donkeys or goat being 
hosts of the vectors in this household, even if they were present in the peridomicile. 
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Table 73. Feeding profiles of synanthropic Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Loja (summary) 
Blood source No. of samples positive % 
Bird 17 65.4 
Rodent 8 30.8 
Human 4 15.4 
Opossum 2 7.7 
Table 74. Feeding profiles of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, tested by immunoprecipitation 
Sample Place of capture Results 
01-individual (ý) Bed Human 
02-individual M Bed Opossum - bird 
03-individual (nymph V) Bed Rodent 
04-individual (ý) Chicken nest Bird - rodent 
05-individual (a) Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird 
06-individual (nymph V) Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird 
07-individual (nymph V) Hollow tree with chicken nests Opossum - bird 
08-individual (nymph V) Chicken nest Bird 
09 a-colony Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird - rodent 
09 b-colony Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird 
09 c-colony Hollow tree with chicken nests Rodent 
10 a-colony Chicken nest Bird 
10 b-colony Chicken nest Bird 
10 c-colony Chicken nest Bird 
11 a-colony Bed Human 
11 b-colony Bed Bird 
11 c-colony Bed Rodent 
12 a-colony Chicken nest Bird 
12 b-colony Chicken nest Bird 
12 c-colony Chicken nest Bird 
13 a-colony Bed Human 
13 b-colony Bed Human - bird 
13 c-colony Bed Rodent - bird 
14 a-colony Chicken nest Bird 
14 b-colony Chicken nest Rodent 
14 c-colony Chicken nest Rodent 
5.4.1.7. Product storage 
Storing crops inside dwellings was identified as a risk factor favouring colonisation 
by T infestans in central Brazil, where rats feeding on the stored crops probably 
provided in turn food to the bugs (Andrade et al. 1995). In addition, peridomestic 
colonies of several species of triatomines (e. g., T. dimidiata, T. brasiliensis, T. 
phyllosoma) have been found in piles of firewood, adobes, tiles, stones and other 
materials (e. g., Starr et al. 1991, Oliveira-Lima et al. 2000, Espinoza-Gomez et at. 
2002). In the case of T. dimidiata in Costa Rica, the link between tile roofs and a higher 
(2.4-fold) risk of DU infestation (unexpected in a species rarely found over lm above 
the ground) was identified as the heaps of spare tiles kept in peridomiciles, where 
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breeding colonies were detected (Starr et al. 1991). In some urban areas of Ecuador, 
piles of firewood and wood planks stored in patios serve as refuges for opossums, and 
colonies of T. dimidiata have been found associated with the marsupials (Lazo 1985, 
AG Guevara, pers. comm. and SNEM, unpubl. obs. ). We investigated this aspect in our 
study localities; only 20% of families stored products indoors in Manabi, whereas about 
40% did so in El Oro and almost 50% in Loja. These differences might reflect the 
diverse structures of the buildings; when they are raised over 2m above ground (almost 
all DUs in Manabi), most products are stored beneath the house, whereas in Loja this 
possibility did not exist because the houses are constructed directly on the ground 
(hence the lower proportion of families storing products in peridomiciles in Loja [50%] 
compared with Manabi or El Oro [80%]). 
5.4.1.8. Knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) 
"SQCigL gic .. 
DrQfile. People interviewed for the KAP study were of comparable 
ages (about 45-50 years old) in the three communities; most of them (-80%) were 
housewives or worked in agriculture/farming. Their levels of formal education were 
lower in Manabi, but given the type (and the subject) of questions, answers were most 
likely independent of the years of schooling. 
"KnowlQdgQ 
i. The disease. It was not unexpected that most people (over 86%) had never heard 
about Chagas disease ('mal de Chagas' or `enfermedad de Chagas' in Spanish). The 
often mild and unspecific acute phase and a long latent period before the insidious signs 
of chronic illness appear (in only a fraction of those infected) may contribute to this lack 
of knowledge. In Ecuador, most acute cases probably go undiagnosed in rural areas, 
where basic medical care is dealt with by inexperienced and underpaid rural physicians 
(a year of rural general practice right after university is compulsory to obtain the full 
MD degree in Ecuador) with little (if any) technological and laboratory support; this 
adds to the fact that only heavily perceived, acute health problems (malaria, diarrhoeal 
diseases or dengue) are incorporated into health education interventions. The result is a 
generalised lack of awareness among the common people. That better results were 
obtained in Manabi (20% knew the disease) and El Oro (25%) than in Loja (5%) is 
probably related to previous entomological and epidemiological research carried out by 
different teams in the Portoviejo valley, including Pachinche Adentro (e. g., Defranc 
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1982, Lazo 1985, Aviles et al. 1995a), and in the area of Lourdes (e. g., Racines et al. 
1994, Aviles et al. 1995b, Cordova et al. 1999), whereas no such surveys had apparently 
been conducted in El Lucero. Over 90% of answers indicated no knowledge about 
Chagas disease transmission routes; again, the proportion was higher in Loja (98.5%) 
than in Manabi (85%) or El Oro (92%). 
ii. The vectors (Rhodnius ecuadoriensis). Triatomine bugs were nonetheless well 
known by the residents, with 73% of them being able to identify adult R. ecuadoriensis 
specimens, mostly in Loja (-90%); lower percentages in Manabi (68%) and El Oro (just 
44%) would again seem to reflect the stronger synanthropic behaviour of the Lojan bug 
population, and suggested that invasion of dwellings by adult bugs was not rare in 
Manabi. Indeed, only 20% of residents knew nymphal stages there, vs. over 72% in 
Loja - where breeding colonies were most often found indoors. The low percentage of 
affirmative answers in El Oro could be attributed to the bugs favouring peridomiciles in 
that area. The overall rate of knowledge of nymphs was of about 43%, suggesting that 
adult bugs (73%) are more frequently in contact with people - and perhaps also 
reflecting the fact that larger, flying bugs are more conspicuous than nymphs. 
Just <60% of the respondents said that the bugs may be a cause of nuisance; this was 
again more frequent in Loja (73%), further suggesting a closer bug-human association. 
Most people in El Oro (73%) and >40% in Manabi did not seem to be bothered by the 
bugs. However, >85% of answers obtained in El Oro and >80% in Manabi indicated 
that bug bites may transmit diseases, with a significantly lower percentage in Loja 
(65%). This might indicate that although interaction bugs-people is relatively scarce in 
El Oro and Manabi, the educational effects of previous research activities persist in the 
population, at least to the extent needed to build an association between bug bites and 
the idea of a health threat. Pless et at. (1992) reported that only 50% of residents in a 
rural village of central-southern Bolivia (where infestation by T. infestans was detected 
in all households and >74% of people were seropositives) were aware of an association 
between bugs and disease. 
A `quality of knowledge' score was devised for joint assessment of answers to four 
questions regarding the basic biology of the vectors. The following table shows the 
scoring scheme used. 
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Table 75. The `quality of knowledge' score 
Question 
Answer 
Wrong Right 
Where do the bugs live? 01 
Know adult bugs? 02 
Know nymphs? 03 
What do the bugs eat? 04 
Those providing four correct answers had then a score of 10; this was the case of 46 
out of 188 (24.5%) respondents: 2/68 in Manabi (3%), 4/36 in El Oro (11%), and 40/84 
in Loja (48%). The median values were also significantly higher in Loja (median=9, vs. 
3 in Manabi and 4 in El Oro), confirming that the residents of El Lucero had substantial 
knowledge about the bugs, despite their unawareness about the associated health risks. 
On the contrary, the poor general knowledge about the vectors in Manabi and El Oro 
was coupled with a better understanding of those risks. Also in relation to the possibility 
that domestic animals transmit diseases showed the inhabitants of Loja less concern 
(60% thought so) than those from Manabi (77%) and El Oro (80%). 
-AttitudQs. Describing and categorising the attitudes of people towards the presence 
of triatomine colonies was of course a subjective exercise; both the actual responses of 
people and what we observed during the interview were taken into account. For 
instance, that the presence of bugs was intolerable implied not only that we were told so 
by the respondent, but also that her or his attitude reflected `zero tolerance'; this was not 
considered to be the case if, knowing that the house was infested, the dweller did not 
undertake resolute action against the bugs. 
The results of this part of the study may be better interpreted in terms of tolerance 
towards infestation. TV Barrett described tolerance in the broader context of bug-host 
interaction, where defensive host behaviour is triggered by (mainly) the density of the 
bug colonies. He added that the "threshold of sensitivity of the host and effectiveness of 
the host reaction" are also implicated in the regulation of bug populations (Barrett 1991; 
p. 163). As mentioned above, social and economic deprivation may have an effect on 
tolerance, downgrading bug infestation in the scale of householder priorities. Other 
factors possibly involved may include the aggressiveness of the bugs, their size and 
other features making them more conspicuous (colour, audacity in reaching their human 
hosts in daytime), and the negative social consideration of infestation in some 
communities (Schofield 1994). In this sense, perhaps one would expect relatively high 
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tolerance towards an inconspicuous species such as R ecuadoriensis (small, dull- 
coloured bugs), which in addition seems to favour avian hosts and usually 
builds 
comparatively small colonies within houses. 
We found different patterns of tolerance in our surveys. Firstly, peridomestic 
colonies appeared to cause less concern than those established indoors; over 55% of 
people were indifferent to the former or considered them as a minor nuisance, vs. only 
about 30% with regard to intradomiciliary infestation. Some 24% deemed it intolerable 
that the bugs would infest their homes, but only -16% thought so about peridomestic 
triatomines. Lower levels of tolerance towards indoor infestation were recorded in 
Manabi (75% of dwellers found these bugs intolerable or considered them a major 
nuisance) and El Oro (78%) than in Loja (63%); this likely reflects the lesser awareness 
of Lojan people with regard to health risks associated with triatomine infestation. Only 
one person (3%) in El Oro and 4 (6%) in Manabi declared themselves indifferent to 
indoors bug colonies, vs. 10 (13%) in Loja. Indifference was a more widespread attitude 
with regard to peridomestic infestation: 52% of people in Manabi, 53% in El Oro, and 
62% in Loja paid little or no attention to that occurrence. In Manabi however -34% 
deemed it intolerable, vs. 16% in El Oro and only 4% in Loja. Correspondence analysis 
graphically showed how Manabi residents tend to tolerate worse the presence of bugs, 
whereas those from Loja tend to be less cautious. 
" sactices 
i. Action against vectors. Tolerance trends were partially reflected in the patterns of 
action against triatomines. About half of the respondents affirmed taking some sort of 
antivectorial initiative, without significant differences between localities. Most dwellers 
(about 80%) never use insecticides specifically against triatomine infestation; 
correspondence analysis revealed some differences among villages, with Manabi 
residents being more likely to use insecticides regularly, those from El Oro to never 
using them, and householders from Loja showing a trend to spray only when the bugs 
build dense colonies in their homes. This perhaps also reflects the varying behaviour of 
the bugs: they recurrently invade houses in Manabi without establishing dense colonies 
(hence the need to spray on a regular basis), tend to remain in peridomiciles in El Oro 
(and their presence there tends to be well tolerated), and display a greater capacity to 
heavily infest dwellings in Loja. 
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ii. Animals. Domestic animals were preferentially kept outdoors in all three study 
localities; only in about 36% of households they were allowed inside during the night - 
and very rarely sharing people's bedrooms (-4% of DUs). This possibly helps keep the 
density of bug colonies low in some infested households, which in turn may reduce the 
rate of natural infection among the vectors; however, in the absence of room-mate 
animals, most of the bugs will probably feed on humans during the night (Cohen & 
Gürtler 2001). We observed that an engorged nymph (stage V) of R. ecuadoriensis 
collected from a bed in Loja (no domestic animals were allowed indoors in this 
dwelling) had actually fed on a rodent, indicating that the bugs may exploit alternative 
blood sources available in the intradomiciliary environment (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). 
It was in Loja were domestic animals were more frequently allowed indoors at night (in 
44% of DUs). 
iii. Hygiene. Most of the houses we visited were in a rather poor state of hygiene; 
however, most residents affirmed they perform in-depth cleaning every week. It seemed 
to us that this response was not reliable, partly because it was difficult to clearly define 
`in-depth', and partly because many respondents visibly tended to overstate their 
keenness towards hygiene. A similar perception applies to the places where chickens 
and other domestic animals were kept around the houses. 
iv. Palms. Ph. aequatorialis palm trees were only seen in our study locality in 
Manabi; they are a major feature of the landscape in Pachinche Adentro, and the locals 
use their fronds and seeds for various purposes. Of interest to our research was the use 
of palm leaves for roof thatching, known to favour household infestation by some 
Rhodnius species - most notably prolixus (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Barrett 1991, 
Salvatella et al. 1998). Despite the fact that we found R ecuadoriensis colonies in 28% 
of palms surveyed in the locality, and despite the reports that their eggs were found 
fastened to palm fronds in Los Rios (Carcavallo & Martinez 1985), we found no 
evidence suggesting that any of the 14 dwellings with palm roofs could be infested, and 
none of the dwellers indicated the roofs as a source of infestation. The way in which 
palm fronds are processed for thatching in the area may help explain this finding. 
Instead of being used immediately, the leaves are sun-dried for a few weeks in large 
stacks; they are usually moved at intervals so that all of them receive direct sunlight for 
at least several days. 
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Triatomines have low resistance to sun exposure, and most will die after about 15min 
if they cannot find a suitable refuge (Schofield 2001), this probably implies that many 
of the bugs that could be present among the freshly collected fronds will not reach the 
dwellings alive. On the other hand, the incubation period of R. ecnadorienrsis is of about 
one month at 28°C (see Section 5.5. ), this period is shorter than the time fronds are 
normally left in the sun, meaning that most eggs will hatch before the leaves are used 
for thatching. It seems unlikely that small first instar nymphs will survive in the frond 
stacks and reach houses, in addition, high temperatures can accelerate embryonic 
development in triatomines, including Rhodnius. For instance, R. ilex/ectus eggs 
hatched in 12-18 days at 28°C, but in only 9-16 at 33°C (Rocha et al. 2001a), similarly, 
incubation of R. robuslus eggs was reduced from 14-21 days (28°C) to 10-17 days 
(33°C) (Rocha et al. 2001b). Furthermore, temperatures over 34°C-35°C seem to halt 
embryonic development in R. prolixus (Luz et al. 1999) and R. robusius (Rocha et al. 
2001 b). Thus, if temperatures in palm frond stacks rise to above 30°C, R. ecuadoriensis 
eggs could hatch before one month, probably increasing mortality among new-born 
nymphs before the leaves are used for thatching; if temperatures reach 35°C (which 
seems likely during sunny days in Manabi), some embryos will not complete their 
development. Together, these observations could explain the absence of infestation in 
palm frond roofs in Manabi. 
Figure 68. Stacks of Phvtelephas aequatorialis palm fronds ('cade') in Manabi 
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5.4.2. RISK FACTORS FOR HOUSEHOLD INFESTATION 
5.4.2.1. Defining infestation 
`Domiciliary unit infestation' is defined in different ways depending on the aims of 
the investigation. In the context of control interventions a household is considered as 
infested if any evidence of the presence of triatomines is found (live bugs of any stage, 
dead bugs or their remains, exuviae, eggs or eggshells, faecal streaks) inside or around 
the house; the peridomicile (whose definition is also variable) is comprised of all 
artificial structures associated with the house (chicken coops, storerooms, stables, 
pigsties, corrals etc. ) (Schofield 2001). In entomological surveys aimed at describing 
baseline patterns of infestation the definitions may vary; although the one above is 
usually applied (e. g., Andrade et al. 1995a, b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002), in some studies a 
house is classified as infested only if at least one live bug is collected (e. g., Gürtler et al. 
1992), and both approaches may even be combined in single studies (Schofield 2001). 
For the exploration of relationships between household characteristics and 
infestation, only the presence of R. ecuadoriensis bugs in artificial structures (domestic 
and/or peridomestic) was taken into account in our analyses. Results from Manabi, 
where only palm tree infestation was detected (with the single exception of an adult 
male captured in a house) were excluded; their inclusion in the overall assessment 
discussed above is justified by evidence suggesting limited interaction between palm 
tree-living bugs and humans, but such an interaction (involving invasion of houses by 
adult bugs) seemed obviously independent of the characteristics of DUs here studied. 
On the other hand, it is generally recognised that active searches for bugs in human 
environments have a sensitivity threshold below which infestation goes undetected 
(Wisnivesky-Colli et al. 1987, Andrade et al. 1995b); an even larger proportion of 
actually infested dwellings may be missed when no flushing-out agents (e. g., pyrethrum 
or Deltamethrin at low dose) are employed (Schofield 1978,2001, Gürtler et al. 1993, 
1995). Infestation rates detected by active manual searches without the aid of a flushing- 
out agent are therefore likely to represent underestimates of the actual rates, with a 
number of false-negative DUs. It could be added that manual collections tend to be 
biased towards larger bugs (IV and V instar nymphs and adults; Gürtler et al. 1993) 
because they are more easily detected by the inspectors; adult T. infestans are between 
21mm and 29mm long, whereas the largest synanthropic R. ecuadoriensis adult 
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specimens rarely reach 14.5mm, and the nymphs are obviously smaller. This fact, 
together with the cryptic colouration of ecuadoriensis, might have increased the number 
of false-negative DUs in our study; favouring detection was the fact that R 
ecuadoriensis eggs are laid attached to the substrate (frequently wooden surfaces of 
coops and furniture), where the eggshells remain after hatching, whereas Triatoma eggs 
are laid loose, usually in non-accessible sites, making their detection difficult. However, 
Andrade et al. (1995b) reported that in a case-control study in central Brazil, live T. 
infestans were collected in 7% of 447 DUs; the infestation rate increased to 43% when 
the finding of exuviae, eggs, or bug faeces was taken into account. 
Longitudinal detection of triatomines in households may provide more accurate 
estimates of actual infestation indices. Several `passive' methods have been tested with 
good results, including sensor boxes (cardboard boxes fixed to bedroom walls for long 
periods and where bugs tend to take shelter) and papers (similarly used, and where bug 
faecal smears can be identified) (e. g., Schofield 1978, Schofield et al. 1986b, 
Wisnivesky-Colli et al. 1987, Gürtler et al. 1995, Guillen et al. 1997). Active 
longitudinal detection involves the collaboration of the dwellers in reporting the 
presence of bugs in their households (Dias 2000, Rojas de Arias 2001); several studies 
have concluded that this method may perform better than either passive detection or 
vertical active surveys, even when the involvement of large bug species (T. infestans or 
P. megistus) and the use of flushing-out chemicals improve the sensitivity of manual 
searches (Garcia-Zapata & Marsden 1992,1993, Andrade et al. 1995a, Gürtler et al. 
1995, Rojas de Arias et al. 1999, Silva et al. 1999). 
Following this rationale, and having to deal with the fact that bugs were actually 
found in only a relatively small proportion of dwellings (which decreased the statistical 
significance of the results, with some calculations yielding large standard errors), we 
based most of our analysis on the report of the presence of bugs by the householders. As 
mentioned, we found a strong correlation between reported and current infestation. The 
finding by Cuba Cuba et al. (2002) of a substantial increase in infestation rates (from 
14% to 35%) by R. ecuadoriensis in northern Peru as a result of implementing 
longitudinal surveillance reinforces the idea that many DUs may be wrongly classified 
as non-infested after active manual searches. The use of dweller report of past 
infestation as an estimate of actual infestation introduces however the possibility of 
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using false-positives in the analyses, because an unknown fraction of dwellers may have 
misidentified the bugs or may have thought that reporting infestation could bring them 
some benefits (for instance, increasing the frequency of spraying by the SNEM). The 
good overall levels of knowledge about R. ecuadoriensis recorded in our survey 
moderates concern about inaccurate reports. Thus, a median of 7 (over a maximum of 
10) was obtained in `quality of knowledge' scores for Loja and El Oro considered 
together; the value was significantly higher in reportedly infested DUs (median=9) than 
in those where residents did not report having seen the bugs (median=6; Wilcoxon test 
X2=9.02, I df, p=0.0027). We concluded that reported infestation may be regarded as a 
good estimate of the actual presence of synanthropic populations of R. ecuadoriensis in 
a given DU, and based most of our conclusions on the results obtained using that 
variable. Reported infestation will be referred to hereafter as infestation, DUs where we 
detected triatomines during our surveys will be referred to as currently infested. 
5.4.2.2. Infestation and socio-economic data 
Univariate analyses showed that the domiciles of families with lower monthly 
incomes were more likely to be infested. The unadjusted odds ratio indicated a 
consistent decrease in the likelihood of DU infestation with increasing incomes 
(uOR=0.12 or, equivalently, an 8.3 increase in the odds of infestation with decreasing 
incomes); the 95% CI did not include 1, supporting the validity of the finding. 
Multivariate logistic regression showed that the influence of income remained 
significant after adjusting for confounders (see model MRep-1 a, tables 59 and 60). 
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Figure 69. Univariate analyses: probability of household infestation as a function of the 
approximate monthly income of families. A: quantile plot showing the median income values and 
the 10%. 25%, 75%. and 90%0 quantiles (WT=Wilcoxon test); B: logistic fit (LR= likelihood ratio 
test): n=83 DUs 
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Lower levels of formal education were correlated with lower monthly incomes, but 
the trend towards higher likelihood of infestation in households whose owners had 
attended school for less years was not supported by statistically significant p values. 
A large family size was found to be a potential risk factor for house infestation by T. 
infestans in Brazil (Marsden et al. 1982); this was not confirmed in our study, where the 
median number of people per DU was only slightly larger in infested (median=4) than 
in non-infested households (median=3.5). 
5.4.2.3. Infestation and history of insecticide use in the household 
The use of insecticides by householders may protect factor against infestation; it is 
also possible that the presence of bugs triggers such a practice, so that the relationship 
might be more complex than the intuitive equation `insecticide = no infestation'. Gürtler 
and coworkers showed that although the regular domestic use of chemical insecticides 
reduced the density of T. infestans colonies in rural Argentina, the effects varied among 
houses with different types of roof, presumably because some structural features of 
grass-thatched roofs increased the residual availability of toxic particles; additionally, 
high infestation rates (above 80%) persisted in spite of the widespread use of (mainly) 
1-BHC in the study locality (Gürtler et al. 1992). In our survey (Manabi excluded), the 
organophosphate malathion was the most commonly utilised by householders (as dry 
powder or as wettable powder applied with agriculture backpacks); the fact that 73% of 
currently infested households (and over 80% of those reportedly infested) had been 
treated with insecticides suggests that this compound may have incomplete lethal effects 
on the bugs, as shown by other researchers for R. prolixus (Picollo et al. 1990, Sandoval 
et al. 2000b). Recently treated DUs (<6 months) were in our survey nine times as likely 
as untreated ones to present current infestation. This suggested that the efficacy of the 
intervention was low (it was a risk factor instead of a protective one), but could also 
indicate that dwellers tend to make use of the chemicals because of the bugs; in the 
KAP study however we found no suggestion that infestation triggers (at least 
consciously) insecticide treatment of the DU. Further evidence suggesting bug tolerance 
to organophosphates was found in a domicile in Loja, where chicken nests recently 
treated with malathion (the smelly powder was still well noticeable) were infested - 
averaging -65 per nest (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). The fact that two DUs reportedly 
sprayed with deltamethrin (residual pyrethroids are very effective against triatomines; 
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see Schofield 1994,2001, Dias & Schofield 1999) were currently infested may indicate 
that incorrect application techniques (dosage of active ingredient, adequate coverage of 
surfaces, etc. ) may also result in poor performance of chemical insecticides. Together, 
these findings illustrate the need for professional insecticide spraying in organised 
vector control campaigns, even if many rural householders may be familiar with the use 
of agricultural pesticides (some may even own a small backpack), only interventions 
carried out by trained personnel seem to produce suitable results. 
5.4.2.4. Household features and infestation 
"Age_ of _the _houses. 
Old houses may have increased chances of harbouring 
triatomine colonies (cf Starr et al. 1991, Andrade et al. 1995a) for several reasons. For 
instance, they may be in a poorer state of conservation and hygiene than new homes, 
especially when low-quality materials and inadequate techniques are employed for 
building. With time, cracks and crevices appear in mud walls, which may also lose their 
plaster, the complex timber structures of primitive tiled or thatched roofs may also 
deteriorate, and are not easy to keep clean and rodent-free; earthen floors are difficult to 
clean, and even more so when (as frequently observed in poor rural communities) entire 
families sleep in small rooms, sometimes sharing them with their domestic animals and 
normally having to keep all their belongings in the same space (often in cardboard or 
wooden boxes stuck beneath beds, with clothes hanging from strings along the walls 
and rudimentary shelves where small goods and adornments accumulate). Thus, we may 
Figure 70. Inadequate hygiene conditions may favour 
triatominc infestation of rural households in Ecuador 
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sense that in some cases households `acquire' their risk factors over time. 
However, in other circumstances it may well be the opposite. In areas of new 
settlements where impoverished immigrants arrive living conditions are generally 
appalling. Those newly arrived build precarious huts, often mud- or timber-walled and 
thatched, that may be rapidly colonised by triatomines (e. g., Albarracin-Veizaga et al. 
1999); eventually however some of the immigrants will find a job and establish 
themselves in the area, and possibly will begin to improve their homes (covering walls 
with plaster and earthen floors with cement, replacing thatched roofs with corrugated 
metal sheets, and even having their homes sprayed). Herrer and coworkers mentioned 
that the densest R. ecuadoriensis colony they found in a survey (121 DUs) in rural areas 
of northern Peru corresponded to a "recently built household, where no insecticides had 
still been applied" (Herrer et al. 1972; p. 144). 
Both mechanisms can act simultaneously at the level of single communities - some 
houses being improved over time while others deteriorate. A final average outcome of 
no apparent relationship between house age and infestation is therefore possible, and 
was suspected in our survey. We were left with the impression that those who escape 
desperate poverty readily embark on housing improvements, whereas those who remain 
in destitution see how their houses deteriorate without being able to prevent it; although 
the dataset showed no significant overall correlation between income and house quality, 
37% (7/19) of those earning less than 15 US$/month lived in houses in very poor 
condition, vs. only 9.5% (2/21) of those earning over 75 US$/month. The time elapsed 
since the houses were built was comparable (WT X2=0.3,1 df, p=0.6) in both groups 
(median=l6 and mean=16.6 years for the group of families earning <15 US$/month, vs. 
median=l3 and mean=17.5 years in the group earning >75 US$/month). 
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Figure 71. Entomological survey: approximate monthly income and quality of housing 
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Finally, older houses have simply been available as (more or less) fitting ecotopes for 
longer periods than newer ones. This means that reported infestation may not be suitable 
for exploring a possible increase in the risk of infestation with time, except perhaps 
because it may provide a rough confirmation that there is a time-cumulative increase in 
the probability that dwellers encounter bugs. Supporting this view, our results show that 
while reportedly infested households were older in average, no such difference was 
observed when assessing either current or recent (up to 1 year) reported infestation. 
" Bu iIdi ng _m a 
tg ri aIs. Unlike with other triatomine species (discussed above), we 
found no substantial information on the possible relationships between building 
materials and household infestation by R ecuadoriensis. Based on limited field 
observations (data from seven infested households out of 121 surveyed in two localities 
of northern Peru), Herrer et al. (1972) indicated that mud-walled houses were 
preferentially infested; there, R ecuadoriensis females laid their eggs either attached to 
wooden surfaces or in cracks and crevices of adobe walls of both houses and guinea pig 
pens. Thirty years later, CA Cuba Cuba and coworkers reported similar findings from a 
survey on 259 DUs (14% of which infested) in the Cascas district (La Libertad, Peru), 
where most of the bugs were found in houses "with non-plastered walls of adobe or 
`quinchas' (mud/cane) and thatched or cane-and-clay roofs" (Cuba Cuba et al. 2002; p. 
176). We were unable to find any specific information on building material preferences 
regarding Ecuadorian populations of R ecuadoriensis, although the allusions to 
infestation of wooden dovecotes and chicken coops (occasionally with tagua palm 
thatching in Manabi) (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985) could be regarded as an indication that 
some bugs may favour those materials. However, the significance of these observations 
is uncertain, and no quantitative analyses have been published as yet; the present work 
represents the first attempt to systematically explore possible associations and 
accordingly define risk factors for household infestation by R ecuadoriensis. 
Univariate analyses showed that some of the characteristics of household walls and 
roofs could be involved in promoting infestation by R ecuadoriensis, and provided no 
evidence that different types of floors could have an effect in the outcome of interest. 
This would agree well with the basic biological features of a Rhodnius species, likely to 
have evolved in association with arboreal ecotopes; conversely, terrestrial species of 
Triatoma may prefer houses where earthen floors mimic their natural habitats, 
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particularly when nymphs cover themselves with dust particles to camouflage (Zeledön 
1981, Barrett 1991, Starr et al. 1991). 
The presence of walls made totally or partially with mud significantly increased the 
risk of DU infestation; assessment of contingency tables showed an associated relative 
risk of 1.9 (uOR=3.16,95% CI 1.5-6.8, n=119 DUs). The uOR slightly increased when 
the absence of plaster in mud walls was taken into consideration, with unplastered mud 
walls presenting 3.3-fold (unadjusted) odds of being infested (95% CI 1.4-8.3; relative 
risk was 1.83). This was in agreement with observations mentioned above, and suggests 
that despite being an originally arboreal species, R ecuadoriensis can take advantage of 
the micro-structural features of mud walls - where cracks, crevices, gaps and fissures 
provide the bugs with suitable hiding places (Abad-Franch et al. 2002) and, according to 
Herrer et al. (1972), perhaps also protected spaces to lay eggs. That mud-walled 
households were more likely to be infested was well recognised by many inhabitants of 
the study localities (mainly in Loja), as shown by the results of the KAP survey (above) 
and by detailed accounts obtained from numerous dwellers during the interviews. It 
must be noted however that mud-walled houses are typically found in Andean 
communities (both in Ecuador and Peru), but may be completely absent from many 
coastal areas where R ecuadoriensis has been recorded - for instance in Manabi, see 
above. This means that these results are likely to have more impact in the control of the 
species in the temperate valleys where it seems to display a stronger synanthropic 
behaviour, and that other housing features not evaluated in our survey could be of 
importance in coastal communities where timber-walled houses are typical. 
An unexpected result from exploratory univariate statistics was the strong correlation 
between tile roofs and a higher likelihood of infestation; contingency table analysis 
revealed a relative risk of 3.54 (uOR= 6.1,95% CI 2.2-22.3) for tile-roofed houses. It 
was at first difficult to figure out how a tile roof could have a positive influence in the 
population biology of R ecuadoriensis and encourage infestation. Analogous 
difficulties were encountered by Starr and coworkers when a similar finding arose from 
re-analysis of ecological data on synanthropic populations of T. dimidiata in Costa Rica 
(Starr et al. 1991). After examining original field records the authors concluded that it 
was not the roofs themselves that favoured bug colonies, but the presence of stacks of 
spare tiles (where immature bugs were collected) near the houses (Starr et al. 1991). In 
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the case of our survey, we favour a different interpretation. Firstly, we did not find any 
evidence of colonisation among piles of spare building materials (including timber, 
bricks, adobes, and tiles) in peridomestic areas. More importantly, we were able to 
examine over a hundred tile roofs during the survey, and were impressed by their 
architectural features. These roofs, usually built by the householders, consist of a rather 
primitive but very complex framework of trunks and/or large bamboo canes laid 
longitudinally (following the roof slope) and joint by smaller, transverse branches 
and/or reeds, tied with vegetable fibre strings or with metal wire; fired clay tiles are 
arranged loosely over this framework, without fastening them to each other or to the 
substrate. There is often a large gap between the top of the walls and the roof, important 
for ventilation in houses with normally small windows (if with any windows at all). 
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Figure 72. 'l'ýpical tile roofs in Loja 
We interpret the apparent preference of R ecuadoriensis for houses with tile roofs in 
Loja-El Oro in the following terms: 
i. Structural suitability. The very complex architecture of the roofs provides the bugs 
with numerous safe hiding places, generally inaccessible to any attempts 
householders may make to kill the bugs (perhaps including, at least to a certain 
extent, insecticide spraying). That structural-architectural features, rather than the 
building materials themselves, may favour domiciliary bug colonies was already 
observed in Argentina, where brushwood-earth roofs harboured more T. infestans 
than those made of compacted grass bundles (Gürtler et al. 1992). 
ii. Abundance of oviposition surfaces. Although it has been mentioned that R 
ecuadoriensis females may lay eggs in mud wall crevices, it is clear that these 
originally arboreal bugs do have a preference for vegetable surfaces - as also noted 
in the same report (Herrer et al. 1972). Cuba Cuba et al. (2002) specifically referred 
to the frequent finding of infested bamboo cane beds, often with numerous eggs 
fastened to the cane surface (CA Cuba Cuba, pers. comm. ). We observed exactly the 
same thing during our surveys in both Loja and El Oro; in one household in Loja we 
dismantled two beds (one made of wood planks and the other with bamboo canes) 
and collected 239 R ecuadoriensis eggs (Abad-Franch et al. 2002); we noticed that 
eggs were more frequently found on rough instead of smooth surfaces (for instance, 
on the inner rather than on the outer side of the canes, which are cut in half 
longitudinally and then flattened to construct the beds). The same preference for 
rough wooden surfaces was observed in the distribution of eggs in chicken coops; 
interestingly, parasitoidism by wasps (see Coscaron et al. 1999) was only detected 
among eggs collected outside houses (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). 
Table 76. Eggs of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis collected in El Lucero (Loja) 
Not hatched 
Site of collection Hatched Viable Not viable Dubious Total (%) P+ p 
Intradomiciliary 434 14 0 13 3 464 (46.6) 
Peridomestic 
.............. .................... 
414 
................... ............ .... ------- 
15 
----...... --------- --------- 
65............. 
------ 
g---------- 
--......... 
9...... 
------ ----.. 
531(53.4) 
Total (%) 848 (85.2) 29(2.9) 65 (6.5) 41(4.1) 12 (1.2) 995 
P+: eggs with signs of parasitoidism (larvae inside eggs or egg chorium presenting a circular orifice left by the emerging 
wasp); P-: eggs with no sign of parasitoidism; Dubious: apparently alive when collected, but producing no nymphs 
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Figure 73. Eggs of Rhodnius ecuadorien. cis 
on a bamboo cane bed (El Luccro. Loja) 
We consequently believe that the timber roof structure may provide extremely 
abundant, suitable egg-laying surfaces to the female bugs inside these dwellings. It is 
however necessary to note that we did not observe this directly; demolition studies 
are usually required to conduct detailed observations on the ecology of roof-dwelling 
triatomine populations (e. g., Rabinovich et al. 1979, Gürtler et al. 1992). 
iii. Host availability. The structurally complex roofs described here frequently 
provide refuge to synanthropic rodent populations, particularly when houses are not 
kept in a suitable state of hygiene and crops are stored without adequate protection 
inside or near the houses. Rats and mice are therefore extremely frequent in these 
households, and the residents in our study areas were well aware that rodents were 
breeding mainly in roofs and storerooms. In some cases, bird nests may also be found 
among the loose tiles, and even opossums will take refuge in the roofs occasionally. 
All these vertebrates may represent a suitable food supply for the bugs; our studies in 
a tile-roofed dwelling in Loja revealed that bugs collected indoors had fed on rodents 
(Abad-Franch et al. 2002), which were abundant in the roof Andrade et at. (1995a) 
reported that the presence of rats significantly increased the likelihood of DU 
infestation by 7: infe. s"tan. ti" in central Brazil. 
iv. Lack (? f harrier effect for peridotnesüc populations. Most of the breeding colonies 
of R. ecuadorietv; i. v detected in our survey were associated with peridomestic chicken 
coops, where they reached high densities (up to 221 bugs in a single chicken nest) 
under favourable conditions (Abad-Franch et at. 2002); as generally accepted for 
other secondary vectors that colonise peridomestic structures, the rate of migration of 
bugs towards the houses is likely to increase when the peridomestic system nears its 
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carrying capacity due to excess bug density in relation to a fixed number of hosts 
(Dias & Diotaiuti 1998). Obviously, physical barriers effectively separating both 
environments could prevent peridomestic bugs from getting inside the dwellings. We 
believe that tile roofs do not represent an effective barrier for R ecuadoriensis. 
Firstly, a wide gap is usually present between walls and roof eaves; it was frequent in 
our study localities that chicken nests were placed against the house walls under the 
roof eaves, only a few inches below those gaps. A breeding bug colony was found 
within a brick house in good condition (in Loja) where infested chicken coops were 
thus positioned. In addition, the fact that tiles are laid loose over the timber structure 
means that any flying bugs landing on the large upper roof surface can easily work 
their way into the house by just walking through the spaces between the tiles. A 
fertilised female following this route would find herself in a structurally suitable, safe 
environment with plenty of adequate surfaces upon which to lay eggs and possibly 
with a large enough food supply to start a colony. 
: Domestic_animais. Almost 97% of families had domestic animals in our survey 
communities; the possible relationship between these potential hosts and triatomine 
infestation was therefore explored in terms of abundance (rather than presence/absence) 
of domestic animals in households. A general assessment disclosed infested DUs had on 
average a significantly larger amount of domestic animals (t-test p=0.005); as 
mentioned above, previous observations indicate chickens, pigeons, and guinea pigs 
may be hosts of R. ecuadoriensis in human habitats (Carcavallo et al. 1998b). However, 
detailed analyses of our dataset showed that DUs with chickens (85.6% of 118 
households) only had a non-significant increase in the likelihood of infestation (FET 
p=0.3); although the unadjusted odds ratio was 1.8 (RR=1.5), the 95% CI included 1. A 
similar finding was reported regarding domestic T infestans populations in central 
Brazil (uOR=1.5,95% CI 0.9-2.3) (Andrade et al. 1995a). Similarly, no significant 
association was found suggesting houses with guinea pigs (20% out of 120 with data) 
were more likely to be infested (FET p=0.1; RR=1.6, uOR=2.3,95% CI 0.94-5.9). 
Pigeons were present in only one infested DU (El Oro, 8 pigeons); although bugs were 
detected in a chicken coop located '-15m from the dwelling, there were no signs of 
infestation in the pigeon nests (wooden boxes attached to the brick wall under the roof 
eaves). 
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Figure 74. Infested household in El 
Oro. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis bugs 
(all stages) were recovered from a 
timber-and-tile-roofed chicken coop 
were 12 chickens were kept near the 
house: hen nests were made of banana 
tree leaves. No bugs were found in 
the house itself, or in pigeon nests 
located under the roof caves. In the 
picture, workers of the National 
Vector Control Service (SNEM) 
examine a chicken nest to confirm 
infestation prior to spraying both the 
house and peridomestic structures 
with deltamethrin 
While numbers of guinea pigs had no bearing on the probability of a DU being 
infested, the presence of bugs was more likely to be reported from households with 
larger numbers of chickens (uOR=16.2, the lower limit of the 99% Cl was 1.5). 
Multivariate logistic regression confirmed this trend after adjusting for confounders, 
with OR=15.9 (MRep-la), OR=22.7 (model MRep-lb), and OR=11.5 (MRep-2). This 
was entirely in agreement with our field observations; the bugs were clear and 
consistently associated with peridomestic chicken coops, where dense colonies may 
become established (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Abad-Franch et al. 2002). We confirmed 
that although mainly ornithophilic, a significant fraction of feeding contacts of R. 
ecuadoriensis may involve mammals - even with availability of bird blood greatly 
exceeding that of mammal blood at the microhabitat level. Thus, eleven out of 17 
(64.7%) intestinal content samples taken from bugs collected in chicken coops in a DU 
in Loja contained only bird blood, but in three of them (17.6%) only rodent blood was 
detected, two samples (11.8%) reacted with both bird and rodent antisera, and one bug 
(5.9%) had fed on both bird and opossum blood (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). 
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Although no previous data were available indicating that dogs could be hosts of R. 
ecuadoriensis, we found that DUs where dogs were present had a marginally non- 
significant higher likelihood of being infested (FET p=0.058, LR test p=0.047; 
RR=1.6); univariate logistic regression yielded an uOR=2.16, with 95% CI not 
including 1 (1.01-4.8), suggesting that an ecological relationship could in fact exist 
between dogs and R. ecuadoriensis. A quantitative analysis revealed that the number of 
dogs was correlated with a significant increase in the likelihood of household infestation 
(WT p=0.017, uOR=7.7); the relationship was stronger when only dogs kept in 
peridomiciles were considered (WT p=0.004, uOR=12.4), perhaps reflecting the fact 
that the majority of bugs were breeding outdoors in our study localities - and could 
therefore feed on peridomestic rather than intradomiciliary dogs. In the univariate 
models, the presence of two dogs in the DU was associated with a probability of 
infestation of 0.49, vs. 0.54 in DUs with 2 peridomestic dogs; similarly, 5 and 6 dogs 
were associated with probabilities of 0.8 and 0.86 (all dogs considered), and with 0.72 
and 0.78 (considering only dogs kept outdoors). The following figure shows these 
trends for both reported and current household infestation. 
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Figure 75. Dogs in households and infestation by Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: univariate logistic 
regression. Probabilities of infestation (current or reported) as a function of the number of 
peridomestic dogs (dark grey) and the total number of dogs (light grey) in the household 
Taking these results into account, the likelihood of household infestation was 
modelled using the number of peridomestic dogs, rather than the total number, as a 
potential covariate. Multivariate logistic regression showed however that the correlation 
became non-significant aller adjusting for confounders (LR test p=0.23), except for the 
separate analysis of the data from El Oro (only 34 DUs). Gürtler and coworkers have 
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shown that in Argentina domiciliary T. infestans are about three times more 
likely to 
take their bloodmeals from dogs or chickens than from humans, and that the number of 
intradomiciliary dogs is positively correlated with bug colony density (Gürtler et al. 
1992,1997); on the contrary, Andrade et al. (1995a) reported that the risk of DU 
infestation did not increase significantly in houses with dogs vs. those without them 
(uOR=1) in Brazil. Regarding disease transmission, the probability that a bug becomes 
infected after a bloodmeal from a seropositive dog was 12-fold that of getting the 
infection from a seropositive child, and 200 times higher than that from an infected 
adult (Gürtler et al. 1996), resulting in a positive correlation between the number of 
infected dogs and the rate of T. cruzi infection among the vectors (Gürtler et al. 1991); a 
similar increase in bug infection rates was observed in households with a single infected 
cat (but with no infected dogs) (Cohen & Gürtler 2001). Although chickens are not 
reservoirs of the parasite, and may divert a number of bugs from feeding on humans and 
other potentially infective vertebrates, their contribution to higher densities in bug 
populations probably has an influence on dispersal of bugs to neighbouring homes and 
increases the overall number of infected bugs within domiciles, and thus ultimately 
helps spread disease (Lehane et al. 1992, Cohen & Gürtler 2001). The role of dogs is 
unclear in the case of R ecuadoriensis; neither published records nor our field 
observations suggested a tight trophic link between bugs and dogs in southern Ecuador. 
In this sense, 17 bloodmeal samples drawn from dense peridomestic colonies in a 
household in Loja indicated that none of the bugs had fed on dogs, even if three dogs 
(alongside 36 chickens) were available for the bugs (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). There 
was no significant correlation between the number of dogs (either peridomestic or 
overall) and any other putative risk factor, including the number of chickens (R2<0.1) or 
several DU characteristics (e. g., houses with mud walls and tiled roofs or the ability of 
the householder to recognise R. ecuadoriensis). Although univariate results suggested 
that the bugs may feed on dogs in peridomestic areas, the available evidence is 
inconclusive. The only previous information regarding a possible trophic link between 
dogs and R ecuadoriensis was reported by Herrer et al. (1972), who experimentally fed 
field-collected bugs on dogs, guinea pigs, chickens, rats, and mice. Further field 
research in southern Ecuador and northern Peru would need to pay attention to the 
ecological relationships between R ecuadoriensis and dogs, both by performing 
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bloodmeal analyses and by ascertaining the prevalence of T. cruzi infection among dogs 
(Gürtler et al. 1991, Cohen & Gürtler 2002). It may in this sense be interesting to note 
that one of the main reasons why dogs were kept in peridomiciles in the rural areas 
where our surveys took place was the ability of these animals to "protect poultry from 
predators"; these are almost invariably Didelphis marsupialis opossums, called `zorros' 
(literally `foxes') in western Ecuador, which are abundant near human settlements and 
may prey on chicks, eggs, and chickens. The mix-bred, medium-sized dogs owned by 
many residents are extremely efficient in killing opossums, as we had the opportunity to 
see in Loja. When they hunt an opossum, the dogs kill it immediately by biting its neck 
and head, and although they do not eat it, obviously there is much contact between the 
blood of the marsupial and the oral mucosa of the dog, which probably also ingests 
some amount of blood. Taking into account the fact that D. marsupialis is probably the 
most important natural reservoir host of 7: cruzi (Miles 1998), we propose that the 
hunting and killing of opossums by domestic dogs may contribute to build the links 
between sylvatic and domestic cycles of T cruzi in many rural (and perhaps also 
suburban) areas of Latin America. 
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5.4.2.5. Results by locality 
Figure 76. Killing of opossums 
(I )idelphi. c marcupialis and 
others) by dogs may constitute a 
route of introduction of 
l rvpanoso na cruzi strains from 
cnzootic into pcridomestic cycles 
Some differences were recorded when results obtained in our two fieldwork localities 
were analysed separately. Thus, multivariate logistic regression showed that in Loja 
three covariates significantly increased the likelihood of DU infestation: houses with 
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mud walls and tiled roofs, the total number of chickens kept in the household, and the 
presence of guinea pigs. This was in agreement with the profile of infested DUs 
reported for Andean communities in northern Peru, including the possible importance of 
guinea pigs as hosts (Heuer et al. 1972, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002), and further questioned 
the (somewhat unexpected) finding that peridomestic dogs may play a key role in the 
domestic ecology of R ecuadoriensis - at least in this Andean community. On the 
contrary, the number of dogs was associated (together with houses older than 10 years) 
with a higher risk of infestation in El Oro, where chickens seemed to have no effect in 
the outcome of interest. Clear differences in the building profiles of infested DUs 
between both localities were not unexpected, because houses are typically built with 
mud in the interior Andean valleys of Loja and with bricks and timber in El Oro. The 
only house where an intradomiciliary breeding bug colony was detected in El Oro had 
mud walls and a tile roof, which was atypical in the area; the owners were immigrants 
from Loja, and had accordingly reproduced the characteristic Lojan housing style, even 
if they had been living in El Oro for 65 years. Apart from bedroom infestation in this 
household (where chicken nests were also infested), all bug colonies were found in 
peridomestic chicken coops in Lourdes; this indicates that chickens are in fact important 
hosts, and (perhaps because of the limited sample size or because of unknown 
confounders) the analyses failed to detect a significant association. 
5.4.2.6. Human infection 
Notwithstanding the already mentioned reservations about the reliability of the 
results of serological tests, it may be worth noting that a clear association between 
seropositivity and both `cohabitation' with another seropositive and reported 
antecedents of bug bites was disclosed by logistic regression analysis. The risk 
associated with the presence of a seropositive in the household (RR=3.17; OR=3.97, 
95% CI 1.6-9.5) and with a history of bug bites (RR=3.7; OR=4.02,95% CI 1.7-10.2) 
are suggestive of a good vectorial capacity of R ecuadoriensis: when infected mammal 
reservoirs (here represented by the `other' seropositive) are present in the house and 
people get bitten by the bugs, their risk of becoming seropositive increases significantly. 
This also argues in favour of studying seroprevalence among dogs in Ecuador and Peru. 
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5.5. Concluding remarks and recommendations 
We have for the first time attempted to develop mathematical models aimed at 
describing the ecological interactions between R ecuadoriensis and various elements of 
the domestic-peridomestic environment and predicting the effects of modifying those 
elements in the likelihood of a household becoming infested. Previously, only a few 
works used a similar approach (multivariate logistic regression modelling) to 
quantitatively define risk factors favouring the establishment of bug colonies in human 
habitats, but did not develop predictive models. Thus, Andrade et al. (1995a) modelled 
the likelihood of DU infestation by T. infestans as a function of several discrete 
covariates (complete/incomplete house building [largely equivalent to houses in 
good/poor condition in our study]; type of wall, floor and roof, crop storage; 
presence/absence of chickens, dogs, rodents, and pigs; and presence/absence of 
peridomestic animal shelters and palm trees), and found four of them to be associated 
with a significant increase in the likelihood of infestation after adjusting for confounders 
(house building, earthen floors, food storage and presence of rodents) (Andrade et al. 
1995a). In this study, the presence of domestic animals (dogs, chickens, or pigs) had no 
significant effect on the risk of infestation, but, as observed in our survey, it could be 
that the number of them, rather than they mere presence, favours infestation - and 
increases the density of the colonies, promoting disease transmission (Piesman et al. 
1985, Gürtler et al. 1992, Cohen & Gürtler 2001). Starr et al. (1991) studied the effects 
of various dwelling characteristics (good/poor general condition; type of floor, wall and 
roof, and indoor firewood storage) in the ecology of domestic T. dimidiata in Costa 
Rica. Previous results from observational studies and univariate analyses had shown that 
a poor sanitary condition of the house, earthen floors, and the presence of firewood 
could favour infestation (Zeledon et al. 1973, Zeledon & Vargas 1984); although 
multivariate analysis showed that 95% CI of adjusted OR for those covariates included 
1, the authors considered that they should still be considered as potential risk factors 
(Starr et al. 1991). Host availability was not assessed by Starr and coworkers; it may be 
suspected from other studies that dogs, rodents, and chickens play a significant role in 
the domestic ecology of T dimidiata (Zeledön 1981, Zeledon et al. 1973,2001b). 
Cohen and Gürtler observed that because of "the complexity of the natural system 
and the relative simplicity of any mathematical model, qualitative agreement is the most 
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that can be hoped for from the comparisons of model predictions and field 
observations" (Cohen & Gürtler 2001; p. 695); in addition, our analyses were 
constrained by the fact that infestation was actually detected in only a small number of 
households, probably (at least in part) because of the operational limitations of active 
searches (discussed in detail previously). However, the consistency (i. e., the `qualitative 
agreement') of our findings (using reported infestation as the dependent variable for 
modelling) with field observations (e. g., importance of chickens as hosts and of 
structural house features in providing suitable refuges and breeding sites for the bugs) 
supports the satisfactoriness of our approach. Deriving flawless, definitive conclusions 
as to the ecology of synanthropic populations of R. ecuadoriensis was not among our 
objectives in this part of the study; we rather aimed at setting the basis for improved 
fieldwork methodologies that could be incorporated in large-scale, routine control 
activities (including the baseline studies of the preparatory phase). One major outcome 
of this research will therefore be the proposal of standardised fieldwork protocols with 
maximum efficiency as the optimality criterion. 
Thus, according to the results here presented, entomological surveys should adopt 
slightly different tactics in areas with typical `coastal' and `Andean' house building 
patterns. Timber-walled coastal dwellings seem less propitious than mud-walled 
(mainly Andean, including the valleys of southern Ecuador and most of the species 
range in Peru) houses for the establishment of indoor bug colonies; however, special 
attention needs to be drawn to complex roof structures (mainly timber-and-tile), 
irrespective of wall building materials. A further major point would be the necessity for 
accurate inspection of chicken coops and dovecotes, with inspectors receiving specific 
training for the detection and identification of Rhodnius eggs, eggshells, and exuviae. 
The use of chemical flushing-out agents may represent and advantage for uncovering 
indoors infestation, but at least in Andean communities of southern Ecuador the 
accounts by the residents and their ability to recognise bug specimens seem to provide a 
highly reliable estimation of household infestation. 
Intervention strategies may also be refined based on our results. In the short term, it 
seems particularly important to formally incorporate peridomestic structures used to 
keep poultry into control schemes. Not only they should be thoroughly inspected and 
sprayed; it would also be desirable that dwellers are vigorously encouraged to replace 
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hen nests on a monthly basis, burning old ones and at the same time checking that no 
signs of infestation are found in their coops. In this sense, educational interventions 
should emphasise the link between infestation and disease, and the fact that 
peridomiciliary bug colonies (not only those found indoors) also represent a serious 
health threat. 
Operational design of chemical control interventions will have to consider the 
possible tolerance to malathion suggested by some of our observations. Synthetic 
pyrethroids should constitute the first choice, and bioassays should be performed to 
confirm the susceptibility of the bugs to the products utilised. Our studies with 
laboratory colonies founded with field-collected bugs from Loja show that R. 
ecuadoriensis incubation period is of about one month (details not shown); insecticides 
should therefore have lethal residual effects for over 30 days (both indoors and in 
peridomiciles). The same studies (bugs kept at 28±1°C and 75±5% relative humidity 
and fed fortnightly on restrained chickens) indicate the R. ecuadoriensis can only 
produce one generation per year [egg-to-adult development time was of -431 days on 
average (median=389, minimum=126 days), with adult survival reaching over one year 
(mean=204±113 days, median=163, maximum=378)], suggesting a limited capacity for 
population recovery after control interventions. 
Long-term control of disease transmission may benefit from housing improvements; 
according to our findings, changes aimed at reducing structural complexity of walls and 
roofs would have a maximal impact. This would entail walls with fewer crevices and 
cracks (properly plastered) and, importantly, a progressive replacement of traditional 
timber-and-tile roofs by others with a simpler structure and without timber frameworks 
(e. g., concrete or planks of fibre-cement - onto which tiles could perhaps be laid to 
improve insulation and increase acceptance by local residents). In general, we 
confirmed that poverty significantly increases the risk of infestation (probably reflecting 
poorer housing quality), supporting the view that social and economic development may 
have a substantial impact in disease transmission. 
Overall, it would seem that after a classical attack phase based on pyrethroid 
spraying (paying special attention to peridomiciles), a relatively simple entomological 
surveillance system (aided by good levels of knowledge about the vectors among the 
residents) with emphasis on a better management of poultry and the report of infestation 
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by householders could reduce transmission very significantly in the large geographic 
range of strongly synanthropic R ecuadoriensis populations; selective responses to 
reports by local residents would result in relative low investment requirements, 
improving cost-benefit ratios. In the areas where Phytelephas palms harbour sylvatic 
vector populations (mainly the central coastal region of Ecuador), the attack phase 
would have to be designed according primarily to household infestation rates by T 
dimidiata. The possibility of subsequent occupation of the empty ecological niches by 
R. ecuadoriensis implies that community-based surveillance and selective interventions 
would be required to halt transmission in the long term; perhaps in this case, as 
suggested by results of our research on sylvatic R ecuadoriensis populations, 
environmental management schemes aimed at high-risk palm tree ecotopes would help 
reduce the frequency of invasion-colonisation of artificial structures by vectors of 
sylvatic origin. 
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6. BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY IN RHODNIUS ECUADORIENSIS 
6.1. Moruholouical and chromatic variability 
6.1.1. INTRODUCTION 
R ecuadoriensis was described in 1958 (Lent & Leon 1958) from material collected 
by LA Leon in 1955 in domiciles of La Toma (1270m above sea level, 3°59'S 
79°21'W), a rural area of the temperate Andean valleys of the Catamayo-Chira river 
system (province of Loja, southern Ecuador). The type material was at the time of the 
original description found to be "of very small size and general aspect similar to that of 
R. pallescens"; the authors acknowledged that it was initially misidentified as 
pallescens, but biogeographical data (pallescens had only been reported from Panama), 
overall size (much larger in pallescens), some chromatic traits (with pallescens 
presenting better-defined connexival dorsal markings), and the shape of the median 
process of the pygophore, led to the conclusion that the Ecuadorian specimens belonged 
to a different taxon (Lent & Leon 1958; p. 181). Other mottled species (R pictipes and 
the closely related R stali and R amazonicus) can be readily differentiated from 
ecuadoriensis (for instance, their tibiae are uniformly yellowish except for a transversal 
black band on the basal third); they are also much larger, and occur on the eastern 
(Amazonian) side of the Andes (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Lent et al. 1993, Berenger 
& Pluot-Sigwalt 2002). 
The morphological and chromatic characteristics of R ecuadoriensis, combined with 
its geographic distribution (allopatric to any other known species of the genus), allow 
therefore for unambiguous specific determination of field-collected material. Since the 
original description however, several geographic populations of the species have been 
recorded from a large area including Pacific coastal lowlands and temperate inter- 
Andean valleys of central and southern Ecuador and northern Peru (Abad-Franch et al. 
2001b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). In addition, some of those populations seemed to 
display different ecological preferences, ranging from sylvatic colonies detected in palm 
trees of central-western Ecuador (Carcavallo & Martinez 1985, Aviles et al. 1995b) to 
synanthropic bugs both in Ecuador and Peru (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Calderon et al. 
1985, Abad-Franch et al. 2001b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). Despite the apparent biological 
diversity of these populations, and despite the possible epidemiological implications 
(because of suggestions that different populations display varying degrees of 
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synanthropism), no comparative inter-population analyses have been conducted in R. 
ecuadoriensis. Here we present a characterisation of several populations of the species, 
comprising most of its geographic range and ecological variants, based on external 
anatomical and chromatic features. The remarkable degree of intraspecific heterogeneity 
detected during this evaluation was further analysed by means of digital morphometrics 
and molecular biological methods (Sections 6.2. and 6.3. ), and the main ecological traits 
of both sylvatic and synanthropic Ecuadorian populations were studied in a series of 
field surveys in western Ecuador (Chapters 4 and 5). 
Figure 77. Population diversity in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: origin of specimens in 
Ecuador (provinces of Pichincha. Manabi, El Oro, and Loja) and northern Peru (Suvo, 
Department of Piura. and upper Chicama valley, Department of La Libertad). All 
specimens w ere collected in areas of the western slope of the Andes; geographic 
locations are approximate 
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6.1.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We compared the type specimens (three males and two females deposited at the 
Herman Lent collection, Laboratörio Nacional e Internacional de Referencia em 
Taxonomia de Triatomineos [LNTRTT], Departamento de Entomologia, Instituto 
Oswaldo Cruz-Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) and the descriptions based on type 
material (Lent & Leon 1958, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979) with bugs collected during 
our field surveys (natural populations from Loja, El Oro, Manabi, and Pichincha). 
Peruvian material collected in human environments in the Departments of Piura and La 
Libertad was made available by Prof. CA Cuba Cuba (University of Brasilia, Brazil), 
and bugs from a colony founded with sylvatic specimens collected from Phytelephas 
aequatorialis palm trees in coastal Ecuador (Manabi) and kept at Fiocruz were kindly 
donated by Prof. J Jurberg (LNIRTT, Brazil). Our approach for this qualitative 
assessment combined the exhaustive review of morphological and chromatic traits 
(except for the complete dissection of male genitalia) with considerations on 
biogeographical records (Section 3.2. ) and the known ecological preferences of the 
species (Sections 4.1. and 5.1. ). For comparisons with closely related species, the 
descriptions and ecological remarks by Lent & Leon 1958, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, 
Carcavallo et al. 1997a, 1998a, and Moreno et al. 1999 were utilised; laboratory colony 
specimens of R pallescens and R colombiensis were made available by Dr NO 
Jaramillo (University of Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia) for comparative analyses. 
6.1.3. RESULTS 
Two major phenotypic groups were identified among the field-collected material 
examined that could be readily distinguished from each other. The first of these groups 
is comprised of bugs whose morphological and chromatic characteristics correspond 
well with descriptions based on type material. The phenotypes within this group were 
however heterogeneous, with size variants apparently related to the primary habitat of 
the bug populations (sylvatic vs. synanthropic) and with more subtle differences 
recorded between geographic populations of domestic-peridomestic vectors. The second 
major cluster was found to differ significantly from the type material, both in size and 
colouration; these bugs were only found in sylvatic environments in the province of 
Pichincha. 
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6.1.3.1. Typical forms of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
"Sy_nanthroýic_Qopulations__Loja and EI Oro. Specimens collected in the 
southern Ecuadorian provinces of Loja and El Oro were found to be virtually identical 
to the type material; these were synanthropic populations found in areas where the 
absence of palm trees suggested the possibility of isolation from sylvatic conspecifics 
(Section 3.2.4. ). The main anatomical and chromatic features of these `typical forms' 
corresponded therefore to the classical descriptions of the species summarised below. 
Very small triatomines: total length 12.5-13.5mm (males) and 14.5mm (females). 
The overall colour of adult bugs is light brown-yellowish with dark brown markings 
(stripes and irregularly shaped dots) on the body and appendages; this pattern is 
especially conspicuous on the legs. 
The head is granulose, relatively short and stout for the genus, approximately twice 
as long as wide across the eyes and very slightly longer than the pronotum. Eyes are 
medium-sized; in a lateral view, they slightly surpass the inferior (but do not attain the 
superior) limit of the head. The basal 3/5 of the second segment of the antennae is light 
brown, with the apical 2/5 much darker; the third segment is basally dark and apically 
lighter. The second rostral segment does not attain the neck, although it reaches the 
level of the ocelli and slightly surpasses it in some specimens. The neck is dark on the 
sides, with a light, broad medial band on the dorsal surface. 
The anterior lobe of pronotum is granulose (with rounded and non-prominent 
anterolateral angles), and the posterior lobe rugose-granulose and light brown. 
Submedian carinae and lateral margins are yellowish, and the spaces between them 
present a mottled pattern with dark spots forming two darkish, poorly defined stripes in 
each of these spaces. The scutellum has 2+2 well-defined, yellowish anterior carinae 
that fuse into 1+1 on the centre of the scutellum and then into a single median carina on 
the posterior process (whose upper surface is therefore light coloured). 
The hemelytra are straw-coloured, including veins; irregular dark stripes and spots 
with lighter dots cover the spaces between veins, giving an overall mottled aspect. 
Legs are light yellowish brown with a conspicuous mottled pattern in which dark 
brown stripes and spots irregularly cover the surface of femora (where the pattern is 
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more conspicuous and dark markings can be seen to concentrate on the distal third) and 
tibiae (with darker distal extremes). 
The ventral surface of abdomen is light brown-yellowish, irregularly mottled with 
dark brown. Dorsally, connexivum segments present a dark brown spot covering the 
anterior 1/3 to 1/2. The median process of the pygophore is shortly triangular and has a 
pointed apex. 
"$y_nanthrop ic_populations_northern_Peru. Several Peruvian specimens of 
R. ecuadoriensis were generously made available for comparative analyses by CA Cuba 
Cuba (University of Brasilia, Brazil). These were field-collected bugs found in human 
environments in the arid-semiarid Andean valleys of the Cascas district (upper Chicama 
valley, Department of La Libertad, - 500km south of the Ecuadorian border), except for 
one specimen collected in Suyo (Department of Piura, near the border with Loja). 
The overall aspect of these bugs coincided with the type material described above; 
however, while the specimen from Suyo could not be distinguished from those collected 
in Loja or El Oro, Chicama bugs were noticeably lighter than the Ecuadorian material. 
This was more evident in the legs of the insects, where the dark mottled pattern was 
limited to small clusters of dots and stripes concentrated on the basal and distal thirds of 
femora (leaving a central, broad yellowish area with few or no black markings) and 
tibiae. 
Peruvian bugs also seemed more slender than the typical specimens from Loja-El 
Oro; their legs for instance tended to be relatively longer and thinner. Width: length 
ratios for hind and medial femora were 1: 8.82-9.2 and 1: 7.2, respectively (Peruvian 
bugs from Chicama), vs. 1: 8.81 and 1: 5.7 (typical specimens from Loja). The pronotum 
also tended to be noticeably wider in the typical material than in the Peruvian 
population, with length: width ratios of 1: 1.43 (Peru) vs. 1: 1.68 (Loja). Heads of the 
Peruvian material were (on average) over 2.5mm long (2.4 to 2.68mm) and over 
1.26mm (1.17-1.32mm) wide (ratio length: width 1: 0.47-0.52), whereas they were about 
2.34mm (2.1-2.6mm) long and 1.2mm (1.1-1.3mm) wide in southern Ecuadorian bugs 
(ratio length: width 1: 0.49-0.56). 
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Figure 79. Phenotypic variation in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: t . pical specimens from southern 
Ecuador (province of Loja. female IA = dorsal view. A' = ventral viewl) and northern Peru 
(Department of La Libertad. male IB = dorsal view. B' _ ventral view). Note the lighter overall 
colouration and the more slender aspect (including longer legs) of the Peruvian material. The 
typical irregularly shaped dark markings arc more abundant in the Ecuadorian specimen. 
particularly on the legs. These markings tend to appear in clusters on the basal and distal thirds of 
the femora. leaving a lighter band clearly perceptible in the Peruvian specimens (arrows). Scale 
bars approx. 5mm 
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"Sy_Ivatic_populations; _ 
Manabi. Phytelephas aegiiatorialis palm trees harbour 
R. ecuadoriensis populations in the central coastal province of Manabi. The overall 
aspect and colouration of these specimens largely coincides with the descriptions of 
typical ecuadoriensis forms, but the sylvatic bugs are perceptibly larger than the type 
material. Thus, total length of females is usually of about 16mm, with males averaging 
-14.5-15mm in length. The heads are also longer than in synanthropic specimens, with 
average values typically over 2.95mm (2.6 to 3.2mm); length: width ratio is usually 
1: 0.42-0.46. Legs are clearly longer and more slender than in typical specimens, with 
hind leg ratios as follows. Length femur-length tibia 1: 1.4, width-length femur 1: 1 1.5. 
Some light specimens are somewhat similar to Peruvian material in that the irregular 
dark markings tend to concentrate on the basal and distal thirds of the femora. 
Figure 79. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis female 
specimen collected in central coastal Ecuador 
(province of Manabi). Note the non-unifonn 
distribution of dark markings on the legs 
(mainly on hind femora, where the blackish 
dots concentrate on the basal and distal thirds, 
leaving an intermediate lighter area larrowl). 
Scale bar: approx. 5mm 
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6.1.3.2. Pichincha forms 
In the last months of 1998, a male specimen of Rhodnius was collected near 
Alluriquin, by the road Quito-Santo Domingo de los Colorados (province of Pichincha, 
western slope of the Andes, at approximately between 800 and 900m above sea level) 
and brought to us for identification. The site of capture was within the theoretical range 
of R ecuadoriensis, which is not shared by any other known species of Rhodnius, but 
the overall morphology and colouration pattern of the specimen differed significantly 
from the descriptions of the type material. A more detailed examination evidenced the 
following: 
(1) The specimen was noticeably larger than reported for R. ecuadoriensis, but 
smaller than other closely related species 
Table 77. Size of typical Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, the Pichincha specimen, and related species 
Measurements R. ecuadoriensis Pichincha R. colombiensis R. pallescens 
Total length 12.5 - 13.5mm 17.2mm 17-18mm 21.5-23.5mm 
Width of pronotum 2.5 - 3mm 3.9mm 4-5mm 4.5-5mm 
(2) The Pichincha specimen was remarkably darker than reported for 
ecuadoriensis: the overall colour was dark brown, almost black, with lighter 
markings in head and pronotum (these marks being reddish); the mottled pattern, 
although present on all the body parts, was very inconspicuous (the dark 
background colour made the spots much less noticeable than they are in the 
yellowish typical ecuadoriensis and in pallescens); 
(3) After removing one of the parameres, we could inspect the median process of 
pygophore of the genitalia of this male; this structure has been used in systematics 
of Rhodnius by several authors (see Lent 1958, Lent & Jurberg 1969, Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Jurberg 1996, Jurberg et al. 1997, Moreno et al. 1999); it is 
short, triangular, and with a pointed apex in R ecuadoriensis. In the Pichincha 
male, this structure was triangular (as in all Rhodnius except pictipes, stall, 
amazonicus, and paraensis), but had a somewhat truncated apex; 
(4) The head of this Rhodnius specimen (see figure 80) was much longer (3.5mm) 
than reported for ecuadoriensis (around 2.5mm), and shorter than in pallescens 
(around 4.5mm or more). Head length of the recently described R. colombiensis is 
of about 4mm. 
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7 Af; mm 
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Figure 80. Heads of two Rhodnius ecuadoriensis male specimens (lateral view). Note the differences in 
size and shape between the sylvatic Pichincha forms (top figure) and synanthropic typical forms from 
southern Ecuador (bottom figure). The total length of head (neck-*anteclypeus) is indicated in mm 
Field surveys were carried out in the area of Andean foothill humid forests where 
this specimen was collected, and abundant material was recovered from Ph. 
aequatorialis palms using live-baited adhesive traps (Abad-Franch et al. 2000; see also 
Section 4.2.3. ). The following description is based on that material. 
Small triatomine (overall body length of males 17mm, of females 17.7mm). Overall 
colour dark brown, virtually blackish in many live specimens, with lighter brown 
markings (with an orange-reddish dye in many specimens) on various parts of the body 
and appendages (figures 81-85). Irregularly shaped dark spots are present on legs, but 
they are not very conspicuous as the brown-reddish background colour is only slightly 
lighter. A short golden pilosity is present on most of the integument. 
Head granulose (more conspicuously on lateral view, especially in the post-ocular 
region); almost 2.5 times as long as wide across the eyes; and slightly longer than the 
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pronotum. Short golden setae emerge from the granules; many of these granules are 
orange-brownish, most visibly in lateral view (in both the ante- and postocular region), 
contrasting on the black background. The overall colour of the head is dark brown- 
blackish, except for the mentioned granules and a narrow dorsal, median stripe light 
brown (reddish in many live specimens), which completely covers the longitudinal 
median prominence - but does not surpass it (figures 80,81,88). 1+1 light longitudinal 
light brown-orange stripes also present in the postocular regions under ocelli (lateral 
view, figure 80). 
Eyes are medium-sized, surpassing the level of under surface of the head, but not 
attaining the level of upper surface (figures 80 and 88). First segment of antennae not 
attaining apex of the head, and covered by scarce short hairs. Second segment entirely 
dark brown (slightly lighter at its base in some fair individuals), covered by relatively 
abundant short pilosity adhered to the surface and with very scarce, long and slender 
trichobothriae. Third segment light brown yellowish on its distal 3/4ths and with dark 
basal fourth. Short adherent hairs abundant, with longer trichobothriae emerging over 
the former and evenly distributed. Fourth segment pale yellowish with dark apex and 
pilosity similar to that of third segment. 
The first segment of rostrum reaches the site of emergence of antennae in the 
antenniferous tubercle. The second segment is long, attaining the neck and clearly 
surpassing the level of ocelli. The third segment of the rostrum reaches the inferior 
groove of the prosternum in which the stridulatory sulcus is located, attaining the 
acetabuli of fore coxae (figure 80). Pilosity scarce on the rostrum: short setae on first 
and second segment, with longer and more slender, straight setae on the third segment. 
Neck dark brown-blackish, with light brown-reddish longitudinal stripes (one wide 
band covering the median area of dorsal side of neck, and 1+1 narrower stripes below 
the level of ocelli - continuing the lateral stripes of postocular region; figure 80). 
Pronotum divided into two lobes (anterior and posterior) by a relatively pronounced 
transversal groove that determines a quite conspicuous curvature of submedian carinae 
(figures 81-82). The anterior lobe is granulose, with a very dark brown-blackish 
background colour and a few small tubercles (with very short setae) in the spaces 
between submedian carinae and lateral margins. The space between carinae is black (an 
X-like shape is visible in some light specimens) and divided by a marked, median 
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longitudinal rut. Anterolateral angles not very prominent but slightly pointed; they are 
black with external margins and tips light brown-yellowish (same colour as the rest of 
the collar). Posterior lobe rugose-granulose, with background colour dark brown 
blackish and lighter brown tubercles (with very short, inconspicuous setae) regularly 
distributed in the spaces between carinae and between lateral margins and carinae. This 
arrangement results in an overall spotted pattern of the hind lobe of pronotum. Carinae 
and pronotum margins light brown (reddish in many specimens), well demarcated by 
the dark background colour. Posterolateral angles not very prominent (figures 81-82). 
The scutellum is rugose, dark brown to black with 2+2 yellowish basal carinae that 
merge in 1+1 carinae at the body of scutellum and then into a single carina, with light 
colour extending to the process of the scutellum. The central furrow between submedian 
carinae presents marked, rough transversal rugosities (6 to 7). The posterior process is 
almost as long as the body of scutellum, yellowish on its upper side as a continuation of 
median carina. It is rugose on its base and has a rounded tip, lighter than the base. 
Overall aspect of legs dark brown with short pilosity on all their surface; irregularly 
shaped, very dark markings overlay a slightly lighter, reddish brown background colour. 
Such mottled pattern is more evident on coxae and throchantera (where dark markings 
are very conspicuous and background colour is manifestly reddish in most specimens) 
and on femora (figure 84), but hardly noticeable on tibiae, whose distal third is almost 
black and covered by dense pilosity. Narrow, longitudinal black stripes are present on 
femora, and are particularly noticeable on the hind pair of legs. Tarsi are covered by 
longer hairs. Spongy fossulae are present in the fore and medium pairs of legs, both in 
males and females. Femora and tibiae are long and slender (ratio width: length of femora 
1: 6.9-9.6; ratio length of femora: length of tibiae 1: 1.18-1.45). 
Hemelytra brown, not attaining the hind extreme of abdomen. Membranes are 
slightly rugose and brown; round lighter, confluent spots are present on membrane cells. 
Venations light brown, thus being conspicuous onto the darker brown background. 
Corium well differentiated from membranes, with lighter venations and darker cells (the 
marginal one presenting a lighter central area) (figure 81). 
Abdomen dark brown, covered by pale short setae. An overall pattern of light and 
dark spots is visible. Urosternites are blackish brown with a lighter spotted pattern. A 
triangular, lighter mark pointing towards the head is present on the median area of each 
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urosternite. Spiracles are visible as light round spots on the darker external part of 
urosternites, close to the margins (figures 83-84). The integument of the urosternites is 
finely granulose and transversally striate. Connexival segments dark brown-blackish. 
Yellowish markings (with reddish dye in many specimens) cover the posterior fourth of 
urotergites, including the suture and projecting forwards on the external half of 
segments (reaching the hind third of the marginal half of each tergite). The dark three- 
fourths of each segment present a longitudinal stripe of slightly lighter, small round dots 
(figure 85). 
The median process of the pygophore is triangular. Its apex is not evidently pointed, 
but the tip is truncated in the majority of specimens examined (figure 86). 
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Figure 9 1. Rhodniu. c ecundoriensi. s' Pichincha forms (female and male, dorsal view). Note the overall 
dark colouration with reddish markings and the scarcely conspicuous mottled pattern of the legs. 
Scale bar: approx. 5mm 
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Figure 82. Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis Pichincha 
forms. Head and pronotum 
in dorsal view Note the 
reddish markings and the 
four antenna! segments. 
Scale bar: approx 1 nun 
Figure 83. Rhodniu. c 
ecuadoriensis Pichincha 
form (female, ventral view). 
Scale bar: approx. 5mm 
Figure 94 K1u /, iius ecua orren. s, s Pichincha forms. Detail of the chromatic pattern of thorax 
and abdomen in ventral view. Note the irregular dark markings overlaid on a reddish background 
on the trochantcra and the arro%%-shaped design of medial markings on urosternites 
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Figure 86. External male genitalia of Rhodnrus ecuadoriensis: median process of the p}'gophore. Pictures 
(upper) and schematic outline of the apex of the process (lower). A= Loja: B= Manabi: C= Pichincha 
6.1.4. DISCUSSION 
6.1.4.1. Intraspecific variability in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Population phenotypic variability is a relatively common phenomenon in 
Triatominae; it has been proposed that ecological factors are the main forces underlying 
rapid morphological changes in triatomines (Dujardin et al. 1999b). Thus, adaptation of 
different populations to particular microhabitats may result in distinct phenotypes, and 
some geographic populations of species with large distribution ranges also exhibit 
consistent anatomical and chromatic differences. In some instances these phenotypic 
variants were considered to represent different species or subspecies (these latter not 
recognised currently), whereas in other cases they were treated simply as geographic 
forms (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). Triatomine phenotypic plasticity may be of 
particular significance, firstly because the entire taxonomic and systematic arrangement 
of the subfamily is based on anatomical characters and secondly because vector control 
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Figure 85. Rhodnru. s ccuu 1 rwn. si. s Pichincha forms. Detail of the chromatic 
pattern of the connexivurn (dorsal iew). A= anterior; P= posterior 
programmes rely on macroscopical features for the identification of specimens - and 
operational strategies are in turn defined according to the species present in each area. 
Examples of intraspecific phenotypic plasticity in triatomines are abundant, and 
include more or less subtle changes in overall colour or marking design, size/shape 
character variants (often only detectable by morphometrics), and anatomical features 
ranging from slight variations in male genitalia structures to the striking alary 
polymorphism of Mepraia spinolai. It is worth noting however that Rhodnius species 
are conspicuously absent from the list of examples, probably because of the mainstream 
strategy of assigning specific rank to populations presenting very subtle differences in 
their phenotypes. The only exception would be the finding of two forms of R. stall 
('pale' and `dark') in Bolivia. 
"ChrOm7tiC variation. Despite the absence of any previous allusions to chromatic 
variability in R ecuadoriensis, we have found striking differences in the colouration 
patterns of various geographic populations. These involved mainly the remarkably dark 
specimens from Pichincha, separated by only about 180-200km from other sylvatic 
populations inhabiting the same palm species in Manabi; more subtle variation was also 
identified between Ecuadorian and Peruvian synanthropic populations. On the other 
hand, bugs from Manabi and those from southern Ecuador had basically identical 
chromatic patterns. The differences in colouration described here were constant in 
several hundred specimens examined, and primarily involved varying degrees of 
pigmentation intensity - rather than changes in marking design patterns. 
Melanie forms of other triatomine species have been described; among the most 
notable examples was the finding of completely black specimens of T. infestans in 
northern Argentina, first described as a subspecies (T. infestans melanosoma), then 
elevated to species rank (as T. melanosoma), and recently shown to probably represent a 
population of T. infestans (Dujardin et al. 1999b, Monteiro et al. 1999b). Similarly, 
sylvatic dark morphs of T. infestans inhabit hardwood hollow trees in the Bolivian 
Chaco (Noireau et al. 2000a, b). Chromatic variants are also common in T. brasiliensis; 
three of them were treated as subspecies (T. b. brasiliensis, T. b. melanica, and T. b. 
macromelasoma) until they were synonymised, and a fourth, darker population (the 
Juazeiro population) was later described. In this case however, allozyme and mtDNA 
analyses indicated a correspondence between phenotypic and genetic variation (Costa 
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1999, Costa et al. 1997, Monteiro et al. 1999a). T. rubrofasciata is also a variable 
species, with virtually black specimens found in Hawaii, but no clear correspondences 
with morphometric variation were identified (Patterson et al. 2001). Further examples of 
intraspecific variation of overall pigmentation include T protracta and Paratriatoma 
hirsuta in North America (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979) or the mention of `pale' and 
`dark' varieties (with identical ITS-2 sequences) of R stali (Marcilla et al. 2001). 
In other cases the differences involve the design and patterns of colour markings. 
Thus, extensive variation has been described on the size, number, and distribution of 
dark spots on the ventral connexival segments of P. geniculatus (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979), and we found apparently constant differences in the black markings of the 
pronotum between specimens collected on either the Pacific or Amazonian sides of the 
Ecuadorian Andes (Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). Similarly, the red areas of the pronotum 
of T. rubrovaria and T. circummaculata vary widely in size and shape (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979). 
In the interpretation of the patterns of chromatic variability observed in R 
ecuadoriensis we consider the following aspects: 
i. The main pattern of variation involves intensity of the pigmentation, rather than 
changes in the design of markings. Among specimens with typical colouration, more 
melanic forms may present a larger amount of irregular dark spots and markings, or 
these markings may have larger surfaces. Pichincha forms present large and abundant 
black markings and a reddish-brown, generally very dark background colour. 
ii. The overall colouration of the two sylvatic populations considered here (Pichincha 
and Manabi) seem to correspond to differences in the microhabitat of the bugs. In the 
drier climate of Manabi, dead fronds and fibres of Phytelephas aequatorialis palms 
tend to dehydrate, resulting in a straw-like coloured habitat substrate; on the contrary, 
they decompose more quickly in the humid conditions of the Andean foothills of 
Pichincha, conferring a darker (actually dark brown-reddish) dye to the microhabitat. 
It seems therefore likely that the different colourations of specimens from both areas 
are related to camouflage. 
iii. The fact that the `typical' chromatic forms of ecuadoriensis are very similar in 
colour to the closely related R. pallescens (and, to a certain extent, to R. pictipes) is 
suggestive of this character state (light brown-yellowish background colour) being 
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plesiomorphic - with the dark brown-reddish background colour of the melanic 
Pichincha forms being derived. 
iv. There appear to be some correspondences between the chromatic patterns and 
other characteristics of the different populations studied, including size/shape 
variation and ecological preferences, these correspondences are discussed below. 
. Size_ and_ shape variation. Obvious differences in the average sizes of bugs 
from different populations were observed. As shown for other species, a general trend to 
reduced body size in synanthropic (vs. sylvatic) populations was revealed, this aspect 
was further explored by means of head capsule morphometrics, and is accordingly 
discussed in Section 6.2. A gradual reduction in overall size could be observed that 
broadly corresponded to a north-to-south axis, from the very large sylvatic forms of 
Pichincha to the small synanthropic populations of southern Ecuador and northern Peru 
- and with the bugs 
from Manabi occupying an intermediate position. Also in the same 
sense, the heads of the bugs appeared to be longer and relatively more slender in the 
northern sylvatic bugs. However, detailed examination of the Peruvian material showed 
that they tend to be slightly larger and have more elongated heads and legs, and less 
wide thoraces, than Ecuadorian synanthropic bugs from Loja and El Oro. These traits 
and colouration similarities observed between Peruvian bugs and some pale specimens 
from Manabi `interrupt' what otherwise appears to be a tendency to clinal variation with 
clear geographic correspondences. 
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Figure 87. Phenotypic variation in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis. Overall aspect of adult 
specimens from different populations. A= Pichincha; B= Manabi; C= Loja; D= Peru. 
Scale bar: approx. 5min 
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Figure 88. Phenotypic variation in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: 
ecological correslx)ndLnces. A=Andean l xothill palms and 
microhabitat detail (Pichincha); B=Pcridomestic Phvtelephas 
aequamrialis in Manahi C=Infested chicken coop in E1 Oro; 
D=1lcavily inlested domicile in the Andean valleys of Loja. 
Pictures of heads were resealed to approximate real (relative) 
ditIerences among populations. Scale bars: approx. lnunI 
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Eipure 89. PhenotNpic variation in Rhuclniu. c ecuadorien. si. c. Head and thorax of adult 
specimens from different populations. From left to right: Pichincha. Manabi, Loja, and 
Peru. Scale bar: approx. I min 
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6.1.4.2. Interspecific comparisons 
Although the overall chromatic pattern of R. ecuadoriensis is similar to that of the 
closely related K. palle. scens, their mutual allopatry, clear differences in size (pal/escens 
being about 21.5 to 23.5mm), and anatomical details of the head and male genitalia 
make specific determination unproblematic (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). R. 
colomhiensis, the third species of the pallescens group, is similar to pallescen. v in 
several respects; its overall size is however somewhat smaller (about 17-20mm), and 
although it also has an overall yellowish colouration, colombiensis lacks the 
characteristic mottled pattern typical of both pallescens and ecuadoriensis. It is however 
worth noting that most colombiensis have irregular dark spots on their coxae and 
trochantera, and the distal extremes of their tibiae are very dark (Moreno et al. 1999). 
The heads of pa/lescens and co/ombiensis are similar not only in their general aspect, 
but also in their metric characters (Dujardin et al. 1999a; see also Section 7.2. ). Both 
species differ significantly from typical R. ecuadoriensi. s in their head features, but 
comparisons with sylvatic populations of the latter species are lacking; our results 
indicate that both Pichincha and Manabi forms seem to occupy an intermediate position 
between co/ombiensis" and typical ecuadoriensis specimens. The mean lengths of the 
heads of 109 specimens of these three species, including five different populations of R. 
ecnadorien. tiis", are presented in the following table. 
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Table 78. Length of the heads of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis and related species (in mm. mean+SD) 
R. pallescens R colombiensis 
R. eeuadoriensis 
Pichincha Manabi Peru El Oro Loja 
3.74+0.32 3.58±0.13 3.47+0.14 2.97±0.16 2.51±0.1 2.4+0.1 2.3+0.12 
The relationships of these species (all of which occur on the western side of the 
Andes) with the somewhat similar R. piclipes (widespread in the Amazon basin) remain 
unclear. R. piclipes shares with the pallescens group the overall mottled aspect and 
some features of the pronotum (with a marked interlobe groove and conspicuously 
curved submedian carinae) and scutellum (2+2 carinae on the anterior section, merging 
into 1+1 and then into a single median carina on the posterior process). Typical of 
pictipes are the uniformly yellowish tibiae with a single, black transversal stripe on the 
basal third, mean head length in our sample of Ecuadorian pictipes was 4.09±0.16mm. 
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Rhodnius colombiensis 
Figure 90. Rhodnius pictipes, R. pallescens and R. colomhiensis (left to right). Top: whole insects; bottom: heads in lateral view. Note the elongated heads, mainly in pictipes and 
pallescens, and the similarity between colombiensis and pallescens 
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6.1.5. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the results and considerations presented above, three different groups 
of R ecuadoriensis may in our opinion be considered for comparative purposes: 
(1) Strictly sylvatic bugs from Pichincha are large, very dark, with long heads, and a 
truncated median process of the pygophore (MPP). They inhabit Ph. aequatorialis 
palms in humid forests of northern foothills; here, the chromatic pattern of the insects 
provide an almost perfect camouflage as their dark brown-and-reddish colour is 
strikingly similar to that of the decaying palm fronds and fibres. 
(2) In ManabI (-200km southwest from Pichincha), the insects have smaller average 
size, shorter heads, and an MPP with a pointed apex. They are somehow semi-sylvatic 
(they live in P. aequatorialis palms but frequently enter and can colonise human 
habitats). Their yellowish light colour mimics that of dead, dry palm leaves. Even if 
they belong to the same species, these palms are different from those found in the humid 
forests of Pichincha. In this drier region, few epiphytes grow around palm stems, and a 
lesser amount of rotting organic matter remains around the trunk; dead leaves usually 
remain hanging around the stem, and are straw-coloured. 
(3) In Loja, El Oro and Peru, the bugs seem to be strictly synanthropic. They are 
very small, pale straw-like coloured with conspicuous mottling, have short and stout 
heads and an MPP with a pointed apex. 
In the following table, the main morphological, chromatic, geographical, ecological, 
and behavioural traits of these different forms of R ecuadoriensis are summarised. 
Table 79. Morphological and chromatic variation among Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations 
Phenotypic forms Morphologicallchromatic traits Distribution Ecology 
Pichincha forms -Dark brown-black with reddish markings Northern-central, foothills Strictly sylvatic 
-Mottled pattern inconspicuous due to dark (Pichincha; perhaps also (Phytelephas 
background colour foothill forests of other aequatorialis) 
-Remarkably larger than typical specimens western provinces) 
-Long and narrow heads 
MPP generally truncated 
N1anaoi Iorms 'LLgni oroown-yeLIOWISn Central coastal region Semi-sylvatic 
"Mottled pattern conspicuous, (Manabf, perhaps Los Rios (Phytelephas 
Larger than typical specimens and some parts of Guayas aequatorialis and 
"Heads longer than types and Esmeraldas) human habitats) 
MPP pointed 
Southern forms "Similar to species types Southern Ecuador (Loja, El Domestic and 
"Pale yellowish Oro) and northern Peru peridomestic 
-Mottled pattern conspicuous 
-Small size 
-Short and stout heads 
-MPP pointed 
MPP = median process of the pygophore 
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6.2. MorDDhometrics of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
6.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Morphometric analyses have been widely applied in the context of numerical 
taxonomy. Their basic aim is to explore relationships among taxa (or operational 
taxonomic units, OTUs) by measuring continuous anatomical traits of individuals and 
characterising their variation among and within those OTUs. Phenetic variation 
is 
assumed to represent underlying genetic diversity, with metric characters governed 
generally by numerous alleles (polygenes), each one having a small effect on the 
phenotype. Continuous phenotypic variation among individuals results from the 
simultaneous expression of the linked polygenes governing each metric trait and 
from 
the concomitant effects of environmental factors. Metric variability may therefore be 
envisaged as a measure of population differentiation, but attention must be paid to the 
fact that different fractions of such variation may be related to genetic and 
environmental factors, respectively (Sorensen 1992, Sorensen & Foottit 1992, Dujardin 
et al. 1999a, b, d, 2000, Patterson et al. 2001, Patterson 2002). Several studies have 
suggested that environmental factors have a strong influence on the average size of 
triatomine bugs, with an overall reduction affecting laboratory-reared specimens when 
compared with their sylvatic conspecifics; this was also confirmed for field-collected 
specimens occupying sylvatic and synanthropic environments, with a significant 
decrease of size associated with adaptation to human-related environments (Harry 1992, 
1994, Dujardin et al. 1997a, b, 1998a, b, 1999b, d, Galindez Giron & Torres 1999). It may 
therefore be concluded that size-related traits should reflect the fraction of variation 
attributable to environmental factors, whereas size-independent shape variables may be 
more informative about the underlying genetic variability. This means that size-related 
variables can be more informative when intra-specific variation related to the adaptation 
of a vector population to synanthropic habitats is to be studied (for instance, to 
characterise potential reinfestation foci by comparing domestic and sylvatic 
populations). On the contrary, safer taxonomic and phylogenetic inferences can be made 
by concentrating on size-independent variables, more likely to reflect the genetic basis 
of phenotypic variation. Various approaches may be used to separate the effects of 
environmental and genetic factors on the metric traits of triatomine populations 
(Dujardin et al. 1999d). Some involve using bugs reared under identical conditions (the 
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`common garden' approach) or the comparison of sylvatic vs. laboratory-reared 
specimens. When genetic data are available, the correlation between genetic and metric 
distances among OTUs can be explored. Finally, several multivariate statistics 
approaches may be used to remove the influence of size from morphometric analyses. 
Allometry has been defined as the effect that size variation has on the variability in 
shape, as some proportions may vary simply because of changes in body size. These 
allometric changes are regarded as less significant biologically than shape changes that 
are unrelated to size (Dujardin et al. 1999d). A particular case of allometry is isometry, 
in which individual measurements increase proportionally to increasing overall size. 
Thus, removing isometric (or, more generally, allometric) changes from morphometric 
analyses may help define biologically meaningful relationships among OTUs by 
focusing on the fraction of variation that is unrelated to environmental factors (Claridge 
& Gillham 1992, Patterson et al. 2001). Isometric size can be partially removed by 
centring the log-transformed measurements: for each specimen, the mean value of all 
variables is subtracted from each of the measurements (Patterson et al. 2001); these 
centred variables ('log-shape ratios'; Darroch & Mosiman 1985) are then used as the 
input for principal component and discriminant analyses. For a set of measurements, the 
OTUs under investigation can be tested for the existence of a common axis of allometric 
growth by using a common principal component approach (Klingenberg 1996, Patterson 
et al. 2001). If such a common axis is present in a given dataset, the first common 
principal component (CPC 1) derived from the measurements accounts for most of the 
allometric growth, and the rest of CPCs can be used as allometry-free variables for 
further PCA and discriminant analyses (Dujardin & Le Pont 2000, Patterson et al. 
2001). Finally, when results obtained using these procedures still show size-related 
variation, a more explicit approach may be used to remove size from the analysis. It is 
based on the premise that the first principal component (PC1) extracted from the 
covariance matrix of centred measurements usually represents a good estimate of 
overall body size of the organisms under study. Thus, the residuals of linear regressions 
of each variable versus PC I can be envisaged as size-free, `form' variables that may be 
used for PCA and discriminant analysis (Vitt et al. 1997, Dujardin et al. 1998b, 
1999a, d). The effect of this procedure is equivalent to that of excluding PC I from the 
discriminant analysis (Sorensen 1992). 
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Ordination methods allow for the representation of OTUs in a reduced character 
space defined by the major axes of variation (Pimentel 1992). Two main approaches, 
principal component analysis (CPA) and canonical variate analysis (CVA), are widely 
used in systematics (see Foottit & Sorensen 1992). PCA does not assume a priori 
divisions in the OTUs under study, concentrating on the relationships among variables 
and individuals within a single sample; it is frequently regarded as an exploratory 
procedure by which OTUs may be defined from a single conceptual group. Principal 
components are linear combinations of the variables; they are orthogonal (i. e., 
uncorrelated) and ranked in order of decreasing sample variance (i. e., the first PC 
explains the majority of the variation, and therefore maximally discriminates among 
individuals in the sample; PC2 accounts for the next larger portion of the total variance, 
but is constrained by the fact that it has to be uncorrelated to PC1). In discriminant 
analysis, the sample under study is divided a priori into OTUs; a set of linear 
(discriminant) functions is then calculated and used to evaluate the degrees of 
similarity/difference among OTUs, and the uniqueness of each group within the sample. 
These functions are those that best discriminate among the groups, and can be used to 
assign individuals to those OTUs. This approach therefore stresses the divergence 
between the groups by emphasising the effect of the variables that maximise among- 
group variance relative to within-group variance. When used to reduce dimensions of 
data (which is usually the case in systematics), discriminant analysis is termed canonical 
variate analysis (CVA). Canonical vectors (CVs) are discriminant functions, each 
representing a pattern of variation uncorrelated with other CVs; they contain 
coefficients calculated so that differences between groups are maximised (Foottit & 
Sorensen 1992, Pimentel 1992). 
These methods were applied here to explore intraspecific relationships among R 
ecuadoriensis populations. Two main hypotheses were tested. The first states that 
synanthropic populations can be distinguished from sylvatic ones (so that the origin of 
reinfestations of treated dwellings can be traced) using metric traits of the bugs 
involved; size-dependent variables are relevant to this part of the study, basically related 
to habitat adaptations. The second hypothesis is related to the evolutionary relationships 
of these populations, and involves the idea of a north-to-south axis of clinal variation 
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(the polarity of the changes being inferred from known relationships with northern 
Colombian Rhodnius species, namely R pallescens and R colombiensis). 
6.2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
6.2.2.1. Bugs 
Seventy-nine adult R ecuadoriensis specimens were used for this part of the study. 
They were mainly field-collected specimens, and comprised bugs from two sylvatic 
(Pichincha [n=15] and Manabi [n=17], although some of these latter were collected in 
human environments) and three synanthropic populations (EI Oro [n=17], Loja [n=15], 
and northern Peru [n=15]). The details on each specimen are presented in the Appendix. 
R colombiensis specimens (n=15) from a laboratory colony (University of Antioquia, 
Medellin, Colombia) were used as outgroup for some of the analyses. 
6.2.2.2. Measurements 
Bug head capsules are known to be useful for morphometric comparisons. They are 
rigid and easily preserved structures, their size and shape are fixed in each 
developmental stage, and traits related to their architectural complexity have been 
customarily used in taxonomic studies of Triatominae, including the reference to head 
measurement ratios in the descriptions of taxa (see Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, 
Dujardin et al. 1999d). We used a semi-automatic method to compute twelve head 
measurements from the adult bugs under investigation (Patterson et al. 2001). A digital 
video camera (Euromoex Eurocam) was connected to a binocular microscope. Pinned, 
dry specimens were mounted on an entomological microscope stage (Bioquip, Gardena, 
CA, USA) that allowed for accurate orientation of heads, and illuminated using optic 
fibre. Images were captured into a computer using a Zipshot device (Zipshot, Fremont, 
CA, USA) and ArcSoft Photo Impression 2.5 software (ArcSoft, Fremont, CA, USA). 
Measurements were taken from stored image files (high resolution JPEG format) with 
Sigma ScanPro 5.0.0 image analysis software (Sigma Scan, SPS Inc. ). A three-point 
calibration of image files was performed in Sigma ScanPro using the image of a 1-cm 
grid graticule with 100µm graduations captured at 25x magnification. Two calibrated 
images (lateral and dorsal view) from each specimen were analysed at 25x 
magnification by manually positioning the cursor at the start and end points of each 
measurement; values in mm were automatically recorded on an Excel spreadsheet. 
Measurements and their descriptions are presented in figure 91 and table 80. 
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Table 80. Morphometrics: head capsule measurements 
Measurements Description 
Dorsal view A Outer (maximum) distance across eyes 
B Synthlipsis: minimum width of inter-ocular space 
C External (maximum) distance between ocelli 
D Anteocular distance: anterior eye limit -+ base of anteclypeus 
E Postocular distance: posterior eye limit -4 head/neck limit 
F Total length of head: base of anteclypeus -3 head/neck limit 
G Length of antenniferous tubercle: anterior eye limit -* distal tip of tubercle 
H Maximum width of anteclypeus 
- ---- -- -------------- ----- - -- Lateralview L Maximum diameter of the e 
R1 Length of first rostral segment 
R2 Length of second rostral segment 
R3 Length of third rostral segment 
Dorsal view 
Figure 91. Morphometrics: head capsule measurements 
6.2.2.3. Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics, including means, standard errors, standard deviations, medians, 
quartiles, and ranges of each variable were calculated from the original datasets for the 
whole sample and for groups defined by ecological (sylvatic vs. synanthropic 
populations) and geographic features (collection sites in different provinces and 
countries) (Appendix). These raw measurements were log-transformed and normality 
assessed by visual inspection of frequency histograms and normal quantile plots. 
Different subsets of measurements were selected for the various analyses performed. 
Size variation among groups was studied by comparison of means using log- 
transformed measurement subsets; additional comparisons involved the mean values of 
those subsets. The 12-measurement dataset was used to explore sexual dimorphism 
(differences between males and females in size-related phenotypic traits). 
-Isometry-free-analysis. Prior to multivariate analysis, data were centred by 
row in order to remove isometric size. The resulting `log-shape ratios' (Darroch & 
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Mosiman 1985, Patterson et al. 2001) were used as input for principal component 
analysis (PCA) on covariances. The amount of variation explained by each of the 
derived principal components ('shape variables') was assessed, and all of them but the 
last one (which did not contribute to the variability) were submitted to canonical variate 
analysis (CVA). The overall significance of multivariate CVA was assessed with the 
Wilk's lambda statistic. From this discriminant analysis, canonical vectors (CV) and 
Mahalanobis distances were calculated. The first two CVs (containing most of the 
variation) were used to plot the positions of each specimen on the `shape discriminant 
space'; to improve clarity in the graphic output, polygons enclosing all points within 
each group ('convex hulls') were overlaid on the plots and individual dots removed. 
Mahalanobis distances were used for cluster analysis using unweighted pair group 
method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA), and dendrograms were constructed showing 
the relationships. Reclassification of specimens to their original groups was assessed by 
analysis of contingency tables and Kappa statistics (measuring the degree of agreement 
between original and CVA-derived groupings). Additionally, a space of shape 
measurements was constructed by explicitly removing size (represented by the first 
principal component, PCI) from the measured data, variable by variable. For this, 
residuals of linear regression of PC I on each individual measurement were used as new 
variables for size-free discriminant analysis (Vitt et al. 1997, Dujardin et al. 1998b, 
1999a, d). The derived CVI and CV2 were plotted as above, and UPGMA dendrograms 
were constructed with Mahalanobis distances. 
: AI1Qmýtrai-free _ anýlyýiý. 
Log-transformed measurements were tested for 
compatibility with a common allometric axis using X2 statistics. Once a subset of 
variables fitting the model was obtained, they were submitted to a common principal 
component analysis (CPCA). Removing the first common principal component (CPC1), 
which represents growth effects, allows for the use of the remaining CPCs (allometry- 
free variables) as input for further PCA and CVA (Dujardin & Le Pont 2000, Patterson 
et al. 2001). 
Different parts of the study were conducted using ]MP 4.0.4 (SAS Institute 2000) 
and NTSYS 2.1Oy (Rohlf 2001) software. 
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6.2.3. RESULTS 
6.2.3.1. Descriptive statistics 
Basic descriptive statistics of raw measurements for the 79 R. ecuadoriensis bugs 
studied are presented in the Appendix. 
6.2.3.2. Size variation 
Significant differences among populations were found for all the measurements; 
Anova F ratios for each (log-transformed) measurement were: A=33.2, B=9.8, C=37.2, 
D=276, E=64.6, F=211, G=296, H=47.1, L=34.4, R 1=54.8, R2=260, and R3=71.1 (4 df, 
p<0.0001 in all cases). Pairwise t-tests showed that bugs from Pichincha were 
significantly larger for all the variables (details not shown) except B (similar to 
Manabi). Regarding measurements A, D, E, G, L, R2, and R3 (selected for most of the 
analyses), the Manabi population was significantly smaller than that from Pichincha and 
larger that any of the synanthropic ones except for a non-significant difference with 
Peru in measurement L. Bugs from Peru and El Oro were similar for measurements A, 
L, R2, and R3. Finally, the population from Loja was the smallest, only L and R3 were 
similar to El Oro. To illustrate these trends, the mean value of all 12 log-transformed 
variables was analysed. Anova F ratio was highly significant (141,4 df, p<0.0001), and 
pairwise t-test comparisons showed all groups were significantly different from each 
other. Size decreased from Pichincha into Manabi, Peru, El Oro, and Loja. 
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Figure 92. Sire variation (using mean values of 12 log-transformed head measurements) among Rhodnius 
ecuaduriensis populations. Left: individual values (black dots), quantile boxes (median, quartiles, 10% 
and 90%, _ red), means. standard errors and standard deviations (short blue lines) 
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6.2.3.3. Sexual dimorphism 
Sex ratio was 1: 0.86 for the whole sample, 1: 1.04 for pooled synanthropic 
populations, and 1: 0.63 for Manabi plus Pichincha. In general, females were 
significantly larger (details not shown) than males for all 12 log-transformed 
measurements except the length of the first rostral segment (R1; Wilcoxon test [WTI 
X2=3.6, df 1, p=0.06). Females were also larger for the average of all log-measurements 
(WT X2=9.5, I df, p=0.02). Synanthropic (El Oro, Loja and Peru) and sylvatic 
(Pichincha and Manabi) were pooled for analysis of sexual size dimorphism using the 
average of all 12 log-transformed measurements. Females were significantly larger than 
males in the synanthropic group (WT Xz=13.24,1 df, p=0.0003), but the difference was 
not statistically significant for the sylvatic populations (WT X2=3.01,1 df, p=0.08). A 
principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the log-transformed 
measurements, the first PC could be considered as an estimator of global isometric size 
(all coefficients were positive, ranging from 0.13 [logB] to 0.5 [logG]; the linear 
coefficient of the regression of PC 1 against the average of all log-measurements was 
R2=0.996), and represented 90% of the overall variance (eigenvalue=0.2). Comparing 
the means of individual PCI scores, females were larger than males in the domestic 
pooled population (WT X2=11.2,1 df, p=0.0008), but not among sylvatic bugs (WT 
X2=2.9,1 df, p=0.09). 
Figure 93. Sexual site dimorphism in 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensi. s populations. PCI 
(the first principal component derived from 
a covariance matrix of 12 log-transformed 
head measurements) represents global 
isometric size. Boxplots are quantilc plots 6 
a (10th 
, 
25th. median, 75th, and 90th), short 
lines are means, SE, and SD. Mean 
comparisons (Tukev-Kramer test, u-0.05) 
are shown on the right; differences were 
significant only in the domestic population. 
D=domestic; S=s%lvatic 
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A plot of PC 1 and PC2 values for all R. c'cziadoriernsi. s specimens is presented in 
figure 94, males and females from sylvatic and domestic populations were enclosed in 
convex polygons to show the relationships. 
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Figure 94. Sexual dimorphism in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis ecological populations. PC1 and PC2 are 
the first two principal components derived from a covariance matrix of 12 log-transformed head 
measurements; PC1 represents a vector of increasing global size 
Separate analyses of PCi scores by locality revealed however higher degrees of 
dimorphism in Manabi (9?, 6a'; WT X2=8,1 df, p=0.005) than in Loja (89,8a'; WT 
X2=7.5,1 df, p=0.006), Peru (7y, 75; WT X2=5.6,1 df, p=0.006), or El Oro (8y, 95; 
WT X2=5.8,1 df, p=0.016). Size differences between males and females from Pichincha 
were not statistically significant (9y, 6a'; WT X2=3.6,1 df, p=0.06). 
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Figure 95. Sexual dimorphism in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis geographic populations. PCI and PC2 are 
the first two principal components derived from a covariance matrix of 12 log-transformed head 
measurements; PC1 represents a vector of increasing global size. Lj=Loja, EO=E1 Oro, Pe=Peru, 
Mn=Manabi, and Ph=Pichincha 
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6.2.3.4. Isometry-free analyses 
Seven measurements (A, D, E, G, L, R2, R3) were log-transformed and centred by 
row to obtain `log-shape ratios'. Principal component analysis (PCA) on covariances 
showed the first six PCs accounted for 100% of the variability (with the first one 
explaining 74.3% of the observed variation). These six PCs were submitted to CVA; the 
multivariate significance test (Wilk's lambda) showed the analysis was highly 
significant (X=0.024,24 df, p<0.0001). Individual values for the first two canonical 
variables (CV) were plotted in the discriminant space and groups enclosed in convex 
hulls; results are shown in figure 96. 
A complete discrimination between different ecological populations (sylvatic vs. 
synanthropic) was achieved (with 100% of bugs correctly classified in those categories 
and Kappa=0.9), mainly because of higher CV1 scores of synanthropic populations. 
Within these latter, some overlapping occurred between bugs from Loja and El Oro, and 
a single Peruvian specimen appeared in the middle of the Loja cluster (arrow in figure 
96). When the origin of each bug was checked, it was discovered that this single bug 
had been collected in Suyo (Department of Piura), a locality only - 30km away from El 
Lucero (our fieldwork site in Loja). This bug was therefore reassigned to the Loja group 
and the analyses were repeated. Wilk's lambda was again highly significant (X=0.0206, 
p<0.0001), and Kappa>0.9. Results are presented in figures 97-98. 
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Figure 96. Canonical variate analysis of five Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations: factorial map and UPGMA 
dendrogram based on Mahalanobis distances. A single bug collected in Suyo, Peru (arrow) was more closely 
related to the Loja group than to the Peruvian cluster. The localities were this specimen and those from Loja 
were collected are only -30km away, whereas the rest of Peruvian bugs were captured in the upper Chicama 
valley (La Libertad, Peru), some 500km south of Loja. Note the complete discrimination between sylvatic (Pichincha and Manabi) and synanthropic (El Oro-Loja-Peru) populations on the first canonical vector (CV l) 
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Figure 97. Canonical variate analysis of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations. One bug collected in 
Suyo, Peru was reassigned to the Loja group. Under this arrangement, Peruvian bugs from the 
Chicama valley (La Libertad) formed a completely distinct cluster, separated from Loja mainly on the 
first canonical vector (CV! ) and from El Oro mainly on the second canonical vector (CV2) 
Mahalanobis distances and canonical vectors derived from CVA were submitted to 
UPGMA cluster analysis. The resulting dendrograms are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 98. UPGMA dendrograms derived from Mahalanobis distances (A) and mean CVl to 
CV4 values (B) after isometry-free canonical variate analysis of five Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
populations. Note the definitiion of two main clusters (sylvatic - synanthropic) in B 
Linear regression was used to verify possible relationships between CV1 and size 
(represented by the average value of all seven log-transformed measurements). The 
analysis demonstrated a strong negative correlation (y=0.025-0.27x; R2=0.87), with 
larger bugs (Pichincha) having the lowest CV1 scores and the smallest specimens (from 
Loja) having CVI values close to 1. 
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CV1 
In order to minimise the influence of size, the residuals of linear regression of each 
variable on the first principal component were used as new variables 
for canonical 
variate analysis. All Ecuadorian populations were very similar to one another when the 
effect of size was removed, with bugs from Chicama (Peru) being the most 
distinct. 
This was confirmed by the dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances, with the 
Peruvian population occupying the most external branch as a sister group to all the 
Ecuadorian populations regardless of their ecological or geographic origin (figures 99 
and 100). The lack of correlation between CV1 and size was confirmed by linear 
regression; R2 was 0.000004. 
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Figure 99. Canonical variate analysis of five Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations: linear regression 
residuals (PC 1 vs. measurements) were used as size-free (form) variables for discriminant analysis 
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Figure 100. UPGMA dendrograms derived from Mahalanobis distances after size-free canonical 
variate analysis. Note the differences in tree topology between A (where size-free residuals were 
used) and B (CVA using log-transformed, centred measurements; see figure 98A above) 
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A more detailed discriminant analysis was conducted to explore possible structuring 
within each population. As precise sites of capture were available for most individual 
bugs from Manabi, El Oro, Loja, and Peru, these groups were submitted to CVA (using 
log-shape ratios as input for PCA) and the results plotted on the discriminant space as 
shown in figure 101. 
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Figure 101. Canonical variate analysis of four Rhodnius ecuadoriensts populations. Within-population 
structuring was explored by labelling the positions of individual bugs on the discriminant space. Bugs 
from the same precise collection site were enclosed in a convex hull when >_3 specimens were available. 
Manabi: Pp-Pachinche (palm); Ph=Pachinche (house); FC=Pachinche-Fiocnu (originally from 
palms); CH=Chirijos (palm); PZ=S. Jose de Picoazä (chicken nest); K24=km 24 (house); SA=Sta. Ana 
(house). JJ=Jipijapa (house) 
Peru. H1=I louse I: H2=l louse 2; H5=l louse 5; P1=labelled as' Peru-l' 
Loia: FJb=house FJ (bedroom); Nn=House FJ (chicken nest); MP=House MY (chicken nest); 
JC=l louse JC (chicken nest): Suyo=Suyo, Piura, Pent 
EI Oro: AP=l louse All (chicken nest: collected 1999); AP'=l louse AP (chicken nest; collected 1997); 
E4=I louse l? ntrada 4 (chicken nest); E7=1 louse Entrada 7 (chicken nest); PS=l louse I'S (bedroom) 
These results show what appears to be a lack of structuring within the fundamentally 
sylvatic Manabi population. Thus, field-collected bugs from Pachinche Adentro were 
similar to those from a Fiocruz colony founded in 1992 with insects collected in palm 
trees of the same locality (and preserved pinned since 1999); size for instance was 
virtually identical in both subgroups (WT X2=0.06, I df, p=0.81 [using the average of 
log-transformed measurements as the estimator of size]). Furthermore, bugs collected in 
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palm trees were similar to those found in human environments, with no suggestion of 
any trend towards differentiation. On the contrary, some within-population structuring 
was seen in bug collections from synanthropic habitats. The Peruvian population was 
completely separated from the Ecuadorian ones, and appeared to be more homogeneous, 
with all the specimens grouped in a small polygon. Within Peru, bugs from house 5 
(H5) could be distinguished from those collected in house 2 (H2), which were in turn 
similar to those labelled as `Peru 1'. There was some overlap between populations from 
Loja and El Oro. This was due to the fact that a subpopulation from Loja (JC), while 
distinct from other sympatric ones, was similar to those from El Oro. In Loja (figure 
102), houses JC and MP were less than tkm apart, whereas house FJ was over 5km 
away. Within El Oro (see figure 103), no significant differences were found between 
bugs collected in peridomestic chicken coops of house AP in 1997 (when chicken nests 
were burnt but no insecticide was used) and 1999, suggesting these bugs are very 
closely related. A possible trend towards differentiation was observed in bugs collected 
in 1998 from house E4; this house was located near house E7, but one bug from this 
latter (collected in 1999) was very different from those in E4 and similar to another 
specimen (PS) collected from a bedroom in a different house. House AP was about 3km 
away from E4-E7 (which were close to each other) and PS (about 1 km from E4-E7). 
However, the small size of these subgroups means that interpretation of fine-scale 
details must be approached with caution; in general, different degrees of structuring in 
sylvatic and synanthropic populations was the main feature revealed by these analyses. 
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Figure 102. Diagram of El Lucero (Zoja) showing the approximate relative positions of infested houses 
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Figure 103. Diagram of Lourdes (El Oro) showing the approximate relative positions of infested houses 
A different set of variables was used to investigate the finding of two specimens with 
distinct morphological-chromatic traits in the limit between the provinces of Manabi 
and Pichincha. Based on overall phenotype characteristics, one of these specimens was 
assigned to the Pichincha group and the other one to the Manabi group. Both were 
found in human environments; they were allegedly collected in a locality known as 
`Kilometro 24', on the road Santo Domingo de Los Colorados-Chone. Results of CVA 
using five log-shape ratios are shown in figure 104. The variables selected (A, D, E, H, 
and L) excluded those of the rostrum, because one of the specimens (Manabi-like, 
RecB) was deteriorated and lacked that structure. CVA analysis revealed a high degree 
of similarity, mainly on the second canonical vector (CV-2, Y axis). For the variables 
used, RecB had the smallest CVI score in the Manabi group, with a value falling well 
within the Pichincha range. 
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Figure 104. Canonical variate analysis: 
Ecuadorian populations of Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis. A and B (+) are bugs 
collected inside houses in the geographic 
limit between the provinces of Pichincha -0.1 
and Manabi; they were assigned to the 
Manabi (B; K24 in figure 101) and 
Pichincha (A) groups morphological and -0.2 
chromatic characters. C VA revealed a 
high degree of similarity, mainly on the -0.3 second canonical vector. Dots within 
polygons represent the positions of 
individual bugs 
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Finally, a different combination of variables was assayed including only non- 
overlapping measurements that were considered to represent head length, width, and 
height. Six measurements were selected (B, E, G, H, L and R2) for this analysis, and the 
procedures were as already described for isometry-free CVA. A total number of 77 bugs 
was analysed, of which 7 were not correctly reclassified (correct reassignment was 
achieved for 91% of specimens; Kappa=0.89). All incorrect reassignments occurred 
within the groups of sylvatic (1 bug from Manabi classified as Pichincha) or 
synanthropic (with some bugs from Loja and El Oro classified out of their original 
groups), and never across them. Wilk's lambda statistic was used to assess multivariate 
significance (Q=0.02, Fz25.3,20 df, p<0.0001). The first PC accounted for 71.6% of 
variance, and was negatively correlated to size (as the average of the six log- 
measurements; , y=-0.3-0.74x; 
R2=0.74). Residuals of linear regression of PC1 vs. all 
variables were used as form variables for a size-free analysis (as above). Results were in 
agreement with those obtained earlier, and are summarised in the following figures. 
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Figure 105. Canonical variate analysis: factor map and UPGMA dendrogram showing 
relationships among five Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations. Five head measurements (B, E, G, 
H, L, and R2) were used for PCA on covariances; five derived PCs were used as input for CVA 
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Figure 106. Canonical variate analysis of five Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations: linear 
regression residuals (PC1 vs. measurements) were used as size-free (form) variables for 
discriminant analysis. Factor map (bivariate plot of CV! vs. CV2) and UPGMA dendrogram 
derived from Mahalanobis distances. Note the changes in both factor map resolution and 
dendrogram branching order in relation to the previous figure (the same set of six measurements 
were used; see text for details) 
6.2.3.5. Allometry-free analysis 
A subset of five head measurements (A, C, D, G, and R2) was used for this part of 
the study; all five R ecuadoriensis populations and 15 R colombiensis (used as 
outgroup) were analysed (n=92) using a common principal component approach (CPC). 
Log-transformed variables were tested for compatibility with a common allometric axis. 
The fit with the CPC model was assessed using X2 statistics with the NTSYS 2.10y 
software package; the data fitted well the model (X2=62.3,50 df, p=0.114), suggesting 
that a common growth axis is shared by all R ecuadoriensis populations and also by R. 
colombiensis, at least for the variables considered here. All but the first CPCs (i. e., four 
`form variables') were therefore used as input for PCA and discriminant analysis, and 
individual canonical scores were plotted on the discriminant space defined by the two 
first canonical vectors (CVI and CV2). The multivariate analysis was highly significant 
(Wilk's X=0.016, p<0.0001); results are shown in figures 107-108. 
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Figure 107. Morphometrics of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations: allometry-free analysis. 
Four common principal components (all but the first one) derived from five head 
measurements (A, C, D, G, R2) were submitted to CVA (see text for details). The grey arrow 
indicates a tentative north-to-south axis of progressive variation 
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Figure 108. Morphometrics of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations: UPGMA 
dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances after allometry-free analysis 
Results again show a clear distinction between populations exploiting different 
habitats - the primarily sylvatic Manabi-Pichincha cluster on the one hand and the 
synanthropic Loja-El Oro-Peru cluster on the other. However, the alignment of the 
various populations along CVI, similar to that of figure 97 (even if reversed), suggests 
that a size component is still influencing these results. Even if the first CPC was 
excluded from the analysis, it was still strongly correlated to CVI, with a high linear 
regression coefficient (R2=0.885). 
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6.2.4. DISCUSSION 
Intra-specific morphometric analysis has been used to explore relationships among 
several species of Triatominae, including Rhodniini (e. g., R prolixus [Dujardin et al. 
1998a], R pallescens [Jaramillo 2000], R neglectus [Soares et al. 1999]) and Triatomini 
(e. g., T rubrofasciata [Gorla et al. 1997, Patterson et al. 2001], T. infestans [Dujardin et 
al. 1997a, b], P. rufotuberculatus [Dujardin et al. 1998b], and Linshcosteus spp. [Galväo 
et al. 2002]). Multivariate analysis of metric traits is particularly useful in that it can 
achieve a better resolution than standard allozyme electrophoresis when very closely 
related entities are surveyed. Thus, discriminant analysis can provide fine-scale 
resolution in distinguishing ecologically diverse conspecific populations; this is of 
greater importance when ecological differences involve colonisation of human-related 
environments by some populations. Basically, if sylvatic and domestic populations are 
characterised and consistent differences are revealed, this information can be used to 
investigate the origin of bugs found reinfesting dwellings after control interventions; 
similarly, the origin and routes of passive, man-mediated spread of strongly 
synanthropic populations can be traced even before divergence generates detectable, 
fixed genetic changes (Dujardin et al. 1991,1997a, b, 1998a, 1999b, Patterson et al. 
2001). Morphometry can therefore represent a relatively inexpensive, simple, and 
powerful tool for population analysis within the framework of vector control- 
surveillance programmes. 
6.2.4.1. Distinctiveness of sylvatic and synanthropic populations 
The analysis of five R ecuadoriensis populations revealed a high degree of 
heterogeneity. The most striking of those differences was a complete separation of 
sylvatic and synanthropic populations, with 100% correct assignment of bugs to either 
group consistently achieved by CVA, and Kappa values close to I (corresponding to 
perfect agreement between original groups and reassignment by the model; Landis & 
Koch 1977). This indicates that a reference set of metric characters can be used for the 
surveillance of reinfestations within the vector control programmes in Ecuador and in 
northern Peru. The fact that a single specimen from Suyo was reclassified by the 
discriminant analysis as belonging to the Loja group (its natural geographic-ecological 
cluster) was encouraging in that sense, and further demonstrated the high sensitivity of 
CVA for resolving the origin of synanthropic bugs (Dujardin et al. 1998a). The apparent 
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trend towards higher intra-population morphometric structuring in synanthropic (vs. 
sylvatic) populations might reflect differences in the underlying genetic structure of 
both groups. Fixation of site-specific phenotypic traits at the micro-geographic level 
would be enhanced in domestic populations with 
little interbreeding, while panmictic 
sylvatic populations would tend to be phenetically homogeneous. 
Also, these latter may 
be assumed to be under stronger selective pressure, acting on the phenotypes via, 
for 
instance, predation or microclimatic constraints (both relatively relaxed in the protected 
synanthropic environments). This would in turn imply that `pockets' of domestic 
bugs 
(inbreeding populations sharing micro-geographic sites) are isolated from each other, 
and that they lack the homogenising interconnections that would be provided by sylvatic 
populations occurring in sympatry. The finding of fixed, site-specific genetic 
differences (i. e., the detection of independent phylogroups [sensu Avise et al. 1987; see 
Avise and Walker 1998]) and relatively low levels of genetic diversity in synanthropic 
populations would be expected under the assumptions of this scenario. 
Our results show that a very significant reduction in size is associated with 
adaptation of bugs to human environments; similar trends exist in other triatomines, but 
the magnitude of size decrease seems more important in R. ecuadoriensis than in R 
domesticus, T. infestans, or P. rufotuberculatus (Dujardin et al. 1998b, 1999b, c). In 
general, size progressively decreased along a north-to-south axis (Pichincha 4 Manabi 
4 El Oro 4 Loja), with the exception of Peruvian bugs, which were slightly (but 
significantly) larger on average than their Ecuadorian synanthropic counterparts. 
We detected an overall increase in size-related sexual dimorphism in the transition 
from sylvatic (with no significant differences between males and females) to domestic 
(with significant differences) environments in R ecuadoriensis. This finding apparently 
contradicts previous results from studies on R domesticus, T. infestans, R prolixus 
(Dujardin et al. 1999b), and P. rufotuberculatus (Dujardin et al. 1998b), where higher 
degrees of dimorphism were scored in sylvatic populations. This was interpreted in 
demographic terms (rather than simply reflecting different habitats), and the authors 
concluded that higer population density (and subsequent lower blood availability per 
bug) in domestic (or laboratory) environments may lead to a decrease in overall size, 
especially in females (with higher blood requirements); increased survivorship in those 
stable environments would result in more small individuals, mainly females, with the 
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consequent reduction in sexual dimorphism (Dujardin et al. 1999c). When the different 
populations studied here were analysed separately, it was revealed that the overall trend 
of higher dimorphism in synanthropic populations was due to the absence of significant 
differences between males and females from Pichincha; the Manabi population was 
indeed the most dimorphic for the traits surveyed, and various degrees of relative 
reduction in sexual dimorphism were scored in the three domestic-peridomestic 
populations. Thus, excluding Pichincha, the trends previously reported also seem to 
apply to R ecuadoriensis. The low levels of dimorphism detected in Pichincha are 
difficult to interpret. Perhaps the large overall size of these bugs is a trait under 
selection, meaning that smaller males have limited chances of survival. This in turn 
could be related to the distinctive ecological and climatic characteristics of the habitats 
occupied by this population (humid and cool Andean foothill forests; see below). 
6.2.4.2. Size-free analysis: divergence of the Peruvian population 
Size-related features were the key of the powerful discrimination of populations 
obtained by CVA; when size was explicitly removed from each variable (by using the 
residuals of their linear regressions against PC1), a different picture emerged in which 
Ecuadorian populations appeared to be essentially similar to each other, whereas bugs 
from La Libertad (Peru) were the most distinct. Under the assumption that size-related 
variation is primarily related to environmental factors, this analysis of form should 
represent a more direct approximation to the genetic variation underlying the observed 
phenotypic diversity among populations; perfect multivariate partition of environmental 
factors is however to be regarded as operationally impossible (Sorensen 1992, Sorensen 
& Foottit 1992). Size-free CVA suggests that, despite extensive phenetic dissimilarities, 
all Ecuadorian populations share a common and very similar genetic background, 
whereas Peruvian bugs (except the Suyo specimen) appear to be well differentiated. 
Although these latter share many environmental characteristics with the southern 
Ecuadorian populations (Loja and El Oro), and are therefore similar in size, the area 
where they originated (the upper Chicama valley, Department of La Libertad) is 
separated from Ecuador by - 500km of very and land, including the Sechura coastal 
desert. This suggests that long-term isolation of the Peruvian populations may have 
played a role in their distinctiveness, resulting in form traits even overwhelming the 
strong influence of a shared synanthropic environment on overall bug size. The fact that 
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no natural palm tree populations occur in northwestern Peru, discussed in Section 3.2., 
adds to the likelihood of such isolation. 
6.2.4.3. Phenetic variability in sylvatic populations 
The bugs from Manabi studied here had been collected mainly from palms, but the 
sample included adults found in synanthropic habitats. The lack of phenotypic 
structuring within this population suggests that both palm tree- and house-collected 
specimens are to be considered essentially sylvatic; the finding of adult specimens in 
human environments probably represents mere invasion of those habitats, without stable 
colonisation. The shallow micro-geographic structure likely reflects the combined 
effects of extensive interbreeding (implying good dispersal ability, as also suggested by 
field observations) and selective pressure (involving higher chances of survival of the 
observed phenotypes, perhaps because they help avoid predation and/or provide better 
fitness in relation to microclimatic conditions). Some specimens from a colony founded 
in 1992 with palm tree-collected bugs from one of our fieldwork localities were 
analysed and found to be indistinguishable from field-collected specimens. This shows 
that seven years of laboratory rearing (about seven generations) did not produce 
detectable changes in these specimens, and suggests that the evident differences 
between sylvatic and domestic bugs might reflect many generations of reciprocal 
isolation. Jaramillo et al. (2000) reported a similar finding in R pallescens; size 
differences detected among field-collected populations were retained after the bugs 
were reared under identical laboratory conditions for several generations. On the other 
hand, Galindez Giron and Tones (1999) compared metric traits of laboratory-reared 
bugs (colonies kept for 25 years) with the preserved, field-collected founders of the 
colonies. Significant, consistent differences were detected in R prolixus, but R robustus 
specimens from both groups were largely comparable (Galindez Girön & Torres 1999). 
Finally, sylvatic bugs from Pichincha and Manabi could also be readily distinguished 
from each other. The differences involved not only size-related metric characters (larger 
bugs in Pichincha, with reduced sexual dimorphism), but the bugs were also very 
different in colour (dark brown with reddish marks in Pichincha, light-yellowish with 
brown marks in Manabi; see Section 6.1. ). This phenetic variability contrasts with the 
fact that both populations share the same primary habitat, Ph. aequatorialis palm trees. 
However, even if belonging to the same species, Pichincha and Manabi palms were 
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different in various respects, probably resulting in distinct microhabitat conditions. 
Microclimate differences, combined with strong positive selection related to avoidance 
of predation by camouflaging could explain the striking phenotypic variation in these 
sylvatic bug populations. 
6.2.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Combined, the findings presented here show that very important phenetic changes, 
mainly involving size-related characters, seem to take place when bugs adapt to human 
environments. These changes appear to require many generations to be detectable, 
suggesting that at least the most distinct populations probably have been isolated from 
each other for considerably long periods; the differential phenotypic structuring of 
sylvatic and synanthropic populations may be interpreted as further supporting the 
existence of such isolation. 
However, phenetically distinct Ecuadorian populations seem to share their basic 
genetic background (as indirectly assessed by analysis of form), whereas Peruvian bugs 
from La Libertad appear to be the most strongly divergent. 
Phenotypic plasticity is therefore probably acting both in the direction of divergence 
(separating genetically similar bugs that occupy different habitats) and convergence 
(making genetically distinct populations look similar when they occupy similar 
habitats). 
Apart from considerations on the genetic correspondences of phenotypic diversity, it 
can be concluded that morphometric analysis may be extremely useful for monitoring 
reinfestations by R ecuadoriensis in the context of operational control schemes; more 
generally, it may be possible to study behavioural and adaptive trends of 
morphometrically characterised populations of the species, perhaps directly using the 
information generated in this study (including characterised, preserved specimens and 
associated image files and measurements) as baseline databases. Such data and 
materials will be made available to Ecuadorian public health authorities. 
The first of the hypotheses mentioned in the introduction to this Section (that 
synanthropic populations can be distinguished from sylvatic ones using metric traits) 
received therefore firm support from our results. The second hypothesis involves an 
assessment of evolutionary relationships among the populations under study. 
Morphometric data seem to favour the idea of a greater similarity of northern (sylvatic) 
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R. ecuadoriensis specimens with R colombiensis, with an apparent clinal reduction in 
size along a north-to-south axis (see figure 107). 
Morphometric data did not seem however to suffice for an accurate assessment of 
mutual evolutionary relationships at the subspecific level. The high sensitivity of the 
approach in detecting and characterising phenetic variation (mostly habitat-related) 
turns into a disadvantage when such phenetic plasticity involves both convergent 
(homoplastic) and divergent (apomorphic) change in the context of an apparently strong 
influence of environmental factors. 
When isometric size was removed from the analysis a strong divergence of the 
Peruvian population was detected, perhaps signalling parallel genetic separation, but 
mutual relationships among Ecuadorian populations were poorly resolved. In this sense, 
clinal size reduction within Ecuadorian geographic-ecological groups might be 
interpreted as reflecting a phyletic pathway; it can for instance be assumed that 
anatomical traits of sylvatic bugs represent plesiomorphic phenotypic states, whereas 
the phenotypes of synanthropic bugs are derived. Also, polarised isometric change 
(sylvatic-to-domestic; i. e., large-to-small) may be envisaged as a more parsimonious 
(energy-efficient) transition than changes involving body shape, which require 
rearrangements in the simultaneous expression of polygenes (Sorensen & Foottit 1992). 
This rationale would add to the conclusion that the separation of Peruvian bugs (as 
shown by size-free comparisons) may reveal strong genetic divergence, whereas 
changes separating Ecuadorian ecological populations would represent relatively `easy' 
transitions along a linear axis of size reduction. The evolutionary significance of these 
phenotypic relationships, if any, remains however uncertain. Further comparisons, 
including a direct assessment of genetic variability among different geographic- 
ecological populations are therefore required to clarify micro-evolutionary relationships 
and population structuring in R ecuadoriensis. 
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6.3. Genetic diversity in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
6.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Mitochondria are cytoplasmic organelles within eukaryotic cells; they are 
fundamentally involved in various metabolic processes and in apoptosis, disease, and 
aging (Boore 1999, Saccone et al. 2000). The most crucial of these functions relate to 
cell respiration: the oxidation of nutrients to produce adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) 
takes place in these organelles. Mitochondria are believed to be of endosymbiotic 
origin, with phylogenetic affiliation to the a-subdivision of the Proteobacteria (Avise 
1994, Page & Holmes 1998, Saccone et al. 2000, Turner et al. 2000). In Metazoa, each 
mitochondrion has a single DNA molecule, typically 15-20 kilobases in length and 
customarily containing about 37 genes coding for 2 rRNAs, 22 tRNAs, and 13 mRNAs 
responsible for the synthesis of proteins involved in electron transport and oxidative 
phosphorylation. Intergenic spacers are relatively rare and small, and there is a control 
region usually containing a series of tandem repeat units and involved in the initiation of 
transcription. Gene order is generally conserved; rearrangements have however been 
described - and used to explore relationships among strongly divergent taxa (Avise 
1994, Simon et al. 1994, Boore et al. 1995, Boore 1999, Saccone et al. 1999). The 
sequence and organisation of the complete mitochondrial genomes of various animal 
taxa have been published, including several insects (e. g. Clary & Wolstenholme 1985, 
Beard et al. 1993, Crozier & Crozier 1993, Lewis et al. 1995, Spanos et al. 2000) and 
one triatomine species (T dimidiata) (Dotson & Beard 2001). T dimidiata mt genome 
is 17019bp long, and contains the 37 genes specified above; only seven intergenic 
spacers were found (just 1 to 5bp long, except for one comprised of 314bp and of 
unknown function). The control region is 2.1kb long, has 8 tandem repeat units (from 
82 to 173bp long) and is organised in four regions; this arrangement is shared by R. 
prolixus (Dotson & Beard 2001). 
The single, circular mtDNA molecule, present in multiple copies (_102-104 per cell, 
individuals being virtually homoplasmic), is maternally inherited through the egg 
cytoplasm (but `paternal leakage' has been described in some taxa), replicates with 
essentially no recombination (although strict clonality may not be the case in a few 
exceptional circumstances), and presents significantly faster (up to ten-fold in 
mammals, and over three-fold in closely related Drosophila species) overall evolution 
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rates when compared to the nuclear genome (Tamura 1992a, Avise 1994, Saccone et al. 
2000). These high substitution rates are in part due to defective repair mechanisms 
during replication, and are likely to affect preferentially some specific parts of the 
molecule, whereas functional and structural constraints tend to lower substitution rates 
in other sections (Avise 1994, Saccone et al. 2000). Examples of within-molecule rate 
heterogeneity include faster evolution of control and intergenic regions, third codon 
position nucleotides in protein-coding genes, or the bases of rRNA genes corresponding 
to unpaired loops (as opposed to helical stem sections) in the secondary structure of 
those genes; within these latter, conserved sections have been described in core helices, 
in unpaired regions between domains, and in relation to sites of ribosomal protein 
attachment, mRNA processing, and tRNA attachment (Simon et al. 1994, Rodriguez- 
Trelles et al. 2000, Saccone et al. 2000). Rate heterogeneity has also been described 
among different mt genes (for instance, rRNA and tRNA genes evolve more slowly on 
average than protein-coding ones) and between taxa (prompting controversies about the 
molecular clock hypothesis and contributing to the fundamental selectionist-neutralist 
debate on the modes of molecular evolution) (Avise 1994, Hafner et al. 1994, Ayala & 
Fitch 1997, Cavalli-Sforza 1997,1998, Page & Holmes 1998, Gissi et al. 2000, Saccone 
et al. 2000, Nevo 2001). However, it has been noted that at low levels of divergence (at 
least when divergence times do not exceed roughly 3 million years, providing 
confidence that saturation has not occurred and that most substitutions are silent), and 
for various arthropod taxa, mtDNA synonymous substitutions seem to accumulate at a 
constant rate of about 1.1-1.2% per million years (my), with an overall 2.3% pairwise 
sequence divergence per my (Brower 1994). A global estimate for animal mtDNA is of 
about 2% divergence/my (Avise 1994), but limited taxon-specific rate heterogeneity has 
been identified (Gissi et al. 2000, Saccone et al. 2000). 
In part because the structure, function, mode of inheritance, and evolutionary aspects 
of metazoan mtDNA are so well understood, and in part because many of these features 
make the molecule specially tractable as compared to nuclear DNA, mitochondrial 
genes are widely used in population genetics and in evolutionary studies at different 
levels of divergence. MtDNA gene order rearrangements have proven useful to resolve 
deep phylogenetic branches in metazoans, but did also show variation among some 
arthropod taxa (including insects), molluscs, and even between congeneric Schistosoma 
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blood flukes (Boore 1999, Boore et al. 1995,1998, Black & Roehrdanz 1998, Saccone 
et al. 1999, Le et al. 2000a, b, Dotson & Beard 2001). On the other hand, nucleotide 
sequence polymorphisms of rapidly evolving mtDNA genes are more suitable for the 
assessment of relationships among recently diverged taxa (Avise 1994, Page & Holmes 
1998, Saccone et al. 1999). This approach has been widely applied to investigate 
patterns of insect phylogeny within recognised lineages; not surprisingly, special 
attention has been directed towards disease vectors and crop pests, but Drosophila 
fruitflies, beetles, bees, butterflies, and many others have also been studied (e. g., Simon 
et al. 1994, Tang et al. 1996, Vogler & Pearson 1996, Conn et al. 1997, Esseghir et al. 
1997, Gimeno et al. 1997, Glesson & Sarre 1997, Ready et al. 1997, O'Grady et al. 
1998, Ishikawa et al. 1999, Rodriguez-Trelles et al. 2000, Walton et al. 2000, 
Litzenberger & Chapco 2001, Machado et al. 2001, Monteiro et al. 2001, Birungi & 
Munstermann 2002, Donnelly et al. 2002). Protein-coding genes are particularly useful 
for these purposes; although the codon triplet code places effective constraints on the 
rate of substitution at second codon positions, because of the degenerate nature of the 
genetic code (in mt genes a single tRNA species can decode four codons), many third 
and some first codon bases are relatively free to vary, especially when substitutions do 
not imply amino acid replacement (synonymous or silent substitutions) (Simon et al. 
1994, Saccone et al. 1999). Furthermore, it has been found that silent sites evolve at 
similar rates in different mt protein-coding genes (which is not necessarily the case for 
the corresponding amino acid sequences) (see Clary & Wolstenholme 1985, Simon et 
at. 1994, Saccone et at. 1999). This feature has led to the conclusion that for any given 
sequence length, one mt protein-coding gene should be as informative as any other for 
phylogenetic inference purposes (Simon et at. 1994). Substitution rate heterogeneities 
have also been found in these genes, generally affecting distantly related taxa. For 
instance, cytb genes seem to evolve six times slower in sharks than in mammals, and 
nonsilent substitutions in the cytochrome oxidase I and II genes were significantly more 
frequent in honeybees (Apis mellifera) than in Drosophila fruitflies (Simon et al. 1994). 
The use of DNA approaches for the study of triatomine bugs has a short, albeit rather 
dynamic, history. Molecular studies have provided new insights into the systematics and 
evolutionary trends of the subfamily, with surveys ranging from inter-tribe to 
subspecific analyses, and from genotyping and species identification to elucidation of 
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inter-population relationships and inference of species phylogenies; both nuclear and 
mitochondrial gene sequence polymorphisms have been surveyed using different 
methodologies (from RAPD to single strand conformational polymorphism and direct 
sequencing). Beyond their intrinsic academic interest, many of these results have been 
used to refine and improve disease control strategies throughout Latin America, and will 
likely prove crucial for the study of bug species and populations displaying various 
degrees of synanthropic behaviour (see review by Monteiro et al. 2001, and Garcia & 
Powell 1998, Stothard et al. 1998b, Garcia et al. 1998,2001, Garcia 1999, Harry et al. 
1998, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 1999,2000, Bargues et al. 2000, Marcilla et al. 
2000,2001,2002, Gaunt & Miles 2002). 
We used mt cytb sequence polymorphisms (based on a 663 basepair gene fragment) 
to investigate genetic diversity, relationships, and possible structuring in five 
populations of R ecuadoriensis representing the entire known geographic range of the 
species. Specimens from the same populations were also subjected to qualitative 
(anatomical-chromatic) and quantitative (metric) phenetic analyses (Sections 6.1. and 
6.2. ); the vast majority of the material examined originated from field collections in 
well-characterised areas where intensive surveys were conducted to determine the main 
ecological and behavioural features of the bug populations (see Chapters 4-5). The 
analyses were further extended to encompass other closely related species of Rhodnius 
with the aim of clarifying the relationships of R ecuadoriensis with its sister taxa. More 
generally, the phylogeny of the species of Rhodnius whose natural range includes the 
western side of the Andes (the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage') was investigated (Chapter 7). 
The extent of these comparisons greatly benefited from the collaboration of several 
friends and colleagues who generously provided us with different materials (from bug 
specimens to sequence data; see below and Appendix), illuminating discussions, expert 
guidance, and constructive criticism. The framework provided by ECLAT was crucial 
to the establishment of these collaborative links. 
Results of molecular analyses are discussed in terms of micro-evolutionary 
relationships among populations; the congruence of phenotypic and haplotypic patterns 
of diversity is addressed in that context, taking also into account biogeographic, 
ecological, and behavioural features of the bugs. Hypotheses regarding the possible 
relative contribution of different processes (e. g., demographic, phylogeographic, 
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ecological) to the observed population structuring of R ecuadoriensis are derived from 
joint analysis of these results. Finally, suggestions for future work are outlined 
(including considerations on methodological improvement) and recommendations for 
operational design of vector control strategies in Ecuador and Peru are put forward. 
6.3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
6.3.2.1. Buas 
A total number of 72 R ecuadoriensis specimens representing five geographic 
populations were used for this part of the study. These included 20 specimens from 
Alluriquin (Pichincha), 14 from various collection sites in Manabi (three of them from a 
laboratory colony [Fiocruz, J Jurberg] founded in 1992 with bugs collected from palm 
trees in Pachinche Adentro - one of our fieldwork localities), nine bugs from Lourdes 
(El Oro), 15 from El Lucero (Loja), and 14 insects from Peru (13 field-collected in La 
Libertad [CA Cuba Cuba] and one from the reference R. ecuadoriensis laboratory 
colony at Fiocruz, Brazil). Overall, 34 R ecuadoriensis bugs were essentially sylvatic 
(Pichincha and Manabi) and 38 synanthropic (El Oro, Loja and Peru). Additional 
material used for comparisons included R colombiensis, R pallescens, R. piclipes, and 
R robustus. Further specimens were kindly made available by FA Monteiro (CDC- 
Fiocruz), S Fitzpatrick (LSHTM), JS Patterson (LSHTM), and CJ Schofield (ECLAT- 
LSHTM) (table 105). Further details about individual specimens can be found in the 
Appendix. 
Table 81. Triatomine materials generously provided by friends and colleagues for genetic studies 
Provider Species Material Specifications* 
FA Monteiro/CB Beard R ecuadoriensis, R Pictipes, R pallescens, R Sequences PE (one), PIC-1, PAL-V, 
prolixus, R robustus, R nasutus, T. rubrovaria PRX-3 to 5, ROB-I to 5, NAS 
FA Monteiro/CJ Schofield R pallescens Sequences PAL-NI to N3, PIC-2 
CA Cuba Cuba R ecuadoriensis Bugs PE (all but one) 
S Fitzpatrick/JS Patterson R prolrxus DNA PRX-1 and 2 
J Jurberg R ecuadoriensis Bugs Manabi-Fiocruz 
R=Rhodnius, T. =Triatoma; *see text for details on haplotypes and populations 
6.3.2.2. DNA extraction and purification 
Total genomic DNA was extracted from legs of dried or 70° ethanol-preserved 
triatomine specimens. In some cases (especially for nymphs) the whole insect was used. 
DNeasy extraction kits (Qiagen) were used, following the manufacturer's 
recommendations for processing animal tissues except for the preparation of tissue 
samples. Three to six legs (or whole bugs) were separated from individual bugs and 
ground to powder in an Eppendorf tube (1.5 ml); for this, the tube bottom was 
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submerged in liquid nitrogen until legs were frozen and a micro-pestle was used to 
crush the tissue. Tissue powder was mixed with 180gl of lysis buffer (ATL); 20gl of 
proteinase K were added, the mixture vortexed briefly and incubated overnight at 55°C. 
The mixture was then homogenised by vortexing for l5sec and 200gl of lysis buffer 
(AL) were added, mixed thoroughly by vortexing and left at 70°C for 10 minutes. 200gl 
of 100% ethanol were added, the mixture vortexed and the tubes centrifuged at 
13000rpm for 3min. The liquid phase was recovered using disposable, sterile Pasteur 
pipettes, transferred to a DNeasy minicolumn sitting on a clean collection tube and left 
standing at room temperature for 30min. The columns were centrifuged at 8000rpm 
(1min) and the flow-through discarded. Washing buffer (AW1,500µ1) was pipetted into 
the column and left for 5min, then centrifuged at 8000rpm (lmin) and the flow-through 
discarded. 500µl of a second washing buffer (AW2) were added, the columns left 
standing for 5min and then centrifuged at 13000rpm for 3min. The columns were placed 
in new, sterile 1.5m1 Eppendorf tubes and 200gl of AE elution buffer (previously heated 
at 55°C for 10min) were pipetted directly onto the column membrane; the columns were 
left standing for 2 hours and then centrifuged at 8000rpm for 1min so that the eluted 
DNA was recovered in the Eppendorf tube; this first DNA elution was transferred to a 
sterile Eppendorf and stored at 4°C until use. The last step was repeated to obtain a 
second DNA elution. 
6.3.2.3. PCR amplification 
A X700 base pair (bp) fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene (cytb) was 
amplified by PCR using primers generously provided by FA Monteiro and CB Beard: 
Cytb32F 5'-GGACG(AT)GG(AT)ATTTATTATGGATC (forward) 
Cytb33R 5'-GC(AT)CCAATTCA(AG)GTTA(AG)TAA (reverse) 
These primers were designed by examination of conserved regions of the cytb gene 
of T. dimidiata (Dotson & Beard 2001) and comparison with other insect cytb 
sequences, and had been successfully tested in various Rhodnius species (FA Monteiro 
et al., unpublished). For PCR, 50µ1 reaction mixtures were prepared as follows: 5R1 
PCR buffer (with MgCl2), 4µl dNTP mix, 2µl of each primer (10pmoUµl), 0.5µ1 Taq 
polymerase, 34.5µl H2O, and 2µl template DNA. Alternatively, 4µl DNA (and 32.5µl 
H2O) were used for some of the reactions. 
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PCR thermal cycles comprised a denaturation step (95°C for 5min) followed by 35 
cycles of denaturation (94°C, 30sec), annealing (45,47 or 48°C; 5sec), and extension 
(72°C, 1-2min); a final extension step (72°C, 7min) was followed by storage at 4°C 
indefinitely. Successful amplification was confirmed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis 
of a 5µl aliquot of PCR product, using ethidium bromide staining. Reactions were 
considered positive when single bands of -_700bp (assessed by comparison with 
appropriate DNA ladders) were detected using an ultraviolet transilluminator. One 
positive and one negative control were incorporated into each PCR run. Cytb amplicons 
were purified using Microcon-PCR filter devices (Millipore) to remove primers and 
unincorporated dNTPs; the manufacturer's instructions were followed. Purified PCR 
products were eluted in 50µ1 TE buffer; products from specimens for which faint bands 
had been recorded in the agarose gels were eluted in 25µl TE buffer to increase the final 
DNA concentration. Purified products were checked by agarose gel electrophoresis as 
above and then stored at -20°C until use. 
6.3.2.4. DNA sequencing 
Direct sequencing was performed on both strands using fluorescent dye terminator 
chemistry and PCR primers. Sequencing reaction mixtures (20µl) were prepared as 
follows: 1µl template PCR product (3µl for specimens with faint bands after PCR), 6 t1 
sequencing buffer, 2R1 BigDye mix (Applied Biosystems), 1111 of either 32F or 32R 
primer, and 10µl H2O (8µi for reactions with 3µi template). The following cycles (x25) 
were used: denaturation at 95°C (10sec), 50°C for 5sec (annealing), and extension for 
4min (60°C); products were stored at 4°C until processing. Unincorporated dyes and 
primers were removed by means of Centri-sep columns (Princeton Separations), 
according to the manufacturer's recommendations. The samples were vacuum-dried and 
stored at -20°C until use. For analysis, sequencing reaction products were resuspended 
in 15µ1 of formamide and submitted to capillary automated sequencing in an ABI Prism 
3100 apparatus (Applied Biosystems). The quality of the sequences was first assessed 
by inspection of each electropherogram. Poor quality sequences were discarded. 
Forward and reverse sequences were aligned to detect possible ambiguities; these were 
evaluated and corrected whenever possible so that a reliable consensus sequence could 
be computed for each specimen. Sequence Navigator 1.0.1 was used for this preliminary 
assessment. Consensus sequences were subsequently aligned manually. 
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6.3.2.5. Data analysis 
Aligned sequences were analysed using MEGA 2.1 software (Kumar et al. 2001). 
Basic statistics included nucleotide composition and deduced amino acid sequences, 
patterns of base (transitions-transversions) and amino acid substitution (synonymous- 
nonsynonymous substitutions), numbers of variable sites and relative codon positions, 
number of parsimony informative sites, and patterns of codon usage. Nucleotide 
diversity was estimated for various groups of taxa. 
Phylogenetic analyses included distance- and character state-based approaches. 
Matrices of pairwise genetic distances were calculated under various models of base 
substitution. As pointed out by Simon et al. (1994), all distance correction methods 
should produce comparable results when examining closely related taxa. Furthermore, 
when two distance correction measures give similar results, as was the case for the R. 
ecuadoriensis haplotype dataset under consideration, simple models (with smaller 
variance) should give better estimates of the correct tree provided that substitution rates 
do not vary among lineages (Kumar et al. 2001). For closely related taxa, therefore, 
distances based on the Jukes-Cantor (JC, Jukes & Cantor 1969) method (whose 
assumptions include equally probable base substitutions, absence of nucleotide bias, and 
equal probability of mutations across sites) or uncorrected distances (such as the 
proportion of variable sites, p) should work equally well as more complex models. 
The Kimura two-parameter model (K2p, Kimura 1980) incorporates corrections for 
multiple hits at the same site taking into account transitional and transversional 
substitution rates. Base frequencies and substitution rates among sites are assumed to be 
equal. The Tamura three-parameter (T3p) model corrects for multiple hits taking into 
account the differences in transitional and transversional rates and the G+C-content 
bias, assuming equality of substitution rates among sites (Tamura 1992b). Finally, the 
Tamura-Nei model (TN) corrects for multiple hits taking into account substitution rate 
differences between nucleotides, inequality of nucleotide frequencies, and excess 
transitions; the rate of purine transitions is not assumed equal to the rate of pyrimidine 
transitions, but the assumption of equal substitution rates among sites does apply 
(Tamura & Nei 1993). These models can incorporate a gamma distribution in order to 
account for the variation in mutation rates among sites; the shape parameter of the 
gamma distribution is estimated as a--0.44 for the mt cytb gene, indicating a large 
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proportion of sites with low substitution rates (Page & Holmes 1998). The various 
distance matrices were submitted to a neighbour joining (NJ) algorithm (Saitou & Nei 
1987) and phylogenetic trees were constructed. The statistical support for each Glade in 
the derived topology was assessed by the bootstrap-resampling method (Felsenstein 
1985) with at least 1000 replications. 
Maximum parsimony (MP) analyses were conducted using a branch-and-bound 
algorithm for tree search. Consensus trees (strict and majority-rule) were computed 
whenever more than one most parsimonious tree was recovered. A bootstrap approach 
was used to assess the statistical support of the trees. 
6.3.3. RESULTS 
6.3.3.1. PCR amplification: size and identity of amplicons 
PCR amplification of a N700bp fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene 
(mt cytb) was successfully achieved for 73 R ecuadoriensis specimens. These included 
20 out of 22 from Pichincha (91% successful amplification), 15 out of 18 from Manabi 
(83.3%), 15 out of 16 from Loja (93.7%), 13 out of 13 from Peru (100%), and nine out 
of 17 from El Oro (53%). Good quality sequences were obtained from all but one 
specimen from Manabi, which was discarded. In order to avoid slightly lower quality 
sequence readings at the beginning and end of some sequences, 663bp (out of the 699bp 
available for most of the sequences) were used for all the analyses. The alignments 
contained no gaps. The identity of the cytb sequence was confirmed by comparison with 
the corresponding gene (1132bp) of T. dimidiata (Dotson & Beard 2001; GenBank 
accession AF301594); the 663bp fragment corresponded to sites 340 to 1003 within the 
gene and contained no stop codons. 
6.3.3.2. Basic statistics 
Analysis of the 72 aligned R ecuadoriensis cytb sequences revealed 10 unique 
haplotypes, some of them recovered from different collection sites (see below and 
Appendix). The whole ecuadoriensis alignment yielded 42 variable sites (6.3%), seven 
of which were individual autapomorphs. When comparing only the 10-haplotype 
alignment, 13 of the 42 variable sites were parsimony-informative, whereas 29 were 
autapomorphs. Within the variable sites, 36 corresponded to third codon position 
substitutions (i. e., 16.3% out of 221 third codon position nucleotides were variable), 
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five to first codon position (2.6%), and only one (0.45%) to a second codon position (a 
T-*C transition in a codon whose first position had changed also). 
The deduced amino acid sequence was very homogeneous, with only two of the 10 
haplotypes corresponding to different peptides; these were both different from the rest 
and from each other by just one amino acid out of 221. One of them was found in a 
single Manabi bug (code `Ind 14', a nymph V collected from a Ph. aequatorialis palm 
tree in Chirijos), and the substitution involved the first codon position: CTTHATT, i. e., 
Leucine<->Isoleucine. Two non-silent point mutations were detected in the unique 
haplotype found in all Peruvian bugs. These changes involved the first and second 
positions of a single codon (sites 361-362-363): while GTT was found in all the rest of 
haplotypes, Peruvian bugs had ACT (two transitional substitutions). The amino acid 
change involved was therefore Valine to Threonine; intermediate pathways would also 
have been nonsynonymous, and could be represented by either GCT (Alanine) or ATT 
(Isoleucine). No termination codons were identified. Leucine was the most frequent 
amino acid (16.74% on average), followed by Isoleucine (9.96%), Phenylalanine 
(8.6%), Glycine and Proline (both 6.8%), Valine (6.7%), Alanine and Asparagine (both 
5.4%), Threonine (5.06%), Methionine and Serine (4.5%), Tryptophan (3.6%), Lysine 
(3.2%), Tyrosine (2.7%), Histidine and Glutamine (2.26%), Aspartic and Glutamic 
acids (1.8%), Arginine (1.36%), and Cysteine (0.45%). 
With regard to codon usage, Leucine was preferentially coded by TTA (0.55 relative 
synonymous codon usage rate [rscu]), but the other five possible codons were also used 
(mainly CTA [rscu=0.25] and CTT [rscu=0.075]). Isoleucine was usually coded by 
ATT (rscu=0.88) rather than ATC (rscu=0.12), and Phenylalanine by TTT (rscu=0.74). 
GGA was used preferentially for Glycine (rscu=0.53); GGT (rscu=0.27) and the other 
two possible codons were also used. Proline codons were biased towards CCA 
(rscu=0.6) and against CCG (rscu=0), with the other two codons having the same rscu 
(0.2 each). Valine used mainly GTT (rscu=0.6); three Alanine codons had rscu--0.3, 
with GCG being used less frequently. Other examples include 80% of Asparagines 
coded by AAT, Threonine only coded by ACT (rscu=0.55) and ACA (rscu=0.45), and 
all Methionines coded by ATA. 
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Average nucleotide composition for these haplotypes was T=37.7%; A=31.5%; 
C=18%; G=12.8%. A+T accounted in average for 69.2% of the 663 nucleotides of the 
fragment sequenced. Nucleotide composition (as the percentage of nucleotides 
containing each of the four bases) for each of the haplotypes found in R. ecuadoriensis, 
both for the entire mt cytb gene fragment and for each codon position, is presented in 
the tables of the Appendix. The composition was similar across haplotypes, with A-T 
content ranging from 68.5% (LJ-3) to 69.9% (MN-6/PH). 
6.3.3.3. Distribution of haplotypes in geographic populations 
Six different haplotypes were detected in bugs collected in Manabi (haplotype codes 
MN-1 to MN-6). Three of these haplotypes (MN-1, MN-3 and MN-5) were only found 
in one specimen each, whereas MN-2 and MN-4 were shared by several bugs. MN-6 
was found in one bug from Manabi and in the 20 specimens from Pichincha (PH). MN- 
4 was identical to the haplotype found in all the bugs from El Oro (EO). The precise 
sites of capture of each specimen were taken into consideration for haplotype coding. 
Thus, haplotype MN-2 was detected in bugs from two different collection sites (hence 
the codes MN-2a and MN-2b), and MN-4 in specimens from two distinct sites (MN-4a 
and MN-4b). The details about these haplotypes are presented in the following table. 
Table 82. Cytb haplotypes in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis from Manabi 
Haplotype Locality Site of capture Bugs Code(s), sex / nymph stage (N) 
MN-1 Pachinche Adentro House* 1 Rec125 a 
MN-2a Pachinche Adentro Palms [Fiocraz] 3 Rec79 9, Rec83 9, Rec86 d' 
MN-2b Chirijos Palm tree I Ind11 NV 
MN-3 Pachinche Adentro Palm tree I RecMi d 
MN-4a Sta. Rosa-Jipijapa House* 1 Rec128 9 
MN-4b Pachinche Adentro Palm trees 5 RecM2 d', Ind22 NIII, Ind23 NIV, Ind24 NIV, Ind26 NIV 
MN-5 Chirijos Palm tree I Indl4 NV 
MN-6 S. Jose de Picoazä Chicken coop* 1 Rec130 9 
*No evidence of colonisation (only adult specimens found) 
Haplotype variability was also detected in the synanthropic specimens from Loja. 
Three unique haplotypes (LJ-i, LJ-2 and LJ-3) were found in the 15 bugs examined. Of 
these, LJ-1 was only found in a single specimen (Rec74, c3`) collected from a bed inside 
house `FJ', located in the area of El Lucero known as Cangopita (see figure 102). 
Haplotype LJ-2 was shared by six specimens and LJ-3 by eight, as shown in table 83. 
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Table 83. Cytb haplotypes in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis from Loja 
Haplotype Bug code Area of collection Site of capture Sex 
U-1 Rec74 
- 
Cangopita Bed, house FJ d 
LJ-2 Rec40 Salado Chicken coop, house MP 
Rec46 Cangopita Bedroom, house FJ 9 
Rec51 Salado Chicken coop, house JC d 
Rec55 Salado Chicken coop, house JC d 
Rec59 Salado Chicken coop, house JC d 
Rec69 Cangopita 
- 
Bedroom, house FJ 
................ . "----.................. ...... ---------- IJ-3 Rec32 Salado Chicken coop, house MP d 
Rec33 Cangopita Chicken coop, house FJ d 
Rec35 Salado Chicken coop, house MP ? 
Rec38 Salado Chicken coop, house MP y 
Rec47 Salado Chicken coop, house JC 9 
Rec57 Cangopita Bedroom, house FJ d 
Rec64 Cangopita Bedroom, house FJ d 
Rec7l Cangopita Bedroom, house FJ 9 
A single cytb haplotype was recovered from the nine specimens from El Oro, 
including bugs collected in two different areas of the study locality: `Entrada' (the 
village entry from the main road), and an area located past the village main square; they 
were some 3km from one another (see figure 103). The study also included specimens 
collected at different times (in 1997,1998, and 1999). The haplotype found in all bugs 
(EO) was identical to MN-4. 
Table 84. Cytb haplotype (EO) in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis from El Oro 
Haplotype Bug code Area of collection Year, dwelling Site of capture Sex 
EO RecO2 Beyond village centre 1999, house AP Chicken coop d 
RecO3 Beyond village centre 1999, house AP Chicken coop 9 
RecO4 Beyond village centre 1999, house AP Chicken coop 9 
RecO9 Entrada (left) 1999, house PS Bedroom d 
Rec9 Beyond village centre 1997, house AP Chicken coop d' 
Recl7 Entrada (right) 1998, Entrada 4 Chicken coop d 
Rec22 Entrada (right) 1999, Entrada 7 Chicken coop 9 
Rec26 Entrada (right) 1998, Entrada 4 Chicken coop d' 
Rec27 Entrada (right) 1998, Entrada 4 Chicken coop 9 
The same lack of variability was observed in sylvatic bugs collected from Ph. 
aequatorialis palms in the province of Pichincha. Sequences from 20 specimens 
yielded the same haplotype (PH), which was identical to MN-6; both differed by only 
one point mutation (a third codon position transition C-T at site 201) from MN-4 and 
EO. The precise palm tree in which specimens were collected was not recorded on their 
individual labels. 
Finally, sequences from 13 specimens from La Libertad (Peru) also yielded a single 
haplotype (PEa). These bugs were collected by Peruvian colleagues [provided by CA 
Cuba Cuba] in the upper Chicama valley, and (according to the labels) they were found 
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in at least three different dwellings. One specimen from the Fiocruz reference colony for 
R. ecuadoriensis, founded in 1979 with bugs from the same geographic region (the 
Departments of northern Peru that lay south of the Sechura desert, i. e. La Libertad and 
Cajamarca), was also analysed; its sequence (haplotype PEb) was identical to that of all 
other Peruvian specimens. Interestingly, haplotype PE was the most distinct among all 
the R. ecuadoriensis populations studied; it was separated by 25 nucleotide substitutions 
from the most similar Ecuadorian haplotype (MN-1, see below). 
The following figure presents the relative geographic location of fieldwork areas; the 
approximate geographic distances between localities and the haplotype codes 
corresponding to each population are indicated. 
Figure 109. Geographic distribution of Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis mt cytb haplotypes. Sites of 
capture, haplotype codes and approximate 
geographic distances 
Peru (Chicama) 
L-. 
_.... _............... _ ............. .. 
6.3.3.4. Patterns of nucleotide sequence polymorphism 
The overall average transition: transversion ratio was 8.3 (SE=4.02*), and increased to 
10.6 (SE=5.85) when the entire dataset was analysed. Nucleotide diversity (average 
number of differences per site, 7t) was 0.0179 (SE=0.0029). Absolute nucleotide 
differences were scored between haplotypes and populations and distance matrices 
computed under different models of base substitution, from the simplest uncorrected p 
Standard errors (SE) were calculated by 500 bootstrap replications in MEGA 2.1 (Kumar et al. 2001) 
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distances to more complex distance-correction approaches such as the K2p model. The 
tables in the Appendix summarise the main results. 
Overall mean distances within the 72-sequence alignment were 0.0179 (uncorrected 
p distance; SE=0.0029) and 0.0185 (K2p; SE=0.0031); the values for the 10-haplotype 
dataset were 0.0179 (SE=0.00295) and 0.0184 (SE=0.00299), respectively. 
Mean distances and standard errors were also computed between geographic groups 
(including all sequences). The main results are presented in the tables of Appendix. 
For the complete 72-sequence ecuadoriensis dataset, mean within-group distances 
(in the variable populations, i. e. Manabi and Loja) were as follows: Manabi 4.6 
(SE=1.38) and Loja 1.3 (0.57) [absolute number of nucleotide differences]; Manabi 
0.0069 (SE=0.002) and Loja 0.002 (SE=0.0009) [p distances]; these figures remained 
unchanged when more complex models (JC, K2p, Tamura 3-parameter, or Tamura-Nei) 
were used. 
Mean within-group distances for the dataset containing only one example of each 
haplotype were: absolute nucleotide differences 5.4 (SE=1.48) in Manabi and 4.7 
(SE=1.66) in Loja, and uncorrected distances Manabi=0.008 (0.002) and Loja=0.007 
(0.003). Again, these latter figures did not vary under different models of base 
substitution, and correspond to the values of nucleotide diversity (n) for both 
populations. Mean between-group distances (and their SE) were also computed with the 
haplotype dataset (including PH and EO and their identical pairs in Manabi [MN-6 and 
MN-4]); the main results are summarised in the tables of the Appendix. 
Saturation of transitions was not a concern for the dataset under consideration, 
because of the high TS/TV ratio (8.3 for the restricted haplotype dataset and 10.6 for the 
72 sequences) and because all p distances were below the 0.09-0.1 saturation threshold 
for the cytb gene (Meyer 1994, Griffiths 1997); maximum distances (involving pairwise 
comparisons between Ecuadorian and Peruvian haplotypes) were -0.04. We compared 
pairwise frequencies of transitional and transversional substitutions along axes of total 
pairwise substitutions and postulated divergence time (after Brower 1994) between 
haplotypes. The plots show a steady increase in the frequency of transitional changes 
with genetic distance, without any evidence suggesting a trend towards saturation. 
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Figure 110. Pairwise transitional (TS) and transversional (TV) substitutions among Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis haplotvpes: linear regression versus (A) total number of substitutions (TS+TV) and 
(B) postulated time since divergence (based on an estimate of 2.3% paim-ise sequence divergence 
per million year jmyJ: see Brower 1994). Linear coefficients of determination are given below 
each linear fit 
6.3.3.5. Phylogenetic analyses 
Neighbour-joining (NJ) tree topologies derived from various models were explored 
and their statistical support evaluated by the bootstrap-resampling technique, using 1000 
replicates and a random seed number. NJ simplified trees were first produced for the 10 
unique haplotypes found in the five R. ecuadoriensis populations studied. Subsequently 
the complete alignment (72 sequences) was submitted to the same analyses. Additional 
haplotypes from the closely related R. pallescenrs, R. colomhiensis, and K. pictipes, and 
specimens identified as R. rohustus and collected in palms of the Ecuadorian Amazon 
(pending specific determination, hence Rhodnii, s sp. in the figures), were used as 
outgroups for most of the analyses. 
Figure 1I I. Neighbour-joining phylogenctic tree of 10 R/uxlnius 
ecuadorien. si. s cvtb haplotvpcs, derived from uncorrected (p) 
distances. I J, III, MN. EO, and PE are 10 mt cyth haplotvp es 
(663bp) Iöund in live R. ecuadoriensis populations (see text for 
details). Numbers indicate statistical support from 1000 bootstrap 
replicates; sum of branch lengths (SI31. ) 0.3966; scale bar: 
substitutions/site 
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Different models of base substitution (JC, K2p, T3p, and TN) yielded trees (not 
shown) with identical topologies and very similar bootstrap support values. All of them 
showed an unambiguous, 97-99% bootstrap-supported separation of the Peruvian 
haplotype (PE) from the monophyletic Ecuadorian Glade. Within this latter, two main 
groups can be distinguished, one containing only Manabi haplotypes (MN-1, MN-2, 
MN-3, and the more distinct MN-5; bootstrap 74-77%) and the other one (supported by 
bootstrap values above 80%) comprised of two sub-clades. One of these latter includes 
only haplotypes from Loja (U-I to LJ-3), whereas the other one contains two very 
similar haplotypes (separated by only one point mutation): MN-6 (found in one Manabi 
bug) and the identical PH (from sylvatic Pichincha bugs), and another haplotype found 
in specimens from Manabi (MN-4a and MN-4b) and El Oro (EO). 
In order to further investigate the relationships between these haplotypes, additional 
trees were constructed using a maximum parsimony (MP) approach; a branch-and- 
bound algorithm was used to recover all MP trees, and statistical support was assessed 
with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Three equally parsimonious trees were recovered (tree 
length=216); strict consensus and a bootstrap (majority-rule) consensus trees are also 
presented. 
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Figure 112. Maximum parsimony: strict consensus phylogenetic tree (branch-and-bound search 
algorithm) of 10 Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypes. LJ, PH, MN, EO, and PE are 10 mt cytb 
haplotypes (663bp) found in five R. ecuadoriensis populations (see text for details). CI=0.86, 
RI=0.79, RCI=0.68 (all sites); iCI=0.77, iRI=0.79, iRCI=0.6 (parsimony informative sites) 
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Figure 113. Maximum parsimony: bootstrap 
majority-rule consensus phylogenetic tree (branch- 
and-bound search algorithm) of 10 Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis cytb haplotypes. U, PH, MN, EO, 
and PE are 10 mt cytb haplotypes (663bp) found 
in five R. ecuadoriensis populations. Numbers 
indicate statistical support from 1000 bootstrap 
replicates 
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Figure 114. Maximum parsimony phylogenetic tree (No. I of three recovered 
using a branch-and-bound algorithm; in alternative topologies only the 
relative positions of MN-I, MN-2, and MN-3 varied) of 10 Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis cytb haplotypes. LJ, PH, MN, EO, and PE are 10 mt cytb 
haplotypes (663bp) found in five R ecuadoriensis populations (see text for 
details). Numbers indicate statistical support from 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
Tree length=216; CI=0.86, RI=0.79, RC1=0.68 (all sites); iC1=0.77, iRI=0.79, 
iRCI=0.6 (parsimony informative sites) 100 
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The relationships between R ecuadoriensis haplotypes were relatively poorly 
defined in the MP analyses. The separation of the Peruvian lineage was nonetheless 
confirmed, with the monophyly of the Ecuadorian Glade supported by bootstrap values 
>95%. The three main branches within Ecuador (Zoja, Manabi, and a mixed Pichincha- 
Manabi-El Oro group) were also recognised, but they appeared forming a basal 
polytomy in the majority-rule bootstrap consensus tree. Support for internal nodes in 
these branches was low, with a highest value of 73% for the monophyly of Loja 
haplotypes. 
A complete NJ tree (based on an uncorrected [p] pairwise distance matrix) was 
produced including seventy-two mitochondrial cytb sequences from various R. 
ecuadoriensis populations and several examples of closely related Rhodnius species. 
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Figure 115. Neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree derived from 
uncorrected (p) pairwise distances including 72 nt cytb sequences 
(663bp) from five Rhodnius ecuadortensis populations (Ecuador and 
Peru). Li, PH4 MN, EO, and PE are cytb unique haplotypes (see 
text for details). R colombiensis and R pallescens specimens 
originated from Colombia (mainly from the University of Antioquia 
[UA] laboratory), and a sequence from one Brazilian R pictipes was 
made available by FA Monteiro. Numbers indicate statistical support 
from 1000 bootstrap replicates; scan of branch lengths (SBL) = 0.33 
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The topology of one additional NJ, K2p tree (not shown) was identical, and 
confirmed the results obtained in the simplified analyses conducted with only one 
representative of each haplotype. Bootstrap support values were in general somewhat 
higher in the tree based on uncorrected p distances. The lowest support value (76%) in 
the R. ecuadoriensis Glade corresponds to the branch { [MN-1(MN-2 MN-3)] MN-5). 
The relationships between haplotypes were further explored by direct assessment of 
absolute nucleotide differences. A parsimonious haplotype network was manually 
constructed showing these relationships (figure 126); 39 intermediate haplotypes were 
inferred from the dataset that were not observed in the study. Single haplotypes were 
enclosed inside boxes whose margin thickness increased proportionally to the number 
of specimens presenting each haplotype: common haplotypes appear in thicker boxes 
and those found in single specimens in thinner boxes. These boxes were connected by 
lines showing the shortest mutation pathways between pairs; postulated (missing) 
haplotypes are shown as small circles along those lines, and the number and base 
change of each segregating site (see Appendix) are shown between each two 
haplotypes. Some homoplastic mutations were identified; the concern for phylogenetic 
analyses was moderated by the relatively high transition: transversion ratio, the apparent 
absence of saturation, and the low frequency of putative hypervariable sites within 
ecuadoriensis. The tentative connection of the R. ecuadoriensis network with the closest 
outgroup (R colombiensis) places the postulated common ancestor of all ecuadoriensis 
haplotypes in a somewhat intermediate position between MN-4 and PE. The Peruvian 
haplotype (PE) is connected to the Ecuadorian Glade near MN-4. Multiple substitutions 
were identified throughout the network: parallel mutations at sites 285 (MN-4 branch 
and LJ-1), 123 (PE and LJ-3), and 291 (Peru and the MN-I to 5 branch); reversals (sites 
462,447,309,210, and 54); multiple hits (sites 543,417, and 54 [where a reversal also 
occurred in MN-1]); and one coincidental substitution (site 531, PE and MN-I to MN-5 
branch). Sites 54,531,417, and 543 segregated at three bases (comparisons including 
colombiensis). The sequences of the 39 postulated haplotypes inferred from the network 
were reconstructed by post-order traversal, starting from observed sequences and 
proceeding towards the internal nodes (Page & Holmes 1998). A MP tree (not shown) 
was constructed using these haplotypes; it was 113 steps long, with CI=0.93, RI=0.98, 
RCI=0.9; iCI=0.83, iRI=0.98, and iRCI=0.82. 
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Finally, a simple nested cladogram was constructed manually. Starting at the tips of the 
distance-based phylogenetic tree, each pair of haplotypes sharing a terminal node was 
included in a Glade and the number of mutations separating them was scored from the 
matrix of absolute pairwise distances (see Appendix). The process was then repeated to 
compute a larger Glade containing the first pairs plus the closest haplotype, and so on until 
all 10 haplotypes were included in nested clades. 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
IV 
MN-5 
\ 
MN-1 MN-2 
ýI Ix 
MN-3 
VIII 
PE 
I 
MN-4 LJ-1 
EO 
LJ-2 
MN-6 
PH vi' 
V. LJ-3 
III g 
Figure 1 17. Nested cladogram showing relationships between Rhodnius ccuadoriensis 
mitochondrial cytochrome h haplotvpes. The graph was constructed using distance-based 
ph}logenetic trees and pairwise absolute nucleotide differences (numbers near lines 
connecting boxes) between haplotypes. Nine clades were identified: 1=Peru: 11=Ecuador: 
lll=Manabi (partial)+Pichincha+Oro+Loja (the presence of one putative homoplasy 
between MN-4/EO and LJ- II site 285 increases the number of mutations separating them 
from 5 to 7 Isce figure 1261; Glade Ill is therefore only tentative (hence 5* and the dashed 
boxt): IV=Manabi (partial): V=MN-4/EO+MN-6/PH: V1=Loja: VI1=LJ-2+1_. J-3: 
VIII=MN-I+MN-2+MN-3; IX=MN-2+MN-3 (see text for details on individual 
haplotypes) 
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6.3.4. DISCUSSION 
This study represents, together with research on the phylogeography of Amazonian 
Rhocriius spp. carried out by FA Monteiro and colleagues (Monteiro et al., unpublished), 
the most comprehensive intraspecific molecular study so far carried out in Triatominae to 
our best knowledge. Field-collected specimens from five populations representing the 
entire geographic, ecological, and behavioural spectrum of R ecuadoriensis (Abad-Franch 
et al. 2001b, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002) were submitted to mtDNA sequence analysis and 
compared with closely related taxa; overall, nucleotide polymorphisms of a 663bp cytb 
gene fragment from more than 80 specimens were analysed. Importantly, these molecular 
data were examined within the framework of epidemiological research designed in 
collaboration with Ecuadorian public health authorities and carried out under the 
operational perspective of contributing to the design of a national programme for the 
control of Chagas disease in Ecuador (Aguilar et al. 1999, Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000, 
Abad-Franch et al. 2001b). Because of the public health dimension of this project, our 
research combined extensive fieldwork aimed at characterising the main eco- 
epidemiological features of sylvatic and synanthropic bug populations with the 
simultaneous cross-validation of genetic and phenetic markers (these latter being of 
paramount importance in the context of current technical and financial constraints affecting 
Ecuadorian public health services) that may subsequently be used to refine vector control 
and surveillance schemes (Schofield et al. 1995, Guhl & Schofield 1996, Schofield & 
Dujardin 1997, Beard & Lyman 1999, Dujardin et al. 2000, Gaunt & Miles 2000, Noireau 
et al. 2000b, Monteiro et al. 2001). 
As already mentioned in the introduction to this Section, mtDNA sequence data proved 
extremely useful for the examination of relationships among recently diverged taxa and 
populations of single species (Avise 1994, Esseghir et al. 1994, Simon et al. 1994, Tang 
et al. 1996, Gimeno et al. 1997, Page & Holmes 1998, Ishikawa et al. 1999, Walton et 
al. 2000, Litzsenberg & Chapco 2001, Machado et al. 2001, Monteiro et al. 2001, 
Birungi et al. 2002, Donnelly et al. 2002). 
Our results demonstrated the potential utility of mitochondrial protein-coding genes in 
the investigation of population structuring and relationships in Triatominae, but also 
pointed out some of their limitations. Previous studies based on mitochondrial markers had 
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emphasised phylogenetic relationships at the supraspecific level, and are discussed in more 
detail in Section 7.3. (Garcia & Powell 1998, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000, 
2001, Garcia et al. 2001). In 1999, Monteiro and coworkers reported the first survey of mt 
cytb sequence polymorphisms among geographic and ecological populations of a 
triatomine vector species, T. infestans (Monteiro et al. 1999b). A 412bp fragment of the 
gene from 35 specimens of 10 populations (domestic and sylvatic, from Bolivia, Argentina 
and Brazil) was analysed. Additionally, morphometric data (CVA of wing measurements), 
allozyme profiles, cytogenetics, and cross-mating experiments were used to characterise 
the populations under study. Results revealed that two melanic forms (T melanosoma 
from Uruguay and sylvatic dark morphs of T infestans from the Bolivian Chaco) whose 
taxonomic status was considered unclear are probably phenotypic variants of T. infestans. 
Small but consistent differences were found between populations from Bolivia and those 
from Argentina and Brazil. In Bolivia, sylvatic and domestic Andean bugs had identical 
haplotypes, whereas the Chaco dark morphs presented three autapomorphs. Dark morphs 
differ from typical Andean T. infestans in several respects, including phenotypic traits 
(colouration, head and wing morphometry, antennal sensilla patterns) and geographic- 
ecological features (they occupy preferentially hollow hardwood trees in the Chaco, 
whereas sylvatic Andean populations occur in rocky habitats at very high altitudes), but 
allozyme, chromosome, interbreeding, and DNA studies (RAPDs and sequence 
polymorphisms) supported the idea of a single species (Noireau et al. 1997,2000a, b, 
Monteiro et al. 1999b). Together, these results illustrated the suitability of mtDNA 
sequence analysis for population studies, and showed how the pictures provided by 
phenotype- and genotype-based assessments, apparently inconsistent, could be brought 
together by a comprehensive examination of different lines of evidence (Monteiro et al. 
1999b, Noireau et al. 2000b). In addressing intraspecific diversity and population 
relationships in R ecuadoriensis (with somewhat comparable patterns of variation), we 
followed a broadly similar rationale, emphasising the idea that combined consideration of 
data generated using various approaches and methods will likely produce better results. 
More recently, Monteiro et al. (2000) used mtDNA sequence diversity in a survey of 
relationships among several species of Rhodniini. In this phylogenetic study, several 
geographic populations of R proltxus (domestic from Venezuela, Colombia, Honduras, 
and Guatemala, and sylvatic from Brazil) were found to have virtually identical mt cytb 
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haplotypes (414bp), suggesting recent dispersal of synanthropic forms mediated by people, 
a conclusion also supported by metric and RAPD analyses (Dujardin et al. 1998a). In 
addition, some putative R robustus presented prolixus haplotypes, and the reverse case 
occurred with one Brazilian population labelled as prolixus. However, a neat overall 
separation between closely related taxa within the prolixus group (including the almost 
sibling prolixus, robustus, nasutus, and neglectus) was achieved, further showing that 
mtDNA sequence data can be used to address taxonomic problems that could not be fully 
resolved neither by conventional techniques (morphology, morphometrics, cross-mating 
experiments or isoenzymes) nor by single strand conformational polymorphisms (SSCP) 
of the mt 16S rRNA gene (Dujardin et al. 1991, Harry et al. 1992a, Harry 1993, Solano et 
al. 1993, Barrett 1996, Stothard et at. 1998b, Lyman et al. 1999, Schofield & Dujardin 
1999). In this study, Monteiro et al. (2000) also analysed representatives of two distinct 
populations of R ecuadoriensis. They were laboratory colony specimens reported as 
originally collected in Ecuador and Colombia, respectively, and mt cytb polymorphisms 
were detected that could discriminate between them. These ecuadoriensis populations 
were firmly nested within a Glade where R pallescens appeared as a sister, basal taxon to a 
branch including colombiensis and ecuadoriensis (Monteiro et at. 2000). Later discussions 
and re-examination of the sequence dataset with FA Monteiro revealed however that 
ecuadoriensis and colombiensis specimens used in this study could have been mislabelled; 
in fact, the "Colombian" population of ecuadoriensis is probably derived from field 
collections carried out in Manabi in the early 1990s (sylvatic bugs from palm trees); the 
other ecuadoriensis specimen probably originated from domestic populations sampled in 
the mid 1990s from southern Ecuador (El Oro). Once these problems were solved, 
reanalysis of the cytb dataset (two Ecuadorian and one Peruvian specimens) revealed 
apparently significant differences in nucleotide composition between Ecuadorian and 
Peruvian ecuadoriensis haplotypes (and smaller differences between sylvatic and domestic 
populations in Ecuador), suggesting that the gene could constitute a suitable, polymorphic 
molecular marker for intra-specific studies on R ecuadoriensis. 
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6.3.4.1. Haplotype diversity in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Ten unique haplotypes were recovered from DNA extracts of 72 specimens from five 
populations (maximum geographic distance -900km); a total number of 42 variable sites 
(6.3%) was scored from those haplotypes. Using 412bp of the cytb gene, Monteiro et al. 
(1999b) isolated four unique haplotypes from 10 populations (35 bugs) of T. infestans/T. 
melanosoma (geographic distances often around 1000km, and up to >2000km); the 
percentage of variable sites was 1.94% (8 out of 412bp), and no intra-population variability 
was detected. Comparisons among R prolixus populations from Honduras, Guatemala, 
Venezuela, and Colombia (36 specimens, 663bp of the mt cytb gene) revealed just three 
haplotypes separated from each other by single point mutations (only 0.3% of sites were 
variable), but variation was much higher among populations identified as R robustus, 
here, 17 unique haplotypes were found in 43 sylvatic bugs from various areas of the 
Amazon-Orinoco drainage basins, and 11.5% of sites were polymorphic (76/663) 
(Monteiro et al., unpublished). Finally, four cytb haplotypes were found in 9R pallescens 
specimens from Colombia and Nicaragua (see Section 7.3. ); 50 sites out of 663 were 
variable (7.54%). Comparing these results, it would appear that haplotype diversity and the 
proportion of variable sites per sequence length unit are significantly reduced in the most 
synanthropic triatomine species (T. infestcros throughout the Southern Cone and R prolixus 
in northern South America and Central America), whereas an entirely sylvatic entity (R 
robustus) is highly variable; R pallescens and ecuadoriensis (which retain sylvatic habitats 
but can colonise human environments) seem to present intermediate levels of variability. 
The low levels of polymorphism observed in T. infestans and R prolixus may be attributed 
to recent, man-mediated dispersal of genetically restricted (mainly via founder effects and 
isolation from the original gene pool) domestic populations, combined with sampling bias 
towards synanthropic bugs even across wide geographic areas (Dujardin et al. 1998a, 
Schofield et al. 1999); on the other hand, phylogenetic analysis suggested R robustus, as 
defined by its external anatomy, may encompass more than a single taxon (Monteiro et at, 
unpublished). Thus, assuming substitution rate homogeneity across the taxa under 
consideration, the observed genetic variability in R pallescens and R ecuadoriensis might 
represent more accurate estimates of interpopulation diversity within single triatomine 
species. However, as will be discussed later, the proportion of variable sites in R 
ecuadoriensis haplotypes decreased to only 3.17% (21 out of 663) when the single, 
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strongly divergent Peruvian haplotype was excluded from the analysis. This latter value is 
similar to the 3.58% reported for the Old World Leishmania vector Phlebotomus papatasi 
(16 haplotypes found in 27 flies from 12 countries; the sequence contained 283bp of the mt 
cytb gene plus 158bp from other segments, totalling 441bp) (Esseghir et al. 1997); 
Ishikawa et al. (1999) isolated 28 unique cytb haplotypes (294bp) from the New World 
phlebotomine, Lutzomyia whitmani (31 specimens from 14 sites across Brazil), and found 
26 variable sites (8.8%). 
6.3.4.2. Distribution of haplotypes: geographic correspondences 
The distribution of cytb haplotypes found in R ecuadoriensis only partially fitted 
expectations of strong population structuring based on geographic distance between 
collection sites and phenotypic heterogeneity revealed by morphological and metric 
comparisons (see Sections 6.1. and 6.2. and figure 109). Two populations with extremely 
distinct phenotypes, those from Pichincha (sylvatic) and El Oro (synanthropic), presented 
unique haplotypes (PH and EO, respectively) that diverged by a single point mutation (a 
T/C silent transition at site 201, a third codon position); some 400km separate both 
localities. Furthermore, haplotype PH was identical to MN-6, found in a single bug 
collected in San Jose de Picoazä (Manabi, -'200km from Pichincha) from a peridomestic 
chicken coop, and EO was in turn identical to another Manabi haplotype (MN-4; -375 km 
from El Oro), found in bugs collected from palm trees in Pachinche Adentro and in a 
single female captured inside a house in Santa Rosa (Jipijapa). The highest levels of 
haplotype diversity were scored in Manabi. These fundamentally sylvatic bugs were 
collected from four rural localities near Portoviejo (the capital town of Manabi), and six 
haplotypes were isolated from 14 specimens. Intra-population diversity was high: nearly 
2% of sites (13/663) were variable in the 6-haplotype alignment, with pairwise p distances 
ranging from 0.0015 to 0.015 (between MN-5 and MN-6, separated by 10 point mutations) 
and overall nucleotide diversity close to 0.01 (x-0.00895). No clear trend towards 
geographic population structuring was detected in Manabi, despite sampling of various 
sites (located on average about 30km from each other [-. 15 to 50km], but often separated 
by large areas of dry tropical forest with no palms) and ecotopes (with bugs collected 
directly from palms and found invading human habitats). Mean pairwise p distances 
between localities and other details about Manabi haplotypes are summarised in the 
following figure. 
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Figure 118. Mitochondrial cytb haplotypes in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations from Manabi. Each 
circle represents one locality (haplotype codes inside the circles). Numbers beside lines are mean 
pairwise p distances (thicker lines represent lower genetic distances) and approximate geographic 
distances (in km, italicised); in all cases, dry forest areas without palm trees separated the localities. 
Linear regression of genetic vs. geographic distances produced a coefficient of determination of 0.23 
Similarly, no micro-geographic structuring was detected in the populations from Loja; 
here, three unique haplotypes were found in 15 specimens collected from two different 
areas of the locality (three houses). All three haplotypes were isolated from bugs collected 
in the same bedroom. These haplotypes were separated from MN-41EO (the closest outside 
Loja) by seven point mutations; mean p distances between haplotypes from Loja and other 
populations were: Manabi 0.015 (geographic distance -575km), El Oro=0.01 (-200km), 
Pichincha-=0.01 (-580km), and Petu=0.046 (-500km). The uniqueness of the Loja 
haplotypes, and their evident monophyly, suggest that this population probably has a 
history of isolation from the others (even if the degree of divergence from other 
Ecuadorian populations falls within the range of haplotype diversity found in Manabi). 
The strongly divergent Peruvian population was also the most geographically isolated. 
Not only was it separated from Ecuador by -500km, but that distance is mainly comprised 
of very and land. Mean genetic distance with the pooled Ecuadorian haplotypes was 
0.0424 (K2p=0.044); using the same gene fragment analysed here, Monteiro et al. 
(unpublished) found smaller distances (3.3% sequence divergence) between sympatric 
populations of R prolixus and R robust us in Venezuela. Other comparisons between 
closely related species indicate overall cytb sequence divergences ranging from 6% (R 
pallescens-colombiensis) and 9% (R prolixus-nasutus) to about 13% (R colombiensis- 
ecuadoriensis or T infestans-T brasiliensis) (Monteiro et al. 1999b; see also Section 7.3. ). 
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At the subspecific level, we have recorded differences (K2p) from 0.017 to 0.066 between 
populations of R pallescens. 3C Avise (2000) reported levels of intraspecific mtDNA 
sequence divergence reaching >2% (cited in Omland et al. 2000). 
Overall, the pattern of haplotype distribution in R ecuadoriensis seems to encompass 
two main units: (i) a broad area of shallow structuring and haplotype sharing 
corresponding to coastal western Ecuador and the humid foothills of the Andes (Manabi- 
Pichincha El Oro), and (ii) restricted clusters of isolated populations in the drier, interior 
Andean valleys of southern Ecuador (Loja) and northern Peru (Chicama). A plot of 
approximate pairwise geographic distances between collection sites versus pairwise 
genetic (uncorrected) distances shows a positive correlation; however, geographic 
distances from Loja to both Chicama and Manabi (or Pichincha) are very similar (--500- 
6000, whereas genetic distances are remarkably different (>4.5% and -1%, 
respectively), suggesting that other circumstances rather than simply linear distance are 
involved in the apparent isolation of the Peruvian population. The extremely dry 
environment of northwestern coastal Peru might help explain the finding, including the 
view that the Sechura desert might represent a true biogeographic barrier to the dispersal of 
the species (Cox & Moore 2000). 
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Figure 119. Genetic and geographic pairwise distances in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations; 
dots with genetic distance values --4% correspond to the comparisons including Peruvian 
haplotypes; those involving Loja vs. Manabi or Pichincha are aligned over the (approx. ) 500km 
mark, but have genetic distance values up to approx. 2%. The line is a second-order polynomial fit 
(R2=0.58); pairwise comparisons involving Peruvian haplotypes are enclosed in an ellipse 
The observed patterns of distribution and relationships of mt cytb haplotypes in R 
ecuadorienris are summarised in the following figure; they were overlaid on a map 
showing the potential distribution of Ply aequatorialis, the primary natural habitat of the 
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species; light green dots (barely visible) correspond to records of R ecuadoriensis (see 
Section 3.2. ). The approximate sites of capture of bugs presenting each haplotype are 
indicated with different colours for each population: Manabi=orange, Pichincha=dark red, 
El Oro=green, and Loja=blue. The red outlined area represents an hypothetical 
approximation to the distribution of sylvatic populations derived from known records and 
biogeographical data on the vectors and the palms they inhabit; although information 
regarding deforestation has been incorporated, the actual extent of habitat fragmentation is 
suspected to be in excess of what the map suggests (see Dodson & Gentry 1991, 
Borchsenius et al. 1998, and Section 3.2.3.1. ). Possible routes of dispersal connecting the 
putative `core' Ecuadorian populations (corresponding to the area of shallow genetic 
structuring mentioned above) with apparently isolated clusters (Loja and Peru) are 
suggested in the form of arrows extending from the red outline (with uncertainties 
regarding the connection with Peru indicated by a question mark). Similarly, the possibility 
that sylvatic forms, perhaps intermediate between ecuadoriensis and the Colombian 
species of the Pacific lineage (pallescens and colombiensis), occur in Esmeraldas and the 
Colombian Choc6 is suggested (but the lack of data indicated by further question marks). 
The main differences and similarities between haplotypes found in different geographic 
areas are also indicated. The postulated routes of connection between MN-4 (Manabi) and 
EO (El Oro), and between MN-6 (Manabi) and PH (Pichincha) [i. e., identical pairs of 
haplotypes], are represented by narrow orange extensions departing from Manabi (as the 
likely centre of dispersal, see below) and reaching the other locations. The presence of a 
high mountain range separating El Oro and Loja is emphasised by a black boundary line 
between them. The complex blue outline in Loja reflects the fact that conditions potentially 
favourable for Ph. aequatorialis only exist in the lower parts of the dry inter-Andean 
valleys of the province (even if the palms themselves seem to be absent at present); the 
short blue arrow directed towards Peru indicates that domestic populations of R 
ecuadoriensis have probably dispersed locally along the Chira river basin (see Section 
6.2.3. ). The true location of the Peruvian population from Chicama is not represented 
(hence the broken lines); the area of origin of those bugs is about 500km south of the 
Ecuadorian border (Department of La Libertad). 
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Figure 120. Geographic distribution and relationships of 10 mt cyth haplotvpes isolated fron 
five populations of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis. Haplotype codes: MN=Manabi: PH=Pichincha: 
EO=EI Oro: LJ=Loja. PE=Peru. bp=base pairs. The grey area of the map represents the 
(maxifinal) potential distribution of I'hvte/ephas aequatorialis palms (provided by F Skov). See 
text and Sections 3.2. and 4.1. for further details 
6.3.4.3. Patterns of similarity: gene flow and possible introgression 
The pattern of haplotype sharing among populations suggested gene flow might exist 
(or have existed recently) between Manabi and El Oro (one haplotype [MN-4] was 
shared by two Manabi subgroups [MN4-a and b] and the population from El Oro [EO]), 
and between Manabi and Pichincha (MN-6, present in a single specimen from Manabi, 
and PH were identical). When comparing two populations with no shared haplotypes 
(such as Loja or Peru vs. all others), fixation indices such as /'st will be 1 (indicating 
complete absence of gene flow) regardless of the actual kinship between the groups, 
hampering the accurate estimation of gene flow. On the other hand, shared mt 
haplotypes may be the result of historical introgression between otherwise divergent 
EO/LJ-1: 7bp 
PE .:.. LJ-1 to LJ-3 
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phylogroups. Introgression may occur between related species with limited ability to 
interbreed, including the possibility that species whose relative distributions are usually 
allopatric may come accidentally into contact and hybridise. It may also affect groups 
that have only recently evolved (incomplete) reproductive isolating barriers (Avise 
1994). Males are the heterogametic sex in Triatominae (Panzera et al. 1996,1999); it 
can therefore be predicted that, according to Haldane's rule, hybrid males will have 
reduced fitness and survivorship compared to females, and the likelihood of detecting 
introgression by analysis of the maternally-inherited mitochondrial DNA are enhanced 
(Avise 1994). Historical introgression, rather than current gene flow, might in fact 
explain that populations with strongly divergent phenotypic traits, such as Manabi vs. El 
Oro or Pichincha (which would almost certainly be considered as distinct 
morphospecies by the customary standards of current triatomine systematics; see 
Section 6.1. ), share identical mt cytb haplotypes. 
6.3.5. CONCLUSIONS 
6.3.5.1. Patterns of phenotypic diversity: agreement with mtDNA data 
Bugs from the populations studied here were also submitted to qualitative assessment of 
general anatomical traits and head capsule morphometrics (see Sections 6.1. and 6.2. ). In 
general, striking interpopulation differences were detected; the overall degree of phenetic 
variation seemed above customary supraspecific rank for the tribe. Examples of triatomine 
species separated on the grounds of smaller phenetic differences would include R stall R 
pictipes (Lent et al. 1993), the problematic R prolixus robustus-nasutus-neglectus group 
(Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979), T. sordida guasayana patagonica (Gorla et al. 1993), or 
some of the species of the T. oliveirai complex (Carcavallo et al. 2000). The principal 
patterns of phenotypic variation in R ecuadoriensis involved (i) the discovery of the large, 
melanic, and strictly sylvatic Pichincha forms; (ii) a manifest size reduction of domestic- 
peridomestic populations; and (iii) a tendency to separation of the Peruvian population 
revealed by (size-free) analysis of form. The Manabi phenotypes presented intermediate 
characteristics (see Sections 6.1. and 6.2. ). These findings were suggestive of a clinal series 
(with Pichincha phenotypes assumed plesiomorphic), and led to the speculation (also 
because of biogeographic end ecological considerations) that domestic and sylvatic 
populations (especially Pichincha vs. Loja-El Oro-Peru) could be isolated from each other 
and evolving independently, in part because of anthropogenic habitat destruction- 
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fragmentation and dispersal of bugs beyond their natural range (assumed to correspond to 
that of the palm trees they live in). Thus, we anticipated that molecular analyses might 
reveal (i) higher levels of polymorphism in Pichincha and Manabi, likely with shallow 
population structuring; and (ii) relative intrapopulation homogeneity of southern, 
synanthropic populations, including those from Peru, with perhaps a few, similar 
haplotypes fixed in each group (as a reflection of the effects of strict synanthropism). 
Similar patterns had been previously reported for other triatomine species known to have 
dispersed with their human hosts in recent historical time (Schofield 1994, Schofield et al. 
1999). One exception was the significant differentiation of the Peruvian population 
revealed by size-free metric analyses, less influenced by environmental factors (which are 
known to produce mainly size-related variation) (Dujardin et al. 1998a, 1999a, b). 
The picture that emerged from the analysis of cytb haplotype polymorphisms agreed 
only partially with these expectations. Sylvatic populations were indeed the most variable, 
but this only applied to the bugs collected in Manabi. A single haplotype was isolated from 
20 specimens from Pichincha, and it was also found in one bug from Manabi. 
Synanthropic bugs from El Oro had a single haplotype that, contrary to expectation as 
well, was also recovered from two different localities in Manabi. On the other hand, the 
genetic profile of the Loja population (unique, moderately divergent haplotypes) was more 
in accordance with our predictions; it suggested isolation from the sylvatic pool, lending 
support to the interpretations of ecological, biogeographic, and morphometric results. 
Finally, the divergence of the Peruvian population, suspected from metric analyses, was 
surprising in its magnitude, challenging the idea of recent, man-mediated passive dispersal. 
6.3.5.2. Combined consideration of diverse lines of evidence 
-Man bi. The populations from Manabi retain their sylvatic habitats in palm trees near 
dwellings; this resulted in the impossibility of detecting any consistent phenetic differences 
between bugs collected directly from palms and adult specimens found inside/around 
houses. In contrast, six cytb haplotypes were found in 14 specimens (4 localities within the 
same area; 3 haplotypes in 7 field-collected specimens from Pachinche Adentro). The high 
degree of genetic diversity suggested that the coastal forests of Manabi (both on the humid 
hills and in the seasonally dry, narrow valleys among those hills) might be regarded as the 
'Other Phytelephas species (closely related to aequatorialis) occur in the Pacific coast of Colombia: Ph. tumacana (endemic to the Department of Narifio) and Ph. seamannii (northwest Colombia [Antioquia, Chocö] and extending into Central America) (F Borchsenius, pers. comm. ) 
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centre of dispersal of R ecuadoriensis populations. The complex biogeographic structure 
of this area may help explain the high genetic heterogeneity of these bugs (Dodson & 
Gentry 1991). It is possible that some populations evolved different haplotypes while 
temporarily isolated in the `islands' of humid forest represented by the hills and narrow 
valleys (separated from each other by a `sea' of and environments). Shared haplotypes 
detected in bugs from different localities (resulting in what appears to be a shallow micro- 
geographic structuring of populations) would be an indication of good dispersal capacity of 
some of the bugs, as suggested by findings of adult specimens in otherwise non-infested 
communities separated from the nearest humid forests by several km. Passive transport of 
nymphs with avian hosts could also link humid forest `islands' in Manabi. 
The overall geographic range of these sylvatic populations is probably related to that of 
its primary ecotope, Ph. aequatorialis. These palms are endemic to western Ecuador, their 
biogeographic boundaries are represented by the pluvial forests of the Colombian Choco' 
in the north and by the very and climate of northern Peru (with no native palms) in the 
south. In the southernmost extreme, these palms only occur on the plains and low foothills 
near the coastline in Loja and El Oro, but not in the interior, drier inter-Andean valleys. 
Genetic similarities (in the form of a shared cytb haplotype) with synanthropic bugs from 
El Oro may be related to the existence (current or recent) of sylvatic populations of R 
ecuadoriensis extending from Manabi into coastal areas of the southern provinces. 
However, marked phenetic differentiation suggests that contact between synanthropic and 
sylvatic bugs has not occurred in the south for many generations (see below). 
-Pichincha. Sylvatic forms of R ecuadoriensis were discovered in association with 
Ph. aequatorialis in the humid forests of the Andean foothills in northern-central Ecuador 
(province of Pichincha). Despite marked and consistent phenetic differences 
(morphological, chromatic and morphometric), these bugs appear to be genetically very 
similar to some of those from Manabi (and the population from El Oro), with cytb 
haplotypes differing by only one nucleotide out of 663. One bug collected in a chicken 
coop in Manabi presented a cytb haplotype identical to that found in the 20 Pichincha 
forms analysed. 
Phenotypic plasticity related to the adaptation to specific microhabitats (known to be 
particularly rapid and intense in triatomines [Dujardin et al. 1999b], although other striking 
examples have been described [e. g. salamanders, see Parra-Olea & Wake 2001]), may help 
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explain these results. First, and on the grounds of the discussion presented above, we may 
suspect that the striking anatomical features (mainly size and colour) separating Pichincha 
forms from other ecuadoriensis are likely to be derived (and not plesiomorphs as initially 
thought - except for the observation of colour similarities between typical ecuadoriensis 
and pallescens-colombiensis pictipes; see Section 6.1. ). In this sense, explicitly removing 
size from metric analyses showed that most of the (powerful) discrimination achieved by 
previous CVAs was due to the influence of size, and that Pichincha bugs were hard to tell 
apart from other Ecuadorian populations because of their broadly comparable head forms. 
These considerations suggested that the Pichincha phenotypes could represent apomorphic 
states of a genetically similar, Manabi-like original population. A simple ecological 
observation could in fact account for the remarkable differences in both colour and overall 
size; because of climatic differences between the Andean foothills of Pichincha (colder 
and more humid) and the low coastal hills of Manabi (warmer and drier), the overall 
colour of the substrate where bugs live (i. e., mainly among epiphytes and dead organic 
matter on palm tree stems and crowns) is conspicuously different (dark brown-reddish 
in the former and straw-like yellowish in the latter). Natural populations of R 
ecuadoriensis from each area seem to have evolved their divergent dyes to improve 
camouflage against the substrate (surely a trait under strong selective pressure). 
Regarding size, the finding of larger bugs in colder areas is simply in agreement with 
Bergmann's rule predictions (see Section 6.1. ). It remains however unclear how long 
would it take for those chromatic and body size changes to become fixed, even in an 
isolated population under strong selection. 
A further problem was encountered when the analysis of the mitochondrial gene 
fragment studied revealed a single haplotype for 20 Pichincha specimens. Several studies 
have shown that sylvatic populations of other triatomine species present higher genetic 
variability than their domestic conspecifics (e. g., Dujardin et al. 1998a, c, Borges et at. 
1999, Schofield et at. 1999). The finding of a very homogeneous population may indicate 
that it recently went through a genetic bottleneck, perhaps related to the combination of 
strong positive selection and serial founder effects. A discrete catastrophic event with high 
mortality related to insecticide spraying is unlikely in the study area, although the use of 
pesticides in the small plantations were the palms were located was not investigated. On 
the other hand, the result could be related to sampling bias if the analysed bugs came from 
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a very small area (or even the same palm tree) and could therefore be suspected of having 
close kinship (i. e., being parents and offspring). This artifact cannot be riled out 
completely because the exact palm from which each specimen was collected was not 
recorded on its individual label: all bugs collected in this locality were placed in a single 
container upon arrival to the insectary in Quito; those used in the analyses presented here 
were randomly withdrawn weeks later (-2 to 7 months). This introduces the possibility 
that we could have inadvertently used Fl offspring from perhaps a single female. 
However, this could only be true if the life cycle of these sylvatic forms were extremely 
shorter than that of their synanthropic conspecifics; we recorded egg-to-adult development 
times of -14 months on average (bugs from Loja under favourable laboratory conditions). 
Thus, the possibility that adult specimens used in this study were bom in the laboratory can 
be ruled out with confidence. Sampling methods and results do not support the plausibility 
of sampling bias either: 56 palms were searched (in two separate field trips, covering an 
area of approximately 5x2 km), of which 14 (25%) were infested; the average number of 
bugs found per infested palm was 10.2 (ranging from 1 to 22), making a total number of 
143 (the majority of which were nymphs). Thus, even if most of the bugs were collected 
from a relatively small plot within the study area, the likelihood of 20 randomly selected 
bugs being close relatives seems very small (yet it remains a possibility). 
Additional ecological considerations may help interpret these results. The area were 
fieldwork was carried out corresponds to the altitudinal biogeographic limit of Ph 
aequatorialis (hence probably also to that of sylvatic populations of R ecuadoriensis; see 
figures 11 and 14). Climate conditions in these boundary zones probably correspond to 
some of the extremes (lowest temperature, highest relative humidity values) both palms 
and bugs can endure. Thus, it is conceivable that under such conditions only a restricted 
subset of the bug population can reach the reproductive stage and pass genes to the next 
generation; this would be particularly noticeable if sampling took place short after an 
episode of high mortality (related, for instance, to bad weather conditions for instance, El 
Nifio southern oscillation 1997-1998 was the strongest in the century; see MSP 1999]), 
resulting in a strong selective sweep that removed a substantial proportion of previously 
extant polymorphisms. It has been recognised that the homogenising role of positive 
selection may be enhanced in peripheral subpopulations, which tend to be small and prone 
to suffer bottlenecks (Page & Holmes 1998). Peripheral isolation might in this case result 
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from extensive deforestation in the lowlands connecting the Andean foothills of Pichincha 
and the coastal area of Manabi where the most variable sylvatic populations of R 
ecuadoriensis occur (Dodson & Gentry1991). This could have amplified the effects of 
selective pressure and contributed to low genetic variability and important phenetic 
differentiation in the Pichincha population, and night also be responsible for another 
'domestic-like' trait of these bugs, namely the absence of significant sexual dimorphism 
(see Section 6.2.3.3.; Dujardin et al. 1999c). A further observation is also suggestive of 
high mortality among Pichincha populations. The nymphs: adults index we found in our 
collections was very low (0.02); we initially thought that adult bugs could escape from 
the adhesive tape of the traps, but a lower number of them in the natural colonies 
(compared to that of immature individuals) could also be a reason (Abad-Franch et al. 
2000). Previous studies (conducted by palm dissection, and therefore probably biased 
towards larger bugs) reported an average index of 0.7, ranging from 0 to 2.6 (cf. Pizarro 
& Romana 1998). In our surveys in the Amazon, R pictipes and R robustus adults were 
captured on many occasions in live-bait traps, suggesting that a poor performance of the 
tape could be ruled out; this would imply that mortality rates in the Pichincha 
population are very high, with only a few bugs completing their development to adults. 
The fact that one specimen from Manabi shared its cytb haplotype (MN-6) with the 
bugs from Pichincha would be explained if the substitution at site 201 (a THC transition 
that separates MN-41EO from MN-6/PH) were homoplasious; alternatively, historical 
introgression of Manabi mtDNA into Pichincha bugs could be suspected (see below). Our 
attempts to find sylvatic R ecuadoriensis (or records of their presence) in the lowlands of 
Pichincha yielded negative results, adding to the idea of peripheral isolation of the bugs 
from Pichincha; exceptions were the findings of a single nymph in an area of preserved 
forest and that of two adult bugs in dwellings of one locality near the border Manabi- 
Pichincha. 
-EI Oro. One of the synanthropic, southern Ecuadorian populations (El Oro) presented 
a single cytb haplotype that was shared by some Manabi specimens, suggesting at first that 
sylvatic and domestic bugs might be in contact in the zone. The area were these domestic 
bugs were collected is in fact close to the southernmost known extreme of the natural 
distribution of Ph. aequatorialis palms, making it conceivable that sylvatic bug 
populations exist there (or did recently so) in association with forest remnants. However, 
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morphometric changes separating sylvatic and domestic specimens, and the 
fact that only 
one haplotype was detected in domestic bugs from various houses (separated 
by several 
km in some cases) and various collections (in three consecutive years), favoured the 
hypothesis of some degree of isolation. In fact, no palms were observed in the locality 
were fieldwork was carried out in El Oro; the nearest zone were Phytelephas palm trees 
occur is - 30km southwest, but rapid sampling of 10 Ph aequalorialis palms 
in that area 
(using Noireau traps) yielded negative results. Another possibility was that the bugs from 
El Oro had retained an ancestral (Manabi) haplotype that became fixed by chance through 
a founder effect; the parsimonious haplotype network in figure 116 shows not only that 
EO/MN-4 is the closest haplotype to the postulated nearest common ancestor to all 
Ecuadorian populations, but also that the single point mutation separating both (site 285, a 
C4-T silent transition) has occurred at least twice (it is also present in U-1). Perhaps, 
therefore, the identity of EO and MN-4 is due to a combination of a relative recent (and 
fairly strong, as suggested by the absence of variability) founder effect and homoplasy. In 
the absence of extreme environmental conditions (invoked when considering the absence 
of haplotype diversity in Pichincha, but unlikely to occur in protected synanthropic 
habitats), perhaps repeated episodes of incomplete but high mortality (related for instance 
to insecticide spraying, a practice reported by roughly half of the families in El Oro) could 
help explain the finding of a single haplotype. 
Observations of strong phenetic divergence in the presence of mtDNA similarities 
(identity in the case of the haplotype pairs MN-6/PH and MN-4/EO) can also be attributed 
to genetic introgression via hybridisation (Avise 1994). In this context, the remarkably 
diverse phenetic (and ecological-geographic) forms of R ecuadoriensis would be regarded 
as distinct phylogroups (Pichincha, Manabi, and the synanthropic southern forms) with 
divergent evolutionary histories. On the other hand, as already discussed, the apparently 
allopatric distribution of these populations could be the result of historical processes 
(habitat destruction and fragmentation, dispersal of domestic bugs with migrant people) 
affecting the geographic range of both palms and bugs. It is at least conceivable that, in the 
recent past, Phytelephas palms extended through most of their potential range (figure 11), 
including southern Ecuador and extensively connecting the lowlands of Manabi with the 
Andean foothills of Pichincha. In that context, divergent phylogroups of R ecuadoriensis 
could have interbred, giving rise to the observed pattern of haplotype sharing (Manabi-El 
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Oro and Manabi-Pichincha). In fact, specimens from Loja and Peru (virtually and 
effectively out of the range of Ph. aequatorialis, respectively) presented unique 
haplotypes, suggesting a longer history of reciprocal isolation (see below). 
In the case of the Pichincha forms (the most strikingly distinct to the naked eye, and 
therefore the easiest to think of as a morphospecies), sympatric Manabi-like and Pichincha- 
like bugs were found (in the locality known as `Kilometro 24') that were morphometrically 
similar (see Section 6.2.3., figure 104), indicating the existence of a `contact zone' where 
both forms could exchange genes. Molecular analyses were attempted on those two bugs, 
but we unfortunately could not obtain cytb amplicons. 
The problem of mtDNA introgression can be best approached by analysing nuclear 
gene polymorphisms in specimens already characterised using mtDNA, and then 
comparing the resulting nuclear and cytoplasmic gene genealogies (Avise 1994, Machado 
& Ayala 2001). Incongruent gene trees (nuclear divergence and mitochondrial similarity) 
would confirm historical introgression processes, whereas nuclear genealogies matching 
our mitochondrial results would suggest close relationships among the various populations 
- coupled with a remarkable degree of phenetic plasticity in R ecuadoriensis. Suitable 
nuclear markers for specific determination and intra-specific analysis are currently 
available that have proven useful in Triatominae systematics and evolutionary genetics; 
these include allozymes (e. g. Dujardin et al. 1991,1999a, Harry et al. 1992a, b, Harry 1993, 
Solano et al. 1996, Monteiro et al. 1998,2002, Chavez et al. 1999) and selected nuclear 
gene fragments - for instance, the second internal transcribed spacer (ITS-2) of the 
ribosomal DNA has been successfully used to assess relationships among recently 
diverged taxa within both Triatomini and Rhodniini (Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 
2001, Bargues et al. 2000, Marcilla et al. 2000,2001,2002). 
"Loja. In contrast with the findings described for Pichincha and El Oro, three unique 
haplotypes (not shared with any other population) were found in the strongly synanthropic 
bugs from Loja. These populations were collected in the valleys of the Chira-Catamayo 
river system, separated by a relatively high (>2000m) mountain range from the nearest 
fieldwork zone (El Oro, -100km away in a straight line but -200km away following routes 
below -2000m altitude). These valleys (corresponding to dry premontane forest) are drier 
than those in El Oro (with humid premontane forest) and, although conditions allowing the 
growth of Ph aequatorialis are theoretically present in some low areas, these (and any 
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other wild) palms are completely absent from the zone. R ecuadoriensis are therefore 
probably isolated from sylvatic populations in the interior valleys of Loja, as reflected by 
both their phenetic traits (morphologically and morphometrically distinct from sylvatic 
bugs) and by the fact that they share no haplotype with any other population studied here. 
The fact that a single specimen from Suyo (a Peruvian locality near the Ecuadorian border) 
was found to be indistinguishable from those from Loja (both sites being '-30km away) by 
morphometric analyses favours the idea that these populations have extended locally in 
valleys with very similar ecological features, probably within the Chira river basin. 
"Pgru. The Peruvian population from the Chicama valley (Cascas District, Department 
of La Libertad) was found to be phenetically similar to (but distinguishable from) 
Ecuadorian synanthropic populations (mainly El Oro, -6001an away). Comparable size- 
related characters probably reflect the influence of a shared domestic habitat on the 
phenotypes. However, mtDNA analysis revealed very important genetic differences. The 
single, unique haplotype found in specimens from Chicama (collected in the same locality 
but from at least three different households) was 25bp different (-3.7%) from the most 
similar Ecuadorian one (in bugs from Manabi, -975km away). 
Both the absence of variability and (at least in part) the strong divergence could be 
explained by the isolation of a small subset of bugs in northwest Peru south of the Sechura 
desert. If the effective size of the original population was very small (implying a strong 
founder effect), important sequence divergence could accumulate in a relatively short 
period of isolation from the original gene pool, even in the absence of selective pressure. In 
the context of neutral allelic trees, one `mainland' (original) and one `island' (an isolated 
subset of the former) populations can evolve mutually exclusive mitochondrial lineages 
(i. e., reciprocal mtDNA monophyly since the time of isolation) in 4Ne generations (N¢ 
being the effective population size of the `island' population) (Avise & Wollenberg 1997, 
Donnelly et al. 2002). With, say, 10 founder R ecuadoriensis females colonising a village 
in Peru and passing their mtDNA to their offspring (each female producing one 
reproductive daughter on average; see Schofield et al. 1999), 40 generations (for which the 
overall estimate of N. will approximate the lowest Ne) would theoretically suffice to 
account for fixed differences in `mainland' vs. `island' mtDNA haplotypes. In addition, 
even relatively weak selection for local adaptation can dramatically reduce the waiting 
time to speciation (a measure of genetic differentiation) by orders of magnitude (Gavrilets 
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2000). Intersibling competition in the newly colonised ecotope and adaptation to the very 
and climatic conditions in northern Peru could in fact be envisaged as selective forces 
likely to have enhanced differentiation of the Peruvian population. Pest control 
interventions may also contribute to reduced genetic variability in an isolated population 
confined to human habitats. Provided that a few bugs survive insecticide spraying, the 
subsequent genetic bottleneck will amplify the effects of genetic drift and substantially 
contribute to strong genetic structuring and reduced diversity (Donnelly et al. 2002). 
The intervention of humans in the passive dispersal of a small founder population of 
domestic R ecuadoriensis into Peru might therefore help explain our findings, including 
the fact that the known natural habitats of the species are absent from the and northern 
Peru. However, when this mechanism has been invoked in other triatomines (notably T 
infestans throughout the Southern Cone and R prolixus in Central America, and probably 
also T dimidiata in Ecuador and northern Peru), DNA analyses have shown that derived 
populations retain important similarities with the putative original ones (Dujardin et al. 
1998a, Monteiro et al. 1999b, Marcilla et al. 2000,2001). In general, while founder effects 
and inbreeding are expected to produce significant shills in the frequencies of ancestral 
polymorphisms (and to considerably reduce genetic variability), the likelihood of strong 
divergence produced by new sequence polymorphisms remains low for considerable long 
periods, as de novo substitutions accumulate only at a (relatively) slow pace, especially in 
neutral alleles (Avise 1994). Tajima's relative rate tests showed no rate heterogeneity 
between Peruvian and Ecuadorian haplotypes (see Appendix), suggesting that the mt cytb 
gene is evolving in a neutral fashion. 
Alternatively, it is also possible that our Chicama population represents a subset of a 
more variable and widespread Peruvian form of R ecuadoriensis (just as the 
monomorphic populations from Pichincha and El Oro are subsets of the Ecuadorian pool) 
that we simply failed to sample. In this scenario, the observed divergence patterns would 
probably have required a much longer period to become fixed, as the process would have 
initially involved a large (with a large Ne) population of R ecuadoriensis. There is 
however no evidence that sylvatic populations currently exist in northern Peru, where only 
once it was claimed that a nymph of the species was found in an uninhabited area (Cuba 
Cuba et al. 2002). A potential explanation would involve the possibility that humid forests 
(and therefore palm trees) reached the Andean foothills of what today is northern Peru 
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during the warm and humid Pleistocene interglacial periods (Cox & Moore 2000). Sylvatic 
populations of (ancestral forms of) R ecuadoriensis would thus have colonised those 
areas, and a subset of them would have remained isolated from its Ecuadorian relatives 
when forests again retreated northwards during the following glacial period. According to 
estimates of arthropod mtDNA sequence divergence per time unit (-. 2.3% per million year 
for recently diverged taxa; Brower 1994), the observed -4% difference between 
Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations is compatible with -. 1.7-1.8my of independent 
evolutionary histories; this estimate coincides with the beginning of the Donau glacial 
period, which lasted for about 0.5my. It is not clear however how these sylvatic bugs 
would have survived the new conditions (cool and very and climate in areas with no palm 
trees), but adaptation to highly protected arboreal microhabitats (hollow trees inhabited by 
vertebrates) provides an option; the above-mentioned record of sylvatic R ecuadoriensis in 
Peru corresponds in fact to a Schimus molle hollow tree, indicating an obvious target for 
future field studies. 
It must however be remembered that single-locus analysis of mtDNA provides only 
individual gene genealogies (the mt genome is, from the phylogenetic standpoint, a single 
nonrecombining locus with multiple alleles) that do not necessarily portray the overall 
organismal (or population) evolutionary history and may change from one (unlinked) locus 
to another (Avise 1994, Avise and Wollenberg 1997, Cavalli-Sforza 1998). In this sense, 
assessment of chromosomal polygene variation through (size-free) morphometric analyses 
represents a complementary source of multilocus genetic information; arguably, the degree 
of congruence between morphometric and molecular data might signal the amount of 
confidence we can have that a gene genealogy reasonably depicts the phylogeny of the 
organism carrying that gene. Critical to this view are the ability to identify the relative 
influence of environmental and genetic factors in metric analyses, and, more generally, the 
development of reliable methods to detect (and deal with) homoplasy. 
In the case of Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations of R ecuadoriensis, another source 
of genetic information is multilocus enzyme electrophoresis. Although comparisons 
explicitly designed to explore intra-specific relationships have not been published, Chavez 
et al. (1999) employed specimens from separate colonies originally founded with bugs 
Note however that some circularity of reasoning may be involved in this observation, because the rate of 
sequence divergence per time unit was calibrated using palaeoclimatological data (see Brower 1994) 
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from Ecuadorian (Manabi and El Oro) and Peruvian (Cajamarca, i. e. from the same colony 
as PEb) populations. 
They investigated 17 loci (12 enzyme systems), in eight Rhodnius species, and reported 
that average enzyme polymorphism (0.15 for the whole sample) in R ecuadoriensis (0.24) 
was only second to that found in R pictipes (0.3 5), and higher than recorded for pallescens 
(0.12). Furthermore, different alleles (for which no heterozygotic forms were detected) of 
Mdh (malate dehydrogenase), Pep3 and Pep4 (aminopeptidase-B) were distributed 
`according to the geographical origin of the specimens from Ecuador and Peru', suggesting 
a strong geographic structuring of these populations (Chavez et al. 1999; p. 303). Similar 
results were obtained by FA Monteiro and AM Sole-Cava (unpublished data), confirming 
the existence of diagnostic Pep alleles and showing that a further enzyme system also 
separated both groups (FA Monteiro, pers. comm. ). On the other hand, Solano et al. (1996) 
studied Ecuadorian (originally from Manabi) and Peruvian specimens (from the same 
colony as PEb) using 14 enzyme systems (17 loci), including Mdh and Pep. R 
ecuadoriensis presented single bands for all loci except Math, for which two unique alleles 
were species-diagnostic; the authors did not specify whether these alleles were distributed 
according to geography (Solano et at. 1996). Together, these findings can be suggestive of 
a long history of independent evolution of Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations of 
ecuadoriensis, perhaps involving incipient speciation (Noireau et al. 1998), but clearly 
support the need for complementary analyses based on nuclear markers. 
6.3.5.3. Future work 
i. In the short term, future molecular work on the different populations of R 
ecuadoriensis characterised here will include a study of nuclear rDNA HS -2 sequence 
polymorphisms. 
H. An extension of phenotypic characterisation will include traditional morphometrics of 
wings and geometric morphometric analyses of both head capsules and hemelytra. 
iii. Cross mating experiments and multilocus enzyme electrophoresis are also being 
planned to clarify relationships between Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations and the 
role that historical introgression may have had in the observed mtDNA haplotype 
distribution. 
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iv. Further sampling would also be required; of special interest would be the study of 
intermediate geographic populations from northern Peru, the investigation of remnant 
Phytelephas forests in southern (El Oro-Loja) and western (along the Andes foothills 
and in Esmeraldas) Ecuador, and sampling of putative Rhodnius habitats (i. e., palm 
trees) in the Colombian Chocö. 
Comparisons with biogeographic, ecological, molecular and morphometnics results 
presented here would help clarify the relative effects that various forces (such as phenetic 
plasticity, habitat associations, geographic isolation, migration patterns, and historical 
introgression) might have had in shaping the current patterns of diversity and distribution 
observed in the species. They would also provide further insight on the evolution of the 
various lineages within the genus Rhodnius, and will at the same time help define the 
usefulness of different molecular and phenetic approaches in deciphering those 
evolutionary pathways. 
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7. PHYLOGENY OF RHODNIUS ECUADORIENSIS 
7.1. The 'Pacific Rhodnius lineage' 
Within the Triatominae (obligate haematophagous reduviids), the tribe Rhodniini is 
characterised by the arboreal habitats of its members, many of which are primarily 
associated with palm trees. It contains two genera (Rhodnius and Psammolestes) and 17 
species (14 Rhocbiius and 3 Psammolestes) (table 85). The validity of R dalessarndroi (a 
rare, sylvatic species from Colombia) was doubted by Lent & Wygodzinsky (1979), but 
Martinez (1984) defended its taxonomic status. A new species (R milesi) was described in 
2001 based on material collected in the State of Path (eastern Brazilian Amazon), and a 
recent paper claims validity for R amazonicus, described in 1973 and later synonymised 
with R pictipes (Almeida et al. 1973, Berenger & Pluot-Sigwalt 2002). 
Table 85. The tribe Rhodniini Pinto, 1926 
Genus Species Authors 
Rhodnius Rhodnius amazonicus* Almeida, Santos & Sposina, 1973 
St', 1859 Rhcdnius brethesi Matta, 1919 
Rhodnius colombiensis Moreno, Galväo & Jurbe 8,1999 
Rhodnius dalessandroi* Carcavallo & Barreto, 1976 
Rhodnius domesticus Neiva & Pinto, 1923 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis Lent & Leon, 1958 
Rhodnius milesi* Valente et al., 2001 
Rhodnius nasutus StAl, 1859 
Rhodnius neglectus Lent, 1954 
Rhodnius neivai Lent, 1953 
Rhodnius pallescens Barber, 1932 
Rhodnius paraensis Sherlock, Guitton & Miles, 1977 
Rhodnius pictipes Stal, 1872 
Rhodnius prolixus StAl, 1859 
Rhodnius robustus Iarrousse, 1927 
Rhodnius stall Lent, Jurberg & Galväo, 1993 
Psammolestes Psammolestes arthuri (Pinto, 1926) 
Bergroth, 1911 Psammolestes coreodes Bergroth, 1911 
Psammolestes terlius Lent & Jurberg, 1965 
"Tbe validity of these species is doubted by some reaewdmn 
The Rhodniini are considered as a monophyletic group, in spite of substantial phenetic 
variation involving mainly the genus Psammolestes (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). The 
tribe is separated from other reduviids, including Triatominae, by the apical insertion of 
antennae, the elongated heads, and the presence of postocular callosities on the sides of the 
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head (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). Some characteristics of the male genitalia have also 
been used to define the tribe; the most salient of these is the absence of phallosome 
supports in all members of the tribe, with the exception of R pictipes and the almost 
isomorphic R stall (Jurberg 1996); the presence of this structure has been interpreted as a 
plesiomorphic state (it is shared by other triatomines and by predatory reduviids), with 
subsequent (apomorphic) loss in the Rhodniini, with the exception of pictipes-stali (which 
retain this `ancestral' character) (Schofield & Dujardin 1999). Finally, the presence of 
nitrophorins in the salivary glands is typical of the tribe; nitrophorins are nitric oxide- 
carrying heure proteins with anticoagulant, vasodilatory and anti-histaminic activity, and 
are responsible for the characteristic reddish colouration of the salivary glands of the 
Rhodniini (Ribeiro et at. 1998, Sant'Anna et at. 2001). 
The relationships among members of the tribe have been addressed by several studies. 
The most significant findings (in terms of taxonomy and systematics) refer to the mutual 
relationships of Rhodnius and Psammolestes. A species of this latter genus (Ps coreodes) 
was found to be more closely related to the Glade formed by R prolixus, R robustus, R 
nasutus, R neglectus, R domesticus, and R neivai than these were to R pallescens, R 
colombiensis, R ecuadoriensis, R pictipes, and R brethesi (Monteiro et al. 2000,2001, 
2002). These studies, based on nucleotide sequences (from nuclear and mitochondrial 
DNA) and on isoenzyme electrophoresis, suggest that the genus Rhodnius is a paraphyletic 
assemblage including Psammolestes, and that the tribe Rhodniini would actually be 
monogeneric: the three Psammolestes species should consequently be renamed as 
Rhodnius tertius, R arthuri, and R coreodes -a view that also received partial support 
from ITS-2 rDNA sequence analysis (Marcilla et al. 2001). On the other hand, genetically 
distinct Rhodnius species prove difficult to discriminate on morphological grounds, and no 
discrete morphological characters can be used to distinguish Rhodnius species (except for 
the presence of phallosome supports in R pictipes and stall). This has brought controversy 
about the taxonomic status and epidemiological importance of some species and 
populations, the example of R prolixus-R robustus being paradigmatic (e. g. Harry 1993, 
Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001). 
Apart from the difficulties they pose to researchers, these facts indicate that at least for 
members of the tribe Rhodniini no simple, straight correlation between phenetic and 
genetic diversity is to be expected. Phenetically diverse species (even belonging to 
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different genera in the classical taxonomic arrangement) are genetically similar, while 
cryptic speciation is considered as a relatively common event by some researchers. For 
instance, R robustus (as defined by morphological and chromatic characters) seems to 
comprise at least four to five genetically distinct lineages (Monteiro et al., unpubl. ), and 
it 
has been suggested that at least some of them may represent different species. 
The underlying causes of morphological plasticity in Triatominae (acting either in the 
sense of divergence or convergence) are poorly understood, but it has been proposed that 
environmental factors could play a major role (Dujardin et at. 1999b). Thus, the extreme 
phenetic divergence of Psammolestes (in relation to their sister Rhodnius species) could be 
related to their highly specialised adaptation to weaverbird nests (Furnariidae). On the 
other hand, isomorphic but genetically distinct entities within the R robustus 
`morphospecies' exploit virtually identical ecotopes (palm trees, preferentially Attalea 
spp. ) throughout the Amazon-Orinoco drainage basins. 
One interpretation of these findings suggests that here speciation could be related to 
isolation of different populations in Pleistocene forest refugia during dry, cold glacial 
periods (Haffer 1969), but environmental similarities would have promoted the retention of 
similar phenotypes (Monteiro et al., unpubl. ). Other authors have proposed the existence of 
two main forms of R robustus: a `northern form' in the Orinoco-northern Amazon 
(forming a Glade with prolixus, perhaps neivai, and Psammolestes artlnrri) and a `southern 
form' (related to nasutus, neglectus, domesticus, and Psammolestes tertius-coreodes) south 
of the Amazon; each of these `forms' would be regarded as independent evolutionary 
units, with genetically distinct subgroups probably representing subspecies or geographic 
populations (Schofield & Dujardin 1999). 
The evolutionary relationships of R ecuadoriensis have been partially addressed in 
some general studies on the systematics and phylogeny of the Rhodniini; these analyses 
were based on allozymes (Solano et al. 1996, Dujardin et al. 1999a, Chavez et al. 1999, 
Monteiro et at. 2002), RAPD (Garcia et at. 1998), and DNA sequence data (Stothard et 
al. 1998b, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001). All these results broadly 
agree in placing R ecuadoriensis close to R pallescens, as it had already been 
suggested by morphological and biogeographical observations (see Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1994, Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999b). 
The recently described R colombiensis (Moreno et al. 1999) was found to be more 
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closely related (as inferred from allozyme profiles using 12 enzyme systems and 17 
loci) to R ecuadoriensis than to R pallescens, despite phenetic and biogeographical 
data suggesting a closer relationship with the latter; reported pairwise Nei standard 
genetic distances (D±SD) were: pallescens-colombiensis D=0.6±0.2; pallescens- 
ecuadoriensis D-0.7±0.2; and colombiensis-ecuadoriensis D=0.5±0.2 (Dujardin et al. 
1999a). Monteiro et al. (2002) recently reported D-0.54 for the pair pallescens- 
ecuadoriensis after electrophoretic analysis of 11 enzyme systems (12 loci). 
Mahalanobis distances (Md) derived from a discriminant analysis on size-free metric 
variables were ' slightly smaller between R colombiensis and R. ecuadoriensis 
(Md=26.6) than between R. ecuadoriensis and R pallescens (Md=27.5), with the 
distance between pallescens and colombiensis being much smaller (Md=14.6) (Dujardin 
et al. 1999a). A comparison of a 414bp fragment of the mitochondria] cytb gene placed 
R colombiensis closer to ecuadoriensis than to pallescens, with 100% bootstrap support 
after 1000 replications in a phylogeny inferred from Kimura 2-paramater distances by 
neighbour joining (Monteiro et al. 2000). These works also generally coincide in 
clustering R. pallescens-colombiensis-ecuadoriensis (sometimes referred to as the 
`Pacific Rhodnius lineage', as all three species occur west of the Andes) together with 
the widespread Amazonian R. pictipes, in agreement with the classical taxonomic 
arrangement, but results are sometimes conflicting and as yet inconclusive in this regard 
(see Stothard et al. 1998b, Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a, Lyman et 
al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001,2002). 
More recently, intercrossing experiments involving representatives of the three 
species produced infertile F1 hybrids from R pallescens females xR colombiensis 
males; all other combinations (including pallescens males x colombiensis females, 
colombiensis x ecuadoriensis, and pallescens x ecuadoriensis) did not produce FI 
offspring (J Moreno, unpublished data). Up to date, cytogenetics studies have only been 
conducted in R pallescens and R ecuadoriensis (Panzera et al. 1998). As in all 
Rhodnius, these two species have a chromosomal complement equal to 20 autosomes 
plus XX in females and XY in males. R. pallescens presents 6 to 8 autosomic pairs with 
C heterochromatin - representing less than 10% of the total length of the autosomic 
complement. In contrast, the autosomes of the R. ecuadoriensis studied had no C- 
heterochromatic bands. 
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In an attempt to clarify the relationships within the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' and 
between these three species and other Rhodnius lineages, we analysed morphometric 
variation and mitochondrial cytb sequence polymorphisms in seven species of 
Rhodnius. Representatives of the `Pacific lineage' (R pallescens, R colombiensis and 
five populations of R ecuadoriensis) and R. pictipes were examined by both methods, 
as were representatives of different populations of R. prolixus and R robustus 
(including specimens collected in the Ecuadorian Amazon); R nasutus was only 
subjected to molecular analysis. 
7.2. Morghometrics of the Pacific Rhodnius lineage 
7.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of morphometric traits for phylogenetic reconstruction relies on the 
assumption that variation of continuous phenotypic attributes is the expression of 
underlying genotype polymorphisms; the degree to which phenotypic traits differ 
between two groups is regarded as a reflection of their evolutionary distance. Because 
of several of its statistical properties, multivariate discriminant analysis has been widely 
used for the exploration of phylogenetic relationships among closely related, 
monophyletic taxa; the principal among those properties refer to the ability to generate 
orthogonal vectors (which can be used as uncorrelated variables) and the fact that it 
portrays relationships as divergence-based distances reflecting apomorphic information. 
It has been however emphasised that phylogenetic hypotheses derived from metric data 
should be corroborated with extrinsic information, better represented by DNA sequence 
polymorphisms (Pimentel 1992, Sorensen 1992, Sorensen & Foottit 1992). In the 
context of triatomine systematics, and particularly in the case of Rhodnius species, it has 
been noted that the analysis of metric characters represents the only non-molecular 
method that can be applied to the study of evolutionary relationships among closely 
related taxa, which cannot be readily distinguished on the basis of discrete anatomical 
features suitable for cladistic analysis (Dujardin et al. 1999a). 
Discriminant function analysis (termed canonical variate analysis [CVA] when used 
to reduce the dimensions of data) emphasises unshared between-group variation 
(regarded as equivalent to apomorphic character information) while maximising intra- 
group cohesion (Pimentel 1992, Sorensen 1992, Foottit & Sorensen 1992, Dujardin et 
al. 1999a, e). In CVA, orthogonal factors are derived from the original dataset and used 
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as new, uncorrelated variables (canonical vectors) that separate the (a priori-defined) 
groups under investigation focusing on such unshared variation (Pimentel 1992). The 
effects of homoplasy are reduced (but not necessarily eliminated; it may persist if some 
phenotypes undergo reversal changes along a given vector) as each original metric 
character is split into orthogonal and non-redundant (uncorrelated `by construction') 
canonical factors. Because of this latter attribute, orthogonal factors can be used as new 
characters that circumvent the problem of correlation affecting raw data (i. e., 
measurements taken directly from the specimens under investigation, which cannot be 
treated as independent for statistical analysis) (Sorensen & Foottit 1992, Dujardin et al. 
1999e). Several statistical techniques have also been described that help concentrate on 
the genetic component of phenetic variation (as opposite to that attributable to 
environmental factors); in the case of triatomines, the focus is on partitioning of size- 
related features, known to be particularly sensitive to environmental stress. Such a 
problem is of greater importance when assessing relationships among conspecific 
populations; habitat correlations are crucial when the focus is evaluation of 
reinfestations. 
7.2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Details on the specimens used in morphometric analyses are provided in the 
Appendix. Briefly, 12 head measurements were taken from each of 153 Rhodnius 
specimens (79 R ecuadoriensis representing five populations, 15 R colombiensis, 15 R 
pallescens, 15 R. pictipes, 15 R. prolixus, and 14 specimens classified as R robustus 
after morphological characters); multivariate ordination methods (principal component 
analysis [PCA] and canonical variate analysis [CVA]) were used to assess relationships 
among species. Log-transformed measurements were centred to obtain `log-shape 
ratios' that were submitted to PCA on covariances. Derived principal components 
(except for the last one, not contributing to the observed variation) were used as new 
variables for CVA; for some analyses, the residuals of linear regression of log- 
transformed measurements on the first PC were used as the input for CVA. Allometry- 
free analyses were conducted after identifying a subset of measurements from which a 
common growth axis could be derived; these log-transformed variables were submitted 
to common principal component (CPC) analysis. Further details on the methods used 
for morphometric comparisons are described in detail in Section 6.2.2. 
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7.2.3. RESULTS' 
7.2.3.1. Size variation 
Size variation was analysed using seven log-transformed measurements (A, D, E, G, 
L, R2, and R3). For an initial analysis, eight groups were defined: `R. ecuadoriensis, 
Peru'; `domestic R. ecuadoriensis, Ecuador'; `sylvatic R. ecuadoriensis, Ecuador'; R 
colombiensis; R. pallescens; R. pictipes; R. prolixus; and R robuslus. Group sample 
sizes were homogenised by randomly selecting subsets of R. ecuadoriensis specimens 
from Loja-El Oro ('domestic Ecuadorian R ecuadoriensis', n=16) and Pichincha- 
Manabi ('sylvatic ecuadoriensis', n=16). Anova tests showed significant differences for 
all seven measurements; F ratios were: A=101.7, D=365.5*, E=88.2*, G=488*, L=67, 
R2=388.3*, and R3=104.3; for 7 degrees of freedom, significance probabilities were 
always <0.0001 [asterisks indicate heteroscedasticity for those measurements (details 
not shown); Welch Anova tests were therefore used for the comparisons]. 
A further comparison was performed with the mean value of the measurements. 
Unequal variances were also detected, and a Welch Anova test was therefore used to 
compare variation among groups (F ratio=270.1,7 df, p<0.0001). Synanthropic R. 
ecuadoriensis bugs from Peru and Ecuador (Loja-El Oro) were significantly smaller, 
and size increased progressively in sylvatic R ecuadoriensis (a very variable group), R 
prolirus and R. colombiensis (which were virtually identical), R pallescens and R. 
pictipes (pallescens being relatively very variable), and the largest and also variable R. 
robustus. 
A gradual reduction in size was apparent within the `Pacific Glade'; the larger R 
pallescens occurs in the northernmost extreme of the group range (northern Colombia), 
R colombiensis in the central Magdalena valley, and R ecuadoriensis in western 
Ecuador and northern Peru. Within these latter, a clinal north-to-south reduction in size 
involves all Ecuadorian populations, but Peruvian bugs from La Libertad are on average 
slightly larger than southern Ecuadorian populations (see Section 6.2.3. ). R pictipes 
specimens were larger on average than R pallescens ones, but the difference was not 
statistically significant. These results are graphically summarised in the following 
figure. 
'Basic statistics of the twelve head measurements taken for morphometric comparisons are presented in the Appendix. For the description of these measurements see Section 6.2.2. 
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7.2.3.2. Isometry-free analysis 
Isometry-free CVA was used to explore relationships among members of the Pacific 
lineage, R. pictihes, and two species of the prolixu. s group (prolixus and rohnslns). 
`Log-shape ratios' were computed (from measurements A, D, E, G, L, R2, R3) and a 
PCA on covariances was performed. Several outliers identified by inspecting plots of 
Jackknife and Mahalanobis distances were excluded (n=116 bugs). The first six PCs 
were submitted to CVA. The multivariate significance of the discriminant analysis (as 
with all others below) was checked using the Wilk's lambda test (X, =0.0016, FýL-34.2,42 
df, p<0.0001). Apart from the excellent inter-specific resolution, CVA shows a striking 
separation of sylvatic and synanthropic populations of R. ecuadoriensis (97.8% correct 
reassignation to their ecological groups); the degree of variability seems well above that 
separating some recognised species (e. g., pallescens-colombiensis). Sylvatic R. 
ecuuadoriensi. s are intermediate between their domestic conspecifics and colombiensis- 
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pallescens. R. pictipes and R. prolixus had similar CV1 (X axis in figure 122) scores; 
this likely reflects size similarities (the coefficient of the [negative] linear relationship of 
CV1 on the average of all measurements was very high [R2=0.9]). CVA correctly 
reassigned 97.4% of bugs to their respective original groups (113 out of 116; one 
colombiensis and one pallescens swapped group, and one sylvatic ecuadoriensis was 
classified as Peruvian); the Kappa statistic, measuring the degree of agreement between 
original and CVA-derived group assignations, was kappa=0.97 (SE=0.02), indicating a 
"perfect" agreement (Landis & Koch 1977, Matias et al. 2001). 
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Figure 122. Isometry-free canonical variate analysis: relationships among Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R. 
colombiensis, R pallescens, R pictipes, R prolixus, and R robustus. A: Factor map. Note the high phenetic 
variability of R. ecuadoriensis populations; sylvatic specimens were closer to colombiensis and pallescens 
than to some of their synanthropic conspecifics. Separation of groups on CVI is influenced by their relative 
size. B: Single linkage hierarchical cluster analysis (individual mean scores on CVI, CV2, and CV3). EC=R 
ecuadoriensis (D=domestic, S=sylvatic; Ec=Ecuador, Pe=Peru); COL=R. colombiensis; PAL=R. pallescens, 
PIC=R pictipes; ROB=R robustus; PRLX=R prolixus. Numbers within polygons indicate group size (n); 
arrowheads point to CVA-misclassified specimens 
A similar analysis including only R ecuadoriensis and its closest relatives (R 
pictipes, R. pallescens and R. colombiensis) plus an outgroup (R robustus) confirmed 
the strong divergence of synanthropic forms of R. ecuadoriensis, with specimens from 
sylvatic habitats appearing closer to pictipes pallescens-colombiensis. UPGMA cluster 
analysis placed R. robustus as a sister group to the Glade (sylvatic ecuadoriensis 
[pictipes (pallescens-colombiensis)] }. Out of 102 specimens, 99 (97%) were correctly 
assigned to their original groups. Misclassification showed the same pattern as above. 
Kappa statistics showed again a perfect agreement: kappa=0.97, SE=0.02. 
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Figure 123. Isometry-free canonical variate 
analysis: inter-specific relationships among 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R. colombiensis, R 
pallescens, and R. pictipes; R. robustus was 
used as the outgroup 
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A further analysis was performed in an attempt to clarify the relationships of sylvatic 
R ecuadoriensis with both synanthropic conspecifics and the closely related pallescens 
and colombiensis. For this, R pictipes (with CV I scores intermediate between sylvatic 
ecuadoriensis and the pair pallescens-colombiensis, probably reflecting intermediate 
size for the measurements used here) was excluded and CVA carried out on the 
remaining 89 specimens. Under these conditions, UPGMA cluster analysis recognised 
two major subdivisions, one corresponding to all the different R ecuadoriensis 
populations and the second one encompassing R. pallescens and R. colombiensis (again 
found to be very closely related) plus R robustus. CVA correctly classified 97.7% of 
bugs (86 out of 88); misclassification involved one pallescens and one colombiensis 
swapping groups (kappa=0.97, SE=0.02). 
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Figure 124. CVA scatterplot and UPGMA dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances: inter- 
specific relationships among Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R. colombiensis, and R. pallescens, using 14 R. 
robustus specimens as the outgroup 
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These analyses were repeated including representatives of a different genus. Head 
capsules of 18 Triatoma infestans specimens were measured and the new dataset 
submitted to CVA. The discriminant scatterplots were distorted by the expansion of the 
discriminant space resulting from the inclusion of a distant outgroup, which had the 
effect of `forcing' all Rhodnius together. UPGMA dendrograms derived from 
Mahalanobis distances confirmed that pooled Pichincha-Manabi R. ecuadoriensis 
specimens (the `sylvatic' group) appear to be more similar to synanthropic 
ecuadoriensis populations than to the pair pallescens-colombiensis. 
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Figure 125. CVA scatterplot and UPGMA dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances: inter-specific 
relationships among Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R. colombiensis, and R. pallescens, using 16 Triatoma infestans 
specimens as the outgroup. This CVA correctly classified 86 out of the 90 specimens studied (95.6%; 
kappa=0.95, SE=0.03). In the dendrogram, `E' indicates Ecuador, and `P' Peru 
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Figure 126. CVA scatterplot and UPGMA dendrogram derived from mean CVJ and CV2 scores: inter-specific 
relationships among Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R colombiensis, R pallescens, R. pictipes, and R. robustus using Triatoma infestans as the outgroup. 97.5% of specimens (115 out of 118) were correctly classified (kappa=0.97, SE=0.02). `E' indicates Ecuador, and `P' Peru. R. pictipes and R pallescens swapped positions in the dendrogram when the UPGMA algorithm was applied to Mahalanobis distances 
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Finally, the complete dataset (all R. ecuadoriensis populations and T. infestans as the 
outgroup) was submitted to CVA. The close affinity of sylvatic R ecuadoriensis 
populations with pallescens-colombiensis and R. pictipes was only confirmed for 
Pichincha forms, with the Manabi population appearing as the basal branch of the 
cluster including the synanthropic populations of the species. This was confirmed by an 
analysis of the complete `Pacific lineage' dataset (with T. infestans as the outgroup). 
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Figure 127. CVA factorial map and UPGMA dendrograni derived from Mahalanobis distances: inter-specific 
relationships among five populations of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R colombiensis, R pallescens, R pictipes, and R 
robustus, using Triatoma infestans as the outgroup. Note the clustering of ecuadoriensis Pichincha sylvatic forms 
with colombiensis-pictipes, and not with their conspecifics; note also the apparent convergence of colombiensis and 
pictipes on CVI, resulting in the pair being clustered together by the UPGMA algorithm. Out of 152 specimens, 14 
(9.2%) were misclassified by CVA; 90.8% were reassigned to their original groups (kappa=0.9, SE=0.03) 
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Figure 128. Interspecific relationships among members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage'; Triatoma infestans 
was the outgroup. A: UPGMA dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances: sylvatic R ecuadoriensis from 
Pichincha cluster with pallescens-colombiensis, and not with conspecific populations; B: UPGMA dendrogram 
derived from mean scores on CV1, CV2, and CV3; note the changes in branching order, with all ecuadoriensis 
populations forming a single Glade and the Peruvian population appearing closer to sylvatic bugs from Manabi 
than to other synanthropic populations. n=124; CVA kappa=0.89, SE=0.03 (90.3% correct reassignation) 
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In an additional analysis, residuals of linear regression of each variable on PC I were 
used as new variables to analyse these two latter datasets; further removing the 
influence of size helped clarify the patterns of relationship among the species under 
consideration. Cluster analysis placed the pairs robustus prolixus and colombiensis- 
pallescens as sister groups; a second main cluster comprised the various ecuadoriensis 
populations (with a neat separation of Loja-El Oro from Peruvian and sylvatic 
specimens) and R. pictipes. The corresponding factorial map shows a good separation of 
R. pictipes on CV2. 
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Figure 129. Canonical variate analysis of six Rhodnius species: linear regression 
residuals (PCI vs. measurements) were used as size-free variables for discriminant 
analysis. Grey arrows represent tentative evolutionary routes; [M+P]=Manabi+Pichincha 
R. ecuadoriensis populations 
An analysis restricted to the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' representatives suggests a 
close relationship between sylvatic ecuadoriensis populations and pallescens- 
colombiensis. Synanthropic Ecuadorian R ecuadoriensis occupy a different branch, and 
Peruvian bugs cluster with sylvatic populations. The factorial map derived from CVA is 
suggestive of an axis of progressive north-to-south shape variation that might be 
interpreted as a putative evolutionary route starting from an ancestral form similar to R 
pallescens [pallescens 4 colombiensis 4 Pichincha 4 Manabi --> domestic ecuadoriensis]. 
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Figure 130. Canonical variate analysis of the Rhodnius species within the 'Pacific 
lineage': linear regression residuals were used as size-free variables for 
discriminant analysis. The grey arrow represents a tentative evolutionary route 
linking R. pallescens and R. ecuadoriensis through a north-to-south axis of 
progressive shape variation 
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Figure 131. Relationships in the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage': UPGMA 
dendrogram based on Mahalanobis distances (CVA on PC I vs. log-shape 
ratios linear regression residuals) 
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7.2.3.3. Allometry-free analysis 
Allometry-free analysis of closely related species (likely to share a common growth 
axis) was attempted by searching for variables with equal variances across groups; R. 
ecuadoriensis, R. colombiensis, R. pallescens, and R. pictipes were included (a total of 8 
groups and 118 specimens). Each log-transformed measurement was tested for 
homoscedasticity using Bartlett F statistics, and a subset of five variables was selected 
for analysis (namely, A, B, H, L, and R3; p values after Bartlett tests were, respectively, 
0.8,0.4,0.29,0.3, and 0.46 [details not shown]). These log-transformed measurements 
were submitted to CPC analysis using NTSYSpc 2.10y. The fit of the dataset to the 
CPC model was confirmed using X2 statistics (X2=85.1; p=0.1 for 70 df). Heterogeneity 
among covariance matrices was not significant (XZ=48.9,35 df, p=0.06). The derived 
common principal components (CPCs) were used as input for a further PCA, with the 
exception of CPC I (which contained most of allometry-related variation). Factorial 
maps and UPGMA dendrograms derived from Mahalanobis distances were constructed 
after CVA. 
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Figure 132. Allometry-free canonical variate analysis of four Rhodnius species: 
factorial map. Five log-transformed head measurements were used for common 
principal component (CPC) analysis; four derived CPCs (all except the first one, 
which represents allometric growth) were used as input for further discriminant 
analysis, and individual scores plotted on the discriminant space defined by the first 
two canonical vectors (CV I and CV2). The grey arrow represents a tentative 
evolutionary route linking R. pictipes and R. ecuadoriensis 
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Figure 133. Allometry-free canonical variate analysis of four Rhodnius species: UPGMA 
dendrogram derived from Mahalanobis distances 
These results confirmed that at least sylvatic bugs from Pichincha seem to share 
much of their head morphometric traits with R colombiensis, suggesting a close 
relationship between both groups and leaving uncertainties about the true phylogenetic 
relationships between ecuadoriensis and colombiensis. The striking amount of phenetic 
variability found in R ecuadoriensis was confirmed after removing allometric growth. 
In this analysis, R. pictipes appears as the sole occupant of the basalmost branch of the 
dendrogram, and completely isolated in the factorial map; this reflects, at least partially, 
the different set of measurements used for allometry- and isometry-free analyses, but 
also signals the probable early divergence of pictipes with respect to the species of the 
Pacific lineage. 
7.2.4. DISCUSSION 
We explored the patterns of similarity among closely related species of Rhodnius, 
paying special attention to the relationships between R ecuadoriensis and other 
members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' (R pallescens and R colombiensis), using 
multivariate discriminant analyses of linear metric characters. Similar approaches had 
been previously shown to be useful in exploring evolutionary relationships among other 
triatomine species, including members of the tribes Triatomini (Gorla et al. 1997, 
Patterson et al. 2001) and Rhodniini (Dujardin et al. 1999a, e). 
The first feature that became apparent in our study was a sharp decline in size 
involving the species of the `Pacific lineage'; the largest of them (R pallescens) occurs 
in the northernmost extreme of the geographic range of the group, and the smallest 
forms (synanthropic R. ecuadoriensis) in the southernmost areas. It has been proposed 
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that triatomine populations tend to be significantly smaller in the peripheral areas of 
their range, with larger bugs generally occurring near the putative centre of origin of the 
species; it was also suggested that a general decrease of genetic variability accompanies 
such clinal reduction of global size (Dujardin et al. 1998a, 1999d). 
In our study, progressive size decline was associated with a likewise gradual 
variation in head shape, as revealed by both isometry- and allometry-free analyses; 
this was also confirmed by the results of CVA on `form variables' derived from linear 
regression of log-transformed measurements on the first PC. Together, these results 
suggest the existence of a phylogenetic continuum connecting R. pallescens with the 
very closely related R colombiensis and the various forms of R ecuadoriensis. The link 
between these two latter seems to involve the northern sylvatic populations of R. 
ecuadoriensis, which in fact tended to cluster together with colombiensis and pallescens 
in UPGMA analyses - even if separation was clear on bidimensional factorial maps. 
The fact that apparently spurious clusters (including species known to be distant 
relatives) persistently appeared in some UPGMA dendrograms is likely to reflect mere 
size similarities. Bidimensional discriminant plots (factorial maps) were useful in 
clarifying these relationships; they revealed for instance that the position of R. pictipes 
as a sister group to R colombiensis (figure 126) was due to similar CV1 scores, and 
showed good separation of the taxa on CV2, much less influenced by size. 
Overall, the picture that emerged from the metric analyses presented here places R. 
pallescens and R colombiensis as very closely related entities; this is in agreement with 
both their relative geographic distributions (parapatric in north-western Colombia) and 
ecological preferences (with sylvatic populations strongly associated with Attalea palm 
trees). Northern sylvatic specimens of the highly variable R ecuadoriensis are similar to 
the former pair of species, and represent the largest-sized population in a clinal series of 
gradual size reduction (and shape variation) within ecuadoriensis. This series involves 
intermediate forms in central coastal Ecuador (the essentially sylvatic Manabi 
population) and synanthropic populations in southern Ecuador and northern Peru. The 
possibility that Pichincha phenotypes are derived (Sections 6.1. and 6.3. ) would 
however mean that similarities with colombiensis could be homoplasious, with 
plesiomorphic (Manabi) forms being readily distinguishable from the Colombian 
species. 
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The position of R. pictipes seems less clear; it shows however a consistent tendency 
to cluster with the members of the `Pacific lineage' rather than with `eastern' species 
such as the sympatric (Amazonian) R. robustus. The relationship between pictipes and 
the members of the `Pacific Glade' is not fully resolved. Phenetic similarities involving 
colouration patterns and overall size have been used to propose a close relationship with 
pallescens, ecuadoriensis and colombiensis (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 
1994). Isoenzyme analyses have shown a close association of pictipes with two 
Amazonian species, the almost isomorphic R stali and the very distinct (both 
phenetically and ecologically) R. brethesi (Dujardin et al. 1999a, e, Chavez et al. 1999, 
Monteiro et al. 2002). Other studies (in which brethesi was not included) confirmed the 
close relationship between pictipes and ecuadoriensis by means of antennal sensilla 
patterns (Catalä & Schofield 1994, Catald 1996) and RAPD profiles (Garcia et al. 
1998). Sequence analysis of the mitochondrial 16S ribosomal RNA gene produced 
similar results (Stothard et al. 1998b), and other comparisons (including fragments of 
mitochondrial and nuclear genes) also grouped pictipes with members of the `Pacific 
lineage' - but with low bootstrap support values (Monteiro et al. 2000,2001). 
It is tempting to hypothesise that the gradual changes (in size, shape and form) 
observed here, involving all the species of the `Pacific lineage' and possibly also R 
piclipes, are a reflection of the evolutionary relationships among these taxa. This 
hypothesis, advanced by Schofield and Dujardin (1999), would entail a northern origin 
of the lineage, with an ancestral population perhaps related to Attalea palms (a favoured 
habitat of several Rhodnius species on both sides of the Andes) in the seasonally dry 
forests of northwest Colombia, with a subsequent southward dispersal and colonisation 
of new palm tree habitats. Adaptive radiation would have given rise to the different 
forms of the lineage, including the relatively widespread and eclectic R pallescens 
(known from four countries and from various habitats, including palms of at least 5 
genera and human-related environments), the geographically restricted R colombiensis 
(only known from A. butyracea palms, with a few records from human habitats), and R. 
ecuadoriensis (associated with Ph. aequatorialis and human environments) (Jaramillo et 
al. 2000, Vallejo et al. 2000, Abad-Franch et al. 2000,2001a, 2002, Cuba Cuba et al. 
2002). The polarity of the connection between these species would be given by the 
wider range and ecological valence of the northern R. pallescens, which presents in 
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addition obvious morphological similarities with R. picIrhes (the closest Amazonian 
relative of the group). Results of morphometric analyses presented 
here could be 
interpreted in the same sense, with pallescens consistently occupying the tip (as defined 
by similarity with pic/ipes) of the axis of progressive variation in size, shape, and 
form 
that seems to run from north to south across north-western South America. 
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Figure 134. Phylogeny of the Pacific Rhodhrius lineage: a morphometric approach. the canonical centroid 
plot (upper) was derived from CVA (7 log-translormed head measurements; see text fier details). centroids 
represent mean group phenotypes (considered as the units of interest in the multivariate evolutionary model: 
Sorensen 1992). A phyletic network connecting centroids was overlaid on the plot: it was based on the 
dendrograms shown below and, partially, on prior knowledge on the relationships of the different species 
(essentially, the root of the network was placed between rohustus and pictipes). The dendrograms were 
derived from different analyses IA: IJPGMA tree derived from Mahalanobis distances after allumetnv-tree 
CVA: B: single linkage hierarchical cluster analysis using mean values of CVI, CV2, and CV3 (distances 
between clusters are the minimum distances between observations in both clusters)j. Broken lines in the 
network represent alternative topologies (solid lines are the preferred alternatives). The alternative position of 
the Peruvian population of ecuucloriensis (in red) is derived from intraspecific size-tree analyses (Section 
6.2. ), and was considered plausible after joint assessment of morphometric and biogeographic data: in this 
case, the Luja branch joins the network at the node from which El (ho diverges (red dotted line). IH] 
indicates probable homoplasy in the clustering of Pichincha with colomhiensis 
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7.3. Molecular 2hhyloaenetics: evolution of the `Pacific Rhodnius 
lineage 
7.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Several studies have been conducted to explore phylogenetic relationships among 
Triatominae (at various levels of divergence) using molecular data. Particularly relevant to 
the scope of this work are the confirmation of monophyly of the Rhodniini and the 
paraphyletic nature of the genus Rhodnius (with Psammolestes appearing as a highly 
specialised branch within Rhodnius) (Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001,2002, 
Marcilla et al. 2001). Especially significant is the problematic relationship between the 
species of Rhodnius found west of the Andes (pallescens, colombiensis and ecuadoriensis) 
with their congenerics in the Amazon-Orinoco drainage basins. On purely morphological 
grounds, Lent and Wygodzinsky (1979) suggested a close relationship between the species 
presenting a mottled pattern and well-developed 2+2 scutellar carinae, thus clustering R. 
pictipes, pallescens and ecuadoriensis as sister taxa; following these criteria, and taking 
also into account characteristics of the male genitalia (shape of the phallosome and median 
process of the pygophore, and presence of phallosome supports in some taxa), the group 
would also include R stali, R amazonicus, and perhaps R. paraensis (Sherlock et al. 1977, 
Lent et al. 1993, Schofield & Dujardin 1999, Berenger & Pluot-Sigwalt 2002). R 
colombiensis, identified at first as `sylvatic prolixus' (Lopez & Moreno 1995), was easily 
separated from the latter by allozymes, RAPD and other diagnostic PCR assays; this led to 
the reconsideration of its morphological traits, and the population was elevated to specific 
rank and placed as closely related to R pallescens (despite the lack of mottling [except for 
the presence of irregular dark spots in the coxae and a dark distal extreme of tibiae], R 
colombiensis shares with the parapatric pallescens and with ecuadoriensis a phallosome 
with an M-shaped upper margin) (Lopez & Moreno 1995, Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et 
al. 1999a, e, Moreno et al. 1999, Jaramillo et al. 2001). A further, non-mottled Amazonian 
species of Rhodnius was found to belong to the pictipes cluster too; R. brethesi had 
allozyme (Dujardin et al. 1999a, Monteiro et al. 2002) and mtDNA sequence (Lyman et al. 
1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001) profiles similar to those of pictipes and stali, despite 
clear phenotypic dissimilarity. The possible inclusion of the disputed R dalessandroi into 
this Glade is based only on morphological considerations (Schofield & Dujardin 1999); it 
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has been compared to R. brethesi (Martinez 1984), but examination of the (deteriorated) 
type material (Fiocruz, Brazil) seems to favour a closer association with the prolixus group, 
as it was also noted by Barrett (1991; p. 147). The `phenotypic pictipes group' is therefore 
comprised of 8 known species; 5 of them (R. pictipes, stali, brethesi, paraensis, and 
amazonicus) occur east of the Andes in the Amazon-Orinoco drainage system, whereas a 
Glade of three closely related species is only found west of the Andes (pallescens, 
colombiensis, and ecuadoriensis)'. What are the precise relationships between these two 
geographic clades, and those between them and the rest of Rhodniini (comprising mainly 
the prolixus group and Psammolestes, all with natural ranges not reaching the western slope 
of the Andes)', remains somewhat problematic. Some genetic studies did favour the 
clustering ofpictipes-stali-brethesi with pallescens-colombiensis-ecuadoriensis (Schofield 
& Dujardin 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2002), but others placed the pallescens Glade as a 
basalmost lineage, with the prolixus and pictipes groups appearing as sister clades (Chavez 
et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a, e, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2001). The first 
possibility is consistent with phenotypic traits, whereas the second fits better the respective 
biogeographical features of the groups under consideration. The difficulties in resolving the 
issue are further illustrated by the poor statistical support of the mutual relationships among 
the three clades in phylogenetic analyses of DNA sequence data; they either form a basal, 
unresolved polytomy or appear in clades with bootstrap support values below 75% (Lyman 
et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000,2001). 
The following figures illustrate the current difficulties in establishing the mutual 
phylogenetic relationships among the main groups of species within the Rhodniini, with 
emphasis on the problematic placement of the pictipes group as a sister taxon of either the 
phenetically related members of the pallescens group or the biogeographically related 
species of the prolixus group. The trees were drawn manually taking into consideration the 
results of the various works cited above, and are rather speculative with regard to the 
Note however that there is a single record of R. pictipes from Belize (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979), and that 
one species with uncertain affiliations, the almost totally black and xerophylic R. neivai, has been reported from both Venezuela and the Magdalena valley in Colombia (Barrett 1991). Finally, domestic populations of R. ecuadoriensis have been reported from the upper (arid) stretches of the Huancabamba river valley (a 
tributary of the Amazon) in northern Peru (Herrer et al. 1972, Cuba Cuba et al. 2002), and likewise domestic R. prolixus populations are common in northwestern Colombia and parts of Central America. These findings 
constitute however exceptions to the generally well-defined status of the Andes as a biogeographical barrier to 
the dispersal of natural (sylvatic) populations of extant Rhodnius species 
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position and relationships of some little-known species (e. g. R. dalessandroi, R. 
amazonicus, R paraensis, or R milesi) and the arrangement of some terminal branches 
(e. g. nasutus-neglectus). 
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Figure 135. Phylogenetic relationships among the main species groups within the Rhodniini. A: The 
pallescens group appears in a basal position, and the pictipes and prolixus clades are sister groups, this 
arrangement agrees with biogeographical data, with the pallescens group restricted to the western slope of 
the Andes (Pacific Glade, A-I) and separated from an Amazon-Orinoco Glade (A-2) including the prolixus 
and pictipes groups. B: The basal bifurcation yields two clades, one including the pallescens and pictipes 
groups (B-1), and the other one comprised of the prolixus group species (B-2); this is in agreement with 
phenotypic traits. Unequivocal molecular results allowing for the rejection of either of these hypotheses 
(both of which provide intuitively appealing explanations) are not available 
In the first part of our investigation, multivariate analysis of head measurements could 
not settle this phylogenetic question, partly because of the apparently homoplastic nature of 
some size-related characters and partly because of the noise introduced by extreme 
phenotypic variability within R ecuadoriensis. 
In order to further explore these phylogenetic hypotheses, independent evidence 
provided by molecular data (in the form of partial sequences of the mitochondrial 
cytochrome b [mt cytb] gene) was analysed; essentially, these data involved the same 
species and populations studied by means of linear morphometrics, but the cytb sequences 
of several further taxa, represented by specimens from various geographic and ecological 
origins, were kindly made available by FA Monteiro (CDC-Fiocruz). 
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7.3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Partial sequences (663bp) of the mitochondrial cytb gene were obtained from 102 
specimens (72 R. ecuadoriensis, 5 R. colombiensis, 9 R. pallescens, 2 R. pictipes, 6 bugs 
classified as R. robustus, 5 R. prolixus, 1 R. nasutus, 1 T. rubrovaria, and 1 T. dimidiata). 
The sequences of R. pictipes, R. nasutus, four R. pallescens, T. rubrovaria, and various 
haplotypes of the prolixus-robustus group (except for one specimen preliminarily classified 
as R. robustus collected by us in Sucumbios, Ecuador, and two Venezuelan R. prolixus 
specimens collected by S Fitzpatrick and 1S Patterson) are part of a wider research on the 
phylogeny of the Rhodniini conducted by FA Monteiro and collaborators, and were used 
here with kind permission from Dr Monteiro. The T. dimidiata sequence was retrieved from 
GenBank (accession number AF301594; Dotson & Beard 2001). Phylogenetic analyses 
were based on both genetic distances and nucleotide character states. Further details on the 
methods used are presented in Section 6.3.2. 
7.3.3. RESULTS 
7.3.2.1. Basic statistics 
Analyses were conducted first on an alignment of 88 sequences (662bp) corresponding 
to R. ecuadoriensis and its closest relatives within the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' (R. 
pallescens and R colombiensis); the cytb sequence from two R pictipes were included as 
the outgroup for the analyses. 
Table 86. Nucleotide composition (mt cytb, 663bp) in four Rhodnius species (%) 
Species T A C G A+T 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 37.8 31.6 17.9 12.7 69.4 
Rhodnius colombiensis 37.4 32.1 17.8 12.7 69.5 
Rhodnius pallescens 37.5 31.5 17.6 13.4 69 
Rhodnius pictipes 
............................... ....... 
36.3 32.1 18.6 13 68.4 
............ Overall average .............. 37.7 .............. 31.6 ............. 17.9 .............. 12.8 .............. 69.3 
Out of the 663 nucleotide positions examined, 168 (25.34%) were variable, with four 
autapomorphs (unique to single individuals in the complete dataset) and 164 parsimony- 
informative substitutions. Considering the ingroup only, 132 sites were variable (19.9%); of 
these, 127 were parsimony-informative and five were autapomorphs: a C/A transversion 
(site 385,0 codon position), an A/G transition (site 471,3`d codon position), and a T/C 
change (site 550,3rd codon position) in one R ecuadoriensis haplotype (MIST-S, found in a 
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single bug from Manabi); a TIC mutation at position 504 in the LJ-1 haplotype (a single R. 
ecuadoriensis specimen from Loja); and a C/ T transition in a R. pallescens specimen from 
Vegachi, Antioquia, Colombia (site 618,3rd codon position). Overall, 17 unique haplotypes 
were found in the 88-sequence dataset (15 excluding the outgroup). The deduced peptide 
sequence (221 amino acid long) presented 15 variable elements (6.8%) in the ingroup; 14 
of these were parsimony-informative, with MN-5 presenting an autapomorphic change 
(Leucine to Isoleucine, codon 129, sites 385-387). The inclusion of the outgroup increased 
the figure to 20 variable amino acids (9.05%), 19 of them parsimony-informative. 
Haplotype variability was higher in R ecuadoriensis, with 10 unique haplotypes (72 
bugs from five geographic areas). Intra-specific variability in other Rhodnius species was 
not a matter of investigation within this project, and sample sizes were therefore limited. A 
single, unique cytb haplotype was detected in five laboratory-reared R. colombiensis 
specimens from a colony (University of Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia; bugs were kindly 
provided by NO Jaramillo) originally founded with 14 bugs collected in 1991 in Attalea 
butyracea palms in the central Magdalena valley (Coyaima, Tolima, Colombia). Colombian 
R pallescens specimens were obtained from the same laboratory (undetermined origin and 
founding date), but here two different haplotypes were identified in the five specimens 
analysed; four additional R. pallescens cytb sequences (one bug from Vegachi, Colombia, 
and 3 field-collected bugs from southern Nicaragua [CJ Schofield]) were made available by 
FA Monteiro (CDC, USA-Fiocruz, Brazil) for comparison. Finally, two R pictipes 
haplotypes comprised our outgroup for this part of the study. These haplotypes were coded 
as shown in the following table (for details on ecuadoriensis haplotypes see Section 6.3. ). 
Table 87. Haplotype codes for phylogenetic analyses in the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' 
Haplotype Species Group Remarks 
MN-1 to 6 R ecuadoriensis Manabi Six haplotypes found in 14 bugs 
EO R ecuadoriensis El Oro One haplotype in 8 bugs; identical to MN-4 
PH R ecuadoriensis Pichincha Found in all 20 bugs of this group; identical to MN-6 
LJ-1 to 3 R. ecuadoriensis Loja Three haplotypes found in 15 bugs 
PE R ecuadoriensis Peru Unique to the group (14 bugs) 
COL R colombiensis Tolima One haplotype in five bugs 
PAL-1 R pallescens Laboratory UA Shared by three bugs 
PAL-2 R pallescens LaboratoryUA Shared by two bugs 
PAL-V R pallescens Vegachi (FA Monteiro) One haplotype in one specimen 
PAL-N R. pallescens Nicaragua (CJ Schofield) One haplotype in three bugs 
PIC-1 R picdpes Outgroup (FA Monteiro) One haplotype in one specimen (Parä, Brazil) 
PIC-2 R picapes Outgroup (CJ Schofield) One haplotype in one specimen (Amazonia) 
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Analyses were performed on an alignment containing only one example of each of these 
haplotypes (Appendix). Under this arrangement, 144 out of the 168 segregating sites were 
parsimony-informative, and 24 were autapomorphs. Transition: transversion ratio was 5.1 
(SE=1.01) for the entire haplotype dataset and 6.09 (SE=1.29) for the ingroup. Separate 
analysis of pairwise transitional and transversional substitutions among the 17 unique 
haplotypes showed feeble indications that saturation of transitions might be occurring 
between the most distantly related pairs. Bivariate plots of TS and TV versus corrected 
genetic distances show that while transversions accumulate at a steadily increasing rate, the 
quadratic fit for transitions bends towards the X axis, even if very slightly, coefficients of 
determination of linear and second-order polynomial fits were largely equivalent. This 
trend seems more evident in inter-specific comparisons involving R. piclipe. s, whereas the 
TS plot is essentially linear for pairs including pallescens, colombiensis, and ecuadoriensis. 
Interestingly, pairwise comparisons between pallescens and colomhiensis haplotypes seem 
to fall within the range of intra-specific variation (including ectuadoriensis-ecuadoriensis, 
pallescens-pallescens, and piclipes piclipes haplotype comparisons). 
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Figure 136. 'T'ransitional (TS) and transversional (TV) substitutions: pairwise comparisons among four 
Rhodnws species. Pairwise absolute diII r nces were plotted against genetic distances corrected using the 
Tamura-Nei model. In A. comparisons involve haplotvpes of R. ecuadoriensis, R. pallescens and R. 
culonnhiensts; transitional pairs (blue dots) seem to accumulate following a linear trend (R2=0.991), 
although a quadratic lit (curved line) performed slightly better (R2=0.995). In B. R. pictipes haplotypes 
(the outgroup sequences) were included, transitional substitutions (TS, blue dots) appear to be starting to 
saturate at the right end cif' the genetic distance axis (a linear fit produced a R2 of 0.98, vs. 0.996 of the 
quadratic fit shown on the figure), whereas transversions (TV) accumulate at an increasing rate (linear 
regression R2=0.95, vs. 0.98 of the quadratic fit shown). Dotted lines (in B) indicate the presence of three 
regions' in the plot (at low, intermediate, and high levels of divergence): the types of pairwise 
comparisons that tell within each of these regions are indicated. Small boxes enclose points corresponding 
to piclipes vs. pallescens and coloinhiensis 
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Variability was greater at third codon positions (as expected for a protein-coding gene), 
with 57% of sites (126 out of 221 third codon positions) presenting point mutations (i. e., 
75% of variable sites were third codon positions); 15.84% of first positions were variable 
(35/221; 20.83% of variable sites were first codon positions), with second codon positions 
being highly conserved (3.17% [7/221] had changes; 4.17% of segregating sites were 
second codon positions). Overall nucleotide diversity (it) was 0.087 (SE=0.007) (0.069 
[SE=0.006] when the pictipes haplotypes were excluded). Including pictipes, there were 
three segregating bases at 20 sites (51,66,72,96,99,222,234,249,276,288,289,385, 
447,453,456,531,537,576,590, and 633), and at sites 54,291, and 543 all four bases 
were segregating; changes were silent for sites 54 and 543, but not for site 291 (a third 
position in a codon whose first nucleotide was also variable, resulting in 6 different triplets 
and 3 amino acids; see codon 97 in table 88). Nucleotide diversity among haplotypes was 
computed separately for R. pictipes (n=0.006, SE=0.003), R. pallescens (7C=0.043, 
SE=0.005), and R ecuadoriensis (n=0.018, SE=0.003). The associated within-group mean 
K2p distances were: pictipes 0.006 (SE=0.003), pallescens 0.045 (SE=0.006), and 
ecuadoriensis 0.018 (SE=0.003), showing an unexpectedly high degree of variation within 
R. pallescens. Results of genetic distance calculations (between-group comparisons) using 
different models of base substitution are presented in the tables of the Appendix. 
Nucleotide sequences were translated into amino acid chains using the invertebrate 
mitochondrial genetic code. Of 20 variable amino acid states (out of 221), 16 were 
parsimony-informative. Table 88 (below) shows the patterns of nonsynonymous 
substitutions observed in the 17-haplotype dataset. Seven such changes were detected at the 
subspecific level: five in R pallescens, two in R. ecuadoriensis, and one in R pictipes. 
Amino acids found at highest frequencies were Leucine (averaging 16.4% in the 17 
sequences), Isoleucine (10.25%), Phenylalanine (8.78%), Proline and Glycine (both with 
6.79%), Valine (6.68%), and Alanine (5.51 %). These frequencies were practically constant 
across haplotypes. 
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Table 88. Nonsynonymous substitutions in 17 mitochondrial cytb haplot ypes from four Rhodnius species 
Codon (sites) 
Position Haplotype(s)' Amino acid Remarks 
3 i 
3(7,8,9) GTA PIC Valine pictipes 
GTT PAL, COL Valinc pallescens, colombiensis 
ATT MN, EO, PH, LJ, PE Isoleucine All ecuadoriensis 
44 (130,131,132) CTT PIC Leucine pictipes 
TTA PAL-V, PAL-2, PAL-N Leucine Some pallescens 
TTT PAL-1, COL Phenylalanine Some pallescens and colombiemis 
TA MN, EO, PH, LJ, PE C 
. - 
Leucine All ecuadoriensis 
----.... --........ --..................... --. -----..... --...... --"-----"---------------- 68 (202,203,204) . -. -.. GCT PIC, PAL-V, PAL-1, PAL-N, COL Alanine pictipes, most pallescens and colombiensis 
ACC PAL-2 Threonine Some pallescens 
GCC MN, EO, PH, U, PE Alanine All ecuadoriensis 
83 (247,248,249) ATT PIC Isoleucine pictipes 
GTG PAL-1 Valine Somepallescens 
GTA All the rest Valine 
. 
All butPictipes and PAL-1 
94 (280,281,282) AAT All but PAL-2 and COL Asparagine pictipes, ecuadoriensis and some pallescens 
AAC PAL-2 Asparagin Only PAL-2 
AGT COL Serine colombiemis 
97 (289,290,291) TTA PIC Leucine piotipes 
ATC PAL-V, PAL-1 Isoleueine Two pallescens haplotypes 
ATT PAL-2, PAL-N Isoleucine Two pallescens haplotypes 
ATA COL Methionine Only colombiens, s 
CTG MN-1,2,3,5, PE Leucine Most Manabi and Peru 
CTA MN-4(EO), MN-«PH)_ LJ Leucine Manabi, El Oro, Pichincha, and Lola 
...... 102 (304,303,306) ................... GAT All but ecuadorientis ........................... Aspartio acid ............ .. All but ecuadotietu s 
AAC MN, EO, PH, LJ Asparagin All Ecuadorian ecuadoriensis 
AAT PE AsParaýu Peruvian ecuadorfenris 
121(361,362,363) ATT All but ecuadoriensis ..... Isoleucine ... All but ecuadoriensis 
GTT MN, EO, PH, LJ Valine All Ecuadorian eeuadorientis 
ACT PE Threonine Peruvian ecuadoyiensis 
129 (385,386,387) TTA PIC Leucine pictipes 
CTT All but PIC and MN-3 Leucine All but pictipes and one Manabi haplotype 
ATT MN-5 
---- ---------- - 
Isoleucine 
-- 
On! y, MN-5- 
' --.. ----- -- 136(406,407,408) ----- -------"--------------------------. CA --- A PIC .. - Gl-ut --- amine -- p ------------ -- ictipes -- pi - 
C 
... 
GA All the rest 
............ ...................................................... ....... 
$mu! e......... 
... 
All but piths..................................... 
.... .............. 151(431,432,433) GTA PIC Valine ptctrpes 
ATC PAL-2 Isoleucine Only PAL-2 
GTC PAL-N Valine OnlyPAL-N 
GTT All the rest Valine All but pictipes and PAL-2 
184 (530,531,552) CTT PIC Leucine pictipes 
TTT PAL, COL Phenylalanine pallescens and colombientis 
TTA All ecuadoriensis but MN-3 Leucine All ecuadoriensis but MN-S 
CTA MN-5 
............................ ..... 
Leucine... 
--.... - -... 
Only MN-S 
........................................ ...... 190 (368,369,570) GCA PIC Alanine picupes 
ATT PAL-2, COL Isoleucine Some pallescens and colombierezs 
GTT All the rest 
....... --.. . 
Valine Same Pallescens and ecuadonensis 
.................................... "------ 197 (389,590,591) GTA PIC Valine pictipes 
AAA PAL Lysine All pallescens 
ACA COL and all ecuadotiensis T6reonine All ecuadoriensis and colombiensis 
208 (622,623,624) GCA PIC Alanine pictipes 
GTA PAL Valine All pallescens 
ATT COL and all ecuadoHensis Methionine All ecuadoriensis and colombiensis 
211(631,632,633) ATT PIC Is01cucine rcti s 
GTA PAL Valine All palleseens 
ATC COL Isoleucine colombiensis 
GTT All eeuadoriensis Valine All ecuadonensis 
215 (643,644,643) ACA PIC ..... ......... Threonine -- --- ---- pictipes 
AGA All the rest Serine All the rest 
217 (649,630,631) ACC PIC-1 .... Threonine - --. ----"........................................................ One picapes 
OCC PIC-2 Alanine One pictipes 
ACT PAL-N Threonine One pallescens haplotype 
GCT All the rest Alanine All the rest 
218 (632,653,634) GCC PIC Alanine pictipes 
TCC COL Setine colombiensis 
TCT All the rest Senne 
. ......... 
pullescens and ecuadoriensis 
..... 219 (635,656,637) ATA PIC I4tethionine pictipes 
ATT All thereat Isoleucine All thereat 
*For haplotype codes see table 87 above; for details on Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypea see also Section 6.3. 
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7.3.2.2. Phylogenetic analyses 
Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed using different approaches; the analysis of 
nucleotide variation in the 663bp cytb sequence among the 17-haplotype dataset 
(including the members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage' and R pictipes) was first carried 
out with a distance-based approach. Neighbour joining was used to construct the trees, and 
a bootstrap-resampling procedure to estimate statistical support. 99 1 w_2 
LJ-3 
82 LJ-1 
MN-4a, b + EO 
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MN-5 
dop 72 MN-1 
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Figure 137. Phylogenetic relationships of members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage'. Neighbour- 
joining tree derived from Kimura 2-parameter distances (SBLO. 37); 1000 bootstrap replicates. See 
text for haplotype codes 
Distance-based phylogenies show the same topology whatever the model of substitution 
used to calculate pairwise distances (not shown: uncorrected p distances, T3p, and TN). 
The principal nodes are well supported, with bootstrap values above 95%; an exception is 
the R pallescens branch, where bootstrap values are of about 75%. It is worth mentioning 
that in the context of this mitochondrial phylogeny the reciprocal relationships among taxa 
unequivocally show a closer kinship of R colombiensis with R pallescens, and not with 
ecuadoriensis as suggested by some studies (see below). In fact, the divergence between 
some pallescens haplotypes (PAL-1/PAL-2 p distance=0.062) is larger than that between 
some pallescens and colombiensis sequences (COL/PAL-V p=0.056; COL/PAL-l p=0.06, 
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COLIPAL-N p=0.051). Distances between colombiensis and ecuadoriensis range from 
0.112 (with MN-1,2, and 4) to 0.121 (with PE). 
Character-state based phylogenies were reconstructed for the same taxa using standard 
maximum parsimony. A branch-and-bound search algorithm was used to recover the trees, 
and statistical support was assessed by the bootstrap-resampling method. Nine equally 
parsimonious trees (251 steps long) were recovered, and majority-rule and strict consensus 
trees were computed. Although the overall definition of the relationships was lower than in 
the neighbour joining trees, the main subdivisions were well resolved. Some difficulties 
were apparent in ascertaining the topology of the pallescens-colombiensis Glade and the 
position of haplotypes MN-41EO and PH within the ecuadoriensis lineage. PAL-2 and 
PAL-N pallescens haplotypes tended to cluster with R. colombiensis, confirming 
unexpected results from distance-based analyses. The following figures show the 
topologies and statistics of the parsimony trees. 
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Figure 138. Phylogenetic relationships of members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage'. 
Maximum parsimony (branch-and-bound search algorithm): majority-rule bootstrap 
consensus tree (1000 bootstrap replications). Tree length=251 (9 trees recovered); CI=0.77, 
RI=0.84, RCI=0.65 (all sites); iCI=0.69, iRI=0.84, iRCI=0.58 (parsimony-informative 
sites). Note the position of R. colombiensis (COL), nested within the pallescens Glade 
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Figure 139. Phylogenetic relationships of members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage'. Maximum 
parsimony (branch-and-bound search algorithm): semi-strict (95%) bootstrap consensus tree (1000 
bootstrap replications). Tree length=251; CI=0.77, RI=0.84, RCI=0.65 (all sites); iCI=0.69, iRI=0.84, 
iRCI=0.58 (parsimony-informative sites) 
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Figure 140. Phylogenetic relationships of members of the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage'. Maximum 
parsimony (branch-and-bound search algorithm): strict (100%) topological consensus from 9 trees 
recovered. Tree length=251; CI=0.77, RI=0.84, RCI=0.65 (all sites); iCI 0.69, iRI=0.84, iRCI=0.58 
(parsimony-informative sites) 
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Similar analyses were performed on a 100-haplotype dataset including members of 
more distantly related Rhodnius species groups. Most of these sequences were kindly 
provided by FA Monteiro. Analyses included 5R prolixus (4 domestic and one sylvatic) 
from various origins: Francisco de Morazän, Honduras; Ortiz, Venezuela; Cojedes, 
Venezuela [sequences from FA Monteiro]; Lara, Venezuela; and Guarico (collected from a 
Copernicia tectorum palm tree), Venezuela [S Fitzpatrick and JS Patterson, LSHTM]. Five 
R. robustus sequences (Napo, Ecuador; Para, Brazil; Cayenne, French Guiana; and two 
from Amazonas, Brazil) were obtained from FA Monteiro; one additional specimen, 
collected by us in Sucumbios (northern Ecuadorian Amazon) and superficially similar to R 
robustus (although somewhat smaller and darker than typical specimens, morphological 
identification using the keys by Lent & Wygodzinsky [1979] placed it closer to robustus 
than to any other taxon) was also sequenced. One R nasutus (Piaui, Brazil, FA Monteiro) 
was also included. Finally, T. rubrovaria was used as the outgroup. 
The alignment (excluding the outgroup) used for these analyses was comprised of 100 
mt cytb sequences. Out of 237 segregating sites, 213 were parsimony-informative (with 24 
individual autapomorphs). Overall mean nucleotide diversity was 0.08 (SE=0.005); Jukes- 
Cantor (JC) and Kimura 2-parameter (K2p) overall mean distances were both 0.09, and 
more complex models yielded similar values (Tamura 3-parameter: T3p=0.09; Tamura- 
Nei: TN=0.095). These mean distances increased to >0.1 when a gamma distribution (shape 
parameter a=0.44; see Page & Holmes 1998, p. 161) was incorporated: JC+I'=0.12, 
K2p+I'=0.13, TN+1'=0.14. Within-group variation was scored in R. ecuadoriensis 
(n=0.0179, K2p=0.0185 [SE=0.003 for both]), R pallescens (n=0.0365, K2p=0.0384 
[SE=0.005]), R. pictipes (rc=0.006, K2p=0.006 [SE=0.003]), R. prolixus (n=0.0018, 
K2p=0.0018 [SE=0.001 ]), and R. robustus (7r=0.0226, K2p=0.0233 [SE=0.004]); five R. 
colombiensis specimens had the same haplotype, and R nasutus and Rhodnius sp. 
(Sucumbios, Ecuador) were represented by single specimens. Between-group mean 
uncorrected and K2-p distances were computed (see Appendix). 
Average base composition was: T=37.2%, A=31.6%, C=18.3%, and G=12.9% (A+T 
accounted for about 69% of nucleotides). The inferred amino acid sequence (221 amino 
acids long) had 32 variable positions, of which 25 were parsimony-informative. 
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The resulting distance-based phylogenies have identical topologies (except for a few 
position swaps in terminal branches) and very similar bootstrap support values. They show 
two major, strongly supported monophyletic lineages within Rhodnius (bootstrap values 
-90%). The first is comprised of R. pictipes and the `Pacific lineage' species. R pictipes 
appears in a basalmost position, with pallescens-colombiensis forming a 100%-supported 
Glade displaying a sister relationship with the also strongly supported R. ecuadoriensis 
lineage. The difficulties in resolving the mutual relationships of R. pallescens and 
colombiensis mentioned above were confirmed, with the relative monophyly of pallescens 
supported by a weak bootstrap value (-75%); the specimens presenting PAL-1 and PAL-V 
haplotypes appear in an intermediate position between other pallescens and colombiensis. 
Within R. ecuadoriensis, the separation of the Peruvian population (PE) was confirmed, 
and the Ecuadorian populations formed two main branches already described above. 
A second major Glade corresponds to the species of the R. nasutus-prolixus-robustus 
lineage. One surprising result is the clear distinctiveness of the Sucumbios `R. robustus' 
specimen. It is the sole occupant of the basalmost branch of the Glade, with a 99%-100% 
bootstrap support. This is strong indication of this specimen belonging to a different, 
undescribed Amazonian species of Rhodnius. Further characterisation of these Ecuadorian 
Amazon Rhodnius populations was out of the scope of the present project, but will be 
undertaken in the future. It is interesting to note that other specimen identified as R. 
robustus and collected in the province of Napo (neighbouring Sucumbios in the northern 
Ecuadorian Amazon) was found to be similar to other bugs of the same species collected in 
various parts of the Amazon basin, confirming that two genetically very distinct (but 
morphologically similar) taxa are sympatric in north-east Ecuador. R nasutus appears in a 
position basal to the prolixus-robustus Glade, where two main branches contain specimens 
of each of the species: all R prolixus appear to be very similar, whereas a higher degree of 
genetic variation can be seen in the robustus Glade. All these groupings were also supported 
by strong bootstrap values, usually above 90%. Virtually identical results were obtained 
using distances computed from uncorrected p distances and a Tamura three-parameter 
model (not shown). 
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Figure 141. Phylogenetic relationships of eight 
Rhodnius species. Neighbour joining tree based on a 
matrix of Kimura two-parameter distances among 101 
mt cytb sequences (663bp). Bootstrap support (1000 
replications) is shown on Haplotypes are identified on 
the right (see text for details on each haplotype). Scale 
bar: 0.02 substitutions/site. SBL=0.84 
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NJ phylogenetic trees were finally computed for a 27-haplotype dataset including all 
ecuadoriensis, pallescens, colombiensis, and pictipes haplotypes plus the Sucumbios 
Rhodnius sp., R nasutus, three prolixus, and four robustus haplotypes (and T. rubrovaria as 
the outgroup). Several models of base substitution were assayed (p distances, Jukes-Cantor, 
Jukes-Cantor with gamma distribution [r, a=0.44], Kimura 2-parameter, K2p+r, Tamura 3- 
parameter, T3p+r, Tamura-Nei, and TN+Il; the inferred trees showed complete topological 
stability. Results confirmed the observations described above, and are summarised in the 
following figures. 
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Figure 142. Phylogenetic relationships of Rhodnius species (Neighbour-Joining, 1000 bootstrap 
replicates) using Kimura 2-parameter distances; SBL=0.83 
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Maximum parsimony analyses were performed on a restricted dataset of 26 haplotypes 
(plus Triatoma rubrovaria as the outgroup) to reduce computational requirements. A 
branch-and-bound search algorithm yielded 27 trees (573 steps long). A tree was computed 
showing the strict topological consensus, and a bootstrap majority-rule consensus tree 
(1000 replications) is also presented. The branching order in this MP phylogeny was 
fundamentally identical to that obtained by distance-based methods. 
A major feature was the confirmation of the reciprocal monophyly of two main clades, 
one comprised of R. pictipes and the species of the Pacific lineage (supported by bootstrap 
values above 95%), and the second one encompassing the Sucumbios specimen and the 
nasutus prolixus-robustus group (with even stronger bootstrap support). The basal position 
of R. pictipes in its well-supported Glade is suggestive of an early divergence of the 
ancestral forms of this species and of those in the extant Pacific lineage - whose 
monophyly is also strongly supported (98% bootstrap value). All trees recognised a 
(pallescens+colombiensis] Glade (bootstrap above 95%), but the mutual relationships of the 
two species remained unresolved. Within R. ecuadoriensis, the early separation of the 
Peruvian population is unequivocal; the Ecuadorian Glade is formed by two main sister 
groups, one containing haplotypes MN-4/EO and MN-6/PH and the other comprised of two 
branches with haplotypes from Manabi (MN-1, MN-2a, b, MN-3, MN-5) and Loja (LJ-1, 
LJ-2 and LJ-3) occupying each of them. These three branches formed a polytomy in the 
majority-rule bootstrap consensus tree. 
Within the second main branch, the basalmost position of the specimen from Sucumbios 
is strongly suggestive of its distinctiveness as a separate species. R prolixus specimens 
from various origins (including two domestic bugs, one from Central America and another 
one from northern Venezuela, and third individual collected in a Copernicia tectorum palm 
tree in Venezuela) had very similar sequences, and were well separated from material 
identified as R robustus collected in various parts of the Amazon. A higher degree of 
variability was detected among these latter specimens, with two geographic groups (one 
from the eastern and one from the central-western Amazon) recognised in different, well- 
supported branches. The reciprocal monophyly of nasutus vs. prolixus-robustus was not 
fully resolved, and received only 71 % bootstrap support (the second lowest value, after the 
problematic pallescens-colombiensis, at the supraspecific level). 
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R. robustus Amazonas, Brazil' 
R. robustus Cayenne, French Guiana* 
R. robustus Pari, Brazil* 
L 
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Figure 144. Phylogenetic relationships of Rhodnius species. Maximum parsimony (branch-and-bound 
search algorithm): strict consensus from 27 trees recovered. Major clades are identified in grey boxes: 
1=R. pictipes lineage, including the members of the `Pacific lineage' (Ia, dotted box: R. pallescens, R. 
colombiensis and R. ecuadoriensis); II=R. robustus lineage, including R. robustus from different parts of 
the Amazon basin, R. prolixus from Central America and northern South America, R. nasutus, and the 
unidentified species found in palm trees of Sucumbios, northeast Ecuador (Rhodnius sp. ). Tree 
length=573; CI=0.62, RI0.85, RCI=0.53 (all sites); iCI=0.58, iRI=0.85, iRCI=0.49 (parsimony- 
informative sites). Haplotypes with an asterisk (*) were kindly provided by FA Monteiro (CDC Fioc ruz) 
for comparison with new sequences obtained in this study, Venezuelan R. prolixus were collected by S 
Fitzpatrick and JS Patterson (LSHTM) 
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Figure 145. Phylogenetic relationships of Rhodnius species. Maximum parsimony (branch-and-bound 
search algorithm): majority-rule bootstrap consensus tree. Tree length=573; CI=0.62, RI=0.85, RCI=0.53 
(all sites); iCIO. 58, iRIO. 85, iRCIO. 49 (parsimony-informative sites). Haplotypes with an asterisk (*) 
were kindly provided by FA Monteiro (CDC-Fiocruz) for comparison with new sequences obtained in this 
study; Venezuelan R. prolixus were collected by S Fitzpatrick and JS Patterson (LSHTM) 
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7.3.4. DISCUSSION 
We have presented a complete mtDNA phylogeny of the Pacific Rhodnius lineage; 
the generosity of several friends, who allowed us to use their specimens (CJ Schofield, 
CA Cuba Cuba, JS Patterson, S Fitzpatrick) and unpublished sequence data (FA 
Monteiro), made it possible to extend the analyses to other groups of species. 
The most relevant feature refers to the confirmation of the existence of two main, 
reciprocally monophyletic clades (the pictipes and robustus groups) within the genus 
Rhodnius. Based on results obtained by other researchers using diverse approaches, we 
have proposed the most likely affiliations of other Rhodnius species (and, to a lesser 
extent, of Psammolestes) to these main clades. Our results confirmed the monophyletic 
character of the Pacific Rhodnius lineage, clarified the mutual relationships of the 
species within that lineage, and favoured their affiliation to the pictipes main group. 
Overall, the results of the nit cytb phylogenies presented here lend strong support to 
the notion that the pictipes and pallescens groups share a common ancestry. With 
bootstrap support values consistently above 90% in both distance- and character state- 
based phylogenies, it is very unlikely that the branching order of the true tree involves a 
closer relationship of R. piclipes with the robustus group (even if only one 
representative of the pictipes group -R pictipes itself - was available). This is in 
agreement with biogeographic-ecological considerations (see Schofield & Dujardin 
1999) and with both quantitative (see Section 7.2. ) and qualitative (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979) phenetic analyses, but the issue was not unequivocally resolved by 
previous allozyme (Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a, e, Monteiro et al. 2002) or 
DNA studies (Stothard et al. 1998, Lyman et al. 1999, Monteiro et al. 2000, Hypsa et al. 
2002). 
The relationships within the Pacific species Glade remained largely unresolved. 
Allozyme data had shown that colombiensis might in fact be closer to ecuadoriensis 
than it is to pallescens (Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a, e), a view that received 
further support from mt cytb DNA sequence analysis (Monteiro et al. 2000). 
Biogeographic and ecological considerations make these results counter-intuitive; R. 
pallescens and R. colombiensis are parapatric on the west side of the central Magdalena 
valley in Colombia, and both seem to favour Attalea butyracea palm trees as their 
primary natural ecotope (even if pallescens may colonise a variety of other habitats, 
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including human environments) (Jaramillo et al. 2000). In addition, both species have 
very similar phenotypes, not only in terms of overall aspect, size, and colouration 
(except for the mottling as discussed above), but also morphometrically as shown by 
results presented in Section 7.2. (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Dujardin et al. 1999a, e, 
Moreno et al. 1999). Because of these similarities, we favoured the idea of a closer 
kinship between pallescens and colombiensis than between any of them and 
ecuadoriensis (allopatric, found preferentially in Phytelephas palm trees, and 
phenetically distinct), as shown in figure 135 (both A and B). The alternative hypothesis 
is roughly represented in the following figure, showing how ecuadoriensis is related to 
colombiensis and pallescens according to allozyme (Chavez et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 
1999a) and partial (414bp) mt cytb sequence data (Monteiro et al. 2000). 
ppcVpes 
stall 
brethesi 
ecuadorlensJs 
Figure 146. Phylogenetic relationships among species 
within the Rhodnius pallescens group. The tree was 
colombiensts drawn by hand to present (roughly) the results obtained 
using allozymes and mtDNA sequence data. Compare the 
pallescens relative positions of pallescens, colombiensis, and 
ecuadoriensis with those in figure 135, showing a closer 
kinship between pallescens and colombiensis, as 
profixus suggested by ecological and phenotypic similarities 
Our results were in overt disagreement with the hypothesis of a sister-taxon 
relationship between ecuadoriensis and colombiensis. Firstly, obvious phenotypic 
similarities were revealed between pallescens and colombiensis by CVA of head 
measurements; a tendency of the sylvatic Pichincha forms of ecuadoriensis to cluster 
together with colombiensis was however detected in some UPGMA analyses (e. g. 
figures 127,128A, 133), but not in others (e. g. figure 128B). Size-free analyses, in 
which the effects of environmental factors are reduced, showed a clear separation of 
both groups (figure 131). 
This was convincingly substantiated by DNA sequence analyses. All mt cytb 
phylogenies demonstrated the monophyletic character of the Glade comprised by the 
Colombian species pair (pallescens and colombiensis); bootstrap values were always 
above 95%, and a 100% support was obtained in many of the analyses. Similarly, the 
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different populations of R ecuadoriensis were confirmed as monophyletic with 
bootstrap values consistently reaching 99% to 100%. An intriguing feature was that, 
using exactly the same molecular marker (even if a shorter gene fragment), Monteiro et 
al. (2000) reported a 94% bootstrap-supported Glade [pallescens (colombiensis, 
ecuadoriensis)] - and with an unequivocal 100% support for the monophyly of the two 
latter species. The contradiction was solved when, working on the new sequence data 
with Dr Monteiro, we realised that the `colombiensis' sequence presented in the paper 
(Monteiro et al. 2000) corresponded in fact to a Peruvian specimen of R ecuadoriensis. 
The unexpectedly strong divergence between this and other ecuadoriensis, and the fact 
that allozyme data favoured the clustering of ecuadoriensis with colombiensis (Chavez 
et al. 1999, Dujardin et al. 1999a, e), resulted in the failure to notice the mislabelling. 
Our results also showed that the separation of colombiensis from pallescens is in the 
range of that found among different populations of pallescens, which was much greater 
than expected after previous reports (based on allozyme and microsatellite data) 
indicated low genetic variability in R pallescens (Lopez & Moreno 1995, Harry et al. 
1998, Jaramillo et al. 2000). Overall cytb pairwise sequence divergence was -6% for 
pallescens vs. colombiensis and -12% for colombiensis vs. ecuadoriensis, differences 
from -2% to >6% were recorded between different populations of R pallescens, and 
nucleotide diversity was much higher in pallescens (--0.037) than in ecuadoriensis 
(0.018), in spite of the wider sampling for the latter species. Together, these results may 
be interpreted as suggesting that the taxonomic status of R colombiensis could fit the 
concept of subspecies (as a geographically and ecologically restricted subset of the main 
pallescens taxon presenting fixed, distinctive phenotypic features). Our results confirmed 
the occurrence of R pallescens in Nicaragua, where some adult specimens examined 
here were collected in human dwellings (CJ Schofield, pers. comm. ). 
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7.4. Conclusions 
7.4.1. PHYLOGEOGRAPHY 
In general, the hypothetical phylogenetic scenario proposed for the Pacific Rhodnius 
lineage on the grounds of metric analyses was broadly compatible with our mtDNA 
results; the geographic origin of the Pacific lineage remains unresolved, but the broader 
geographic and ecological valence of R pallescens, together with obvious phenetic 
similarities with pictipes (a generalist, widely distributed species with male genitalia 
structures considered as plesiomorphic), may provide an indication of a northern origin 
and subsequent radiation towards the south. Genetic distances between pictipes and 
pallescens averaged -0.14 (the same as for colombiensis), and were larger (-0.16) 
between pictipes and ecuadoriensis. R ecuadoriensis appeared slightly closer to 
colombiensis (p--0.115) than to pallescens (p;:: -O. 12). Applying Brower's (1994) estimate 
of arthropod mt sequence divergence per million year (-2.3%) (see also Section 6.3. ), R. 
pictipes and R pallescens-colombiensis would share a common ancestor that lived in 
the late Miocene, about 6.1-6.3mya, just before the Andes increased their maximum 
altitude from -2000 to over 4000m during the Pliocene (Cox & Moore 2000). Similarly, 
the estimated time since divergence of ecuadoriensis from its Colombian relatives 
(pallescens and colombiensis) may be estimated at about 5mya, roughly coinciding with 
the uplift of the Andes. A possible explanation to the current distribution of the 
members of the Pacific Rhodnius lineage would therefore combine the effects of 
adaptive radiation and vicariance. Thus, an initial population perhaps reached the 
western side of the (then low) Andes range during the Miocene by migrating from the 
eastern plains; subsequently, the rise of the Andes during the Pliocene split that 
population into two main clusters: the northern (now Colombian) cluster, comprised by 
the ancestral forms of pallescens (and of one phenetically distinct subset known as 
colombiensis), and an isolated pocket in the south (which adapted to new ecotopes and 
eventually gave rise to R. ecuadoriensis). Although there was evidence of a very slight 
trend towards saturation of transitions when comparing R pictipes with the western 
species, the high coefficient of determination of the linear regression (R2=0.98) suggests 
that the assumption of constant mutation rate is tenable for these closely related taxa. 
Prudence is however necessary in the interpretation of these results, which are only 
tentative; calibration of molecular clocks and the establishment of rate constancy across 
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taxa are notoriously problematic issues where a series of assumptions are involved 
(Avise 1994, Gaunt & Miles 2002), we have made some further assumptions as to the 
validity of applying Brower's estimate of sequence divergence per unit time (Brower 
1994) to the organisms and gene fragments under consideration. 
1-Dispersal: late Miocene (>6mya) 
2-Vicariance: Pliocene (-5mya) 
Figure 147. Evolution of the 'Pacific 
Rhodniu. c lineage': a phv logcographic 
hypothesis 
7.4.2. PHENOTYPIC AND GENETIC DIVERSITY 
The combined analysis of morphometric and molecular results illustrated a further 
example of phenetic plasticity among the Triatominae (Dujardin et al. 1999b), showing 
that genetically distinct populations (e. g. colomhiensis vs. Pichincha forms of 
ecuadoriensis, pictipes vs. colomhiensis or prolix»s vs. colomhiensis) may present 
convergent, size-related morphometric traits. Particularly striking was the finding of 
extensive morphometric variation within a single species (R. ecuadoriensis). 
Overall, molecular data outperformed morphometrics for the definition of 
phylogenetic hypotheses regarding the phenetically distinct members of the two main 
groups of Rhodnius identified here. Discriminant analysis of metric characters was 
however confirmed as a powerful taxonomic tool, as substantiated by the patterns of 
reclassification of individual bugs to their respective, a priori-defined OTUs (with 
degrees of agreement always in the range of `perfect' or `almost perfect' [i. e., 
kappa>0.8]). The correlation between genetic and phenetic (Mahalanobis) distances is 
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explored in the following figure. The coefficient of determination of the quadratic fit 
increased from 0.6 to 0.75 when comparisons involving Pichincha forms of R. 
ecuadoriensis were removed from the analysis. In those comparisons we scored 
relatively low metric and large genetic distances (e. g., Pichincha forms vs. X. 
colombiensis) and vice versa (large metric and low genetic distances in comparisons of 
Pichincha forms vs. synanthropic populations of R. ecuadorieilsis). 
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Figure 149. Correlation between phenetic (Mahalanobis. after allomctrv-free analysis) and genetic 
(Kimura 2-parameter) distances among members of the 'Pacific Rhodnius lineage' plus R. pictipes". In 
A. pairwise comparisons involving Pichincha forms of R. ecuadoriensis are indicated; those 
comparisons were removed from the analysis in B. Note how these forms arc phenetically distant from 
other ecuadoriensis populations (genetic distances <0.05). but similar to genetically distant (K2p>0.1) 
bugs (colomhiensis, pallescens. and even pictipes (K2p>0.151). Coefficients of determination of 
quadratic fits are shown near the fit lines 
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7.4.3. A NEW RHODNIUS FROM THE AMAZON? 
Finally, we have discovered what probably is a new species of Rhodnius among 
material collected from (mainly) Attalea palm trees in the northern Ecuadorian Amazon 
(province of Sucumbios) (Palomeque et al. 2000, Noireau et al. 2002b). Interestingly, 
material originally collected in the same area and also identified as R. robustus 
presented a very different haplotype (9.7% pairwise sequence divergence); overall, the 
genetic distance between R. rohnstus and the undescribed bug was >10%. For the first 
time in triatomine systematics, mtDNA sequence data preceded phenetic considerations 
in the discovery of an undescribed taxon; a complete characterisation of these 
Amazonian populations will be carried out in the future. 
0.2 
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S. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary aim of this project was to undertake research relevant to the design and 
implementation of the first national programme for the control of Chagas disease in 
Ecuador. After a general epidemiological assessment, we concentrated on ecological, 
genetic, and evolutionary aspects of a little-known triatomine species, R. ecuadoriensis, 
suspected of involvement in T. cruzi transmission to humans over a large area of 
western Ecuador and northwestern Peru. We also examined specific biological issues 
for other epidemiologically significant triatomines. Technical recommendations were 
officially delivered to the Ministry of Public Health of Ecuador. 
8.1. Epidemiology and vectors of Chagas disease in Ecuador 
1. We critically reviewed, extended, and updated the information on the 
epidemiology of Chagas disease in Ecuador. We detected what appeared to be a 
substantial underestimation of the public health importance of the disease in the 
country. Our prevalence estimates indicate that about 1% of the total Ecuadorian 
population (120000-150000 people) may be infected by T. cruzi, with probably over 4 
million at risk. This implies that about 300 people will die and 3000 people will get 
infected each year in the absence of control measures. The economic burden of Chagas 
disease probably exceeds 20 million US dollars/year; savings of about 20 US$ per 
dollar invested in control activities can be anticipated if an adequate programme 
(costing a maximum of 1 million US$/year for 15 years) is implemented (Aguilar et al. 
1999, Abad-Franch & Aguilar 2000). 
2. We completed a baseline, general assessment of the biogeography and 
epidemiological significance of Ecuadorian triatomines; results from this ecological 
analysis were used to derive specific recommendations for the design of control 
strategies. The main vector of human disease in Ecuador is T. dimidiata; R. 
ecuadoriensis is important in some areas of central and southern western Ecuador, 
including temperate inter-Andean valleys where reported prevalence rates are the 
highest in the country. P. rufotuberculatus is a secondary vector with local importance, 
and R pictipes and R. robustus are probably involved in foci of transmission detected in 
the Amazon region; T. carrioni and P. chinai are candidate vectors in the south (Abad- 
Franch et al. 2001b). 
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3. Our investigations (including biogeography, ecological features, morphometrics, 
and the combination of historical records) on the origin of Ecuadorian populations of T. 
dimidiata led us to put forward the hypothesis of an artificial introduction of this species 
to Ecuador and Peru. Results from morphometric and molecular biological data gave 
strong support to this hypothesis, showing a very close relationship with northern 
Mesoamerican populations. According to these data, local eradication of synanthropic 
populations of T. dimidiata may be attainable in Ecuador and Peru (Abad-Franch et al. 
2001b, Marcilla et al. 2001, Solis-Mena et al. unpublished). 
8.2. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
4. We defined the main biogeographical traits of R ecuadoriensis in both Ecuador 
(Abad-Franch et al. 2001b) and Peru (Cuba Cuba et al. 2002). As with other Rhodnius, 
the range of sylvatic populations of the species is probably restricted to areas with palm 
trees; these are however absent from most of the dry life zones of southern Ecuador and 
northern Peru where strongly synanthropic bug populations are common. These patterns 
of distribution suggest that the species could have extended to and life zones and 
Andean highlands associated with human migrations; however, the possibility that 
sylvatic populations exploit alternative habitats (e. g., hollow trees) in those areas cannot 
be ruled out with the data at hand and should be investigated. 
5. The primary natural ecotope of R. ecuadoriensis is probably the endemic `tagua' 
palm tree, Ph. aequatorialis. We studied the ecology of sylvatic populations of R. 
ecuadoriensis in over 100 tagua palms of western Ecuador, and found 23% of them 
infested. Higher apparent bug densities were recorded in the humid Andean foothills 
than in coastal communities, but evidence of synanthropic behaviour was only found in 
the coast; bug populations seem rare and small in the heavily deforested central 
lowlands. We defined high-risk palm trees based on simple biological features. Adult 
palms with stems over 3m and abundant decomposing organic matter (fibre, dead 
fronds) and epiphytes were more likely to be infested, mainly in human-altered 
environments (cropland/pasture). In the coast, traditional management of female palms 
seemed to lower infestation rates, suggesting the possibility that control measures aimed 
at palms could complement conventional interventions. An approach we termed 
`integrated habitat management' was put forward combining chemical control, 
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environmental management (houses, peridomestic structures, poultry, and palms), and 
community-based longitudinal surveillance. 
In this survey we used live-bait adhesive traps for the first time in palm trees (Abad- 
Franch et al. 2000); we demonstrated the value (including cost-effectiveness) of this 
approach for the study of sylvatic triatomine populations in their natural ecotopes, 
minimising both effort and ecological damage and allowing for longitudinal research 
(Abad-Franch et al. 2000, Noireau et al. 2000,2002). Our results suggest that similar 
traps could be used for detecting and monitoring peridomestic bug infestations. The 
extensive application of this method to palm trees may be extremely helpful in the 
understanding of the dynamics of transmission in the Amazonian foci. 
6. The main ecological features of synanthropic populations of R. ecuadoriensis were 
also investigated. Multivariate logistic regression was applied to field data from almost 
200 domiciles and descriptive-predictive models were derived. The main findings relate 
to the link between lower family incomes and higher household infestation rates and the 
key role of poultry in the establishment of peri- and eventually intradomicliary bug 
colonies. The risk of infestation was significantly higher in mud-walled houses; the 
epidemiological importance of timber-and-tile roofs evidenced by our results is 
probably related to structural features of these roofs. The possible role of dogs and 
guinea pigs in Andean communities, suggested by some analyses, should be more 
thoroughly studied. Different populations of R ecuadoriensis display varying degrees of 
synanthropism, from sylvatic bugs invading and sometimes colonising human habitats 
(in the central coast) to mainly peridomestic populations (in El Oro) and both peri- and 
intradomiciliary colonies in the drier southern Andes (Zoja and Peru) - where 
synanthropic populations may be dense and the bugs may feed on birds and mammals 
(rodents, opossums, and humans) (Abad-Franch et al. 2002). 
Control strategies in southern Ecuador-northern Peru should combine extensive 
household spraying (with attention to peridomestic chicken coops, tiled roofs and mud 
walls) with health education aimed at improving poultry management, establishing a 
vigilance system, and increasing awareness with regard to the link between bugs and 
disease. 
7. Extreme phenotypic diversity was detected among R. ecuadoriensis geographic- 
ecological populations; both qualitative and quantitative phenetic analyses showed 
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differences in the range of classical supraspecific groupings. The most striking 
differences relate to the discovery of melanic, very large, and strictly sylvatic forms of 
the species in palms of Andean foothill forests in central-northern Ecuador. They differ 
substantially from the type material (synanthropic bugs from southern Ecuador), but 
sylvatic bugs from the central coast of Ecuador seem to present intermediate characters. 
However, size-free morphometric analyses suggested a common genetic background of 
all Ecuadorian populations, whereas Peruvian material (superficially similar to southern 
Ecuadorian bugs) appeared to be well separated. Finally, isometry-free analyses 
consistently achieved =90% correct reclassification of specimens to their original 
geographic-ecological groups, showing the potential of this morphometric approach for 
entomological surveillance of reinfestations and suggesting that the bugs can undergo 
rapid and drastic morphological changes (mainly involving size, and acting either in the 
sense of divergence or convergence) as a result of ecological adaptations. 
8. We used DNA sequence polymorphisms of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene 
to analyse genetic diversity in R. ecuadoriensis. Two major clades were identified, 
corresponding to Ecuadorian and Peruvian populations - which probably constitute 
independent phylogroups. Average genetic distances of about 4% were scored, and are 
compatible with a Pleistocene common ancestor (-1.8-1.7mya). Ecuadorian populations 
were the most diverse; the seasonally humid forests of central northwest Ecuador may 
be regarded as the centre of dispersal of the species. Shared haplotypes were detected in 
the populations that occur within the natural range of Ph. aequatorialis, whereas bugs 
from interior, dry Andean valleys had unique haplotypes, including a small 
monophyletic cluster in Loja. This is suggestive of a certain degree of isolation of those 
Andean populations; the mechanism of dispersal to dry areas may have involved passive 
transportation with hosts (humans or other vertebrates) or active occupation of 
alternative (non-palm) habitats. 
9. We combined morphometric and molecular approaches to explore the 
phylogenetic relationships of R ecuadoriensis with the closely related R pallescens and 
R colombiensis (the `Pacific Rhodnius lineage') and with other Rhodnius from the 
Amazon. We used mt cytb sequence data to derive a robust phylogenetic hypothesis for 
eight species of Rhodnius, and established the monophyly of the Pacific lineage. Metric 
analyses suggested a progressive, north-to-south change in head shape (pallescens -) 
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colombiensis - sylvatic ecuadoriensis 4 domestic ecuadoriensis). R. pictipes appeared 
in a basal position to the Pacific lineage in all mtDNA phylogenies; the 14% sequence 
divergence with pallescens-colombiensis is compatible with a late Miocene (6.3- 
6. lmya) common ancestor. This suggests that both dispersal and vicariance (related to 
the uplift of the Andes in the Pliocene) could have played major roles in the emergence 
and evolution of the Pacific lineage. The close relationship between R pallescens and R 
colombiensis was confirmed by both molecular and metric analyses; the -11%-12% 
sequence divergence of that pair with regard to ecuadoriensis is compatible with 
Pliocene vicariance (-5mya). 
8.3. Recommendations for control 
10. Technical recommendations for the control of Chagas disease were delivered to 
the Ministry of Public Health of Ecuador in two documents (Abad-Franch et al. 2001a, 
Aguilar et al. 2001). The main aspects are listed below: 
i. The diversity of actual (-'5 species) and potential (-'4-5 species) vectors highlights 
the need for flexible control strategies. The magnitude of the epidemiological risk 
and the operational design of control interventions are defined by the vector species 
and populations in each geographic area; 
ii. T dimidiata can probably be eliminated from western Ecuador-Peru: area-wide 
surveys will be required, and all houses in communities with infestation rates above 
5% will have to be sprayed. Operational problems may be encountered in urban 
areas, where the bugs breed in the usually non-accessible spaces underneath timber 
house floors; perhaps fumigant canisters could be assayed in these cases; 
iii. Control of strongly synanthropic populations of R ecuadoriensis may follow a 
similar strategy in southern temperate Andean valleys with no palm trees. In areas of 
central-western Ecuador where sylvatic populations occur in palms interventions 
should be selective and focal; only houses where infestation is detected should be 
sprayed, and environmental management of potential peridomestic ecotopes (palms 
and bird coops) should be encouraged. Alternative sylvatic ecotopes (mainly hollow 
trees) should be investigated in southern Ecuador and northern Peru; 
iv. Need for continuous and contiguous interventions. Elimination of T. dimidiata and 
southern populations of R ecuadoriensis will require area-wide spraying; continuous 
surveillance and selective responses will be necessary to eliminate residual foci. The 
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incursion of secondary species (e. g., P. rufotuberculatus, P. chinai, T. carrion) into 
domestic-peridomestic habitats is predictable; suitable monitoring with community 
participation will be necessary for long-term control; 
v. Entomological-epidemiological surveillance will therefore play a key role in long- 
term interruption of transmission. Health education schemes can promote community 
participation; the link between bugs and disease should be emphasised, and the 
response of the control service to community requirements in the context of 
surveillance must be rapid and effective; 
vi. In the Amazon foci, transmission is active and linked to non-domiciliated vectors; 
traditional control approaches will not be cost-effective in the area. Research is in 
progress aimed at defining the main ecological features of the vectors and helping 
devise innovative control-surveillance interventions (Palomeque et al. 2000, Noireau 
et al. 2002b). 
vii. Adequate clinical management of patients is a crucial challenge for the public 
health system of Ecuador. Rural health workers must receive training and support to 
detect and manage acute cases; most chronic patients need continuous follow-up, and 
some require specialised care generally available in regional hospitals. Control of 
congenital transmission will require adequate follow-up of seropositive pregnant 
women; 
viii. Screening of donations to blood banks, especially in coastal and Amazon towns, 
must be reinforced (in terms of equipment, reagents, and training) to ensure adequate 
coverage and quality standards; 
ix. Control of Chagas disease can result in major savings for both the health and 
economic-productive systems of Ecuador. A relatively centralised and vertical 
decision-making scheme will probably be required for the initial attack phase (with 
area-wide surveys and insecticide spraying), but activities should become 
progressively more horizontal for an effective surveillance phase. The transfer of 
decision power to peripheral centres must be preceded by allocation of the necessary 
resources and by thorough training to ensure adequate temporal and spatial coverage 
and homogeneous quality standards. Transparency in the management of funds will 
be crucial for the success of the initiative; external audit will be needed in some 
instances, and suitable accountability guidelines must be clearly formulated. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX TO MATERIALS 
(a) Diversity in Rhodnius ecuadoriensic: bugs studied 
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............ 
. 
.2 
........ .... ...... ....... .. ... .. .... 
.. 
SY. °e! rth! °P. 1O..................................... .. . 
.... 
F .. . 
............ ............... ..... 
D 
... ....... PERU ..... .. ......... . . Pei 8 .. Chicama (La Libened) - Synecnlu°pi .. 
M + D 
PERU -"---.... Peru 9 . ------------ Chic ama (La Libenad) --... ----- -- . ---...................... e... --- -. SýmenthmP! e .- .- F ... D 
.................. PERU ........... Peni10 .................................. 
-- 
Clncama(i. aLlxnad). 
_...... _ - 
............ ............... 
.... - ............ 
.. ......... ..................................... 
.. 
Sr-th Pic... 
----- 
. M ... . + D 
. _.. - PERU - Peru 11 Chicmna (La Libertad) Peru 1 
. ..... 
SYnerRhropýc M + D 
PERU Peau 12 ted) Cluoa<oa . ica 
.. House 2 e2 SyneM .. ..... M ............ .... .. n 
.... PERU .................... Peru 13 ..... .. ............ ...... Chicema (I. eLibenad) 
. 
. .............. House 2 ........... .. ..................................... SyneNhro pýc .... .... F ............. + ........ ..... + ..... ... D 
PERU Peru 14 .... .... Chic®na (Le Lýbeýtad) c'y"aMF'! °R! e F . . .. 1) 
PERU Peau 15 ........... Chicmna(LaLibenad) ................ House 2 .................................... .. SYnanthro P! c .... ..... F ...... .... + ........ .... : 
..... D 
PERU I a (La L1beAad) House 5 S is ... M .... ...... + ..... .......... - 
..... D 
PERU Peru 17 Chicama (La Libertad) House 2 ° ?! erah! P S) ýc M + + D 
PII2U ....... Pav 18 ........... ........ ...... . .. c came (I.. &rtad) .. House 2 ... .................................... . °enthropn. ............ M ........... + ............... . ........... 
Pau FC .......... . 
ea narca .. ............. 1979 Wac ? . .................................... ... Ic Yý! snth! °P ..... . ... .... ....... ..... ......... + ..... ... p 
LOJA .. Rec 32 Salado, ............... Salado, II D=o(l, c .. " --°_ 1999, House MP .... _ ................... . Peridomestic, tree with ducken nests M + + D 
LOJA Rae 33 CangopstaEI Lucero (Lo a) 1999 Hause FJ .............. .......... . .......... Pmdomestic chicken nest ...... M + + 
LOJA . ............... R38 .. Salado, El Lucero (Loja) 1999, House MP .............. Peridomestic, tree with C cken nests .......... - F -............ + .... ---........ + ...... -..... D 
- ------- LOJA -- - ------- Rec 40 -- Salado, El Lucero iLoJe? ...... ....... --- 1999 . 
House MP ---.. .- .' '- ... - Peridomeshc, tree with chicken nests . F ..... . ... + ..... ..... + .. D 
LOJA Rec 45 Cenýopita, l Luca o (I oja) 1999: House FJ Bedroom M + ... ................ ...... 
LOJA Rec 46 Cangopita, 1 Luce o (Lgja) 1999, House FJ ........................ ....... Bedroom ..... ..... F ............. + + . D 
LOJA Rec 47 ... Salado. II Lucao (10) .... 1999, House JC Peridomestic, chicken nest .. F D 
ZOJA Rec 49 Salado, F1 Lucao (I oje - ......... 1999, Horse X .................. Peridomestic, chicken nest F + D 
........... LOJA ........ Rec 51 Salado, El Lucero (Lola) ---- -- -. 1999, Haue JC . _.......... -......... ..... .................. PCndomestic, chicken nest ........... M .............. + ............... + ............ D 
LOJA Roc 55 Salado, El Lucero (i oja) 1999, House JC Peridomestic, ducken nest M + + D 
LOJA Rec 57 Cen®oPita, El Cicero (Lola) 1999, House FJ Bedroom M ... ..... + ....... ... ..... + ...... ...... D 
ZOJA Rec 59 Salado, El I ucer° (Cole) .............. 1999, House JC ................................................ Pendomeatic, chicken nest ............ M . + + 
LOJA Rae 61 C eta El Lucero a) .... 1999. House FJ .... . .... ...... ... ... -............ Bedroom ... F + : D 
LOlA Rec 64 
. .. ....... 
Can 
.. 
rta El I uaro (I < ja) 1999 Hause FJ Bedroom M + . + D 
LOJA . Rec 69 Canso-- 
--- 
II Cicero (Lo18) 
. 
: 1999, HaLCe FJ 
. 
_ Bedroom M ... .. .......... +.... ... ...... D... 
LOJA Rec 70 _ Can ita, El Lucero SI oja) _-- . - _ 1999, Heule FJ -.. ................ ...... Bedroom .... F + D 
Reell C angop ta, El Luceao (LoJa) ............... 1999, House FJ ............................................ ............ Bedroom ............ F ........... ... + ... ............ + ..... ....... D 
----. ----..... _...... EL ORO Rec Ol 
.................................. EL ORO Rec 02 
.......................... EL ORO Rec 03 
EL ORO Rec 04 
........................... EL ORO Rec 05 
.................................. EL ORO Rec 06 
........ ...... .... . ... EL ORO Rec 07 
_ 
! CSpppp to 
. 
El Lucco (loge) 1999, House FJ Bed m+D 
sae 
------- ---- -- 
LITäs{EI 
EL ORO Rec 09 
EL ORO Rec 9 
EL ORO Red 46 
Rec 17 Lourdes 
Ree 22 Lourdes 
. 
EL ORO Rec 27 Lourdes 
............................................... EL ORO Rec 28 Landes 
Oro) 
. .. 
1999, House AP Pmdomestic, chicken - nest -- F + - D .. ............... Oro) ........................... 1949, House AP .................................; W-......... Pmdomestic. chicken ........... m ....... + . + D 
Oro) 1999, House AP ............................. Pendomestic, ducken nest ........... .......... F ....... ... + ...... ...... + .... D 
Oro) 1999, Hause AP Pe idomestic, chicken nest F + + D 
Oro) 
. .... . 
1999. House AP ....................... ............... Pendomestic, chicken nest m + ..... - 
.......... D 
. .... ......... I Oro).. . 1999, Haue AP Pmdomestýc, ducken nest F + - D Oro) 
-------------------- 
1999, House AP 
- 
Pcidomeshc, ducken nest .. F D 
Oro) 1999, House týP Pendomestic, chicken nest F + 1) 
l Oto) ....................... 1999 
, Hause PS 
...................... .......................... Bedroom .................... m .............. + ............. + ........... D 
l Oro) 1997, House AP Pmdomesti thicken nest M + + D 
l Oro) 
.. 
1997, House AP Pendomestic, chicken nest........... ...... m ..... .. -- + ----- "-""----.. D 
.. ............... 1 Oro) ......................... 1997, House AP ........ ............. _-............. Prndomestic, dicken nest ............ ......... 1 l ............ + ............. . 
...... ..... D 
t Oros 
.................. 
1998 
. Entmth 4- 
........... .P domestic, ducken rast ........... . M ..... + ...... ....... + . .... D 
1 Oro) 
..... .. 
1999, Entz 7 .. Pa-idomestic, ducken nest F + + D 
lOro) 1998. Entcada4 Pvidomest- kennest M ± D 
1 Oro) 
.................. . 
1998, Entmda 4 
........ 
- -- - Pa idomespcq chicken nest ----- F ---- ----- + + D 
.... ... l Oro1 1998, Eilrede 4 
........................ ..... 
........... ... .......... . Paidomastic ., chicken nest .......... ........ M + .. D 
AClentro (Manabýi .......... 1992 (Fiocruz .................................................. PM tdpnhne na mntnri 7j ...... f 
i " . __ e 
MANAG Rec 8l Pechrache Adentto (MenabQ 1992 (F"ioý PJtrtelaphas aaQuatorialis F S . . . . . MANAGE Rec 83 Pachinche Adentro (Manebiý 1992 ýFiocn¢ý Phytelephas aequatorialis F + . . . . ... ................ 
MANABý Rec 84 Pechrache A...... (Manebi) 1992 (Fwcruz) .. el __... --.... -ator. -.. Phytee haý aequtoriaGs M + S 
MANABj Rec 86 Pechrache Adentro (Marsabi) --- 1992 (Fioccuz) . ele as oe atoriahs M + +S 
MANABf Rec 88 Pachinche Aclentro (Marsabi) 1992 (FIocnu) Phytelephas aeyuatorialýs M + S M 4NABý Rec 89 
...... 
"Are 
- 
(lviena) 
. ............ 
198? (PUCE 
.... 
Sx 3natdh! ° F + 
MANAB Rec 125 
..... ......... 
Pechinche [ýdentro(Mýeb i) 
................ 
.... _.... 1999, Hous HouseHM ..... V- ----------- .......... . _... --- --_ Adult tly in into house ...... M ............. + ....... .... ----- -- - + S 
Sta. Rosa, Jip japa(Man bi) 
. 
1999, House00J Bed . F + ..... +S MANABý Rec 129 
.. ------ 
. .. S. Jose de Picoeza (Manabl) 
--- 
. 2000, House OOP ......................... .... - . ...... Peridomestic, chicken nest..... .............. F ............ + ........ ...... .......... -S MANAB Y . -------- Rea 130 S Josh de Picoeý 
...... ............ 
(Ma. 
n.... 2000 . Hause OOP ............. ...... . 
-----------------_-------------_--------------------- Pcidomesticl chicken nest ----------- F - + +S 
MANABf Rec Ml Pechrache Adentro (Manebiý ... .... 1999, Palm ..... __.. _.......... -... _.... _...... _...................... PhyteleQJws oequatoriaLs ............. ?M ............. ± ........ -......... -.... S 
MANAB Rec M2 Pechrache Adeniro (Marsabi) 1999, Palm Phytelephas aequatorialis M + +S 
MANABt Rec M3 Pachinche Adentro (Manabi) 1999, Palm P1? teiephas aequato»alýs F + S 
MANABf Rea M4 Pechrache Aderaro. anabi1 1999, Palm PhytelePhas aequatoriahs F $ 
MANAB} Ind 2 Chu?? °' it ý!? 1).. 
_ 
2000, Palm Farad dead, eP s e uatorialu ? 1°e'l - + 
S 
MANABf Ind 11 Chui, ýae (Mn. ) 
.................. 
... ............... .. 000 palm..... PhyteleQlrasaeQuatonalis 
.2 ..... ......... 1dV .... ...... ........................ + MÄrrAaf Lxi la 
. 
ctiinjos (Ivlanab9.2000, Palm .. ° P rele as oriatis NV . +S M 4NABý 
M NAB 
Ind 22........ 
Ld 23 . 
Pachinche Adentro Qvfenebi) .... 1999, Pelm 
_ 
... P/ytel¢pltny aequatonalýs 1ýiIII +S A Pechrache Adermo (Ma.. 
........... 
1999, Palm 
................ 
Phytele as ae atonalis q!! hlly +S MAN.. Ld? A Pechrache Adentro ... ............ ...... °"-- 
....... 
iý 1999. Palm-........... P ale ae atoriahs P...... M NAB Ind 6 .. -.. 
NN +S A 2 
km B 
Pachinche Adentro i 
------ ------------- a 4 
1999, 
_Palm 
u ele Plrytelephasaequatoriahs 
--- 
PIIV +S Km 2 (M nabUpýchuiche) 1999 gTNI) ------_ Adult found inside house . F ---------_ + ----- ------- S 
I 
(a) Diversity in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: bugs studied (continued) 
Gruop Label code Locality Collection Site of capture Set Morph DNA eg SA) 
PICHINCHA Rec 30 Allunquin (PicFunrhe) 1999, Palm PlrrteleP/+as aeguatonabs F +- S 
.... PICHINCHA ..... ......... Rec 92 ..... Alluriquin (Pichincha) 1999, Palm 
PICHINCHA Rec 93 Allunquln (P! chincha) - 1999 Palm Phytelephas aeyuatorialis M + S 
....................... PICHINCHA ........ ........... Ree 9S ........ Allunquin (Pidunche) 1999, Palm Ph telephas aeQuatorialis F + S 
PICHINCHA ....... Rec 97 .. Allunquin (Piclvncha) 1999, Palm ....... y Plryteleýhasaequatorlalis ........... M ........... + ..... . S 
PICHINCIA Rec 98 Alluriyuin (Pidiinnd, e) 1999, Palm Ph te[ep hru aerýuotorralrs __ M .... _ _.. _-------------- ++ __- S 
PICHINCHA Rec 101 Alluriqu{n (Pichmcheý 1999, Palm P1 yteleýIfas ae uatorialis F + S 
..................... PICHINCHA ......... ........ Rec 102 .... " :....... ........ Allunqutn (Pid, incha) ........................ 1999, Palm . ..... Phytetephas aeyuatorialis F 
..... 
+ 
.... S 
PICHINCHA Reo 103 Alluriduin (Ptchinc e) . __ 1999, Pelm Phytelephas aeQuatoriahs F 
.. PICHINCHA Rec 105 Alluriquin (Pichincha) 
. 
1999, Palm Phytelephasaequatonalrs F S 
PICHINCHA .......... itec 107 ........ ...... ...... .................... Coca (Orellane) 
................. 
.. ............. 
... 
1987 (P. IICE) .................... Palm, labelled m Coca (left Orwreý F '..... ..... 
S 
PICIIINCHA Rec Pl Alluriyuin (.. . 1999, Palm hyteleýJ, as oa9uatoriahs M S 
PICHINCHA Rec P2 .. . ........ Alluriquin (Plc hincha) .... 1999, Palm Phytetephas aequatorialrs F ++ S 
PICHINCHA Rec P3 Alluncýuin (Pichinche) 1999, Palm Phytelephas oeQuatoriaGs M + S 
................ PICHINCHA .......... . Rec P4 Alluiq, >in ýPichincha) 1999, Palm ........ P{ryelephas aeyuatoriahs 
PICHINCHA Ind 36 ....... AlliTR (Pichinche) .... 1999, Pelm ...... PhytelepJws aeyuatonahs ........... M ............................ -+ ...... S 
PICIIQJCHA Ind 37 ...... . Aluriqu! n (P'chinche) -- . ..... 1999. Palm 
...... 
- PhytelePhas oequatoriahs 
..... .... 
M 
... ........ 
S 
PICHINCHA Itxi 38 Alluri quin (Pichinefia) 1999, Palm PhyteJephas oegaatonabs . M + S 
PICHINCHA Itd 39 
. ... 
Allungaln (Pichincha) 1999, Paim Plrytel¢phas oequatorialis F S 
PICIIINCHA__ 40 
__ __ 
....... °`llrm4°'n (I''cF'incha) .. 
`1999, 
Palm 
_ 
Phyrelehasaeyuatonalrs 
__- ._ 
F 
__.. 
+ S 
PICHINCHA Ind 41 
........ 
Alluri wn c}uncha 
............ 
q.... '.......... 
--...... .... 
1999, Palm 
................. 
Phytelephas aaquotonof, s 
................ ..................... ... 
M.. 
........:............. 
+.... 
..... 
S... 
PICHINCHA Ird42 AllunqulnSPidýinche)... 
_ 
. 999, Palm PhytelephasoeQuatorialrs M + S 
PICHINCHA Ind 43 Allunquin (Pidundvs 1999, Palm PhyteleýJ as asyuotoriabs M + 
PICiiINCHA Ind 45 Allunquin (Piclunche) 1999, Palm Phytelephas aeyuatonol, s F + S 
PICHINCHA Ind 46 Alluriquln (P-* ! #! 0 
_ ... 
1999, Palm Phytelephas aequatonalrs M 
... 
+ 
......... 
S 
PICHINCHA Rec A Km 24 (ManebJRchvtcha 1999 S Adult found inside house M + 
PICI-IINCHA Rec NL3 Alluriquin (Prchinche) 1999, Palm PhyteleDhas aequotoriabJ F ++ S 
Morph°moiphomet 3 (+-yes, -sno), DNA sgsDNA sequencing (+-yes, --no): SID mam habitat (D-domestic-paidomesuc, S-sylva tc) SNEM- 
EcuadorianNational Vector Control Service, PUCE-Catholic University, Quito, Ecuador 
II 
(b) Phylogenetic relationships of Rhodnius ecuadonensis: other specks studied 
R colombiensis Coll Co)azme, Toluna -- 
Colombia Aaalea butyraceo M+ + Leb UA, 
R colombrensis __- 
" Col2 Coyaima, Tolima " Colombia Aaalea butyraaa F+ +_.. 
__. 
Lab UA 
__.. __,,... _......., R colombtensis Co13 Coyaim Tolima Colombia Attalea butyracra M+ + Lab UA 
R cdombiensis Colo Coleima Toluna Colombia Attalea b. ... -ea . 
F+ + Lab UA 
R colanbiensrs Cols Coyaima. 
Tolima Colombia Aaalea butyracea F+ + Lab UA 
R colombtensrs Col6 Coyaima, Tolima .... .. .. .. 
Colombia Altales bulyracea 
.. ... ................... ...... . 
F+ 
........................... 
Lab UA 
..................................................... ........................... R cdombtensts 
. ... .... ................. . Col. Co e, Tolima ..... ...... ..... ... Colombia Aaalea bu ocea M+ Lab UA 
R colombiensis Co18 oyaime, Tolima ------ 
Colombia Aaalea bulyraaa 
------- 
M+ Leb UA 
------ - --- - --- R colombiensis Col9 Co a Tolima Colombia Aaaleo bu aces F+ Leb UA 
R colombiensis Co110 Co'aima, Tolima 
------------------- ....................... 
Colombia Aaalea butyracra 
.......................... -. --.... . -. -...... 
M+ 
-.... ----.... -. -...... 
Lab UA 
.. -. -........................ -........... -............ --------- - ---------- R colombtensis Coll l Coyauna Tolima Colombia Aaalea bulyrooea F+ Leb UA 
R colombtensu 
. .. . 
Co112 Co a Tol ma Yaz! n 
.................. ................... 
Colombia 
..... 
Aaalea. 
. 
bu!? racta 
......... . . ......................... ..... 
F 
........... 
+......... 
.... .. .... 
Lab. UA :......... . --- ............................... ............. . . ... R colombtensrs Co113 Coymna, Tolima Colombia Aaalea bu acva }' t M+ - Leb UA 
----------- R crolombrensrs -- 
-- ---- ------ ---------- Co114 Coyaima, Tolima 
_ 
-. -... ---. ----- ---------------------------------- Colombia Aaalea butyraeea -----. ----------------. ---- M+ ----.. --. ---. ----.. --. -----. -. --... --.. ---.. ---. ----.. Lab UA 
------ - -------- ----------- R colombrensis Co115 Coyaima, Tolima Colombia Aaalea butyracva M+ Lab UA 
R palleseens Pall - Colombia M+ + Lab UA 
polescens R ..................... 
------------------ Pa12 - 
- -- ----- ---------------- ---- ............ Colombia - 
.. ---------------- F+ ............ ..................... + Lab UA 
- _ R pallescens Pa13 - 
, _ Colombia M+ + Lab UA 
R. pallescens Pel4 - Colombia - F+ + LabUA ---"- R polesrens -- .......... Pa15 ------------------------------------------------- Colombia - 
------------------ F+ ----.. - -. --...... ----................ ----. + Lab UA 
^ R pallescenT ..... Pal6 - Colombia F + 
_ y + I. eb UA 
ales R --- Pa17 - Colombia - 
- + M + LebUA 
..... . polescens R ------------ .. Pala - 
-- ............... Colombia - 
. .. F+ Lab UA 
_ R allexens N? - 
__ _ Colombia + + Lab UA 
pallesceru ::: ! '! 9 - + + Lab UA --°-- R alleseens 
............. ................. Pel] 1- ... 
............... 
Colombia - 
... 
M F+ + Leb UA 
R. palleseens Pe112 - Colombia - F+ + Leb UA .. . ............. Rpolescens .......... ... ............................ . 
13 - 
. -............ -. -..................... ... Colombre ................. ....... M+ .............. .... ..... ......... ................. + LebUA 
R p? llescens ------------ ... Pa114 
-- -------------- Colombia - 
-- + Lab UA - 
R pallescens 5. ................................... Colombia - 
... M+ .. + Leb UA 
R pallescens 
............ -------------------------- Palve Vechi .. ----------------------------. ---- --. -----. Colombia - 
---. ----. ----------. 
- 
-. .. ----------. -----. --. ---..... ----.... ---------- + FA Morrteiro 
R. pallescenr ------ --------------------- PaINI Nib -------------------------------------------- Nicaragua - - 
. --........ -....... -... ...................... + CJ Schofield/FA Monteiro 
R pallescens PalN2 Ni ue Ntcamýua - - + CJ Schofield/FA Monterro 
R ................ Yesými .. Ecuador PUCE 1997 
. Pic2 Yasimi .................................... . Ecuador ................ + PUCE 1997 
R icti s Prc3 0o Ecuador P ale denuieaulis + PUCE 1999 
jnýq R Ptc4- - ------ °- - 
Ewador L ..................................... PUCE 
. R icri s - ---- "" "---. -- PicS - -................. 
...... --. Ecuador - 
......... -........ + .... ......... ---.. --... - .... _ 
----. --. 
R pichýes Pic6 I areto (1an60) Eweclor Houee + SNEM 
Rs ........................... 7 Jivino .... -----. -............ -..... ------. -. ----. Ecvedor ..... -....... ----. ------.. ----------.. ----................... -................... - PUCfi 1989 . 
R rchpe- ---------------- Pic8 --- -----.. ---------- -L . --. --"------. --. ...... ......... PUCE 1996 
Rp ... a suili Fcaiedor Ltýht trap + ------ ---- ------- PUCE 1995 : 
R. - P ' ct'p ?s 
................ --. ---- Pic10 S. Pablo-Aýuerico ... ....... ............... -.. Eaýedor P 1? h Vap ................. ....... + ...... .. ----. ---... --. -. .... ---. PUCE 1995 
. . . . ---. -- R pialpes ---- PrcI I Ziibalo ... Ecuador Light trap + - PUCE 1996 
R P! PeS P1c12 C°Vabe . ador Light trap F+ PUCE ' . -.... -- R Ptctipes .................... --. Pic13 C°Yaben° .... Ecuacyor L! F, }! ttraP + ........ PiJCE 
....... Piclrýes .... Pic14 Zebalo - Ecuador Light trap F+ . PUCE 
Picl5 Yes,. Ecuador Ltpht trap . F+ PUCE 
picripes PrcFM Belbm, Pere ................. Brazil - 
.... 
- + FA Motdei ro ---"-- - R ptchpes ---" PicCS Amaamia - - + CJ Schofield/F"A Morueiro -"-""" R prolrsus """" . 
Pncl - Colombia Domestic F+ - Leb CIMPAT 
Rýrdrxus Pt? c2 
. ..... 
. Colombia Domestic M+ - Lab CIMPAT 
Rprdaiu . .... P ...... olombia Domestic F+ Leb CIMPAT 
R prduw Pnc4 - Colombia Domestic F+ Lab CUPAT 
R Prolixus Prx5 Colombia Domestic F+ Lab CIMPAT 
R prdrxus Prx6 - Colombia Domestic F+ Leb CIMPAT 
prdrxvs..... 
. ...... 
nc7 Colombia Domestic ± M Lab CIMPAT . 
R prdrxus .. ........... ................ Prx8 - Colombia Domestic --------- ..... ...... F+ ........ .......... Lab CIMPAT 
Rprdrxus Pnc9 Colombia Domestic F+ Leb CAdPAT 
R prdixvs 
-""" "-""-PnAO - 
Colombia Domestic F+ Lab CIMPAT 
R prdrxus . Ptxl1 - Colombia Dorn estic F+ - Lab CIMPAT Rprdunts Prx12 -- ---------------"- Colombia Domestic ---- F LebCIlý1PAT 
R proluwr P[xl3 Colombia Domestic F+ - Leb CAT R prolixus 
.. .... --Prxl4-"------ ------- -------- -----Colombia 
Domestic + - Leb CIMPAT R prdixus 
..... 
Prxl5 - 
.... --"------------- Colombia Domestic ----- F M+ _ Lab CAMPAT PrxVl Laa ft Venezuela Domestic - + SFt atrick/JSPatterson Rßrduau FtxV2 Ortiz 
. 
Venezuela Domestic - + SFitIetnck/JSPatterson 
-R, 
proluw----- xV3 Ortiz 
......................... .... .... 
Venezuela Domestic 
. - 
+ FAMotteiro 
. .... ..... ..... Rprolrxus PncV4 CoJedes""""-""--""---"- Venezuela Domestic - 
. + FAMonteuo 
Rprdrxus---. 
. -----PrnV5 
CoAedes Venezuela Domestic -- + FAMonteuo R F. Ivtareýn 
. 
Honduras Domestic - ± FA Monteim 
robustus R robuslus Robl Loreto Ecuador bin, carpus bataua 
.M+ 
-----_ Field col. 
R robustes 
---- 
Rob2 Lugo Ado Ecuador Aaalea butýracea 
---------- -- .............. -------- ............. 
ý-W 
- _ 
F+ Field cot 
R robustes Rob3 Loreto .... _--. - Eaador Oenornrpus bataua ....... --............. _. F+ . Field col. R robustes Rob6 Sucumbios Ecuador Aaalea bulyracea M+ - Field col R robustes 
..................... 
Rob3l Yastmi 
............ -............................ 
Ecuador Light trap 
.......................... -. 
M _ ld coL R robustes Rob4 Yasuni Ecuador L ý trap -- ..... _ M +.. . .. -... -........ .. -..... ._ Fwld col. 
III 
(b) Phylogenetic relationships of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: other species studied (continued) 
R robuslus R ob7(13) Io Ado Ecuador Aaalea butyracva F + ' Field coL 
R robusars ___ -------- Rob8 -- - ---- La b° &? o ----- - Ewedor . _ - 
. __. _ 
- 
___-_ ___.. -___. 
: 
.. - ---------- Field col: 
........... R robustes ....... 
...... Rob9 .. .. . . J Sachas Ecuador Aaalea bulyraara F ....... + ...... ..... - 
................... ... Feld col. 
........... R robusau ....... ........... Rob10 .... Yasiail ....... Ecuador ............ F ......... + ........ Field col. 
R robusins Rob] I I a&oAprio Faiedor Aaoleo butyraaa M + Field I 
R robuslus Rob12 Lo Agno Ecuador .......... ra Aaalaa butyaa F ..... + . Feld col. 
R robustes Rob13 Lapý° P. ...... Ewador ...... Aaalea but_ racea ..... M .............. ........ Field col. 
.......... R robustes ....... Rob14 PuhnnaX° Ecuador ... ..... .. Houser.. ........... F ..... + Fnldcol 
........... R roburlus ....... Rob15 .......... Sucumblos ..... Ecuador .................. Palm ...... .. .... " Field col. 
R roburars ----"-"----- Robl6 -.. - Sucumbios -""--- Ecuador Palm -----"---------------- -------"-- --------...... ...... ..... + ..... -............................. Field col. 
robustes apo Ecuador Sylvatic pahn . + FAMontetm ------ .... ........ .... RobBl .. m Bcaý1 ... _.. S vatic ..... - 
...... ............ + ..... 0A Mordeiro 
....................... R erolixus ........ RobB2 ............ 
M 
....... ........ B ... Sytvetic - 
...... ..... + FA Monlmro 
________ R r°bustur RobFG CeY°u! ° Fr. Guiana Sylvetic - + FA Monteiro ..... R nasulLu Nasl .. 
Piaul 
... 
. ....... Bred ............................ - 
........... 
- 
........ 
: 
... + ..................................... FA Monteiro 
....... T. nr rovaria ....... .......... .. Tibv .................... ... Sacrmnento ....... .................. Brazil ............ .... ......... - 
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APPENDIX TO SECTION 3.2. 
Records of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis from Ecuador 
Province Canton Municipality Locality Latitude Longitude Altitude (m) 
Pichincha Sto Domingo de los Colorados Alluriquin Alluriquin (s) 0.33 78.99 940 
- Kilometro 24 
Manabi El Carmen - La Roneadora (s) 0.2 79.33 400 
Portoviejo Portoviejo Portoviejo 1.05 80.43 37 
El Rodeo El Rodeo 1.02 80.39 45 
Andr6s de Vera Mooora Afuera 1.01 80.18 160 
Guabito Afaera 1.075 80.45 174 
Limon Afuera --- 
LimGn Adentro --- 
Naranjo Afuera --- 
Naranjo Adentro -- -- 
Mooora Adentro --- 
Colon ColOn 1.12 80.42 84 
El Cady 1.12 80.42 30 
Mapasinguo 1.16 80.39 60 
Pachinche Afuera 1.15 80.39 30 
Pachinche en Medio 1.13 80.36 60 
Pachinche Adentro (s) 1.12 80.35 80 
Pachinche Entrada - - - 
Quebrada de Maconta 1.09 80.36 300 
Estancia Vieja Afuera 1.14 80.4 15 
Estancia Vieja Ademro 1.13 80.39 35 
Picoazä Picoazä 1.03 80.49 35 
Milagro 1.02 80.49 30 
Negrital 1.03 80.48 10 
Mejia 0.62 80.11 - 
Cruz del Guayabo 
Rio Chico Rio Chico 1 80.43 169 
Zapote 0.99 80.16 420 
Quebrada Grande 0.97 80.38 100 
Pechichs 1.06 80.9 200 
Milagro 0.98 80.45 - 
San Gabriel - - - 
Can tera S. Gabriel-Calder6n - - - 
Pinpigussi (s) - - - 
Tomatal 
Ch d 
- - - 
aoraa A entro 
La Balsita 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
San Vicente 
Calder6n El Zapallo 1.05 80.38 200 
C1hirijos Chirijos (s) 1.03 80.25 - 
La Encantada - 
- Tigre - 
- Arreaga - - - 
Santa Ana Santa Ana Santa Ana 1.22 80.38 150 
Sassy Adentro - - - 
Sway Afiuxa - - - 
- Tierras Negras - - 
24 de Mayo SUM Snore 1.27 80.43 154 
El Pueblito 1.26 80.42 120 
El Colorado 1.35 80.62 400 
Barro 
- - - 
Bellavista 
- - - 
V 
Records of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis from Ecuador (continued) 
Province Canton Municipality Locality I atkude Longitude Altitude (m) 
Manabf Sucre Charapot6 Charapot6 0.83 80.48 96 
Las CafSitas 1.6 80.7 600 
La Roncadora - -- 
Jipijapa Jipijapa Jipijapa 1.33 80.38 316 
Santa Roes 1.32 80.63 352 
Rocafuute Rocafuerte Resbal6n 0.96 80.43 110 
Pasaje 0.98 80.34 - 
Tierra Amarilla - 
Valdez - 
Jos6 A. Campos --- 
Portoviejo San Joel de Picoazä 
Pajän Pajhn Pajän 1.57 80.42 151 
EI Oro Portovelo Portovelo Portovelo 3.71 79.61 629 
Lourdes 3.72 79.62 984 
Pill" Pifas Piffas 3.68 79.68 1014 
Zaruma Zaruma Z. anwa 3.68 79.62 1106 
Loja Catamayo Catamayo Catamayo 3.98 79.35 1531 
Ia Toma La Toma 3.98 79.36 1266 
Calvas EI Lucero El Lucero 4.4 79.47 1200 
Cariamanga Cariamanga 4.33 79.55 2200 
Gonzanamf Gonzanamä GonzanamI 3.97 79.7 1465 
Paltas Pallas Paltas 3.82 79.35 2720 
Catacocha 4.07 79.63 1886 
Las Rios Qucwdo Pichilingue (s) 1.1 79.48 73 
Guayas" Guayaquil 
Sana Elena 
Guayaquil 
Santa Elena 
Guayaquil 
Santa Elena 
2.15 
2.23 
79.88 
80.85 
5 
26 
Tungurahua* Bai los Bafios Bafloe 1.39 78.42 1804 
Orellanat Coca Coca Coca 
(s) = sylvatio colonies confirmed; *= dubious records (not included in biogeographical analyses) 
VI 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 4.3. 
Table 1. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Phytelephas aequatorialis palms in Alluriquin, Pichincha 
Palm code sex EDh)hvtes Orranic matter Stem helaht Location Result 
Al d 5 Cropland Infested 
............ A2 .......... ......... a 
.... 
...... .......... 
.. 
ý?........... 
... 
....... ............. 
....... 
+............... ............ ............. 
... 
4.............. ..... ......... 
......... 
C! nPla'! d.... ...... ...... 
.... 
Not infested 
.. ........... A3 ..... ........... . !: ` ?: S Cropland Not int.. cted 
........... A4 ..................... a ...... ............. + ............... ....... . 
.... . 
! ............. ........... 
.. ... 
6 
..... .. 
......... 
... 
Cropland.. 
..... 
..................... 
... 
Infested...... 
........ .. ........... AS ......... ........... d ........... ...... ..... .. ...... ...... .... ... .. . 
. .. ! Pý .. .. . Not infested 
.. ....................... ............ ........... ........ ............... .............. ............ ......... .... ° .... 
. . .. Cropland Not infv'sted .......... A8 .................... Nr ....... ............ ++++ ........ ............... . ++++ ............. ............. 4.5 .......... .... Cropland ... .... Not infested 
A9 Nr +++ ++i+ 4.5 Cropland Not infested 
A10 N!: . 4.5 C1OPland Not infested 
.............. A 11 ..... ........ 
...... 
...... ........... 
.. .. 
06 
. ... . 
....... ` ........... . 3. 
. .. .. .... .. 
......... ..... Forest 
... .. .. 
. _. Not info ted 
. A 12 
............... 
Nr 
................. 
. ... . ....... 0 
................... ... 
........ .................. ' 
... ... . 
. ..... .. . .... 3 
....... ....... .. ... 
.... .. .. .... Fore! R 
........................ ..... 
. . Not infested 
........................ A 13 
...... ..... 
Nr 
............ .... 
.. . 0 
.... .. . 
........... . ... ..... '/2 ..... .. . 4 
. 
. Forest 
..... ...... 
. Not infýted 
.................. .. . ............ . A 14(Cl) 
... 
. 
.. .. 
.. ..... ........... '/2 ............................. .A ................. ......... 5 .............. ... . Croplarxi . .... . Not info ted 
.. . x. 15 (C2ý .... ..... .. a ....... ............... + ........ ................... 'h ........... ............. 3: 3 .......... .... Cro l ... infested Not 
...... 16 ýC3ý ......... ..... a ...... ................ ........ .................. ........... ..... ..... 3S ............... .... Cropland _ ... ... Not infested 
..... _ . A 17 (C4) ..... ........ 9 ........................ + ............. ................ '/z ... _. _..... 4.5 .... Cropland ... Not infested 
A 18 (A) a ++ ++ 3 Cropland Not infested 
A 19 (B) +'/z + 4.5 Cropland Not infested 
A 20 (C) a t1/2 ++ 3 Cropland Infested 
!ý 21 2 . 
. 
+ 2: 5 C! °P! and ............. Not infested 
A 22 ) .... ... ....... .............. ++'/z ........ ................... ++'/2 ............ 2: 5 .... . Cro pland -... Wetted 
"----- (i ---- 6 ........ ! ..................... '/z + Cropland ! C20! ý ........... Infested 
--..... A 24 91 
...... 
..... _ ........ 9 
....... ....... 
...... ............ '/ ......... . ............. .............. i- . . .... Croplaz ...... ....... Not infested 
A 25 (H) Nr ........... ++ ........ + ............ Nr .......... .... Cropland .... Infested 
A 26 {I) ö ........ ....... i/s .: +`/? ...... . s... - Cropland nfested I 
......... J) A 27( .... a ........ + /s ..... ........ Ys ...... I. S ...... .... Cropland ..... ...... N infested ot 
A 28 (K) ++ ++ Y: 5.5 Cropland Infested 
A 29 (L) ++ ++1/2 4.5 Cropland Not infested 
A 30 (M) ++ Yz ++ 4 Cropland Not infested 
A31 ? v) a .................. + '!? .............................. ........................... 3 .......................... Cropland .......................... Infested 
....... . A 32 (N) ...... ........ ö ..... . ........... ± ..... _.. ................... Ya ........... _........... 6 ...... _... Cropland ....... Not infested 
APP) _ .. 
.. 
_ + /? . 5 .... Cropland ... Infested 
A 34 (P) 
.. .......... 
1/2 ......... -. ---... ---.. . ........ --.. - ........... 4 -....... -- 0 p Cr ................... Infested 
....... A 33 (1) ....... ......... a. 
.... 
...... .. -....... Ys 
. .. 
.. ---.... ....... --.... ++Y2 ........... -............ g .. .......... ... Cropland ................. ........ Nested 
. m A3 
.. 
.. . 
.. 
.. .. .. + _---. ------... . ------- : 
........... ......... . ......... .... Croplard .... --.. Not i 
. .... . A37 (3) ..... .... --. ..... -. ...... --...... ++/2 ................. ...... --. +++Y: ... .......... .......... S ....... _.. . Cropland ... Infested 
A 38 (4) 
_-_ 
Nr ++ +++ --- 4 Cropland Not infested 
A 39 ýS) a ± 3.5 Cropland Not infested 
A t6) 
....... ....... 
a........ . 
........ 
+V2........... 
......... 
------------- " ......... ............ 
----- - 
............................ 
--- - 
ropland C--- ........................... Not infested 
A 41. ý.... 
. 
N! 
-........... ... 
++ 
.......... .... 
---------- ----------------------------- 2: 5 ------------ --- - ---- Cropland ----------- ---------- Not infested 
A 42 ýg) . .... 2 
.... ..... ................ +1112 ............ ............ ........ ..... Croplatd .. _ ... Not infested 
A 43 9 Nr 
.......................... 
+1/: 
.......... 
++ .............. S ......... ..... Cropland ... Not infested 
A 44 (101.. 
......... _ 
Ný 
............ 
............ 
........... . 
........................... ... 2... Cropland . Not infested 
A45. ý11........... Nr 
........... 
... ...... 
..... "--""--"-. 
..... ............... .......... -- ........... 2 ......... ... Crop. ... Notinfested 
. --- A 46 U 
. 
). 
_........ _ 
T! r 
............. 
... -. ............ ---... + . _... --... --.. ..... -----.. 2: 5 ...... --. ..... Cr°p! d ... Not infested 
A 47 (13) Nr 1/2 + ........... ......... . ---- Forest -. - Not infested 
A 48 (14) Nr ++ +%2 3.5 Forest Not infested 
A 49 15 
... 
) 
. 
Nr 
...................... . 
+1/2 + i -ý - 4 Fest -r Not infested 
........... 
(16). .... ......... 
... _....... .............. 
'!? 
.. 
........... . .............. ............... Forest ........................... Not infested 
. ............. A S1(17ý........... Nr......... `4 
............... 
...... ................ +'/z 
.... 
............. ............. 2 .......... ............... Forest ......................... Not infested 
A 52. Q8) 
............ 
Nr..... 0 
.............. 
..... i--...... --"----- /2 ....... . --. --..... --. 0: 6 .. --........ ---... --.......... Forest ..... --.... --..... --... --.. Not infested 
53. X19. 
. ............ 
Nr........ 
. ? ! 
. ----..... 08 .. --. --.... -----......... _. -_ Forest . __...... ---... ---" ....... Not infested 
A 5420) 
. 
. 
.. --...... 
Nr.......... .. - ............... 
. 
/i ...... ................ + 
... 
............ .......... 3 ......... ..... Cropland ................ Not infested 
T& S(21) 
... _........ 
N 
.......... ... 
+.............. .............. : . 
............. ............. 
-S 
.......... Cropland ........................ Not infested 
A 56 (22) Nr ... +++ý/: 
_ 
. .... .............. ++'h ...... 3.5 ".. Cropla d ... , ............... Not infested 
Nr = not recorded; Location: Forest = secondary forest, Cropland = cropland/pasture 
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Table 2. Palms sampled in Chigiiilpe, Pichincha 
Palm code Species (sex) Epiphyte s Organic matter Stem height Location Result 
CL 1 Ph, aequat: )... + 
.. . . - . -. ... 
3: 5. 
- .. 
Cropland Not infested 
.............. CL 2 .. Ph. aeguat. () - +V2 . ... . ++'h ... ... .. 2 Cropland Not infested 
CL 3 Ph. aequat. (ý) + ++ 2 Cropland Not infested 
CL 4* Bactris sp. +'/, ................... ........... %z .............................. 10 ................... Cropland .......... ............. . -... Not infested 
Ph. aequat Phytelephas aequatorialis", Not included in the analyses 
Table 3. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Phytelephas aequatorialis palms in La Roncadora, Manabi 
Palm code Species (sex) Epiphytes Organic matter Stem height Location Result 
RO 1 Ph. aeq. (a) +V/z ++Y2 10 Cropland Not infested 
....... .... RO 2 ................... ..... Ph. aeq. (a) .... V2 +/, 8 ..................... Forest ...................... Not infested 
RO 3 Ph. aeq. (9) %, + 6.5 Forest Not infested 
......... RO 4 ......... "".... Ph. aeq. (d) + ++ 7 ................. Forest .................. " .... Not infested 
RO 5 Ph. aeq. (a') ++ + 6 Forest Not infested 
RO 6 Ph. aeq. (a') +t/2 +++ 4.5 Cropland Infested 
-------------------"" RO 7 - ..... .............. Ph. aeq. (a`) 
.......................... Y2 ..................................... ++ ................... 3 ............................... Forest ............ ............... Not infested 
RO 8 %, + 2 Forest Not infested 
RO 9 Ph. aeq. (a') '/2 ++ 5.5 Forest Not infested 
RO 10 Ph. aeq. (ö') '/2 + 2.5 Forest Not infested 
............ ........ RO 11 ................................... Ph. aeq. (a`) 
.......................... ++ ..................................... +++ ................... 4.5 .............. ................ Cropland ............................. Not infested 
RO 12 . ............... Ph. aeq. (a') .................... _ '/z ......... . ++ 2.5 . -............. Cropland ........................ Not infested 
------------- -----"- RO 13 ---- ""-"-----"----------"---...... - Ph. aeq. (Y) ----..... -"---....... --"" + ---"--............................ ---- +'AA --.......... --""--. 5 ................... ---......... Cropland . --"--------... -... -"-"----- Not infested 
.......... RO 14 . ....... ......... ......... Ph. aeq. (d) 
_....... ................. '/2 ..... ........ + 2 -- ... ..... .... .. Cropla nd ......... ....... ...... Not infested 
RO 15 Ph. aeq. (a') + + 2 Cropland Not infested 
.. --" ............... RO 16* ........ "--.................. ---.... Attalea colenda ...... -"----"-"---""--"--- '/2 -"--............ ---................. - + ----------"----.... 6 .............................. Forest . ------""-"-----"--------.. -.. Not infested 
Ph. aeq. Phytelephas aequatonal s, Not included in the analyses 
Table 4. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Phytelephas aequatoriails palms in Pachinche Adentro, Manabi 
Palm code Sex Epiphyte s Organic matter Stem height Location Result 
PA 1 % 5 Cropland Not infested 
.................. PA 2 .......... a ............... ' ...... .. --...................... .. ........................ 4 :5 
... .... Cropland ... ... Not infested 
PA 3 a' 0 +'/: . ................. 5 Cropland Not infested 
PA 4 
.............. .......... . .. 
1.7 Cropland Not infested 
PA 5 
--" ............. 
. a........ 
. 
. ............. 
.. 
...... .............. . Cro2land Not infested 
1'A 6 . a' . + %z .... ... .................. --... - 5 -. Cropland Infosied........ 
pA7. 
..... 
+ /2 ! '/i 5 --- Cropland _ Notinfested 
. 
-.. ---""-"-----. 
.......... ... ... 
. .............................. 
.....: ......................... - + 1/2 .... 6. S . .... Cropland ..... Not ird-ested 
PA 9........ . + %, ....... ........ " -- ... -"- Cropland ... Not infested 
PA 10 a' 0 ++ ! /2 . ........................ 6 ... ... Cropland ... Infested 
PA 11 
. --"----"--. .. _. . _.. 
+ 7 Cropland Infested 
ä . ... ö ................ PA 12 
-P ......................... ................ .. 
....... ........................... .. -g . - land .. Crop ... ........ - .. .. Notinfest ed . ....... ........... .................... _. ... . Cropland .. .. Noi infested 
PA 14 
............. ......... . aCT 
+ 
... .... . 
++ 5 pland Infested 
PA 15 
.......... . .. 
a 
..... 
.. ........ 
. ............ "--. 
........ + ............................. 
.... --. 
ý'/: .... .......................... 7 ... ..... ... Cropland ....... . Irrte ed 
PA 16 + .......... ++ 6.5 , - Cropland Not infested 
PA 17 
............... ........ .. 
0 
. 
6 5 Cropland Not infested 
PA 18 . ... - .... : ................... .... Cropland Not infested 
VIII 
Table 5. Rhodnius ecuadoriensis in Phytelephas aequatorialis palms in Chirijos, Manabi 
Palm code Sex Epiphy tes Organic matter Stem height Location Result 
CH I ý 
. . 
+ 
.... .. .. 
7 CroplaTºa Not infested 
CH 2 ..... . +'/z .... .................................... .................... . + 2.5 .. ..... Cropland ..... .... ............ Not infested 
CH 3 %z -""----------- ................... -----"--... -----... +1/, 7.5 Cropland Infested 
.............. ....... . 
T.... 
- 
t 
.. ...... 6.5 Cropland Not infested 
CH 6 
... . 
+. ý ........ 5 :5 
........... Cropland . ..... Not ina'esicd 
CH 7 
.. 
..... + 
.. ' ' 
"--"-""-- "------------------ ý/, ....... -- 6 ...... . Cropland .... ........................ Not infested 
CH 8 iýý ' 6 .......:..: Cropland Not infested 
....... CH 9 .. a- Y' + .... ... 6 ...... Cropland ..... Not irdgc; ed 
CH 10 2 -- + . ......... --" ....... +Y2 ................................ 6.5 ... Crojland Not infested 
CHll... 
... . ... 
0 + 7.5 Cropland Infested 
CH 12 . .. ........ - 0 ++%a ...... .. 7 ........... Cropland ...... .... -. -. ........ ntested ------ CH 13 ---" öi '/2 ++ 6 Cropland Not infested 
CH 14 
-- - 
/ý g Cropland Not rested 
---- CH 15 "---- --- 
. 
----- 'ý '/? . .... 6 ..... Cropland ..... Not infested 
 CH 16 
.... 
.... a. .... '/ "---... - : 4 .... .. --.. inf cd . CH 17 
..... 
ö 
. 
...... ........... % ................ .. " --"--- ++ .............. .. Cropland Not infested 
CH 18 ä 2 ............... +ý2 ..................... ........... 3.5 ............ ...... Cropland ..... ..... Infested 
Ix 
APPENDIX TO SECTION 6.2. 
Table 1. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): pooled Rhodnius ecuadoriensis populations 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.28 0.1 0.01 1.28 1.2-1.36 1.1-1.52 79 
B 0.49 0.05 
." " 
0.01 
...... 
0.49 
.. 
0.46-0.53 
........... . ......... 
0.37-0.61 
............................ 
79 
......... ..... C 
........................ 
0.85 
.... ............. 
- .. 0.09 
....... . . .. 
........... 0.01 
...... .... 
.............. "---. 0.84 . .. .. 0.78-0.91 
................... 
0.66-1.04 
................. .......... 
. 79 
............... .... D 1.54 6 . 
i .. 0.03 1.42 1.3-1.75 . 1.1-2.2 79 
E 0.56 0.08 0.01 0.53 0.5-0.616 0.42-0.75 79 
-F -------------- 2.73 - ----- ......... ---- 0.45 ---- 0.05 - -"--""----" --- 2. ------5"-5 -"--...... ................... .... 2.38-3.07 ..... 2. --"--1---3......... 72 .... ---. ......... ..... 7.9 
G 1.06 0.26 0.03 0.98 0.85-1.25 0.7-1.68 79 
H 0.32 0.03 0.004 0.32 0.29-0.34 0.27-0.4 79 
L 0.85 0.09 0.01 0.84 0.79-0.9 0.7-1.06 79 
R1 *(see footnote) 0.69 0.09 0.01 0.66 0.63-0.75 0.52-0.88 77 
R2 2.1 0.36 
--- ----" 
0.04 1.95 1.83-2.32 1.6-3 77 
R3 0.62 0.07 ........ 0.01 ....... 0.6 ................... 0.57-0.66 ............ ... ......... 0.49-0 . 77 
............... 77 
SD = standard deviation SE = standard error of the mean; n= number of specimens (in all tables); 
see figure 91 for measurements 
Table 2. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): pooled 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis synanthropic populations (El Oro, Loja and Peru) 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.23 0.06 0.01 1.22 1.18-1.28 1.11-1.33 47 
B 0.47 0.04 0.01 0.48 0.44-0.5 0.37-0.56 47 
C 0.79 ..... ... 0.05 .......... 0.01 ...... - 0.79 ................... 0.75- 0.83 .................. 0.66- 0.89 -- .. 47 
D 1.33 0.1 0.01 1.33 1.25-1.39 1.1-1.49 47 
E 0.5 0.04 0.01 0.51 0.48-0.52 0.42-0.56 47 
F 2.41 
......... 
0.15 
.... 
......... . 0.02 ... ..... 2.43 --........ .... -... 2.3-2.5 
. 
......... --- ---- 2.09-2.69 ---- 47 
G 0.88 ........ 0.08 ......... .... 0.01 ...... .. " 0.88 .... .... . --... 0.82-0 94 ............ .... 0.71-1.02 .... 47 
H 0.3 --""---- .. 0.02 .. -- -"-"-" 0.003 ..... " 0.29 ..... ......... .... 0.28-0.31 ... ..... ........... 0.27-0.34 47 
L 0.8 0.05 
.... 
0.01 0.81 0.77-0.84 
.. . 
0.7-0.9 47 
Rl 0.63 . .... 0.05 ........... 0.01 .... -"- 0.63 . .... ... ..... 0.61-0.67 .... ......... .... 0.52-0.75 .. -.... 47 
R2 1.86 
-- ---- 
0.11 
-- 
0.02 1.85 1.79-1.94 .............. 1.62-2.04 ...... 47 
R3 0.57 .... 0.03 ........... . 0.004 ... -- --" 0.58 -- ---"--" ........ 0.55-0 . 59 
.................. 0.49-0 . 63 
...... 47 
Table 3. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): pooled 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis sylvatic populations (Pichincha and Manabi) 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.36 0.08 0.01 1.37 1.26-1.43 1.2-1.52 32 
B 0.52 0.04 0.01 0.53 0.49-0.55 0.44-0.61 32 
C 0.92 0.06 0.01 0.93 0.88-0.96 0.79-1.04 32 
D 1.85 0.2 0.04 1.81 1.7-2.04 1.45-2.22 32 
E 0.64 0.06 0.01 0.63 0.59-0.69 0.53-0.75 32 
F 3.21 0.29 0.051 3.17 2.98-3.48 2.57-3.72 32 
G 1.33 0.17 0.03 1.31 1.2-1.47 1.03-1.68 32 
H 0.35 0.02 0.004 0.35 0.33-0.37 0.32-0.4 32 
L 0: 92 0: 08 0.01 0.91 0.8-0.98 0.73-1.06 32 
.. k1*(see footnote) 0.77 0.07 0.01 0.79 0.7-0.82 0.61-0 . 88 30 R2 2.49 0.27 0.05 2.48 2.19-2.69 1.95-2.99 30 
R3 0.69 0.05 0.01 0.69 0.64-0.75 0.6-0.77 30 
*Smaller sample sizes for rostrum measurements (RI, R2, R3) correspond to two deteriorated specimens (one found dead in a palm in Chirijos, Manabi, and the other collected by the Vector Control Service in a house in the limit between Manabi and Pichincha) that had lost their moudbpats; missing values were substituted by the mean of their geographic group (Manabi) for some of the analysed in others, these bugs were excluded 
X 
Table 4. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): Peru 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.26 0.05 0.01 1.28 1.25-1.3 1.17-1.32 14 
-" .............................. B .............. 0.49 ... 0.03 --.............. 0.01 ............ 0.49 0.46-0.52 0.43-0.53 14 
C 0.82 0.04 0.01 0.82 0.8-0.85 0.74-0.89 14 
D 1.43 0.06 0.02 1.43 1.37-1.49 1.33-1.49 14 
.. --. --. ---" ..................... E ............... 0.51 .............. " 0.04 "----"--........ 0.01 .................. 0.51 ......................... 0.49-0.54 ....................... 0.42-0.56 ........ 14 
F 2.55 0.1 0.03 2.55 2.46-2.64 2.39-2.69 14 
G 
. 
0.97 0.04 0.01 0.98 0.93-1.01 0.9-1.02 14 
....... .................. H ...... ....... 0.32 ....... .. 0.02 --........ _... 0.01 ................... 0.31 ........... .... ........ 0.3-0.34 ....... ....... .... 0.28-0 . 34 
........ 14 
L 0.83 0.05 0.01 0.84 0.8-0.86 0.73-0.9 14 
--------------------------------- RI -----"-----. ---- 0.68 -------"------ 0.04 ""---. --.. ---"- 0.01 -. _................ 0.68 ... ---... ---............. 0.66-0.68 .......... -"----....... 0.62-0.75 
. . .. .. 
........ 14 
.... R2 1.91 ...... ... 0.08 ............ 0.02 ..... 1.92 1.8-1.97 .. ....... . .. 1.79-2.04 .... 14 
R3 0.58 0.04 0.01 0.58 8.57-0.6 0.49-0.63 14 
Table 5. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): Loja 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.19 0.06 0.01 1.18 1.14-1.2 1.11-1.29 16 
B 0.45 0.04 0.01 0.44 0.4-0.48 0.37-0.53 16 
C 0.78 0.06 0.0 0.78 8 0.75-0.82 0.66 -0.85 16 
D 1.24 0.06 0.02 1.24 1.19-1.28 1.1-1.34 16 
E 0.48 0.04 0.01 0.49 0.44-0.51 0.42-0.56 16 
F 2.3 0.12 0.03 2.26 2.2-2.4 2.09-2.51 16 
G 0.8 0.05 0.01 0.81 0.75-0.84 0.71-0.88 16 
H 0.29 ....... 0.02 ............ 0.004 ................. 0.29 ...................... 0.28- 0.29 ................... 0.27-0 . 33 
...... 16 
L 0.78 0.05 0.01 0.8 0.72-0.8 0.7-0.85 16 
RI 
....................... 
0.62 
.............. 
0.03 
. 
0.01 0.63 0.59-0.64 0.54-0.66 16 
R2 1.75 ........... 0.07 ..... 0.02 1.74 1.69-1.8 i1.62-1.85 16 
R3 0.57 0.02 0.01 0.58 0.55-0 . 59 0.53-0 . 62 16 
Table 6. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): El Oro 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.24 0.06 0.02 1.26 1.15-1.29 1.11-1.33 17 
B 0.49 
...... 
0.04 
. 
0.01 0.48 0.46-0.53 0.42-0.56 17 
C 0.78 ... .... "- 0.05 ..... ...... 0.01 .... -- ... 0.78 .............. 0.74-0 . 82 
...... ............ 0.68-0.87 ---- 17 
D 1.32 
... 
0.06 
.... ... 
0.01 1.3 1.28-1.38 1.2-1.39 17 
E 0.51 .. ..... 0.03 ............. 0.01 .......... ..... 0.5 ..... ....... .. 0.49-0.52 .. "....... ..... -.. 0.47-0 
. 
55 .... _.. - 17 
F 2.4 0.1 0.02 2.4 2.3-2.48 2.18-2.55 17 
G 0.87 0.05 0.01 0.88 0.8-0 .9 0.77-0 . 94 17 H 0.29 0.02 0.004 0.29 0.28-0.3 ................. 0.27-0.32 ........... 17 
L 0 
;8 
0.04 0.01 0.8 0.77-0 . 83 0.72-0 . 86 17 RI 
... ..................... 
0.61 
.......... .... 
0.04 
. 
0.01 0.62 0.6-0.64 0.52-0.67 17- 
R2 1.91 .. 0.08 ................ 0.02 ................. -" 1.91 -"--"--.................. 1.85-1.95 .... ---................ 1.76-2.04 ........... 17 
R3 0.56 0.03 0.01 0.56 0.54-0.59 0.51-0.61 17 
xi 
Table 7. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): Manabi 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.31 0.06 0.02 1.33 1.27-1.37 
..... 
1.2-1.42 
....... .... .. 
17 
---" B 0.53 0.04 ..... ............. 0.01 0.53 ....... . 0.49-0 . 55 0.44-0.6 
17 
C 0.89 0.05 0.01 0.88 0.85-0.93 0.79-0.95 
. 
17 
.... D 1.69 0.1 0.02 1.71 ................. 1.6-1.76 ...... .............. 1.45-1.83 .. .. 17 
E 0.61 0.04 0.01 0.6 0.58-0.63 0.53-0.68 17 
F 2.97 0.16 0.04 3.01 2.87-3.1 
.. .. 
2.57-3.24 
...... . ---... 
17 
...... -- ------------------- ------------- G --------------" 1.2 ---....... -"-- 0.08 -"---""---.... 0.02 . -----....... ---.... 1.2 ............. . ---. 1.1-1.25 .. - -"---- 1.03-1.32 17 
H 0.34 0.02 ....... 0.01 ............. 0.33 -- ........ .... .. 0.32-0 . 35 
............... .... .. 0.32-0.38 ...... 17 
L 0.86 0.06 0.01 0.87 0.83-0.9 
---... --"-- ". 
0.73-0.96 
................ 
17 
...... ----------------"----"---- Rl ---------.... - 0.72 --"- ----.... 0.07 .. ---.. 0.02 -- ...... 0.7 
...... 
.. 0.65- 0.78 
.... ---.......... 
0.61-0 . 
82 
... -- ......... .. -. 
15 
...... R2 2.25 0.1 ....... 0.03 ........ " .. 2.28 2.2-2.33 1.95-2.35 15 
R3 0.65 0.03 0.01 0.65 0.63-0.66 0.6-0.71 15 
Table 8. Measurements taken for morphometrics (in mm): Pichincha 
Measurements Mean SD SE Median Quartiles Range n 
A 1.42 0.05 0.01 1.43 1.38-1.44 1.32-1.52 15 
- B 0.52 0.03 0.01 0.52 0.49-0.53 0.47-0.61 15 
C ... .. 0.96 ...... ..... 0.05 .............. 0.01 ...... .......... 0.96 ......... " ...... 0.94-1 0.84-1.04 15 
D 2.04 --- "... 0.08 ........ ...... 0.02 ......... 2.04 ................... 2-2.1 .... ---........ 1.9-2.22 15 
E 0.67 0.05 0.01 0.69 0.63-0.7 
. . 
0.59-0.75 
.. . .. 
15 
. F 3.47 0.14 0.04 3.48 ....... ...... 3.36-3.56 .. .. ........... 3.2-3.72 . ....... 15 
G 1.49 0.08 0.02 1.48 1.4-1.5 1.36-1.68 15 
H 0.37 0.02 0.005 0.36 0.35-0.39 0.34-0.4 15 
. ................................ L .... ........... 0.98 ............... 0.05 .............. 0.01 ................... 0.98 ...................... 0.94-1.03 ........................ 0.91-1.06 ... ..... 15 
R1 0.82 0.04 0.01 0.82 0.8-0.85 0.75-0.88 15 
R2 2.73 0.11 0.03 2.68 2.65-2.8 2.6-2.99 15 
R3 0.73 0.04 0.01 0.75 0.7-0.76 0.64-0.77 15 
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Table 2. Nucleotide composition (in %) of 10 Rhodnius ecuadoriensis cytb haplotypcs 
Haplotype T A C G Sites 
MN-1(Manabi) 38.2 31.5 17.6 12.7 663 
MN-2a, b (Manabi) 38.0 31.5 17.8 12.7 663 
MN-3 (Manabi) 38.0 31.4 17.8 12.8 663 
MN-4a, b (Manabi) + EO (El Oro) 38.0 31.7 17.6 12.7 663 
MN-5 (Manabi) 37.6 31.4 18.1 13.0 663 
MN-6 (Manabi) + PH (Pichincha) 38.2 31.7 17.5 12.7 663 
LJ-1(Loja) 37.3 31.7 18.4 12.7 663 
LJ-2 (Loja) 37.3 31.4 18.4 13.0 663 
LJ-3 (Zoja) 37.1 31.4 18.6 13.0 663 
PEa, b (Peru) 37.7 
....... 
31.7 
.............. 
17.9 
................. 
12.7 
.................. 
663 
................ Average .. 37.7 31.5 18.0 12.8 663 
Table 3. Nucleotides of cytb haplotypes in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis: bases at each codon position (%) 
Haplotype 
First codon position' 
TACG 
Second codon position' 
TACG 
Third codon position" 
TACG 
MN-1 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 38.9 46.2 12.7 2.3 
MN-2a, b 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 38.5 46.2 13.1 2.3 
MN-3 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 38.5 45.7 13.1 2.7 
MN4a, b + EO 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 38.5 46.6 12.7 2.3 
MN-5 28.5 29.4 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 37.6 45.2 14.0 3.2 
MN-6 + PH 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 38.9 46.6 12.2 2.3 
LI-1 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 36.2 46.6 14.9 2.3 
LJ-2 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 36.2 45.7 14.9 3.2 
LJ-3 29.0 29.0 19.5 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.8 13.1 35.7 45.7 15.4 3.2 
PEa, b 29.9 29.4 18.6 22.2 46.2 19.5 21.3 13.1 37.1 46.2 14.0 2.7 
Average 29.0 29.0 19.4 22.6 46.6 19.5 20.9 13.1 37.6 46.1 13.7 2.6 
*The number of sites at each codon position was 221 
Table 4. Absolute number of nucleotide differences (below diagonal) and uncorrected (p) 
distances (above diagonal) between Rhodnius ecuadoriensis cytb haplotypes 
Haplotype MN-1 MN-2 MN-3 MN-4 MN-5 Pit W-1 LJ-2 L. 1-3 PE 
MN-1 - 0.00151 0.00302 0.00905 0.01056 0.01056 0.01659 0.01659 0.01810 0.03771 
MN-2a, b 1 - 0.00151 0.01056 0.00905 0.01207 0.01508 0.01508 0.01659 0.03922 
MN3 2 1 - 0.01207 0.01056 0.01357 0.01659 0.01659 0.01810 0.04072 
MN-4wb + EO 6 7 8 - 0.01357 0.00151 0.00754 0.01056 0.01207 0.03922 
MN-S 7 6 7 9 - 0.01508 0.01810 0.01810 0.01961 0.04525 
MN-6 + PH 7 8 9 1 10 - 0.00905 0.01207 0.01357 0.04072 
W-1 11 10 11 5 12 6 - 0.00905 0.01056 0.04676 
LJ-2 11 10 11 7 12 8 6 - 0.00151 0.04676 
W-3 12 11 12 8 13 9 7 1 - 0.04525 
PEa, b 25 26 27 26 30 27 31 31 30 - 
x1v 
Table 5. Jukes-Cantor (below diagonal) and Kimura two-parameter (above 
diagonal) distances between Rhodnius ecuadoriensis cytb haplotypes 
Haplotype MN-1 MN-2 MN-3 MN-4 MN-5 PH LI-1 W-2 L13 PE 
MN-1 - 0.00151 0.00303 0.00912 0.01066 0.01066 0.01685 0.01685 0.01841 0.03904 
MN-2a, b 0.00151 0.00151 0.01066 0.00912 0.01220 0.01529 0.01529 0.01685 0.04066 
MN-3 0.00302 0.00151 - 0.01220 0.01066 0.01374 0.01685 0.01685 0.01841 0.04229 
MN-a. b + EO 0.00910 0.01063 0.01216 - 0.01373 0.00151 0.00760 0.01067 0.01221 0.04072 
MN-5 0.01063 0.00910 0.01063 0.01370 - 0.01528 0.01839 0.01839 0.01995 0.04716 
MN-6 + PH 0.01063 0.01216 0.01370 0.00151 0.01524 - 0.00913 0.01221 0.01376 0.04235 
LI-1 0.01678 0.01524 0.01678 0.00758 0.01832 0.00910 - 0.00913 0.01067 0.04894 
LJ-2 0.01678 0.01524 0.01678 0.01063 0.01832 0.01216 0.00910 - 0.00151 0.04894 
LT-3 0.01832 0.01678 0.01832 0.01216 0.01987 0.01370 0.01063 0.00151 - 0.04729 
PEa, b 0.03869 0.04028 0.04187 0.04028 0.04667 0.04187 0.04828 0.04828 0.04667 - 
Table 6. Mean between-population distances in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypes: 
absolute nucleotide differences (below diagonal) and uncorrected (p) distances (above diagonal) 
Group Manabi Pichincha El Oro Loa Peru 
Manabi - 0.007 (0.002) 0.0056 (0.0018) 0.014 (0.0036) 0.04 (0.0076) 
Pichincha 4.8 (1.4) - 0.0015 (0.0014) 0.013 (0.0038) 0.041 (0.0077) 
El Oro 3.9 (1.2) 1 (0.9) - 0.01 (0.0036) 0.039 (0.0078) 
Loja 9.4 (2.46) 8.4 (2.6) 7.4(2.4) - 0.046 (0.008) 
Peru 26.3 (4.78) 27 (4.99) 26 (5) 30.5 (5.35) - 
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 7. Mean between-population distances in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypes: 
Jukes-Cantor (below diagonal) and Kimura two-parameter distances (above diagonal) 
Group Manabi Pichincha EI Oro Loja Peru 
Manabi - 0.007 (0.0022) 0.0057 (0.0018) 0.014 (0.0037) 0.041 (0.0078) 
Pichincha 0.007 (0.002) - 0.0015 (0.0015) 0.013 (0.0(4) 0.042 (0.0082) 
EI Oro 0.0056 (0.002) 0.0015 (0.0014) - 0.01 (0.0037) 0.041 (0.0081) 
Loja 0.014 (0.0037) 0.013 (0.0038) 0.01 (0.0036) - 0.048 (0.0088) 
Peru 0.04 (0.0076) 0.042 (0.0078) 0.04 (0.0079) 0.047 (0.0083) - 
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 8. Mean between-population distances in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypes: 
absolute nucleotide differences (below diagonal) and uncorrected (p) distances (above diagonal) 
Group Manabi Pichincha EI Oro Lo'a Peru 
Manabi - 0.009 (0.003) 0.008 (0.002) 0.015 (0.003) 0.04 (0.008) 
Pichincha 5.83 (1.59) - 0.002 (0.001) 0.012 (0.003) 0.041 (0.008) 
El Oro 5.17(t. 45) I (G. 93) - 0.01 (0.003) 0.039 (0.008) 
Loja 9.94 (2.16) 7.67 (2.12) 6.67 (1.95) 0.046 (0.008) 
Peru 26.83 (4.8) 27 (4.91) 26 (4.98) 30.67 (5.2) - Numbers m parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 9. Mean between-population distances in Rhodnius ecuadoriensis haplotypes: 
Jukes-Cantor (below diagonal) and Kimura two-parameter distances (above diagonal) 
Group Manabi Pichincha El Oro Loja Peru 
Manabi - 0.009 (0.003) 0.008 (0.002) 0.015 (0.004) 0.042 (0.008) 
Pichincha 0.009 (0.003) - 0.002 (0.001) 0.012 (0.004) 0.042 (0.008) 
El Oro 0.008 (0.002) 0.002 (0.001) - 0.01 (0.003) 0.041 (0.008) Loja 0.015 (0.004) 0.012 (0.003) 0.01 (0.003) - 0.048 (0.009) Peru 0.042 (0.008) 0.042 (0.008) 0.04 (0.008) 0.048 (0.009) 
-- Fa, cuuibc-ö arc uanuara errors calculat@Q by MU bootstrap replications 
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Table 1. Basic morphometric statistics: Rhodnius colombiensis, R. pallescens and R. pictipes 
odnius colombiensis (n=15k Rhodnius pallescens (n=15) Rhodnius pictipes (n=15) 
M SD MD MX MN ; M SD MD MX MN M SD MD MX MN 
1.49 0.06 1.48 1.6 1.42 1.52 0.08 1.51 1.67 1.42 
.... 
1.66 
... ........ 
0.07 
........... 
1.66 
........... 
1.8 
........... 
1.56 
......... .... ...... 0.55 ........... 0.03 ........... 0.55 .... . ------ 0.6 - . -------- 0.5 
¢ 
------------- 0.55 ----------- " 0.04 "-------- - 0.55 ------- 0.62 
... 
0.49 
.... .. 
. 0.51 
. . ........ 
0.04 
........... 
0.52 
............ 
0.59 
.......... 
0.4 
... ...... .................. .. 0.91 0.03 ................................ ............ 0.91 0.96 0.83 0.93 
. 
............ 0.07 ........... 0.91 ........ 1.09 ... 0.83 . . 1 0.05 
. .. 
1 
.... .. . 
1.08 
........... 
0.9 
......... ........... 2.21 ........... 0.1 ........... 2.21 ........... 2.37 .......... 1.94 
............ 2.3 
o- 
............ 0.22 ............ 2.24 .......... 2.72 ......... 1.94 ........... 2.4 ....... .. 0.1 
. ... 2.4 
.... 
2.59 
........... 
2.26 
.......... .......... 0.65 ........... 0.04 ........... 0.65 
. 
........ . 0.7 ................................... ... ........ 0.59E 0.69 0.07 0.69 
. . 
.................... 0.85 0.59 
............. ..... . 
............ 0.81 
........... 
........... 0.05 
........... 
....... 0.81 
............ 
0.88 
........... 
0.72 
......... ........... 3.58 ......... 0.13 ....... .... 3.59 .......... 3.79 ........... 3.28 ............ 3.74 ............ 0.32 .......... 3.68 . . 4.39 
. 
3.26 
... 
4.09 
...... . 
0.16 
...... ... 
4.11 
........... 
4.34 
........... 
3.83 
.......... 1.66 ......... 0.07 1.67 ......... 1.77 .......... 1.53 ........... 1.74 
. 
................................ .. 0.17 1.71 2.1 
..... . 1.52 .... . 1.75 . . 0.06 1.76 
... 
1.83 
...... 
1.66 
....... .. .......... 0.37 ........... 0.02 
. 
........... 0.37 
... . 
........... 0.41 
.. 
.......... 0.35 ............ : 0.38 ............ 0.03 ........... 0.37 ........... 0.45 
... ... .. 
.......... 0.35 
.......... 
........... 0.42 
........... 
........... 0.02 
............ 
......... 0.42 
........... 
.... 0.47 
........... 
. 0.38 
.......... ............ 0.97 ........ . 0.04 
... 
...... .. 0.97 
. . ..... 
.... ..... 1.04 
..... 
.......... 0.87 
.. 
............ 0.97 
.... : 
............ 0.06 
. ....... 
........... 0.97 
........ . 
. .. 1.09 
........... 
0.83 
.......... 
1.11 
........... 
0.05 
........... 
1.11 
........... 
1.21 
........... 
1.03 
.......... ............ 0.8 ........ 0.04 . ... 0.79 .... .. 0.87 .. ....... 0.75 ....... 0.85 
. 
.... . 0.09 . . 0.83 1.07 
. ... 
0.75 
.... .... 
0.97 
........... 
0.05 
........... 
0.97 
............ 
1.05 
........... 
0.88 
.......... .......... 2.96 ........... 0.1 ............ 2.94 .......... 3.13 ........... 2.74 ........... 3.13 ............ 0.28 ........... 3.03 . ...... 3.74 .. 2.74 3.44 0.13 3.44 3.63 3.18 
- ---------- 0.77 ---------- 0.03 ---------- - 0.76 ----------- 0.84 -"-------- 0.72 ----------- 0.77 ---------- 0.04 ------ - 0.76 --- 0.84 0.67 0.76 0.03 0.75 0.82 0.72 
Wnnean; SD standard deviation; MD=median; MX=snaximum; MNaninimum (measurements: we figure 91) 
Table 2. Basic morphometric statistics: Rhodnius pro! ixus, R. robustus and Triatoma infestans 
Rhodnius protixus (n=15) Rhodnius robustus (n=15) Triatoma infest ans (n=18) 
M SD MD MX MN M SD MD MX MN M SD MD MX MN 
1.63 0.06 1.65 1.72 1.53 1.77 0.12 1.74 2 1.54 1 2.49 0.1 2.51 2.63 2.27 
0.57 
0.98 
0.05 
0.03 
0.59 
0.97 
0.65 
......... 1.05 
0.48 0.58 
.................... -- 0.93 1.05 
0.05 
---------- 0.08 
0.57 
"---------- 1.04 
0.66 
----------- 1.21 
0.48 1.06 
"-- ------ =------ --- 0.94 1.29 
0.05 
-- ------ 0.08 
1.06 
----------- 1.31 
1.17 
----------- 1.39 
0.96 
--- - 1.15 
2.16 0.06 2.15 2.28 2.02 3 0.19 2.95 3.45 2.76 12.61 0.13 2.62 2.85 2.41 
0.62 0.02 0.62 0.65 0.6 0.77 0.05 0.76 0.87 0.7 0.65 0.06 0.65 0.76 0.57 
3.59 
.......... 1.62 
0.07 
.......... 0.05 
3.59 
........... 1.61 
3.73 
........... 1.7 
3.46 4.7 
....................... 1.52; 2.36 
0.31 
........... 0.17 
4.58 
........... 2.31 
5.41 
........... 2.74 
4.32 4.31 
...................... 2.171.22 
0.2 
............ 0.06 
4.28 
........... 1.21 
4.67 
........... 1.31 
4 
.......... 1.11 
1 0.42 0.02 0.42 0.46 0.38 0.46 0.02 0.46 0.5 0.42 0.47 0.03 0.47 0.52 0.41 
1 
--- ----- 
1 
0.87 
-----"--- 2.79 
0.05 
0.05 
------ ..... 0.08 
0.98 
0.88 
... ...... 2.79 
1.12 
0.94 
........... 2.92 
0.95 1.16 
......... .. 0.8 1.01 
......... .............. 2.63 3.92 
0.08 
...... ..... 0.05 
........... 0.21 
1.16 
-....... .. 1.01 
........... 3.87 
1.3 
........... 1.1 
........ .... 4.35 
1.04 1.4 
............ ......... 0.92 1.27 
...........;.......... 3.64 2.56 
0.07 
............ 0.08 
........... 0.14 
1.39 
........... 1.27 
......... .. 2.58 
1.52 
........... 1.42 
...... ..... 2.74 
1.29 
........... 1.14 
........... 2.17 
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XIX 
Between-group comparisons 
Table 2. Absolute number of nucleotide differences (below diagonal) and 
uncorrected (p) distances (above diagonal): mean between-species values 
S ies R. icti es R allescens R. colombiensts R. ecuadoriensts 
R. pictipes - 0.144 (0.012) 0.14 (0.013) 0.16 (0.013) 
R. pallescens 95.75 (8) - 0.058 (0.007) 0.12 (0.012) 
R. colombiensis 93(8.5) 38.25 (5.2) - 0.115 (0.013) 
R. ecuadoriensis 106.2 (9) 79.3 (7.9) 76.3 (8.4) - 
Values in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 3. Jukes-Cantor (below) and Kimura 2-parameter distances (above): mean between-species values 
Species R. piclipes R. pallescens R. colomblensis R. ecuadoriensis 
R. pictipes - 0.164 (0.016) 0.159 (0.017) 0.184 (0.018) 
R. pallescens 0.16 (0.015) - 0.061 (0.008) 0.133 (0.015) 
R. colombiensis 0.115 (0.016) 0.06 (0.008) - 0.128 (0.015) 
R. ecuadoriensis 0.18 (0.017) 0.13 (0.014) 0.125 (0.015) - 
Values in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 4. Tamura 3-parameter (below) and Tamura-Nei distances (above): mean between-species values 
S pedes R. icti es R. allescens R. colombiensis R. ecuadoriensis 
R. pictipes - 0.168 (0.017) 0.163 (0.018) 0.191(0.019) 
R. palesce»s 0.166 (0.016) - 0.061 (0.008) 0.136 (0.016) 
R. colombiensis 0.161 (0.017) 0.061 (0.009) - 0.131(0.017) 
R. ecuadoriensis 0.187 (0.019) 0.135 (0.016) 0.13 (0.016) 
Values in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
Table 5. Uncorrected (below) and Kimura 2-parameter distances (above): mean between-species values 
Species R ecu R col R pall R Pict Rh. sp. R nas R Prix R rob 
R. ecu - 0.128 (0.016) 0.133 (0.015) 0.183 (0.018) 0.227 (0.019) 0.226 (0.018) 0.221 (0.018) 0.229 (0.019) 
R col 0.115 (0.012) - 0.061 (0.008) 0.159 (0.017) 0.204 (0.019) 0.23 (0.02) 0.218 (0.019) 0.219 (0.019) 
R pall 0.12 (0.012) 0.057 (0.007) - 0.162 (0.016) 0.225 (0.018) 0.239 (0.019) 0.226 (0.018) 0.219 (0.017) 
R Pict 0.159 (0.014) 0.14 (0.013) 0.143 (0.012) - 0.211 (0.019) 0.223 (0.021) 0.213 (0.02) 0.22 (0.02) 
Rh. op. 0.193 (0.013) 0.176 (0.014) 0.192 (0.014) 0.181 (0.014) - 0.143 (0.016) 0.121 (0.014) 0.113 (0.013) 
R nas 0.193 (0.014) 0.196 (0.015) 0.202 (0.014) 0.19 (0.014) 0.127 (0.012) - 0.098 (0.013) 0.1 (0.012) 
R. prix 0.189 (0.014) 0.187 (0.014) 0.193 (0.014) 0.182 (0.014) 0.109 (0.011) 0.09 (0.011) - 0.064 (0.009) 
R rob 0.195 (0.014) 0.188 (0.014) 0.188 (0.013) 0.187 (0.014) 0.102 (0.01) 0.092 (0.01) 0.06 (0.008) - 
R ecu°Rhodnius ecuadoriensis R col=)t colornbiensis", R pall R. pallescens, R pict-R pick pes; R1h. sp. Rhodnius sp., collected m Sucumbios, Eoi do 
R. nas°R. nasals; R prls=R prolirus. R. rob=R robusuts. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors calculated by 500 bootstrap replications 
xx 
Tajima's relative rate tests 
Tajima's relative rate tests were conducted to investigate rate heterogeneities 
between pairs of sequences within a 27-haplotype alignment. For each comparison, an 
adequate outgroup sequence was selected (for instance, one R. pictipes haplotype for 
comparisons among members of the Pacific lineage; one R. prolixus for pictipes vs. 
Pacific Glade species; or T rubrovaria for comparisons among members of the two 
main Glades defined by phylogenetic analyses [the (pictipes-Pacific Glade) vs. the 
(rob ustusprolixus-nasutus) branches]). All significance probability values were well 
above 0.05, suggesting that, for the level of divergence of the Rhodnius species studied 
here, the mt cytb gene evolves in a clocklike manner. One exception was detected in the 
comparisons of R. pictipes with R. pallescens and R colombiensis when only 
transversional changes were used for the tests. In these cases, the Colombian species 
seemed to be evolving at a faster rate; the difference was statistically significant 
(p=0.02) for pictipes vs. pallescens, and marginally non-significant (p=0.06) for pictipes 
vs. colombiensis. These and other examples of pairwise comparisons (relevant to the 
phylogeny of R ecuadoriensis and related species) are presented in the following table. 
Table 6. Tajima's relative rate tests between Rhodnius species 
Haplotype pair Outgroup AS: XZ (p)*** TS: (p)*** TV: (p)**" 
PIC-1 vs. PAL-1 Rhodnius prolixus 0.49 (0.49) 0.29 (0.59) 5.56 (0.02) 
PIC-1 vs. COL Rhodnius pro! xus 0.05 (0.8) 0.6 (0.44) 3.56 (0.06) 
PIC-1 vs. MN-4 Rhodnius prolizus 0.29 (0.59) 0.02 (0.9) 1.64 (0.2) 
PAL-1 vs. COL Rhodnius pictipes 0.03 (0.8) 0(1) 1(0.32) 
PAL-1 vs. MN-4 Rhodnius pictipes 1.5 (0.2) 0.47 (0.49) 1.9 (0.17) 
COL vs. MN-4 Rhodnius pictipes 1.9 (0.17) 0.49 (0.49) 3(0.08) 
MN-4 vs. Rhodnius sp. * Diatom rubrovaria 0.04 (0.85) 0.24 (0.63) 0.11(0.75) 
MN-4 vs. R. robustusNapo** Diatom rubrovaria 1.13 (0.29) 1.2 (0.27) 0.1 (0.75) 
PIC-1 vs. R. robustes Napo** Diatom rubrovaria 0.5 (0.48) 0.06 (0.8) 0.8 (0.37) 
PAL-I vs. R. robustus Napo- Diatom rubrovaria 0.24 (0.6) 0.58 (0.45) 0.02 (0.88) 
COL vs. R. robustus Napo** Diatom rubrovaria 0.34 (0.56) 0.24 (0 6) 0.1(0.75) 
AS=all sites; TS=transitions; TV=tranaversions; PIG1=R pictipea; PAI I=R pallescens; COL=R colombiensis, MN-4=R 
ecuadoriensis; *collected in Suc umbios, Ecuador (phenotypically similar to R robustes); -provided by FA Monteiro 
(specimen originally collected by RU Carcavallo in a palm tree in Napo, Ecuador); *** p values for 1 d£ See text for further details on haplotypes and specimens 
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Epidemiology of Chagas Disease in Ecuador. A Brief Review 
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Chagas disease is a complex public health problem that has been underestimated in Ecuador. Here 
we review the relevant published information, and present unpublished and new data that help to under- 
stand the current Chagas disease epidemiological situation and its evolution in the country. Three main 
characteristics have been identified: (i) persistence of Trypanosoma cruzi transmission in already known 
foci; (ii) a marked endemicity in some urban areas of Guayaquil; and (iii) the transformation of new 
Amazon foci into truly endemic areas. The situation in other suspect areas remains uncertain. Five 
Triatominae species have been implicated in the transmission of T. cruzi to people in Ecuador (Tri- 
atoma dimidiata, Rhodnius ecuadoriensis, R. pictipes, R. robustus and Panstrongylus geniculatus), but 
some others may also play a role in some areas (P. rufotuberculatus, P. howardi, T. carrioni and P. 
chinai). Other Triatominae reported seem to have little or no epidemiological relevance (T. venosa, T. 
dispar, Eratyrus mucronatus, E. cuspidatus, P. lignarius and Cavemicola pilosa). High frequency of 
acute cases and severe chronic disease has been observed. Although cardiomyopathy is more frequent, 
serious digestive disease is also present. It is estimated that around 120,000-200,000 people may be 
infected. 2.2 to 3.8 million people are estimated to live under transmission risk conditions. 
Key words: Chagas disease - Ecuador - epidemiology - Triatominae - prevalence - clinical traits - review 
The current situation of Chagas disease in Ec- 
uador is the subject of various ongoing epidemio- 
logical, entomological and clinical studies. With 
the aim of summarising the published information 
available and recent or unpublished data that may 
be remarkably helpful for researchers and control 
agents, we undertook a critical review about these 
crucial topics. Our purpose is to contribute to set 
the scientific basis necessary to the National Con- 
trol Programme currently in preparation in Ecua- 
dor. 
It is estimated that 2.24 to 3.8 million people in 
all, from a total population of around 11 million, 
are exposed to the risk of Tripanosoma cruzi trans- 
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mission. These estimates indicate that 120,000- 
200,000 people would be infected, with chagasic 
cardiopathy as the dominant chronic form (Aguilar 
& Yepez 1996). Previous estimates suggested that 
only 30,000 people were infected (UNDP(World 
Bank/WHO TDR 1997). 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
Some archaeological, pre-Columbian findings 
from the province of Manabi suggest that Romana's 
sign was already known in those areas before the 
arrival of the Europeans to the coastal region of 
Ecuador (cf. Alvarez 1984). During the Spanish 
conquest, some of the Pizarro soldiers suffered 
from a disease they described as "eye sickness" 
acquired at the Portoviejo valley in Manabi around 
1530. The descriptions resemble the characteristic 
lesions of Romana's sign, and Alvarez (1984) at- 
tributes them to Chagas disease. This is also con- 
sistent with the high frequency of acute forms later 
recorded in the area. 
Stal and Whymper (cf. Campos 1923) reported 
the presence of the principal vector, Triatoma 
dimidiata, in the Ecuadorian coastal region in the 
last century. In 1917, Tamayo established the as- 
sociation between the insect bite and a clinical pic- 
ture including local inflammation, oedema and fe- 
ver (Valenzuela 1939). 
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Arteaga (1930) studied the existence of Ameri- 
can trypanosomiasis in the zone of the Coastal Rail- 
road (Guayaquil-Salinas). In 1927 Arteaga veri- 
fied the presence of human infection and triatomine 
bugs in the area of Santa Elena, and the following 
investigations certified that Chagas disease was 
endemic in the urban area of Guayaquil, with T 
dimidiata colonies breeding within the cane and 
wood houses. The Santa Ana and El Carmen hills, 
two urban areas of Guayaquil, were the most 
strongly affected, and they seem to remain so nowa- 
days. 
During the 40s and 50s new disease foci were 
reported from the provinces of Guayas, Manabi, 
Los Rios, and in temperate areas of the Andean 
provinces of Loja, Azuay and Bolivar. It is today 
accepted that the main endemic areas are located 
in the provinces of Guayas, Manabi and El Oro. 
But new foci reported from the Amazon region and 
currently under investigation (Amunärriz et al. 
1991, Amunärriz 1991, Chico et al. 1997, Abad- 
Franch 1998, Abad-Franch et al. 1998a, b) strongly 
suggest that the northern Ecuadorian Amazon ba- 
sin is to be considered an endemic area as well. 
The lack of systematic studies in other provinces 
makes it complicated to assert that the disease is 
not endemic in areas (e. g., in the provinces of Los 
Rios, Esmeraldas, Pastaza, Loja, Imbabura, 
Pichincha, Azuay, etc. ) where ecological and socio- 
economic traits are quite similar to those of well- 
known chagasic zones. 
TRIATOMINE VECTORS (IIEMIPTERA: REDUVI- 
IDAE) 
The main vector species of Chagas disease in 
the Pacific slope of the Ecuadorian Andes are T 
dimidiata and Rhodnius ecuadoriensis. T dimidiata 
can be found in human dwellings in the provinces 
of Guayas, Manabi, Los Rios, and El Oro (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985). A 
recent observation includes the province of Loja 
(Abad-Franch et al., unpublished). R. ecuadoriensis 
has been reported from Manabi, Guayas, Loja and 
El Oro (Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Romana et al. 
1994), but our observations indicate that sylvatic 
forms of this species can be found in subtropical 
valleys of the province of Pichincha (Abad-Franch 
et al., unpublished), probably in relation to 
Phytelephas palm trees, as reported by Romana et 
al. (1994) in other areas. 
Three triatomine species seem to be involved 
in the Amazon basin foci: R. pictipes, R. robustus 
and Panstrongylus geniculatus (Espinoza 1955, 
Amunärriz 1991, Amunärriz et al. 1991, Chico et 
al. 1997, Abad-Franch et al. 1998a, b, Zabala un- 
published). These five species may therefore be 
considered as the ones that actually transmit T. cruzi 
to people in the well-characterised endemic areas. 
The apparent trend to establish domestic and/or 
peridomestic colonies observed in the last three 
species in some areas of the Amazon basin (Barrett 
1988, Amunärriz, 1991, Chico et al. 1997, Valente 
et al. 1998) is particularly worrying. However, 
adults have shown their capacity to fly into the 
houses to feed during the night from their breed- 
ing sites (palm trees, bromeliaceae, mammals bur- 
rows), without establishing permanent colonies 
within human-related structures (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Miles et al. 1981, Barrett 1988, 
Schofield 1994). Some environmental changes in- 
troduced by man during the last 20 years seem to 
play a role in this process: colonisation of primary 
rainforest, deforestation, hunting, agriculture, 
breeding of domestic animals near the houses or 
the introduction of electric light may be factors 
involved (Abad-Franch 1998). P geniculatus dis- 
tribution in Ecuador is probably broader that re- 
ported (Manabi, Imbabura, Napo, Sucumbios and 
Pichincha) (Rodriguez 1959, Defranc 1982, 
Amunärriz 1991, Amundrriz et al. 1991, Chico et 
at. 1997, Zabala unpublished); we studied several 
specimens belonging to this species from Quininde 
(province of Esmeraldas), a zone where no previ- 
ous reports indicate its presence (Abad-Franch et 
at., unpublished observations). 
Other species seem to have some epidemiologi- 
cal significance in smaller areas. T carrioni is a 
semidomestic species from southern Ecuador 
(Leon 1949, Espinoza 1955, Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Defranc 1982, Reyes 1992); nevertheless, 
recent observations indicate that its distribution 
may be significantly broader, reaching the subtropi- 
cal valleys near Quito, in the province of Pichincha 
(Abad-Franch et al., unpublished observations). 
P. rufotubercutalus can be found near or inside 
houses in the provinces of El Oro, Manabi and Loja 
(Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985, Reyes 1992, Zabala un- 
published, Racines et al. unpublished). We have 
identified two adult specimens from the province 
of Pichincha; its presence in Guayas needs further 
investigation. This species seems to be adapting to 
human habitats in Bolivia, and it may be able to 
colonise dwellings after T infestans eradication by 
spraying (Noireau et al. 1994). 
P howardi is considered to be of Ecuadorian 
origin (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982). 
Its distribution seems to be very limited (in the 
province of Manabi), but few studies have been 
conducted in relation to this species. Our observa- 
tions confirm that it is not uncommon to find adult 
specimens within human dwellings, and that 
misidentifications with T dimidiata are not a rare 
event (even by trained personnel linked to the vec- 
tor control service). These species, belonging to 
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different genera, share their general chromatic pat- 
tern and are of similar size. The actual vectorial 
role of this species at the local level needs to be 
established in Manabi. 
Other species present in Ecuador and poten- 
tially involved in T. cruzi transmission are T 
venosa, found to breed inside houses in some ar- 
eas of Colombia (D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985), 
Eraturys mucronatus, a species able to invade and 
colonise human environments (Lent & Wy- 
godzinsky 1979, D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985, 
Noireau et al. 1995) and P. chinai (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982, Reyes 1992). 
Cavernicola pilosa, T dispar and Pans- 
trongylus lignarius, apparently with no epidemio- 
logical importance, have been reported from the 
Amazon basin (Rodriguez 1961, Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1987, Abad-Franch 
et al. 1998a, Zabala unpublished). We recently 
identified one adult male apparently belonging to 
the species P herreri captured in the Amazon ba- 
sin (Abad-Franch et at. in prep. ). E. cuspidatus has 
also been reported from Ecuador (cf. Defranc 
1982). Our studies indicate that R. stall (Lent et al. 
1993) is not present in the Ecuadorian Amazon 
region. Reports indicating the presence of R. 
prolixus in El Oro and Loja, Manabi or Napo/ 
Orellana are doubtful (Defranc 1982, Cueva & 
Romero 1987) and probably due to misidentifi- 
cation. Equally dubious is the record of T. infestans 
in Esmeraldas and Imbabura (cf. Defranc 1982). 
HUMAN INFECTION 
The T cruzi infection prevalence rates in vari- 
ous areas of the country, as reported in different 
studies, are reviewed in Table, together with the 
authors, date and techniques used. 
The interpretation of these data suggests that 
the main endemic areas, where the disease is still 
being actively transmitted, correspond to the prov- 
inces of EI Oro in the southern coastal region, and 
Guayas and Manabi in central and northern Pa- 
cific coast. The northern Amazon region, includ- 
ing the provinces of Sucumbios, Napo and 
Orellana, should be included in the list of endemic 
areas. This zone is characterised by intensive mi- 
gratory pressure linked to petrol exploitation and 
subsequent colonisation. The possibility that the 
environmental changes introduced during the last 
20 years might have favoured Chagas disease trans- 
mission in the area needs further investigation 
(Abad-Franch 1998). As mentioned, the situation 
in other provinces remains uncertain, but their com- 
mon traits make us think that, at least in some zones, 
the disease may be present as well. Migration from 
endemic areas to the city of Guayaquil and the 
northern Amazon is very important from the early 
70s; this trend may also play a role in the epide- 
miological pattern of these areas (Aguilar & Yepez 
1996); the introduction of parasite strains from the 
coast needs further investigation, as all data indi- 
cate that vectors have not been passively trans- 
ported to the area. 
Grijalva et al. (1997,1998) report a prevalence 
of 0.02% positives for T cruzi infection among 
blood donors at the Red Cross Blood Bank in Quito, 
and 0.13% in samples from other provinces. In a 
previous report, Grijalva et al. (1995) reported 
prevalences of 12.1% and 6.1% positives in two 
collections from the Red Cross Blood Bank in 
Quito (345 samples in total, analysed by ELISA 
plus Western Blotting). 
CLINICAL FEATURES 
Acute clinical disease - Historical data show 
that from the early 20s it was not uncommon that 
clinical pictures compatible with the Romana's sign 
were diagnosed at hospitals in Guayaquil. Varas 
(1942) indicate that this form of periorbital oedema 
was extremely frequent in the city. Subsequent 
studies continued to show this trait (Espinoza 1955, 
Rodriguez 1961,1963, G6mez 1968, Rassi 1979, 
Alvarez 1984). In a recent series, Galindo (unpub- 
lished data) registered 560 acute cases from the 
records of the National Institute of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine. These cases are in the majority 
from the provinces of Guayas, Manabi, El Oro and 
Los Rios, all in the coastal region (Galindo, pers. 
comm. ). We studied a series of five acute cases 
from the northern Amazon in 1994 (unpublished 
data); all of them were children under nine with 
fever, generalised oedema, hepatosplenomegaly 
and signs of myocarditis. 
Chronic chagas disease - Both heart and di- 
gestive forms of the disease have been reported 
from Ecuador. Galindo (1958,1959) found 
chagasic etiology in 20% of 150 cardiac patients 
in Guayaquil. 20.68% of positives were under 40 
years old and presented cardiopathy stage VI fol- 
lowing the WHO/PAHO criteria (1974). More than 
50% of those patients died in the next 15 months. 
G6mez (1968) found electrocardiographic signs 
compatible with chagasic cardiopathy in 1.4% of 
randomly selected, apparently healthy people. 
Kawabata et al. (1987) reported that 40% of 154 
seropositives from El Oro and Guayas presented 
typical electrocardiographic abnormalities. In a 
series of 25 chagasic heart patients, we found that 
53% met the WHO/PAHO criteria for cardiopathy 
stage I, and 47% for stage II and III (unpublished 
data). 
Digestive forms are estimated to represent 
around 3% of chronic Chagas disease cases, and 
seem to be mainly from El Oro (Galindo, unpub- 
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TABLE 
Epidemiological evolution of human Trypanosoma cruzi infection in Ecuador 
Author, year, technique Province Locality Positives 
Observations 
Montalvän J 1950 El Oro Zaruma 
Complement fixation El Oro Machala 
Guayas Gnal Vernaza 
Guayas Salitre 
Manabi Portoviejo 
Manabi Chone 
INH (1949-1957) Coastal Region Various 
(cf. Rodriguez JD 1959) (all provinces) 
Complement fixation 
29% 
13.3% 
3.1% 
11.8% 
3.8% 
5.8% 
696 samples examined 
Espinoza L 1955 El Oro Various 
Complement fixation Guayas Various 
Guayas Guayaquil (urban) 
Loja Various 
Los Rios Various 
Rodriguez JD 1959 Guayas Guayaquil 
Complement fixation Guayas Various 
EI Oro Various 
El Oro Machala 
Manabi Portoviejo 
Manabi Bahia 
Loja Various 
Esmeraldas Various 
Los Rios Various 
G6mez LLF 1968 Coastal region Various 
INH (1962-1967) (all provinces) 
methods 
Complement fixation + 
Optic microscopy 
Andrade A et al. unpublished Manabi Picoaza 
Complement Fixation 
Mimori T et al. 1985 Guayas Pedro Carbo 
IHA El Oro Zaruma 
SNEM-TDR 1986 El Oro Portovelo 
(cf. Reyes 1992; complemen- El Oro Pifias 
tary data: Ministry of Public El Oro Zaruma 
Health, unpublished report) El Oro El Guavo 
IFI El Oro Pasaje 
Guayas Guayaquil (urban) 
Racines VJ et al. 1994 El Oro Portovelo, Piº as 
IFI + ELISA and Zaruma 
Guderian R et at. 1994 El Oro Marcabclc 
(unpublished) El Oro Pena 
Recombinant Antigen/ELISA El Oro Balzas 
13.9% 
8.2% 
3.5% 
1.9% 
2% 
1.5% 
24% (GP) 
4% (SC) 
7.6% (SC) 
7% (GP) 
4% (GP) 
3% (GP) 
2% (SC) 
4% (GP) 
1.5% (SC) 
3% (CF) 
2.8% (OM) 
17% 
4.3% 
3.9% 
17.1% 
14.6% 
10.1% 
2.3% 
7.3% 
2.6% 
3,333 samples examined 
Positives: 
>80% born in Coastal 
Region 
>I 0% born in the 
province of Loja 
Survey to schoolchildren 
in rural areas and in 
urban Guayaquil 
GP = General Population; 
SC = School Children 
2,160 blood samples were 
examined by both 
521 samples 
Guayaquil (urban): 2,078 
samples 
EI (iuavo: 43 samples 
Pasajc: 41 sampics 
4to6 1.4% 
6toK 1.3% 
K to 10 1.5% 
1Oto12 2.2°/Q 
12 to 14 I. 9% 
14 to 15 0.9% 
7.2% 
6% 
11.4% 
Results by age groups 
1,514 samples examined 
1.8% + for IgC 
0.1%+ for IgM 
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Author, year, technique Province Locality Positives Observations 
Chico et al. 1997 
RecombinantAntigen/ELISA Napo and Various 6% 18 Quechua Communities 
Orellana (1,011 samples) surveyed 
(see (°) below) 
Racines & Grijalva 1999 Manabi Pajan (203 samples) 1% Preliminary results; some of 
INH/TDR/Ohio Universtity Manabi Portoviejo (628 sampl. ) 1.9% them need to be confirmed 
(unpublished) Guayas Balzar (178 sampl. ) 0.6% (°)Napo/Orellana were 
MicroELISA Guayas Guayaquil (2604 sampl. ) 1.8% separated in two provinces 
Guayas Pedro Carbo (94 sampl. ) 1.1% in 1998 
Sucumbios Lago Agrio (493 sampl. ) 2.3% (b)Communities along the 
Sucumbios Putumayo(**) (1232 s. ) 1.3% San Miguel-Putumayo 
Sucumbios Shushufindi (263 s. ) 0% River 
Napo/Orellana(° ) Aguarico (1796 s. ) 0.4% 
Napo/Orellana Coca (105 s. ) 0% Amazon region: 
Napo/Orellana El Chaco (311 s. ) 0.3% 6,365 samples; 0.8% + 
Napo/Orellana J. Sachas (167 s. ) 0.6% Coastal region: 
Napo/Orellana Loreto (186 s. ) 1.6% 3,718 samples; 1.7% + 
Napo/Orellana Orellana (495 s. ) 1.6% Andean sierra: 
Napo/Orellana Quijos (40 sampl. ) 0% 905 samples; 0.3% + 
Napo/Orellana Tena (1050 s. ) 0.2% 
Pastaza Various (227 sampl. ) 0.4% Total: 
Cotopaxi La Manä (501 s. ) 0.4% 10.988 samples 
Cotopaxi Bangua (404 s. ) 0.2% 1.1% positives 
INII: Instituto Nacional de Higiene y Medicina Tropical `Leopoldo Izquieta Perez'; SNEM: Servicio Nacional para 
la Erradicaciön de la Malaria y Control de Vectores. Note: incomplete demographic data limit interpretation in terms 
of real prevalence in the general population; a: Napo/Orellana were separated in two provinces in 1998; b: communities 
along the San Miguel-Putumayo River. 
lished). Guevara et al. (1997) reported two cases 
of severe digestive Chagas disease, confirmed by 
PCR, in patients from Loja (southwest) and Morona 
Santiago (south Amazon region) with megacolon. 
This digestive form seems to be more frequent than 
megaoesophagus, but further studies are required. 
CONCLUSION 
Chagas disease is a major public health prob- 
lem classically underestimated in Ecuador. Preva- 
lence estimates based upon infection rates reported 
from studied areas and demographic official data 
indicate that up to 200,000 people may be already 
infected, while data published by WHO report only 
30,000 (UNDP/World Bank/WHO TDR 1997). 
The presence of a variety of actual or potential 
vector species, and recent data indicating that trans- 
mission actively persists, makes it imperative to 
accomplish a comprehensive and systematic con- 
trol programme in the well-known endemic areas, 
and sero-entomological surveys in other coastal and 
Amazon provinces. Some of such studies are cur- 
rently ongoing, but substantial efforts are still 
needed. A standardised methodology has to be es- 
tablished in order to enable comparisons between 
different studies. The dynamics of transmission in 
the Amazon region should be clarified as a research 
priority. Studies on vector biology and population 
genetics are also required (Schofield et at. 1995, 
1996). In general, we understand that a serious and 
broad public health action, following the WHO 
recommendations (WHO 1991), and under the co- 
ordination of the Andean countries initiative to 
interrupt the transmission of Chagas disease 
(UNDP/World Bank/WHO TDR 1997), is essen- 
tial to respond adequately to this important public 
health problem. 
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Chagas disease is a major public health challenge for 
most Latin American countries. An initiative for the co- 
ordinated control of Chagas disease transmission 
throughout the Andean countries was launched in 
1997. Since the early 1990s, control measures based on 
elimination of domestic/peridomestic triatomine colo- 
nies and screening of donor blood by serological testing 
have resulted in a reduction in incidence of -70% in the 
Southern Cone countries (WHO, 1991; DIAS & SCHO- 
FIELD, 1999; MONCAYO, 1999; WHO/CTD, 2000). 
Various Rhodnius species are among the most impor- 
tant vectors of Trypanosoma cruzi, the causative agent of 
Chagas disease, in different countries of continental 
South and Central America. All of them have been 
reported to breed in arboreal habitats and many of them 
in palm trees of different genera (WHITI. AW & CHANIO- 
TIS, 1978; LENT & WYGODZINSKY, 1979; MILES et al., 
1983; PIZARRO & ROMANA, 1998). The study of the 
ecological traits and behavioural trends of sylvatic popu- 
lations is a key to the understanding of the processes 
leading to the initial colonization of human dwellings by 
Rhodnius species, and recolonization following vector 
control interventions (DUJARDIN et al., 1991; COSTA, 
1999). 
R. ecuadoriensis is a major vector of Chagas disease in 
Ecuador, and is able to colonize human-related habitats 
by migration from sylvatic ecotopes (LENT & WYGOD- 
ZINSKY, 1979; ROMANA et al., 1994; SCHOFIELD, 1994; 
AGUILAR et al., 1999). Sylvatic populations of R. 
ecuadoriensis have been reported to occur in central and 
northern coastal regions, in palm trees of the genus 
Phytelephas (locally known as palma de tagua, used for 
handicraft manufacture and frequently maintained in the 
peridomicile) (AVILES et at., 1995; BORCHSENIUS et al., 
1998). Here we report preliminary results of the use of 
live bait traps in the study of sylvatic Rhodnius popula- 
tions in Ecuador. 
The direct collection of sylvatic Triatominae is time 
consuming and logistically difficult. Results are usually 
scarce, even when dissection of natural ecotopes (e. g., 
palm trees) is undertaken (MILES et al., 1981; PIZARRO & 
ROMANA, 1998). Light trapping is also of limited value, 
as only starved adults of few species fly readily to light 
traps. Several authors have reported the use of animal- 
baited traps for triatomines (RABINOVICH et al., 1976; 
TONIA et al., 1976; CARCAVALLO, 1985), all as yet with 
poor results. Recently, NOIREAU et at. (1999,2000) 
described a simple trapping system that produced ex- 
cellent results in the study of sylvatic Triatoma (T. 
sordida, T. guasayana, and T. infestans dark morph) 
inhabiting hollow trees in the Bolivian Chaco. The 
system consists of a small plastic bottle containing a 
mouse as bait and covered with double-coated adhesive 
tape. We have applied this method, introducing several 
modifications aimed to improve its performance and the 
welfare of the mouse, to study sylvatic Rhodnius popula- 
tions in palm trees in Ecuador. 
The study area, nearby the locality of Alluriquin 
(province of Pichincha), is located on the western slope 
of the Andes (700-800 in above sea level; approximately 
79°00' W, 00°20' S). The area comprises very humid 
subtropical forest (CANADAS, 1983). Phytelephas aequa- 
torialis Spruce, a palm tree endemic to the Ecuadorian 
western slope of the Andes (BORCHSENIUS et al., 1998), 
is abundant in the zone, and was suspected of being a 
favoured ecotope for Rhodnius insects. Our modified 
traps consisted of a plastic container, larger 
(-15 X9 cm) than those used by NOIREAU et al. 
(1999), in which a mouse was contained together with 
a small quantity of wood shavings and food (aiming to 
protect the animal from low night temperatures and 
starvation). Small holes were made in the lower side of 
the bottles so that water from rain could not accumulate 
within. Containers were closed with 1 mm-aperture wire 
mesh and wrapped around with double-coated adhesive 
tape. They were located in different parts of the palm 
trees (among epiphytes growing around stems, or di- 
rectly in the angle between palm fronds and the stem). 
Our objectives were: (i) to test the performance of 
modified live-bait traps in palm trees, and with Rhodnius 
species; (ii) to detect positive palm trees for further 
studies; and (iii) to capture some live specimens for 
laboratory studies. We initially studied 11 P. aequatorialis 
palm trees by direct searches for insects in their crowns. 
In a second attempt, we investigated 34 palm trees using 
the modified traps (placed overnight on the palms). We 
used a total of 56 trap-nights on these palms. We also 
undertook a manual capture of insects in the organic 
matter and epiphytes present around the trunk of 1 palm 
tree. Part of these materials were cut down and examined 
on a white sheet (4 people searching during 3 h). Finally, 
we dissected another palm by cutting it down and 
systematically inspecting it on a larger white sheet (4 
people, 3 h). These 2 palms were already known to be 
positive (triatomines were captured previously in live- 
bait traps). 
Direct searches in palm crowns yielded negative 
results. By live-bait trapping, 12 out of 34 palm trees 
were found to be positive (infestation index 35.3%) for 
the presence of Rhodnius breeding colonies (nymphs 
captured, colonisation index 100%) [insects were pre- 
liminarily identified as R. ecuadoriensis as described by 
LENT & WYGODZINSKY (1979); molecular taxonomy 
studies are ongoing]. Of 56 trap-nights, 27 (48%) were 
found to be positive (containing triatomine bugs adhered 
to the tape) when checked the following morning. The 
average number of insects per positive trap-night was 4.9, 
with a maximum of 14 individuals in a single trap-night. 
We captured a total of 141 Rhodnius insects. The 
crowding index (average number of insects per positive 
palm) was 11.75, and the density index (insects cap- 
tured/palms examined) was 4.15. Of the total number, 139 bugs (99%) were nymphs of different stages, with just 2 adults (1 female and 1 male) (adults/nymphs index 
0.014). Seven nymphs were captured in 2 positive palms by other means, with just 1 fifth-instar nymph captured 
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by complete dissection of 1 of these palms. No other 
triatomine species was found. 
The performance of modified live-bait traps in this 
study is notably better than reported in 1999 and 2000 by 
NoiREAU et al. (48% positive against 27% and 21.9% 
positive, respectively); these differences may be related to 
the distinct triatomines and ecotopes studied (thus not 
necessarily to a superior trap design), but clearly reveal 
that this method yields excellent results in palms inhab- 
ited by Rhodnius. We recently captured 50 Rhodnius 
individuals (R. pictipes and R. robustus) in a single trap- 
night in a P. tenuicaulis palm in the Ecuadorian Amazon 
(F. S. Palomeque et al., unpublished). Regarding palm 
dissection, in 25 published studies (cf. PIZARRO & 
RoMA1 A, 1998) 1390 palms were cut down and 
10 564 Rhodnius were captured (an average of 7.6 
insects/palm); our results in Pichincha (4.15 insects/ 
palm, this report), and more widely in Ecuador (6.3 
insects/palm by live-bait trapping plus direct searches in 
palm crowns, F. Abad-Franch et al., unpublished) ques- 
tion the necessity of indiscriminately cutting down and 
dissecting palms for this kind of study. The adults/ 
nymphs index we found is very low (0.014); we speculate 
that adult insects may be able to escape from the adhesive 
tape, but a lower number of adults in sylvatic colonies- 
compared to that of immature individuals-may also be a 
reason. Previous studies (conducted by palm dissection, 
thus probably biased towards bigger insects) report an 
average adults/nymphs index of 0.7, range 0-2.6 (cf. 
PIZARRO & ROMAA, 1998). With the live-bait traps, no 
mouse mortality was recorded, and animals spending the 
night inside the modified traps were found to be in 
perfect condition (except for 1 mouse, which was 
attacked by small ants; avoidable by covering the wire 
mesh with finer cloth). 
Our results strongly suggest that live-bait traps with 
adhesive tape could be extremely helpful in the study of 
sylvatic populations of different Rhodnius and other 
Triatominae species associated with palm trees in the 
wild. This method provides a quick and inexpensive way 
to readily detect positive palm trees, and could be also of 
value for disease transmission control purposes, as the 
presence of triatomines in peridomestic palms may be 
easily monitored using live-bait traps. The ecological 
impact of cutting down and dissecting palm trees to study 
wild triatomines could be reduced to the minimum (and, 
in many cases, avoided), as could the effort required for 
such studies. Additionally, it is possible to recover 
sufficient live specimens to establish laboratory colonies 
and enlarge reference collections for further studies and 
comparisons. 
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RESUMEN La enfermedad de Chagas es uno de los graves problemas de salud de America 
Latina: mäs de 11 millones de personas estdn infectadas por Trypanosoma 
cruzi, el pardsito que, la produce. Felizmente, varios programas de control 
coordinados (Cono Sur, Area Andina, America Central, etc. ) han resultado 
en la interrupciön de in transmision en grandes areas del continente. Solo 
Ecuador, entre los paises andinos, carece de un programa estructurado de 
control. Se estima que -120000 personas estdn infectadas en el pats, lo que 
supone unas 300 muertes y unos 3000 nuevos casos por ano. La cargafinan- 
ciera relacionada con in ausencia de medidas preventivas pueden calcularse 
en unos 30 millones de dölares anuales. Sin embargo, el costo de un progra- 
ma de control no superar a los 1.6 millones de dölares/ano durante los cinco 
primeros anos y un millön/ano durante los siguientes diez. La meta de elimi- 
naci6n de la transmisiön, fjada pars el ano 2010 por la Comisiön Intergu- 
bernamental de los paises andinos, solo podrä ser alcanzada emprendiendo 
sin retraso acciones sistemdticas Para el control vectorial, el manejo adecuado 
de los pacientes y el tamizaje efectivo de las todas las donaciones realizadas en 
los bancos de sangre. 
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Abstract 
A survey of natural ecotopes of Triatoma infestans dark morph and other triatomine sylvatic species was 
performed in an uninhabited area of the Bolivian Chaco. Among the 321 triatomines collected by light 
trapping, only 4 T. infestans dark morph specimens were identified. Predominant flying species were T. 
guasayana and T. sordida group 2 (51.7% and 37.1 % of capture, respectively). The same species prevailed in 
terrestrial and epiphytic bromeliads where scarce T. infestans dark morph nymphal instars were also 
detected. In parrot nests T. delpontei prevailed broadly over other species (90.2% of the capture) and only 4 
T. infestans dark morph adults were collected. In contrast, T. infestans dark morph was the predominant 
species captured in hollow trees (46.0% of the total collected). The abundance of immature forms (88.2% of 
the collection) shows that hollow trees constitute a favourable ecotope for this species. Of the 421 trees 
investigated, 33.7% were positive for triatomines. T. infestans dark morph, found inside 15.0% of them, also 
had higher apparent density than other species (average number of T. infestans in positive trees, 2.0 ± 1.6 vs 
1.3 ± 0.6 for other species). Light trapping seems to be an efficient method to sample the T. sordida-T. 
guasayana complex in that it shows a similar distribution to that observed in natural ecotopes; however, this 
method is ineffective for the assessment of the local abundance of T. infestans dark morph. 
Keywords: Tnatonra infestans, Triatoma sordida, Triatoma guasayana, sylvatic populations, ecology, Bolivia 
Introduction 
Control of Chagas disease by the elimination of 
domestic populations of Triatominae has been success- 
ful over vast areas of the Southern Cone countries where 
Triatoma infestans is the main domestic vector (SCHO- 
FIELD & DIAS, 1998). Nevertheless, in controlled areas, 
there are increasing reports of sylvatic triatomines invad- 
ing human dwellings. Consequently, research activities 
must focus on originally sylvatic species adapting to 
peridomestic and domestic habitats. The entomological 
observations generated will assist in the adaptation of 
vector control strategies. 
With regard to T. infestans, Bolivia is the only country 
where true sylvatic foci are documented. Sylvatic popu- 
lations have been reported from valleys of Cochabamba 
and Sucre (TORRICO, 1946; DUJARDIN et al., 1987; 
BERMIJDEZ et al., 1993). More recently, a sylvatic focus 
was also detected at Caracato, department of La Paz (F. 
Noireau, unpublished data). These sylvatic populations, 
wtich occur always amongst rock-piles, are most likely 
widespread through Andean valleys between 2400 and 
2600 m altitude. Chromatic pattern, isozyme profiles 
and DNA sequence analysis are similar between domes- 
tic and sylvatic Andean specimens but random amplified 
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and morphometrics allow 
them to be distinguished (DUJARDIN et al., 1987,1997; 
CARLIER et al., 1996; MONTEIRO et al., 1999). 
Besides this Andean focus, another sylvatic T. infestans 
population was recently detected in the Bolivian Chaco 
(NOIREAU et al., 1997b). The first reported specimens 
were adults captured in parrot nests and by light trap- 
ping. Because of chromatic differences with domestic T. 
infestans (overall darker coloration with small yellow 
markings on the connexivum), they were named dark 
morphs (DM). They present morphometric differences 
but isoenzymatic similarity with domestic T. infestans. 
This suggests that they represent a distinct population 
(NOIREAU et al., 1997b), a hypothesis recently supported 
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by DNA sequence analysis and cytogenetics (MoN- 
TEIRO et al., 1999; F. Panzera, unpublished data). 
The same region of the Bolivian Chaco is characterized 
by the sympatric occurrence of T. guasayana with 2 
putative cryptic species of the T. sordida complex known 
as groups 1 and 2 (G1 and G2) (NoIREAu et al., 1998, 
1999b). Parrot nests in the region often contain ornitho- 
philic triatomines characterized as T. delpontei by cyto- 
genetics (F. Panzera, unpublished data). The current 
work improves the knowledge of these sylvatic species 
which are all (except T. delpontet) considered as candi- 
date vectors because of their ability to colonize artificial 
structures. 
Materials and Methods 
Study area 
The field work was carried out in the phytogeographi- 
cal region of the Chaco, in the southern part of the 
Department of Santa Cruz, Bolivia. The main environ- 
mental characteristics of this semi-arid region are: (i) 300-m altitude, (ii) a mean temperature of 26°C, (iii) an 
average annual rainfall of about 600 mm, and (iv) a 
marked seasonality, with a dry season from March to 
October and a wet season the rest of the year. The 
surveyed area included La Choza (18'34'516" S; 62°40' 
108" W), an uninhabited site located on the way to Izozog, and the surrounding forest. The area is covered by a dense and thick vegetation (elevation 4-6 m) of hardwood trees dominated by Ruprechtia trifora with 
emerging trees up to 12 in high (including Aspidospenna 
quebracho-blanco, Chorisia insignis). In the lowest stratum 
thorn shrubs, bromeliads and cacti predominate. 
Collection of triatomines 
The current study was focused on T. infestans DM but 
also included other sylvatic triatomine species endemic 
to the area. Insects were collected by light-trap at the site 
of La Choza. The light system consisted of a vertical 
white cloth simultaneously illuminated by a 12-V fluor- 
escent black light tube and a 150-V mercury vapour light. It was operated by portable generator from sunset to 22: 30 for 3-5 successive nights in September 1995,1996 
and 1997, and for 18 nights in September 1998. 
Various natural habitats such as bromeliads, parrot 
nests and hollow trees located near the site were searched 
24 
for the presence of triatomines during September and 
October 1998. Terrestrial (Bromelia serra and B. 
hieronymi) and epiphytic bromeliads (Tillandsia spp. ) 
were cut off at the base and systematically dissected. 
Parrot nests inhabited by Myiopsitta monacha cotorra 
(colonial monk parrot) were carefully dismantled to 
allow each part to be examined. Mammal-baited traps 
as described by NOIREAu et al. (1999a) were used to 
capture insects living in hollow trees. 
Processing of insects 
The collected triatomines were placed in plastic 
bottles containing filter paper and transported to the 
laboratory. They were identified by morphology, accord- 
ing to LENT & WYGODZINSKY (1979). Isoenzyme analy- 
sis was performed to discriminate nymphal instars and 
adults of T. sordida G1, G2, and T. guasayana. All 
nymphal instars and adults pertaining to this complex 
were processed for 2 enzyme systems: malate dehydro- 
genase (MDH, EC 1.1.1.37) and isocitrate dehydrogen- 
ase (IDH, EC 1.1.1.42). Both enzyme systems provide a 
reliable identification of the 3 species (NOIREAU et al., 
1998). Although T. sordida G2 has not yet received 
formal nomenclatural recognition as a new species, it 
will be considered as a putative species in this work. 
Samples collected in hollow trees were examined for 
flagellates by direct microscope observation of faeces 
droplets at x400 magnification. 
Results 
A total of 321 triatomines was captured by light- 
trapping (Table 1). According to their relative abun- 
dance, T. guasayana prevailed over T. sordida G2 and G1 
(51-7%, 37-1% and 8-7% of capture, respectively). T. 
infestans DM and T. delpontei presented a low abundance 
(only 4 specimens of each species captured). The sex 
ratio for the whole collection was close to 1: 1. 
We searched for triatomines inside 197 terrestrial 
bromeliads (Table 2). T. guasayana and T. sordida G2 
were the prevailing species (48.9% and 36.2%, respec- 
tively). Four nymphal instars of T. infestans DM and 3 T. 
sordida G1 specimens were also encountered. A similar 
distribution of species was observed inside 172 epiphytic 
bromeliads: T. sordida G2 and T. guasayana predomi- 
nated over T. infestans DM (8 nymphal instars collected) 
and T. sordida G1 (Table 2). The infestation rate for both 
types of bromeliads was similar (17-3% for terrestrial 
bromeliads and 22.1% for epiphytes, respectively). Ac- 
cording to the species, the triatomine burden of pooled 
terrestrial and epiphyte bromeliads is shown in Table 3. 
The average number of triatomines captured by positive 
plant was 1.5 ± 0.6. T. infestans DM and T. sordida G1 
were scarcely found (2.2% and 1.9% of bromeliads, 
respectively). However, T. sordida G2 and T. guasayana 
were more frequently detected (in 9-5% of bromeliads 
for both species). A total of 78.6% of positive bromeliads 
contained only 1 species while 21-4% contained 2 
species. 
The dissection of 46 parrot nests showed that T. 
delpontei prevailed over T. sordida G1 (90.2% vs 6.3%, 
respectively). Only 4 T. infestans DM and I T. sordida G2 
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were also collected (Table 2). Except for T. delpontei 
which exhibited a great number of nymphal instars, only 
adult forms were detected for other species. T. delpontei 
was encountered inside 26 nests (56.6%) and T. sordida 
G1 inside 5 (10.9%). The 4 adult forms of T. infestans 
DM were captured inside 3 nests. 
From a total of 732 bait-traps suspended in hollow 
trees, 160 (21.9%) collected live triatomines adhering to 
the tape. The distribution by species and age structure of 
the 276 captured triatomines is shown in Table 2. T. 
infestans DM was the predominant species (46.0% of the 
276 triatomines captured), followed by T. guasayana 
(23.2%) and T. sordida G2 and G1 (17.0% and 13.8%, 
respectively). A great number of nymphal instars was 
collected, particularly of T. infestans DM and T. sordida 
G1 (88-2% and 71 "I%, respectively). From a total of 421 
trees investigated, 142 were positive for triatomines 
(33.7%). According to triatomine species, the apparent 
triatomine burden of infested trees is shown in Table 4. 
The average number of triatomines captured by positive 
tree was 1.9 ± 1.4. T. infestans DM, found inside 15.0% 
of trees, presented the highest apparent density: the 
average number of specimens captured by positive tree 
(2.0 ± 1.6) was greater than for any other species (P < 
0.05) while the mean burdens for T. sordida G1, G2 and 
T. guasayana were similar. Most positive trees contained 
only 1 species (73.3%) while 23.2% had 2 species and 5 
(3.5%) 3 species. Forty-five trees contained only T. 
infestans DM (31.7%) while 18 (12.7%) had T. infestans 
DM associated with another species. 
The distribution of T. sordida G 1, T. sordida G2 and T. 
guasayana adults did not differ significantly between 
captures performed by light-trapping, in bromeliads and 
hollow trees. In contrast, only 4 T. infestans DM were 
collected by light-trapping in spite of their abundance in 
hollow trees. 
Faecal samples from 134 triatomines collected in 
hollow trees were examined by microscopy for flagel- 
lates. Only 2 (2.5%) T. infestans DM were positive. The 
infection rate of other species is summarized in Table 5. 
Discussion 
Ecological studies of Triatominae in areas where 
endemic species are hard to discriminate on morpholo- 
gical traits show the importance of using molecular tools 
for an accurate characterization. This is particularly so 
for the T. sordida- T. guasayana complex (Notxrnu et 
al., 1998) and other Triatominae such as the Rhodnius 
genus (DUJARDIN et al., 1991). In the Bolivian Chaco, 
multilocus enzyme electrophoresis allows reliable dis- 
crimination between 2 biological species pertaining to 
the T. sordida complex and named groups 1 and 2 
(NOIREAU et al., 1998). Later, this partition was con- 
firmed by RAPD, morphometrics, cytogenetics and 
crossing experiments (J. P. Dujardin, B. Bastrenta, L. 
Garcia, F. Panzera and F. Noireau, unpublished data). 
Because these T. sordida groups could exhibit different 
behaviour, ecologicial studies should take the distinct 
population subdivision into consideration. 
Light-trapping seems to be an efficient method to 
sample the T. sordzda- T. guasayana complex as it shows 
Table 1. Distribution of Triatominae captured by light-trapping in the 
Bolivian Chaco 
Species No. (%) of males No. (%) of females Total (%0) of capture 
T. sordidaG1 9 (32.1) 19(67-9) 28 (8.7) 
T. sordidaG2 68(57-1) 51 (42.9) 119 (37.1) 
T. guasayana 79(47-6) 87(52-4) 166(51-7) 
T. infestans DM I (25.0) 3 (75.0) 4(1-2) 
T. delpontei 3(75-0) 1 (25.0) 4(1-2) 
Total 160(49-8) 161 (50.2) 321 (100) 
DM, dark morph. See the text for details of the methods used 
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Table 2. Distribution of triatomines collected in natural ecotopes in the 
Bolivian Chaco 
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No. of No. of No. of No. of Total (%) 
Ecotope Species nymphs males females adults of capture 
Terrestrial 
bromeliad 
T. sordida G1 
T. sordida G2 
1 
0 
2 
9 
0 
8 
2 
17 
3(6-4) 
17 (36.2) 
T. guasayana 0 16 7 
23 23(48-9) 
T. infestans DM 4 0 0 0 4 (8.5) 
Total 5 27 15 42 47(100) 
Epiphytic 
bromeliad 
T. sordida G1 
T. sordida G2 
1 
0 
0 
9 
3 
13 
3 
22 
4 (7.3) 
22(40-0) 
T. guasayana 1 9 11 20 21 
(38.2) 
T. infestans DM 8 0 0 0 8(14-5) 
Total 10 18 27 45 55 (100) 
Parrot nest T. sordida G1 
T. sordida G2 
0 
0 
2 
1 
7 
0 
9 
1 
9(6-3) 
1 (0.7) 
T. guasayana 
T. infestans DM 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
4 
0 
4(2-8) 
T. delpontei 69 33 27 60 129(90-2) 
Total 69 39 35 74 143 (100) 
Hollow tree T. sordida G1 
T. sordida G2 
27 
9 
7 
21 
4 
17 
11 
38 
3803-8) 
47(17-0) 
T. guasayana 3 30 31 61 64(23-2) 
T. infestans DM 112 5 10 15 127(46-0) 
Total 151 63 62 125 276 (100) 
All ecotopes T. sordida Gi 29 
11 14 25 54(10-4) 
T. sordida G2 9 40 38 78 87(16-7) 
T. guasayana 4 55 49 104 108(20-7) 
T. infestans DM 124 8 11 19 143(27-4) 
T. delpontei 69 33 27 60 129(24-8) 
Total 235 147 139 286 521 (100) 
DM, dark morp h. See the text for details of the methods used. 
Table 3. Triatomine burden in bromeliads in the Bolivian Chaco 
No. (%) of Mean no. (SD) 
positive No. of of triatomines per Range of 
Species bromeliads triatomines positive plant density 
T. sordida G1 7(1-9) 7 1-0(0-0) 1 
T. sordidaG2 35 (9.5) 39 1.1 (0.3) 1-2 
T. guasayana 35(9-5) 44 1-3(0-5) 1-3 
T. infestans DM 8(2-2) 12 1-5(0-8) 1-3 
All species 70(19-0) 102 1-5(0-6) 1-3 
The values given are combined results from 197 terrestrial bromeliads and 172 epiphytic 
bromeliads. 
DM, dark morph. 
Table 4. Apparent triatomine burden in trees in the Bolivian Chaco 
No. (%) Mean no. (SD) 
of positive No. of of triatomines by Range of 
Species trees triatomines positive tree density 
T. sordida G1 32(7-6) 38 1-2(0-5) 1-3 
T. sordida G2 40(9-5) 47 1-2(0-4) 1-2 
T. guasayana 50(11-9) 64 1-3(0-6) 1-4 
T. infestans DM 63(15-0) 127 2-0(1-6) 1-11 
All species 142(33-7) 276 1-9(1-4) 1-12 
DM, dark morph. 
a similar distribution to that observed in natural ecotopes 
such as hollow trees and bromeliads. Moreover, it 
confirms the dispersive flight ability of these species as 
reported by SCHOFIELD et al. (1991), WISNIVESKY- 
COLLI et al. (1993) and NoIPFAU et al. (1999b). How- 
ever, the light-trapping of T. infestans DM seems in- 
effective to assess the local abundance of this species. As 
suggested by studies on domestic populations, T. infes- 
tans has a lesser propensity to flight than T. sordida 
(SCHOFIELD et al., 1992). WISNIVESKY-COCCI et al. 
(1993) reported that T. guasayana females attracted to 
light were slightly more numerous than males. In our 
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Table 5. Infection by flagellates of triatomines col- 
lected in hollow trees in the Bolivian Chaco 
Species 
No. 
examined 
No. 
positive 
% 
positive 
T. sordidaG1 22 2 9.1 
T. sordida G2 16 0 0.0 
T. guasayana 15 2 13.3 
T. infestans DM 81 2 2.5 
Total 134 6 4.5 
DM, dark morph. 
study, a similar result was observed in T. guasayana and 
T. sordida G1. On the contrary, the capture of males by 
light-trapping was greater in T. sordida G2. These 
collections performed during the end of the dry season 
discard the idea of a temporal sex ratio modification 
where males are more common early in the season and 
females at the end, as observed by EKKENS (1981) for T. 
rubida in Arizona. 
In the Argentinean Chaco, sylvatic T. guasayana 
colonizes bromeliads, cacti and tree cavities (WISNI- 
VESKY-COLLI et al., 1997). Except for cacti (not consid- 
ered in this study), the same ecotopes are infested in 
the Bolivian Chaco. In bromeliads and hollow trees, 
nymphs were collected in low numbers (1 and 3 speci- 
mens, respectively) whereas previous studies reported 
their greater abundance in such ecotopes (WISNIVESKY- 
COLLI et al., 1997; NOIREAU et al., 1999b). Neverthe- 
less, the presence of nymphal instars allows particular 
ecotopes to be considered as breeding sites. 
Both T. sordida groups were collected in bromeliads 
and hollow trees, although our observations suggest that 
bromeliads are not important breeding sites since we 
found no nymphal instars amongst these plants. By 
contrast, our finding of numerous nymphs in tree cavities 
suggests that these constitute a favourable ecotope for 
both species. In spite of the greater abundance of T. 
sordida G2 in this area, T. sordida G1 adults largely 
predominate over G2 in parrot nests but the absence of 
nymphal instars calls into question the role of these nests 
as breeding sites. The detection of T. sordida G1 in parrot 
nests opens the idea of passive transport of eggs of this 
species among the feathers of parrots, which could help 
to explain the wider distribution of this group. The 
capture of T. delpontei in nests occupied by parrots 
confirms previous reports of ABALOS & WYGODZINSKY 
(1951), CARCAVALLO& MARTINEZ (1985) and SALVA- 
TELLA et al. (1993). Until now, T. delpontei has not been 
reported from Bolivia, possibly owing to misidentifica- 
tion as T. platensis. 
In hollow trees, 88.2% of collected T. infestans DM 
were nymphal instars. The abundance of immature 
forms shows that hollow trees certainly constitute a very 
favourable ecotope for this species. The vertebrate hosts 
living in such hollow trees were not investigated but we 
observed rodent faeces in various cavities suggesting a 
possible association between T. infestans DM and ro- 
dents. In Andean foci, sylvatic T. infestans were found 
associated with Galea musteloides, the wild guinea-pig 
(BERMUDEZ et al., 1993). T. melanosoma, a species 
closely related to T. infestans, was captured under tree 
bark in its sylvatic habitat (A. Martinez, unpublished 
data) and the similarity of habitat between T. infestans 
DM and T. melanosoma suggests that both species share 
ecological traits regarding habitat and related fauna. The 
infrequent detection of young nymphal stages in brome- 
liads (7 stage 1,3 stage 2 and 2 stage 3) makes us question 
the significance of these habitats as breeding sites, and 
the finding of only occasional adults of T. infestans DM in 
parrot nests suggests that these are also not the preferred 
breeding site of this species. 
As reported by FORATTINI et al. (1973) and NOtRF. AU 
et al. (1997a), T. sordida does not form large colonies in 
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artificial structures. A similar observation was reported 
by WISNIVESKY-COCCI et al. (1993) in relation to T. 
guasayana in Argentina. Their inability to build up 
significant populations may be due to the fact that both 
species rarely complete more than 1 generation per year 
(SCHOFIELD, 1994). Our data obtained in bromeliads 
and hollow trees, where only small colonies of these 
species were observed, support this biological trait. In 
contrast, T. infestans forms large populations in domes- 
tic/peridomestic structures where it generally completes 
2 generations per year (SCHOFIELD, 1994). This repro- 
ductive ability was also reflected in sylvatic ecotopes such 
as hollow trees where T. infestans colonies are larger than 
those of T. sordida and T. guasayana. Moreover, labora- 
tory studies demonstrate that T. infestans females lay 
more eggs than T. sordida and T. guasayana (CARCA- 
VALLO & MARTINEZ, 1985). Differences of oviposition 
also may explain the size difference between populations 
of these species in artificial or sylvatic habitat. 
T. sordida GI and T. guasayana collected in hollow 
trees were found infected by flagellates. A previous 
analysis performed by polymerase chain reaction on 
faecal samples of T. sordida and T. guasayana from the 
same area indicates that these flagellates were probably 
Trypanosoma cruzi (NOIREAU et al., 1999b). Triatonia 
infestans DM was also infected by flagellates but its 
infection rate (2.5%) was lower than observed in sylvatic 
Andean populations: 73% in Cochabamba according to 
BERMUDEZ et al. (1993) and 100% in Caracato accord- 
ing to F. Noireau (unpublished data). 
Except for research on Andean populations of T. 
infestans in Bolivia (TORRICO, 1946; DUJARDIN et al., 
1987; BERMUDEZ et al., 1993), very few studies have 
considered sylvatic foci. Former reports indicate that T. 
infestans was occasionally found in sylvatic conditions in 
Argentina (MAZZA, 1943; BEJARANO, 1967), Paraguay 
(VELASQUEZ & GONZALEZ, 1959) and Brazil (BARRET- 
TO et al., 1963). Despite these reports, it was considered 
that T. infestans did not maintain sylvatic foci in these 
areas because most specimens were found in ecotopes 
relatively close to human dwellings (USINGER et a!., 
1966). In a review dedicated to such records, BEJARANO 
(1967) mentions eggs, nymphs and adults collected in a 
great variety of ecotopes such as rocks, trunks of fallen 
trees, hollow trees, shelters or burrows of marsupials and 
rodents and bird nests. The important investigation of T. 
infestans sylvatic populations must be again considered in 
non-Andean areas after the detection of a new focus in 
the Bolivian Chaco. 
Isolation between sylvatic and domestic T. infestans 
populations from Andean valleys of Bolivia is strongly 
indicated by field experiments combined with morpho- 
metric studies as well as RAPD analysis (CARI. IER er al., 
1996; DUJARDIN et al., 1997). In the Chaco, continuous 
exchange of insects between sylvatic and domestic 
habitats also seems unlikely because of the marked 
chromatic and morphometric differences as well as 
differences in mitochondrial DNA and chromosome 
banding (MONI'I IRO et al., 1999; F. Noireau & J. P. 
Dujardin, unpublished data; F. Panzera, unpublished 
data). However, the capacity of T. ntfestans DM to invade 
domestic habitats is still unknown because the current 
study was performed in an uninhabited area. Further 
field studies carried out in an inhabited site would allow 
the determination of whether 7. infcstans hM presents a 
trend toward domesticity. At Iasi, the detection of 
sylvatic 7. utfesianc in the Bolivian Chaco leads to 
questions about the ancestral Population of this species 
(CARCAVAI. I. 0,1998), when it was classically considered 
that Andean populations represented the original sylvatic 
focus (SCHOPIEi. n, 1988). 
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Steve W. Lindsay', ' 'Medical Research Council Laboratories, P. O. Box 273, Banjul, The Gambia; "Clinical Research 
Unit, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London WCIE SHT, UK; 'Department of Biological 
Sciences, Durham University, South Road, Durham Dill 3LE, UK 
Abstract 
Recent evidence suggests that eye-seeking flies are important trachoma vectors. We conducted a series of 
investigations to identify which species of synanthropic flies are potential vector(s) of this blinding disease in 
The Gambia. Several species of fly were caught in fish-baited attractant traps placed in villages throughout 
the year (1997/98) but only 2 species, Musca sorbens and M. domestica, were caught from the eyes of children. 
M. sorbens comprised < 10% of the total number of flies caught with attractant traps but was responsible for 
>90% of fly-eye contacts, the remainder were made by M. domestica. All fly species were more numerous in 
the wet season than the dry season. Eyes of young children are considered to be the main reservoir of 
Chlamydia trachomatis, the causative agent of trachoma. Collections of eye-seeking flies from children 
showed frequent fly-eye contacts (median [interquartile range], 3 [1.5-7] every 15 min). Children with 
potentially infective ocular or nasal discharge had twice as many fly-eye contacts than children with no 
discharge (P < 0.001). There was no difference in exposure to fly-eye contacts if a child sat inside or outside 
a house (P = 0.273). Female flies were more commonly caught from eyes than male (P < 0-001). The 
presence of Chlamydia DNA was demonstrated by PCR on 2 of 395 flies caught from the eyes of children 
with a current active trachoma infection. Both positive flies were M. sorbens, one male and the other female. 
Further elucidation of M. sorbens behavioural ecology and the development of sustainable strategies to 
control these flies should be a priority. It is likely that M. sorbens is the principal insect vector of trachoma in 
The Gambia. 
Keywords: Musca domesnca, Musca sorbens, trachoma, Chlamydia trachomatis, transmission, vector behaviour, The 
Gambia 
Introduction 
Trachoma is an infectious blinding disease caused by 
the bacterium Chlamydia trachomatis. Worldwide, be- 
tween 300 and 500 million people are believed to be 
affected, of whom an estimated 5.8 million are blind, 
making trachoma second only to cataract as a cause of 
blindness and the most common form of infectious 
blindness (THYLEFORS et al., 1995). 
The challenge of controlling trachoma has led to the 
Global Elimination of Trachoma by the Year 2020 
Initiative (GET 2020), a WHO alliance whose aim is to 
eliminate trachoma as a blinding disease by 2020. It is 
understood that blindness from trachoma is a result of 
frequent infections over many years (MABEY et al., 
1992), but the routes of infection are incompletely 
understood. Several routes, with varying epidemiological 
significance, may exist. The most likely are fingers, 
fomites (infective discharges on clothes, bed sheets, 
towels, etc. ) and flies (MACCALLAN, 1931; MUNOZ & 
WEST, 1997). The eyes of children with active trachoma 
are believed to be the principal reservoir of disease in 
endemic areas (MABEY et al., 1992). Studies in The 
Gambia (BAILEY et al., 1989) and Tanzania (WEST et al., 
1991) have found that cases of active trachoma cluster by 
household, supporting the idea that transmission occurs 
between subjects in close proximity. 
Until recently the evidence implicating synanthropic 
flies as vectors of trachoma was largely anecdotal or 
circumstantial. Flies had been shown to be capable of 
transferring fluorescein between children's eyes (JONES, 
1975), Chl. trachomatis had been cultured from flies after 
they were fed on heavily infected laboratory cultures 
(FORSEY & DAROUGAR, 1981) and high fly densities had 
been associated with outbreaks of trachoma in Morocco 
(REINHARDS et al., 1968) and Egypt (MAXWELL. LYONS 
& ABDINE, 1952; HAFEZ & ATTIA, 1958a). 
A recent study from The Gambia (EMERSON et al., 
1999) provides the best evidence to date that flies are 
important in trachoma transmission. The study was 
conducted in 2 pairs of villages; one village from each 
pair received fly control using insecticide for 3 months, 
Address for correspondence: P. Emerson, MRC, P. O. Box 273, 
Banjul, The Gambia; fax +220 735 512, 
e-mail pemerson(aamrc. gm 
the other acted as a control. Fly control decreased the 
numbers of Muscid flies by around 75% and reduced 
fly-eye contact by >95% compared to controls. Cross- 
sectional trachoma surveys conducted at baseline and 
after 3 months showed that in the absence of flies there 
were 75% (95% CI 36-91) fewer new prevalent cases of 
trachoma in intervention villages compared to controls. 
On the basis of this result, fly control is likely to be the 
focus of interventions to interrupt trachoma transmis- 
sion. This study was designed to identify the most likely 
vector(s) and to characterize exposure to the flies. 
Materials and Methods 
Study site 
The study was conducted in the Sanjal region of The 
Gambia between May 1997 and May 1998. Flies were 
collected from Wollof hamlets (300-700 inhabitants) 
which consisted of 12 to 20 family compounds. Houses 
in the hamlets were typically (>90%) single roomed and 
constructed from mud blocks. Most houses were roofed 
with grass thatch, the remainder with corrugated iron. 
Goats, sheep, dogs and poultry roamed freely between 
the houses during the day but were shut in or penned at 
night. Horses, donkeys and cattle were enclosed in pens 
or tethered adjacent to the owner's house. Houses and 
compounds were swept daily, with the refuse being piled 
outside each compound and occasionally burnt. There 
were few latrines and most adults defaecated away from 
the settlement in the bush. Young children defaecated in 
the compounds and carers cleaned up after them, 
throwing the faeces on to the refuse piles. 
Background trachoma prevalence 
Prior to the collection of entomological data all people 
aged -- 3 months and resident in the hamlets were 
screened for trachoma by a community ophthalmic nurse 
from the Gambian National Eye Care Programme. 
Screening was conducted by everting the upper eyelid 
and visually examining the tarsal plate with a torch and a 
x2.5 binocular loup. Eyes were graded according to the 
WHO simplified scale (THYl. [: FORS et al., 1987), which 
classifies active trachoma as the presence of follicular 
trachoma (5 or more follicles >0.5 mm visible) or intense 
trachoma (50%% of tarsal plate obscured by inflamma- 
tion). People with symptomatic trachoma were offered 
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Biogeography of Triatominae (Hemiptera: Reduviidae) in 
Ecuador: Implications for the Design of Control Strategies 
Fernando Abad-Franch/*, Aura Paucar C*/++, Carlos Carpio C*, 
Cesar A Cuba Cuba**, H Marcelo Aguilar V*/***, Michael A Miles/+ 
Pathogen Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Unit, Department of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., London WCIE 7HT, UK *Unidad de Medicina Tropical, 
Instituto 'Juan Cesar Garcia', Quito, Ecuador **Unidade de Parasitologia Medica-Patologia, Faculdade de 
Medicina, Universidade de Brasilia, DF, Brasil ***Instituto Nacional de Higiene y Medicina Tropical `Leopoldo 
Izquieta Perez', Quito, Ecuador 
Chagas disease control strategies strongly depend on the triatomine vector species involved in 
Trypanosoma cruzi transmission within each area. Here we report the results of the identification of 
specimens belonging to various species of Triatominae captured in Ecuador (15 species from 17 
provinces) and deposited in the entomological collections of the Catholic University ofEcuador (Quito), 
Instituto Oswaldo Cruz (Brazil), the Natural History Museum London (UK), the London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (UK), the National Institute of Hygiene (Quito), and the Vozandes 
Hospital (Quito). A critical review of published information and new f eld records are presented. We 
analysed these data in relation to the life zones where triatomines occur (11 life zones, excluding 
those over 2,200 m altitude), and provide biogeographical maps for each species. These records are 
discussed in terms of epidemiological significance and design of control strategies. Findings relevant 
to the control of the main vector species are emphasised. Different lines of evidence suggest that 
Triatoma dimidiata is not native to Ecuador-Peru, and that synanthropic populations of Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis in southern Ecuador-northern Peru might be isolated from their sylvatic conspecifics. 
Local eradication of T. dimidiata and these R. ecuadoriensis populations might therefore be attain- 
able. However, the presence of a wide variety of native species indicates the necessity for a strong 
longitudinal surveillance system. 
Key words: Triatominae - biogeography - Chagas disease - control - Triatoma dimidiata - 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis - Ecuador 
Around 3 million people live under risk condi- 
tions for Trypanosoma cruzi transmission in Ec- 
uador; prevalence estimates indicate that -150,000 
people are already infected (Aguilar et al. 1999). 
Sixteen triatomine species have been reported from 
the country (excluding doubtful records of Tri- 
atoma infestans and Rhodnius prolixus) (Aguilar 
et al. 1999). At least 13 of these species (see Tables 
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I-III) are actual or potential vectors of Chagas dis- 
ease (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, WHO 1991, 
Abad-Franch 2000). This complex situation is cur- 
rently being investigated in the context of the Na- 
tional Programme for Chagas Disease Control in 
Ecuador. Our aim is to contribute to these efforts 
by analysing and completing the relevant informa- 
tion about Chagas disease triatomine vectors in 
Ecuador. 
From 1998 to 2000, and as part of our research 
on the epidemiological significance of Rhodnius 
species in Ecuador and Peru, we undertook a revi- 
sion of the Triatominae kept at various important 
entomological collections. During that revision, 
new data on distribution of some species in Ecua- 
dor became apparent. We added entomological 
records from our own fieldwork and from research 
being carried out by Ecuadorian colleagues. Here 
we report those new records, together with previ- 
ously published data, and analyse them in relation 
to the main ecological and epidemiological traits 
of the different species. Finally, recommendations 
on vector control strategies are put forward. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For this study, we reviewed available published 
reports, and the specimens belonging to the sub- 
family Triatominae deposited at the Invertebrate 
Museum of the Catholic University of Ecuador, 
Quito, the Herman Lent and Rodolfo Carcavallo 
Collections (Laboratörio Nacional e Intemacional 
de Referencia em Taxonomia de Triatomineos, 
Departamento de Entomologia, Instituto Oswaldo 
Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), the Natural History 
Museum, London (UK), the London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (UK), the 
Vozandes Hospital (Quito, Ecuador), and the Na- 
tional Institute of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 
(Quito, Ecuador). Fieldwork and unpublished 
records were also included in our analysis. 
Notes on epidemiological significance of each 
species were prepared on the basis of published 
information, unpublished reports, and field obser- 
vations. For geographical information, we used the 
guide by Miranda (1995), the "fndice Toponimico" 
of the Instituto Geogräfico Militar (IGM 1978-82, 
1982-96), and cartographic material provided by 
the IGM. Life zones were established following 
the ecological maps proposed by Canadas (1983) 
and Canadas and Estrada (1978, cf. Dodson & 
Gentry 1991), based on the life zones described 
by Holdridge (1967). We included life zones un- 
der 2,200 m altitude in the analysis. In the distri- 
bution maps (Figure), marks indicate places of cap- 
ture. Life zones where each species occur are light 
grey, and we added the outline and number of the 
life zones representing the potential distribution of 
each species (areas from where no records exist, 
but where ecological features are identical to other 
zones where captures have been made). 
RESULTS* 
Results on geographical and ecological distri- 
bution of species are shown in the Figure and in 
Tables I-III; 17 out of 21 provinces have produced 
records of triatomines (excluding doubtful reports 
from two more provinces). The studied species oc- 
cupy 11 life zones in Ecuador. Life zones in the 
Andes range (2,200-6,310 m altitude) were not in- 
cluded in the analysis; apparently, only T. carrioni 
occurs there. Annual rains in areas where triatomines 
occur range between 62.5-125 mm/year in the tropi- 
cal desert and 2,000-4,000 mm/year in the wet and 
*New field records were obtained after the preparation 
of the manuscript (province of Pichincha, life zone 9): 
Triatoma dimidiata (domestic colony), Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis (adults in house), and Panstrongylus 
rufotuberculatus (adults in houses). 
moist forests (Table M. Average temperatures 
ranged from 12-18°C in the low montane forest ar- 
eas to 24-26°C in the coastal dry tropical forests 
(Table M. Altitude range was 0-2,650 m (Tables I, 
IV). The maximum number of species recorded in a 
single life zone corresponds to the Amazon rainforest 
(seven species, excluding unconfirmed records of 
T. dimidiata and K ecuadoriensis). These two latter 
species, deemed the main Chagas disease vectors in 
the country, have the widest distribution range; T. 
dimidiata has been reported from six different life 
zones in the country and R. ecuadoriensis from five 
(see Tables I, II, IV). The distributions of these and 
all the other species in relation to life zones are also 
summarised in Table IV. 
No records from the Galapagos Islands were 
found. 
DISCUSSION 
Complementary sampling and further analysis 
are indispensable to achieve an accurate idea of 
how triatomines are distributed in Ecuador, the way 
they are related to different ecological zones, their 
synanthropic behaviour, and their inter- and intra- 
specific relations. Records from some provinces 
are limited or do not exist. The ecological com- 
plexity of Ecuador is illustrated in the diversity of 
life zones (from desertic areas to pluvial forests). 
The high number of triatomine species also reflects 
such diversity. 
T. dimidiata occurs only in low, dry areas of 
the coast, including the tropical desert in the Santa 
Elena peninsula (Guayas), and seems to be always 
in a domestic habitat. Only one report of adult 
specimens found in an allegedly sylvatic environ- 
ment (under the bark of a dead tree) (cf. Zeledön 
1981) was found. I lowever, the actual presence of 
sylvatic colonies of this species in Ecuador has 
never been documented; specimens found in 
peridomestic terrestrial bromeliads and periurban 
rubbish dumps in Manabl (Vector Control Service, 
unpublished observations) cannot be considered as 
truly sylvatic. This fact, together with the apparent 
discontinuity in the distribution of the species from 
Mexico to Ecuador (absent from southern Colom- 
bia, except in some localities of the upper 
Magdalena valley) (Zelcdbn 1981, D'Alessandro 
& ©arreto 1985, Carcavallo et al. 1999), makes us 
contemplate the hypothesis that it was introduced 
into coastal areas of rxuador and Peru. Sea trade 
is known to have linked Mesoamerican and Ecua- 
dorian-Peruvian cultures from -1500 fC (Meggcrs 
& Evans 1963). As pointed out by Schofield et al. 
(1999), genetic and phonetic simplification gener- 
ally impedes the re-adaptation of strictly domestic 
triatomines to new, unstable sylvatic habitats. If 
the introduction of such T dhmidiata populations 
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to Ecuador-Peru is confirmed, meaning that no 
sylvatic populations of T. dimidiata occur in Ec- 
uador, then the species might be a suitable target 
for local eradication (pyrethroid insecticide spray- 
ing of all dwellings in positive localities is recom- 
mended in such a situation) (Acevedo et al. 2000, 
Schofield 2000). Preliminary results of nuclear and 
mitochondrial gene sequencing (Bargues et al. 
2000, Marcilla et al. 2001, Solis-Mena et al. un- 
published data) and morphometry (Solis-Mena et 
al. 2000) are lending support to this hypothesis. 
Recently, three T. dimidiata adults were allegedly 
collected in a dwelling in the Ecuadorian Amazon; 
however this fording needs further confirmation. 
R. ecuadoriensis colonises human environ- 
ments in central and southern Ecuadorian provinces 
west of the Andes, and in northern Peru. Sylvatic 
populations seem primarily associated with the 
endemic Phytelephas aequatorialis palm trees in 
the central coastal region (Romana et al. 1994, 
Aviles et al. 1995a, Abad-Franch et al. 2000). We 
recently found 27% of 64 P. aequatorialis palms 
to harbour R. ecuadoriensis breeding colonies in 
three provinces of the Pacific slope of the Andes 
(Abad-Franch 2000); both invasion and colo- 
nisation of human habitats by wild insects have 
TABLE I 
Distribution and epidemiological significance of the Triatoma Laporte, Eratyrus Stal, and Cavernicola Barber 
species in Ecuador 
Species Distribution 
(provinces)a 
Epidemiological 
significance 
Observations 
Triatoma dimidiata Manabi, Guayas, The main Trypanosoma Dry life zones in central and southern 
(Latreille) El Oro, Los Rios, cruzi vector in the country; coastal region; the apparent discontinuity 
Loja, Esmeraldas responsible for the urban in its distribution from Colombia to Peru 
Uncertain finding endemicity in the city of merits further investigation; sylvatic 
in the Amazon Guayaquil and for the ecotopes in Ecuador unknown; genetic 
region (Napo) maintenance of the and morphometric similarities with 
transmission in other areas Mesoamerican specimens; its presence 
in the Amazon needs confirmation 
Triatoma carrioni Loja, Azuay, Locally important in areas Temperate valleys and highlands of the 
Larrousse Cariar, El Oro, of the south, where colonies Andean southern cordillera; records 
Pichincha, can be found in domestic from the Amazon slope of Andes and 
Cotopaxi, Zamora environments northern Ecuador merit further 
Chinchipe confirmation; aV instar nymph apparently 
belonging to this species was captured in 
a bromeliad epiphyte in La Otonga, 
Cotopaxi (primary cloud forest, 
>2,000 m altitude) 
Triatoma venosa Azuay, Napo/ Sylvatic in Ecuador - Up to 2,200 m altitude 
(Still) Orellanab domestic colonies reported 
from Colombia; 
high altitudes 
Triatoma dispar Imbabura, Strictly sylvatic Andean region; one record from Guayas 
Lent Cotopaxi probably erroneous 
Eratyrus mucronatus Napo/Orellanab Sylvatic in Ecuador; Amazon region (primary forest; two 
StAl reports of domestic specimens captured by light trapping); 
colonies in Bolivia one record from Esmcraldas is probably 
due to misidentification 
Eratyrus cuspidatus Loja, Esmeraldas Sylvatic 
Still 
Coastal region and low areas of the 
western Andes 
Cavernicola pilosa Napo/Orellanab, Sylvatic Amazon region (one specimen captured 
Barber Pastaza by light trapping) 
a: Reports on distribution: T. dimidiata: Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Lazo 1985, Defranc 1982, this report; T. 
carrioni: Leon 1949, Espinoza 1955, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982, Reyes 1982, this report; T. vcposa: 
Defranc 1982, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; T. dispar. Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; E. 
mucronatus: Defranc 1982, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; E. cuspidatus: Dcfranc 1982; C. pilosa: Lent .c 
Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; b: Napo and Orellana were separated into two provinces in 1998. 
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been documented in coastal Ecuador (Defranc 
1987, Abad-Franch 2000). Treatment of infested 
dwellings and monitoring of re-infestations should 
be the recommended control strategy there. We also 
studied the presence of R. ecuadoriensis in tem- 
perate valleys of the provinces of Loja and El Oro 
(near the Peruvian border). Palm trees are com- 
pletely absent in the studied areas, probably due to 
massive deforestation that occurred in the last 30- 
40 years (Dodson & Gentry 1991). Nine percent 
of 118 dwellings surveyed in two communities 
were infested (crowding indices from 42 to 78), 
with the majority of colonies breeding in 
peridomestic chicken coops, but also inside houses 
- mainly in beds and mud walls 
(Abad-Franch 
2000). It is of greater importance for the control of 
this species in southern Ecuador and northern Peru 
to determine whether sylvatic populations still oc- 
cur there (making re-infestation likely), or if do- 
mestic insects have become isolated from their wild 
conspecifics as a consequence of deforestation (lo- 
cal eradication could be attainable in this case). 
We have also detected the presence of strictly wild 
R. ecuadoriensis forms in northern Ecuador; their 
specific status needs however to be confirmed 
(Abad-Franch 2000, Abad-Franch et al. 2000). Fi- 
nally, we found two specimens labelled as collected 
on the eastern slope of the Andes (marked as un- 
certain data on the map, as we suspect erroneous 
places of capture indicated on labels). 
T. carrioni, an endemic species that has adapted 
to human habitats in the Andean valleys of south- 
ern Ecuador and northern Peru, occupies a wide 
range of life zones (dry and humid, 1,000-2,650 m 
altitude) and has been reported to feed on humans 
and horses (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). An adult 
specimen was recently captured by light trapping 
in the northern province of Pichincha. A nymph 
apparently belonging to this species was captured 
in an epiphytic bromeliad in the canopy of primary 
cloud forest in a neighbouring area (Figure, Table 
I). In the southern Andean provinces of Loja and 
Azuay, the species has been found in human-re- 
lated habitats both in rural and urban areas (Leon 
1949, Espinoza 1955, Defranc 1982). Some cap- 
ture places (marked with + in the Figure) are lo- 
TABLE 11 
Distribution and epidemiological significance of the Rhodnius StAl species in Ecuador 
Species Distribution 
(provinces)' 
Epidemiological 
significance 
Observations 
Rhodnius Manabi, Guayas, Considered as the second main Central and southern coastal region; 
ecuadoriensis Los Rios, El Oro, Trypanosoma cruzi vector in the sylvatic populations reported from 
Lent & Leon Loja, Pichincha country; able to invade-colonise Manabf, Los Rios, and Pichincha 
human environments, and found to (the taxonomic status of these latter 
breed even within dwellings in is under investigation) 
good condition; related to domestic 
birds (chicken, pigeons) and, in 
wild environments in northern and 
central Ecuador, to palm trees 
(Phytelephas aequatorialis); sylvatic 
populations not reported from 
southern Ecuador nor northern Peru 
Rhodnius Sucumbios, Probably involved in the 
pictipes Napo/Orellanab, transmission of T. cruzi in some 
Stäl Morona-Santiago areas; adults flying into houses, 
even in urban areas (unpublished 
observation) 
Amazon region; we studied the 
presence of R. stali, a species very 
closely related to R. pictipes, in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon, with negative 
results (unpublished data); 
present in palm trees of at least five 
genera in Sucumbios (unpubl. ) 
Rhodnius Sucumbios, Probably involved in the Amazon region; palm trees of at least 
robustus Napo/Orellanab transmission of T. cruzi in some five genera in Sucumbios (unpubi. ); 
Larrousse areas; adults flying into houses labelling errors probably involved 
in the finding of specimens allegedly 
collected in the Coastal region 
a: Reports on distribution: R. ecuadoriensis: Lazo 1985, Defranc 1982, Carcavallo & Martinez 1985, Romana et al. 1994, Abad-Franch et al. 2000, this report; R. pictipes: Espinoza 1955, Amunärriz 1991, Amunärriz et al. 1991, Chico et al. 1997, this report; R. robustus: Espinoza 1955, Amunarriz 1991, Amunarriz et al. 1991, Chico et al. 1997, this report; b: Napo and Orellana were separated into two provinces in 1998. 
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cated in Andean life zones over 2,200 m; data avail- 
able indicate that the species has only been found 
there in human environments, but this does not 
preclude its presence in wild habitats as well. Con- 
trol of this species should contemplate the possi- 
bility of re-infestations from wild populations; 
treating of infested homes and a strong surveillance 
component must therefore be recommended. 
R. pictipes and R. robustus are recorded from 
the Ecuadorian Amazon - where seropositivity 
ranges from 0.8% to 6% (cf. Aguilar et al. 1999). 
We recently studied their presence in palm trees 
in the Ecuadorian Amazon region. Forty-six per- 
cent out of 56 palms surveyed were positive, in- 
cluding five genera (Attalea, Astrocaryum, 
Oenocarpus, Phytelephas, and Elaeis) (Palo- 
meque et al. 2000). Several specimens labelled 
as R. robustus collected in western Ecuador (Loja 
and Los Rios), are deposited at the H. Lent Col- 
lection (Instituto Oswaldo Cruz). This finding 
is most likely related to erroneous capture sites 
indicated on labels. Our investigations confirm 
that R. stall, a synanthropic species close to R. 
pictipes (Lent et al. 1993), is not known in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon. 
P. rufotuberculatus is truly domestic in some 
areas of southern Ecuador, where breeding colo- 
nies have been found inside dwellings (Aviles et 
al. 1995b, Abad-Franch 2000). Similar behaviour 
has also been reported from Bolivia (Noireau et 
al. 1995, Dujardin et al. 1998) and Peru (Lizaraso 
1955, Calderon et al. 1985). Adult insects may 
also invade houses attracted to electric light (Lent 
& Wygodzinsky 1979, Salomon et al. 1999). The 
TABLE III 
Distribution and epidemiological significance of the Panstrongylus Berg species in Ecuador 
Species Distribution 
(provinces)a 
Epidemiological 
significance 
Observations 
Panstrongylus Imbabura, Manabi, Possibly involved in the Broad distribution (from Argentina to 
geniculatus Pichincha, Esmeraldas, transmission of Trypanosoma Mexico); it can be found on both 
(Latreille) Sucumbios, cruzi in some areas; adults slopes of the Andes (slight but 
Napo/Orellanab flying into houses; reports noticeable chromatic differences 
of a trend towards recorded between both populations) 
domiciliation in Brazil 
Panstrongylus Imbabura, Pichincha, Locally important in areas of Western slope of the Andes in 
rufotuberculatus Manabi, Loja, El Oro, the south, where it is truly Ecuador, but broad distribution in the 
(Champion) Los Rios, Guayas domestic Americas (from Argentina to Mexico) 
Panstrongylus Manabi Unclear; adults found within Endemic species apparently restricted 
howardi human dwellings to a small geographical area; biology, 
(Neiva) sylvatic habitats and hosts unknown 
Panstrongylus Loja, El Oro Unclear; reports on domestic Mainly sylvatic; southwestern region 
chinai colonies 
(del Ponte) 
Panstrongylus Napo/Orellanab Sylvatic; one female captured Two records by our group in the 
herreri inside a house; domestic in Amazon basin; its presence in Ecuador 
Wygodzinsky northern Peru, where it is the could explain the record of P. lignarius 
main vector of Chagas disease from Azuay (see text and below) 
Panstrongylus Sucumbios Sylvatic; recorded only from Only two records (western slope of 
lignarius rainforests, with the exception Andes); its relation with P. herreri 
(Walker) of Cuenca (Azuay) in Ecuador needs further investigation (a sylvatic 
(thus probably erroneous) specimen with mixed characters was 
collected in northern Ecuador 
Amazon); the record of the species in 
Azuay is probably due to 
misidentification or a labelling error 
a: reports on distribution: P. geniculatus: Espinoza 1955, Rodriguez 1959, Defranc 1982, Amunärriz 1991, Amunarriz 
et at. 1991, Chico et al. 1997, this report; P. rufotubercutalus: Lazo 1985. Defranc 1982, Reyes 1992, this report; P. 
howardi: Defranc 1982, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; P. chinal: Dcfranc 1982, Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Reyes 1992; P. herreri: Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Aguilar et al. 1999, this report; P. 1/gnarlus: Rodriguez 
1961, Defranc 1987, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, this report; b: Napo and Orellana were separated into two provinces 
in 1998. 
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epidemiological significance of this species 
de- control managers. The species occurs mainly in 
serves further research in southern Ecuador. The low, dry areas, 
but may also be found in zones of 
possibility that this species colonises houses af- very 
humid premontane forest in northern Ecua- 
ter domiciliated species are eliminated by con- dor, where it is sylvatic but has been captured in 
trol interventions has to be taken into account by houses when flying attracted to light. 
TABLE IV 
Main biogeographical traits of Ecuadorian Triatominae 
Life zones Temperature (°C) Altitude (m) Annual rains (mm) Species" 
Tropical desert 24 0-300 62.5-125 Triatoma dimidiata 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
Thick tropical bush 24-26 0-300 250-500 T. dimidiata 
Panstrongylus geniculatus 
P. howardi 
Very dry tropical forest 24-26 0-300 500-1,000 T. dimidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. chinai 
P. howardi 
Dry premontane forest 18-24 300 500.1,000 T. dimidiata 
T. carrioni 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. chinai 
Eratyrus cuspidatus 
Dry low montane forest 12-18 2,000-2,900 500-1,000 T. carrioni 
T. dimidiatab 
P. chinai 
Dry tropical forest 24-25 0-300 1,000-2,000 T. dimidiata 
P. geniculatus 
P. rufotuberculatus 
Humid premontane forest 18-24 300-1800 1,000-2,000 T. carrioni 
T. venosa 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. china! 
Humid low montane forest 12-18 2,000-2,900 1,000-2,000 T. carrion! 
Moist tropical forests 24-25 0-300 W 2,000-4,000 T. dispar 
up to 600 E R. pictipes 
R. robustus 
P. geniculatus 
P. herreri/lignarius 
E. cuspidatus (W) 
E. mucronatus (E) 
Cavernicola pilosa 
Wet premontane forest 18-24 300-1,800 W T, carrion! 
600-1,800 E 2,000-4,000 T. dispar 
T. venosa 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. geniculatus 
P. rufotuberculatus 
Wet low montane forest 18-24 1,000-1,800 2,000-4,000 R. robustus 
W: western slope of the Andes (Pacific side); E: eastern slope of the Andes (Amazon side), a: dubious records 
excluded; b: this record corresponds to one specimen labelled as collected in the city of Loj a, and has tobe regarded 
with caution as no fu ther nor previous reports have been made; c: see footnote in Results. 
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P. geniculatus is broadly distributed through- 
out the continent, and occurs on both slopes of the 
Andes. Specimens from the Ecuadorian Amazon 
and coastal regions display conspicuous, apparently 
constant chromatic differences. The species has 
been involved in disease transmission in the Ecua- 
dorian Amazon foci (cf. Aguilar et al. 1999). It 
seems to be readily attracted to electric light (Lent 
& Wygodzinsky 1979), and will also approach oil 
candles in the Ecuadorian Amazon (FS Palomeque, 
pers. commun. ). Peridomestic colonies have been 
reported from the Brazilian Amazon (Valente et 
al. 1998, Valente 1999), but reports of domicilia- 
tion in Ecuador (Amunärriz 1991, Chico et al. 
1997) need confirmation. The species is to be con- 
sidered as a potential secondary vector in its distri- 
bution areas. 
P. howardi, a little known species endemic to 
a dry area of Manabi, is quite commonly found 
entering human dwellings - as adult specimens, 
except for one report of a breeding colony in a 
peridomicile (Defranc 1982). Its sylvatic habitats 
and hosts remain unknown. The possibility that P. 
howardi transmits T. cruzi to people by colonising 
or invading human-related structures points to the 
necessity for entomological studies of this species. 
P. chinai probably also plays a role in the wild 
cycle of T cruzi transmission in some areas of south- 
ern Ecuador and northern Peru, but only few data 
are available. It has been found to breed in chicken 
coops and, occasionally, in human dwellings. Adults 
may be attracted to artificial light (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979). The species may also behave 
as a secondary vector, thus entomological surveil- 
lance is a key for the success of control activities. 
P. herreri has only been reported once from 
Ecuador (Aguilar et al. 1999). It is domestic in 
northern Peru, where it is the main vector of Chagas 
disease (Herrer 1956,1977, Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Calderon et al. 1985). We recently identi- 
fied a female P. herreri captured in a dwelling of 
an indigenous village in the province of Napo, con- 
firming our previous record. We also examined a 
P. lignarius female (captured in primary rainforest) 
which has some mixed characters of P. lignarius 
and herreri. These closely related species showed 
reproductive compatibility under laboratory con- 
ditions (Barrett 1988), but no hybrids have been 
reported from nature (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). 
Their taxonomic status needs to be clarified as it 
has epidemiological implications. The only previ- 
ous record of P. lignarius in Ecuador (in the 
Andean highlands city of Cuenca, province of 
Azuay) (Rodriguez 1959) may be due to 
misidentification with P. herreri, or to an errone- 
ous capture site indicated on the label. 
Other Triatominae species (T. dispar, T. venosa, 
Eratyrus mucronatus, E. cuspidatus and 
Cavernicola pilosa) seem to have little or no epi- 
demiological significance in Ecuador, Figure and 
Table I show the main trends. Three of them (T. 
venosa, E. cuspidatus, and E. mucronatus) have 
however been reported to show some degree of 
synanthropism in different countries (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985, 
Noireau et al. 1994), but seem to be mainly syl- 
vatic in Ecuador. 
The Ministry of Public Health is currently de- 
veloping the strategy for the control of vector-borne 
Chagas disease in Ecuador. It will be based on 
updated information about the distribution and 
synanthropic behaviour of different triatomine spe- 
cies. The presence of a wide variety of them (-' 12% 
of all recognised species, and -18% of South 
American species), in their majority present in wild 
environments, will be one of the main difficulties. 
Only one of these species, T. dimidiata, may be 
suspected of having been artificially introduced and 
therefore susceptible to eradication. The possibil- 
ity that some southern domestic populations of R. 
ecuadoriensis are isolated from wild foci must be 
ascertained; if so, local elimination might also be 
attainable. Autochthonous species may behave as 
secondary vectors, occupying empty niches when 
domestic triatomines are eliminated by insecticide 
spraying. Various species are in their way to true 
domestication, while others show ability to invade 
houses without establishing breeding colonies 
there. A strong component of longitudinal vigilance 
with community involvement is recommended in 
such situations, complementing the use of residual 
pyrethroids (Dias 1991, Dias & Schofield 1999, 
Acevedo et al. 2000, Schofield 2000). This work 
aims to be a contribution to the development of 
the technical basis for the National Control 
Programme currently in preparation (including 
definition of risk areas, sero-entomological sur- 
veys, spraying interventions, and the establishment 
of longitudinal surveillance systems), and to pro- 
vide researchers and public health authorities with 
baseline knowledge indispensable for the design 
of adequate strategies. 
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The nucleotide sequences of the rDNA second inter- 
nal transcribed spacer (ITS-2) of 31 populations of 
12 
and 3 species of the two main Triatominae tribes Tri- 
atomini and Rhodniini, including the most important 
Chagas disease vectors, were obtained. Sequence com- 
parisons and parsimony, distance, and maximum-like- 
lihood analyses indicate that ITS-2 is a useful marker 
for resolving supraspecific, specific, subspecific, and 
even sometimes population-level relationships in Tri- 
atominae. Results were markedly different between 
species of Triatomini and Rhodniini, suggesting 
polyphyly. Phylogenetic trees support an old diver- 
gence between South American and North-Central 
American Triatomini and query the validity of some 
genera (Dipetalogaster, Psammolestes). The very low 
sequence variation between species of the phyllosoma 
complex suggests that subspecific ranking would be 
more appropriate. Triatoma dimidiata proves to be a 
clearly differentiated species, with several popula- 
tions evidencing a clinal variation along a north-south 
axis and a population from Yucatan showing differ- 
ences consistent with specific status. 0 2001 Academic Press 
Key Words: ribosomal DNA; ITS-2; Triatominae; 
Hemiptera; nucleotide sequence; phylogenetic analy- 
ses. 
INTRODUCTION 
The reduvild subfamily Triatominae (Hemiptera: 
Prosorrhyncha) Includes 129 blood-sucking bug species 
(Dujardin et al., 2000) of medical interest because of 
acting as vectors of Trypanosoma cruzi, which causes 
Chagas disease. The most important are Triatoma in- 
festans, of wide distribution throughout the southern 
and northeastern parts of South America, T brasilien- 
sis in northeastern Brazil, T. dimidiata in Mexico, 
Central America, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, Rhod- 
nius prolixus in parts of Central America, Venezuela, 
and Colombia, Panstrongylus megistus in Brazil and 
Paraguay, and T sordida in Brazil, Paraguay, Argen- 
tina, and Uruguay. 
In Mexico, up to 18 species have been reported with 
natural infection by T. cruzi (Lent and Wygodzinsky, 
1979; Zarate and Zarate, 1985), among which are the 
species belonging to the T phyllosoma complex 
(Schofield, 1994). The taxonomic problem posed by this 
complex concerns the species/subspecies rank of its 
members (Usinger, 1944; Lent and Wygodzinsky, 
1979), several of which are capable of cross-species 
mating in the laboratory, with production of viable F1 
offspring (Mazzotti and Osorio, 1942). Further studies 
using molecular tools are urgently needed to clarify the 
validity of speciestsubspecies designations and for eco- 
epidemiological studies of the importance of the differ- 
ent complex members in the transmission of , 
Chagas 
disease in Mexico. 
Different regions of the nuclear ribosomal DNA 
(rDNA) have been shown to be valuable targets for 
defining markers for systematic and phylogenetic stud- 
ies. The two internal transcribed spacers (ITS-1 and 
ITS-2) are useful for resolving affiliations of closely 
related taxa that have diverged relatively recently 
(<50 million years ago) and excellent markers for spe- 
1055-7903101 $35.00 
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cies distinction and hibridization experiments. More- 
over, ITSs usually present tandemly repeated se- 
quences or microsatellites (Almeyda-Artigas et al., 
2000), whose unit of repetition is between 1 and 5 bp 
and which are very good polymorphic molecular mark- 
ers for the differentiation of populations within a given 
species (Jame and Lagoda, 1996). The ITS sequences 
use to have the same length in different species of the 
same genus; however, pronounced differences in ITS 
length related to the presence of microsatellite se- 
quences have been sometimes found (Almeyda-Artigas 
et al., 2000). The sequencing of only one of the two 
spacers is sufficient, due to the structural conservatism 
and apparent coevolution of ITS regions. 
This paper aims to analyze the usefulness of the 
ITS-2 in Triatominae. Especially selected species, the 
most important Chagas disease vectors included, were 
used to verify the information that this spacer can 
furnish about their phylogeny, as well as to analyze 
relationships among tribes, genera, closely related spe- 
cies, and different populations within a given species. 
This paper demonstrates the ITS-2 suitability for fu- 
ture molecular systematic studies of this important 
group of vectors. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Triatominae Materials and Molecular Techniques 
A total of 35 adult specimens from 31 populations of 
12 species of Triatomini and 3 species of Rhodniini 
were studied (Table 1). The DNA was extracted from 
more than 1 specimen of a given population and from 
more than 1 population of a given species when neces- 
sary for sequence conservation verification studies. 
Complete dry triatomine bugs and legs were used for 
DNA extraction according to the standard phenol- 
chloroform technique (Sambrook et al., 1989). DNA 
extraction was performed according to Bargues and 
Mas-Coma (1997). The fragment corresponding to a 
127-bp sequence of the 5.8S rRNA gene and the ITS-2 
were amplified by PCR following Almeyda-Artigas et 
al. (2000). The first PCR amplification was performed 
using forward (5'-CTAAGCGGTGGATCACTCGG) 
(5,8T) and reverse (5'-GCACTATCAAGCAACAC- 
GACTC) (28T) primers. The PCR fragment obtained 
was subcloned in the pGEM-T vector system (Promega, 
Madison, WI) and sequenced using vector primers (T7 
and SP6). Internal primers were designed for ITS-2 
amplification. Sequencing was performed on both 
strands by the dideoxy chain-termination method and 
with the Taq dye-terminator chemistry kit for ABI 
373A (Perkin-Elmer, Foster City, CA), using PCR 
primers. 
Sequence Alignment and Phylogenetic Analysis 
Sequences were aligned using CLUSTAL W version 
1.8 (Thompson et al., 1994). Aligned sequences are 
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obtainable at the EMBL database (ftp: //ftp. ebi. ac. uk/ 
pub/databases/embl/align/) or on request from the se- 
nior author. Distance, maximum-parsimony (MP), and 
maximum-likelihood (ML) methods were used in phy- 
logeny reconstruction. For distance analysis, neighbor- 
joining (NJ) trees were generated from a Kimura two- 
parameter (Kimura, 1980) and a Tamura-Nei (Tamura 
and Nei, 1993) distance matrices, using PAUP v4. Ob 3a 
(Swofford, 1999) and the TREECON vl. 3b (Van De 
Peer and De Wachter, 1994) programs. Statistical sup- 
port of each NJ tree was assessed with bootstrap-resa- 
mpling technique (Felsenstein, 1985) over 1000 repli- 
cations. MP analyses were performed using heuristic 
and branch-and-bound algorithms provided in PAUP, 
relative support for branches being assessed by Bremer 
values (Bremer, 1988,1994) using the TreeRot. v2 pro- 
gram (Sorenson, 1999) and the bootstrap (1000 repli- 
cates, each with simple addition sequences and TBR 
branch swapping). ML trees were constructed with 
PAUP using the HKY85 model (Hasegawa eta]., 1985), 
a quartet puzzling analysis (with 1000 puzzling steps) 
being employed to assess tree precision. 
RESULTS 
Sequence Analyses 
A total of 22 Triatominae ITS-2 sequences have been 
deposited in the GenBank-EMBL (Table 1). Rhodniini 
species show an ITS-2 markedly longer than Triato- 
mini species (Table 1). Of the 884 positions including 
gaps required to align all the 20 different sequences of 
the 12 Triatomini and 3 Rhodniini species studied (T. 
longipennis and T. picturata presented identical se- 
quence, as did the two R. stall varieties), 706 nucleo- 
tide positions (79.8%) were variable. Base composition 
was strongly A+T biased: 76.7% in Triatomini; 76.2% 
in Rhodniini. Because of the high variation detected in 
the alignment of all Triatominae studied, we decided to 
consider both tribes separately. 
Triatomini. T. dimidiata sequences from Honduras 
and Ecuador were identical and differed in only 3 po- 
sitions from that of Nicaragua. Mexican T. dimidiata 
sequences (Yucatan populations excluded) were iden- 
tical, except for one deletion detected in San Luis Po- 
tosi populations and the interrupted microsatellite 
(AT)5 TTT (AT),, In Veracruz, whereas all other pre- 
sented (AT)5 TTT (AT)7. They differ in 7-10 nucleotide 
positions from those of Honduras, Ecuador, and Nica- 
ragua. T. dimidiata (Yucatan populations excluded) 
proved to be a species clearly differentiated from the 
other taxa of the T phyllosoma complex, owing to the 
high number (25-34) of nucleotide differences between 
the T dimidiata populations and the phyllosoma com- 
plex members. 
Sequence divergence between the five Mexican T. 
phyllosoma complex species (T. dimidiata populations 
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TABLE 1 
Species of Triatominae Chosen for Sequencing of rDNA ITS-2 
GenBank Length 
Taxon Source" Accession No. (bp) 
Triatomini 
Triatoma infestans Klug, 1834 
Triatoma sordida (Stal, 1859) 
Triatoma brasiiiensis Neiva, 1911 
Triatoma barbers Usinger, 1939 
Triatoma dimidiata Latreille. 1811 
Triatoma phyllosoma Burmeister, 1835 
(= Meccus phyllosoma Stal. 1859) 
Triatoma pallidipennis (Stal, 1872) (= 
Mecrus 
pallidipennis Stal, 1872; = T. phyllosoma 
pallidipennis Usinger, 1944; = 
T. p. usingeri 
Mazzotti, 1943 pro pane) 
Triatoma longipennis Usinger, 1939 
(= T. phyllosoma intermedia Usinger, 1944; 
T. p. longipennis Usinger, 1944; 
= T. p. usingeri Mazzotti. 1943 pro pane) 
Triatoma picturata Usinger, 1939 
(= T. phyllosoma picturata Usinger, 1944) 
Triatoma maazottii Usinger, 1941 (= Meccus 
phyliosoma Champion, 1899 nec Burmeister, 
1835; = T. phyllosoma mazzottil Usinger. 1944) 
Panstrongylus megistus (Burmeister, 1835) 
Dipetalogaster maxima (Uhler, 1894) 
Rhodniini 
Rhodnius prollxus Stal, 1859 
La Paz, Bolivia AJ286874 454 
1° de Marzo, Cordillera, Paraguay AJ289876 458 
Izozog, Sta. Cruz. Bolivia AJ293589 446 
Ceara, Brazil AJ293591 465 
Rojas de Cuauhtemoc, Oaxaca, Mexico AJ293590 470 
Oaxaca, Mexico AJ286878 477 
Cajones, Morelos, Mexico AJ286878 477 
Emiliano Zapata, Veracruz, Mexico AJ286877 475 
Tanchahuil, San Luis Potosi, Mexico A1286879 476 
Barrio Tzitzi, San Luis Potosi, Mexico AJ286879 476 
Izamal, Yucatan, Mexico AJ286880 473 
Yaxkukul, Yucatan, Mexico AJ286880 473 
San Jose, southern Honduras AJ286875 476 
Pedro Carbo, Guayaquil, Ecuador AJ286875 476 
laboratory raised, Guayaquil, Ecuador AJ286875 476 
Madriz, Nicaragua AJ286876 477 
San Pedro Totolapan, Oaxaca, Mexico AJ286881 470 
El Camaron, Oaxaca, Mexico AJ286881 470 
Chalcatzingo, Morelos, Mexico AJ286882 470 
San Martin de Hidalgo, Jalisco, Mexico (2) AJ286883 470 
Cuxpala, Zacatecas, Mexico (2) AJ286883 470 
Nogueras, Colima, Mexico A J286883 470 
Colorado de la Mora, Nayarit, Mexico AJ286883 470 
San Martin de Hidalgo, Jalisco, Mexico (2) AJ286884 470 
Oaxaca, Mexico AJ286885 468 
Lab strain INLASA, La Paz, Bolivia orig. AJ286886 559 
from Fiocruz, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
La Roma, Baja California. Mexico AJ286887 475 
Reference strain, Institute Oswaldo Cruz, AJ286888 694 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Rhodntus stall Lent, Jurberg et Galväo, 1993 
pale variety Alto Beni, Bolivia AJ286889 684 
dark variety Alto Beni, Bolivia (2) AJ286890 684 
Psammolestes tertlus Lent et Jurberg, 1965 Realeza, Ceara, Brazil AJ286891 696 
Number of specimens sequenced in parentheses (noted only when more than one specimen were sequenced). 
excluded) was even lower (1.5%) than that between T. 
dimidiata populations, pairwise comparisons showing 
only two to six nucleotide differences. All species pre- 
sented the microsatellite (AT), TTT (AT) 6, except T. 
mazzottii, which presented (AT) 4T TT (AT) 5. Concern- 
ing T. phyllosoma, T. picturata, and T. longipennis, no 
differences were found between populations or speci- 
mens studied within each species. Moreover, T. longi- 
pennis and T. picturata were identical. 
Both T, dimidiata populations from Yucatan were 
identical, showing a high number of nucleotide differ- 
ences compared to the other T. dimidiata populations 
of Mexico (24-27), Honduras-Ecuador (21), and Nica- 
ragua (23) and to the phyllosoma complex members 
(20-23). 
T. infestans populations from Bolivia and Paraguay 
presented two transversions and a different length due 
to a different number of a microsatellite repeat (AT6 in 
Bolivia and AT8 in Paraguay). 
The alignment of the 15 Triatoma species was 505 
positions long, showing a 35.8% sequence divergence. 
Interestingly, ITS-2 lengths of South American species 
were always shorter than those of North and Central 
American species. T. sordida presented the shortest 
length, mainly related to the supression of a 14-bp zone 
compared to the other South American Triatoma spe- 
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FIG. 1. Phylogenetic tree of the Triatomini species studied, 
based on maximum-parsimony analysis using the heuristic option. 
Numbers above the line indicate branch lengths (steps); numbers 
below the line represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
Encircled numbers indicate Bremer support values for nodes. 
ties. The complete alignment of the ITS-2 sequences of 
the 18 Triatomini species analyzed showed a length of 
581 positions. Of these, 294 sites were constant and 97 
sites were phylogenetically informative. 
Rhodniini. The alignment of the ITS-2 sequences 
obtained from Rhodniini species consisted of 815 char- 
acters. Only a low percentage of similarity of 52.8% 
was detected, each species studied presenting a mark- 
edly different ITS-2 sequence. The ITS-2 of the R. stall 
pale and dark varieties were identical. 
Phylogenetic Analyses 
Due to the substantial variation in the alignment of 
all Triatominae ITS-2 sequences, we constructed phy- 
logenetic trees for Triatomini and for Rhodniini species 
separately. 
Parsimony analysis, using the heuristic option, of 
the aligned sequences of the Triatomini species, with 
R. prolixus as outgroup, yielded a single most-parsimo- 
nious tree (Fig. 1). The tree obtained was 371 steps 
long. The consistency index (CI) and the homoplasy 
index (HI) were 0.870 and 0.129, respectively. CI and 
HI excluding uninformative characters were 0.755 and 
0.245, respectively. The retention index (RI) and the 
rescaled consistency index (RC) were 0.861 and 0.750, 
respectively. Two different clades separating North 
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and Central American Triatomini from South Ameri- 
can members of the same tribe appeared. A clear di- 
vergence of five T. dimidiata populations from the 
other species of the T. phyllosoma complex appeared, 
with very high bootstrap values supporting the close 
relationships between the T dimidiata populations 
(95%) and between the other T. phyllosoma complex 
species (100%). T. dimidiata from Yucatan was in- 
cluded in the cluster of the other T. dimidiata popula- 
tions but with only a low bootstrap value (51%). Dipe- 
talogaster maxima and T. barberi clustered together 
with a high bootstrap value (92%) and represent a 
sister group of the T. phyllosoma-T. dimidiata lin- 
eages. Panstrongylus megistus appeared basal to the 
South American species belonging to the Triatoma ge- 
nus. Bremer values supporting nodes were high (decay 
index ? 4) for 7 of the 12 test clades, the total support 
index ti being 0.135. 
The topologies of the Triatomini phylogenetic trees 
derived from Kimura two-parameter and Tamura-Nei 
distance matrices using the NJ method (Fig. 2) were 
similar to each other and similar to the MP tree. The 
two groupings of North-Central and South American 
species again appear. NJ trees confirm the divergence 
between T. dimidiata and the other species of the T. 
phyllosoma complex. These two branches are sup- 
ported with a 100% bootstrap value each. T. dimidiata 
from Yucatan is linked to the other T. dimidiata pop- 
ulations with only a 61% bootstrap support. Low boot- 
strap values only appear in the groupings of T. dim- 
idiata populations from Veracuz and Oaxaca, those of 
Honduras-Ecuador and Nicaragua, and those of T. 
brasiliensis and T. sordida. 
The topology (tree not shown) which resulted from 
the ML search (likelihood = -2566.05245) and the 
respective supports for the branches were similar to 
those obtained with the MP and NJ methods. 
The Rhodniini species were analyzed using T. infes- 
tans as outgroup. With MP analysis, using the branch- 
and-bound and heuristic algorithms and with NJ anal- 
ysis using the distance data measured with the 
Kimura two-parameter, the topology and the bootstrap 
values obtained in both analyses were identical (Fig. 
3). R. stall appears basal to the R. prolixus-P. tertius 
Glade with a 100% bootstrap value. 
DISCUSSION 
Despite the small and limited sample size, the re- 
sults of sequence comparisons, and MP, NJ, and ML 
analyses, indicate that the ITS-2 spacer is a useful 
marker for resolving supraspecific, specific, and sub- 
specific relationships in Triatominae. Although phylo- 
genetic analyses appear sometimes to be unable to 
resolve population-level relationships, the detection of 
some interpopulational punctual nucleotide variations 
and mainly the presence of different number of micro- 
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FIG. 2. Phylogenetic tree of the Triatomini species studied, derived from the distance data (Kimura two-parameter) using the neighbor- 
joining method. Numbers represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
satellite repeats show that ITS-2 may also be useful for 
population analyses within given species. ITS-2 proves 
to be a useful marker despite the marked A+T bias. 
Although the G+C composition of ITSs tends to be 
around 50% in many organisms (e. g., Remigio and 
Blair, 1997), nucleotide compositions biased toward 
60 
Rhodblus prolixus 
Pssmmolsstes tertlus 
Rhodnius stall 
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Trlatoma Intestans 
FIG. 3. Phylogenetic tree of the Rhodniini species studied, ob- 
tained with both parsimony analysis using the branch-and-bound 
algorithm (CI = 0.978; RI = 0.697) and neighbor joining analysis 
using the distance data measured with the Kimura two-parameter. 
Numbers above the line indicate branch lengths (steps) obtained 
with parsimony analysis; numbers below the line represent the per- 
centage of 1000 bootstrap replicates obtained with both methods. 
Encircled number indicates Bremer support value for node. 
G+C or A+T have often been found. Examples of 
bias toward A+T include 80% in ITS-2 of Drosophila 
melanogaster (Tautz et al., 1988) and 64-71% in Nem- 
atoda (e. g., Chilton et al., 1997). In general, however, 
balanced DNA regions seem better for taxonomic and 
phylogenetic studies since substitutions become more 
easily detectable when bases occur with approximately 
similar frequency. 
The ITS-2 sequences were markedly different be- 
tween species of Triatomini and Rhodniini. These dif- 
ferences support current theory that envisages the Tri- 
atominae as a polyphyletic assemblage derived from 
several different reduvild lineages, which have con- 
verged in response to parallel demands of the blood- 
sucking habit. Initial arguments for polyphyly were 
advanced by Schofield (1988) based largely on biogeo- 
graphic and ecological characteristics. Since then, com- 
parative studies of the Triatomini and Rhodniini pro- 
vide further evidence, based on isoenzyme comparisons 
(Dujardin et al., 1999), RAPD patterns (Garcia et al., 
1998), and preliminary mitochondrial DNA sequence 
studies (Stothard et al., 1998; Lyman et al., 1999). All 
these studies show major divergence between the Tri- 
atomini and the Rhodniini consistent with a polyphy- 
letic origin. Detailed comparison of antennal sensilla 
patterns (Catala, 1997) and genital structure (Jurberg, 
1996) also suggests that these two tribes have evolved 
from different ancestral forms, as does the absence of 
salivary nitrophorins in the Triatomini, compared to 
their characteristic presence in the Rhodniini (Soares 
eta]., 1998). 
Within the Triatomini, our results support the idea 
of an old divergence between South American and 
North-Central American forms, shown by the primary 
dichotomy between P. megistus plus T. infestans, T. 
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brasiliensis, and T. sordida from South America and D. 
maxima and T. barberi plus T. dimidiata and species of 
the phyllosoma complex from North-Central America 
(Figs. 1 and 2). Within the Rhodniini, Psammolestes 
clearly clustered with R. prolixus rather than with R. 
stali (Fig. 3) in accordance with the idea that Psammo- 
lestes was derived from the prolixus/robustus Glade 
(Schofield and Dujardin, 1999). Phylogenetic trees 
query the validity of the genera Psammolestes and 
Dipetalogaster. 
In our analysis of the Central American and Mexican 
species of Triatoma, the dimidiata from Yucatan ap- 
pears well separated from other populations of dim- 
idiata and from populations of the phyllosoma com- 
plex. The classification of these species has led to some 
confusion. The phyllosoma species (represented here 
by phyllosoma, mazzottii, longipennis, picturata, and 
pallidipennis) were considered subspecies of T. phyllo- 
soma by Usinger (1944) but were raised to specific rank 
by Lent and Wygodzinsky (1979) within the so-called 
phyllosoma complex. The concept of this phyllosoma 
complex was then extended by Schofield (1988) to in- 
clude T. dimidiata. There is little doubt that these 
species are closely related, but it is worth emphasizing 
that there are very few ITS-2 sequence differences 
between the original phyllosoma species (even less 
than those between the T. dimidiata populations from 
Mexico, Honduras, and Nicaragua). These differences 
involve only two to four nucleotide differences and 
dinucleotide microsatellite repeats, or even no differ- 
ences at all in the case of longipennis and picturata. 
Such a low number of nucleotide differences are gen- 
erally considered to reflect organisms capable of hy- 
bridization (Remigio and Blair, 1997) and available 
studies indeed indicate the production of fertile hy- 
brids, for example in crosses between pallidipennis and 
picturata (Mazzotti and Osorio, 1942). Subspecific 
ranking of these entities may therefore be more appro- 
priate, as originally proposed by Usinger (1944), re- 
flecting populations that can usually be morphologi- 
cally distinguished and which generally show different 
geographical distributions with little overlap. 
T. dimidiata proves to be a species clearly differen- 
tiated from the T. phyllosoma complex. It includes, 
moreover, several populations already following differ- 
ent evolutionary divergences in which geographical 
isolation appears to develop an important influence. 
Classification of T. dimidlata has also involved subspe- 
cific divisions, with the darker northern forms denoted 
T. d. maculipennis, the intermediate Central American 
forms T. d. dimidiata, and the southern forms T. d. 
capitata (Usinger, 1944), all of which were synony- 
mized by Lent and Wygodzinsky (1979). Our results 
indicate little differences between dimidiata popula- 
tions from southern Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, and 
Ecuador, although that from Yucatan shows differ- 
ences consistent with specific status. Southern Mexico 
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T. dimidiata populations (Oaxaca, Morelos, Veracruz, 
and San Luis Potosi) were almost indistinguishable, 
but differences increase when compared to the popula- 
tions of Honduras and Nicaragua. This could be inter- 
preted as evidence of clinal variation along a north- 
south axis. Finally, the total absence of differences 
between the population of Honduras and those of Ec- 
uador may indicate that the Ecuadorian specimens 
derive from introduced specimens, recently trans- 
ported by Man. 
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Trapping Triatominae in Silvatic Habitats 
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Large-scale trials of a trapping system designed to collect silvatic Triatominae are reported. Live-baited adhesive 
traps were tested in various ecosystems and different triatomine habitats (arboreal and terrestrial). The trials were 
always successful, with a rate of positive habitats generally over 20% and reaching 48.4% for palm trees of the 
Amazon basin. Eleven species of Triatominae belonging to the three genera of public health importance (Triatoma, 
Rhodnius and Panstrongylus) were captured. This trapping system provides an effective way to detect the presence of 
triatomines in terrestrial and arboreal silvatic habitats and represents a promising tool for ecological studies. 
Various lines of research are contemplated to improve the performance of this trapping system. 
Key words: Triatominae - trapping system - silvatic environment - terrestrial ecotopes - arboreal ecotopes 
The control of domestic vector species of Triatominae 
is being successfully pursued in most of the Southern 
Cone countries and is being developed in the Andean 
countries and Central America. In areas with successful 
control programmes, report of silvatic species invading 
human dwellings leads research to be focused on their 
original habitats. Observations on the ecology and 
behaviour of these silvatic triatomines will assist in devis- 
ing strategies for control-surveillance in areas where they 
invade or colonize synanthropic habitats (Schofield et al. 
1999). 
Understanding of the ecology and biology of 
Triatominae in their natural habitats is fragmentary, princi- 
pally because collection of specimens is laborious and 
time-consuming. Light trapping may be effective in open 
vegetation, but only small numbers of starved adults of 
those species that are light-attracted can be captured. An 
alternative is meticulous "habitat dissection" of the great 
variety of potential ecotopes where triatomines breed, in- 
cluding hollow trees, palm tree crowns, bromeliads, rock 
piles, burrows, and bird-nests. The few animal-baited trap- 
ping devices previously designed to sample silvatic 
triatomines have yielded poor results (Rabinovich et al. 
976, Carcavallo 1985). 
Recently, the use of a simple trapping system to collect 
silvatic triatomines was reported (Noireau et al. 1999,2000). 
Here we present results of the first trials of this trapping 
system in various ecosystems and different triatomine 
habitats. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The traps consisted of small plastic containers (250 or 
500 cm3) closed with wire mesh and partially covered with 
double-sided adhesive tape (Figure). They contained a 
mouse as bait together with a small quantity of wood shav- 
ings and food. Initially designed for collecting silvatic Tri- 
atoma in hollow trees, the system was later applied to the 
capture and study of Rhodnius species in palm tree crowns 
(Abad-Franch et al. 2000, Palomeque et al. 2000, Valente et 
al. 2000). 
This trapping system has now been tested in various 
ecosystems (Chaco, Caatinga, Amazon basin, and sub- 
tropical humid forests) and in four types of triatomine habi- 
tats (hardwood trees, palm trees, rock piles and crags). 
Traps were suspended in hollows located in trunks and 
limbs of hardwood trees, or were placed in the crown of 
palm trees, among rocks or inside crevices. One to four 
Research supported by the CNPq, IRD, UNDP/World Bank/ 
WI 10 Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical 
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traps were generally used for each site, depending on its 
dimensions and the number of accessible triatomine shel- 
ters (hollows in the case of trees). Four traps were usually 
set in each palm crown. Traps were commonly set in the 
afternoon and inspected the next morning, approximately 
15 h later, in order to avoid the midday heat. 
RESULTS 
(six Triatoma, four Rhodnius, and one Panstrongylus spe- 
cies) have been captured with this method (Table I). 
Results on the efficacy of the trapping system are 
shown in Table It. The positivity rate of traps was higher 
in palm crowns and rock crevices than in hollow trees. The 
number of insects adhered to the tape was usually low 
(one or two insects) but could reach high densities (> 10, 
and up to 51) in some palm tree crowns. 
With the live-bait traps, some mouse mortality was re- 
corded (< 2%). It was generally due to the attack by ants 
and is avoidable by covering the wire mesh with finer cloth. 
Results of the different capture series according to the 
ecosystem and triatomine habitat are shown in Table I. 
Trials performed in favourable habitats known to harbour 
triatomines were always successful, with a positivity rate 
higher than 20% and reaching 33.7% in hardwood trees in 
the Bolivian Chaco, 38.5% in rock piles of the Caatinga, 
and 48.4% in palm trees of the Ecuadorian Amazon basin. 
The apparent density of insects per positive habitat was 
highest for palm trees in the Amazon basin and West 
Andean foothills in Ecuador (12.5 and 10.2, respectively), 
and reached 6.8 in rock piles. Eleven species of Triatominae 
DISCUSSION 
The increasing reports of silvatic triatomine species 
invading (and sometimes colonizing) peridomestic and 
domestic habitats endorse the need for research on their 
original wild populations and habitats. The study of these 
habitats by means of traditional approaches (random 
manual searches and dissection) is laborious and destruc- 
tive, hampering the development of more detailed studies. 
Hence, many of the characteristics of triatomine habitats 
are often obscure and remain to be more thoroughly in- 
vestigated (Romana et at. 1999, Gaunt & Miles 2000). Live- 
baited adhesive traps could help overcome some of these 
problems. 
TABLE I 
Positive habitats and species of Triatominae collected 
No. of habitats Mean no. (SD) 
Study area Habitat 
surveyed 
(% positive) 
of insects by 
positive habitat 
Range of 
density 
Species of 
Triatominae collected 
Chaco (Bol) Hardwood trees ° 421 (33.7) 1.9 (1.4) 1-12 Triatoma sordida 
T. guasayana 
T. infestans (dark morph) 
Caatinga (Bra) Hardwood trees b 67 (17.9) 1.9 (1.2) 1-6 T. pseudomaculata 
East Andean foothills (Bol) Hardwood trees 14 (21.4) 2.0 (0.7) 1-3 Panstrongylus megistus 
Caatinga (Bra) Rock piles 13 (38.5) 6.8 (3.8) 3-13 T. brasiliensis 
Serra Geral (Bra) Crags 10(20) 1.5 (0.8) 1-4 T. klugi 
Caatinga (Bra) Palm trees c 59 (10.2) 1.8(l. 4) 1-6 Rhodnius nasutus 
Amazon basin (Bra) Palm trees d 53 (22.6) 2.5 (2.1) 1-14 R. pictipes 
R. robustus 
Amazon basin (Ecu) Palm trees e 64 (48.4) 12.5 (18.7)9 1-98 g R. pictipes 
R. robustus 
West Andean foothills (Ecu) Palm treesf 56 (25) 10.2 (4.9) 3-22 R. ecuadoriensis 
Central coast lowlands (Ecu) Palm treesf 16 (6.2) Only I bug captured - R. ecuadoriensis Coastal area (Ecu) Palm treesf 36 (27.8) 3.0 (2.6) 1-9 R. ecuadoriensis 
a: dominated by Ruprechtia trilora; b: Caesalpinia pyramidalis, Spondias tuberosa, Bumelia sartorum, Anadenanthera colubrina 
and Astronium urundeuva resulted positive; c: Copernicia prunifera; d: dominated by Attalea regia and A. speciosa; e: Attalea, 
Phytelephas, Astrocaryum, Oenocarpus and Elaeis resulted positive; f dominated by P. aequatorialis (palma de tägua); 
g: combining traps and manual capture on palm crowns; Bol: Bolivia; Ecu: Ecuador; Bra: Brazil 
TABLE 11 
Efficacy of the trapping system 
Study area Ecotope 
Traps placed 
(% positive) 
Mean no. (SD) of insects 
by positive traps Range of density 
Chaco (Bol) Hollow trees 732 (21.9) 1.7 (1.0) 1-8 
Caatinga (Bra) Hollow trees 78 (17.9) 1,5 (0.7) 1-3 
East Andean foothills (Bol) Hollow trees 27 (18.5) 1.2 (0.3) 1-2 
Caatinga (Bra) Rock crevices 29 (27.6) 3.4 (1.6) 1-7 
Serra Geral (Bra) Crag crevices 60 (21.6) 1.5 (0.8) 1-4 
West Andean foothills (Ecu) Palm trees 88 (32.9) 4.9 (3.4) 1-14 
Central coast lowlands (Ecu) Palm trees 43 (2.3) a - Coastal area (Ecu) Palm trees 91 (16.5) 1.9 (1.3) 1-6 
Amazon basin (Ecu) Palm trees 111 (43.2) 5.2 (9.1) 1-51 
Caatinga (Bra) Palm trees 59 (10.2) 1.8 (1.4) 1-6 
Amazon basin (Bra) Palm trees 72 (19.4) 1.7 (1.2) 1-9 
Bol: Bolivia; Ecu: Ecuador; Bra: Brazil; a: only 1 bug captured. 
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Results of several independent studies presented here 
suggest live-baited trapping provides a quick, simple and 
inexpensive way to detect the presence of triatomine popu- 
lations in silvatic habitats. Four important triatomine 
ecotopes were successfully searched by this method. Other 
terrestrial (burrows, bromeliads, tree root cavities) and ar- 
boreal habitats (bromeliad epiphytes) remain to be investi- 
gated. Eleven species of Triatominae were captured in vari- 
ous environments, suggesting that the system may be 
applied to other species as well. Repeated series of cap- 
tures in positive habitats increased the number of bugs 
captured, allowing for a more accurate assessment of the 
density of colonies. Starved bugs were more likely to be 
attracted by the bait; thus, the proportion of bugs cap- 
tured in each ecotope would be inversely correlated to the 
nutritional status of the population. This study confirms 
that the nutritional status of silvatic bugs is generally very 
poor and may explain the unsuccessful results obtained 
by live-baited trapping in domestic habitat where 
triatomines are commonly fed (Tonn et al. 1976, Noireau & 
Dujardin 2001). Using this trapping system, the ecological 
(and economical) damage caused by felling and dissect- 
ing trees to study associated triatomines may be avoided. 
With regard to the capture of T. klugi in crag crevices, 
previous attempts using light trapping and active search- 
ing in crevices were unsuccessful. 
Live-baited adhesive traps represent a promising tool 
to identify triatomine habitats that may thereafter be stud- 
ied longitudinally (including for instance the response of 
bug populations to variations in microclimatic conditions 
or hosts, or to biological control interventions). By allow- 
ing the capture of silvatic specimens, several entomologi- 
cal factors can be investigated (e. g. geographic range, 
density and structuring of bug populations or species, 
natural infection by trypanosomes etc. ). Furthermore, our 
knowledge on the ecology of these populations (associa- 
tion to specific habitats, behavioural differences in rela- 
tion to vertebrate hosts etc. ) may benefit from this sam- 
pling technique. Live-baited traps may help define "high- 
risk" ecotopes (e. g., containing dense bug colonies of 
species displaying synanthropic behaviour and frequently 
infected by Trypanosoma cruzi) nearby human dwellings, 
an important issue in areas where invasion and re-infesta- 
tion of houses by silvatic vectors hinder long-term inter- 
ruption of vector-borne transmission. 
Various lines of research could be explored to improve 
the performance of this trapping system. Replacement of 
the live bait by a chemical attractant would make traps 
easier to handle in the field, and could help reduce their 
size so that smaller ecotopes (hollow trees and rock crev- 
ices) might be studied. Finally, the design of a trapping 
system for intra- and peridomestic habitats could be of 
use for entomological vigilance after control interventions. 
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SHORT COMMUNICATION 
Observations on the Domestic Ecology of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
(Triatominae) 
F Abad-Franch/*/+, HM AguilarV*/**, A Paucar C*, ES Lorosa***, F Noireau***/**** 
Pathogen Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Unit, Department of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London School of I Iygiene 
and Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., London WC1E 7HT, UK *Unidad de Medicina Tropical, Instituto 'Juan Cdsar Garcia', 
Quito, Ecuador **Instituto Nacional de Higiene y Medicina Tropical 'Leopoldo Izquieta P6rez', Quito, Ecuador ***Laboratörio 
Nacional e Internacional de Referencia em Taxonomia de Triatomineos, Departamento de Entomologia, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz- 
Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil ****Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement, UR016, France 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis infests peridomiciles and colonises houses in rural southern Ecuador. Six out of 84 
dwellings (7%) surveyed in a rural village were infested (78 bugs/infested domicile; 279 bugs were collected in a 
single dwelling). Precipitin tests revealed R. ecuadoriensis fed on birds (65%), rodents (31916), marsupials (8%), 
and humans (15%) - mixed bloodmeals detected in 37.5% of individual samples. Trypanosoma cruzifrom opossums 
and rodents may thus be introduced into the domestic cycle. Wasp parasitoidism was detected in 6.5% of 995 R. 
ecuadoriensis eggs (only in peridomestic habitats). Control strategies should integrate insecticide spraying (in- 
doors and peridomestic), better management ofpoultry, and housing improvements. A possible inefficacy ofMalathion 
is reported. 
Key words: Rhodnius ecuadoriensis - ecology - feeding - Chagas disease - control - Ecuador 
Chagas disease, caused by Trypanosoma cruzi, is a 
major public health challenge in Latin America. Since the 
early 90s (when -18 million people were estimated to be 
infected), control interventions (elimination of domestic 
vectors plus blood bank control) have reduced incidence 
by -70% in the Southern Cone countries (WHO 1991, 
Dias & Schofield 1999, Moncayo 1999, WHOICTD 2001). 
Aguilar et al. (1999) estimated some 150,000 people may 
be infected by T cruzi in Ecuador, with -3 million living at 
risk. Epidemiological evidence indicates that Rhodnius 
ecuadoriensis is a significant disease vector in southern 
Ecuador (with reported prevalence rates up to 17%, in- 
cluding 9% at the blood bank of Machala) and northern 
Peru, where control interventions are being designed; 
however, very few studies on the ecology and behaviour 
of the species have been published (see Aguilar et at. 
1999, Guevara et al. 1999, Abad-Franch et al. 2001, Cuba 
Cuba et al. this vol., p. 175-183). It colonises human habi- 
tats, and sylvatic populations breed in Phytelephas 
aequatorialis palms in western Ecuador (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Lazo 1985, Barrett 1991, Schofield 1994, 
Abad-Franch et al. 2000,2001). Aiming to understand 
better the domestic-peridomestic ecology of this species, 
we studied the situation in a rural area of southern Ecua- 
dor, and present here some preliminary results. 
The locality of El Lucero (-1,400 m altitude, 79°30'W 
4°10'S) belongs to the province of Loja, where Chagas 
disease is endemic (cf. Aguilar et al. 1999). The original 
dry premontane forest has been widely replaced by agri- 
culture and livestock farms. No wild palm trees were ob- 
served in the area. We inspected 84 dwellings (sample 
representative for 2% expected infestation) and found 
7.1% to be infested. Bugs were breeding mainly in 
peridomestic chicken coops and (in smaller numbers) in- 
side bedrooms; 469 bugs of all stages (an average of 78.2 
bugs/infested house) and 995 eggs were collected in the 
locality (Abad-Franch 2000). Eggs were inspected to de- 
tect parasitoidism by Hymenoptera (see Coscarbn et al. 
1999). 
We studied in depth one house presenting heavy in- 
festation, where two adults and four children lived by 
subsistence farming. The general condition of the dwell- 
ing was very poor (mud-stick, non-plastered walls; roof 
made of tiles, bamboo, and trunks; and earthen floor). All 
six people shared two beds in a 6.3m2-room; 36 chickens, 
3 dogs, 6 pigs, 4 sheep, a donkey, and a goat were kept in 
the peridomicile. The house was surrounded by cropland 
and patches of modified dry premontane forest. Both 
adults answered a brief questionnaire on Chagas disease 
and its vectors. A four hour-search for bugs was con- 
ducted in and around the domicile (4 inspectors); beds 
and two chicken nests were systematically dismantled. 
Precipitin bloodmeal tests were performed on 26 bug fae- 
cal samples collected on filter paper. Eight individual bugs 
and the papers placed in containers used for bug collec- 
tion, stained by bug faeces, were analysed (the latter re- 
sults, although not individual-specific, reveal the feeding 
preferences of the colonies). A 17-antiserum battery was 
used (human 1: 15,000, bird 1: 10,000, opossum 1: 15,000, 
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rodent 1: 17,000, dog 1: 15,000, cat 1: 12,000, sheep 1: 8,000, 
goat 1: 14,000, pig 1: 10,000, horse 1: 16,000, ox 1: 15,000, coati 
1: 13,000, tamandua 1: 12,000, capybara 1: 14,000, armadillo 
1: 15,000, toad 1: 16,000, lizard 1: 16,000). 
Adults and nymphs of R. ecuadoriensis (but no other 
species) were readily recognised by the inhabitants, who 
said that bugs were common during all seasons. They 
had never heard before about Chagas disease, but other 
conditions were thought to be caused by bug bites ("al- 
lergy, itch, anaemia"). They knew that bugs live in mud 
wall crevices, beds, and chicken nests, and that they "eat 
blood" from people and poultry. The presence of 
triatomines inside the house was described as a daily ma- 
jor nuisance. Peridomestic colonies were also considered 
an important pest, as they suck blood from hens, reduc- 
ing the production of eggs - hence contributing to mal- 
nutrition of children. Bednets were said to be ineffective 
against triatomines, as bugs "hide within the beds". The 
householders avoided using chemical insecticides inside 
the house, as they were deemed harmful for the children. 
A Malathion product used in chicken nests proved quite 
ineffective - two nests recently treated were infested. Bugs 
hiding in wall cracks within the house were regularly killed 
with needles, and boiling water was spread sporadically 
on infested walls and chicken nests - which were made of 
dry branches of Dodonaea viscosa ("chamana") and 
grass. 
Forty-one R. ecuadoriensis adults and over 230 
nymphs were captured in this dwelling. Beds, bedroom 
walls, chicken nests, and a peridomestic hollow tree (where 
two hens were nesting) were infested. Twenty bugs (all 
stages) were collected from the two beds; they took shel- 
ter in clefts between wood planks or among vegetal fibres 
used to tie up different parts of beds. Eggs were system- 
atically collected from beds (239 eggs found). A few adult 
bugs were observed to hide in wall crevices beside the 
beds. Exuviae and eggs were found in nests, beds, and 
behind objects hanging on walls. 221 bugs of all stages 
were found in a nest occupied by a hen, but only three in 
an adjacent empty nest. Finally, 35 bugs were found in 
two chicken nests (recently treated with Malathion) lo- 
cated upon a hollow tree near the house; adults and 
nymphs were also found in the tree itself (Table 1). 
These triatomines proved rather eclectic in relation to 
their feeding habits (Table II). They appear to be mainly 
omithophilic (65.4% of samples contained bird blood), 
but rodents (30.8%), humans (15.4%), and opossums 
(7.7%) are also hosts; 37.5% of individual samples were 
positive for more than one type of blood. Bugs fed on 
birds, opossums, and rodents were collected from beds, 
indicating that bugs circulate from the peridomestic envi- 
ronment to the house (where no birds or opossums were 
present) and pointing out the risk of introduction of para- 
sites from opossums and rodents into the domestic cycle. 
Only 6.5% out of 995 R. ecuadoriensis eggs collected 
in the study locality presented evidence of parasitoidism 
by Hymenoptera (probably Scelionidae) (Table III). All of 
them were found in peridomiciles, suggesting that parasi- 
toid wasps do not reach triatomine eggs inside dwellings; 
the impact of parasitoidism in the demography of R. 
ecuadoriensis in the area is probably insignificant. 
This example describes some little-known aspects of 
the ecology of R. ecuadoriensis in human environments 
(trophic resources, population age structure, preferred 
microhabitat, impact of parasitoidism), providing valuable 
data for improved control strategies - currently being 
planned in the context of the Andean Countries initiative 
(WHO/TDR 1997). The strong synanthropic behaviour of 
the species and the virtual absence of palm trees in south- 
ern Ecuador and northern Peru suggest that R. 
ecuadoriensis might have spread there in association with 
humans; if this is confirmed, local eradication might be 
attainable (Abad-Franch et al. 2001). The combination of 
an adequate substrate (dwelling in poor condition, abun- 
dant domestic birds around houses) with the lack of ef- 
fective control measures makes human environments likely 
to become infested by R. ecuadoriensis. This species can 
establish large colonies associated with poultry and has 
proven able to migrate from peridomiciles into houses, 
feeding both on mammals and birds. Combined, these fea- 
tures result in a good capacity for house infestation from 
peridomestic colonies; T. cruzi strains from wild and 
peridomestic mammals may thus be introduced into the 
domestic cycle. Knowledge, beliefs and customs of in- 
habitants regarding triatomines are central to health edu- 
cation in community-based surveillance systems; al- 
though we found some to be wrong, most of them may be 
beneficial if slightly modified. Control of the species in 
the area should integrate residual insecticide spraying 
(both indoors and peridomestic) with an improved man- 
TABLE I 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis domestic and peridomestic colonies in a heavily infested dwelling (El Lucero, Loja, Ecuador) 
Eggs 
Hatched Not hatched Nymphs (instars) 
Site of capture Alive Dead 1 11 111 IV 
Beds 221 10 85432 
Chicken nests 11 nr nr nr 35 72 77 7 
Chicken nests 2b nr nr nr 2424 
Total 221 10 8 42 80 82 
_1.3 
V Adults 
24 
6 27 
13 10 
Total 
20 bugs/239 eggs 
224 bugs 
35 bugs 
279 bugs/239 eggs 
nr: not recorded; a: two adjacent chicken nests dissected on white cardboard; b: bugs from two chicken nests and the hollow tree 
where these nests were located. 
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TABLE II 
Feeding profiles of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis collected in a heavily infested dwelling (El Lucero, Loja, Ecuador), tested by 
immunoprecipitation 
Sample Place of capture Results 
01-individual (G) Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird 
02-individual (nymph V) Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird 
03-individual (nymph V) Hollow tree with chicken nests Opossum - Bird 
04-individual (E) Chicken nest Bird - Rodent 
05-individual (nymph V) Chicken nest Bird 
06-individual (E) Bed Hutpan 
07-individual (E) Bed Opossum - Bird 
08-individual (nymph V) Bed Rodent 
09 to 11-colony 1° Hollow tree with chicken nests Bird - Rodent 
12 to 20-colony 2b Chicken nest Bird - Rodent 
21 to 26-colony 3` Bed Human - Bird - Rodent 
a: colony 1: 35 bugs collected in two chicken nests and the hollow tree where these nests were located; b: colony 2: 224 bugs collected 
in two chicken nests dissected; c: colony 3: 20 bugs collected in two beds. 
TABLE III 
Eggs of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis collected in El Lucero (Loja, Ecuador) 
Not hatched 
Site of collection Hatched Viable Not viable Dubious a Total (%) 
P+ P_ 
Intra-domiciliary 434 14 0 13 3 464 (46.6) 
Peridomestic 414 15 65 28 9 531 (53.4) 
Total (%) 848 (85.2) 29(2.9) 65(6.5) 41 (4.1) 12(1.2) 995 
P+: eggs with evident signs of parasitoidism by Hymenoptera (larvae inside eggs or egg corium presenting a circular orifice left by the 
emerging wasp); P-: eggs with no evident sign of parasitoidism; a: apparently alive when collected, but producing no nymphs. 
agement of domestic and peridomestic environments 
(burning/replacement of hen nests each 15-30 days, and 
better domestic hygiene), and community-based surveil- 
lance. The possible resistance of R. ecuadoriensis to 
Malathion preparations should be investigated, as this 
insecticide has been extensively used for malaria control 
in Ecuador. 
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The Triatomines of Northern Peru, with Emphasis on the Ecology 
and Infection by Trypanosomes of Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
(Triatominae) 
CesarACuba Cuba/*, Fernando Abad-Franch* /**, Judith Roldän Rodriguez***, 
Franklin Vargas VAsquez***, Luis Pollack Veläsquez , Michael A Miles /+ 
Unidade de Parasitologia Medica-Patologia, Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de Brasilia, Brasilia, DF, Brasil *Pathogen 
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Unit, Department of Infectious and Tropical Diseases, London School of hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., London WCIE 7HT, UK **Unidad de Medicina Tropical, Instituto 'Juan Cesar Garcia', 
Quito, Ecuador ***Departamento de Microbiologia y Parasitologia, Universidad Nacional de Trujillo, Trujillo, Peril 
Information on the distribution and synanthropic behaviour of triatomines is essential for Chagas disease vector 
control. This work summarises such information from northern Peru, and presents new data on Rhodnius ecuadoriensis 
- an important local vector infesting 10-35% of 
dwellings in some zones. Three species are strongly synanthropic 
and may be suitable targets for chemical control of domestic/peridomestic bug populations. Panstrongylus herreri, 
the main domestic vector in the area, is probably present in sylvatic ecotopes in the Maran"ön river system. R. 
ecuadoriensis and Triatoma dimidiata seem exclusively domestic; biogeographical and ecological data suggest they 
might have spread in association with humans in northern Peru. Confirmation of this hypothesis would result in a 
local eradication strategy being recommended. Presence of trypanosome natural infection was assessed in 257 R. 
ecuadoriensis; Trypanosoma rangeli was detected in 4% of bugs. Six further triatomine species are potential disease 
vectors in the region (T. carrioni, P. chinai, P. rufotuberculatus, P. geniculatus, R. pictipes, and R. robustus), whilst 
Eratyrus mucronatus, E. cuspidatus, Cavernicola pilosa, Hermanlentia matsunoi, and Belminus peruvianus have little 
or no epidemiological significance. A strong community-based entomological surveillance system and collabora- 
tion with Ecuadorian public health authorities and researchers are recommended. 
Key words: Triatominae - ecology - Chagas disease - Rhodnius ecuadoriensis - Trypanosoma rangeli - Trypanosoma cruzi - Peru 
Triatomine bugs transmit Trypanosoma cruzi, the caus- 
ative agent of Chagas disease (Miles 1998). It is estimated 
that around 650,000-680,000 people might be infected by 
T cruzi in Peru, with 5 to 6.8 million people living at risk. 
These epidemiological data largely refer to southern Peru, 
where Triatoma infestans is the primary vector (WHO 1991, 
Barreda 1996, Dias & Schofield 1999, Guhl 1999). Control 
activities do not incorporate the northern provinces (where 
T. infestans is absent), partially because of lacking up- 
dated epidemiological and entomological information. Al- 
though no representative serological data are available, 
prevalence may be estimated as 1% to 2% (67,000-134,000 
people), with about 20% of the population living at risk 
(-1.34 million people), based on estimations for the whole 
country presented by Guhl (1999) (prevalence 2.5%, and 
25% of the population at risk). Sixteen triatomine species 
have been reported from the area, 13 of which can be 
naturally infected by T cruzi (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, 
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Calderon et al. 1985, Guillen et al. 1989, Carcavallo et al. 
1999a, and this report). T. dimidiata, Panstrongylus 
herreri, and Rhodnius ecuadoriensis are well adapted to 
indoors breeding, and are considered significant disease 
vectors. T carrioni, P. chinai, and P rufotuberculatus 
also breed inside houses in particular areas of Ecuador, 
Peru and Bolivia. P. geniculatus can colonise peridomestic 
pigsties in the Brazilian Amazon and has been found in 
houses in Colombia and Venezuela. R. robustus and R. 
pictipes are sporadic vectors of human disease in the 
Amazon, where adult bugs frequently invade homes; only 
very seldom have domestic colonies of R. pictipes been 
reported. Eratyrus mucronatus, E. cuspida(us, 
Cavernicola pilosa, and T. nigromaculata have little or 
no epidemiological significance (Lent & Wygodzinsky 
1979, Miles et al. 1981,1983, Barrett 1991, Noireau et al. 
1994,1995, Sherlock et al. 1997, Carcavallo et al. 1998b, 
Valente et al. 1998,1999, Angulo et al. 1999, Reyes-Lugo 
& Rodriguez-Acosta 2000, Abad-Franch et at. 2001, 
Teixeira et al. 2001). Additionally, Rhodnius species act as 
vectors of T. rangeli (Sherlock et al. 1997, Cuba Cuba 
1998, Miles 1998). Here we review the main biogeographi- 
cal traits of these triatomines in northern Peru, and present 
new data from field research on R. ecuadoriensis. The 
role of P herreri, T. dimidiata, and P. chinai as actual or 
potential disease vectors is also emphasised. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study area - Peru is divided into three main 
physiographical areas: the coastal region, the mountain- 
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ous Andean region, and the Amazonian region. In north- 
ern Peru, the Andes split into three branches (eastern, cen- 
tral, and western; this latter separates the Pacific and Ama- 
zon slopes). There is a complex pattern of temperate val- 
leys with rivers flowing towards either the Pacific or Ama- 
zon slopes. The northern coastal region (0-800 m altitude) 
presents a dry climate with xerophytic areas and valleys 
where permanent rivers allow the growth of thick, ever- 
green vegetation, and various crops. The northern Andean 
region (800-4,947 m altitude) includes the highlands, the 
valleys of rivers flowing into the Pacific Ocean, and the 
upper stretches of some tributaries of the Amazon. The 
climate is arid-semiarid, with various cactus species and 
without palm trees. The Amazon region includes plains 
covered by dense rain forests, the eastern Andean humid 
foothills and valleys, and the eastern branch of the Andes 
("selva alta"). Eight political constituencies 
("Departamentos") comprise the area of interest of the 
present study: Tumbes, Piura, Lambayeque, La Libertad, 
Cajamarca (western slope, although some rivers flow into 
the Amazon), Amazonas, San Martin, and Loreto (eastern 
slope and Amazon basin). Some 6.7 million people (ý25% 
of Peruvian population) live in the area (558,000 kmz, 43% 
of Peru). 
Collection of data - Available published reports and 
the following sources of data were reviewed: (i) the ento- 
mological collection, National Institute of Health, Lima, 
Peru; (ii) the reference collections at Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil; and (iii) records from the Ministry of Health, Lima, 
Peru - including unpublished reports by the Division of 
Epidemiology. Our fieldwork records and observations 
complemented these data. Biogeographical information 
was obtained from Brack (1987) and Mostacero et al. (1996). 
Life zone classification was carried out after Curto de Casas 
et al. (1999). 
Entomological surveys - Surveys were carried out in 
21 rural localities of Cascas district, La Libertad. A repre- 
sentative sample of dwellings was randomly selected (ex- 
pected infestation 2.5%, confidence level 95%), and 259 
domiciliary units (DUs: domiciles+peridomiciles) were in- 
spected (man-hour method). Live or dead triatomines, exu- 
viae, eggs, or faeces, were considered to indicate infesta- 
tion. A longitudinal, 2-year entomological survey is also 
being carried out in other rural areas of La Libertad and 
Cajamarca, using both active and passive methods to de- 
tect DU infestation (detailed results will be presented else- 
where). Natural infection of R. ecuadoriensis was as- 
sessed in haemolymph, salivary glands, and intestinal 
contents of bugs; parasites were isolated and identified 
after Cuba Cuba (1998). 
RESULTS 
The records of triatomine species from northern Peru 
are summarised in Tables I and II and in the Figure. Six- 
teen species were recorded (including a few dubious 
records discussed below); they occupy 15 different life 
zones in the region (Table III). 
In the Cascas valley (La Libertad), 10 out of 21(47.6%) 
localities surveyed were positive for the presence of R. 
ecuadoriensis; 10% of dwellings were infested (adults, 
TABLE I 
Triatominae reported from northern Peru 
Tribe Species ° 
Bolboderini 1 Belminus peruvianus Herrer, Lent & 
Wygodzinsky, 1954 
Cavemicolini 2 Cavernicolapilosa Barber, 1937 
Rhodniini 3 Rhodnius ecuadoriensis Lent & Leon, 1958 
4 Rhodnius robustus Larrousse, 1927 
5 Rhodniuspictipes StAl, 1872 
Triatomini 6 Eratyrus cuspidatus Stal, 1859 
7 Eratyrus mucronatus StAl, 1859 
8 Hermanlentia matsunoi (Fernandez-Loayza, 
1989) 
9 Panstrongylus chinai (Del Ponte, 1929) 
10 Panstrongylus geniculatus (Latreille, 18 11) 
11 Panstrongylus herreri Wygodzinsky, 1984 
12 Panstrongylus rufotuberculatus 
(Champion, 1899) 
13 Triatoma carrioni Larrousse, 1926 
14 Triatoma dimidiata (Latreille, 1811) 
15 Triatoma nigromaculata (StAl, 1872) 
(see text) 
a: numbers used in the map for species distribution; Panstrongylus 
lignarius not included (see text). 
nymphs, eggs, and exuviae found indoors; no 
peridomestic colonies were detected after systematic 
searches in chicken coops and corrals). There were 204 
insects collected (0.8/house surveyed, 7.8/infested house), 
mainly from houses with non-plastered walls of adobe or 
"quinchas" (mud/cane) and thatched or cane-and-clay 
roofs. Beds made of cane were frequently infested. When 
active and passive methods to detect infestation were 
combined, overall infestation rate increased to -35%, and 
both intra- and peridomestic R. ecuadoriensis colonies 
were detected (preliminary results from the ongoing, 2- 
year longitudinal survey; authors, unpublished data). R. 
ecuadoriensis was only found in and environments, and 
at altitudes up to 2,700 m- the highest value for the spe- 
cies. Bugs infected by T rangeli were collected in two 
domiciles only, where 19% (10/53) insects were infected; 
salivary gland infection was confirmed in four bugs (7.5%). 
Overall T. rangeli infection index was 4% (10/257). 
P. chinai is predominantly sylvatic in the study area. 
Peridomestic colonies were detected in stone wall goat 
enclosures and among clay blocks; nymphs camouflage 
by covering themselves with dust. Adult males invade 
synanthropic habitats; they were frequently captured in 
the main square of the town of Cascas, apparently at- 
tracted to artificial light. Domestic colonies were detected 
in Piura, nearby the Ecuadorian border. 
Although updated information is scarce, the main ani- 
mal reservoirs of T. cruzi in the area seem to be marsupials 
(Didelphis spp. ), rodents (Rattus spp., Cavia porcellus), 
and, in the Amazon region, primates and bats (cf. Calderön 
et al. 1985, Jara et al. 1998). 
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TABLE II 
Biogeography of triatomine species reported from northern Peru 
Species Geography c Valleys Biology, natural infection 
Triatoma dimidiata a Tumbes: Tumbes, Zarumilla Tumbes, Zarumilla Domestic-peridomestic 
La Libertad: Pacasmayo Chamän Domestic-peridomestic 
Triatoma carrioni a, b Piura: Huancabamba (E), Ayabaca (W) Huancabamba, Quiroz Domestic-peridomestic 
Cajamarca: Jaen, Santa Cruz, Nd Domestic-peridomestic; 
San Miguel, Cutervo, Chota Tc (Jaen) 
Triatoma nigromaculata b San Martin: Lamas (see text) Mayo Domestic 
Hermanlentia matsunoi b La Libertad: Pataz 
Cavernicola pilosa b Loreto: Iquitos, Francisco de Orellana 
Eratyrus mucronatus b San Martin: Huallaga 
Loreto: Coronel Portillo 
Eratyrus cuspidatus ° Tumbes: Zarumilla 
Piura: Ayabaca 
Belminus peruvianus b Cajamarca: Jaen 
Amazonas 
Rhodnius ecuadoriensis a, b Tumbes: Tumbes, Zarumilla 
Piura: Ayabaca, Huancabamba, 
Morropön, Piura 
Lambayeque: Ferrenafe, Lambayeque 
Cajamarca: Jaen, Cutervo, Chota, San 
Miguel, Celendin, Cajamarca, 
Contumazä, San Benito 
La Libertad: Trujillo, Otuzco, Cascas 
Upper Maraf16n 
Amazon basin 
Huallaga 
Maranon system 
Tumbes, Zarumilla 
Nd 
Sylvatic (caves) 
Sylvatic, hollow trees with bats 
Sylvatic 
Sylvatic 
Sylvatic 
Nd 
Rhodnius robustus b San Martin 
Loreto: Coronel Portillo 
Rhodniuspictipes b Loreto: Coronel Portillo 
San Martin 
Panstrongylus herreri b, (a? ) San Martin: Moyobamba, Rioja 
Amazonas: Bagua, Rodriguez de 
Mendoza 
Cajamarca: Jaen, Cutervo, 
San Ignacio, Santa Cruz 
Piura: Ayabaca 
Panstrongylus chinai a, b Piura: Huancabamba, Ayabaca, Mor opön, 
Paita, Piura, Sullana, Talara 
Tumbes: Zarumilla, Tumbes, 
Comandante Villar 
Lambayeque: Lambayeque 
La Libertad: Trujillo, Huamacucho, 
Otuzco, Bolivar, Chepen 
Cajamarca: Cajamarca, Contumazä, 
Celendin, Santa Cruz 
Amazonas: Bagua, Rodriguez de 
Mendoza, Chachapoyas 
Panstrongylus geniculatus b Cajamarca: Jaen, San Ignacio, Cutervo 
Loreto: Coronel Portillo 
Panstrongylus Tumbes: Comandante Villar 
rufotuberculatus a Piura: Ayabaca 
Panstrongylus lignarius b San Martin (see text) 
Upper Mararnbn 
Maraºi6n 
Tumbes, Zarumilla 
Huancabamba, 
Huarmaca, Piura 
Zara 
Cascas, Santa Ana 
Moche, Cascas, Alto 
Chicama, Huancay 
Huallaga 
Yarinacocha, Ucayali 
Yurimaguas, Callerlas, 
Yarinacocha 
Huallaga valley 
(Huallobamba) 
Maranön, Huallaga 
Marac56n 
Maranon, Huallaga 
Nd 
Huancabamba, Chira 
Zarumilla, Tumbes 
Zana 
Chamän 
Inter-Andean and 
transversal valleys 
Amazon basin 
Nd 
Amazon basin 
Tumbes 
Nd 
Amazon basin 
Peridomestic colonies reported 
Sylvatic 
Domestic; Tc 
Domestic-peridomestic 
(Schinus molle tree holes); Tc, P 
Peridomestic; Tc 
Domestic-peridomestic; Tr 
Domestic, peridomestic 
(guinea pig corrals); Tr 
Sylvatic (palms); Tc 
Sylvatic (palms) 
Sylvatic (palms); Tc 
Domestic colonies claimed 
Domestic; Tc 
Domestic 
Domestic; Tc 
Peridomestic 
Peridomestic; domestic; Tc 
Peridomestic; Tc 
Peridomestic; Tc 
Peridomestic; Tc 
Peridomestic; sylvatic 
(attracted to light); Tc 
Peridomestic; sylvatic 
Sylvatic; Tc 
Sylvatic; Tc 
Sylvatic; peridomestic 
Nd 
Sylvatic 
a: reported from the Pacific slope; b: reported from the Amazon slope; c: Departments: provinces; Tc: Trypanosoma cruzi; Tr: Trypanosoma rangeli; Nd: no specific data. Additional information was obtained from Herrer and Wygodzinsky (1954), Herrer (1956,1959,1977), and Fernandez-Loayza (1989). 
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DISCUSSION 
T. dimidiata, P. herreri, and R. ecuadoriensis are 
strongly synanthropic in northern Peru, and six more spe- 
cies can invade and sometimes colonise houses or 
peridomestic structures. Three of them may act as sec- 
ondary disease vectors (T carrioni, P chinai, and P. 
rufotuberculatus), and R. pictipes, R. robustus and P. 
geniculatus may also be of some importance. Our study 
area comprised 15 life zones (including desert coastal low- 
lands, temperate Andean valleys, and humid forests). 
Some triatomines may have spread following these val- 
leys, and have reached areas that appear out of their usual 
range. 
Triatomine species 
P. herreri is considered the principal vector of Chagas 
disease in northern Peru. Its distribution includes 5 De- 
partments and 11 provinces, and it may be found at alti- 
tudes up to 1,500 in. It preferentially occupies humid life 
zones, and it is domestic-peridomestic in our study area 
(Herter 1955, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Calderon et al. 
1985, Carcavallo et al. 1998b, 1999a, Curto de Casas et al. 
1999). The species was recently reported from Ecuador 
(Aguilar et al. 1999). P herreri shares most of its external 
characters with P. lignarius, a sylvatic Amazonian 
triatomine (see Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). The only record 
of P. lignarius from Peru (cf. Calderon et al. 1985) may be 
due to misidentification; however, the taxonomic status 
of these two species remains unclear (Carcavallo et al. 
1999b). 
T. dimidiata is strongly synanthropic in northern Peru 
and in coastal Ecuador, where it is an important Chagas 
disease vector (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Lazo 1985, 
Schofield 1994, Aguilar et al. 1999). In Peru, the species 
seems restricted to low, dry areas of Tumbes and La 
Libertad (its distribution being discrete rather than con- 
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TABLE III 
Triatomines from northern Peru: life zone ecology 
Life zones a Annual rain (mm) Temperature (°C) Altitude (m) 
Species 
Tropical desert 0-125 29-30 0-125 T. dimidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P chinai 
Premontane desert 0-125 15-16.5 2250-2500 P. chinai 
Tropical desert scrub 125-250 28.5-29 125-250 T. dirnidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. chinai 
P. geniculatus 
Premontane desert scrub 125-250 16.5-18 2000-2250 R. ecuadoriensis 
Tropical thorn scrub 250-500 28-28.5 250-375 T. dimidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. chinai 
P. rufotuberculatus 
Premontane thorn scrub 250-500 18-19.5 1750-2000 P. chinai 
E. mucronatus 
Very dry tropical forest 500-1000 27-28 375-500 T. dimidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
E. mucronatus 
Dry tropical forest 1000-2000 26-27 500-625 r dimidiata 
R. ecuadoriensis 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. geniculatus 
E. cuspidatus 
E. mucronatus 
Dry premontane forest 500-1000 19.5-21 1500-1750 T. carrioni R. ecuadoriensis 
P rufotuberculatus 
E. mucronatus 
Tropical wet forest 2000-4000 25.5-26 625-750 R. pictipes 
T. nigrornaculata (? ) 
R. robustus 
P. herreri 
P. geniculatus 
E. cuspidatus 
E. mucronatus 
C. pilosa 
Premontane wet forest 1000-2000 21-22.5 1250-1500 T. carrioni 
P. herreri 
P. rufotuberculatus 
E. cuspidatus 
E. mucronatus 
H. matsunoi 
Tropical moist forest 4000-8000 25-25.5 750-875 P. rufotuberculatus 
Premontane moist forest 2000-4000 22.5-24 1000-1250 T. carrioni 
P. rufotuberculatus 
P. geniculatus 
B. peruvianus 
Tropical pluvial forest > 8000 24-25 875-1000 R. robustus 
B. peruvianus 
Low montane desert scrub 250-500 13.5-15 2500-2750 T. carrioni 
a: life zones based on Curto de Casas et al. (1999); T: Triatoma; R.: Rhodnius; P.: Panstrongylus; E.: Eratyrus; B.: Belminus; C.: 
Cavernicola; H.: Hermanlentia 
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tinuous) (Lizaraso 1955, Hidalgo 1957, Jara et al. 1998). Syl- 
vatic populations have not been documented in Peru or 
Ecuador (cf. Abad-Franch et al. 2001). These features, and 
the discontinuity of the distribution of T. dimidiata in south- 
ern Colombia (only reported from the upper Magdalena 
valley) (Zeledön 1981, D'Alessandro & Barreto 1985), could 
be explained by an artificial introduction of the species to 
Ecuador and Peru. Preliminary results of morphometric 
(Abad-Franch 2000) and molecular studies (Marcilla et al. 
2001) are lending support to this hypothesis. If confirmed, 
this would imply that eradication of the species from the 
region might be attainable (see Schofield 2000). 
R. ecuadoriensis is a significant disease vector in 
southern Ecuador and northern Peru (Lent & 
Wygodzinsky 1979, Schofield 1994, Aguilar et al. 1999); 
even so, the studies on its ecology, behaviour, or vecto- 
rial role, are scarce and limited. It was first reported from 
Peru in 1955 (Llanos 1961, Herrer et al. 1972). Cuba Cuba 
et al. (1972) described domestic colonies in Cajamarca (7% 
infected by T. rangeli). F Vargas V (unpubl. ) found 25% 
of 463 specimens infected by T rangeli in La Libertad, 
and Castillo (1995) reported peridomestic colonies of the 
species from the Zana valley, Lambayeque. Calderon 
(1996) reported that 3% of 3,450 triatomines captured in 
Tumbes and Piura (1973-1981) were R. ecuadoriensis. 
Sylvatic populations of this species occupy Phytelephas 
aequatorialis palm trees (endemic to humid areas of west- 
ern Ecuador) (Borchsenius et al. 1998, Abad-Franch et al. 
2000,2001). Other ecotopes recorded are Elaeis 
guineensis, an artificially introduced, cultivated African 
palm (infested in Los Rios, Ecuador, although only eggs 
and adults were found - the absence of nymphs perhaps 
indicating failure to colonise the ecotope; see Carcavallo 
& Martinez 1985), and a single record of the species in a 
hollow tree in an allegedly uninhabited area (Herrer et al. 
1972); its presence in cacti has been cited (cf. Barrett 1991) 
but probably represents temporary occupation of the nest 
of a vertebrate near to an infested dwelling. Palm trees, 
the true primary habitat of the species, are absent from 
the arid-semiarid areas where R. ecuadoriensis is strongly 
synanthropic. The only documented finding of the spe- 
cies in an uninhabited area of Peru refers to a single nymph 
collected from a Schinus molle hollow tree. These obser- 
vations suggest that R. ecuadoriensis probably has no 
truly sylvatic ecotope in northern Peru, and that its pres- 
ence in the region is probably related to passive transpor- 
tation in association with humans (perhaps about the early 
1950s, as it was never reported before from Peru). The 
occurrence of the species within houses at high altitudes 
and in very and zones also suggests a close bug-human 
association. Such a hypothesis would be rejected if truly 
sylvatic colonies were satisfactorily documented, and is 
currently being tested by means of morphometric and 
molecular analyses using different bug populations. If the 
hypothesis were not rejected, this would mean that a local 
eradication strategy could be implemented in northern Peru 
and some areas of Ecuador with good chances of suc- 
cess. 
Our results show a moderately high house infestation 
rate (10%), with small breeding colonies inside houses 
rather than in peridomiciles. However, an overall infesta- 
tion rate of 35% was revealed by a 2-year longitudinal 
survey in La Libertad (authors, unpubl. ). The studied lo- 
calities are located in and valleys of the western slope of 
the Andes. Available data agree in that domestic- 
peridomestic populations of R. ecuadoriensis can be found 
in similar valleys throughout north-western Peru, suggest- 
ing that they constitute a favourable biotope for the spe- 
cies; however, further studies are required to accurately 
define the biogeography of the species in the country. 
Natural infection by T. cruzi was absent in 257 R. 
ecuadoriensis examined, whereas T rangelt was detected 
in 4% of bugs, suggesting that diagnostic tests for T 
cruzi might yield false-positive results in some cases (Cuba 
Cuba 1998). This finding does not preclude however that 
T cruzi may be transmitted by this species (e. g. Llanos 
1961, Herrer et al. 1972, Lazo 1985, Castillo 1995). 
P chinai occurs on both slopes of the Andes in north- 
ern Peru and southern Ecuador. Although mainly sylvatic, 
its ability to invade and occasionally colonise DUs has 
been documented (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Calder6n 
et al. 1985, Lazo 1985). The species transmits T. cruzi among 
rats (Rattus norvegicus) and marsupials (Didelphis spp. ) 
in Peru, and infected P chinai nymphs were found in 
peridomestic ecotopes in La Libertad (Jara et al. 1998). 
The species is to be considered as a potential secondary 
vector in its distribution areas. Despite the claims that the 
species can be found in Venezuela (cf. Carcavallo et al. 
1998a), we deem that it is most likely endemic to and areas 
of northern Peru-southern Ecuador; those reports may be 
due to erroneous labelling of specimens or misi- 
dentification, and have led to concern that the species 
might be widespread in the Amazon and present in Co- 
lombia (Molina et al. 2000). 
T carrioni occasionally colonises human habitats in 
southern Ecuador and northern Peru. It occurs in both 
dry and humid life zones up to 2,650 in altitude (Lumbreras 
et al. 1955, Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979, Defranc 1982, Lazo 
1985). In southern Ecuador, T. carrioni was considered 
an important pest until it was apparently replaced by R. 
ecuadoriensis (already present in the area in 1958, when 
the species was described from domestic bugs from La 
Toma, Loja) (Lent & Leon 1958, Defranc 1982, Lazo 1985). 
The presence of wild populations indicates that the pos- 
sibility of re-infestation of treated dwellings persists. 
P. rufotuberculatus is domestic in some areas of Peru, 
Ecuador, and Bolivia (Lizaraso 1955, Calderbn et al. 1985, 
Lazo 1985, Noireau et al. 1994, Dujardin et al. 1998, Abad- 
Franch et al. 2001). Its epidemiological role deserves fur- 
ther research, at least in the Andean valleys and foothills 
where it seems adapted to human habitats. The species 
occurs mainly in low, dry areas, but may also be found in 
humid forests (and in higher valleys in southern Peru). 
P. geniculatus occurs mainly in the Amazonian 
rainforests of Loreto, but has also been collected in 
Cajamarca (Lumbreras 1972). This is largely a sylvatic spe- 
cies, but seems to be readily attracted to electric light and 
occasionally colonises peridomestic pigsties and domi- 
ciles (Valente et al. 1998, Angulo et al. 1999, Reyes-Lugo 
& Rodriguez-Acosta 2000). 
R. pictipes and R. robustus are reported from a wide 
geographical range in the Amazon. Records from 
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Cajamarca (Lumbreras 1972) and Trujillo (Fiocruz collec- 
tions) are probably due to labelling errors. The biological 
characteristics of these sylvatic, palm tree-living 
Amazo- 
nian triatomines make us believe that adaptation to 
dry 
highlands with no palms, and thus their presence on the 
western slope of the Andes, is unlikely. 
Other species (E. mucronatus, E. cuspidatus, Belminus 
peruvianus, Hermanlentia matsunoi, and C. pilosa) 
have 
little or no epidemiological significance in Peru. E. 
cuspidatus and E. mucronatus have 
been reported to show 
some degree of synanthropism in different countries 
(Lent 
& Wygodzinsky 1979, Noireau et al. 1995) but are still 
mainly sylvatic. 
The presence of T. nigromaculata in Peru has been 
reported once (Calder6n & Monzön 1995). Previously, the 
species was only known from Venezuela, where it is syl- 
vatic (Lent & Wygodzinsky 1979). The probable affilia- 
tion of T. nigromaculata to the dispar complex (including 
T dispar, T venosa, and T carrioni) may help explain this 
record. Although the species presents a quite character- 
istic chromatic pattern, it is conceivable that a pale vari- 
ety of T carrioni could have been misclassified as T 
nigromaculata. The record deserves however further in- 
vestigation. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the main vector in 
the south of Peru, T. infestans, has never been reported 
from the area of interest of the present study. From its 
Bolivian origin, the species reached suburban areas of 
Lima, probably in association with rural immigrants. How- 
ever, the migratory movements from the south rarely reach 
the northern Departments, as there are no higher stan- 
dards of living in the north. Thus, the likelihood of T. 
infestans being introduced seems low. 
The presence of a wide variety of triatomines in north- 
ern Peru (-12% of all recognised species), many of them 
occupying wild environments, could represent an impor- 
tant difficulty for disease control in the zone. T. dimidiata, 
P. herreri, and R. ecuadoriensis may constitute suitable 
targets for interventions against synanthropic bug popu- 
lations, but the presence of other potential vector species 
(mainly T. carrioni, P. rufotuberculatus and P chinai, and 
possibly also P. geniculatus, R. pictipes, and R. robustus 
- whose role as vectors needs to 
be clarified) must be 
taken into account. Some of these autochthonous spe- 
cies may behave as secondary vectors, occupying empty 
niches after domestic insects are eliminated by insecti- 
cide spraying. A strong longitudinal vigilance system with 
community involvement should be established to comple- 
ment extensive residual insecticide spraying (Dias & 
Schofield 1999, Dias 2000). Finally, the control of vector- 
borne Chagas disease in the region must be developed 
on both sides of the Peruvian-Ecuadorian border. Stron¬ 
collaborative links between public health authorities and 
research groups from both countries must be actively pro. 
moted and encouraged. 
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Abstract 
Panstrongylus species are widely distributed throughout the Americas, where they act as vectors of Trypanosoma cruzi, agent of Chagas 
disease. Their intraspecific relationships, taxonomic position and phylogeny in relation to other Triatomini were explored using ribosomal 
DNA (rDNA) internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS-2) sequence polymorphisms and maximum parsimony, distance and maximum likelihood 
analyses of 10 populations representing six species of the genus (P. megistus, P. geniculatus, P. rufotuberculatus, P lignarius, P herreri and 
P. chinai). At the subspecific level, P. megistus appeared more homogeneous than P. rufotuberculatus and P. geniculatus (both with broader 
distribution). Several dinucleotide microsatellites were detected in the sequences of given species. Many of these microsatellites (GC, TA, 
OT and AT) showed different number of repeats in different populations and thus, may be very useful for population differentiation and 
dynamics analyses in future studies. The sequences of P. lignarius (considered sylvatic) and P. herreri (a major disease vector in Peru) 
were identical, suggesting that these species should be synonymised. Intrageneric analysis showed a clear separation of P. rufotuberculatus, 
with closest relationships between P. geniculatus and P. chinai, and P. megistus occupying a separate branch. Genetic distances between 
Panstrongylus species (0.11585-0.22131) were higher than those between Panstrongylus and other Triatomini (16 species from central 
and North America and South America) (0.08617-0.11039). The distance between P. megistus and P. lignariuslherreri (0.22131) was the 
largest so far recorded in the tribe. The pronounced differences in length and nucleotide composition suggest a relatively old divergence 
of Panstrongylus species. P. rufotuberculatus was closer to Mesoamerican Triatoma, Meccus and Dipetalogaster species than to other 
Panstrongylus. All Panstrongylus clustered with the Mesoamerican Glade; P. rufotuberculatus clustered with the phyllosoma complex and 
T. dimidiata, with D. maxima and T. barberi in a basal position. The rest of Panstrongylus appeared paraphyletically in the tree. This is 
evidence suggesting polyphyly within the genus Panstrongylus, whose species may be related to the ancestors giving rise to central and 
North American Triatomini. © 2002 Elsevier Science B. V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Panst ongylus species; Triatominae; Chagas disease vectors; rDNA ITS-2 sequences; Taxonomy; Phylogeny 
1. Introduction 
The Triatominae (Fiemiptera: Reduviidae) are notorious 
as the vectors of 7Yypanosoma cruzi, which infects a great 
° New nuclcotide sequence data reported in this paper are available in 
the GenBanklM, EMBL and DDBJ databases under the accession numbers 
listed in Table 1. 
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34-96-386-4298; fax: +34-96-386-4769. 
E-mail address. M. D. Bargues@uv. es (M. D. Bargues). 
variety of sylvatic and domestic mammals and causes Ameri- 
can trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease) in humans throughout 
Latin America. Over 12 million people are infected by this 
parasite, with about 90 million considered at risk in endemic 
areas. No vaccine is available and except in the very early 
stage of the infection, there is no effective chemotherapy 
(WHO, 1991). A total of 133 species of Triatominae are cur- 
rently recognised, grouped into 18 genera forming five tribes 
(Dujardin et al., 2000; Carcavallo et al., 2000). Over half of 
these species have been naturally or experimentally infected 
1567-1348/02/S - see front matter ® 2002 Elsevier Science B. V. All rights reserved. 
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with T cruzi and according to their similar behaviour and 
physiology, all species must be regarded as potential vectors. 
Species of greatest epidemiological significance are those 
that have adapted to live in close association with humans, 
mainly infesting rural dwellings in poor condition. How- 
ever, an increasing number of species seems to be following 
a similar adaptive route from sylvatic to domestic habitats 
(Schofield et at., 1999) and understanding of this evolution- 
ary transition is of considerable importance in relation to 
epidemiological surveillance and control of Chagas disease 
vectors (WHO, 1991). 
The genus Panstrongylus Berg, 1879 is, together with 
Triatoma Laporte, 1832 (Triatomini) and Rhodnius Stal, 
1859 (Rhodniini), one of the genera of foremost epidemio- 
logical importance. It comprises 14 species, four of which 
may develop domestic colonies in some geographic areas, 
six are sylvatic species occasionally recorded in the domes- 
tic environment and two are exclusively sylvatic species 
(Dujardin et al., 2000). A rare Brazilian species, P lenti 
Galväo et Palma, 1968 is known from only two individuals 
and P sherlocki Jurberg, Carcavallo et Lent, 2001 from 
only one specimen (Jurberg et al., 2001). 
Four species can colonise human habitats. P. megistus 
(Burmeister, 1835) has great epidemiological importance (it 
was in fact the first Chagas disease vector to be described); 
it has been reported from Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay and 
Uruguay (Dujardin et al., 2000) and recently also south- 
eastern Bolivia (Noireau et al., 1999); P. rufotuberculatus 
(Champion, 1899) is broadly distributed in South America, 
central America and Mexico, often infected by T cruzi, and 
is domiciliated in some parts of Bolivia (Noireau et al., 1994; 
Dujardin et al., 1998), Peru and Ecuador (Abad-Franch 
et al., 2001); P chinai (Del Ponte, 1929) and P. herreri 
Wygodzinsky, 1948, both known from Peru and Ecuador 
(Aguilar et al., 1999; Carcavallo et al., 1999a; Abad-Franch 
et al., 2001), have been reported from domestic environ- 
ments and infected by T cruzi (Dujardin et al., 2000). 
Several sylvatic species have occasionally been recorded 
in the domestic environment or attracted by electric light 
into houses. P. geniculatus (Latreille, 1811) is very broadly 
distributed through South America, central America and 
Mexico and colonises peridomestic pigsties in Brazil 
(Valente et al., 1998); P lutzi (Neiva et Pinto, 1923) is 
limited to Brazil; P howardi (Neiva, 1911) only occurs in 
Ecuador; P. guentheri Berg, 1879 is found in Argentina, 
Uruguay, Paraguay and in southern Bolivia; P. humeralis 
(Usinger, 1939) is only known from Panama; and P di- 
asi Pinto et Lent, 1946 is widely distributed in Brazil and 
also recorded in Bolivia (Carcavallo et al., 1999a). All 
these species, except P lutzi and P, diasi, have been found 
infected by T cruzi (Dujardin et al., 2000). 
Finally, two species appear to be exclusively sylvatic, but 
naturally infected by T cruzi: P. lignarius (Walker, 1873) 
known from Brazil, Guyana, Suriname and Venezuela, the 
records from Ecuador pending confirmation (Abad-Franch 
et al., 2001) and P. tupynambai Lent, 1942, which is found 
under stones in Brazil and Uruguay (Carcavallo et al., 1999a; 
Dujardin et al., 2000). 
Although some Panstrongylus species, such as P 
megistus, can be found in palm crowns, all the species 
in the genus are predominantly associated with terrestrial 
burrows, tree root cavities and/or arboreal tree holes. A syl- 
vatic habitat of the highly domiciliated species P megistus 
is hollow trees with Didelphis (Gaunt and Miles, 2000). 
The recent reports about the increasing frequency of 
Panstrongylus species displaying ability to invade and 
colonise human habitats are focusing the interest of med- 
ical entomologists and Chagas disease control managers 
throughout Latin America (Noireau et al., 1994,1995; 
Chico et al., 1997; Dujardin et al., 1998; Valente et at., 
1998; Aguilar et al., 1999; Borges et at., 1999; Abad-Franch 
et al., 2001). A more accurate knowledge of these tri- 
atomine species, including distributions, adaptive trends 
towards domesticity, population dynamics, vectorial capac- 
ity and susceptibility to insecticides, would be important 
within the Chagas control programmes and essential in 
localities where they are presently colonising human struc- 
tures (Noireau et al., 1994). An improved knowledge on 
the interspecific relationships within this genus may signif- 
icantly help understand the dynamics of the synanthropic 
behaviour of some species. It will additionally strengthen 
the ability of researchers and control managers to make 
some predictions in regard of the potential epidemiological 
role of each species in their respective areas, allowing for 
anticipatory decision-making. 
In eukaryotes, ribosomal DNA (rDNA) consists of multi- 
ple copies of tandemly repeated transcriptional units. Each 
transcriptional unit consists of regions that code for three ri- 
bosomal subunits (18S, 5.8S and 28S) separated by two spac- 
ers, internal transcribed spacers I and 2 (ITS- I and ITS-2) 
(Hillis and Dixon, 1991). Ribosomal DNA has been used 
in phylogenetic studies at several taxonomic levels, rang- 
ing from major phyla to populations (Brower and DeSalle, 
1994; Bargues and Mas-Coma, 1997). This broad utility of 
rDNA is because the multiple copies per genome are usu- 
ally tandemly repeated and the non-coding spacers evolve 
faster than the coding regions (Hillis and Dixon, 1991). Like 
other multigene families, individual rDNA copies are not be- 
lieved to accumulate mutations independently, thus resulting 
in little intragenomic or intraspecific variation but substantial 
interspecific differentiation. Concerted evolution of rDNA 
within species has resulted in the use of the faster evolving 
spacers, not only for the reconstruction of phylogenies, but 
as diagnostic markers for differentiating species, including 
proximal and cryptic species (Bargues et al., 2001). 
Nuclear rDNA sequences have recently shown their 
usefulness in triatomine bugs for the above-mentioned pur- 
poses (Bargues et al., 2000,2002). The ITS-2 of the rDNA 
has proved to be a good molecular marker for popula- 
tions, species and phylogenetic relationships in Triatominae 
(Marcilla et al., 2000,2001), because no intragenomic poly- 
morphism at this locus, as reported in mosquitoes (Onyabe 
A. Marcilla et at. /infection, Genetics and Evolution 1 (2002) 225-235 
and Conn, 1999), has been found in triatomine 
bugs up to 
the present. The aim of the present paper is to characterise 
the rDNA ITS-2 sequences of the species of the genus 
Panstrongylus with wider geographic range and higher 
epidemiological significance, analyse their intra- and 
inter- 
specific relationships and compare them with other species 
of the same tribe, mainly belonging to the closely related 
genus Triatoma. 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Triatominae materials 
Specimens from 10 populations of six species of the genus 
Panstrongylus were studied (Table 1). Genomic DNA was 
extracted from more than one specimen of a given popula- 
tion and from more than one population of a given species 
when necessary for sequence conservation verification stud- 
ies, mainly in cases of microsatellite detection or when un- 
expected results were obtained. 
2.2. Molecular techniques 
2.2.1. DNA extraction 
Triatomine legs fixed in 70% cold ethanol were used 
for DNA extraction according to the standard phenol/ 
chloroform technique (Sambrook et al., 1989). Each bug 
was examined individually and was processed essentially 
as previously described (Marcilla et al., 2001). One or 
two legs were disrupted with flame-sterilised scissors, 
placed in 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes together with an ho- 
mogeniser and suspended in 400 µl of lysis buffer (10 mM 
Tris-ITCI, pH 8.0,100mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, 1% 
sodium dodecyl sulphate) containing 500 µg/ml proteinase 
K (Promega, Madison, WI). The following steps were per- 
formed according to methods outlined previously (Bargues 
and Mas-Coma, 1997). The lysed preparation was gently 
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mixed and then incubated for 4h at 55 °C with alternate 
shaking each 15 min. For the extraction of total DNA, three 
steps were followed. In the first, there was an equal volume 
of phenol; in the second, 200 µ1 of phenol and 200 µl of 
chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24/1) were used; in the third, 
400 µl of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24/1) were em- 
ployed. After each extraction step, phases were separated 
at 12,000 xg for 3 min. The aqueous phase was precipi- 
tated with 1/10 volume of 4M ammonium acetate and 2.5 
volumes of 100% ethanol and refrigerated at -20'C. The 
spooled DNA or pellet obtained was washed in 70% ethanol, 
centrifuged at 12,000-13,000 xg for 5-10 min at 4 °C and 
briefly air-dried. The precipitated DNA was redissolved in 
a small volume (20-100µl) of sterile TE buffer (10 mM 
Tris-HCI, pH 7.6,1 mM EDTA) and stored at -20°C 
until use. 
2.2.2. rDNA sequence amplification 
The fragment corresponding to a 127 bp sequence of the 
5.8S rRNA gene and the ITS-2 of each triatomine bug was 
amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using spe- 
cific primers as previously described (Marcilla et at., 2001). 
Double or multiple bands in PCR products were never ob- 
served. 
2.2.3. Purification and quantification of PCR products 
Primers and nucleotides were removed from PCR prod- 
ucts by purification on Wizard® PCR Preps DNA purifi- 
cation system (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the 
manufacturer's protocol and resuspended in 50 µl of 10 mM 
TE buffer (pH 7.6). The final DNA concentration was de- 
termined by measuring the absorbance at 260 and 280 nm. 
2.2.4. DNA sequencing 
Sequencing of the ITS-2 of the rDNA was performed 
on both strands by the dideoxy chain-termination method 
(Sanger et a1., 1977) and was carried out with the Taq 
dye-terminator chemistry kit for ABI 373A (Perkin-Elmer, 
Table I 
Panstrongylus species and populations studied, including geographic origins, nucleotide length and composition of the ITS-2 sequences obtained and 
corresponding GenBankTM accession numbers 
Species of Panstrongylus Populations studied (geographic origin) ITS-2 length (bp) AT content (%) Accesion number 
P. megi. stus (Burmeister, 1835) Pampulha, Minas Gerais, Brazil 600 75.2 AJ306542 
P geniculatus (Latreille, 1811) Yasuni, Orellana, Ecuador 506 76.8 AJ306543 
Beten, Para, Brazil 510 76.6 AJ306544 
P rufotuberculatus (Champion, 1899) Guayacbn, El Oro, Ecuador 470 76.7 AJ306545 
EI Carmen, Santander, Colombia 472 76.8 AJ306546 
P. chinai (Del Ponte, 1929) Laboratory strain, INHMTa, Quito, Ecuador 503 76.7 AJ306547 
P. lignartus (Walker. 1873) San Pablo, Sucumbios, Ecuador 492 78.6 AJ306548 
Santa Barbara, Pari, Brazil 492 78.6 AJ306549 
P herreri (Wigodzinsky, 1948) Yasuni, Orellana, Ecuador 492 78.6 AJ306550 
Laboratory strain Fiocruz, origin from 492 78.6 AJ306551 
Cajamarca, Peru 
' INIIMT: Institute, Nacional de Iligiene y Medicina Tropical. 
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Foster City, CA), using PCR primers. Poor quality sequences 
were never obtained. 
2.3. Software programmes used 
2.3.1. For sequence alignment 
For all data sets, to ensure that sequences of ITS-2 
would begin at the same position, a 127 bp long frag- 
ment of the 5.8S rRNA gene was also sequenced. Se- 
quences were aligned using CLUSTAL-W version 1.8 
(Thompson et al., 1994) and introducing sequences in dif- 
ferent orders at random to reduce biases (Lake, 1991). 
The alignments were made including the Panstrongylus 
species studied together with other known triatomine bug 
sequences. Several rDNA ITS-2 sequences of species 
of Triatomini present in GenBankTM and EMBL were 
used: Triatoma infestans from Bolivia (AJ286874) and 
Paraguay (AJ289876); T sordida from Bolivia (AJ293589); 
T brasiliensis from Brazil (AJ293591); T dimidiata from 
Mexico (different origins: AJ286877, AJ286878, AJ286879 
and AJ286880), Honduras and Ecuador (AJ286875) and 
Nicaragua (AJ286876); T phyllosoma (AJ286881), T. 
pallidipennis (AJ286882), T longipennis (AJ286883), T. 
picturata (AJ286884), T. mazzottii (AJ286885), T bar- 
beri (AJ293590) and Dipetalogaster maxima (AJ286887), 
all from Mexico (Marcilla et al., 2001). The five species 
of the phyllosoma complex have been very recently in- 
cluded in the genus Meccus Stal, 1859 by Carcavallo et al. 
(2000). Panstrongylus megistus from the laboratory strain 
of INLASA, La Paz, Bolivia, derived from Fiocruz, Belo 
Horizonte, Brazil (AJ286886), the only ITS-2 sequence 
of Panstrongylus presently available in GenBankTM, was 
used for comparison; previously described as composed of 
559 bp (Marcilla et al., 2001), its full length of 598 bp is 
used in the present paper. Rhodnius prolixus (Rhodniini) 
(AJ286888) (Marcilla et al., 2001) was also used as out- 
group in different phylogenetic analyses. 
2.3.2. For phylogenetic analysis 
Maximum parsimony (MP), distance and maximum like- 
lihood (ML) methods were used in phylogeny reconstruc- 
tion. All these analyses were performed using algorithms 
provided in PAUP v. 4. Ob 6 for Macintosh (Swofford, 2001) 
and TREECON vl. 3b for Windows (Van De Peer and De 
Wachter, 1997). 
MP analysis was performed using the heuristic algo- 
rithm. To assess the relative support for internal nodes, 
a bootstrap-resampling approach (with 1000 replicates) 
was used. Alignment gaps were treated as missing 
character-states for the analyses. Only minimal length trees 
were kept. Polytomies were permitted. Accelerated trans- 
formation was used for character-state optimisation. 
For distance analysis, neighbour-joining (NJ) trees (Saitou 
and Nei, 1987) were generated from four different models 
because of the A+T bias found: Tamura-Nei, Kimura 
two-parameter, Kimura two-parameter using y-corrected 
distances and Kimura three-parameter. Support of each 
NJ tree was assessed with bootstrap-resampling technique 
(Felsenstein, 1985) over 1000 replications. 
ML trees were constructed utilising the HKY85 model of 
DNA substitution assuming that all sites evolve at the same 
rate and the transition/transversion rate =2 (K = 5.630). 
Because of the A+T bias detected, transition/transversion 
rates of 4,6 and 8 were also tested. To provide an assessment 
of the precision of the trees, a quartet puzzling analysis was 
employed (with 1000 puzzling steps). 
3. Results 
3.1. Sequence analysis 
A total of 10 ITS-2 sequences of species of the genus 
Panstrongylus have been deposited in the GenBankTM and 
EMBL (see accesion numbers in Table 1). The length of the 
spacer ranged from 470 (P rufotuberculatus from Ecuador) 
to 600bp (P. megistus from Pampulha, Minas Gerais, Brazil) 
(Table 1). Base composition was clearly biased to A+T 
content (mean 76.5% when including P megistus from the 
laboratory strain of La Paz, according to Marcilla et al., 
2001) (Table 1). 
When comparing populations of a given species, P. 
megistus from Pampulha, Minas Gerais, Brazil, differed 
in only one microsatellite from the P megistus laboratory 
strain of La Paz (Marcilla et al., 2001), giving rise to a 
different length: (GC)3 in the 600 bp long sequence from 
Pampulha, whereas, (GC)2 in the 598 bp long sequence 
from La Paz, Five nucleotide differences were detected be- 
tween the populations of P. geniculatus from Ecuador and 
Brazil: one transition A/C and two microsatellite extensions 
giving rise to the 4 bp longer sequence in the Brazilian 
population: (TA)4 and (GT)E in Ecuador and (TA)5 and 
(GT)2 in Brazil. Four nucleotides distinguished the ITS-2 
of the two populations of P. rufotuberculatus from Ecuador 
and Colombia: two mutations (one transition A/G and one 
transversion T/A) and one microsatellite explaining the 2 bp 
difference in their length [(AT)5 in the Ecuadorian popula- 
tion and (AT)6 in the Colombian one)]. The two populations 
of P lignarius from Ecuador and Brazil were identical, as 
were those of P herreri from Ecuador and Peru. 
Interspecific analysis revealed that sequences from 
P. lignarius and P. herreri were identical. Absolute nu- 
cleotide differences studied in pairwise comparisons and 
total character differences obtained in the K-2 distance ma- 
trix including only the Panstrongylus species in the align- 
ment according to PAUP (table not shown), respectively, 
between the ITS-2 sequences of all other Panstrongylus 
species appear to be very high: 166-168 and 73-77 between 
P megistus and P geniculatus; 209-213 and 79 between P. 
megistus and P rufotuberculatus; 165-167 and 76 between 
P megistus and P chinai; 199-201 and 106 between P. 
megistus and P. lignarius/herreri; 106-113 and 64 between 
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Table 2 
Genetic distances (mean character differences) between species of Panstrongylus and species of other genera of Triatomini (71-iatoma, Meccus and 
Dipetalogaster)a 
P megistus P geniculatus P rufotuberculatus P chinai Triatoma, Meccus and Dipetalogaster species 
Central and North America South America 
P. megistus 0.14437-0.17697 0.19426-0.21336 
P. geniculatus 0.17624-0.18271 0.08817-0.11015 0.17873-0.18142 
P. rufotuberculatus 0.18298-0.18220 0.12826-0.12771 0.08617-0.10181 0.17209-0.17967 
P chinai 0.17097 0.11585-0.11717 0.12009-0.11957 0.09649-0.11039 0.17460-0.18014 
P. lignariuslherreri 0.22131 0.16279-0.16842 0.17111--0.17035 0.15254 0.16071-0.18667 0.20465-0.21615 
Panstrongylus species - -- - 0.08617-0.18667 0.17209-0.21615 
Data summarised from the K-2 distance matrix including all the 24 different ITS-2 sequences available from Triatomini species in the alignment, 
according to PAUP. 
P geniculatus and P. rufotuberculatus; 68 and 47-49 be- 
tween P geniculatus and P. chinai; 114-115 and 79-81 
between P geniculatus and P lignarius/herreri; 101-103 
and 54 between P. rufotuberculatus and P. chinai; 120-123 
and 73 between P rufotuberculatus and P. lignarius/herreri. 
When comparing species of Panstrongylus with species 
of other genera of Triatomini (Triatoma, Meccus and 
Dipetalogaster Usinger, 1939), genetic distances, obtained 
in the K-2 distance matrix including all the 24 differ- 
ent ITS-2 sequences available from Triatomini species 
in the alignment according to PAUP (see summarised 
Table 2), were surprising. Thus, genetic distances between 
the different Panstrongylus species (0.11585-0.22131) 
are larger than those of central and North American Tri- 
atoma, Meccus and Dipetalogaster species versus P. ru- 
fotuberculatus (0.08617-0.10181), versus P geniculatus 
(0.08817-0.11015) and versus P. chinai (0.09649-0.11039). 
On the contrary, Panstrongylus species in general ap- 
pear to be very far away from South American Triatoma 
species (0.17209-0.21615), similarly as central and North 
American Triatoma, Meccus and Dipetalogaster species are 
from South American Triatoma species (0.16629-0.18970), 
Interestingly, the genetic distance between P megistus and 
P. lignarius/herreri (0.22131) is the highest so far recorded 
between two Triatomini species, even larger than that be- 
tween the two most separated species belonging to different 
genera, T sordida and P lignarius/herreri (0.21615). 
3.2. Phylogenetic analyses 
For phylogenetic reconstruction, two kinds of analyses 
were carried out, one only with Panstrongylus species and 
another including all Triatomini species. 
Phylogenetic trees only including the eight different 
ITS-2 sequences representing the populations of the six 
Panstrongylus species studied, were constructed using dif- 
ferent outgroups. The most consistent results were obtained 
when T infestans (Paraguay population) was used as out- 
group. The convenience of using this outgroup lies in that 
South American Triatoma species appear clustered and in 
a Glade different from that of central and North American 
Triatomini species in phylogenetic trees inferred from rDNA 
ITS-2 sequences (Marcilla et al., 2001). A 605 position long 
alignment was obtained. Of these, 384 sites were constant 
and 131 were parsimony-informative. Gaps, indicating inser- 
tions and deletions, were present throughout the sequences. 
Parsimony analysis, using the heuristic option, of the 
aligned sequences yielded a single most-parsimonious tree 
(Fig. IA). The tree obtained was 281 steps long. The consis- 
tency index (CI) and the homoplasy index (HI) were 0.900 
and 0.099, respectively. CI and HI excluding uninformative 
characters were 0.850 and 0.150, respectively. The reten- 
tion index (RI), the resealed consistency index (RC) and the 
Goloboff-fits (G-fits) were 0.846,0.762 and -124.100, re- 
spectively. Two different clades were obtained, one including 
only P rufotuberculatus and clearly separated from another 
Glade including P geniculatus, P chinai, P lignariuslherreri 
and P megistus. In this second Glade, supported only by a 
65% of bootstrap value, three paraphyletic branches appear: 
one for P geniculatus and P chinai with a 72% of bootstrap 
support, another for P lignarius/herreri and the last one for 
P megistus. 
The topology of the trees derived from the distance data 
and bootstrap values using the NJ method according to the 
four models applied (trees not shown) did not solve the phy- 
logeny, only showing a paraphyly of the four branches of P 
rufotuberculatus, P geniculatus/chinai, P lignarius/herreri 
and P. megistus. 
ML analysis using the transition/transversion rate of 2 
generated a tree (likelihood = -1975.21255), the number 
of quartets examined being 126 using least-squares method 
with ML distances. The topology was similar to that ob- 
tained from parsimony analysis, but without the paraphyly 
shown by the latter. In the ML tree, P. lignariuslherreri 
appeared in a position basal to the Glade including a branch 
with P geniculatus and P chinai and another branch with P. 
megistus (Fig. 1B). ML analyses using the different transi- 
tion/transversion rates of 4,6 and 8 furnished trees showing 
identical topology and increasing puzzle values. 
Phylogenetic analyses including 24 Triatomini ITS-2 se- 
quences (eight for Panstrongylus species and 16 of other 
Triatomini species) were performed using R. prolixus as 
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P. rulotuberculatus Ecuador 
P. rufotuberculatus Ecuador 
26 
96 
100 
1 P. rufotuberculatus Colombia 
P. rutotuberculatus Colombia 
P. geniculatus Ecuador P. geniculatus Ecuador 
26 1 00 
100 
22 
1 
P. geniculatus Brazil 99 
P. geniculatus Brazil 
72 
24 P. china! P. chlnal 62 
18 46 
65 P. lignarius/henerl 
P. megistus lab. strain 
99 
59 
166 
P. megistus lab. strain 
P. megistus Brazil 
57 
100 
P. megistus Brazil 
P. lignarlus /her erf 
T. infestans (outgroup) T. Infestans (outgroup) 
- 10 changes 
0.05 substitutionstsite 
(A) (B) 
Fig. 1. Phylogenetic trees of the Panstrongylus species studied, using Triatoma infestans as outgroup: (A) based on MP analysis using the heuristic 
option; numbers above the line indicate branch lengths (steps); numbers below the line represent the percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicates; (B) derived 
from the ML model; scale bar indicate the number of substitutions per sequence position; numbers represent the percentage of 1000 puzzling replicates. 
outgroup. A 730 position long alignment was obtained. Of 
these, 315 sites were constant and 217 were parsimony- 
informative. All MP, NJ and ML analyses yielded similar 
trees where the Panstrongylus species did not Glade together. 
Parsimony analysis, using the heuristic option, of the 
aligned sequences yielded a single most-parsimonious tree 
(Fig. 2A). The tree obtained was 717 steps long. The Cl 
and the HI were 0.792 and 0.208, respectively. Cl and HI 
excluding uninformative characters were 0.699 and 0.300, 
respectively. The RI and the RC were 0.808 and 0.640, 
respectively. In this MP tree, the Panstrongylus species 
appeared in the Glade which also includes the central and 
North American Triatoma, Meccus and Dipetalogaster 
species, with a 69% bootstrap support. In this Glade, P. 
megistus had a position basal to the remaining species. It is 
worth mentioning that P rufotuberculatus appeared cluster- 
ing with the species of the phyllosoma complex with a high 
bootstrap value of 82%, T. dimidiata representing a sister 
group. The position of the T. barberi-D. maxima branch 
basal to the P rufotuberculatus-M. phyllosoma/T. dimidi- 
ata Glade, with a 84% support value, represents a polyphyly 
for the Panstrongylus species, among which P chinai, P 
geniculatus and P lignarius/herreri appear paraphyletically 
in the tree. 
The phylogenetic trees derived from the Tamura-Nei, 
Kimura two-parameter, Kimura two-parameter using y- 
corrected distances and Kimura three-parameter models 
showed similar topologies, although that obtained with 
Kimura two-parameter distance data (Table 3) presented 
the highest bootstrap supports. The topology of this NJ tree 
(tree not shown) was similar to that of the MP tree (Fig. 2A), 
although bootstrap values using the NJ method were some- 
what lower. The clustering of P rufotuberculatus with M. 
phyllosoma/T. dimidiata was supported by a 69% bootstrap 
value, with the T barberi-D. maxima branch appearing 
basal to the P. rufotuberculatus-M. phyllosoma/T. dimidi- 
ata Glade. P. geniculatus, P chinai and P lignarius/herreri 
appeared paraphyletically linked to the above-mentioned 
central and North American Triatomini species with a 76% 
support. 
ML analysis using the transition/transversion rate of 2 
generated a tree (likelihood = -3737.67876), the number of 
quartets examined being 12,650 using least-squares method 
with ML distances (Fig. 2B). In this ML tree, the presence of 
puzzle values in all the nodes, despite the high number of se- 
quences included, is worth mentioning. P rufotuberculatus 
also clustered with M. phyllosoma/T. dimidiata, with a 60% 
puzzle value, the T. barberi-D. maxima branch appearing 
basal to the latter grouping. P megistus appeared basal to the 
76% supported grouping of the other Panstrongylus species 
with the central and North American Triatomini, among 
which there was a Glade including P. geniculatus, P. chinai 
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and P. lignariuslherreri, the two 
latter grouped in one branch 
with a 62% value. ML analyses using the 
different transi- 
tion/transversion rates of 4,6 and 8 furnished trees showing 
similar topology with somewhat 
lower puzzle values; the 
only worth-mentioning difference was the appearance of the 
two P megistus populations whether in the same branch of 
the South American Triatoma species studied (T infestans, 
T sordida and T brasiliensis) with 43 and 
35 puzzle values 
when applying the ratios of 4 and 6, respectively, or 
inde- 
pendently in a Glade basal to all other Triatomini species 
included with a puzzle value of 68 when the ratio of 8. 
4. Discussion 
The results obtained in rDNA ITS-2 sequencing of 
Panstrongylus species offer further evidences in support 
of the usefulness of this spacer as a good marker 
for re- 
solving supraspecific, specific and subspecific relationships 
in Triatominae, as already suggested by Marcilla et al. 
(2001). ITS-2 base composition biased to A+T content 
in Panstrongylus species is in agreement with the values 
(76.7%) previously found in other triatomines (Marcilla 
et al., 2001). 
ITS-2 length range found in Panstrongylus species agrees 
with that found in Triatomini and is shorter than in Rhodniini 
(Marcilla et al., 2001). ITS-2 length variation between dif- 
ferent populations of given species slightly differ because 
of a different number of repeats of several dinucleotide 
microsatellites. Microsatellites have already been detected 
in the rDNA ITS-2 of other organisms (see review in 
Almeyda-Artigas et al., 2000), as well as in other triatomines 
(Marcilla et al., 2001). Neither the origin of microsatel- 
lites, nor their mutation model evolution and function, if 
any, are fully understood (Remigio and Blair, 1997; Jarne 
et al., 1998), but a recent, extensive bibliography proves 
that microsatellite alleles exhibit an extreme intraspecific 
variability, neutrality, Mendelian inheritance, codominance 
and high mutation rates. They are, therefore, very good 
polymorphic molecular markers for the differentiation of 
populations within a given species (see review by Jarne 
and Lagoda, 1996). Hence, the results of this paper suggest 
that many of the microsatellites detected in the ITS-2 may 
be very useful for population differentiation and dynamics 
analyses within Panstrongylus species in future studies. 
ITS-2 length variation not related to microsatellite repeats 
was unexpectedly high between different Panstrongylus 
species. With very few exceptions, the rDNA ITS-2 se- 
quences have the same or very similar length in different 
species of the same genus in different groups of organisms 
(see reviews in Mas-Coma, 1999 and Almeyda-Artigas 
et al., 2000). Previous studies on the ITS-2 of triatomine 
bugs suggested that this spacer followed this length rule 
both in Triatomini and Rhodniini (Marcilla et al., 2001). The 
pronounced differences in length detected in Panstrongy- 
lus species may perhaps reflect a relatively old origin of 
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this genus. The great differences in nucleotide composition 
between Panstrongylus species also support a relatively 
old separation of these species, according to the nuclear 
rDNA-based molecular clock pattern followed by Triatom- 
inae in their evolution (Bargues et al., 2000). 
The absence of nucleotide differences between the popu- 
lation of Yasuni, Orellana and that from the laboratory strain 
of Fiocruz (originally from Cajamarca, Peru), verifies the 
correct classification of P herreri made by Aguilar et al. 
(1999) and Abad-Franch et al. (2001) and expands the geo- 
graphical distribution of this species to Ecuador. Similarly, 
the ITS-2 sequences of the bug populations from San Pablo, 
Sucumbios, Ecuador and Santa Barbara, Para, Brazil be- 
ing identical confirm the classification of the material from 
Ecuador as belonging to P lignarius made by Abad-Franch 
et al. (2001). 
Interestingly, not a single nucleotide difference was de- 
tected between the sequences of the species P lignarius and 
P herreri. According to the characteristics of the ITS-2 as 
a species marker (Mas-Coma, 1999), this indicates that in 
fact there is only one species, meaning that herreri would 
enter as a synonym of lignarius. As already mentioned by 
Carcavallo et al. (1999b), these two species are so similar 
that they are often difficult to distinguish, the differentiation 
being mainly based on their allopatric geographical distri- 
butions and ecological aspects, P. herreri having adapted 
to other habitats (including human dwellings) through its 
trophic link to guinea pigs (Herrer, 1960). Although Lent 
and Wygodzinsky (1979) reported that no intermediate 
forms have been found, Barrett (1988) already proved that 
both species cross-fertilise giving rise to hybrids. If there 
would be an applied interest to differentiate them and as 
long as valid distinctive morphological characters exist, 
subspecific status would perfectly fit the present knowl- 
edge: P lignarius lignarius occupying a large area of the 
central-eastern Amazon basin and P lignarius/herreri in 
a more restricted area including the eastern slopes of the 
Andes in Ecuador and Peru, and some inter-Andean valleys 
related to the Maranon river system. This case appears to 
be similar to that of the species of the phyllosoma complex 
in Mexico (Marcilla et al., 2001) and has serious epidemio- 
logical implications. In fact, P herreri is the main domestic 
vector of Chagas disease in northern Peru (Calderon et at., 
1985), whereas, P lignarius is considered as exclusively syl- 
vatic. Our results suggest that the species (lignariusiherreri) 
has a potential for domiciliation higher than previously 
thought, as demonstrated by the strong synanthropism of 
one population (known as P herreri), whose biogeographic 
range is in addition broader than reported to date, includ- 
ing primary Amazonian forests of Ecuador (see Carcavallo 
et al., 1999a; Abad-Franch et al., 2001). 
In all of the different phylogenetic trees obtained, all 
Panstrongylus species appear clustering with the central 
and North American species of other Triatomini and conse- 
quently in a Glade different from that of the South American 
Triatomini species. The results obtained by Marcilla et al. 
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(2001) were adding support for the idea of an old divergence 
between South American and central and North American 
forms. The present paper suggests that Panstrongylus 
species may be related to the ancestors giving rise to central 
and North American Triatomini. The broad geographic dis- 
tribution of some species of Panstrongylus in the northern 
part of the Neotropical region, such as P geniculatus, P. 
lignariuslherreri (with P humeralis in central America) and 
above all P. rufotuberculatus, whose wide area of distribu- 
tion also expands into central America (Carcavallo et al., 
1999a) and which occupies very large climatic and alti- 
tude ranges, from lowland rainforests to and highlands and 
subtropical forest of intermediate altitude (Noireau et al., 
1994), fit in such an hypothesis. 
The phylogenies inferred from ITS-2 sequence analyses 
markedly differ from the cladogram of hypothesised phylo- 
genetic relationships of the genus Panstrongylus based on 
plesiomorphic and apomorphic traits constructed by Lent 
and Wygodzinsky (1979) (see also Carcavallo et al., 1999b, 
Fig. 21.10 and Table 2), except for the similitude of P 
lignarius and P. herreri. However, when dealing with evo- 
lutionary units within Triatominae, Dujardin et al. (1999) 
already noted that no good correlation between morpholog- 
ical and genetic relationships was to be expected. 
Moreover, the phylogenetic trees here obtained also sug- 
gest that the genus Panstrongylus is polyphyletic, with P. 
rufotuberculatus separated from all other species of the 
genus. This hypothesis is also supported by the ITS-2 length 
variation and the large genetic distances found between the 
species studied. Although a larger sample including more 
species (such as those of lesser medical importance) and 
populations of this genus needs to be analysed to definitively 
address the question, the rDNA results already suggest the 
convenience of introducing supraspecific or perhaps bet- 
ter generic differentiation within the present Panstrongylus 
taxon. Unfortunately, no information on DNA sequences of 
the Panstrongylus species analysed in this paper is available 
at present, neither from mitochondrial genes nor from other 
nuclear ribosomal genes or spacers, as to corroborate the 
above mentioned hypothesis of polyphyly. 
The phylogenetic trees obtained in this study also sug- 
gest a polyphyly of South American and central and North 
American Triatoma species, as already observed by Marcilla 
et al. (2001). Although this may support the validity of the 
genus Meccus for the central and North American species, 
neither ITS-2 nor 18S rDNA (Bargues et al., 2000) sequence 
results agree with the exclusion of T dimidiata from this 
genus. 
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CONTROL OF CHAGAS DISEASE IN THE ANDEAN COUNTRIES 
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School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., London WC1 E 7HT, UK. 
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Control of Chagas disease has become a priority for almost all Latin American countries. 
The elimination of Trypanosoma cruzi transmission by Triatoma infestans in vast areas of the 
Southern Cone countries has encouraged the implementation of similar endeavours in Central 
America and the Andean countries (WHO 1997,1998). In the context of the Andean countries 
Initiative, the 'Third Sub-regional Meeting for the Control of Transfusional and Vectorial 
Transmission of Chagas Disease' was held in Guayaquil, Ecuador, in June 2000. The meeting was 
organised by the National Sub-secretary for Tropical Medicine (Ministry of Public Health of Ecuador) 
under the auspices of the WHO/PAHO. Representatives of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, the 
WHO/PAHO, and of various research centres developing activities linked to the control of Chagas 
disease in Ecuador participated at the meeting. Several technical presentations, two round tables 
(on transfusional and vectorial transmission, respectively), and four working groups were organised. 
In Venezuela, six million people are estimated to be at risk of acquiring T. cruzr, Rhodnius 
prolixus and T. maculata are the main triatomine vectors. The Control Programme has 40 years of 
history; it includes housing improvement alongside residual insecticide spraying. Seroprevalence 
has decreased as a result of these activities (<l% in children under 10); recent estimates indicate 
that general prevalence is -9%. House infestation by triatomines occurs in less than 20% of 
localities. Serological screening of blood donations is compulsory and reaches 100% of donors. 
The following challenges for the future of the Programme have been identified: integration 
of local health services; guarantee of adequate treatment and follow-up of those infected; need for 
serological surveys on schoolchildren and in suspect areas; standa isation of serological diagnosis; 
maintenance of serological screening of all blood donors; and the incorporation of health 
education/community participation to the prevention/control activities. 
In Colombia, the national control Programme begqn in 1996, and integrates vectorial, 
transfusional, and congenital transmission control with patient management, housing 
improvements, and epidemiological/entomological surveillance. Some 2.8 million people live under 
risk conditions In the country; R. prolixus and T. dimidiata are considered as the main vectors. The 
exploratory phase of the Programme took place in 1999-2000; high-risk areas were identified, and 
trial interventions (residual spraying, housing improvements, and health education) are currently 
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INTRODUCTION 
The dynamics of migration and geographical dispersion of triatomines probably involve a 
process of genetic and phenetic simplification linked to a series of founder effects followed by 
genetic drift and to the various determinants of selective pressure that occur in each new habitat. As 
a result, morphological and genetic clines often appear (Dujardin et al. 1998). 
Various lines of evidence currently suggest that the bottleneck constituted by the Sierra 
Nevada and the northernmost end of the Andes in Colombia could have resulted in a founder effect 
that gave rise to Rhodnius pallescens from an Amazonian pictipes-like ancestor (Schofield & 
Dujardin 1999). It is likely that R. pallescens then spread associated with palm trees, which are the 
natural primary habitat of the species, to its current range (towards Panama and Costa Rica, and 
southwards following the Magdalena river valley in Colombia). In the central-southern Magdalena 
valley the species would have given rise to R. colombiensis (recently described from specimens 
collected from palm trees in Coyaima, Tolima) (Moreno et al. 1999); finally, these bugs would have 
reached western Ecuador and diverged to originate the third species of the Glade, R. ecuadoriensis, 
which arrived northern Peru in more recent dates (Schofield & Dujardin 1999). 
Here we present an overview of the evidence regarding both the genetic relatedness of R. 
pallescens, R. colombiensis, and R. ecuadoriensis, and the progressive variation of their 
morphological, ecological-behavioural, and genetic characteristics. 
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TRAPPING TRIATOMINAE IN SILVATIC HABITATS 
Francois Noireau, Fernando Abad-Franch, Aldo Valente 
The control of domestic vector species of Triatominae has been successful in most of the 
Southern Cone countries and is being developed in Andean countries and Central America. In 
controlled areas, the report of silvatic species invading human dwellings leads research activities to 
be focused on their original populations and observations generated will assist in the adaptation of 
vector control strategies. 
The collection of triatomines in their natural environment is very laborious and time- 
consuming. The light trapping has the disadvantage of capturing only starved adults of attracted 
species. Other methods include the inspection of a great variety of potential ecotopes such as 
hollow trees, bark of trees, palm crown, bromeliads, rocks, burrows of marsupials or rodents and 
bird-nests. The few bait-traps previously designed to sample silvatic triatomines yield poor results 
(Rabinovich et al., 1976; Carcavallo, 1985) . 
Recently, Noireau et al. (1999 & 2000) reported the trial of a simple trapping system to 
collect triatomines in silvatic ambient. The system was a small plastic container (30 or 60 cm) 
closed with wire mesh and covered in the superior part with double-coated adhesive tape. It 
contained a mouse as bait. Initially designed for collecting silvatic Triatoma in hollow trees, it was 
later fitted to capture Rhodnius species in palm crown (Abad-Franch et al., 2000). 
Up to now the trapping system was particularly tested in three different ecosystems (Chaco, 
subtropical and tropical forest) and two sorts of ecotopes (hollow tree and palm crown). Results are 
showed in Table 1. In the semi-arid region of the Chaco, the traps were commonly suspended for 
15 h approximately by night in hollows situated in trunks and limbs from the lowest stratum as well 
as emerging trees. Placed for only 8h in the daytime, they showed also a good efficiency compared 
with night collection (results not showed). One to three units were placed inside each tree. Finally, 
from a total of 421 trees investigated, 34% contained triatomines inside one hollow at least. 
Trapping in palm tree was easier for the selection of investigated ecotope. Larger and more 
numerous traps (up to 6 units) were used inside each palm crown. The percentage of positive palm 
trees was similar to hardwood trees from the Chaco. 
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